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Foreword 
Forest  Economy  in t he  U.S.S.R. is a special study of the forestry 
sector of the Soviet economy. As such i t  makes a further contribution 
to the studies undertaken in recent years to elucidate the means and 
ends in Soviet planning; also it attempts to assess the competitive 
potentialities of the U.S.S.R. in international trade. 
Soviet studies now command a very great interest and are being 
undertaken a t  some twenty universities and research institutes mainly 
in the United States, the United Kingdoin and the German Federal 
Republic. However, i t  would seem that the study of the development 
of the forestry sector has riot received the detailed attention given to 
other fields. In any case, there have not been any analytical studies 
published to date elucidating fully the connection between forestry 
and the forest industries and the integration of both in the economy 
as a whole. Studies of specific sections have appeared from time to 
time, but I have no knowledge of any previous study which gives a 
complete picture of the Soviet forest economy and which could faci- 
litate the marketing policies of the western world, being undertaken 
at  any university or college. 
With the present work the Department of Forest Economics of the 
Royal College of Forestry ( S k o g s h o g s k o l m ) ,  Stockholm, Sweden, has 
undertaken the important but dii'f'icult task of endeavouring to fill this 
research gap in forest economics. It should be stated that  the oondi- 
lions for a more objective and valid analysis of the purely forestry 
situation in  the U.S.S.R. have improved very considerably during the 
last few years through the recently made forest inventories. This has 
made it possible to carry out the present work on a regional basis, 
with studies of the position of the forest industries in the different 
econornic regions of the U.S.S.R., and to attempt to forecast the develop- 
ment potentialities of the forest industries on the basis of the invento- 
ries made. In view of the importance of assessing the competitive 
potentialities of the Soviet planned economy in forest products enter- 
ing international trade a great deal of attention has also been devoted 
to the centrally directed Soviet trade policy and to the possibilities 
that the Soviet State trading monopoly consequently has, compared 
with the divided efforts of the capitalist countries, in the intense 
competitive situation which exists in the world market to-day. 
This study has been facilitated by a special grant from the Pulp 
Industry Foundation for Research and 'reaching in Technology and 
Forestry (Cellulostrindlzstrierls sti/'lclse fijr ieknisk och skoglig forsk- 
n ing ) .  With the financial means ~ ~ h i c h  ha l e  been placed a t  our 
disposal i t  has been possible lo conlmission the undertaking of this 
study by Karl Vilttor Algvere, who has previously been associated 
with the Department of Forest Economics as research leader on special 
grants. Both in the planning and the undertaking of the research 
project Mr. Algvere has been able to draw from hi., extensive expe- 
rience in  the field concerned. He has systematically followed the devel- 
opnlent in Soviet forestry and forest industry on the basis of original 
Russian publications of the last 14 years and should therefore be 
familiar with the intricate matter o S  S o ~ i e t  studies. 
The importance given to the setting of goals in the analysis of 
Soviet forest management-a suhject i n  which Mr. Algvere has taken 
special interest-is reilected in the particular attention devoted to it 
in  this study with an account of the various economic ideologies and 
with a comparison of the systems of forestry employed under the 
Czarist regime and under the Soviets. Therefore Part  I1 "Management 
of Forest Land under different Econonlic Systems", which follows 
the introductory Part  I "Natural and Econonlic Background", provides 
not only a background for continuing the study of Soviet forest re- 
sources, forest industries and marketing policies concerning forest 
products but also can be consitleretl as a special and carefully detailed 
thesis on the pertaining questions. 
Stoclillolni, April 1966 
EIXAR STRIDSBERG 
Head of the Department of Forest Economics 
Royal College of Forestry 
Translator's Note 
This study was compiled in Swedish with extensive passages in 
English, German and Rassian. Mr. J. Flower-Ellis has corrected the 
sections concerning vegetation and conditions of forest growth; for 
the translation work I had the assistance of Mrs. Eva hlarshall. The 
use of technical terms was decided in consul ta t io~~ with the author. 
The final version of the translation was supervised by the author to- 
gether with the undersigned. 
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Introduction 
1. Purpose and Scope 
This study deals with the forestry sector oi' tlie So-\iet economy 
with particular reference to its potentialities. The main purpose is to 
give a picture of the forest ecoiiolr~y as a whole and in  particular to 
examine the background of the competitive ability of the S o ~ i e t s  in 
selling forest products in  international marliets. I11 any study which 
aims to examine the means 01 competition or  the nlarlieting potential 
of certain bulk commodities, attention must be centred on the raw- 
material resources and thc conditions for obtaining, transporling and 
marketing them in existing internal and external ecoiloinies, as nel l  
as  on tlie policies pursued in this connection. 
Timber stock is a renemable ra7x material and thus its position is 
different from a great many other r a v  materials, such as minerals. 
Consequently, the object of our study must be the entire process 
which is necessary for the production of timber as  a raw inaterial. 
This means that the primary stage of forest production constitutes 
a very important part of this study and thus me shall be concerned 
with 11on the management of forest land is carried out. As the growing 
of trees is a long-term undertaking, and the successi~e phases of 
production in the forestry sector do not coincide in time, one is obliged 
to examine developments in the past as  well as to ascertain the 
present position. In the main we shall base our assess~llents of future 
de\elopments on forest management because of the exceptional posi- 
tion occupied by the forestry sector compared to other branches of the 
economy-and this applies even to the end products of the wood- 
processing industry, the competitive position of which in fact will 
be investigated here. Onc must  thus attempt to get an  idea of the 
productive capacity of the forests and of the measures which have 
been taken in order to attain or to improx,e the output of timber. 
The other important aspect in assessing the competitive ability 
is the position of the forest industries and their development possi- 
bilities. Forestry and forest industries are highly integrated especially 
in the modern industrial society. To-day i t  is inconceivable to establish 
wood-processing factories without taking into consideration how their 
supply of raw material will be provided. Consequently, i t  should 
be evident that industries that are based on mood must plan their 
activities according to the supply and location of the raw material. 
Geographical aspects play a particularly prominent part in the 
development of the Soviet forest industries. The very vastness of the 
C.S.S.R. means that there are quite different conditions for forestry 
operations in  ~ a r i o u s  parts of the country, and consequently this also 
applies to the activities of the forest industries. In order to give a 
more adequate description and appraisal of the potentialities of the 
forest industry it has been necessary to do this on a regional basis. 
Thus only the timber-surplus regions will be dealt with in more detail 
as  these regions will be the only ones of any competi t i~e importance 
for  the next 20-30 years. 
An important factor to be taken into consideration in the assessinent 
of competitive ability is the domestic consuinption of forest products. 
Undcr tllc Soviets this consumption is largely planned by the State 
and in principle the demand is adapted in  accordance with the produc- 
tion trend. As there are no possibilities of obtaining data about the 
actual domestic requirements of forest products, this question cannot 
be dealt with in this study. However, the demand for forest products 
in  the home market probably affects the Soviet exports to a great 
extent. The balance betneen domestic coilsuinption and exports, which 
the S o ~ i e t s  regard mainly as  a matter of planning, can in theory be 
deduced from the general econoinic policy. 
This means that in this 5tudy one cannot a ~ o i d  going into the 
economic system itsell' and how- i t  is directed. Here it should be em- 
phasised that the supreme planning authority determines not only 
the direction of production and distribution within the forestry sector 
but a150 determines the formulation of the coinpetitire policy to be 
adopted in the export of forest products. 
As the Soviet system differs in  many respects from that of the 
free-marliet economy, i t  is important that the way in which the So\iet 
system functions should be elucidated more closely. It  is also desirable 
Lo have a description of institutional arrangements as far back as 
necessary to explain how and w-hy the present system has developed. 
Considering the vastness of this task only certain characteristic 
features of the system can be dealt with here. Therefore historical 
description will be kept to the ininiinuin necessary to understand the 
functioning of the present-day forest economy. However, it would be 
important for western countries to get to Itnow how the Soviet 
system has influenced basic forest production, the expansion of the 
forest industries, and what means the Soviets have at  their disposal 
to increase their share of the marliet in  international trade with 
forest products. One must never forget that the U.S.S.R. has been 
the scene of a polilical, social and industrial revolution. Actually, the 
transformation of a n  industrially backward c o ~ ~ n t r y  into a giant in- 
dustrial power, which has  brought about a structural change of the 
whole economy, has had a tremendous impact on the forest economy 
at  large. One should bear in mind that Soviet institutions were created 
to s e n e  certain purposes of Soviet economic policy. This is the reason 
why a comparison must  be made between forestry conditions in  
Czarist Russia and Soviet forestry, eye11 though such a comparison is 
not strictly necessary to determine the present competitive ability of 
the Soviets in  the marlieting of forest products. 
These and many other questions would seem to merit careful con- 
sideration because the forest economy of the U.S.S.R. has been the 
province of Tery few specialists--the "Sovietological" forest econon~ics 
experts--because the ordinary forest economists in western countries 
need to know little outside of the traditional forest practices in  their 
native countries. There are many explanations of this state of affairs. 
One certainly is the language barrier. Another is conservatiw thinking 
and the belief that  Soviet forest economics is a matter of politics and 
therefore concerns politicians rather than foresters. Furthermore, i t  
is believed that the study of "So~ietology" is seriously impeded by 
lack of information. 
This study does not intend to deal with or to evaluate the Soljet 
politico-social system. Here the evaluation of economic activities will 
be made in as  politically neutral a way as possible. 
In brief, the primary purpose of this study is to investigate the 
competi t i~e potentialities of Soviet forestry and forest industries. The 
conclusions may very well be of soine value to many of those who 
are concerned with long-term planning affected by international trade 
in forest products. 
A further purpose is to introduce Soviet forestry and its main 
problems to forest economists and others outside the U.S.S.R. who 
happen to be interested i n  world forestrx. 
Finally, there might be reason to ask what lessons can usefully be 
drawn from Soviet experience in  the forestry sector by developing 
countries seeking to build up their forest industries. 
However, there cannot be uniform coyerage of the huge fields which 
are the subject of the four separate parts of this thesis. Certain parts 
will be dealt with in  detail, soine subjects will be treated briefly while 
others which are mentioned will get very little discussion. The oinis- 
sions are due partly to the lack of authentic source material, and partly 
to tlie decision of the author to cover, at  least in outline, those features 
of Soviet forestry which distinguish i t  from forestry in other count- 
ries. 
Also i t  is necessary to touch upon the limitations of scope invo l~ed  
mith the main purpose of the study, namely the competiti~-e poten- 
tialities of the forestry sector of the Soviet economy. Arailability 
and use of labour, employment s truct~lre and wage deterinination 
will be omitted on the grounds that these require separate treatment 
and would enlarge the thesis too inuch. There will be no discussions 
about inecllanisation and efficiency of forestry worli, despite the fact 
that Soviet authorities maintain that i t  is in  this very field that the 
Soviets have made their greatest achievements. Certainly it cannot be 
denied that a highly inechanised forestry is far superior from the 
competitive point of view to a less mecllanised forestry. However, 
as the emphasis of this thesis is not on mechanical handling in the 
various phases of forestry, the entire question of mechanisation has 
been omitted deliberately, despite the fact that mechanisation has 
far-reaching consequences on the utilisation of timber resources and 
also has a marked influence on the forest economy. 
2. Nature of the Study and Availability of Source Material 
The present study is based primarily on original Soviet pnblications 
supplemented by material published outside the U.S.S.R. In addition, 
considerable use will be made of original material which throws light 
on the conditions prior to the October Revolution. The principle applied 
here has been to use as  far as  possible original sources particularly as 
far as  forestry and forest conditions are concerned. 
As to the econon~ic conditions in the main and to the Solie1 system 
and communist ideology in particular, there has been soine de~ ia t ion  
from this principle seeing that the scrutiny of tlie original material in 
this field would necessitate an enormous amount of norlc ~vhich  
would be only of secondary significance regarding the main object of 
this study. This is the reason x11y references have been inade in certarn 
cases to the writings of some western authors whose criticism of the 
centrally planned system and the ideology on which it is based can be 
regarded as being inore abstruse than intrinsic. The choice of such 
"Sovietological" experts, who are quite numerous in the subject of 
the general economy, has been made without regard to all the authors 
who ha*e dealt with the subject. 
I11 general, the forestry problems with vh ich  we shall deal h a ~ e  
not been treated very extensively by non-Soviet writers. Thus it is 
not by choice but by necessity that the writer of this thesis has been 
obliged to depend almost entirely on Russian sources in dealing with 
the main problem. In cases where forest econoniists in western 
countries have dealt with the subject, reference has been made to 
these authors i rrespect i~e of mhetlier findings are in support of or 
in conflict with the conclusions of the ~ari ter 's  thesis. 
The main sources used in tliis study are the publications of Soliet 
forest economists and high ol'ficials in the adniinistration of the 
forestry sector. A great many boolts, journals and nemspapers, ~vliich 
are issued by the State publishing houses for the forestry sector or 
which are the organs of the technical and the scientific institulions in 
Soaiet forestry, have been scrutiniscd for this thesis and constitute 
the actual basis of this study. The nature of Soaiet research is such 
that one is obliged to form a n  opinion on the conditions existing in 
that country mainly on the basis of Soviet publications alailable. 
Another queslion is-how reliable arc tlie publications 011 which 
we base our conception of Soaiet forestry practice and the functioning 
of corresponding institutions in the U.S.S.R.? It cannot be denied that 
earlier, and particularly in  the Stalin ern, there mas a tendency to 
describe the state of affairs desired rather than the one that existed. 
Howcver, there is a great difference between "is" and "ought", and 
this \cry often can give rise to wrong conclusions. Textbooks in 
particular are apt to present an idealised \ ersion of forestry conditions 
and ignore reality where it is unpleasant. On tlie other hand, period- 
icals and especially professional journals seem to give a more accurate 
description of the state of affairs and thus supply the missing informa- 
tion. This provides a great deal of e~idence,  provided that it is care- 
fully selected and spstematised, as well as being correctly interpretccl 
afterwards. 
There is a tremendous amount of source material available in Soxiet 
statistics regarding timber resources, physical output of forest pro- 
ducts, and foreign trade. Tn tliis respect the U.S.S.R. is no longer a 
closed country and in recent years one certainly cannot con~plain 
about any  lack of authentic material. However, a few words must be 
said about the use of the material ~ h i c h  is now being issued in large 
quantities by the Central Statistical Adniinistration (Tseniralnogc 
stcrtisticheskoye rrprcmlenie pri Sovete Xinistrou S S S R ) .  One should 
first put the question: \\'hat are these figures trying to prove? If the 
purpose of the elahorate registration activity were merely to prepare 
statistical compilations, the reliability of these figures would be 
hardly any problem. However, the Soviet Government has a monopoly 
of publication :qnd has compelling political interests in the image 
of the Soviet type of economy that it presents outside. The role of 
information in such a n  economic system is also different from that 
under the private-enterprise systems in western countries. In the 
Soviet economy the centripetal flow of infornlation in the matters 
of production is absolutely essential for the functioning of the system 
(Grossman, 1960, p. 4 ) .  Thus, numerical distortions, where the  result- 
ing inaccuracy is in the figure itself, occur often deliberately. This 
can happen in  the form of write-ups by workers a'nd by mmagement, 
who-because of the rigorous structure of incentives and penalties 
under which they work-are put to such in order to simulate plan 
fulfilment. Despite the fact that there is much evidence of data 
distortion even in the forestry sector, there are also definite limits to 
such opportunities for rnisreporting and, by and large, it  may be 
reasom~ble to assume that the relative magnitude of distortion from 
this source is not fatal to our purpose. 
A much more serious problem is the distortion of the facts reported 
by the Soviet authorities in their publications. Although it has recently 
eased off, such an  information policy run  for propaganda purposes 
continues to impose on "Sovietological" researchers a heavy burden 
of "statistical" interpretation. This seriously impedes the ability of 
research workers to reconstruct an  accurate picture of Soviet progress. 
fur the^ details of the availability and reliability of the statistics 
will be given below in the individual cases where such is deemed 
necessary. This is because the statistics, which will be used, are of a 
very varied nature and value, and can hardly be compiled in a useful 
way. To a large extent the degree of success achieved depends on the 
care and discretion v i t h  which the statistics are used and the results 
analysed. 
3. Research Methodology 
A number of different questions will be discussed in  this study. 
Much of the subject matter is biological and technological, but every 
stage of forestry actirities involves econoinic factors. Moreover, histor- 
ical relationships as well as geographical aspects play a major role in 
the functioning of forestry. 
The research methods employed in a sector of the economy are not 
developed by theoretical discussion but by actual work. Therefore no 
special inethodology in  the general sense is offered in this study. Each 
individual problem discussed here gives the compiler the task of find- 
ing the specific method for dealing with it. For the understanding of 
casual and consequential relationships in forestry practice as a sector 
of the economy, the explanatory methods must be flexible and pro- 
ductive in form. 
For  obvious reasons this presentation must be mainly descriptive 
and explorat i~e.  Material has been assembled from a vast field, which 
ha \  been very little researched lo date, and the special nature of the 
souroe material imposes considerable limitations on the use of the 
analytical approach. However, the intention is to utilise descriptive 
data only as a basis from which the functioning of the forest economy 
could be analysed. Research methodology used in  other social sciences 
is used for the basic approach in  this study, which should be regarded 
as a special case of "So~ietological" research. Even here it is important 
to determine and establish the motives and targets which ha;-e guided 
the practical work in  earlier periods and even i n  the present condi- 
tions. One thus is attempting to  apply a "means-ends" approach, and 
this m-ould seem to have a certain relevance to the problem to be 
treated. The whole idea behind this is that "in as much as we are able 
to determine which means for the nchie\-enlent of a proposed end are 
appropriate or inappropriate, we can in this way estimate the chances 
of attaining a certain end by certain a~a i l ab le  means" (Weber, M., 
1949, p. 53). A principle applied in this thesis is that "in social science 
the ends we attain cannot be clearly separated from the means we 
use to achiew them" (Simon. 1961, p. 65). 
Despite the fact that we are chiefly concerned with "means" in 
this study, the evaluation of "ends" cannot be completely ignored. 
In addition to selecting and formulating the problem, the identifica- 
tion of ends and means thus becomes the starting point of our ana- 
lysis. The selection of hypothesis or the assumption from which the 
conclusion will be drawn, depending on the nature of the problems 
studied, is not considered necessary in the early stages of the work. 
I t  is regarded as something which should be carried out continuously 
throughout the whole investigation. The very fact that there will he a 
lot of problems in~o lved  in testing the hypothesis mould support such 
an approach. The scientific approach for verification by controlled ex- 
perimental methods, which as a rule is used in  the natural sciences 
and jn exceptional cases even in the social sciences, could hardly be 
applied to the several statements and assertions made in this partic- 
ular study. 
However, the fact that the standard model of social research inethod- 
ology is not strictly followed i11 this case does not mean that the 
drawing of useful inferences from this study would h a ~ e  no ~ a l i d i t y  
for scientific purposes. The critical feature is the researcher's nnder- 
standing and interpretation of the infornlation obtained; consequently, 
inethodological considerations, i.e, h o v  the problems are investigated, 
are not the main concern of this study. 
4. Outline of Presentation 
This study is presented in four major parts. Each of these parts can 
be regarded as a n  independent thesis treating different aspects of the 
same question. General conclusioils from all the four parts arc pre- 
sented at  the end of the study. 
Part  I supplies the background necessary for an understanding of 
the forest economy on the whole. The main ernphasis is placed on the 
geographical aspects of the Sorest economy. There is a description of 
the forest resources and their associated industries as well as of the 
general facilities for transport. The approach is essentially static, 
and time din~ensions are added only occasionally to the dcscriptive 
presentation of the characteristic features of the enxironnlent in  ~ ~ h i c h  
the economic ac t i~ i t ies  take place. 
Part  I1 comprises topics which are intended to explain the nature of 
forestry practicc and ideas hearing on forest n~nnageilzer~t under differ- 
ent economic systems. The purpose of this is to examine and to evaluate 
the concepts of econoinic thought which have determined the course 
of action in forestry in Czarist Russia and in the U.S.S.R. A comparison 
of "means" used to attain the "ends" in  forest management, with 
particular reference to dynarnic changes in production conditions, is 
the therne of this presentation. 
In this part of the investigation, the rules of scientific ~ncthodology 
have been applied more consistently. By and large, this is a study of 
the history of forest land management. The main objective of t h ~  
historian is to understand relationships between "e~ents" .  Thus also 
here the emphasis has bee111 put  on the description of successive 
"events" in forestry and an  assessment of their repercussions for the 
future has been attempted. 
Part  I11 starts with a n  analysis of consumption and output of forest 
products under conditions of central planning and proceeds with an  
estimate of the resource potentialities of the timber-surplus regions. 
This part is mainly a study ol spatial variations in  t e r ~ n s  of forest- 
covered areas, together with the accessibility and conditions appertain- 
ing for the exploitation of timber stock. The present situation and 
the prospects of future developments of the wood-processing industries 
by main economic regions are given careful consideration. The em- 
phasis is put  on the prospects of supply of round~vood from the 
virgin forests. 
Part  IV is devoted to the international trade in forest products 
with special reference to the competi t i~e advantage in world markels 
which the S o ~ i e t s  have through the monopoly status of their timber 
trade. Statistics cited here serve as a basis for the appraisal of future 
de~elopment.  The prospects of increased Soviet exports can be regarded 
as the focal point of these consider a t '  lons. 
The study ends with general conclusions, where the main findings 
of Parts I, 11, 111 and IV are integrated and analysed to give a clear 
picture of the competitive abilily of the Soviet forest economy. 
Part I 
NATURAL AND ECONOMIC 
BACKGROUND 
Natural and Economic Background 
1. Vegetation Zones 
I .I General Characteristics of Physiographic and Climntic Conditions 
The Eurasiatic Plain, an eastern extension of the European Plain, 
is the greatest of the plains of the world. It widens in the form of a 
wedge, extending to its maximum width near the Ural hfountains, 
which divide it into two parts. It continues in Siberia as far east as the 
River Yenisey, and to the south, into Central Asia. Over this vast area 
few uplifts rise more than 300 metres above sea-level, and with the 
exception of the Urals, none of these elevations is mountainous in 
character. Even in the Urals, the slopes are usually gentle, and the 
surface conformation is plateau-like. The platform underlying this 
great plain was covered by the sea many times during geological 
history. 
The West Siberian Lowland, as the section of the Great Plain east 
of the Urals is called, is relatively low, and is one of the most extensiw 
level areas in the vorld. Toward the south-east, there is another 
lowland, the Turan lowland, part of the bed of an ancient sea, nllich 
included the areas occupied by the Black Sea, the Caspian Sea, the 
Aral Sea and intervening regions, until the end of the Tertiary period. 
The periphery of the Great Plain, on the whole, is mountainous, 
particularly along the southern edge, where a continuous series of 
mountain ranges is to be found: the Carpathian Alountains and the 
Crimean Range, the Caucasus, the Kopet-Dagh and the Pamirs, the 
Tien-Shan, the Altay and the Sapan llountains. Most of Eastern Siberia 
is mountainous, too. 
"Continentality" is the main characteristic of the climate of the 
Great Eurasiatic Plain. Despite the vast extent of this area, climatic 
conditions have much in common in places thousands of liiloinetre\ 
apart, and the variety of weather is not as great as might be expected. 
Uniform conditions are remarkable, especially during the winter, 
though the weather over the western portion of the continent is in- 
fluenced by the Atlantic Ocean, which acts as far east as the Yenisey, 
while the influence exerted by the Pacific on the climate is only local 
(hlirov, 1951, p. 27 ) .  The plain gives the wind free play, and elen the 
Urals seem not to function as a climatic barrier. In winter, the mild 
westerly winds prevail in the north, while cold easterly winds are 
predominant in the south, thus diminishing any latitudinal differences 
in temperature. Variations in winter tenlperature are, in fact, inore 
striking from west to east, than from north to south. 
In Eastern Siberia, where the marine influence of adjacent oceans 
is almost absent in  winter, the cold is \e ry  severe. The temperature at 
\'erlthoyansk and OiinelLon reaches a January average of - 50" C, and 
in 1892 an extreme nlinirnuin of -68" C was recorded in the former 
(Gray, 1947, p. 38). But even lomer temperatures have been reported 
from Oimekon, where an  unconfirmed reading of - 75" C has been 
reported (Cressey, 1945, p. 96). During the winter, except for a very 
narrow strip along the Pacific Coast, the cold weather general13 
prevails throughout Siberia. A study of the air movements explains 
why nearness to the Pacific Ocean does not influence the winter 
temperature of the region; cold, dense air forms a centre of high 
pressure oxer north-east Siberia, and from here air flows eastwards 
toward centres of lower pressure oxer the ocean. Thus the air which 
i n o ~ e s  along the eastern coast of Siberia is cold and of low humidity. 
The largest rivers are frozen for considerable periods, as  the tempera- 
ture is almost e\eryv,I~cre consistently below freezing-point, and many 
lahes and rivers are frozen lo the bottom. Along the Arctic coast, the 
river nlouths are frozen for eight consecutive months, while in Siberia, 
most of the rivers are closed for six months and in central Russia for 
four Lo five months. E ~ e n  the Dniestr is frozen for more than 70 days 
on axerage. It is only in  thc cstreine south that rivers remain unfrozen 
in  the ninter .  
In summer, there is a general latitudinal decrease in tcrnperaiurc 
from south to north. The highest temperatures occur in the deserts of 
the south, for example, in Turltestan where the July alcrage tempera- 
ture exceeds 30" C. During the summer the oceans have a considerable 
modifying effect, especiallj in the Arctic. The cool inward air-currents 
from the ocean which occur on the Pacific coast tend to keep thc 
summer temperatures low. 
For ~egetat ive growth, including tree gronth, the length of summer 
is more significant than its intensity. The northern regions ha l e  a very 
short summer, whereas in the south, it is considerably longer. For 
instance, Archangel has two months summer (July and ,4ugust), 
while Yalta and Baku each have six months (May to October). In the 
higher latitudes, howe~er ,  the longer daylight hours offer some com- 
pensation for the shortness of the summer. 
The Great Plain of Eurasia is not a region of high precipitation; 
few stations in this area record more than 500 millimetres per annum. 
The area between the Urals and the River Amur averages only about 
400 millimetres, the northern shores of the Arctic have about 200 
millimetres, and those of Central Asia 100 milliinetres or less. The 
greatest rainfall occurs in the Caucasus on the eastern coast of the 
Black Sea. Other regions with heavy annual precipitation are the 
Altay and the Sayan Mounlains and some scattered areas in  the Far  
East. As a rule, the rainfall comes with westerly winds from the 
Atlantic and consequently diminishes from north-west to south-east. 
The season at which the rain comes, as  me11 as its quantity, is im. 
portant, and July and August are the wettest months over the greater 
part of this region. Areas with a winter maximum of rainfall are 
found only along certain sections of the Black Sea coast. 
The seasonal rainfall in  the areas near the Pacific coast seems to 
result from the summer monsoon of south-east Asia. During the 
summer period, the moist air from the cool Pacific Ocean moves in 
over the warmer land of Eastern Siberia and rainfall occurs. Cloudiness 
also plays an  important role as  a component of the climate. In the 
Arctic coastal region, clouds are accompanied by humid air and fogs. 
The western portions of the Eurasiatic plains are cloudiest in winter 
though towards the east clear skies occur more often. For example, 
Leningrad has about 39 cloudless days a year, but in the Lake Baikal 
region 140 days are without cloud, and in  Kazakhstan nearly 300. As 
a rule the steppes are relatively cloudless. 
When the temperature at  which condensation occurs is below 
freezing-point snow falls instead of rain and the moister the air, the 
heavier the snowfall. The snow lies deepest in  the forest region, be- 
cause here it is not blown away, a s  happens on the steppes. In 
general, Eastern Siberia receives nluch less snow than the region 
farther west. For example, despite the extremely cold winter in the 
Amur Valley and in the area around Lake Baikal it is often impossible 
to use sledges (Gray, 1947, p. 48).  In the regions of Siberia and on the 
Arctic coast where the snow cover is thin, there is a permanently frozen 
subsoil (merzlota) .  This seems to be associated to some extent with 
the distribution of the snowfall, and occurs mainly where the snow is 
absent or is relatively light. As is shown on the map in  Figure 1 :  1, 
the approximate southern boundary of permanently frozen ground 
runs slightly north of the mouth of the River RIezen to Berezovo on 
the Ob and continues to the confluence of the Nizhnaya Tunguska with 
the Yenisey, where it turns southward. The thickness of the per- 
Source: Berg, L. S., Die geographischen Zonen rler Sowjetunion, Rd. I, 1958 
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Fig. 1: 1. Areas of Permanently Frozen Subsoil 
manently frozen subsoil varies from one metre near the southern edge 
of the area, to 400 metres on the coast of the Arctic Ocean. The total 
permafrost area is estimated at 10 million square kilometres, or 
nearly 47 per cent of the land area of the U.S.S.R. (Balzak--Vasyutin- 
Feigin, 1952, p. 62). 
In the southern steppe and adjacent forest steppe regions, dry years 
and devastating winds (szzkhooey) cause droughts to occur more or 
less frequently. Droughts have occurred in Russia throughout the 
greater part of its recorded history, and the oldest authentic records 
of such occurrences are from the 11th century. In the last 65 years, 
the lower Volga region has experienced twenty-two droughts; the 
Voronezh, Rostov, Voroshilovgrad and Volgograd districts have had 
fifteen of reportable severity. Other regions in the steppe zone ha l e  
been severely affected more than ten times. The droughts usually 
come with the strong, dry and hot winds that blow from the arid 
regions east of the Caspian Sea and occur mostly during May and less 
often during April and June. 
The cause of these dry winds is believed to be the formation of dry 
air masses in  the Arctic. During these winds, the relative humidity 
of the air over the Russian steppes often falls below 20 per cent. The 
velocity of the wind fluctuates greatly, from about five to nearly 40 
kilometres an  hour, and at the higher speeds it raises clouds of dust 
and blows away the top soil from land with a n  insufficient vegetation- 
cover. The weather characteristics associaled with the dry wind are 
usually cloudless skies, haze, high day temperatures of 25" C to 40" C, 
low relatire humidity (not only during the day but also during the 
night) and high night temperatures. 
Because the soil lacks moisture, these winds are particularly in- 
jurious to regetation. The frequency as well as  the intensity and 
duration of drought in  various localities depends upon climatic con- 
ditions, but the point at which a drought begins is determined by the 
weather conditions, and particularly by precipitation in any given 
year. There is some evidence that the climate in this, the most fertile 
part of Russia, is becoming drier, and that the danger of drought is 
increasing. 'I'he most significant sgmplom is the increasing scarcity of 
water. Perhaps as  a result of the forest devastation mhich has taken 
place for decades, especially in the neighbourhood of rivers, the 
water-level in the r i ~ e r  channels has constantly and rapidly become 
lower in summer. A particularly significant sign of the dearth of 
water and of increasing drought in the south-eastern part of European 
Russia, is the abnormally rapid lowering of the water-level in the 
Caspian Sea. This has become a matter of supreme concern to the 
Soviet Government. 
Records of the water level have been kept since 1830 and these show 
that the fluctuations of the water level have been remarkable. Since 
1929 there has been a sharp downward trend. The level is falling 
almost continually, and between 1929 and 1956 it fell by 2.4 metres 
(Apollov, 1956, p. 88'). 
The decrease is caused by the fact that evaporation is in excess of 
the influx f r o ~ n  the Volga, the Ural and all other sources. It should be 
noted that from 1830 to 1929 the Caspian Sea was on arerage 2.5 
inetres belo\v the world mean sea-level. 
The causes of this dangerous decline have been much discussed, 
and the Soviet authorities have assumed that one cause is the extensive 
cutting which has taken place in the forests in  the basins of the rivers 
which flow into the Caspian Sea. Another factor is said to be the 
formation of the Rybinsk Reserxoir, which has a surface area of 
3,200 square kilometres and which was constructed in connection mith 
the Moscow-Volga canal. This reservoir may deprive the Caspian basin 
of large quantities of water (Buchholz, 1943, p. 147). However, the 
main cause of this decline seems to be far-reaching changes which 
have occurred in  the hydrological and climatic conditions (Oguievsky, 
1937; Akademia Nauk SSSR, 1957). 
Whatever the cause of this situation, it has seriously alarmed the 
Soviet Government. New laws and programmes issued by the authori- 
ties aim at nothing less than a man-made reversal of climate in  this 
dry region. 
1.2 Div i s ion  into Soi l  and  Vegetation Zones  
In the Etirasiatic Plain there is a strong correlation between the 
distribution of the soil-types and the distribution of the natural 1 egeta- 
tion. The natural \ egetation c o ~ e r  is dependent on the climate and the 
kind of soil. The soil itself is d e r i ~ e d  from the underlying rock forma- 
tion and depends not only on the climate but also on the covering 
vegetation, i.e. there is always a constant interrelation between the 
components climate, soil and vegetation. 
In a general way, the major soil and ~egeta t ion  zones are arranged 
in roughly parallel belts extending from east to west. \$Tithin this 
scheme there are considerable ~ar ia t ions ,  and a great many "inter- 
zonal" types occur. The degree of desiccation of the base rock, as  
influenced by the relief, as  well as the destruction of the original 
vegetation, may create such special conditions. The drier the climate, 
the less pronounced is the soil-forming process, and the greater the 
effect of relief and underlying rocks. In general, the character of the 
major soil type in each zone is not influenced essentially by the parent 
material but often extends across several underlying rock formations 
(Gregory-Shave, 1945, p. 104; Wilde, 1946, p. 17). It must be re- 
membered that soil formation is a constant process, and that a static 
conception of soil-climatic zones will never give a true picture of 
conditions as  they actually exist. If any one of these above-mentioned 
components changes, a conlplete cycle of changes takes place in the 
soil. For example, trees influence the climate and also the soil. \\'hen 
forests are cut down, the soil becomes drier in  some places, and in 
other places wetter. In the first case, high or continuous winds may 
cause disastrous erosion, and in the second case, the process of swamp 
formation may be accelerated. 
These climatic or soil-climate zones vary considerably amongst 
themselves with regard to plant cover, and hence the term vegetation 
or plant-geographical zone is used (Berg, 1958). The natural vegetation 
of the Eurasiatic Plain may be divided from north to south into the 
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Fig. 1: 2. Natural Vegetation Zones 
following principal zones: (1)  Tundra, (2 )  Forest, ( 3 )  Steppe, (4)  
Semi-desert, (5)  Desert. To these lowland zones may be added the 
subtropical zone and the mountain regions. The division into climatic 
or natural vegetation zones is shown on the map in Figure 1: 2. 
Principally, the division into broad latitudinal belts is based on the 
work of Berg (1958, 19591, although his classification of mountain 
regions is not f o l l o ~ ~ e d  xactly in the map presented here. I17ith regard 
to forest geography, some deliations from the original division into 
"landscape zones" seem to be necessary; these should take the form 
already accepted by the forestry scientists. These "landscape zones" 
cannot be considered as clear-cut or definitely fixed areas because the 
borders of contiguous zones more or less overlap and are gradually 
changing. The forests are in competition with the tundra in the north 
and the steppe in the south. Over a long period it has been noted that 
the tundra continues to advance slowly but continually toward the 
south. Opinions as  to the eventual outcome of the natural struggle 
between forest and steppe are divided, especially as  man's activity 
along the border between them has interfered with natural vegeta- 
tional succession. A considerable area of degraded black-earth soil, 
typical of the steppe, is visible proof of the former presence of forest. 
These black-earth soils are most favourable for settlement, and for 
many years the forests have been systematically destroyed in  this 
transition zone. Instead of forests there are now numerous and ex- 
tensive areas of eroded land, drifting sands and seTere gully erosion, 
all of which have contributed to a deterioration both of the landscape 
and of the climate. Generally speaking, the northern border of the 
forest zone is retreating as a result of the encroachment of the tundra, 
in much the same manner a s  the soutllern border is retreating before 
the steppe. 
The horizontal zoning of vegetation is perhaps inost clearly de- 
monstrated in  European Russia, where the territory from the Arctic 
Circle to the Caucasus includes a very wide range of climate and soil 
conditions. The same zones of vegetation succeed each other in a 
definite order as  the altitude increases. This ~ e r t i c a l  zonation of 
mountains is analogous to the horizontal zonation of the plains. The 
distribution of different vegetation types in the mountains is greatly 
affected by the location and exposure. Thus the differentiation into 
zones is less prono~mced in  the mountains than on the plains. 
1.3 Tundra Zone 
"Tundra" is a term deri\ed from a Fiiinish \vord "tunt~zri" which 
means deserted land. The tundra is the northern zone and the climate 
is generally of an  arctic type. The duration of frost in  the ground is 
from eight to eight and a half months, and tlle amount of available 
sunshine is relatively small. In the arctic region, tlle sun appears only 
after a long period of darliness. Summers are short and relatively cool 
but have long daylight hours of low-altitude sunshine. Cloudiness is 
common and fogs are very frequent in the summer niontlis. The 
niaxiinu~n of p'ecipitalion is in July and August, and the minimuin in 
February and March. The growing seasc,n averages from two to two 
and a half months (60-75 days). The ground is permanently frozen 
below the surface, and only the upper layer thaws for a short time. 
Predominant in  the tundra zone are peat-bogs (high moor) and 
marsh (low moor) soils with weak podzols (latent podzols) scattered 
in patches. Peat formations often cover the hilloclc surfaces. The 
hollows have poorer drainage and their smampy nature is sometimes 
increased by the inlpervious layer of frozen subsoil, but more often 
bj7 a hardpan layer of considerable thiclmess which underlies the more 
sandy soils. 
The tundra is a vast treeless area, ~vllich occupies about 15 per cent 
of all the territory of the U.S.S.R. (Balzali-Vasyutin--Feigin, 1952, 
p. 66).  There exist marked differences between the northern and 
southern sections of the tundra. The arctic or polygonal tundras 
predominate on the islands off the coast of the Arctic Ocean. These 
are characterised by the arrangement of the soil and stones into. 
polygon-shaped areas, caused by frost-heaving. Inland, and at  no 
great distance to the south, the next tundra belt is covered with 
vegetation consisting nlainly of moss and lichen. Farther south is the 
shrub-tundra, characterised by shrub birches and willows. The Iran- 
sition zone between the tundra and the forest is called forest tundra 
(lesotundra), referred to by some authors as "taibola" (Wilde, 1946, 
p. 26), where a great many tree species are found. These trees are 
mostly stunted and of low productiveness. The boundary between the 
forest tundra and the tundra is very uneven. In the northern portions 
of the forest tundra the tree vegetation is sparse; forest outposts 
extend northwards along the river valleys, because of the better 
drainage of the valley slopes, which prevents ice from being formed 
near the soil surlace. In addition, the valley slopes are better protected 
from winds, and those which face south are warmed by the sun. 
The spruces and birches predominate at the northern tree limit, 
while farther east, larch is also found. On the Ikinin Peninsula, for 
example, birches, aspen, speckled alder and pine grow (Seifriz, 1934). 
The ground vegetation consists mainly of various peat-forming coni- 
munities. 
The Russian scientists Tanfilev and Pohle have found traces of 
birches and spruces in deep sections of the peat, and in the underlying 
substratum, Tanfilev thinlts that these tree remains resulted from the 
destruction of the forest edge by growth of the S p h a g n ~ z m  hog and 
the formation of permanent ice in the moss soil. According lo Pohle, 
this advance of the tundra was largely helped by human destruction 
of the trees. According to these authorities, the forest extended much 
farther north in post-glacial times, when the climate was warmer 
(Keller, 1927, p. 192). 
The tundra also occurs in the mountains at high elevations within 
the forest, the steppe and other "southern" zones. These "mountain 
tundras" are found on the Iiola Peninsula, in  the Urals, in  Eastern 
Siberia and, to some extent, in the region of the Altay and the 
Caucasus. 
1.4 Forest Zone 
South of the tundra lies the Forest Zone, or taiga, which partly 
merges into it. The climate here is of the cold temperate type. In 
general, the vegetation is varied, consisting both of conifers and of 
deciduous species. 
The growing season lasts longer here than in  the tundra zone. In 
summer the temperature varies from 10" C in the north to 20" C in the 
south, on an  average. In minter there is a remarkable difference between 
the western area, which has a damper atmosphere with higher tem- 
peratures, and the eastern area, which has dry, crisp air and  lo^ 
temperatures. The annual precipitation is about 500 millimetres on an  
average, but in  some regions it is considerably higher. Towards the 
west, rain falls mainly in July and August; in the winter the snow 
cover is quite thick. In the northern, and especially the eastern, por- 
tions of the forest zone there is permanently frozen subsoil, usually to 
a depth of about one metre beneath the surface. 
The predominant soil in the taiga zone is podzol or "raw humus 
soil". The coniferous forest vegetation gives rise to a very acid "raw 
humus" which decomposes very slowly, and accumulates as  a layer 
of peaty material above the mineral soil. The degree of podzolisation 
varies greatly. 
In badly drained and low-lying areas, especially over glacial clays, 
where the ground water lies close to the surface, there is a thicker 
peaty surface layer. Organic soils are found most frequently in the 
coniferous forest zone north of the latitude 60" North, but are also 
found much farther south in the low, badly drained areas of the 
Western Siberian Lowland. In Ifrestern Siberia a great part of the 
subsoil is sand, derived from formations which were formerly sand 
dunes. The characteristic landscape is now mainly a series of vast 
swamps; the formation of these may probably be traced back in part 
to the huge forest fires of the past. However, it is also possible that 
the silting-up and filling-in of the rivers may also have been partly 
responsible for the formation of these sm-amps. 
East of the River Yenisey such swampy soils are rare. The land 
here is higher, and the soils are generally of a weakly developed 
podzol type. Podzolised soils occur also along the northern limit of 
the forests. 
As is shown on the map in Figure 1 :  2, the lowland forest zone has 
been separated into sub-regions (Tseplyayev, 1961, pp. 50-76) as  
follows : 
1. Coniferous forests or taiga, 
2. Mixed forests isrneshannie lesn) ,  
3. Broad-leaved forests (shirokolistvennie lesn) .  
Pine, spruce, larch and fir grow on the taiga. Some deciduous species 
are found amongst the conifers, but in  the old-growth climax forests 
they are generally of secondary importance. The main deciduous 
species are birches and aspen, which after clear-cutting and forest 
fires very often occupy the areas previously covered by conifers. The 
permanently f r o ~ e n  subsoil, which is Tery common in the eastern 
taiga, is the reason why so few tree species grow there. Generally, the 
number of tree species and their growth increases towards the south. 
In the taiga zone the low watersheds are usually very swampy. Roughly 
40-70 per cent of the area is covered by swampy forests, swamps and 
peat-bogs. According to some estimates (Balzak-Vasyutin-Feigin, 
1952, pp. 70-71) the actual marshland area in the taiga is about 128 
million hectares. 
The sub-region of mixed forests comprises two parts. In Eastern 
Europe, the mixed forests form a broad wedge at  the nestern border 
of the U.S.S.R., gradually narrowing towards the Urals. In the Far  
East, these forests form a narrow belt betmeen the taiga and the broad- 
leaved forest zone. The podzol type of forest soil is usually predominant 
here also. The forest stands are composed of a greater variety of 
species, of svhich the chief are pine, spruce, fir, birches and aspen. 
There are often other species in admixture 13-ith these, such as oak, ash, 
elm, maple, etc. In natural conditions the mixed forests show rela- 
tively good growth. 
The sub-region of broad-leaved forests (hard\mods), ~vh ich  is found 
both in Europe and in the Fa r  East, is adjacent to the mixed forests. 
The area is very densely populated, and most of the former fore5t 
land is under agriculture. In the broad-leaved forests "grood soils" 
(serie srrglinki) and "degraded chernozeins" (vyshcholochennie cher- 
nozenzy) predon~inate. In the Fa r  East, due to high rainfall, the soils 
are leached podzols (Gregory-Shave, 1945, p. 110), and oak is the 
dominant tree, usually mixed with elms, lime, ash, maple and birches. 
1.5 Steppe Zone 
South of the northern forests are the steppes, which occupy about 
four million square kilometres or one-fifth of the total land area 
(Balzak-Vasyutin-Feigin, 1952, p. 74). Forest growth ceases and 
gives way to the open steppe when the climate becomes too dry and 
unfa\~ourable. Warm, dry summers are characteristic of the steppe 
zone. The rainfall varies from about 250 to 350 lnillimetres per annum. 
Precipitation is fairly abundant in  spring and early summer when 
average temperatures are high, so that much is lost through evapora- 
,tion. There is also a tendency for the rain to run  off, rather than to 
percolate into the soil. In winter, as  well as  in  summer, the atmosphere 
is dry, the snow cover is thin aud the prevailing high winds frequently 
iblow it away. The steppes are wide treeless areas with a predominantly 
herbaceous vegetation, growing on clay, sand and loess, derived from 
.calcareous rocks and other parent material, which in this particular 
climatic zone develop into black-earth or chernozem. Near the forest 
zone, the "degraded chernozems" occur. This is the "forest steppe" 
( lesos tep) ,  a transition zone between forest and steppe proper. In the 
north, there are rather large forested areas intermingled with patches 
of grassland, while in the south, grassland dominates, and forest 
occurs only in  patches near the water-courses and hollows. The domi- 
nant tree in the European part of the forest steppe is the oak, which 
usually grows in admixture with lime, elm, ash, maple, and hornbeam. 
,In Siberia, where oak does not grow, its place is taken by birch, arid 
occasio~lally by aspen. 
In more arid climates, there can sometimes accumulate easily 
soluble salts which are injurious to ordinary plants. These form 
solonets and solonchak soils. The oak woods which are present in the 
.forest steppe region disappear completely in  the grass steppe region. 
On deep-soiled chernozem,  the grass is at the height of its growth by 
the end of May, and the whole steppe looks like a flowering meadow. 
This "high grass prairie" is the best agricultural land. The Stipa 
Tussock steppes replace the meadow steppe in the south-east. Nearer 
the desert, the steppe grasses gradually disappear, and xerophytic low 
shrubs are the predominant vegetation. 
On solonchak soils, especially along steppe r i ~ e r s  and gullies, aspen 
thickets coyer extensive areas. The character and appearance of these 
forests is unlike that of the northern aspen forests, which occur 
mainly on cut-over and burned areas in the forest zone. 
These aspen thickets are limited to the area covered by the Quater- 
nary ice sheet, which extended as far south as  Volgograd. The charac- 
teristic flora of the aspen thickets on solonchak soils indicates some- 
thing of the origin of the "islands" in the dry steppe. 
According to Russian scientists, the following factors limit the 
spread of forests in  the Russian steppes (Iieller, 1927) : 
1. Lack of moisture in conjunction with the fine-grained steppe 
soil. 
2. The strong steppe winds, especially the dry fog mgla.  
3. The presence in the soil of large quantities of easily soluble 
salts, harmful to the forest vegetation. 
4. competition with the steppe grasses. 
1.6 Semi-Desert and Desert Zone 
The semi-arid and arid areas are a transitional belt from the steppes, 
and extend to the mountains which border the great lowlands in the 
south. The desert zone occupies about one-ninth of the total area of 
the U.S.S.R. (Balzak-Vasyutin-Feigin, 1952, p. 76). In this region 
the annual precipitation is less than 200 millimetres. The winters are 
yery cold and the summers very hot, with a mean temperature of 
over 27" C (Tseplyayev, 1961, p. 81). The air is dry and the sky 
cloudless. The soil of the semi-desert is "grey earth" or serozem. In 
addition, soils with concentrated accumulations of soluble salts, the 
"salty semi-deserts", occur over vast areas. While in the steppes the 
vegetation forms a solid cover, in the semi-desert it appears in patches, 
and in the desert it is found only under special conditions of soil and 
topography. In addition to xerophytic grasses, there are a number of 
low shrubs, especially Artemisia. In the northern parts of the semi- 
desert the quasi-herbaceous steppe plants are predominant, whereas 
in the southern parts the shrubby Artemisia plants are most prevalent. 
The semi-deserts are important winter pastures. In the northern parts 
there are areas where agriculture is normally possible, whereas in the 
southern parts it can only be carried on with the help of artificial 
irrigation. The predominant tree-species in the desert is the extremely 
heat-resistant saksaul (Haloxylon).  However, on the banks of rivers 
and canals other tree-species h a ~ e  been planted. In the southern part 
of Turkestan, which probably marks the extreme south of this region, 
the summers are so hot that almost the whole vegetation is withered 
as early as the beginning of summer, and it remains in this state until 
the next spring. However, the winters are rather mild and some vege- 
tation, mostly grasses, can develop from November until May. With 
the help of artificial irrigation a luxuriant vegetation can be developed 
in the deserts. 
1.7 Subtropical Zone 
Outside the lowland zones on the periphery of the steppe and 
desert, there are other areas which differ topographically as well 
as climatically from the vast Eurasiatic plains. These are the sub- 
tropical and mountain regions. The subtropical regions occupy the 
Black Sea coast of Transcaucasus and the southern coastal areas of 
the Caspian Sea (the Lenkoran Lowland). Characteristic of the sub- 
tropical zone are the special climatic conditions, determined by the 
proximity of the two large bodies of water and by the high mountains 
of the main Caucasus range. The annual precipitation is very high, 
from 1,200 niillimetres (Sochi) to 2,500 millimetres (Batumi). Owing 
to the existence of a frost-free period of 240-250 days per year, there 
is a richly developed vegetation of subtropical type, represented by 
many broad-leaved species (Jzrglans regia, Castanea sativa, Laurus 
nobilis, etc.). The soils are of red (krasnozemy) and of yellow (zhelto- 
zemy) type. The total area of Colchis, the subtropical area near the 
Black Sea, is about 2.5 million hectares, of which about one-half is 
covered by forests (Tseplyayev, 1961, p. 82). The climate and the 
vegetation of the Lenkoran Lowland are different from those of 
Colchis. The number of tree species is also very great here. The sub- 
tropical regions are the base for highly valuable crops, with tea, tobacco 
and citrus fruits predominating. 
1.8 Mountain Regions 
Along the southern border of the U.S.S.R., there is an almost 
continuous chain of mountains. Depending on their elevation, topo- 
graphy and location, the mountain ranges are of very different charac- 
ter. From the west to the east the main mountain ranges are the 
Carpathians, the Crimean range, the Caucasus, the Kopet-Dagh- 
Pamir system, and the Tien-Shan. Richest in tree species of the entire 
U.S.S.R. are the forests of the Caucasus, where such species as oak, 
beech, fir, spruces, pistachio, walnut, yew, cherry-laurel, rhododen- 
dron and azalea are found. In the mountains of Central Asia, spruce 
(Picea schrenkiana F. et M. ) and fir ( A  bies semenowi Fedtsch) form 
the most valuable forest stands. 
2. Natural Conditions for Forest Growth 
2.1 Pine Forests 
Pine is one of the most valuable commercial tree species of the 
northern coniferous forest zone. Only two species of the genus Pinus, 
of the 14 native to Eurasia, are colnmercially important, Scots pine 
over almost the whole region, and Cembran pine restricted mainly to 
the Asian part. Other pines have only local significance. The range of 
Scots Pine (Pinus silvestris L., in Russian sosna) is perhaps the widest 

of all Eurasian tree species, and there are many geographical varieties. 
The species is polymorphic, and a number of distinct varieties are recog- 
nised, for instance, forma erytlzranthera Sania and forma lapponica 
Fries, which are found in  the north-western part of the U.S.S.R.; 
forma Sibirica Ledeb. i n  the Altay region. fornia echinata Link, which 
grows east of Lake Raikal, and forma Lamata Stew in  the mountains 
of the Crimea and Caucasus. The range of Scots pine is shown on the 
nlap in Figure 1:3. It  is of major connnercial and silvicultural impor- 
tance all over the Russian plains and only in  the F a r  East, particularly 
east of the upper basins of the Amur and Ussuri rivers, does it not 
occur naturally (Tltachenlio, 1958, p. 228). 
On dry sandy soils, considerable areas are covered with sparse pine 
stands of poor quality. Underwood is absent or consists mainly of 
juniper. The ground cover is a more or less interrupted lichen carpet, 
mixed with forest mosses. On sandy, podzolised soils with more mois- 
ture, the pine stands are better. Weakly podzolised soils with a nearly 
neutral reaction and even podzolic soils with a slightly cemented hard- 
pan frequently have a relatively rich herbaceous flora. On such soils, 
pine is often found with other tree species, and especially with spruce. 
Scots pine is able to grow both on the better sites such as the chernozem, 
and on poor soils such as dry sand-dunes. It  also grows well on the 
moist and cool S p h a g n u m  bogs, and in  the areas of permanently frozen 
subsoil. 
The character and productivity of pine stands changes from the 
north to the south in accordance with the climate. Owing to the severe 
climate in Siberia, pine forests there grow much more slowly than they 
do in European Russia. For pine forests the average site quality clas- 
ses ( izoboni te ty) l  are shown on the map in  Figure 1 :4. It can be seen 
that in  the basin of the River Yenisey at  latitude 60" North, approxi- 
mately the same growth is reached as in  Karelia at latitude 64" North. 
In the maritime climate of Karelia, growth is much better on average 
than in the continental climate of Siberia (Tseplyayev, 1961, p. 176) 
a t  the same latitude. The abrupt extension to the south of the curve 
for the site quality classes I11 and IV, where the continentality of the 
climate is increasing, confirms the above assertion. The curves on the 
1 In Russian forestry practice, five site quality classes, with subdivisions for superior and 
inferior site conditions, are accepted. The main criterion for the division is the average 
height of trees a t  100 years, which is as follows: 
Class: I a I I1 I11 IV V V a 
Average height of trees, 
metres 35-31 30-27 26-24 23-20 19-16 15-13 12-10 
Source: Eitingen, 1953, p. 50. 
Source: Tseplyayev, V. P., Lesa SSSR, 1961 
Fig. 1: 4. Average Site Quality Classes in Pine Forests 
I 
1 
Source: Tseplyayev, T. P., Lesa SSSR, 1961 
Fig. 1: 5. Average Time for Pine to  Reach 24 em Diameter at Breast Height, Years 
map on Figure 1: 5 show the average time needed under different con- 
ditions for pine to reach 24 cnl diameter at breast height. This repre- 
sentation i s  schematic, but it gives a clear picture of the forest growth 
conditions in  northern E~lrasia .  The usual rotation of Srots pine stands 
varies from 80 to 120 years, but maturity is not reached for another 
100 years or more. 
Natural regeneration of pine is often abundant after forest fires, 
and it is assumed that many mature even-aged, pure pine stands now 
in  existence were established mainly as  a result of fire. Scots pine 
begins to produce cones at  an  age of about 30-40 years, but good seed 
production can rarely be expected until the trzes are 60-70 years old. 
Large crops usually occur a t  intervals of three to five years, but this 
depends on climatic conditions. In the northern regions, the interval 
between the seed years may be as long as 10-30 years. 
The northern ~a r i e t i e s  of Scots pine are distinguished in  primeval 
forests by a symmetrical, rather narrow crown with fine branches. 
As a rule they are slow-growing. The southern varieties are faster- 
growing, but very often have wide crowns with thick, horizontal 
branches as  characteristics. When grown in the open, these wrieties 
become knotty and develop a bole of low value. 
Cembran pine (Pirzus cembru uar. sibirica Loud., Pinus sibirica 
Mayr, i n  Russian kedr s ibirsky)  has a wide range in  the Urals, and 
in  Western and Eastern Siberia. The western limit of its range crosses 
the upper course of the River Vychegda in  European Russia, and the 
eastern limit extends towards Mongolia, east of Lalie Baikal. It is found 
both at  the summit of high mountains and along water-courses and 
in  valley peat-bogs. It  grows on a variety of soils, but is at  its best on 
deep, rich, well-drained loanis. In Sphagnrrrn bogs, Cembran pine grows 
better than Scots pine, and it 'seems in the main to like more moisture 
than the latter. Forest fires are its greatest enemy, and may destroy 
stands of Cembran pine completely; it shows little ability to regenerate 
directly on burned areas. The natural regeneration of this species 
seems to be a difficult silvicultural problem. It  is accon~plished most 
successfully through the niedium of birds and squirrels which have 
used the seed as food. The seeds of Cenibran pine are largely used 
also by man, and gathering cones or "nuts", as  they are locally called, 
is a special activity of the Siberian populatio~i. From one hectare of 
old Cembran pine, it is possible to harvest 100 to 200 kilograms of 
"nuts", and from one ton can be produced 200 liilograms of oil. The 
best crop yields come from rather open stands, 80 to 150 years of age. 
The timber is valuable, and is used for inany purposes, especially in 
joinery and the pencil industry. 
Korean or Manchurian pine (Pirzrzs koraiensis Sieb et Zucc, syn. 
Pinrrs Jlanchurica Rupc., in Russian kedr koreisky)  grows in  the 
southern part of the Far  East, and its range seems to be limited to the 
moist climate of this region. This species is the largest of all the pines 
described here, and on the best sites, according to one authority, i t  
reaches a height of 60 metres or more, with a diameter at  breast height 
of 2 metres (Tkachenlio, 1955, p. 241). The general appearance of 
mature trees is in  many ways similar to that of Cen~bran pine, and 
similar uses are reported for wood and fruits. 
2.2 Spruce Forests 
The genus Picea is represented in the northern part of Eurasia by only 
two native species, which are of primary importance: namely, Norway 
spruce (Picea excelsa Link, syn. P. abies Karst, in  Russian el obykno- 
vennayal,  found only in  Europe, and Sibirian spruce (Picea obouafa 
Ledeb. or P. excelsa var. obovata Blyt., in Russian el sibirskaya), which 
is found both in Europe and in Asia. The botanical characteristics of 
these two species do not differ radically, except i n  the form of the 
cones; and the general habits, ecological requirements and silvical 
featules of the two species are almost the same. In  the western part 
of European Russia Picca excelsa is dominant, while in  the East Picea 
obouata is more frequent. 
The natural occurrence and distribution of spruce forests, both of 
the European and of the Siberian variety, is shown on the map in 
Figure 1 : 6. The eastern limit of Norway spruce coincides roughly with 
a line along the Northern Dvina from Archangel southward to latitude 
5j0 North, which is the approximate southern limit of its range. Spruce 
does not occur in the steppes. 
On the Kola peninsula, both species of spruce may be found grow- 
ing together, and a similar situation is found also in  the region of 
Archangel and Vologda. Siberian spruce gradually increases towards 
the East. In the Eastern Siberian taiga spruce becomes less frequent, 
probably because of adverse climatic conditions. In  general, the range 
of spruce is more closely connected with climate, and particularly with 
precipitation, than is the range of pine. In regions with too dry a 
climate, i. e. low precipitation and l o ~ v  humidity, spruce does not occur. 
It g r o m  best on m-ell-drained sandy loam or alluvial soils. Its demand 
for moisture is in general higher than that of pine, but in some regions, 
especially in Siberia, spruce stands can be found on rather dry sandy 
soils, but their growth is poor. 
The species is shallow-rooting, and susceptible to windthrov. Both 
species of spruce are relatively tolerant, and can recover after long 
periods of suppression. Natural regeneration of spruce is easily ob- 

tailled under the shelter of an  overwood, and a second story of spruce 
is found almost everywhere in the forests within its range, particularly 
under better soil conditions. The old spruce generally grows in pure 
stands. However, admixture with other species is common in immature 
stands, in which fir, pine, birch and aspen are usually the associates 
of spruce. 
hlany varieties of Picea excelsa can be recognised. Forma chlorocarpa 
and erythrocarpa, "green-cone" and "red-cone" respectively, have 
allegedly shown variations not only of botanical characteristics, but 
also of certain silvical features, of which differences in frost resistance 
are considered to be of some importance. In the northern part of the 
forest zone, called the spacious taiga (taibola) because of the open 
character of the stands, intolerant tree species such as birch and larch 
are found growing in admixture with spruce. 
Spruce stands of the taiga are higher and denser than those men- 
tioned above. On cut-over and burned areas there is usually some mix- 
ing with birches. The "black taiga", as  spruce and fir stands are called 
in Siberia, is replaced here by "white taiga" (Tliachenlto, 1922, p. 24). 
But under undisturbed conditions birch usually occupies a ininor posi- 
tion in the stand. 
The coniferous forests in the 41tay and Sayan n~ountains are mainly 
of fir and Cernbran pine, spruce being found in admixture with other 
species only along the rivers. Characteristic of the Altay region is the 
re la t i~e ly  vigorous ground cover of herbaceous plants. In the south 
the conifers are frequently associated with broad-leaved species, espe- 
cially lime and maple. The ground cover in these open stands is luxuri- 
ant, and the conifers will eventually be replaced by birch and aspen. The 
best spruce stands, with the highest yields of timber, grow on wealily 
podzolised nloraines, but this type of soil is one of the most productive 
for agriculture, and in densely populated areas its availability for for- 
estry purposes is very limited. 
It may be pointed out that the spruce forests like the pine forests 
described in the previous section become increasingly dense and higher 
from the tundra towards the south, i.e. the productive capacity of the 
forest land increases from north to south. This is seen from the map 
in Figure 1 :  7 ,  where the average site quality classes of the spruce 
forests are scheinatically shown in curve form. The map in Figure 1 : 8, 
showing the average time needed for spruce stands to reach maturity, 
supplements the curves presented for average site quality classes 
( izoboni te ty) .  According to Tseplyayev (1961, p. 2 l8) ,  spruce stands 
in the different regions may he regarded as reaching maturity, on 
L 
Source: Tseplyayev, T. P., Lesa SSSR, 1961 
Fig. 1: 7. Average Site Quality Classes in Spruce Forests 
L 
Source: Tseplyayev, V. P., Lesa SSSK, 1961 
Fig. 1: 8. Average Time for Spruce t o  Reach Rlaturity, Years 

average, at  24 cm diameter at  breast height, and the curves in Figure 
1: 8 refer to such a maturity condition. Both of these figures (1:  7 and 
1: 8) reveal the inferior conditions for forest growth in  the eastern 
parts of the U.S.S.R. compared with the western parts, where the cli- 
mate is more favourable. 
Caucasian spruce (Picea orientalis Carr.) grows in  the high moun- 
tains of the eastern Caucasus, where it extends to the tree line on 
favourable sites. This species is excessive in its moisture demands, and 
requires a n  abundance of rain and a high humidity. It  is very shade 
tolerant, but does not endure any sudden change in environmental 
conditions, particularly the admission of excess light to the forest 
floor. Picea orientalis tends to form pure stands over extensive areas, 
but more frequently it is found in admixture with Abies nordman-  
niana, Fagus orientalis and other species. Forest trees of this species 
of spruce have a maximum height of 70 metres, and can reach an  age 
of from 500 to 600 years. 
2.3 Larch Forests 
The genus Larix is represented in the western parts of the U.S.S.R. 
by a native species ( L a r i x  europea Lam. et DC, syn. L .  decidua Mill., 
in Russian listvennitsa yeuropeiskaya),  which is mainly found in  the 
Carpathians. In the north-eastern part of European Russia another 
species of larch ( L a r i x  szzkaczemii Dyil., in  Russian listvennitsa Suka- 
cheva)  is found, and in Siberia two species, Siberian larch ( L a r i x  sibirica 
Ledeb., syn. L .  decidua Tar. sibirica Reg., L. intermedia Laws, in Rus- 
sian listuennitsa sibirskaya) and Dahurian larch (Lar ix  dahurica 
Turcz, syn. L .  gmelini  Pilger, L. davurica Trautv., in Russian listuen- 
nitsa daurskaya)  cover vast areas. 
The distribution of larch forests is shown on the map in Figure 
1: 9. It  can be seen that in Eastern Siberia, larch forests cover the 
most extensive area. The range of Dahurian larch extends eastwards 
to Kamchatlia, and almost coincides with the limits of the perma- 
nently frozen subsoil. It  extends to the forest limit everywhere in its 
range. The western limit of larch approaches Lake Onega, but several 
records indicate that it has reached farther southwest in the past. 
The Siberian larch is often found growing also on permanently 
frozen subsoil and frequently in peat-bogs, but its requirements for 
soil nutrients are more selective than those of pine. The occurrence 
of calcium in the soil seems to be of especial importance. On deep, 
well-drained soils it develops a deep root-system, but on frozen subsoil 
the root-system is shallow. Siberian larch is very intolerant through- 
out its life. Natural regeneration is accomplished easily through direct 
seeding in open areas and especially on burned areas. However, on 
these areas, because of the less selective soil demands of pine, there 
is a tendency for former larch stands to be replaced by pine. On both 
cut-over and burned areas, birch and aspen are the most frequent 
pioneer trees, whether subsequently followed by pine or  by larch. 
Seed is produced at  an  age of 12 to 15 years by single trees of Siberian 
larch growing in  the open, but in closed stands somewhat later, a t  
20 to 50 years of age. Large crops of seed occur at  intervals of three 
to five years. The boles of mature trees are clean, with considerable 
clear lengths. The  trees often reach a height of 35 metres or  more. 
Maturity is ordinarily reached at  an  age of 300 years. 
The volume production of stands composed of Dahurian larch is 
usually less than that of Siberian larch. Tn their natural range, the 
larch forests occur on the poorest sites, i.e. site quality classes IV 
and V, with a volume of 100-200 cubic metres per hectare in mature 
stands, and an  average annual increment of 1-1.5 cubic metres per 
hectare. Only under the most favourable site conditions can the grow- 
ing stock reach a volume of 300-400 cubic metres per hectare (Tse- 
plyayev, 1961,p. 254). On the tundra and in the high mountains the trees 
of Dahurian larch are stunted; here it is not uncommon to find old trees 
only 50 centimetres in height and not more than 5 centimetres diameter 
at breast height. On the best sites the trees can attain a height of 20 
metres. The best growth is found on gentle, southward-falling moun- 
tain slopes. In  the northern part of its range, Dahurian larch forms 
almost pure stands, but in the south it is generally mixed with pine, 
birch, poplar, spruce and fir. 
The stand density and height of larch increases towards the south 
but this increase of stand density is much less in larch than in spruce, 
because larch is a very much more intolerant tree than spruce. The 
vegetation associated with larch stands is increasingly rich in species 
from north to south. 
The wood of the larch is heavy, durable, exceptionally strong and 
resistant to decay. Because of these characteristic qualities, larch is 
of high technical value as lumber. The technical characteristics of all 
species of larch are quite similar. 
The heaviness of the wood prevents it from floating, and the tend- 
ency of larch logs to sink during transport by floating rather limits the 
use of larch timber in the sawn~illing industry. 
2.4 Other Coniferous Forests 
Aniong the conlmercial tree species, the genus Abies includes a 
considerable number of species which are found in Eurasia. The most 
common species is the Siberian fir (A bies sihirica Ledeb., syn. A .  pichta 
Forb., A. heterophglla Koch, in Russian pikhta sibirskaya) which 
occurs over large areas in both north-eastern Europe and Siberia. The 
western and southern limits of its range almost coincide with that 
of the Siberian larch, but the fir does not penetrate as far north as 
the larch. Siberian fir is most abundant on deep, rich, well-drained 
soils with sufficient moisture. In mixed stands it is commonly asso- 
ciated with spruce. It has a rather deep, wide-spreading root system, 
and hence is relatively wind-firm. It attains a maximum height of 
about 28 metres, but generally its growth is slow. The species is very 
tolerant, and occurs as an  underwood under rather dense shade. Na- 
tural reproduction by direct seeding under shade is abundant. It also 
regenerates vegetatively. 
The technical value of the wood is not very high, and it is not used 
for construction purposes. Its use as pulpwood is increasing slonly. 
As fuelwood it is low value. 
Caucasian fir (A bies nordmanniana Spach, in Russian pikhta kau- 
kazskaya)  is a tree of high elevations, and is mainly confined to the 
Caucasus mountains. It shows its best growth in Abkhazia and in the 
vicinity of the Black Sea. The tree reaches the forest limit in the 
mountains, but requires a high humidity and an abundance of mois- 
ture. This fir is relatively long-lived, and trees of 400 to 500 years of 
age are not uncommon. Under optimum site conditions it reaches 40 
to 50 metres in height, and as much as 80-90 cm diameter at breast 
height; the growing stock in mature stands can reach a volume of 
1,600 cubic metres per hectare, and in exceptional cases 2,200 cubic 
metres (Tseplyayev, 1961, p. 226). Natural regeneration is fairly good 
in small openings under partial shelter. The wood of this fir was 
formerly used almost exclusively as a roofing material, but more mod- 
ern techniques have expanded the demand for this wood, both for 
pulpwood and for construction material. 
As a comnlercial tree species, Juniper is of great importance locally. 
The genus Juniperus includes a number of species of trees and shrubs, 
widely scattered throughout the Eurasian continent, especially in the 
Crimea, the Caucasus, Siberia and Central Asia. Juniper forests are 
found mainly in the Central Asiatic Soviet republics of Uzbekistan, 
Turkmenia, Tadzhik, about 75 per cent of whose forests consist of 
Juniper or "Archa". The species mhich covers the widest area is 
Juniperus  sabina L. (in Russian mozhzheuelnik  k a z a f s k y ) .  
In the forests of Uzbekistan the following species are found: 
Jzzniperzzs serauschanica Iiomar. (mozhzheuelnik  seraushanskyl  
Juniperus  semiglobosa Reg. (mozhzheuelnik  polusharouidny) 
Juniperus  tzzrkestanica Iiomar. (mozhzheuelnik  f u r k e s f a n s k y ) .  
Not much is known about these forests in  general, and very little 
about the silvical characteristics of these species. The habit and growth 
of the trees varies widely. On some sites trees can reach a height of 12 
metres at an  age of 75 years, but the same species often occurs as  a 
shrub in a less favourable environment. The stands are rather open, 
with a density of 0.3 to 0.5, and the volume of the growing stock is on 
average about 22 cubic metres per hectare. This rather low volume 
seems to be partly a result of the activities of man. These forests, how- 
ever, play a very important role in the soil and water conservation 
of that dry region, and it is in  the mountains that  their value is espe- 
cially high. The wood of the juniper is very valuable, and in the timber- 
deficient areas of Central Asia it is used both for construction timber 
and for fuel. 
Yew, as a commercial tree species, is of local significance. The genus 
T a x u s  is represented in European Russia by one species and in the 
Far  East by another. 
The English yew ( T a x u s  baccafa L.) is scattered as single trees 
or  groups along the western seabord of the Baltic and in  the Crimea. 
However, forests where yew are the dominant species occur only in 
the western Caucasus, and particularly i n  the republic of Georgia. In  
the Bazar valley of Eastern Georgia, a 1000-year-old yew stand covers 
a n  area of more than 400 hectares (Tkachenlio, 1955, p. 244). The 
English yew requires a maritime climate and is very shade tolerant. 
It is found mainly as an  understory, especially under beech, and its 
principal associate is very often B u x u s  sempervirens.  
Growth is very slox, and maturity is attained in some cases after 
2000 to 3000 years. Such old trees can reach 25 metres in  height and 
one metre in  diameter. The wood is of exceptionally high technical 
value, which is probably the main reason why yew forests have been 
so completely exhausted in the older settled areas. 
The range of Taxzzs cuspidata S. et Z .  in  the F a r  East is limited to 
the basins of the Ainur and Ussuri rivers and to the island of Salihalin. 
A characteristic common to the two species is their need for favour- 
able soil and moisture conditions, and especially a favourable climate. 
However, the Pacific species, seems to be the more cold-resistant and 
fast-growing of the two. 
2.5 Oak Forests 
The genus Quercus has not as many species in the U.S.S.R. as 
might be expected, considering the vastness of the land area. There 
are listed 19 species, of which the following are of commercial im- 
portance: summer oak (Quercrrs robur L., syn. Q .  pedzrnculata Ehrh., 
in Russian d u b  chereshchaiy) ,  winter oak ( Q .  petraea Liebl., syn. Q .  
sessiliflora Salisb., in Russian d u b  s k a l n y ) ,  Grusinian oak (Q .  iberica, 
in Russian d u b  grrrzinsky), and Mongolian oak ( Q .  mongolica Fisch., 
in Russian d u b  m o n g o l s k y ) .  The distribution of oak forests is rela- 
tively limited, primarily because the land which was originally under 
primeval oak stands is used as agricultural land to-day. According to 
some authorities, the oak is a tree characteristic of the vicinity of 
steppes (Keller, 1927, p. 209). The optimum range of oak forests is 
limited by the grood (grey) and melanised (brown) types of soil. 
This means that oak is the main species of the decidous forest zone. 
It is also known that oak forests occur far to the north on the podzol 
soils of the coniferous forest zone, but mainly in  places where the 
soil is less podzolised. 
Summer oak occurs almost everywhere throughout the western parts 
of the U.S.S.R. The northern limit of its range crosses Russia roughly 
along the line from Leningrad to Kirov. The summer oak is not found 
east of the Urals, but in the Caucasus it is very common. 
The growth and general habit of the tree depend largely on local 
site conditions. The "Volhynia oaks" (probably a variety), for instance, 
are distinguished by their symmetrical boles, clear for one-half or more 
of their length. However, the trees of this species which grow near 
the northern limit of the oak range have as  characteristics a short, 
stocky bole and wide-spreading crown. Growth is rather slow at all 
times, and maturity is reached at a great age. Oak trees of more than 
1,000 years old are not exceptional. Summer oak is found mostly in 
admixture with other tree species, especially on more fertile soils. 
Pure oak stands occur mainly on the drier sites. On the Ukrainian 
steppes, oak forms so-called "gallery-woods" along the river valleys. 
Towards the south-east, the oak penetrates somewhat into the semi- 
desert zone, but is restricted to the deep gullies. On the edge of the 
oak forest nearest the steppe, there are found some trees and shrubs 
of a peculiar dwarf form, which are the first woody pioneers in forest 
reversion on the steppe. Therefore, this species of oak plays an im- 
portant role in shelter-belt planting on the Russian steppes. In South- 
ern Russia two varieties are recognised for strip planting: Qrrercus 
robur Tar. praecox and Q. robur  xar. tardifolia. The latter is preferred 
in expo\ed places, as it is less damaged by late spring frost (Tliachenlio, 
1953, 1111. 261-262). 
In its s i l~icul tural  features winter oak is somewhat similar to the 
above-mentioned species. Its range is less extensive towards the north 
and east, hut it is \cry cornmon in the Ukraine, in the Criinea and in 
the Cancasus. The natural range of the Grusinian oak is mainly limited 
to the Caucasus, where i t  ~ e r y  often forms pure stands. RIongolian oak 
is found mainly in  the Fa r  East, and the northern limit of its range 
is about latitude 50' North. It prefers dry soils, it is relatirely cold- 
resistant. 
Oah timber, in  the main, shoms high resistance to rot, but in some 
localitieq it can be damaged by fungi. The wood is very durable, and 
is of high technical value. It  is widely used as construction wood and 
in plynoocl; it is in  great demand in the furniture industry and for 
cooperage. It is also midely used for fuel. Tannin is extracted from 
oak barh. 
2.6 Birch Forests 
Thc genus Betzzla has more than 40 species of trees and shrubs, 
widely scattered through the Eurasian continent from the Arctic Circle 
to the southern deserts. Those judged to be of superior coinmercial 
value include the following: Betula uerrucosa Ehrh. (in Russian bereza 
borouchntcryct), B .  pubescens Ehrh. (brrezn  push i s taya ) ,  B. erman i  
Cham. (herera l iamennaya or berera Ernzana) ,  B .  dcthurica Pall. 
(bereza d a n r s k a y a )  and B. cos ta fa  Trautu. (bereza rebristaya or bereza 
zheltagct). The first two species mentioned have the widest range, and 
because of their similar botanical characteristics they are described 
by some authors as  a single species - the European white birch 
(Betzzla alba L. syn. B. pendula Roth). 
Betula ucrrzzcosa occurs in  European Russia, and is found over large 
areas in the Caucasus, Central Asia and Siberia. The range of Betzzla 
pzzbescrrzs extends further north to the forest limit on the tundra. In 
Asiatic Russia, this species is also widespread, and is found as far  east 
as Stanoroy (east of Lake Bailial), in the Altay, and i n  the Sayan 
Mountains. The southern limit of its range is on the steppes. The 
forest islands of the mid-steppe ( k o l k i )  are mostly of Betzzla uerrucosa, 
which ~zsually occurs under drier soil conditions, while Betula  pubes- 
cens i n  the southern region is usually found on moist, cool sites, such 
as steep northerly slopes and the edges of S p h a g n u m  bogs. In general, 
these birches occur on a variety of soils, from podzolised sands to 
black earth. Birch (mostly B, uerrucosa) is largely used as seedlings 
in the shelterbelt plantations on the Russian steppes (Tkachenlto, 
1955, p. 247). 
Birch is a prolific seeder, usually producing some seed each year 
and large crops a t  irregular intervals. The light nutlets are carried 
long distances by the wind, which is a t  least one reason for the rapid 
regeneration of cut-over and burned areas with birch, although birches 
of old growth may not be found in the near vicinity. 
Vegetative reproduction by stool-shoots is not uncommon up to an  
age of 30 to 40 years. However, this may be influenced by site condi- 
tions, and on swampy soils the sprouting capacity may be retained 
satisfactorily to an  age of 30 years or more. 
Birches are very shade intolerant, and often s e n e  as a cover under 
which the more tolerant species, as, for example, spruce, may become 
established on the site. Birch forest in admixture with spruce and 
aspen, or all three together with pine, covers large areas. However, 
birch is usually missing in the climax forest areas of these types, 
because i t  is a much shorter-lived tree than any of the associated 
conifers. On moist sites birch may occasionally form nearly pure 
stands. 
The wood of birch is midely used in joinery and cabinet work, for 
plywood, and in  the chemical industry. As fuelwood, birch has also 
a very high value. A variety of Betnla verrucosa, called Karelian birch, 
is especially prized for its fine wood texture. 
2.7 Aspen and Poplar Forests 
The genus Populrrs consists of about 26 species native to the northern 
section of the Eurasian continent. They are characterised by relatively 
short life and rapid growth, which malies them valuable for wood 
production, e. g. as in shelterbelts. The following species grow to 
commercial size and are important in silvicultural practice: Populus 
tremula L. (in Russian osina obyknouennaya), P. pseudotrernrrZa 
N. Rubtz. (osina lozhnaya), P. sieboldii (osina Zibolda), P. nigra L. 
(topol cherny or osokor), P. alba (topol bely or topol serebristy) and 
P. suaueolens Fisch. (topol dushisty). 
Aspen (Populus tremula) is very widely distributed in European Rus- 
sia, in the Caucasus and in Siberia, ranging as far east as Vladivostok. 
The northern limit of its range extends in some areas as far as latitude 
70" North; this indicates the high frost resistance of this species. Its 
soil and moisture requirements are rather high, and it shows its 
best growth on well-drained, sandy loams. It also occurs on podzolised 
sands, on chernozem, and on moist a l l u ~ i a l  soils. 
Aspen is a very shade-intolerant species. While it  is found mostly 
in admixture with other species such as birch and spruce, it also 
occurs in pure stands, but these are usually second-growth in char- 
acter. Aspen is a prolific seeder; it also produces, and regenerates 
from, root suckers. 
Aspen thickets, which have originated from root suckers, are quite 
coniinon on recently clear-felled areas of the high forest. Formerly, 
aspen was considered a weed tree and was not permitted to develop 
in well-managed forests, but mith a more realistic appreciation of its 
possibilities in recent years, the attitude towards it has changed. 
The wood of aspen is subject to damage by the beetles Saperda 
carcharias and Sapcrdci popzzlnea. Some fungi, especially F o m e s  
igniarius, are also very injurious. I1 is very difficult to find aspen of old 
growth completely sound. Aspen wood is widely used in the match 
industry and as fuel, although as fuelwood it  is of rather low ~ a l u e .  
Black poplar (Popu lns  n igra )  occurs mainly in the Ukraine, in the 
central black-earth regions of European Russia, in the Western Siberia 
and in Central Asia. It grows close to rivers, but i t  also occurs on 
moist, sandy soils and beaches everywhere. This poplar is very fnst- 
growing, and in 50 years it can reach 35 metres in height and one metre 
in diameter. Its wood is less subject to damage by fungi and beetles 
than that of other species of poplar, and old trees are conunonly sound 
and healthy. Because of its abundant sprouting ability, this poplar 
regenerates mainly by vegetative means. 
Silver poplar (Popzdus  a lba)  has about the same range as the above 
species, but it is less cold-resistant. It does not form stands and 
prefers moist sites. 
Popzzlzzs suaveolens is native to Siberia and the Fa r  East. The 
northern limit of its range reaches the forest limit. As a rule, i t  
occurs close to rivers. 
2.8 Other Deciduous Forests 
In the territory of the U.S.S.R., there are a great many other tree 
species of commercial value, only a few of which will be mentioned. 
European beech (Fagus  siluutica L., in Russian b u k  yeuropeisky)  
occurs only in the western portions of the U.S.S.R. In the Crimea and 
in  the Caucasus the Eastern beech ( F .  orientalis Lipsky, in Russian 
b u k  vos tochny)  is widely distributed. The Crimean variety is some- 
times described as a separate species (27. taurica) .  In the western 
Caucasus, beech occurs i n  many different altitudinal zones, including 
low wlleys and high nlounlain slopes just below the forest limit. It 
is rarely found on dry southern slopes, and seems to show a definite 
preference for the cooler northern slopes. One of its requirements 
is moisture, and i n  localities with low humidity and a more continental 
type of climate it does not t h r i ~ e .  It is completely absent from the 
mountains of Armenia, where the climate is notably drier. The wood 
is used for furniture, cooperage and flooring, as  well as  for fuel. 
Hornbeam (Ctrrpinns be fu lus  L., i n  Russian grab obyknouenny)  is 
found in Belorussia, in the Ukraine and in Lithuania. Although this 
species has no great commercial value, it is noted for its ability to 
invade and take over cut-over areas, and the area occupied by it is 
continually increasing. Its Caucasian ~ a r i e t y  ( C .  caucasica A. Grosch, 
in  Russian yrab krxukazsXy) is of more commercial value. In their 
silricultural features, these species do no1 differ essentially. 
Black alder (dlnrrs yl~ztinosa L. et Gaertn., in Russian ollcha cher- 
n a y a )  is found on the Bussian plains west of the Urals. It is also widely 
distributed in  the Northern Caucasus, but  is not found in  the steppe 
zone. It  is essentially a species of moist and even wet localities, and 
malies its best growth on moist, rich, loamy bottom lands. However, 
this species is fonnd neither on swampy soils nor in S p h a g n u m  bogs. 
It  occurs either in pure stands or in admixture with birch, spruce and 
other species. k'nder optinium site conditions, the mature stands 
attain a growing stock of 300---400 cubic metres and an  average incre- 
ment of 4-3 cubic metres per hectare. Maturity is reached at  60 to 
100 years. The wood is widely used in  the plywood and furniture 
industries. It  is also highly valued as fuel. 
Speckled alder i , l l nus  incana L, et I\Ioench, in Russian olkha belaya 
or olklm seraya)  occurs over a much wider area than the former 
species extending into Eastern Siberia. As a conlrnercial tree species 
it is not of great importance hut it is of considerable silricultuml value 
as a pioneer on clear-felled and burned areas, because of the ability 
of its roots, through the agency of nitrogen-fixing nodules, to increase 
the nitrogen content of the soil. Thus i l  prepares the soil for other 
species. On better soils it is considered an undesirable weed. The st-ood 
of speckled alder is used only as fuel. 
\TTithin the borders of the U.S.S.R., the lime (genus Ti l ia )  is re- 
presented by more than 10 species. Few of them have commercial 
importance. Small-leaved lime (Ti l ia  cordata L. et Mill., syn. T .  parui- 
folia, in  Russian lipa melkolistnaga or lipa serdselistnaga) occurs 
almost everywhere in  the C.S.S.R., both west and easl of the Urals. 
In the northern regions it acts as  an  indicator of good soil, because 
it is usually absent ~ m d e r  poor site conditions. I n  the southern part 
of its range this is not so, becanse on the best soils i t  cannot compete 
with other species. I t  illalies its best growth on deep, sandy loarns with 
good drainage. Mature trees can reach 30 metres in  height. It  is a 
rather tolerant tree, which occasionally forins pure stands, but 11-hich 
usually is found mixed v i t h  other species, especially as  an understoreg. 
The wood of the lime is widely used for handicrafl purposes in  Russia, 
and from its bark are made ropes and even a certain kind of shoe, 
largely used by Russian peasants. The European large-leaved lime 
(Ti l ia  grandifolia, syn. T .  platyphyllos Scop., i11 Russian lipa l i m p -  
nolistnaya or lipa l e tnyaya)  is native to European Russia. It occurs also 
in the Caucasus. The growth of this species is sonie\.vhat faster than 
that of Tilia cordatu. 
Til ia amurensis  Kupr. (in Russian iipa amzrrskogn) and Tilirr 
n~anshzzrica Rupr. et Maxim. ( l ipa  m a n z h u r s k a y a )  are native to the 
Far  East. Forest stands, with lhese lilnes as the dominant tree, coTer 
an  area of more than one million hectares in  the Ainur region. They 
can reach a height of 25 metres and a diameter of 80 centimetres. 
Tilia carrcusica Rupr. (in Russian lipu l i ~ ~ k ~ ~ k a g a ) ,  occurs in the 
Caucasus. Its distribution follows the mountains, up  to fairly high 
elevations. 
Walnut (Jnglans  regia L., in Russian orelch g r e f s k y )  is found in 
the Caucasus and Central Asia. This species is especially wide-spread 
in  the mountains of Tien-Shan and Kopet-Dagh. Extensive stands of 
walnut in  the Central Asiatic Republics exceed 30,000 hectares in area. 
It ascends to 1,500 metres in the Caucasus, and to nearly 2,300 metres 
in Central Asia. It  malies its best growth on deep, moist soils, rich in 
calcium. On good sites it attains 30 metres in height, in exceptional 
cases even 33 metres, i n  trees older than  70 years. This species is 
rather intolerant. Under forest conipetition i t  develops a well-formed 
bole, clear of branches for a considerable height. In the open, i t  is 
characterised by a wide-spreading crown. The root system is extensive, 
and has a definite taproot. 
Large crops of seeds (nuts)  occur every two or three Scars. From 
a large single tree more than 500 liilograms of nuts can be harvest- 
ed, which are largely used as food. The reproduction of this speciec 
can readily be accomplished by shoots. Walnut  produces valuable 
timber, which is prized especially for its fine figure. 
Juglans manshnrica  Maxim. (in Russian orekh  ~ n a n z h z r r s k y )  is 
found i n  the Fa r  East. Its silvical characteristics are very similar to 
those of the former species, but it seems to  be more cold-resistant. 
Saksaul (genus Haloxylon)  is wide-spread in  the deserts and semi- 
deserts. Haloxylon a p h y l l u m  Minkw. Ilyin (syn. Arthrophytzrm hnl-  
oxylon,  in Russian saksaul c h e r n y )  and Haloxylon persiczrm Bge. 
(syn. Arfhrophytrrm cicrzfifolium, saksazrl he ly)  are native to Central 
Asia where according to some authorities (Tseplyayeu, 1961, p. 416), 
they comprise forests with an estimated area totalling more than 20 
million hectares (according to other sources nearly 100 million hec- 
tares, Tkachenko, 1955, p. 287). Saksaul is a small tree and reaches 
only about 10 metres in  height, with a diameter at breast height of more 
than 80 centimetres. It develops no leaves in the usual sense of theword, 
hut assimilates through its green bark. The root-system is extensive and 
roots 10 metres or more in  length are common. Its growth is very 
rapid. As fuelwood it is of great importance to the native population 
of Central Asia, and the young twigs of salisaul are eaten by camels 
and sheep. 
3. Statistics of Forest Resources 
3.1 Soviet Forest Inventories  
S o ~ i e l  statistics of forest resources differ not only from the inter- 
national statistics, but differ widely in themselves from one period to 
another. For this reason, an  examination of Soviet inventory methods, 
the presentation of forest statistics and their interpretation, appears 
to he highly desirable. This is also important because Soviet experts 
state that western foresters do not interpret Soviet forest statistics 
correctly. Writing in  this connection, one of the leading Soviet forest 
economists, Professor Vasiliev (L. Kh.,  1963, 6, p. 60), states, "In the 
\;l'orld Forest Inventory 1958 large errors were made in using Soviet 
data because the characteristics and the indicators of our inventory 
system were not properly understood. In this survey, the world's 
forest area was put at  4,403 million hectares, instead of 4,110 million 
hectares, the real figure at the time. Growing stock in  forests in use 
mas calculated to be 155,610 million cubic metres, instead of 128,576 
million cubic metres. Particularly large errors were made in  the data 
for the area and the growing stock of coniferous forests in  use 
(osvoyenngkh  ploshchadyakh i zapasakh k v o i n y k h  lesov) .  The grom- 
ing stock of the latter as a world total was said to be 101,600 million 
cubic metres instead of 75,167 million cubic metres, i.e. an  exaggeration 
of 35 per cent. There is no need to enumerate the gravity of such a 
series of errors." The author adds, however, that "by this time, the 
compilers of the Inventory have corrected these errors." 
Statistical compilations in  forestry were begun in  Russia at a corn- 
paratively early date. The first forest survey of any importance, for 
example, was started in  European Russia in  1881 in  connection with 
the evaluation of some areas of agricultural land (Surozh, 1908, p. 10) .  
It is clear that the statistical surveying of such gigantic areas as  those 
of Russia is very con~plicated. The compilation of exact acreages of the 
vast, inaccessible and unknown swamp and water areas is in many 
cases in~possible. The con~pilations used in the older forest surl-ey 
reports are for the most part estimates based mainly on general in- 
formation collected by various expeditions. 
Furthermore, these estimates were made by different investigators 
at different periods and under different social and political conditions; 
hence the results have naturally shown great variation. If we take 
into consideration the huge extent of the forest area in Russia, some 
variation in the estimates is unavoidable eren when more sophisticated 
inventory methods are used. The varying results of these rough ap- 
praisals during the early periods are consequently not surprising. With 
the development of better techniques for survey, the accuracy of 
statistical data also improved. Aerial photography, when used together 
with local ground surveys, has greatly improved the accuracy of tlic 
information and the estimates of remote forest areas. 
The Sol-iets publish nation-wide statistical compilations and a 
summary of the data available from these is presented in  Table 1-1. 




Sources: (1) AIaferialy po statistike iesnovo fonda S S S R ,  JIoscow, 1930 
(2) Lesnaya Promyshlennost SSSR, Statistichesky sborntk, 1957 
(3) Lesnoy fond RSFSR, Statlstichesky sbornilc, 1962 




















In order to find an  explanation for the variableness of the forest area 
in the Soviet official statistics, let u s  look at  the background of the 
statistical conlpilations. To start with it must be mentioned that the 
first forest inventory (1927) does not include the land territories in- 
corporated i n  the U.S.S.H. as a consequence of World VTar 11. Through 
the annexations listed below, the forest area of the U.S.S.R. has in- 
creased approximately as  follows 
Million hectares  
Finnish Karelia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.0 
Baltic States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.5 
Eastern Poland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ... . . .  5.5 
Bessarabia, Buliovina and the Carpatho-Ukraine . . . . .  1.0 
Southern Salihalin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.0 
Total 14.0 
The census of 1927 was based on questionnaires directed to all local 
forestry agencies, enterprises and institutions in  the So\ iet Vnion. The 
data were first gathered and checked by provincial forestry agencies, 
and later sent to the Bureau of Forest Statistics of the People's Coin- 
missariat for Agriculture of the RSFSR in  Moscow, After a rather 
thorough compilation, this institution published the data in  1930 
under the title Statistical Data on Forest Resources of the U.S.S.R. 
(il.Iaferia1y po statist ike lesnouo fonda SSSR) .  The summary of the 
data is given in  Table 1-2. As can be seen from the table, this census 
included a considerable area of non-forest land. These "non-forest" 
areas are:  
1. Swamps, rivers and lakes, tundras and other. non-producli~e land 
areas, "impediments"; 
2. Arable land, meadows, and other agricultural land. 
The non-forest areas mentioned ab0T.e were included in  the total 
area considered by the forest census, because they were listed as being 
under the management of the Forest Administration. 
To question the accuracy of such data is not without point. In the 
first place, the information concerning the forest area is based niostly 
on estimates, especially as  far as  Asiatic Russia is concerned. For 
example, the total forest area in  Yaliutia is given as 180,000,000 
hectares, but the fact remains that  there are no figures available to 
support the accuracy of that statement. The area given is deduced from 
one for the total area of the territory, which according to the Com- 
missariat of the Interior, was 3,900,000 square kilometres, and 46 per 
cent of the total area of Yakutia was assumed to be covered by forests; 
Table 1-2. Distribution of Forest Area of the U.S.S.R., by Soviet Repdlics, according to 1927 
Inventory 
Regions 
Russian SFSR . . . . . . . 
Belorusrian SSR 
Ukrainian SSR. 
hIoldavian ASSR. . . . . 
Caucasian SFSR . . . . . 
Turltnlen SSR . . . . . . . 
Uzbelc and Tadzhilr 
SSR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I Under Forest Ad- 
minis Lration . . . . . . 
I1 Under other agen 
cies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I11 Local Forests. . . . . 
Total U.S.S.R. 
















Source: JInter la ly  po stufisfike ksnouo fondu SSSR, M o s c o ~ ,  1930 
Total forest 
area 
a figure based absolutely on local and unproved assumptions to which 
me cannot attach any practical value. 
The Forest Inventory of 1 January 1956, published under the title 
Forest Resources of the U.S.S.R. (Lesnye  reszzrsy S S S R )  in the sta- 
tistical compilation Forest Industry of the U.S.S.R. (Lesnaya  Pro- 
rnyshlennosi S S S R ,  Statist ichesky sborn ik )  in  1957, g i ~ e s  a fairly 
thorough survey of the data for the forested area, age-class distribution 
and growing stock, by main regions in  the forests under the jurisdic- 
tion ( u  nedenii i  of the Central Administration of Forest RIanageineilt 
and Shelterbelt Planting (Glarlnoye zzpraulenie lesnouo k h o q a i s t u a  i 
polezachitnouo lesorazuedenia) . 
The official statistics published in  1957 include neither data for the 
total forest area in the U.S.S.R. nor for the forest area not covered by 
forest, i.e. clear-felled and burned areas, semi-permanent openings, etc. 
However, these figures could be adapted from other sources which are 
not directly official publications. 
The Forest Inventory of 1 January 1961, published for the Russian 
Federation in a separate volume entitled Forest Resources of the RSFSR 
(Lesnoy  fond RSFSR, Statist ichesky sborn ik )  in  1962, offers the most 
recent information about the area and volume of forest resources in 
Soviet Russia. It is maintained that by 1961, aerial photography had 
covered all the remote forests, and that consequently the forest in- 
ventory for the U.S.S.R. as a vhole can be regarded as complete. Such 
data wilI be dealt with more thoroughly in  the follo\ving sections of 
this study. In this connection it will only be mentioned, to emphasise 
the interesting situation, that according to the results of the 1961 in- 
ventory the total forest area and the volume of growing stock, as 
compared with those of the previous inventories, have considerably 
increased. The questions which arise here are as  follows: has there 
been in reality an  increase in the forest area and the groxving stock 
such as the 1961 inventory indicates, or is the increase a matter of 
difference in measurement? The answer to these questions can be 
given only after examination and comparison of the available statistics. 
As a preliminary hypothesis it might be stated that the differences in 
measurement, i.e. thc naetliod of jnl-entory, seem to have played a 
decisi\e part here. There is no reason to believe that the figures show 
an improveinent in forestry conditions and an increase in the productive 
capacity of the forests during the period of Soviet administration in 
Russia. The "expansion" of forest area from 618 million hectares in 
1927 to 910 million hectares in 1961 is mainly a consequence of dif- 
ferences in the statistics. 
3.2 Forest Area 
There is no doubt that the methods used for malting forest inven- 
tories and the reliability of forest statistics in  the U.S.S.R. have im- 
proved. The two latest inventories, namely those of 1 January 1956 
and 1 January 1961, should therefore be regarded as being more 
reliable than that of 1927. However, even these two latest inventories 
differ quite considerably from each other, despite there being only 
five years between their compilation. In order to compare the dif- 
ferences and to determine the reliability of the statistics, in so far as  
this is possible, the data from the two latest forest inventories will be 
set out side-by-side. 
Table 1-3. Composition of the Forest Fund by Land Categories according to 1956 and 1961 
Inventories 
1956 I I961 
mil l ion  hectares 
Soccrces: (1) Tseplpyev, V. P. Lesa S S S R ,  1961 
Forested area (lesopolcryfaya ploshchad) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Thereof (1) forests in use (osuoennie eksplrmtirrcernie) . . 
(2) unexploited forests (neosuoennie rzeekspluati- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r u e m i e )  
Forest land not covered by forest (nepolcrytaya l e s r~aya  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ploschnd) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Thereof (1) forests in use.  
(2) unexploited forests. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Forest land area ( lesnuya ploshchad) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Thereof (1) forests in use.  
(2) unexploited forests. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Son-forest area ( n e  lesnaya ploshchad) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Thereof (1 )  arable lands ( p a s h n i ) .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (2) meadows ( s enokosy ) .  
(3) pastures (pas tbishcha)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (4) marshlands (bolota) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (5)sands ( p e s k i )  
(6) ravines (ouragi) ,  mountain slopes (krut ie  
s k l o n g ) , e t c  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
(7) service lands (slnzhebnie zernli)  or farm 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  lands (u sadby )  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (8) waters ( u o d y ) .  
(9) roads (dorogy) ,  lanes (p rosek i ) ,  and ditches 
( k a n a v y )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
(10) not classified. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Total land area of the  Forest Fund . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
/ohshchaua uloshchad zemel lesnooo fonda i 
(2) Vasiliev, P. Y. "U.S.S.R. Forest Resources and Features of Lhcir Inventory", Cnasy lua ,  
1961, 3 
(3) Lesnoy fond RSFSR, Statistichesky Sbornik ,  1962 
(4) Vasiliev, P. 7-. "Lesnie resursy SSSR v otsenlre po pokazatelyain mirovoy lesnoy 
statistiki", Lesnoye Khozyaistuo, 1963, 6 
(5) Ponomarev, A. D. "Lesnoy fond SSSR", Lesnoye Kkozyais tuo,  1963, 6 
- 
Table 1-3 shows the conlposition of the "Forest Fund" (lesnoy 
fond) .  As a corresponding concept is lacking both in the international 
ierminology and in countries outside the U.S.S.R., it is important that 
;he meaning of this term be clarified. This mill be made easier in  the 
first place by looking into its components, and then attempting to 
define what is involved by making comparison with the concepts 
accepted in  the MTest. Let us begin this analysis of the concept in the 
order set out in Table 1-3. 
Forested area or forest-covered area means forest land which is in 
productive condition. In mature stands (usually at  100 years) the 
volume of timber per unit area is fixed by a certain minimum amount, 
which indicates the lowest productiye capacity (site quality class Y, 
according to So\iet classification) that  can he considered a s  forest. 
Theoretically, if the productive capacity is less than the fixed mini- 
mum, the forest-covered land must be classified as  non-forest area. 
Actually, the area classified as  "forested" also includes scrub-land. 
According to the 1961 inventory, the areas covered with shrubs (fal- 
n i k i ) ,  brushwood ( k u s t a r n i k i ) ,  and other stunted trees, nhich  are 
found mainly in  the transition zone between the taiga and the tundra, 
occupy 46 million hectares (Perepechin-Filinov, 1064, p. 8 ) .  
In the 1956 inventory, such low-production forests were regarded 
as non-forest area. Here we hare an explanation of n11y ihc forested 
area was increased, according to the statistics, from 722 inillion 
hectares in  1956 to 738 million hectares in  1961. Homeler, in reality 
there was a reduction in  the area, which is concealed by thi5 "adjust- 
ment" of the forest statistics. 
It may be pointed out that the concept "forested area" is used in 
general S o ~ i e t  statistics as a synonym for forest land in the scnse that 
it denotes the area of the forests. On the basis of the forested area, 
the forests are calculated as  a percentage of the total land area in a 
region; this in its turn  is used as the basis for the calculation of timber 
stock and growth per unit area. As the forested area is succes\i\ely 
reduced in consequence of logging operations, on the one hand, and 
steadily increasing through forest reproduction on the othcr, one is 
not dealing here with a static concept of area; rather, the area under- 
goes constant changes. 
Forest land not covered by forest is the area from nhich  the forest 
crop has been removed. The main categories of forest land in 11011- 
productii e condition are : cut-over areas without regeneration (neob-  
lesiushie lesoseki) ,  burned areas (gar i ) ,  semi-permanent openings 
(prrstgry 1, and sparsely tree-cm cred areas ( r r d i n g ) .  The caistence of 
such non-productive areas, which ve re  pre\iously forested, \bows that 
ihere is a time-lag in  forest regeneration. In forestry practice run  
strictly on the principle of sustained yield this is not permissible, 
especially if it is on a large scale and cannot be eliminated q~~ic l i ly .  
As may be seen in Table 1-3, such forest land increased from 114 
million hectares in  1956, to 172 million hectares in 1961, a de~e lop -  
ment which needs no comment. However, it should be added that in 
the instructions for compiling the 1961 inventory, the criteria for 
"non-forested land" were changed slightly; both these and the demand 
that the land be made productive, so that it can be regarded as 
forested, have been made more stringent than before. 
Forested area. plus forest land not covered by forest g i ~ e s  the total 
forest area. In the forestry practice of western Europe, as well as  in 
international statistics, that area is usually identified with the term 
"producti\ e forest land". 
To define the concept in such a manner would not be correct from 
the standpoint of the U.S.S.R., and the view of Professor Vasiliev 
(L. Kh. ,  1963, 6, p. 2) ,  that only forested area shall be regarded as 
producti\ e forest, is not unjustifiable. The general statistical yearbooks 
(Nurodnoye Zihozyaisfvo SSSR)  have recently accepted this point of 
view, and now only "forest-co~ered area" ( p o l q t a y a  lesom plodlzchad) 
is regarded as "forest land" in these reference works. Howe~er ,  in 
other connections the concept of forest land has been interpreted dif- 
ferently. It is quite evident that the recognised international forest 
statistics differ from t h x e  of the U.S.S.R. in this respect. One can see 
in Table 1-3 that the forest land area (= forested area plus forest 
land not coxered by forest) has increased from 836 million hectares 
in 1956 to 910 million hectares in 1961. This increase in  area is entirely 
accounteci for by the increase in area of the categories mentioned a b o ~  e 
during this period. 
All the categories described above are d i ~ i d e d  into (1) forests in use 
and 12) unexploited forests. This division corresponds with the prac- 
tice of distinguishing between opened-up forest and unopened or 
resene  forests. The latter group comprises, as a rule, ~ i r g i n  forests. 
4ccording to the instructions for the 1961 inventory (Ukazaniya po 
zzchetrr lesnouo fonda SSSR nu 1 yanvarya 1961 goda, Lesnoy fond 
RSFSR, 1962) such forests which are situated far from roads (ras- 
polozhennie daleko ot dorog) and m-hich will not be opened up for 
the nest 20 years, will be assigned to the latter group. As is shown in  
Table 1-3, the forested area in use increased from 398  nill lion hectares 
in 1936 to 432 nlillion hectares in 1961, but during the same period 
the forested area of unexploited forests decreased from 324 million 
hectares to 306 million hectares. This is a direct proof that  the process 
of opening-up ~ i r g i n  forests is progressing in  the U.S.S.R. 
This de~elopment explains to a certain extent why "forest land not 
c o ~ e r e d  by iorests" in the group "forests in  use" has also increased 
significantly, namely, from 61 million hectares in  1956 to 94 million 
hectares in  1961. However, the successive inroads of logging opera- 
tions into the virgin forests do not explain the increase of "forest land 
not c o ~ e r e d  by forest" in  the group "unexploited forests" from 53 
million hectares in 1956 to 78 rnillion hectares in 1961. If this increase 
cannot be attributed to the "readjustment" or "improven~ent" of the 
statistics, then the explanation may be that 25 million hectares of 
forest land has been rendered non-productive b j  forest fires or other 
natural catastrophes. 
As is linown, the international statistics distinguish betneen ac- 
cessible ( d o s t u p n y e )  and inaccessible (rzedosiupnye) forests. "Acce5- 
sibility" is both technical and economic. "Forested area" in the group 
"unexploited forests", considering its geographical position and its 
low productive capacity (average site quality class IT, see Figs. 1 : 4 and 
1 :  7),  is for the most part to be regarded as inaccessible in  both senxs .  
However, the fact is that in the international statistical reports (e.2. 
Y.F.P.S.) the entire forest area of the U.S.S.R. is denoted as "acces- 
sible". This seems to be because the Soviets do not mish to rec?gnise 
this line of demarcation between the technical and econoinic aspects 
of the utilisation of the forests. The reason for this negati\e attitude 
is given as "the segregation of inaccessible forests by extremely con- 
ventional and variable indicators does not seem sufficiently \veil- 
grounded or necessary" (Vasiliev, L. Kh., 1963, 6, p. 61) .  According 
to the 1961 inventory, inaccessible forests were distinguished only in 
high mountains (about 2 million hectares), but in contrast to the 
general practice these ne re  considered at the same time to be forests 
in  use, and consecpenlly as  being opened-up for exploitation. 
Non-forest areas are a very interesting chapter in Russian forest 
statistics. The nature of this type of land has been described briefly 
in  the previous section in  connection with the report 011 the findings 
of the 1927 in\entory. Table 1-3 gives a more or less detailed account 
of the distribution of non-forest area by types of land use. One can 
see that arable land, meadows, pastures and serxice lands belong to 
this category, as  do S p h a g n u m  bogs, swamps, sandy areas, raxine5, 
r i ~ e r s  and lakes, etc. It is obvious that these categories are not part of 
the forest land, and to include them in  the total forest area and classify 
them as non-productive forests, would distort completely the rneaning 
of forest statistics. However, it must be emphasised that this method 
has been used in many instances, mainly outside the U.S.S.R. As was 
pointed out earlier, such areas h a ~ e  been included in the "Forest 
Fund", (which in English translation is also referred to as "total area 
of forest reserve lands"), only because these lands are under the 
management or supervision of the forest administrative agencies and, 
at the same time, in  State ownership. This seems to be the real reason 
why these non-forest areas have been included in the forest statistic5 
at  all, and h a ~ e  gradually come to be regarded as forest land. In inter- 
national contexts, the Soviets have asserted that it is wrong to regard 
Table 1 4 .  Distribution of Forest Land by Regions, according to 1956 and 1961 Inventories, in 




Regions of the RSFSR: 
1. European North . . 
. . . . . . . . . . .  2. Ural.. 
3. Western Siberia.. . 
. .  4. Eastern Siberia. 
5 .  Far E a s t . .  . . . . . . .  
6. Central Russia. . . .  
Total RSFSR. .  . . .  
7. Baltic area 
EsLonia . . . . . . . .  
Latvia. . . . . . . . .  
Lithuania. . . . . .  
Kaliningrad . . . .  
(East Prussia) 
Total .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
8. South-Western 
area 
Belorussia. . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  Ukraine. 
Moldavia. . . . . . .  
Total .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
9. Transcaucasia 
. . . . . . .  Georgia. 
Armenia. . . . . . .  
Azerbaidzhan. . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Total 
10. Soviet Central Ask 
Kasalthstan. . . .  
Kirgizia. . . . . . . .  
Turkmenia. . . . .  
Tadzhiltistan . . .  
Uzbekistan. . . . .  
Total . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Grand total for thc 
U.S.S.R.. . . . . . . .  
million hectares 
Total land area 
of the  Forest 
Fund 
1956 1 1961 
'orested area 
1s percentage 
of total  land 
area 
1956 1 1961 
% 
Forested area 
1956 1 1961 
Sources: (1) Lesnaya Promyshlennost SSSR, Sfatistichesky sbornik, 1957 
(2) Narodnoye I<hozyuistuo S S S R ,  1961 and 1963 
(3) Lesnoy fond RSFSR, Statistichesky sbornik, 1962 
(4) Ponomarev, A. D. "Lesnoy fond SSSR", Lesnoye Iihozyaistuo, 1963, 6 
7orested area 
per capita 
1956 1961 I 
























































them in  this way. This is confirn~ed by a statement of Professor 
lTasiliev ( ~ r r a s y l m a ,  1961, 3, p. 120) that  the "total area of forest 
resen  e lands includes over 295 million hectares of non-forest area. 
It is not the total area of forest reserve lands, therelore, which shouid 
be compared with the total forest areas of other countries in reports 
on world forest resources. .  .". In fact the category "total area of 
forest reserve lands" (l,13l,ll6,OOO hectares) is neyer used in  the 
U.S.S.R. to classify forest resources in  the country's forest statistics. 
Clearly it cannot be used as a basis for determining, for example, 
forests as  a percentage of land area, average grov,4ng stock per hectare 
or net growth per hectare. 
There is no reason to dispute this statement or to criticise it. It is 
completely correct, and one can fully accept this line of thought. 
Despite this, the international forest statistics persist in including in 
the forest area of the U.S.S.R. the non-forest areas ~vh ich  are the 
subject of the above criticism. Thus the forest area of the U.S.S.R. is 
still stated to be 1,131,116,000 hectares by the Yearbook of Forest 
Products Statistics (Rome, 1964, p. 109). It is outside the scope of this 
work to establish v h y  this persista. 
The relative distribution of forests in  the U.S.S.R. ~ a r i e s  greatly. 
Some regions are natural grasslands and deserts, mhile others a re  
deforested as  a result of unrestricted land clearing. A clear under- 
standing of this is needed as a background for discussion of the prob- 
lems in\ olved in the forestry and the forest industry of the U.S.S.R. 
The distribution of forest land by main econoinic regions and 
countries is shown in  Table 1-4 and on the map in Figure 1 :  10. It 
can be seen that the percentage of forested area varies among the 
different regions, from two per cent in  Tadzhili SSR to 48 per cent in 
Eastern Siberia. \Yhen different vegetation zones are compared, the 
range of percentages of forested areas is seen to be elen greater. 
The distribution and extent of forest areas are in  approximately 
inverse ratio to the density of population. This, in  the main, is a 
result of the long history of settlement of the country. As a consequence 
of the uneven distribution of settlement, the forest area per capita is 
as  low as 0.01 hectares in  Ukraine, as  compared with about 250 hectares 
per capita in Yaliutia, Eastern Siberia. This uneven distribution of the 
forests leads to a rather sharp distinction, in  terms of available timber 
resources, between the sparesely populated northern regions with a 
timber surplus, and the densely populated southern regions with a 
timber deficit. 

Table 1-5. Composition of Forests by Dominant Tree Species, according to 1956 and 1961 
Inventories, in the U.S.S.R. 
Area Volume of growing stock according to  1956 Inventory 








































































Pine . . . . . . . . . .  
Spruce. . . . . . . .  
Fir .  . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  Larch. 
Pinus  cembra . . 
Juniper.  . . . . . .  
Total conifers. . 
Deciduous 
Oak. . . . . . . . . .  
Ash. . . . . . . . . . .  
Maple. . . . . . . . .  
Hornbeam.. . . .  
Beech. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  Elm 
Birch. . . . . . . . .  
Aspen. . . . . . . . .  
Alder. . . . . . . . .  
Lime. . . . . . . . . .  
Poplar. . . . . . . .  




species . . . . . . . .  
Grand total . .  . .  
Forested area in the State Forest Fund. 
Sources: (1) Tseplyayev, V. P. Lesa S S S R ,  3Ioscow, 1961, p. 21. 
(2) Perepechin-Filinov Lesopolzouanie u S S S R  1946-1962 gg., hIoscow, 1961 
3.3 Classi$cation of Forests 
Because of the enormous size of the territory of the U.S.S.R., the 
stand composition is extremely varied. Species commonly found in the 
northern part of European Russia, for instance, are missing in the 
Caucasus and the Fa r  East, and vice uersa. But such variation in  
species is conspicuous not only in  regions geographically distant, hut 
can solnetinles he noted also in stands of local and restricted extent. 
The classification of stands by dominant tree species, according to 
the 1956 and 1961 inventories, is presented in Table 1-5. From this 
it can be seen that the conifers are very prominent, and that the total 
coniferous forest area is more than three times as  great as the 
deciduous forest area. The area of mature conifer stands is almost six 
times greater than the area of mature deciduous stands. Larch is the 
most widespread tree species, in the U.S.S.R. in terms of area followed 
by Scots pine, birch, spruce, Cembran pine, fir, etc. Remarliably 
widespread are shrub pine and saksaul, but these are not counted as 
comnlercial tree species. The differences between the two inventories 
are considerable, as  is evident from the table. One can see that where 
spruce and pine are predominant, the area of stands has increased; 
and the same applies to birch and aspen; while in the case of larch 
and fir, the area has shrunk by almost half during the period 1966-- 
1961. Attention should also be drawn to the fact that the stands of 
saksaul have decreased by almost one-third, according to the 1961 
inventory. 
Of special interest are the changes of area in  the group under the 
sub-heading "shrubs and other stunted tree species". In the 1956 
inventory only scrub pine ( P i n u s  pumi la )  was listed separately, while 
in the 1961 inventory this group included shrubs ( t a l n i k i ) ,  brushwood 
(kzzstarniki)  and other tree species (prochie dreuesnie porody) .  Such 
a group should probably include areas covered with scrub pine, but 
considerable areas of other stunted tree species ~ ~ h i c h ,  according to 
previous inventories, are not regarded as species of stand type, have 
nevertheless been included. This might mean that quite large errors 
could occur in the lists of con~position by tree species contained in 
these inventories. 
Aerial photography is not always completely reliable, as has been 
discovered by the surveying authorities, when it is a question of dc- 
termining the percentage of the various tree species in mixed stands. 
For euample, in  the Amur district, where according to the 1956 in- 
ventory pine was the predominant species, it was found later that it 
had been over-estimated almost four times, and in certain other cases 
eight times, compared with what was later found by ground surreys 
carried out for regulation purposes (Vasiliev, 1063, p. 172). The g e a t  
revisions concerning the percentages of certain tree species contained 
in the two inventories seem to indicate that the nletllods of calculation 
used were not ideal; thus all data concerning the composition by tree 
species should be accepted with reserve. This also applies to the 1961 
inventory. 
Table 1-6. Distribution of Age Classes, according to 1956 and 1961 Inventories, in the 
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Sources: (1) Lesnaya Promyshlennost SSSR, Statistichesky sbornik, 1957 
(2) Lesnoy fond RSFSR, Statistichesky sbornik, 1962 
Owing to the extended utilisation of the forests, and the intensity of 
the silvicultnral measures applied, there is a marked unevenness in the 
distribution of forests by age-classes in  the various parts of the 
country. The virgin forests of the northern belt of forests, which are 
dominated by old trees ready for harvesting, are for the most part 
over-mature. As can be seen from Table 1-5, coniferous species almost 
always predominate in  the stands ready for harvesting. In the tracts 
where timber has been harvested, and especially in  European Russia, 
young and medium-aged stands are more prominent. However, this 
cannot be seen directly f r o ~ n  the Soviet forest statistics, as  about half 
the coniferous forests have been reforested with deciduous trees after 
clear-cutting (Kovalin, 1959, p. 24). One can see on examining Table 
1-5 that more than half the stands of birch and aspen are not mature. 
The reason for this is that these deciduous stands, which are not 
sufficiently mature for harvesting, are growing on ground where the 
earlier forests consisted of conifers. Here a conversion from conifers 
to deciduous forests--from spruce and pine to birch and aspen-has 
taken place on a n  enormous scale, and may ~vell  have far-reaching 
economic consequences. 
The distribution of age-classes, by percentage of area, in the 
centrally managed forests of the Russian SFSR, according to 1956 and 
1961 inventories, is shown in  Table 1-6. This table confirms what has 
been said above about the predominance of the deciduous species in  
young stands. However, before any conclusions can be drawn, it is 
necessary to comment on the con~pilation of this table. Firstly, let us  
state the principles on which the distribution into age-classes is based. 
Under the old system, age-classes of 20 years' interval were applied for 
conifers ( k h u o y n i e )  and hardwoods ( tuerdolistuennie) in  high forest 
systems, and for other deciduous species, including hardm-oods in  
coppice system, an  age-class interval of 10 years, Mature stands 
(spel ie)  have an  age which corresponds to the accepted rotation period, 
over-mature stands (s iarshe  s p e l y k h )  an  age which exceeds this. Stands 
approaching maturity (pr ispeuayushchie)  are one age-class under the 
rotation period, i.e. immediately below the age-class of mature stands. 
Between these and young stands ( m e l o d n y a k i ) ,  which are divided into 
two age-classes, are the stands of medium age (sredneuozrastnie).  In  
the instructions for the 1961 inventory (Lesnoy  fond RSFSR, 1962) it 
was required that such a segregation of age-classes mnst be applied, 
and strictly followed everywhere. However, there is no evidence to show 
how the segregation of stands by age-classes was carried out. A com- 
parison between the results of the 1956 and 1961 inventories in  terms of 
age-class distribution (Table 1-6), would make one suspect that the 
drawing-up of the age-classes for these two inventories has not been 
consistent, or that  there have been other circumstances which have 
caused considerable deviations in  the age structure. It is evident that  
the percentage of mature and over-mature stands increased during 
the period 1956-1961, although one would have had expected a reduc- 
tion in  over-mature forests owing to the intense clear-cutting activity. 
Table 1--7 shows the percentage distribution of the age-classes in  
the State Forest Fund, according to the 1956 inventory, by major 
economic regions. In the table, the coniferous and the deciduous forests 
are put together; this distorts to some extent the actual age distribu- 
tion, but, despite this, the table gives a general picture of the situation 
in the various parts of the country. An interesting fact disclosed here 
is that in  the western and southern regions the young forests pre- 
dominate, while there is a lack of mature forests. In the northern and 
eastern parts the age pattern is exactly the opposite. Here it may he 
Table 1-7. Percentage Distribution of Age Classes, by Regions, according to 1956 Inven- 




Regions of the RSFSR: 
1. European North.  . . . . . .  
2. Yral . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3. \Testern Siberia. . . . . . . .  
4. Eastern Siberia. . . . . . . .  
5. Far E a s t . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
6. Central Russia. . . . . . . . .  
Total RSFSR. .  . . . . . . . .  
7. Baltic area 
Estonia.  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Latvia.  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Lithuania. . . . . . . . . . .  
Kaliningrad (East  
Prussia) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
8. South-Western area 
Belorussia. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Ukraine. 
Moldavia. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Total 
9. Transcaucasia 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Georgia. 
Armenia . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Azerbaidzhan. . . . . . . .  
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
10. Soviet Central Asia 
Kasalthstan . . . . . . . . .  
Kirgizia . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Turkmenia . . . . . . . . .  
Tadzhikistan . . . . . . . .  
Uzbekistan. . . . . . . . . .  
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Grand total for the  USSR 
Young stands 











Source: Lesnaya Promyshlennost SSSR, Statisfichesky sbornik, 1957 
emphasised once more that the cut-over areas are not included in the 
statistical data provided. If cut-over areas were included, the percentage 
distribution of the age-classes would be different. However, the neces- 
sary basic material is not available for all regions of the U.S.S.R. 
3.4 Volume and Grow~h  
Soviet timber resources have been estimated quite differently at 
various times. As can be seen from Table 1-1, the total growing 
stock in 1927 was estimated at 34,000 million cubic metres, in 1956 at 
Table 1 - 4 .  Distribution of Growing Stock and Growth, by Regions, according to 1956 and 1961 Inventories, in 
the State Forest Fund of the U.S.S.R. 





















































































Regions of the RSFSR: 
. . . .  1. European North.  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2. Ural . .  
. . . . .  3. Western Siberia. 
. . . . .  4. Eastern Siberia. 
5. Far E a s t . .  . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  6. Central Russia. 
. . . . . .  Total RSFSR. .  
7. Baltic area 
Estonia. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  Latvia. 
Lithuania. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  Iialiningrad 
(East Prussia) 
Total .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
8. South-Western area 
. . . . . . . .  Belorussia. 
Vkraine . . . . . . . . . . .  
3Ioldavia. . . . . . . . . .  
Total .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9. Transcaucasia 
. . . . . . . . . .  Georgia. 
. . . . . . . . .  Armenia. 
Azerbaidzhan.. . . . .  
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
10. Soviet Central Asia 
. . . . . . .  Kasakhstan 
Iiirgizia. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  Turkmenia. 
. . . . .  Tadzhikistan. 
. . . . . . .  Uzbekistan. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Total 
Grand total for the  USSR. 
Sources: (1) Lesnaya Promyshlennost SSSR, Statistichesky sbornik, 1957 
(2) Lesnoy fond RSFSR, Statistichesky sbornik, 1962 
(3) Perepechin-Filinov Lesopolzovanie v S S S R  1946-1962 gg., hIoscow, 1964 
(4) Ponomarev, A. D. "Lesnoy fond SSSR", Lesnoye I iho iya is t~o ,  1963, 6 
(5) Tsepl? ayev, V. P. Lesa S S S R ,  Xloscow, 1961 
75,000 million cubic metres, and in  1961 at  80,000 million cubic 
metres. These figures are not entirely comparable, particularly those 
of the 1927 inventory, as this dealt with the U.S.S.R. as  limited by its 
old borders, but nevertheless the differences are surprisingly large. 
The period 1956-1961 will be subjected to a closer examination, 
because during this period the timber resources, according to the 
official statistics, increased by 5,000 million cubic metres, or on average 
by 1,000 million cubic metres a year. Such an  increase seems to be 
excessive. Let us therefore begin by finding in  which part of the 
U.S.S.R. this increase in lolume has taken place. In Table 1-8 is 
shown the distribution of growing stock, according to the 1956 and 
1961 inventories, by major econon~ic regions and countries. The data 
for 1961 can also be seen in diagrammatic form on the map in Figure 
1: 10. The table deals only with the centrally managed forests in the 
State Forest Fund. Together with granted forests (pripisnie lesa) and 
ko lkhoz  forests (kollchoznie lesa) ,  the total volume of growing stock, 
according to the 1961 inventory, is estimated to be 80,154 million cubic 
metres, and the average annual growth to be 874 million cubic metres. 
It should be added that the data given in the 1956 inventory, in tllc 
form in which it was originally published (Lesnaya  promyshlennost  
S S S R ,  1957) concerning timber resources, apply only to forests under 
the jurisdiction of the Central Administration for Forest Management 
and Shelterbelt Planting within the Ministry of Agriculture 
( u  uedenii Glaunouo upraulenia lesnovo khozyaistua i polezashchifnouo 
lesorazuedenia Ministerstua selskouo lzhozyaistua S S S R ) .  In the general 
statistical yearbook (M. K h .  S S S R ,  1961, p. 296) almost the same timber 
volume (75,559 million cubic metres instead of 75,085 cubic metres 
which was given in the original 1937 publication) was said to apply to 
all forests within the State Forest Fund (obshchy  zapas lesonasarh- 
denia goslesfonda).  
It is evident here that there is some diqcrepancy in the data, or to 
be more precise, a careless handling of the statistics invol~ed.  A corn- 
parison between the data for 1956 and for 1961 might be of questionable 
value in the light of this, but ne~ertheless  some idea of the changes 
can be d e r i ~ e d  from such data, and especially data for the ~ a r i o u s  
regions of the country. Howe~er ,  it must be emphasised from the 
beginning, that the deviations in volume and increment seem to depend 
largely on the methods and the exactness of the assessments. In an3 
case, there is no reason to assume that during the file-year period the 
timber resources and the increment in the various parts of the country 
have actually undergone changes such as those indicated in Table 1-8. 
Largely, the changes can be regarded as unrealistic statistical mani- 
pulations. 
The volume of growing stock per unit area as an  average for the 
U.S.S.R. as a whole, and for the separate regions, is based on the 
forested area. The same applies also to average annual increment. If 
the area of forested land is reduced-and this is a process which is 
going on continuously as a consequence of cutting-over and forest fires 
-this has hardly any effect on the volume per unit area, which is de- 
termined on the basis of the remaining forest area. Such a procedure 
does not give a clear picture of the actual changes which are taking 
place in the forests, and such statistical averages are of no grelat value 
even as indicators of productivity. Consequently, the Soviet forest 
economists (Vasiliev, 1963, p. 159) consider that calculations of the 
average volume of the timber resources and the increment should be 
made on the basis of the total forest land, which also includes non- 
forested areas. 
As to the incre.inent in the virgin forests of the north, the estimating 
method applied in  the U.S.S.R. seems to give rather dubious results. 
The figures cited for timber increment in the five regions of the Russian 
SFSR (see Table 1-8), which include great areas of virgin forest, thus 
seem exaggerated, as one can find hardly any increment in  over-aged 
stands. The over-aged virgin forests, which are not being exploited, 
actually make up a permanent "forest capital" where growth and 
natural drain balance each other. If regard is paid to this, the actual 
increment in the forests of the U.S.S.R. is considerably less than that 
indicated by the official statistics in  Table 1-8, i.e. 854 million and 
836 million cubic metres respectively. The current annual increment in 
the U.S.S.R. as a whole cannot be greater than 450 million cubic metres, 
according to a Soviet expert (Sprintsyn, L.P., 1958, 4) .  This figure 
seeins to be within the bounds of reason, and therefore can be accepted 
with greater confidence than the official figures cited above. 
Without basic material, which is lacking a t  present, it is not possible 
to p r o ~ i d e  more detailed information about the current increment and 
the actual net timber growth among the various tree species. However, 
it can be assumed that the more common deciduous species, primarily 
birch and aspen, make up an  important part of the total increment in  
second-growth forests. It is a fact that as a result of cutting-over, the 
coniferous forests are being superseded by the more common deciduous 
forests. This is particularly the case in the central and northern parts 
of European Russia. The composition by tree species of the second- 
growth forests will be quite different from that of the forests which 
they replace, and this in its turn will affect the future yield of timber. 
4. Settlement and Population 
4.1 Historical Outline of Settlement on Russian Plains 
Kussian history is a story of river colonisation. Rivers served as 
transport arteries which linked the whole country together. Portages 
and canals linliing the individual rivers were established in the triangle 
between the Baltic, the Black Sea and the Volga, and boats were sailing 
from the Black Sea to the Baltic more than a thousand years ago. By 
the beginning of the 10th century A.D., numerous settlements had 
been established in the forests (Gregory, 1946, p. 143), but always 
close to the rivers, this being convenient both for fishing and for coin- 
munication. The migration northwards and eastwards took place along 
the rivers, leading finally to a conquest of Siberia. 
In contrast to the Finno-Ugrian peoples, whose way of life is indi- 
vidualistic, and who live on small individual farms dispersed all over 
the vast forests, the Russians are gregarious; they have always lived, 
and still live, in village comn~unities. There is no  doubt that this 
inclination towards crillecti.i4sm, characteristic of all Slavs, has turned 
them into efficient tools and obedient servants of the Russian rulers - 
the Czars as well as the Soviets-and has often induced them to t ry 
to conquer vast territories. This characteristic has also proved to be 
very useful in  the colonisation of areas where the climatic conditions 
are severe. An individual settler in  the vast northern forests, for 
exa,n~ple, often succumbs to nature, but a whole village of settlers 
usually manages to survive. 'This is alslo an  explanation of the perma- 
nent and effective Russian expansion to  the remote northern and 
eastern territories, which had n a e r  been settled before. Because of the 
size of the country and the severity of the climate in certain remote 
areas, there are still vast territories in  Russia which are either very 
sparsely populated or unpopulated, despite the many efforts to 
change this. 
The Russian drive to the east and the colonisation of Siberia have 
always been a n  integral part of the Government policy. The settle- 
ment of this territory started on a large scale after the construction 
of the Trans-Siberian Railway. Most colonists settled in its immediate 
vicinity. It might be added that in Western Siberia, this railway runs 
along the border of the forest zone and the steppe, traversing an  area 
very suitable for farming. Industrialisation of the territories east of 
the Urals was accompanied by a rapid growth of the cities, coupled 
with a decline of the rural population in  many areas in  Siberia and 
Central Asia (Kulischer, 1945, p. 112). 
In Czarist Russia, the settlement of the more remote parts of Siberia 
could only be achieved by force, i.e. by compulsory settlement of prison- 
ers. A similar policy has been carried out by the Soviet regime: the 
"migration for the opening u p  of new areas" is attained mainly 
through compulsory deportation of civilians, and by a large-scale use 
of forced labour (Cole-German, 1961, p. 53). Vast territories in the 
northern parts of European Russia and Siberia are inhabited exclu- 
sively by prisoners or former prisoners, who are not permitted to 
leave the territory (Aibrecht, 1939; Ameel, 1941; Dallin-Sicolae~sliy, 
1947). Mass resettlements of certain population groups have also been 
carried out for strategic reasons (Lydolph, 1964, p. 278). 
While formerly the majority of the migrants were engaged in  agri- 
culture, at  present most of them are recruited as industrial workers, 
including logging and wood-manufacturing industries, which are 
being established in accordance with the plan for the industrial de- 
~e lopmen t  of the eastern regions. 
4.2 Statistics of Populat ion Incrense 
Any map of the distribution of the population in the Eurasian plains 
to-day still represents the situation of the past two centuries, Most of 
the population is settled in European Russia, and is densest i n  a 
triangle or wedge, the narrow apex of which lies on Lake Baikal to 
the east, and which is bordered in  the west by the Baltic and by the 
Black Sea. The most densely settled rural areas, a s  shown on the map 
in Figure 1 : 11, are to be found between the forest zone and the steppe, 
and it is here that the clearing of the forests for settlement was most 
extensive. 
At the beginning of the 18th century, the population of Czarist 
Russia was only about 15 millions, rising to 76 n~illions by 1863, and 
to 128 millions by 1897. By 1913, the population within the present 
frontiers of the U.S.S.R. numbered 159 nlillions. The first Soviet 
census in 1926 registered a population of 147 millions; according to 
the 1939 census, the population had increased t o  171 millions, and 
according to the most recent census, in 1959, to 209 n~illions. The 
Soviet statistical estimate of the total population for 1 July 1964 
was 228 nlillions (A'. Kh. SSSR, 1965, pp. 7-8). 
The increase after World W a r  I1 is not attributable solely to an  
exess of births over deaths, but also to territory gained. However, 
the natural growth rate of the Russian population is very high, and 
Lhe total increase was formerly a serious problem from the viewpoint 
of the carrying capacity of the land. Rural ovxpopulation has now 

decreased considerably through urbanisation, and through the in- 
creasing recruitment of labour for industry. 
In 1939, 32 per cent of the population lived in  the cities, and 68 
per cent in  the country. In 1964, 53 per cent lived in  the cities, and only 
47 per cent in the country. This change in  the proportion between the 
urban and the rural population in only 25 years is remarkable. In 
fact, the urban population has doubled, from 60 n~illions in  1939 to 
120 millions i n  1964, while the rural population has declined by 22 
millions (N. Kh. SSSR, 1965, p. 8 ) .  
Due to a favourable age structure, the percentage of those gainfully 
employed is relatively high. 
4.3 Clearing o f  Forest L a n d  for Settlement and  Agricultural Uses 
Czarist Russia was primarily a n  agricultural country. The demand 
of the growing population of Russia for food led to a continuous in- 
crease of grain production. This increase resulted from an  extension 
of areas under cultivation, mostly at  the expense of forest land in 
European Russia. 
The population pressure on the forest was much harder in the older 
agricultural regions of the south than in  the northern and eastern 
parts of the country. This is illustrated by Table 1-9, which records 
the decrease of the forest area, expressed in percentages of the total 
land area, by selected geographical regions, in  the years 1725-1914. 
The figures show that during about two centuries under Czarist rule, 
the clearing of forest land was rapid in the more sparsely forested 
regions, especially in the forest steppe zone which was populated 
most densely. 
The deforestation of the southern regions, more particularly the 
Ukraine, progressed very rapidly after the 1917 Revolution. It is 
recorded by Ivanovsliy (1928) that  the forest area i n  this particular 
region decreased by slightly more than one million hectares from 
1880 to 1914. According to Ivanitsky ( Z . f . F . J . ,  1928, p. 6) ,  about two 
million hectares of forest land were cleared and settled between 1914 
and 1927, or  twice as much as during the preceding period. 
Not all forest land turned into agricultural land was used for arable 
purposes. Much of this land was used as pasture, especially in the 
northern regions, where cattle-rearing predominated over grain pro- 
duction. Undoubtedly this method of using land was rather inefficient. 
Since the agricultural collectivisation, and more particularly since 
IYorld War 11, the forest land has increased in  the densely populated 
TaMe 1-9. Forest Area as Percentage of the Total Land Area, by selected Geographical 
Regions and Years, 1725-1914 
Source: Tsvetkov, M .  A. Izmenenie  lesistosfi  Yevropeiskoy Rossi i  s kon f sa  X V I I  stoletiyn 
po 1914 god, Moscow, 1957, p. 125. 
Regions I 1725 
farming areas in the central and western parts of the U.S.S.R. A com- 
parison of the data of the 1927 forest inventory with those of the 
1956 and 1061 inventories shows that the growing stock has gene- 
rally decreased, but that  the forested area has increased in many 
districts. I t  is probable that this is partly a result of the fairly extensive 
forest-planting work carried out since World War  I1 in certain areas 
poor in forests. The main cause of this change, however, is certainly 
agricultural collectivisation combined with industrialisation. As 
pointed out above, the rural population has declined as a result of 
the industrialisation; collectivisation has forced it to move into the 
ko lkhozy ;  this has made it practically impossible to till the more 
remote fields, which have gradually been covered by forest. A con- 
tributory cause here is the decline of the livestock on the kolkhozy .  
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5.1 General Outline o: Development 
The forest industry in Czarist Russia served mainly timber exports, 
and was, therefore, largely concentrated in the western and northern 
parts of European Russia. The industry underwent a particularly 
rapid development immediately before World War  I, when logging 
operations began in the immense forests on the White Sea. Before 
World War  I, 20 major sawnlills were working in  Archangel alone; 
most of these were owned by foreigners. It  is estimated that half of 
all forest industries in  Czarist Russia belonged to foreigners. 
The number of forest industries, and the manpower employed in 
them, developed as follows in the beginning of the 20th century (Zing- 
haus, 1929, p. 16) :  
Year Number of Enterprises Nuniber of Workers 
The above table illustrates the rapid growth of the Russian forest 
industry: the number of enterprises increased by 62 per cent, and that 
of the workers by 58 per cent, in  12 years. The value of the share of 
the timber and plywood industry was estimated at 2.5 per cent of the 
total industrial output of Russia in 1912. 
There is no doubt that the pre-revolutionary Russian forest industry 
had low technological standards. The enterprises mere mostly sinall 
sawmills with one or two frame-saws, as often as not private, one- 
family enterprises. However, this comparatively low technological 
standard was largely compensated for hy the personal care and 
efforts of the owner, with the result that the enterprises functioned 
more or less satisfactorily (Gagarin, 1942, p. 148). 
In 1913, the Russian forest industry attained a new peak of develop- 
ment, and Russian timber exporters gained a more important position 
in the world markets. 
The outbreak of World M7ar I cut the Russian timber products off 
from the world markets, and the output declined. The Civil \Var \vhich 
followed the Revolution led to the complete closing-down of very many 
enterprises. The result was that many skilled workers were obliged 
to take other jobs. Furthermore, the former private owners of the 
enterprises were liquidated ( that  is, killed, deported, or, in the best 
cases, simply deprived of their property) and the factory buildings 
and machinery fell into disrepair. 
A restoration of the forest industry became possible only after the 
end of the Civil War, in 1921. 
In the beginning of the Twenties there was hardly any modernisation 
and expansion of the industrial enterprises worth mentioning; neither 
had the pre-war output level been attained by that time. The situation 
changed radically in  192711928, when the "industrialisation of the 
country" began with the implementation of the first Five-Year Plan. 
This entailed also a rapid development of the forest industry, and a 
number of large new enterprises were established. It should be stressed 
that the expansion and modernisation of the forest industry was not 
an end in itself. The industry was to have a subordinate role: i t  was 
to provide the country with foreign currencies, which could be used 
to import machinery and thus to build up the heavy industry. For this 
reason, the new enterprises were not located at  places where they 
would have been best justified geographically, but at  places which 
were most convenient for export purposes, that is, in the northern and 
northwesten parts of European Russia, and in the Far  East (Gagarin, 
1942, p. 149). 
Before World War  11, some of the forest industries had already been 
transferred from areas where the timber resources had been exhausted, 
to areas where forests were abundant. This transfer was accelerated 
for strategic reasons after the outbreak of war. A number of the enter- 
prises in  the West were dismantled in  time and transferred to the 
forest areas in the North, in the Urals and in Siberia, where they 
gradually attained better production results than they had ever shown 
in their old locations. It  is evident that they remained in  their new 
docations after the war and contributed considerably towards the 
economic progress in the northern and eastern parts of the country 
(Petrov, 1952, pp. 95-96). 
Most of the non-evacuated forest industries in the western and 
southern parts of the country were destroyed during the war. After 
the war, the pulp and paper mills, as  well as  the furniture factories, 
were restored in these areas, but it was not proposed to establish 
fresh wood-processing industries there. Instead, plants were to be 
established closer to the raw materials, in the first place on the 
Northern Dvina, and on the Kama. This programme of transfers could 
not be followed, and wood-processing plants were established also in 
areas lacking raw material; this had to be transported to the factories 
o\er  long distances. But it cannot be denied that a considerable capac- 
ity increase and a n  extensive nlechanisation and modernisation of 
the production process has in  fact taken place in the forest industry 
in the post-war years. A production increase in all branches of this 
industry is indisputable. It has been maintained, on the other hand, 
that the industrial expansion of the wood-manufacturing industry has 
not been satisfactory, and that the geographical locations of the in- 
d~lstrial enterprises are not adapted to the geographical distribution 
of the forests. This problem will be discussed in more detail later. 
E ~ e n  before World \Tar 11, there \\as a clearly discernible trend in 
the planning of nem enterprises of the forest industry, in that a number 
of different wood-processing factories, forming a combine (kornbi- 
n u t ) ,  \\as e5tablished ~ \ i t h i n  a tomn or 5ettlement. Sa\wnills, linlted 
directly \\it11 other mood-morlting enterprises, are not infrequent. 
To make use of thc sa~vnlill naste, the bigger \amnills ha\-e in recent 
years been linked nit11 factories manufacturing wood-chemical prod- 
ucts, or n i t h  pulpmills. The building of such big integrated wood- 
~xocessing kon-tbinnty is perhaps the most characteristic feature of the 
t l e ~  elopment of So\ iet forest industries. 
The forest industry ernploys 14 per cent (2.8 million men) of the total 
industrial manpower of the Soviet Union (20.2 millions in 1962, A'. KI-I. 
SSSR,  1963, p. 130). The share of the forest industry in  the "productive 
funds" of the country is esliinated at 6.6 per cent, and the ~ a l u e  of its 
production at f i le  to six per cent of the total production value (Zhelud- 
liov, P. Iih., 1963, 7 1 .  This leads to the conclusion that the technological 
eq~iipment of the workers in the forest industry is only half that of 
the overall industrial average. 
It i\  not ltnown how these figures ha\ e been calculated. Inforn~ation 
on the total number of workers in the forest industry must be treated 
n it11 special caution, because it is not knov 11 15 hich wood-processing 
industries are classified as forest industrie\ and thus included in this 
figure. It is not impossible that the morliers in the logging industry are 
also included, ~ i h i c h  would mean that the total number of workers in 
the forest industry quoted here would not be comparable n i t h  the 
corresponding figures for the manpower in Czarist Russia, quoted 
at  the beginning of this section. 
It must also be ernphasised that it is not quite clear what is meant 
by the "product i~e  funds" and h o ~  the " ~ a l u e  of the production of the 
moodworlting industry" has been calculated. ,I comparison witla the 
"capitalist" term " ~ a l u e  added", which ought to correspond more or 
less 'ivith the term "production value" in the central planning sy\tein, 
is rather difficult without n prc\ious thorou# investigation. 
5.2 Sawmilling Industry 
The oldest and most important branch of Russia's w-ood-processing 
industry is the sam~nilling industry. Sawmills are located throughout 

the country, a s  shown on the map of Figure 1 :  12; they are to be 
found not only in  the forested areas, but also outside the forest belt 
proper. Before U'orld W a r  11, the total number of frame-saws was 
estimated at  about 6,400 by Buchholz (1943, p. 154) and at  6,500 by 
Gagarin (1942). These figures are borne out by Soviet sources of a 
later date (I<rylov, L.P. 2 Aug. 1962). It is probable that  these esti- 
mates comprise all the frame-saws then in existence, including the 
unusable ones. The proportion of these was estimated a t  about 35 per 
cent. 
A great inany of the abore frame-saws were doubtless destroyed 
during the war. 
However, data on the Sixtics report that the local number of frame- 
saws in the U.S.S.R. is estimated at  70,000, of which 65,000 are actually 
in use; 55,000 are located in  stationary establishments (Zheludltov, 
P. Kh., 1963, 7 ) .  This indicates a quite remarkable expansion of the 
sawrnilling industry after World W a r  11. The total capacity of the 
above frame-saws is estimated at 600 million cubic metres (= 128 
million standards) of sawnwood annually. The actual production 
of sawnmood has increased from 35 million cubic metres in 1940, to 
104 million cubic metres in  1962 ( N .  Kh. S S S R ,  1963, p. 181) and 106 
million cubic metres in  1963 ( N .  Kh. S S S R ,  1965, p. 177). 
However, i t  is maintained that only 10 per cent of all the frame- 
saws installed are up  to date; the others have reportedly a quite low 
capacity. Only 300 of all the sawmills can be regarded as large enler- 
prises, while 1,830 can be classified as  medium-sized enterprises. The 
average annual output per worker in the big sawmills is 450 cubic 
metres of sawnwood, while the average output in  smaller sawn~ills 
is only 160 cubic metres (L.P. -3 Feb. 1965). 
It  must further be considered that  the location of the sawinills is, 
as a rule, very unfavourable with regard to the raw material supplies. 
It is estimated that  70 per cent of all frame-saws are located in  regions 
poor in forests. They are worked to  less than 50 per cent of their 
capacity (Gavrilov, D.P., 1965, 4) .  The geographical location of the 
sawmilling industry thus differs considerab1;y from what is desirable 
in view of the timber supplies. Only 2.5 per cent of the sawmills, with 
4.2 per cent of all frame-saws, are located in areas where the sawlogs 
are harvested. By far the greatest part of the sawmills (97.5 % )  is 
located far  from the raw material sources (timber must be transported 
to them over 1,500-1,600 km) ,  and consists mostly of small enterprises, 
employing only six workers on average (Zheludltov, P. Kh., 1963, 7 ) .  
In 1961, almost 12 million cubic inetres of sawlogs were carried long 
distances by rail lo  these small samrnills. In Moscow and its en,irons 
alone, there are 1,700 frame-saws consuming about five inillion c ~ b i c  
metres of sawlogs annually (speech by G. 11. Orlov, Chief of the 
Timber Sector in  the Gosplan, at  a meeting of the Central Committee 
of the Conlmunist Party of the U.S.S.R. on 23 Nov. 1962; L.P. 24 Xov. 
1962). 
According to the plans, the sawmilling centre is to be transferred 
to Siberia. The output of lumber is to be concentrated into large inte- 
grated enterprises. It  has also been decided to increase the sawmill 
capacity considerably i n  the regions rich in forests during the nest 
five or six years, to rationalise the distribution of the sawmilling 
industry (Gavrilov, D. P., 1965, 4 ) .  At the same time, many sawnills 
in the areas poor in forests will gradually be dismantled. 
An interesting question, nhich  should be answered in this connec- 
tion, is this: How can one explain the establishment of sa~vmills in 
areas poor in forests on such a large scale, although under a regulation 
of 1952, new sawinills could be established only in areas rich in forests? 
The reasons for this are numerous and cannot all be discussed in  the 
present context. One circumstance should be stressed, namely, that 
this large-scale expansion of the sa~vinilling industry v a s  partly due 
to the increasing output of sawmilling equipment by the machine- 
building industry. The annual output of frame-saws is 7,000 to 10,000, 
for which some use must be found; hence the widespread establish- 
ment of new sawmills (L.P. 2 Aug. 1962). As a result, 100-200 new 
sawniills were constructed annually in villages on the Ukrainian step- 
pes t l~ roug l~ou t  the Fifties. This also explains hom 11oscox\ became the 
sawmilling centre of the country. 
Another factor which has had an  unfa~ourable  influelice on the 
development of the sa\vn~illing industry is its divided administration. 
The existing sawmills are divided between various State and co-opera- 
t i le  enterprises, so that uniform direction is difficult, despite the 
central planning syslem. What  is inore, a certain rivalry and competi- 
tiveness between various Go~erninent  agencies has arisen, primarily 
because all of them want to obtain more easily accessible raw inaterial 
bases or priority in  the timber supplies, with the result that public 
interest is largely ignored or even actively thwarted. 
Large and powerful branches of industry, such as the metal industry, 
coal industry, oil industry, etc., mhich are the largest timber con- 
sumers, have established sawmilling industries of their own, parallel 
with the regular sa~brnilling industry. They ha l e  acquired old saw- 
mills and  constructed new rawmills nhich ha \e  rapidly consunled the 
available ram materials in their immediate 1 icinity. To keep these saw- 
mills going, tiinber must now be transported long distances to them. 
What  is worse, the tiinber comes in part from areas where the existing 
sammilling capacity is not fully exploited, because of a raw material 
shortage. For example, about Lwo million cubic metres of sawlogs are 
annually exported from the Archangel district, although its own saT- 
inills are suffering from a timber shortage (Ganelin, L. P., 1964, 9 ) .  
It may be added that the practical production planning for lumber 
does not comprise the m711ole of the output. The plans provide detailed 
regulations only for the output for export, for certain high-cpalities 
and special assortments for the more important sectors of the economy. 
This is why the consumers t ry to s o l ~ e  their problems by organising 
their 01511 output of sawnwood, and i t  also e ~ p l a i n s  the derelopment 
of the existing autarchic trends. 
5.3 Pulp and Paper Industry 
The first pulpmills in Russia were constructed at  the beginning of the 
19th century. Papermills using rags as  their raw material existed 
even earlier. According to Surozh (1908, p. 2 3 ) ,  Russia had at  the turn 
of the century (1900 -1903) 48 pulpmills producing inecllanical pulp 
and seTen producing chemical pulp. 
Most pulpinills were in the western parts of the country, so that,  
following the territorial changes after the war, they were no longer 
Russian, but lay in the new slates of Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and 
Poland. In Russia proper there were few cellulose factories at  that time. 
The pulp and paper output of Czarist Russia could not cover the 
denland of the country, so considerable amounts of pulp and paper had 
to be imported. The export of pulpwood, on the other hand, was con- 
siderable under the Czarist regime, and this continued also under the 
So~ie ls ,  while at  the same time paper and pulp were imported. 
As late as in  the Twenties, about half of the existing papermills in 
the U.S.S.R. used rags as r a n  material, while some 40 per cent of the 
mechanical pulp needed for paper manufacture was imported from 
Finland (Buchholz, 1961, p. 184). This abnormal situation, particularly 
if we consider the abundance of Russia's forests, persisted until 
the drive for the large-scale industrialisation of the country started. 
During the f i~e-year  plans of the Thirties, a number of relatively 
large pulp and paperinills were constructed, snch as Balachninsk 
in the Gorki province, Kainsk, Solikainsk and Vishersk in  the Perm 
prorince, Segezha and Kondopaga in  Karelia, and Archangelsk and 
Sources: (1) Bumazhnaya Promyshlcnnost, 1961,l 
(2) Unasylva, 1965, '77 (2) 
Fig. 1: 13. Location of Pulp and Paper Industry 
Sololllbalsli in the Archangel district. These new industries were 
located in areas rich in forests and favourable for transport purposes, 
the aim being an integration or concentration of combined or related 
industries( from which is derived the Russian term kombinat). 
hIachinery for the new factories was mainly imported, because the 
Soviet output of machinery used in the pulp and paper industry was 
negligible in the beginning. The manufacture of papermill machinery 
began in the U.S.S.R. as late as in 1934. 
During M'orld Vi'ar 11, a great many pulp and papermills in  the 
western parts of the U.S.S.R. were destroyed. These were rebuilt after 
the war. Apart from this, the Soviets acquired a number of pulp and 
paper factories during and after the war, as a natural result of the 
territorial gains in the west and east. The Baltic territories conceded 
to the U.S.S.R.-Finnish Icarelia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, East Po- 
land, East Prussia---all had relatively well-developed pulp and paper 
industries, which sold their output to the West before the war. 
In the southern part of Salthalin, which the Soviets acquired from 
Japan, there were many up-to-date pulp and papermills. South 
Sakhalin mas probably the most important pulp-producing centre 
within the pre-war Empire of Japan, and practically all its output was 
shipped to the mother country. 
It can thus be stated that after V'orld War  11, the U.S.S.R. almost 
doubled the capacity of its pulp and paper production, thanks to the 
territories gained-an increase which surpasses that  of all other 
branches of industry. 
In 1961, the Soviets operated altogether 177 pulp and papermills. 
The location of the main pulp and papernlills is shown on the map 
of Figure 1 : 13. 
The geographical location of the pulp industry must be considered 
unfavourable. Only half, or 51 per cent, of the industry is located in  
timber-surplus areas, of which 41 per cent is in  European Russia 
and 10 per cent in  Asia. The other half of the pulp industry (49 76) is 
in timber-deficit areas, almost exclusively in  the European parts of 
the country. 
The paper and paperboard output is also concentrated in  areas 
which, in most cases, are a t  considerable distances from the raw 
material. Only nine per cent of the paper and paperboard produced in  
1961 came from Siberia and the Fa r  East; the remainder came from 
the European parts of the U.S.S.R., of which 64 per cent \\-as either 
from timber-deficit areas or from completely unforested areas (Zhelud- 
Itov, PI. Zih., 1963, 7) .  It is remarkable that nlost of the newly planned 
factories will also be far from the timber-producing areas. 
5.4 Other Wood-Based Industries 
The plywood industry is one of the relatively well-developed branches 
of the wood-processing industries which 'have quite a long history in 
Russia. 
Before V'orld War  I, there were 49 veneer and plywood factories in 
Russia, v i t h  a n  annual output of 179,000 cubic metres. Xlost of the 
output (about 60 % )  was exported, and Russia had allnost a 111011opol~ 
in the world plyxood market. 
Many of these factories were in the western provinces which seceded 
from Russia after M70rld \T7ar I. In 1922 the Soviets had only 27 Tenecr 
and plywood factories in  the Soviet Union, some of which had been 
destroyed, while the others were in  bad shape (Zinghaus, 1929, p. 48). 
As a result, the plyviood output was relatively low in the Twenties, and 
lhings began to improve only in the Thirties when the old factories had 
been restored and a number of new ones had been built under the first 
Five-Year Plan. 
In World W a r  11, many of these factories were destroyed. The centre 
of the Soviet plywood industq-the Leningrad district and Belorussia 
-suffered particularly heavy damage. It  is, therefore, reasonable to 
suppose that  the veneer and plywood output iinmediately after World 
!Tar I1 was considerably lower than that before the war, although ihe 
total number of factories had increased following Russia's territoriai 
gains. 
The geographical location of the plywood industry is also unsatis- 
factory. For example, only one per cent of the total output came in 
1961 from Siberia. Howe~er ,  most of the new factories will he erected 
in Siberia where i t  is planned to establish some relatively large facto- 
ries, c.g. in Teniseisk, Chunsli and Asinovsk, (Sniirnov, D.P., 1965. 7).  
An important wood-consuming industry in  Czarist Russia was the 
malch industry. There mere altogether 251 match factories, producing 
4.2 million hoses of matches annually and cinploying 14,700 x~orliers. 
Almost all of these factories mere in the western provinces; at  the end 
of II'orld V'ar I, most of them lay outside the new Soviet frontiers. The 
new faclories within the Soviet frontiers were either destroyed or 
badly damaged during the Re~olut ion  and the consequent Ci\il \Tar, 
so that the 1920 match output was only 15 per cent of the pre-nar  
outpnt. The great demand for nlatches in the home market led to a 
relati-cely rapid reconstruction and even expansion of the match fac- 
tories, so that the pre-war production l e ~ e l  was reached again by 
1925. Rlanufncturing was mainly concentrated in big factories, while 
a nuillher of smaller factories ne re  closed down. In 1927, for example, 
there were only 27 rnatch factories. bv 1936 their number had de- 
creased to 18, and by 1935 to only 1 4 .  However, the output increased at  
the same time. For instance, in 1940 the annual match output in  the 
U.S.S.K. was 10 million boxes, and in  1960 it \\-as 14 million boxes 
(S. Rh. SSSX,  1961, p. 300). Thus the production has been gradually 
concentrated in  bigger production units, and probably also the produc- 
tion process has bccome increasingly automated. 
The urgent need for the reconstruction of dwellings after World 
\ITar I1 caused the Soviet Government to establish a great number of 
combines producing' standardised bloclis of flats. Thc output of pre- 
fabricaled ~ ~ o o d e n  houses has been increasing ever since and was 
eq~~ivalcnt ,  in  1960, to more than six million square metres of floor 
space (S. Ir'h. S S S R ,  1961, p. 300). A total of 130 factories was work- 
ing in  this field. 
The inanufacture of fibreboard and particle board, parallel with the 
pulp output, has been the part of the mood-processing industry which 
the Soviet authorities have tried most to increase. In 1962, 46 fibre- 
board factories, with a total annual capacity of about one million cubic 
metres, and 13 particle board factories, with a total annual capacity 
Table 1-10. Percentage Distribution of Freight Traffic, by Main Forms of Transport, in 
the U.S.S.R., selected years, 1913-1963 
Year 
Total freight traffic 
in 1,000 millions of 
ton-liilometres 
Percentage of 
Rail Domestic Inland tnarilime waterway Pipeline 
Highway 
(lorries) 
Source: Narodnoye  khozyais tvo  S S S R  u 10G3 g., 1965, p. 373. 
of 63 million square ~netres,  mere being constructed. These factories 
are located ahlos t  exclusi~ely in the western parts of the U.S.S.R. 
6. Main Elements of Transport Network 
6.1 General Remarks 
Transport has always been one of the most difficult problems in 
Russian economy because of the size of the country. The enormous 
distances that must be covered hare  been the greatest factor among 
the many natural and economic hindrances which have prevented the 
dewlopment of a satisfactory transport system. One must remember 
that the U.S.S.R. stretches approximately 11,000 kilometres from east 
to west. hforeo~ er, the U.S.S.R has the longest coastline of any country 
in the world, but at the same time it is one of the most useless, because 
the seas surrounding the northern part of Eurasia arc frozen for the 
greater part of the year and thus only navigable to a very limited 
extent. It is only in the extreme north-west corner of the U.S.S.R., at 
Jfurinansk, that there is access to ice-free ocean navigable all the 
year round. 
According to the official statistics (A'. K h .  SSSR, 1965) the total 
freight traffic (grzzzooborof vsek11 vidou f ranspor fa )  has increased 
from 126,000 million ton-kilometres in  1913, to 2,302,000 million ton- 
kilometres in 1963. The distribution of the aggregate freight traffic 
between different forms of transport, in percentage terms by selected 
years, is shown in  Table 1-10. It  indicates that rail transport pre- 
dominates greatly. 
The Soviet export trade between the two World Wars  was trans- 
ported up  to 90 per cent by sea (Maslennikova, V .  T., 1963, 9, p. 41). 
After World War  11, the share of sea transport decreased considerabl~, 
and in  1962 sea transport covered only 51 per cent of the export 
freight, while the corresponding percentage for railway transport was 
43 per cent (I7. T .  SSSR, 1963, p. 18). 
The composition of the freight traffic also changed considerably 
between 1913-1963. According to a special study (Williams, 1962, 
p. 78), forest products took the following percentage share of the total 
freight traffic, by selected years: 
1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 1955 1958 
19.3 15.6 11.1 11.1 11.0 8 . i  8.6 per cent 
The above figures indicate that the share of forest products-con- 
struction and industrial round~vood, sawnwood, and fuelwood-in the 
total freight traffic is decreasing. This is probably not because of a 
decrease in  the volume of the forest products transported, but because 
the \olume of other coinmodities transported has risen more rapidly 
than that  of the forest products. 
The most important logging areas lie north of a line dram11 from 
Leningrad roughly via Vologda, Vyatlia and Perm to the Ural Moun- 
tains, where i t  turns south via Tyumen, Tomsk and Krasnoyarslc to 
Lake Baikal. The most important wood-consuming areas lic, as  a 
rule, south of this line. Timber is transported from the former to llie 
latter mainly -\kt waterways or by rail. 
Timber transport moves generally from north to south and from east 
to west. Here, howe~er ,  great changes h a ~ e  talien place, resulting from 
an  urgent demand for timber in  certain provinces. The construction of 
industrial settlements in liuzbas and Ihraganda  (Western Siberia), 
for example, resulted at  that time in  timber transport eastnards, 
mainly from the Urals. The development of the "Second Baku" north 
of the Caspian Sea and the construction of new industrial settlements 
in  Central Asia also led to a redirection towards the east of the timber 
floated down the Volga. Finally, timber mas requisitioned from the 
western parts of the U.S.S.R., including western Ukraine and the 
Baltic countries, for the post-war restoration of industrial centres in 
southern Russia (Donbass, Krivoy-Rog, etc.), northern Caucasia (the 
Grozny oilfields, etc.) and on the Crimean Peninsula (Benenson, 1931, 
p. 83). 

Consequently, timber transport in the U.S.S.R. cannot be regarded as 
stable and uniform, following a fixed pattern of even de~elopment.  
Despite this, however, there exist certain predominant directions in 
the flows of timber, as  depicted on the map of Figure 1 :  14. The main 
purpose of this map is to show the distribution of the transport system 
in  the U.S.S.R., as  well as  the interlinking of the railways with water- 
ways. As a rule, forest industries, or at  least round\%-ood assemblage 
places, are located at the junctions of these two routes. In general, the 
location of timber-processing industries is adapled to the transport 
netvork, and the latter determines also, next to the accessibility of 
forest resources, the location of logging industry. 
6.2 River Transport 
The waterways, although the most important carriers of timber, play 
only a limited role as means of immediate communication between 
the logging areas in the north and the wood-consuming areas in tile 
south. The most important rivers flow from south to north into the 
Arctic Ocean, like the Yenisey and the Lena. Only the Yolga, flowing 
south, plays a decisi\ e role in supplying southern Russia with timber. 
On the other large r i ~ e r s ,  which flow north into the White Sea, the 
Rarents Sea or the Kara Sea, timber must as  a rule be floated north 
and then transported south by other means of transport in order to 
reach its domestic consumers. 
European Russia has also an  e s t e n s i ~ e  inland canal netv,ork in 
combination v i t h  the river systems. The first canals ne re  constructed 
in  Czarist times and the Soriets h a ~ e  considerably extended the net- 
work. The White Sea-Baltic Canal mas completed in 1935. It prolides 
a connecting waterway between Leningrad and Belomorsli on the V'hite 
Sea. The hloscow-Volga Canal, with its huge reserloir at  Kybinsli in 
the immediate vicinity of the capital, was opened in  1938. Later (in 
1864) the canal was extended, and now liinlis the 'iTolga with the Baltic 
Sea. The TTolga-Don Canal was inaugurated in 1952. 
The ad~an tages  of river transport, compared with other forms of 
transport, are primarily that it is cheaper and therefore particularly 
suitable for a bulky commodity such as timber. About half the volume 
of freight traffic in river transport consists of timber (Baransky, 
1956, p. 86). The volume of timber transported via inland waterways 
in  1950-1963 increased as follows, according to the official statistics 
(S. Kh. SSSR, 1965, p. 395) : 
Years 1950 1958 1960 1962 1963 
Alzllions o i  tons 
Timber floated. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42.5 67.4 72.2 69.i  73.8 
Timber Lranspor(ed in ressels (river. harges) . . . 8.1 15.1 17.1 16.6 17.9 
Total limber transporis on ~mlerways  . . . . . . . . 50.6 82.5 89.3 86.3 91.7 
The a b o ~ e  figures indicate that timber floated in the U.S.S.R in- 
creased considerably in ~ o l u i n e  during the observation period, while 
timber transport in ~ e s s e l s  was more than doubled. The total timber 
transport on materways before World I'i'ar I, according to S o ~ i e t  
source? (Lydolph, 1964, 11. 404), was only 11 million toils, which means 
that the total .ioluine has increased more than eight times under the 
So\iets. Soliet data concerning statistics in Czarist Russia are not 
alnays correct, and in  the present case, too, we should question the 
reliability of figures on the timber freight carried in  1913 in river 
traffic. Rut in this connection the exactness of the figures submitted 
is less es\cntial, because our main object is to determine the general 
trends. The a\erage length of haul for water transport of timber in- 
creased from 392 ltilometres in 1946 to 495 ltilometres in 1955 (Lesnaya 
Prornyshlcnnost SSSR, 1957, p. 114). No data are available for later 
year\, but it is reasonable to suppose that the alerage length of haul 
increased at a slower pace after 1955. 
It should be cinphasised that the aboie figures are alerages for the 
whole country. In certain areas the timber transport is likely to have 
decreased \ornewhat, owing to a relocation of the logging operations. 
6.3 Rai l  Transport 
The IT.S.S.R. holds second place in the world, after the U.S.B., in 
length of railways. However, when measured in  relation to the area or 
to the population, its length of railway track is one of the lowest in 
Europe. Russia's first important railwax, St. Petersburg-?tlosco\v, was 
built in 1842. Bet~veen 1891 and 1904 the construction of the Trans- 
Siberian Railvay was undertalien and completed. In the inter-war 
period and later the Soviets extended the existing railway network 
considerably. The railways built in  the northern forest zone play an  
especially important role from the ~ iewpo in t  of forest utilisation. 
h considerable hindrance to railway construction in the North is 
the permafrost, i.e. the frozen subsoil. In some areas of Siberia, for 
example, hea~y-du ty  railway construction is considered impracticable 
because of thc permafrost. This seems to be one of the reasons why 
there are still vast areas in the Siberian Xorth without any railway 
communications. 
According to the official Soviet statistics (S. Klz. SSSR,  1065, 
p. 377) ,  the Soviet railways transported the following quantities of 
timber, in selected years, during 1950-1963: 
Years 
1950 1958 1960 1962 1963 
In 1,000 millions of "tariff" toll-liilometres 
(tarifng tonno-kilometer) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  72.2 178.4 213.6 198.4 219.1 
In millions of tons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  72.4 121.5 140.7 132.3 139.4 
This shows that the volume of timber transported by rail alnlost 
doubled in the Fifties, but then stagnated at about the same level. 
However, in terms of ton-ltilometres the timber transport by rail has 
almost trebled. Here some clarification is necessary. 
A ton-kilometre reflects both the volume loaded and the distance 
o ~ e r  which it is moved. The aggregate of ton-kilometres gives, there- 
fore, a more complete picture of the freight traffic output than the 
simple volume. Moreover, the Soviets use two different series or 
scales of ton-kilometres: "tariff" and "operating" ton-kilometres. The 
former are not a direct measure of the physical work actually done by 
the railways (Williams, 1962, p. 35), but seem to be a planning 
measure. The "operating" ton-liilometres, on the other hand, show 
the actual freight traffic performance. 
While recognising that the statistical data may contain errors, it 
seems that a con~parison of the above figures indicates that the distance 
of timber haulage increased considerably in the period 1930-1963. 
This is discernible directly from the following figures, which sho\v the 
average length of haul for timber, according to the same official 
source (A'. Kh. SSSR,  1965, p. 378) : 
Years 1950 1958 1960 1962 1963 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Kilometres 998 1,169 1,519 1,500 1,572 
It is evident that the average length of haul for timber has increased 
during the observation period, to a degree which is hardly possible 
any~vllere else in the world under normal conditions. If we compare 
this series of figures with a corresponding figure for Czarist Russia, 
w-hich was 415 ltilometres in 1913, according to Soviet sources (Lydolph, 
Table 1-11. Average Length of Haul for selected Timber Products, 1940-1951 
(kilornefres) 
Tear  
1910 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1950 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1952 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1953 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1954 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1955 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1956 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1957 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pitprops Sa7TllTyood RouIldwood for forest pro- ducts, excl. fuelwood 
Source: Sevzorov, N. V. Osnovy i puti razmeshchenia lesozagotouitelnogl prornyshIennosti 
u S S S R ,  Iloscom-Leningracl, 1959, p. 204. 
1964, p. 402), we see that the average haul for timber transport by 
rail has become almost four times longer. 
This increase is a result of the development of new logging areas in  
the European North, in the Urals and in Siberia. The heaviest flow of 
timber moves southward from the European North, but considerable 
q~~an t i t i e s  of timber are also transported over much longer distances, 
from Siberia. 
In 1940, roundwood constituted about 60 per cent of all timber 
transported by rail; in  1955 the corresponding percentage was 70. 
Most of this roundwood is sawlogs, at  times transported by rail oyer 
almost 5,000 liilometres (Nevzorov, 1959, p. 297). 
The average length of haul for all timber products is less than for 
sawnvood, as is evident from Table 1-11. In other words, lumber is 
transported over the longest distances from the production site to the 
consumer. 
6.4 Motor Transport on Highways 
The t ru th  of the matter is that road construction, with a few ex- 
ceptions, has never enjoyed much attention in  Russia. There are very 
few roads in  the U.S.S.R. equal, to the motorways in western 
Europe. Natural dirt roads, covered with deep mud in spring and 
autumn, and shro~zded in  dust clouds during the summer, are the 
prevailing type of road i n  Russia. The Never-Aldan-Yaltutslt and the 
hlagadan-Iiolyina motorways, however, deserve to be n~entioned as two 
of the major highways in  eastern part of Siberia. 
The total length of highways in  Czarist Russia (within the boundaries 
of the U.S.S.R. after TT'orld TYar 11) \\as estimated at 24,300 liiloinelres. 
The corresponding figure in  1937 was said to be 85,500 liilo~netres 
(Baransliy, 1956, p. 94). The reliability of the former figure i \  some- 
what in  doubt, but it is unfortunately not possible to checli it. hccord- 
ing to the official S o ~ i e t  statistics (S. Kh. SSSR,  1965, p. 4211, 
the road networli in the U.S.S.R. at  the end of 1963 consisted of 
330,400 kilometres of hard-surface roads (dorogi s  tuerdy~rl  pokry t i em)  
and 107,700 liilometres of concrete and "black-top" highr\ays (doroyi  
s  tsemenfno-asfaltobetonngm pokrytienl i  chernoye shosse) .  
The alerage length of haul by lorry in  1960, was estimated to be 
11.6 liilometres (Lydolph, 1964, p. 396). Long-distance timber haulage 
by lorries does not exist in  practice; lorries are used mainl\ for short- 
haul morements of forest products. 
6.5 The Northern Sea Route 
Many efforts h a ~ e  been made, both by the Czarist regime and by the 
Soviets, to d e ~ e l o p  na~iga t ion  routes east and west along the Xorthern 
Siberian Arctic coast, so that the enormous forest resources of Siberia 
can be made more accessible, both for the domestic and for the world 
marltet. Particularly important is the possibility of an  ocean shipping 
link with the Yenisey r i ~ e r  basin, where ~ i r g i n  timber of the highest 
grade is to be found. Nordensliiiild n a s  the first person lo reach the 
mouth of the Yenisey from the w x t ,  and in  1878--1879 he also madc 
the first voyage eastward along the coast of Siberia to the Pacific 
(Armstrong, 1952, p. 6) .  
Jonas Lied of Sorway was the first man who broached the idea of 
timber exports from the Yenisey area, and he succecdecl in carrying 
out his plan. In 1913 the first ship, carrying a cargo of timber (in- 
cluding logs of Pinzzs c e m b r a ) ,  crossed the Kara Sea (Nansen, 1914, 
1). 68), thus opening lllc n a y  for freight transport along the Sorlhern 
Sea Route. Imports going to Siberia by the Kara Sea in 1920-1924, ea- 
ceeded by far the volume of exports from Siberia. Later, the ~ o l u i n e  
of outgoing shipments increased, and on an  average the Kara Sea ship- 
menls to and from Siberia maintained more or less a balance in the 
Twenties (Krypton, 1956, p. 30). Later still, sawnwood from the 
Yenisey basin became the main export cargo shipped via the Sorthern 
Sea Route. The quantities of exported lumber hare increased succes- 
sively, rising to about 0.8 million cubic metres in 1963 (L. P., 3 Dec. 
1964). It seems fairly probable that the Kara Sea route .will become 
even more important for timber exports in the future. 
The reason ~ h y  this specific question is being discussed here in more 
detail is that the sea route along the Siberian coast is a difficult one, 
owing to the shortness of the navigation season (2-3 months) and to 
the ino~ements  of sea ice. Even during the summer, ice conditions 
can be so unfavourable as  to make navigation impossible without the 
assistance of icebreakers. 
The break-up of ice and the freeze-up of the sea near the mouth of 
the Yenisey (at Dudinlia) coincide approximate15 with the beginning 
and end of the navigation season in the Kara Sea. According to reports, 
the ice break-up occurred between 26 May and 17 June in the years 
1741, 1900, 1903, 1905-1907, 1932 and 1934-1936, while the freeze-up 
began between 22 October and 3 November in the years 1843, 1904-- 
1907, 1932 and 1934-1937 (Armstrong, 1952, pp. 39 -40). 
It should furlher be taken into account that during the short na\iga- 
tion period thick fogs are frequent, seriously hampering all shipping 
on the Northern Sea Route. The figures below indicate the alerage 
number of foggy days per month: 
Years June  July  August September October 
Yugorsky Shar (So-  
vaya Zemlya). . . . . . 1913-1935 15 15 1 7  10  'i 
Dilison Island (north 
of the Yenisey delta) 1916-1935 1 4  19 15 12 5 
The above data show how short is the na\igation period, and hov 
difficult are the conditions on the Northern Sea Route. A more de- 
tailed knowledge of the ice and meather conditions is, therefore, 
imperative for all shipping in these waters. 
The ice conditions vary greatly from section to section of this 
watervay, and considerable navigation aid and direct assistance are 
continually given to the ships by wireless, lighthouses, aircraft and 
icebreakers, if necessary. Weather forecasts have been obtained, from 
the Thirties onwards, by regular aerial observations, and by a close 
network of wireless and weather stations along the Northern Sea 
Route. 
According to Armstrong (1952), there are indications that the climate 
on the coast of Siberia has grown a little milder, beginning v i t h  the 
early Twenties; this seems to have played a decisive role for Lhe 
development of the i'iorthern Sea Route. The further fluctuations of 
the climate or, to be more precise, of the temperature, in the near 
future seem to be of a decisive importance for navigation on this route. 
Setbacks resulting from changes in  climate are not impossible. One 
must also take into account technological progress, because this may 
bring about the transformation of the Northern Sea Route into a 
norlnally functioning seaway. 
Part I1 
MANAGEMEaT OF FOREST 
LAND UNDER DIFFERENT 
ECONOMIC SYSTEMS 
Management of Forest Land under Different Economic 
Systems 
1. htroduction to Part 11 
1.1 Formulation of the Problem 
Rnssian forest management presents a very interesting problem in 
its historical de~elopment.  Primarily this is because Russia has been 
a country with organised forestry for more than 150 years, but also 
because great changes have talien place in the social system of the 
country. which have had a tremendous effect on the development of 
its foresl economy. I t  provides an  example of how the capitalist system 
has been changed into m-hat the S o ~ i e t s  call the socialist system. 
In a coinparison between the different economic systems s ~ h i c h  
h a ~ e  succeeded each other in Russia, it  is appropriate to refer to the 
hIarai5t de~elopnnent model as  the basis for analysing the course of 
cvents. ,is is linom-n, this model starts from the assumption that the 
political, social and cultural characteristics of societies are a function 
of hov the economic process is conducted. I t  is assumed that history 
mo\es forvard by a series of clas? struggles, and that the historical 
seqt~ence of different societies xh ich  replace each other follows a 
certain pattern. After the feudal society there coines the capitalist 
industrial society, which in its turn  will be replaced, after the working 
class has seized power, by the communist society. 
Karl Mars (1914, p. 31) c l~a~acter i sed  the main fealures of the tran- 
sition phase in the following terms: "Betsveen the capitalist and the 
coininunist societies there occurs a period of revolutionary change 
from enp into the other. This also corresponds to a political transition 
period in which the State cannot be anything other than the revolu- 
tionary dictatorship of the proletariat." The main economic objec- 
tives of the dictatorship of the proletariat were suinnlarised by Mars 
and Engels (1951, p. 42) as follows: "The proletariat will use its po- 
litical power for the purpose of removing by degrees from the bour- 
geoisie all capital and to centralise all instrunlents of production in 
the hands of the State, that  is the proletariat organised as the ruling 
class, and to increase as quiclily as possible the total p r o d ~ ~ c t i ~ - e  
power." There scenis to be evidence that the U.S.S.R. has not yet paqscd 
through this transition period, and it is asserted that true communism 
will become possible at  the next stage of development, \\-hen socialism 
under the Dictatorship of the Proletariat has removed all the remnants 
and the inner contradictions of capitalism (Eaton, 195S, p. IS) .  H o w  
ever, there is no evidence that  the actual development of historical 
events has followed such a pattern. Thus, it seems that the Marxist 
model of historical sequences is a n  inadequate basis on which to a r -  
count for the  performance of the social and economic structure in 
Russia. 
However, there are other "models" which one could consider using 
as a basis for analysing the course of historical events. The American 
econoinic historian IT. W. Rostow (1960, p. 4) classifies all societies 
according to stages in economic growth, into five categories: the tradi- 
tional society, the preconditions for take-off, the talic-off, the drive 
to maturity, and the age of high mass-consumption. He assumes, 
contrary to  Marx, that  the behaviour of societies is not uniquely 
determined by economic considerations. 
Russia, at  the turn  of the present century, v a s  placed by Rostow 
in  the take-off stage, and he pres~uned that the matnrity stage had 
been achieved there by the latter half of the 1950s. Honeier,  this 
interesting model for economic developinent cannot i n  the main be 
applied for the purpose of classifying the changes i n  forestry over 
the years. R o s t o ~  has placed the emphasis on industrial development. 
Development in  forestry, particularly i n  forest management, has no 
direct connection with industrial expansion in individual countries 
-indeed, the opposite is often the case. It  is not rare for highly in- 
dustrialised countries to neglect the developinent of their forests; in 
certain cases i t  is actually the baclmiard countries (backward as far 
as  industry is concerned) which can show forestry practice of a rela- 
tiocly high standard. \F7ith certain reservations, cven Czarist Russia 
can be placed in this category. 
The more realistic method of approaching seems to be to analyse 
the development of forestry practice in  Russia in two major historical 
sequences, namely before the October Revolution of 1917, and after 
that event. 
What  is of special interest here is the Soviet type of economy, and 
particularly the changes involved in the conversion to this system. One 
rnight wonder what is new in  Soviet forestry practice and forestry 
science, and what reforms have been made in  the forestry sector under 
the Soviets. In order to set out the problem, it is appropriate to t ry to 
explain how the S o ~ i e t  experts thernselies regard the changes in con- 
ditions and the standpoint taken in  this question by Soviet research 
norlters. Here it can be a matter of quoting only the most prominent 
Soviet foresl economist, Professor P. A. Vasiliel, former deputy director 
of the Forest Institute of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Science\, who, nriting 
on this subject, states ( in free translation), "The forest economy of the 
U.S.S.R. is a nen type of social organisation of forestry. Its basis and 
source of de~elopment is a socialistic method of production which is 
new i11 principle. Such a system of forest management has been im- 
possible under any other regime" (T.Z.L., 1050, p. 5 ) .  
"An exceptionally important quality of the Soliet forest economy 
is the complete unity of its economics and techniques, and the in- 
dissoluble bond between science and production. It is certain that 
under conditions of capitalism authentic forestry science and forestrj  
practice were developing, as a rule, on completely different, not 
coinciding lines l n e  s k h o d y a s h c h i n ~ s y a  putyanz) .  Science, represented 
by small groups of true appreciators of forests ( tseniieley lesa) and 
enthusiasts in  forest activities (entuz ias tou lesnouo de la ) ,  has been 
cooped up (yrrtilas i, and is still cooped up ( y u t i t s y a ) ,  in  laboratories 
and experi~nental forest districts, being pomerless to influence in an5 
way the spontaneous process of forest destruction ( s t i k h y n y  protsess 
lesoistreblenia).  Bourgeois practice, even if i t  is using 'science', does 
it only in a crude way, directed towards the increase of profitableness 
in forest management lzruelichenie dokhodnost i  lesnouo khozyais tuu)  
and towards veiling the real situation of forest exploitation lzauyaliro- 
uanie deis tu i te lnykh otnosheny eksploatatsi i)  in the interests of forest 
owners and forest industrialists . . .I 
"As a consequence, the technical level of development i n  forest 
management and logging operations is extremely low p under condi- 
tions of capitalism (urouen  rnzvitin lesnovo khozyaistua i lesoeksploa- 
tatsii u zrslouiakh Iinpitaliznza kraine  n izok  i .  
"It is different in the U.S.S.R., where thanks to radical changes in  
all social relations, the science of forestry is the basis and an organic 
pait of all integrated government measures for the development of 
forest economy. . . 
"The socialist method of forestry production i n  the  U.S.S.R. . . . 
has immense ad~an tages  if compared with the capitalist syvtenn of 
forest rnanagenient (knpitalisticlzesllcoye lesnoye khozyais tuo) .  The 
advantages are those characteristic also of the entire socialist econo- 
1 The transliteration of Russian is based on the  A.C.L.S. (American Council of Learncd 
Societies) Scheme with some modifications. 
my. Most important in practice amongst llieni is that in the U.S.S.R. 
it ha \  been possible for the first time in history to surmount tile 
difficulties in  the development of forest management which are 
connected ~ i t h  the specific biological characteristics of production- 
the extreme slowness of timber grovth  and lhe consequent long pro- 
duction period . . . 
"This characteristic of forestry production was, and will remain, 
a n  ins~~rrnountable barrier under capilalism in  the development of 
forest management l by ln  i ostayeisya nepreorlolirnoy pregrndoy u rnz- 
uitii lesnovo klzozyaistua).  S o  single capitalist or capitalist organisation, 
wit11 a f e v  exceptions, d l  inlest,  or is able lo i n ~ e s l ,  substantial 
means in  the long-range process of primary forest production, as long 
as capital is reproducing itself in any other branch and is growing 
several limes faster there. Because the socialist State is directing iis 
economy according to plans mhich are compiled for long periods . . . 
The prolonged period of forest production i s . .  . not a n  obstacle for 
silviculture" (T.I.L.,  1950, pp. 19-20). 
"The organisation of Soviet forestry, no1 only in the v ide  economic 
sense, but also in  the concrete operational sense, is in a way a 
fundamentally new phenomenon in the history of the de~elopment of 
forest management ( u  istorii razvitia lesnouo khozyais tua) ,  as is also 
thc \cry socialist character if ils economics (sotsialisf ichesliy lcharak- 
ter euo e l ionomiki )  . . . 
''Between our socialist organisation of forest inanagement (social- 
ist icheskaga organizatsia lesnouo k h o z y a i s f u n )  . . . and the system of 
practices I\-hich in bourgeois forestry are ltnosvn as 'organisatioil' 
and 'forest regulation' ( lesorrsfroistuo),  is a deep abyss: they have 
nothing in coininon" (T.Z.L., 1930, p. 24-25). 
"Because in capitalism the criterion of all economic activities ( m e r n  
~ s e l i h  otnosheng u khozya i s fue )  . . . is the pure interest in achieving 
profit ('goly interes' polzzcheniu pr ibyl i ) ,  a heartless cash attitude 
(besserdechrzy 'chistogan') ,  the importance of forest management is 
economically realised only i n  so far as i t  yields . . . profit .  . . 
"The capitalist economics of forests mnnagenient are, as a rule, not 
based on the reproduction of forests ( n e  n a  uosproizuodstue lesou),  
hut mainly on the euploitation of ready, naturally mature forests" 
(T.Z.L., 1950, p. 26).  
"In principle, there is no antagonistic contradiction between the 
Soviet forest managenlent and the logging industry, such as is charac- 
teristic o f  the relations of these branches under capitalism. Forest man- 
agement and the logging industry in  the C.S.S.R. are two 'guilds' 
( t s e k h a )  of one and the same socialist 'enterprise' (predpr ia t i e ) ,  
working according to one general economic plan, to achieve the same 
go\ernment targets" (T.I.1,. 1950, p. 31 ) .  
"Socialist production excludes, by its xery nature, the possibility 
of the development of one branch or another of the economy a t  the 
expense of the destruction or exhaustion of natural resources which 
are indispensable to the society for its further development . . . The 
rapacious principle of capitalist society, 'after us the deluge', is 
changed by socialisin into a really huinan formula 'we are l i ~ i n g  
better than before, and after us they must l i \e  even better' " (T.I .L. ,  
1933, PI'. 25-26). 
The above quotations from acadenlic papers, which ha\ e beeE pub- 
lished by the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences in its proceedings T r u d y  
Institutrc Lescr and which h a ~ e  been vri t ten by the leading S o ~ i e t  
authority on forest economics, say quite a lot on the problem. The 
statements ad\anced are undoubtedly x r y  daring and far-reach- 
ing. H o n e ~ e r ,  the question may be aslied whether they are ob- 
jec t i~e ly  correct in the scientific sense or whether they ha1 e been made 
for the purpose of propaganda. Professor T'asiliel's standing as an  
academic authority is such that one cannot merely dismiss thesc 
statements; indeed, [hey should be taken Yery seriously. It  may be 
added that his standing i n  Lhe U.S.S.R. can be compared to that of 
Professor h1.X. Orlo\ in C ~ a r i s t  Russia, if one takes a n  historical lien- 
of the course of clevelopments. The latter, who is called by \'asilie~ 
(T.I.L., 1953, p. 19) "the eminent representat i~e of bourgeoisie and 
landlords in  pre-re\olulionary Russian forestry science" (uidneislzg 
prcdstcruite2 hurshzrazii i pomeshchikou u doreuolgrrtsirtnoy rzrsskoy 
lesnoy nazzke),  can be regarded as one of the leading scientists of 
Czarist Russia in the field of econoinics of fore\t management. The 
name of Orlov should be cited here because his line of tho~zght is 
identical with the ideas and prii~ciples which are still behind the 
management of forest land in the vestern world. This is also one of 
the reasons why the Marxist forest econoinists ha l e  directed their 
most devastating ideological criticism a t  him. 
When it is a question of principles and ideas behind economic 
system-and this also applies to the systems of forestry-one cannot 
n ~ o i d  mentioning names, because ideas are created by people. Howe~er ,  
the problems ~ ~ h i c h  arise here concern not only the norld of ideas but 
also how these ideas are put into practice and their results in praclice. 
With regard to the present conceptions and methods of working in  
econonlic research, it should be o b ~ i o u s  that in a coinparison of the 
different systems of forestry, one must first define and then evaluate 
the ends and the means which are involved. One should determine v h a t  
the pLqoses of forestry operations are under the different economic 
systems, and what the differences are between targets. One must 
analyse in a similar may the means which are available, or  which 
have been used to achieve these ends. The questions which can be 
put in  this connection are these: 
1, What  changes do the applied means in  forestry practice undergo 
~vhei i  the ends or objectives of primary forest production are changed? 
2. How does one assess the result in forestry practice, and which 
criteria can and should be used for this purpose? 
3. ,Ire the Soviet system of forest management and the results of ils 
forestry practice actually superior to "capitalist" methods? 
There is no single answer to these questions. The problem is too 
complicated and extensive for it to be solved solely on the basis 
of data contained in the literature, which is the only source available 
Lo us. Honever, snch an  analysis can give certain points of view and 
definitions concerning both the economic theory and the practice of 
forestry under different economic systems, and this in  itself can be 
regarded as a contribution to the international discussions about the 
contrasting relationship between the two dominant economic systems 
of the world. 
1.2 Identi3cation o f  Ends and Means in  Forest Management 
It  is quitc obvious that under p r i ~ a t e  enterprise it is the individual 
forest owner--the capitalist-who himself decides the goal for his 
business activities. The consequence of this is that a very wide range 
of goals occur, and this makes a survey extremely difficult. Even so, 
it can be assumed that there are certain coinmon features in the targets 
set-features that  can be identified and, to a certain extent, classified. 
However, such a n  approach would require extensive research, and 
in  view of the lack of basic material, particularly that dealing with the 
past, Lhe results obtained from such a method would still be rather 
questionable. l\'hether one lilies it or not, such a survey of individual 
targets i n  private forest ownership must thus be rejected as im- 
practicable. 
Consequently, this paper will deal only with those objectives worked 
for i n  the public interest, i.e. the goals for forestry operations set by 
the Government. Considering that  all forests in  the U.S.S.R. nominally 
belong to the State, and that even in Czarist Russia the State owned 
nearly 95 per cent of the forests, such an  approach is quite justified. 
In the Soviet type of economy the interests of the State are the main 
consideration. Even during the capitalist era, the State forest policy 
determined in general how forestry was practised in the country. 
One must not forget that all the objectives set-broad goals as  well 
as operational targets-are subject to changes. As the setting of goals 
in the sense used here is a matter of political decision, revision of 
targets set and changes in  courses of action are very usual occurrences. 
Thus, only in broad outline and with great simplification can the 
setting of forestry goals-which should be representative of a certain 
phase of de\-elopment in  a n  econonlic system-he defined and its 
specific feature? he described. 
\l'heii the broad goals and the nleans for the attairiinent of these 
goals for forest nianagernent are considered, a distinction must be 
made hetween the production function and the protective function 
of the forests. In fact, in  this case the main emphasis is placed on the 
production function of the forests. 
The means-ends model of forest management under different 
economic systems could be outlined, in \cry broad and simplified 
form, as follon-s : 
Czarist Russia 
Pre-capital is t  ern 
Objective fcr forest management: 
Satisfying of special (shipbuilding) timber requirements. 
Means for goal attainment: partial cutting restrictions. 
Capital is t  ercr 
Objective for forest management: 
1. Reasonable profit, 
2. Sustained yield. 
Means for goal attainment: 
1. Cutting regulation by working plan, 
2. Organised forestry practice in forests in use. 
U.S.S.R. 
Centra l  planning sgslenz 
Objective for forest management : 
1. Satisfying of wood requirements, 
2. Expanding yield (reproduction on an  enlarged scale). 
Means for goal attainment: 
1. Cutting regulation by General Econoinic Plan, 
2. Organised forestry practice in timber-deficit regions, 
3.  Forest exploitation in timber-surplus regions. 
A further explanation is needed of the terms used in  the a h o ~ e  
summary. 
The satisfying of wood requirements is the objec t i~e  set for for- 
estry operations, and, as can be seen from the a b o ~ e  scheme, this 
applies to Cmrist Russia under the pre-capitalist era and to the Smiets 
with the central planning system. Nominally the concepts are identical. 
but the great difference in time which separates these two systems 
nialtes it difficult to  equate the wood recjuirements of a primithe 
society in 18th-century Russia with the wood requirements of the 
industrialised type of society which exists in the U.S.S.R. at  prewnt. 
During the early period, the State nished to ensure a supply only 
of certain kinds of timber (oak for shipljnilding) , mhile other timber 
products were largely outside the interests of the State and thus ne re  
not subject to any form of felling restriction. Circumstances are differ- 
ent in the U.S.S.R., where the central planning of the State deter11 1.ines ' 
both the supply and the demand. 
In  the S o ~ i e t  type of econoinic system, the operational goal for 
timber production is d e r i ~ e d  from the general production plan for 
the economy. The latter in its turn  depends on the general objective 
of econoinic cle~elopment or, in other words, on the planned growth 
rate for the economy. Consequently, the objectixe for forest manage- 
ment cannot be identified independently but only as a part of the 
general objective mhich forms the background for the functioning of 
the planned economy. Actually, the ends and means in the Sol i d  plan- 
ning system are closely interlinlted. 
"The most important feature of the S o ~ i e t  ype of forest mnnage- 
ment", according to Vasiliev ( T .  I .  L., 1950, p. 15) ,  "can be found in 
that its whole development..  . is guided by the socialist State. The 
socialist State determines its objectives ( t s e l i ) ,  tasks (zcrd(ichi)and 
the speed of development ( t e m p y  rcizuitin), its connections and re- 
lations with other branches of the economy; it solves the problems 
of its supply of materials and its technical development." 
In  other words, this means that forestry as a specific branch of the 
economy is completely integrated in the central planning system of 
the State, and that the main purpose of forestry operations is to meet 
the timber requirements of an  expanding economy with regard to the 
production function of the forests. 
Reasonable profit, not inaxiinised profit, has been the goal of forest 
management, not only in public ownership but also in large private 
forests in the capitalist environment of Czarist Russia. The e~idence  
for this is that  the fixed stumpage prices in the State forests were 
changed only after long intervals. Only in cases \\here lhe forestry 
a ion practice could be characterised as forest exploitation or liquid t '  
cutting, practised primarily in the snlaller forest holdings in p r i ~ a t e  
omnership, was the aim perhaps lo get the highest possible cash in- 
come as soon as possible. Maximised profit in organised forestry prac- 
tice, i.e. in forests put under inauageinenl with a formal working plan, 
should be considered merely as a fiction. 
The concepts of "sustained yield" and "expanding yield" mill be 
dealt n i t h  in  more detail in a later section. IHowe~er, some definilion 
of the concepts is probably desirable at  this stage. 
To apply "sustained jield" principle means to ensure continuous 
production of the forest crop on the existing forest area in use. Sus- 
tained yield mailageinelit is thus synonymous with continuity in timber 
production, at  least on the p r e ~ i o u s  level, and a ~ o i d s  situations in 
which proper u5e is not made of the productive capacity of the land. 
The application of "expanding yield" principle, a deduction from the 
Marxist theory of "reproduction on an  enlarged scale" (erzuciterte 
Reprodrtktion, rrrcsliirennoye nospl.oi:uodstvo), 51iould mean a pro- 
gressibe expansion of the producti\c capacity of forest land in terms of 
timber output. The content and significance of this concept a5 a gen- 
eral goal for forest manage~ncnt are forinulntcd by \'asiliev as follov-s: 
"As with all branches of socialist production, S o ~ i e t  forest economy 
ones  its success to the fact that the S o ~ i e t  Government has established 
it and increased its importance as an organic part of the socialist 
economy, which is developing according to the hlarxist plan of repro- 
duction, on the principle of expanding socialist reproduction" ( T .  I .  L., 
1953, 1). 7 ) .  
"The substantial material process of expanded reproductioii in 
forest economy . . . indicates the increasing results in e\ery cycle 
of production . . . on the one hand, quantity and quality of forest prod- 
ucts and other utilities, m-hich are brought by forest economy into the 
development of the economy, and, on the other, material ~ a l u e s  which 
are existing in forest economy itself as n ~ e a n s  of production, such as 
forest area, growing stock, etc. . . . 
"Reproduction in  forest management, e\en if regarded from the 
purely material aspect, is not only the renewal or growing of the forest 
crop in relation to forest utilisation, but a whole cycle of the reproduc- 
t i le  process in its entire extent and all factors of the syslein (11. 30).  
The definitions quoted here cannot be regarded as being particularly 
illuminating. The true meaning of the concept of expanded repro- 
duction, and especially its ideological background, will he subject to 
a more thorough analysis later. All that is emphasised here is the 
difference between the "capitalist" concept of sustained yield and the 
"socialist" concept of expanding yield as main objectives which are 
~)ursued ,  or  are alleged to be pursued, in forestry practicc. 
A more thorough explanation is needed of the concept of organised 
forestry practice, as  well as of its content and performance, as  a 
means of attaining the end. Ii[owe~er, let us  first explain the meaning 
and scope of the term "forest managemcnt" (lesnozje 6hozgais tvo) ,  
nhich  up  to now we have used very frequently, although its content 
is ambiguous and thus liable to give rise to misunderstanding. One 
can define the term "Sorest management", in the sensc in which it is 
uwd  here as  the application of forestry operations on the first or 
biological phase of forest production, i.e. growing trees. Its main corn- 
ponents are:  (1) forest administration, ( 2 )  forest regulation and ( 3 )  
si l~icul ture.  The application of these components to a suitable extent 
and in appropriate proportions \+it11 regard to the natural conditions 
and the economic accessibility of the forests is understood as organised 
forestry practice. 
Traditionally, as  far as the forestry which was practised in C~ar i s t  
Russia and is still practised in most of the countries of western 
Europe is concerned, the concept of organised or intentional forestry 
practice can be identified with morlzing plan management. This means 
that forestry is practised according to a management plan (= working 
plan) which includes reconm~endatioiis for cutting practices and sihi-  
cultural measures. It  also means that there exists a proper admin- 
istrati\e apparatus to fulfil the recoininendations of the inanagement 
plan. 
In a means-ends analysis, the aggregate result of means used for 
the goal attainment is most important. In a n  analysis of a special 
kind such as this, which aims at  a comparison of means used in 
forest management under different economic systems, a more detailed 
description of these means, broken down into their main components, 
seems to be necessary. This is particularly so because the meaning and 
functions of the abow factors can he interpreted, and in reality are 
interpreted, in very dilfcrent ways. A brief explanation of the meaning 
of the concepts used in this connection will he given below. 
"Forest administration" iupraulenie lesnovo khozgais tva)  usnally 
nlcans [lie in \ t i t~~t ional  setting and organisational structure of forest' 
maiiage~iienl in its broadest meaning. It  comprises all the managerial 
functions cormected wit11 forestry practice. I11 principle, in the Soviet 
type of economy. the institutional \etting of forest ilianagenlent must 
be widened to cc?iiiprise also, to some extent, the administrative ap- 
paratus of general planning. The distinction betxeen forest admin- 
istration and the administration of other branches of forest economy 
-logging and wood processing iildustries-ca~lilot he made ~ v i t h  
suificient acculacy, as these branches of forest economy are integrated 
at  the liiglie\t management levels. H o w e ~  er, this fact does not prevent 
forest administration from being trzated as a distinct part of forest 
~nanagement. 
The nest corilponent as a means in illanagerial ac t i~ i t ies  -forest 
regulation-needs a more thorough explanation. Originally, the term 
"forest regulation" ( i e s o u s t ~ ~ o i s t u o )  n a s  synonymous with the term 
"forest management" in its more limited meaning, i.e. the organisation 
of forest nz:~nagement ol.ganii-ttsic iesnouo ~ ~ ~ O Z L J C L ~ S ~ V ~ Z ) ,  which in 
its practical application means thc drawing up of worliing plans. 
Home~er,  the term in  question has been used also to indicate the part 
of forest policy that concerns cutting restrictions in p r i ~ a t e  forests. 
Forest regulation as a means of organi4ing forest iilanagement in 
the S o ~ i e t  ype of economy is very closely connected with planning. 
Therefore all planning activities associated with primary forest pro- 
duction, including harvesting, will be considered under this heading. 
Sil\icultural measures, as  a means of attaining a goal in forest 
management, seem not to need special explanation. The significance 
of these acthities is equal under all economic systems. Here it can 
he added that  s i l~ icul ture  in the present sense also includes cutting 
practices and, to some extent, forest protection. However, i t  must 
be enipllasised that in  this connectioii the cutting amount and method 
are not regarded iron1 the viempoint of timber procurement. As a 
meaiis of increasing productivity, mhich ideologically is playing an  
outslanding role i n  forest manageinenl, s i l~icul tural  ac t i~ i t ies  are 
paranio~mt.  I11 brief, the structure of the administrati\e organisation, 
forest regulation and silviculture are in  practice the means which, 
for the purpose of a coinparative analysis of forest management 
performance, \\ill be considered in this part of the investigation. 
Policies and the attitude of policy-makers in regard to forest manage- 
ment can he considered to hold a n  iniportant place in  this. However, 
i t  should be added that  political cluestions are  much more difficult 
to grasp and to analyse correctly than the purely technical ones. A 
means-ends analysis must take both into account; thus it is only n 
matter of judgement to what  extent the technical side of forest 
management performance shall be included in a n  economic analysis. 
2. Development in Czarist Russia 
2.1 Func t ion ing  o f  Forestry o n  the Background  o f  General Economic  Thozlght 
2.1.1 Some Feutures of the Economic  System 
The economic system which dominated in nestern Europe iron1 the 
beginning of the 16th c c n t ~ ~ r y  until the middle of the 18th was mercan- 
tilism. During this period, owing to the intellectual a~valicning and l o  
fundamental changes in attitudes and nays  of thinking, the feudal 
institutions of the hliddle Ages gradually disappeared, and a n  economic 
expansion of a different kind from that existing previously made it\  
entrance (Heckscher, 1955). 
The economic and social institutions in Russia, home1 er, tic\ eloped 
differently from their equivalents in the \Vest. Old Russia had a 
system in nhich  the land was d i ~ i d e d  into princely appanages, the 
boundaries of these being determined by rivers. However, the status 
of the appanage prince was a perqonal one and did not depend upon 
his o~xnership of land. l l o r e o ~ e r ,  there was no relation betveen the 
prince and his subjects corresponding to a feudal relalion (AIa~or, 
1914, p. 23). Some historians maintain that "in Russia there had ne\er 
been European feudalism" (Pares, 1947, 11. 282), i.e. the feudal sysicm 
as a social institution and juridical conception in the form in nhich 
it existed in mestern Europe (Strume, J 9.52, p. 221 ). The historical 
background n a s ,  therefore, different. This had its clearly e ~ i d e n t  
consecpences, but it cannot be denied that the strengthening of the 
poner of the State n a s  regarcled as a primary objective in  prc-cnpital- 
ist Russia in the 17th and 18th cenluries. It was also maintained that 
trade would be difficult, if not impossible, mithout a powerful na\y.  
Strict regulation of economic life was necessary in order to cnsurc 
the strength of the nation. A cornplex system of regulations regarding 
industrial de\elopment, foreign trade, navigation and other fields of 
economic actilities was generally enforced, all of which were directcd 
towards the a c h i e ~  einent of the accepted common goal. 
According to this philosophy, the melfare of the comn1on nlan had 
nothing to do with national wealth pursued by the Government. The 
p o ~ e r t y  of the common man n a s ,  in fact, regarded a? a national 
asset, and the way to make people work hard was to keep them poor 
,ElIsnorth, 1958, 11. 36) .  However, an  abundance of labonr was a 
necessary condition of national wealth and power 
In Russia, these policies reached their peak as a means of control- 
hng and directing economy under Czar Peter the Great. The free- 
dom of action of the subjects of the Czar was much more limited at  
tliat Lime than n a s  generally the case in western Europe. hloreover, 
it \hould not be forgotten that the abolition of serfdom took place in 
Russia as  late as in  1861. An exception to lhis rule were the Baltic 
provinces, where ernancipation became a reality much earlier, in 
Estonia, Lor example, in 1816. Peasant serfdom should be considered 
:is the inain reason for the economic backwardness of Czarist Russia 
(Gerschenliron, 1962, p. 18) .  In a certain sense, this seems lo be the 
reason n h y  the Russian Government, moved by its interest in territorial 
expansion, has been forced to assume the role of the primary agent for 
promoting economic progress in the country. Therefore, it cannot be 
asserted tliat the pure form of capitalism, such as it is for instance 
described by Soinbart (1923, pp. 27-30), has ever existed in Russia. 
The abstract model of the capitalist system or free-enterprise type 
of cconomg has been implemented in practice n i t h  considerable modi- 
fication\. It is c~uestionable whether it would be at  all possible to 
describe the system in  a uniform manner, taking into account all its 
 arial lions and describing its functions from different aspects. The 
\p.stenn a \  a whole has changed considerably, and 19th century capi- 
tali\:u, analysed by Marx, is not the same as the system applied in 
the middle of the 20th century. In fact, the term "cnpitalism" is so 
norn-out politically tliat it should no longer be used at all. The system 
obtaining to-day is not "capitalism" in the sense once defined by 
scholars (Predolil, 1964, p. 10) .  But as the term is still generally in 
use and no oile, not even ils severest critics, has proposed a better 
word (Shonfield, 1965, p. 3) its use is justifiable for the time being. 
Only basic features of capitalism ~vi l l  be emphasised in the present 
context. These are that resource allocation is made by the consumer 
at  the circumference, and that i n i t i a t i~e  rests with the enterprise, not 
nit11 Lhe Governmci~l. It has freedom to produce, to set prices and to 
choose techniques. The ownership pattern of the means of production 
deserves our special notice. The theoretical or de jzzre owner does not 
almays get the lion's share of the profit, as is asserted by the hlarxist 
economists, but very often he delegates most of his powers and the 
chances of higher profits to a nem de fac to  owner. 
According to Wiles (1962, 11. 4) ,  three omnership models could be 
constructed as follovs : 
1. Primitive capitalism, in which the pri\ ate i n d i ~  idual manages 
what he owns by inheritance or personal accuin~ilation. 'I'hi\ model is 
characteristic of a purely peasant economy. 
2. 3Ianagerial capitalism, w-hich is typical of a large limited liability 
company with anonymous shareholders. The de facto oniler or innnager 
is, as  a rule, someone other than the body of the shareholders, the dc 
jure owner. 
3. Managerial socialisnl, in mhich a public board or gorernment 
agency operates independently on a free market. This type is charac- 
teristic, for instance, of the public onnership of the forests in a cnpi- 
talist economy. 
The nece\sity of h a ~ i n g  a free nlarliet is highly important. The dir- 
tinction is made between the Free hIarliet or laissez-fairc economy, 
and the Regulated Market or controlled economy. Both these types 
together are usually deflned as "market economies" a5 op;)osed to the 
nlodels of the "planned economies". The distinction b e h e e n  these 
broad groups of economies is not clear, honeler ,  and there is a d ixrep-  
ancy between the hypothetical models. 
In Czarist Russia, before the communist Re\olution, priinilixe capi- 
talism undoubtedly dominated, but a type of managerial socialism, 
applied, e.g. to the forest om~ersh ip  category of Crown Appanages, n as 
firmly established in the e c o n o m ~ .  
2 .1 .2  Forest Requlutions of Peter the Great 
S e ~ e r a l  ~v4l-linown foresters have described the history of Russian 
forestry in the past. First me must inention N. \'. Shelgnnox, whose 
criticism and outspolienness, particularly in his publication of 1857, 
led to a conflict betveen him and the Czarist authorities (Prolihorchuk. 
T.I.L., V, 1930, p. 176);  presumably this has enhanced his reptila- 
tion in  present-daj Russia. In their publications, later forest historians 
such as Iirause (1891), Arnold (1895) and Gershinan ( 1 9 l l ) ,  ha l e  not 
made any new contributions or presented views which have diminished 
the value of Shelgunov's ~vorlis as  historical sources. The influence of 
mercantilist thought on forestry, the effects of con~pulsory regulations 
and directives 011 timber exports, timber cutting and the forest industry 
have been described most thoroughly by A. K. Krause (1891). We shall 
not, therefore, refer in detail to the sources in the following account. 
The earliest attempts to protect forests in the interests of the com- 
munity go back as far as  the 16th century in Russia. It is apparent 
from the Code of Laws (C'lozhenie), issued by Czar Alexi? originally 
in 1557, and amended in 1607 and in  1649, that e len  at  that time a 
person who mas convicted of trespass for  v m i i  cutting, or who caused 
forest fires purposely, was called to account. However, the regul- 
ations in the field of the secondary forest uses, such as mild bee- 
keeping and hunting, nhich  provided the main income from the 
forests at  that time, mere the primary subject of the Code of L a n s  
n~entioned a b o ~  e. 
To the peasantry, the unoccupied forest, zs nel l  as that belonging 
to rnona\trries and the nobility, was still corninon property, shared and 
used by everybody. Therefore, the early legislation was mainly directed 
towards the establishment of priyate osvnership in land use and the 
protection of the rights of the legal forest ow-ners. 
The more serious attempts to establish definite regulations ior 
forest management in  Czarist Russia mere started on the initiative 
of Peter the Great (1689-1725). He passed s e ~ e r a l  acts of legislation 
because he realised the i~nportance of naval coi~struction and ship- 
building for his growing country, and a5 a true adherent of the pre- 
.railing western ideas he considered the State to be the best regulator of 
all matters of forestry. His main model in this respect seeins to have 
been the France of Colbert, and more particularly the French forest 
legislation of the 17th century. At that time France was already taking 
steps to secure forest regeneration, and Peter took over its model of 
forest regulations without investigating whether this was at all justified 
in the conditions pre~ai l ing  in Russia at that time. 
To preserTe timber suitable for shipbuilding, decrees were passed 
\\hich prohibited the cutting of certain tree species within specified 
distances froin naligable r i ~ e r s .  Such forests were declared reserles. 
'The purpose of this legislation was also to limit the uncontrolled 
consumption of wood. Thus, timber which was suitable for satisfying 
more in~portant  national needs was not to be used for some insignii- 
icant purpose where less valuable timber might ha l e  been as satis- 
factory. This principle has been behind several specific regulatioi~s: 
timber that  mas fit for shipbuilding was not to be used for any other 
purpose, construction timber was not to be used as fuel, and on13 
wood of inferior quality could be used for charcoal burning. 
The penalties for  forest trespass were very severe. The cutting of 
oaks without permission in reserved forests was punishable by death; 
penalties for smaller forest offences were also severe, and included 
corporal punishment, slitting of the sides of the nose, and banishment 
to Siberia for  life, all for what to us seem minor offences. 
The main purpose of these measures was to protect forests and to 
restrict cuttings in the vicinity of na~igable  r i ~ e r s .  The general 
objecti.ie, the ultimate goal towards which the adapted means were 
directed, ~ v a s  the image of a strong navy. All Peter the Great's ideas, 
motivated by his military interest, were concentrated 011 trees suitable 
for shipbuilding, arid they underlie most measure5 taken by hiin lo 
iinpleinent cutting restrictions and controls. 
Peter the Great held the ~ i e v -  that if the forest was needed for the 
purposes of the State, the forest belonged to the State. Private persons 
could, for their own needs, fell only trees not needed by the State 
(Goszrdurcuykh d e l ) ,  even in their own p r i ~ a t e  fore5ts. 
It goes n-ithout saying that  such regulations encountered consid- 
erable opposition and that they were seldoin obeyed, because people in 
general were used to unrestricted exploitation of their forests, and could 
not see any purpose in these rigorous restrictions. At the same time 
State control was too weak and ineffective to malie people observe the 
regnlalions. 
In 1722 the "Forest Ranger Instruction" lInstrzzktsiu oDeruu1d- 
me i s t ru )  v a s  issued, which prescribed that posts of forests rangers 
( v n l d m e i s f e r )  and forest guards (nndzircitel) be established on the 
more important river systenis of European Russia for purposes of 
inspection and control. \l'itli the enactment of this instruction all 
forests were put under the control of an  Admiralty Collegium ( A d m i -  
rnlifeislicryci kollegin),  a fact vliich again emphasises the in~portance 
of forests for naval purposes. 
During the reign of Catherine I (1723-172i), who succeeded Peter I, 
the institution of the Forest Rangers was dissolved, but the Admiralty 
Collegium still retained its f~mctions as the central government body 
for forest administration. 
The cutting restrictions in general \\-ere annulled. The forest re- 
serves were retained on a few rivers only and their width, i.e. distance 
from the river bank, was reduced from 30 1-ersts to 15 versts.1 Hoxve~er, 
this v a s  only a temporary concession. The reduction of the penalties 
for forest trespass and the relaxation of control o ~ e r  the forests 
brought about a strong wale  of forest devastation in  the vicinity of 
the larger cities. Under Czarina Anna (1730-17-10) the "raldmeister" 
posts were re-established and the old forest regulations svhich had been 
in force before 1726 \\-ere again enforced i11 full. 
Supplementary forest legislation followed broadly the lines set up 
by Peter I. The basic idea behind Anna's forest regulations was that 
1 Vcrst, an old Russian length nnit, approximately 1.0Gi liilometres or 0.663 English 
miles. 
all forests are in  fact State property. However, the forest does not yield 
any revenue to the State. Therefore, in areas where the State has no 
direct ueed to utilise the timber, trees in the State forests can be cut 
free of charge by anybody. The State Exchequer will obtain revenue 
from the forests indirectly-through customs levies (fcrrnozhenny 
s bor)  . 
Limitations on the utilisation of wood were gradually extended, and 
the use of saws for the felling of trees and the processing of wood was 
made oblignlory. Another regulation was introduced which found more 
popular support with the passage of time. Its purpose was the regenera- 
tion of cut-over areas through the establishine~lt of new plantations. 
The Instruction of 1732 includes detailed prescriptions to forest 
officials regarding the establishment of oak stands. For this purpose 
a few foreign foresters were employed. hlore or  less legendary in  the 
forest activities of that  time was a forester of foreign origin called 
"Foltel", often referred to in contemporary Russian literature a s  a 
"forestry expert" ( lesnoy z n a f e l ) .  He was active in Russia for 30 years, 
during v-hich period he undertook many long and arduous journeys 
through the forests. His ohsen ations are recorded in a book which mas 
published in St. Petersburg in 1766, and which is generally accepted 
as the first textbook on forests and forestry in Russia   or lo^, 1895, p. 
300). 
A monument to "Fokel" is the well-linown larch forest at  R a i ~ o l a  
(Lint lu louo)  in  Finnish Karelia, some 60 ltiloinetres from St Peters- 
burg, established from Siberian larch seed in 1738. 
2.1.3 Reversul  of Pol icy  by  Catherine flle Great 
The early de~elopment  of Russian forestry, although it had started 
full of promise, was quickly stopped under the regime of Catherine 
the Great (1762-1796) when a complete reaction took place. In 1767, 
the cutting restrictions of Peter the Great were substantially cancelled, 
although government supervision of forests was retained until a s  late 
as  1782. Forests under the administration of the Admiralty Collegium 
were placed under the authority of a Government Board (Kazyonnaya 
Palatal ,  where the Directors of Housing (domouods fua)  took charge 
of the supervision of the forests. A decree ( u k a s e )  was passed (1782) 
releasing all private forests from the supervision of government authori- 
ties. The decree stated that the administrative bodies for forestry had 
hitherto been employed more to restrict private ownership by the Czar's 
subjects than to serve the needs of the Admiralty, for mhich purpose 
they had originally been established (Shelgunou, 1837, 11. 178). 
Therefore the following order was issued: 
1. "All forests growing on the land belonging to the gentry shall be 
the full private property of the owner, even if they have been markcd 
and registered as reserves. 
2 .  "Everyone shall be entitled to sell forest products both at home 
and abroad after hal ing paid the l e ~ i e s  fixed by the State. 
3. "Henceforth it shall be forbidden to cut timber 1%-ithout he per- 
mission of the estate owner for the cutter's own use or even for the 
use of the Admiralty, and a reasonable price shall be paid for the 
timber" (translation from Arnold, 1895, p. 213). 
In fact, this decree placed the forests under the sole and complete 
control of the owner, regardless of whether they had been forest re- 
serves before or not. At the same time all restrictions on trade nit11 
forest products both at home and abroad were abolished. 
Under the earlier legislation, private citizens, including merchants, 
were entitled to utilise the timber of the State forests free of charge 
under certain conditions. The State merely demanded export duty 
(posh l ina )  in the ports of shipment. This regulation was in force until 
1781. Afterwards all merchants and entrepreneurs (pod~ .yad~h i l i , - )  
who utilised the timber of the State forests were obliged to pay to the 
State the stumpage value of the felled timber. Only the timber require- 
rnents of the Admiralty were exempt from the stumpage payments. 
The motives cited in support of the abolition of the restrictions on 
the right to exploit the forests are significant, as they indicate a sudden 
penetration of the Russian economy by liberal principles. It is certainly 
no coincidence that Catherine the Great passed the decree releasing all 
p r i ~ a t e  forests from government control (1782) only six years after 
Adam Smith published his W e a l t h  o f  S a f i o n s  (1776). The explanation 
is that cutting restrictions, as applied in Russia of that time, were 
exaggerated and unrealistic in view of the immense forests of the 
country. 
Another explanation is that the Russian nobility had gained more 
influence on the Government under Catherine the Great, and that it 
was in their interest to obtain full control over their lands. Moreover, 
not all forest regulations were abolished under Catherine, and after 
her death certain regulations were reintroduced governing the trade 
in timber products and partially forbidding their export (1798 and 
1810). Thus it i s  not correct to say that the State regulations of 
Russia's economy were all abolished. But the fact rernains that from 
the time of Catherine I1 until 1888, when Alexander I11 passed thc 
Forest Protection Law, the forest owners were practically unrestricted 
in the handling of their forest properties. Many historians (Shelg~uiov, 
Arnold, Gershmanj see in  tlie zzkase passed by Catherine the main 
reason for the great decrease in tlie forest area of Enropean Russia. 
2.1.4 General R e m a r k s  o n  Forestry i n  the Enuiro~zrnerzt of Cap i ta l i sm  
The general concept is that the actions of individual forest owners 
and entrepreneurs are guided primarily by the price system under the 
conditions of the laissez-faire economy. It means that the interplay of 
demand and supply on the market guides tlie decision-making process 
in all forestry activities, and that no kind of government interference 
is exercised. There exist a great many different foresl owners, who 
can be classified into certain groups according to their special charac- 
teristics, but who all act in one direction and with a single fixed 
goal-the obtaining of financial gain. 
Critics of laissez-faire capitalisni have many reservations. They 
observe that private interest in profit of the enterprise or of the forest 
owner may collide with the interests of society. Since tlie advent of 
liberalism into econon~ic thought in  the beginniiig of the 19th century, 
it has been generally agreed that one must distinguish between private 
interest and the interest of society. It has been maintained that a 
clash between the two is something natural and inevitable. The cause 
of this is said to be the so-called social costs which "as often a s  not 
are not reflected in money costs and consequently not taken into 
account in the businessma~i's calculations" (Leeman, 1963, p. 4 ) .  
According to Rapp (1930, p. 14), "The term 'social costs' refers to all 
those harmful consequences and damages vhich  third persons or the 
coinrnunity sustain as a result of the productive process, and for which 
private entrepreneurs are not easily held accountable". Social costs 
in forest enterprises consist mainly of forest devastation or are due to 
the enterprise's neglect of forest regeneration. But society cannot toler- 
ate the transference to it of part of the costs of the enterprise, and niust 
therefore intervene. 
These are tlie reasons why the State plays an  iiiiportant role in 
forestry, altlmugli the capitalist economy is characterised mainly by 
private enterprise. In the interest of public welfare the government 
can stimulate, influence or control private productive efforts. The 
maintenance of the existing forest resources and the prevention of 
forest devastation is generally considered important to the interest of 
the country, and for this reason laws have been established to l i~n i t  he 
actions of private forest owners. 
Public ownership of forest land, moreover, is an  important stabilising 
factor in  a competitive economy. As a rule, State forests are managed 
on the same basis as  private forests, i.e. production must be carried 
out in accordance with economic principles, but it cannot be denied 
that the welfare of the population in  the long run  is more pronounced 
in Lhe decisions of enterprise policy. Here it is important to emphasise, 
however, that in  most cases State forest enterprises act in the same way 
a s  private forest enterprises on the market, i.e. they sell forest products 
in  competition with private sellers. This is a characteristic feature in 
a competitive capitalist economy, compared with a centrally directed 
economic system in which the price inechanism has been thrown out 
of gear. However, the government is able to influence the markel situa- 
tion by adjusting the sales of timber from public lands, and to con- 
tribute in this way towards economic stability. 
Conditions in Czarist Russia were roughly in accord with this sketch 
of basic economic relationships affecting forestry. Certain peculiarities 
should, however, be emphasised. One should in fact distinguish be- 
tween three separate phases of development during the time here 
described as the era of capitalist econoiny, na~nely :  
1. The period before the abolition of serfdom or peasant emancipa- 
tion in  1861; 
2. The period between the peasant emancipation of 1861 and the 
enforcement of the Forest Protection Law of 1888; 
3. The period from 1888 to 1914. 
The beginning of the first period is hardly traceable for the econon13 
in general, which is characterised by the transition from the pre- 
capitalist system to a more or less laissez-faire economy. During this 
period, the State gradually withdrew from active promotion of economic 
development, and the nobility freed itself from its service obligations 
to the State (Cerschenkron, 1962, p. 18) .  For forestry in  particular, 
however, the period began with Catherine the Great's ukase  of 1782, 
m-hich released all private forests from government control. The forests 
were then considered to be of greater importance economically, prima- 
rily as  a source of revenue for the exchequer, and the purpose of for- 
estry was no longer the production of raw materials for shipbuilding. 
Thus policy towards the State forests during the initial stage led to an  
administrative decentralisation (Krause, 1891, p. 34). Later (from 
1834) a trend towards administrative centralisation became noticeable 
again. At that time timber exports \\-ere re la t i~e lg  small, as  a result not 
only of a res t r ic t i~e  trade policy but also of a modest denland in the 
world timber marliet. 
The second period was characterised by great reforms. I t  was then, 
as a direct effect of the Emancipation, that Russia began in fact to pass 
into a period of capitalism (Pares, 1947, p. 422). Government policy 
favoured the rapid construction of railways, and this was accoinpanied 
by feverish speculations and activities in other fields of economy. This 
state of things was characteristic not only of Russia but also, to an  
even greater degree, of the industrial countries in western Europe. The 
dominating feature there after the 3850s mas the transition to mecha- 
nised mass production known as the Industrial Re~olut ion.  At the same 
time the demand for forest products in these countries increased tre- 
mendously, and with the rapid spread of the ideas of free trade (Soder- 
lund, 1952, p. 12) the economic conditions for timber exports became 
more favourable than at any earlier period. Russia, loo, now began to 
increase its timber exports, but it was not until the 1880s that exports 
began lo be more prominent. This led to a de~as ta t ion  of the most easily 
accessible forest areas to a degree which was disturbing and which 
caused certain reactions. Excessive cutting tooli place particularly in 
the forests that were turned over to new owners as  a result of the 
emancipation of the peasants, and mhich were located inainly in dis- 
tricts sparsely covered by forests. 
The passing of the Forest Protection Law in  1888 marks the be- 
ginning of the third period. By this lam the excessire cuttings in  
private forests were substantially stopped, and a new attitude towards 
forestry in general came into being in  the whole R ~ ~ s s i a n  society. As 
regards the economy in general, on the other hand, there was a 
revulsion in the direction of laissez-faire (Pares, 1947, p. 434). Railway 
constrt~ction by the Go~ernment  now assumed unprecedented propor- 
tions, and became the main lever of a rapid industrialisation policy. 
The Go~ernment  was prinlarily interested in large-scale industrial 
enterprises, and favoured private persons who were establishing these. 
The point of interest i n  this connection is that in  contrast to countries 
in western Europe, the initiation of activities in  the p r i ~  ate sector very 
often could be traced back to the Government, which x a s  the main 
promoter of industrialisation in conditions of economic bacliwardness 
(Gerschenkron, 1962, p. 20). In this context it should be stressed, hon-  
ever, that Czarist Russia could hardly be characterised as hacliward 
in regard to its forest management. 
2.2 Categories o f  Forest Ownersh ip  
111 the original Russian State of ;\Ioscom during the 16th and 17th 
centuries, om-nership of the land \\-as d i ~ i d e d  between the Crown 
(duortsovia zernli) ,  lands belonging to monasteries and churches 
l ~ n o n a s t y r s k i a  i fserkounia zeml i ) ,  State estate lands l p o m e s t y a )  held 
ieniporarily by the gentry as  pay for military service, patrimonies of 
the landed gentry (uoch ina) ,  peasant coniinunity land lchernia z e m l i ) .  
and unsettled lands jprnstoporozlznia zenzli). 
Pomestga and vochina were originally awarded, as  pay for their 
s e n  ices, to persons attached to the Court ~ v h o  had certain service ohli- 
gations to-wards the State. The fornles category of land was originally 
awarded for the period of senice only and could not he inherited. The 
latter category of land \\-as the p r i ~ a t e  property of its ovners, and 
could be inherited and sold. Gradually, h o w e ~ e r ,  the rights of thc 
nobility increased, and in 1762 they renounced their serrice obligations 
'lo tlie Go\-ernment. As a result, pomestya and uochina were merged 
into n coininoil ownership group of tlie landed gentry (Gershman, 
I,. Zh., 1911, 3-4, 1). 493; Pares, 1947, 11. 282). 
Cl~errzia zemli ,  the peasant coiiimunity land, underwent n different 
historical de~elopment.  From the reign of Czar Peter the Great on- 
wards, this land was regarded as State property. The old coiiiinun:~l 
form of omncrship by this group of peasants was no longer recognised. 
Originally, in old Russia, the peasantry of all classes were divided into 
h - o  main groups in respect of the mcthod by which they met their 
obligations to the landowner. These were the peasants paying a kind 
of rent ( o h r o k ) ,  and those x ~ h o  rendered obligatory labour lbar t -  
slzina). 111 European Hussia, at  the time of Catherine 11, 55 per cent 
of the peasants paid obrok (Mavor, 1914, 11. 194). On these lands, 
v,hich \\ere recognisecl as  heiiig in the State ownership, the peasants 
were now called "State peasants" lgosrrdnrstuennie k res t yane)  and had 
to pay a rent to the State for their rights of land use. After the secular- 
isation in 1764 of properties belonging to monasteries and churches, 
the peasants who were settled on these lands were merged with the 
above category and became State peasants also. 
The \-agueness of the boundaries gave rise to perpetual conflicts 
between lando\vners. The Government tried to solve this problem on 
\elera1 occasions, e.g. in 1680, 1731 and 1765. In 1765 began the so- 
called "General Land Survey" lger~eralnoye mezheuarzie), which n a s  
fa r  froin complete by the end of the century. 
The most complicated disputes concerned ownership of land by 
peasants and their rights of land use. 
Before the General Land S u n  ey was begun and the forest boundaries 
were determined, there was no information about the distribution of 
different forest ownership categories (Surozh, 1908, 1111. 148-150). 
However, Lhe General Land S u r ~ e y  11-as not carried out simultane- 
ously all o\er  Russia; it was a task which took decades, and embraced 
only the European parts of the country. At the same time the forests 
continually changed hands from one ownership category to another, 
both hefore and after the abolition of serfdom (1861). Thus it took a 
long time before any more detailed information on the distribution of 
forest o~vnership between the different categories \&as awilable. 
According to Arnold (1893, p. 58), in 1888 the distribution of forest 
ownership in 50 provinces (gubern ia )  of European Russia was as 
follows (in millions of dessiatines j :I 
State forests (kazczznie)  and Cron-n -4ppanages 
jzrdelnye) 116 G8 per cent 
P r i ~ a t e  forests ( f sas fnouladelc lzesk ie)  41 24 > >  > j  
Peasant community holdings and farm I\ oodlands 
( k r e s  f g a n s k i e )  14 8 ,, ,. 
Total 171 100 = 
As far a5 Lhe State forests arc concerned, we hare  accurate data for 
only between 22 and 23 million dessiatines, comprising that which 
had been s u n  eyed and put under management with a formal working 
plan. The area for the rest of the State forests is derived mainly from 
estimate5 which seem to be relatively reliable. The data concerning 
p r i ~ a t e  forests were secured mostly "from reports made by local 
agencies". These reports were often based not only on maps, but also 
on statements made by informed persons who reputedly lmew the 
area. The general conclusion of one authority is that "most of the 
figures are inaccurate" (Arnold, 1893, p. 29).  
Most of the State forests were located in  Northern Russia. In the 
Archangel and Vologda p ro~ inces  alone, the State om-ned 73 million 
dessiatines of forests, in contrast to the area of private forests in  those 
regions: of a little more than two inillion dessiatines. In these northern 
provinces, about 53-95 per cent of the total forest area was State- 
Dessiatine, a Russian unit of area, approximately 1.09 hectares or 2.7 acres. 
owned. In  the southern provinces, an  entirely different distribution 
was found; the majority of the forest area consisted of private forests 
held mainly by large estates. In the southern and central pro~inces,  
private forests amounted to 50 or 75 per cent, and State forerts to 
16-20 per cent, of the total forest area (Iiurdychlio, 1940). 
The Siberian forests, although they had not even been \urreyed, 
were almost ~vithout  exception in  State ownership. 
2 . 2 . 3  Stafe Forests 
About 86 per cent of the total forest area in Czarist Russia was 
owned by the State. The regional distribution of State forests was as 
follows : 
Asiatic Russia 99 per cent 
Caucasia 83 ., ,, 
European Russia f j f j  ,, ,, 
On 1 January 1904, the total forest area administered by the Forest 
Department lLesnoy  Department) was 353 million dessiatines (385 
million hectares) and its percentage distribution was as  follows: 
Asiatic Russia 68 per cent 
European North (Archangel and Vologda districts) 21 ,, , ,  
North-Eastern Regions, the basins of the Upper Volga 
and the Kama 3 ., ,, 
The other 67 p ro~ inces  of European Russia ,, ,, 
Total 100 > >  
Over and above this, the State owned 410 n~illion dessiatine\ in East 
Siberia, according to rough calculations, but this land had not yet 
been turned over to the Forest Department (Surozh, 1908, I, pp. 3-6). 
About 81 per cent of the total forest area administered by the State 
(313 nlillion dessiatines) was situated in  unpopulated or sparsely 
populated areas, and constituted large forest massifs ithe Archangel, 
Vologda, Tobol, Tomsk and Amur provinces) while the remainins 19 
per cent was in  agricultural districts, scattered bet~veen prixate forests 
and arable lands, and was therefore in  parcels of varied size. 
The area of productive forest land under the adn~inistration of the 
Forest Department, however, mas much smaller than the above- 
mentioned total area, if we deduct unproductive forest land. According 
to the data of 1899, for example, the Forest Department administered, 
excluding East Siberia and the Amur district, altogether 138 million 
dessiatines, of 11-hich only 53.1 per cent 7%-as considered productive forest 
land, while 0.5 per cent was agricultural land and 46.4 per cent unpro- 
ductive forest land. In Siberia p roduc t i~e  forest land constituted only 
29.1 per cent of the total (Surozh, 1908, I, pp. 12-13). 
2.2.4 Forests i r z  Other Public Owncrslzip 
Apart from the Forest Department, which administered the grca te~  
part of the forests in  public ownership, there were other State and 
communal agencies which administered certain forests. Among lliese 
agencies the following may be mentioned: the Administration of Cron 11 
Appanages (Cdelnoye  uedomstuo) ,  the Cabinet of the Czar (Kahinct  
Yeuo l'elichestua), the Administration of Mining Industry (Gorrzoza- 
uodskoge uedomstuo)  and the Cossacli Army (I inzatskie uoiskri), a5 
well as \ arious towns l goroda) .  
The Crown Appanages, the re\enues from which mere spent on the 
upkeep of the Imperial family, mere separated from the other State 
lands in 179'7. These estates lay in 34 province\, mainly in European 
Russia, and originally consisted of 2.2 million dessialines of forests. 
Through purchases and grants, the forest area continually increased, 
and in 1897 the total area of the Cromn Appanages was 7.8 illillion 
dessiatines. Amongst these estates we might mention the world-famous 
natural resen  ation of Bia lo~ ieshcsliaya Puslicha, near the Polish 
border. 
Apart from these forests, the Cabinet of the Czar had at  its disposal 
19 million dessiatines of forest in the Altay region in Siberia, Ihe 
relennes of mhich went to the Cmr personally. 
The forests of the mining industry (gornozauodskie lesa) lay to n 
great extent in the Urals (in the prolinces of Perm, Vyatlia, Ufa, Oren- 
burg and Yologda) ; their total area was 4.6 million dessiatines, of ~ ~ h i c l i  
3.8 inillion dessiatines were actually under forest. 
The Cossacks of the Arnur and Ussuri districts had at their disposal 
about 12.7 million dessiatines of forest area in Siberia (Surozh, 1908. 
pp. 104-105). 
As regards the rnunicipalities (cities and townships) these o~\necl 
comparatively little forest land in  Russia. The towns having at  their 
disposal forest resources of commercial value lay mainly in the we\tern 
provinces. 
Table 2-1. Changes in Land Ownership, by Provinces, 1877-1905 
Province i g u b e r n i a )  
Archangel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Yologda. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Yyatka 
Novgorod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Tver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Kostrorna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
MOSCO\V. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  Kaluga. ... 
Smolensk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Vitebslr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Minsk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
St. Petenburg .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Psltov. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Yaroslavl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Vladimir 
Merchant oxnership Large Estates of the  Landed Gentry 
i percentage of the fotctl l a n d  are(( 
Source: Gershman, I .  "Ocherlc istorii lcsor-latlenia, lesnoy sobstveanosti i lesnoy politilii v 
Rossii", Lesnoy Zhuinctl, 1911, 3-4, p. 515. 
2 . 2 . 5  P r ~ v a t e  Foresls 
According lo  Surozh (1008 ), the total area of p r i~a l e ly  onned forests, 
excluding peasant community holdings and farm woodlands, \homed 
the f o l l o ~ ~ i n g  development in European Russia: 




In the a b o ~ e  data concerning private forests, no distinction has been 
made between (1)  the forests belonging to the large estates and ( 2 )  the 
forests held ~nain ly  for speculation by timber merchants. Homever, one 
of the principal ideas eniphasised in the Russian forestry literature 
(Arnold, Gershman, Kurdychlio, Tsvetl io~ ) is that in the treatment of 
the forests there were enormous differences between the types of 
management applied in these l v o  categories. 
After 1861, there was a definite tendency for Russian forests lo pass 
from the possession of the landed gentry into the hands of timber 
merchants. TTnder nierchaiit o\~nership,  this change usually involved 
the rapid and complete liquidation of merchantable timber, a practice 
which became widespread owing to the increasing demand for wood 
products on the world market. 
Data coricerning the changes in the two groups of o\~nership are 
presented in Table 2-1. 
Such data, submitted by tlie provinces and given in  terms of pcr- 
centages of the total land area of the prorince, show for the period 
hetn-een 1877 and 1905 liow the land ownership of landed proprietors, 
i.e. of the nobility, continuously decreased and how at  the same time 
ilie area helonging to merchants and timber traders continuously in- 
creased. These figures are for tlie whole land area, but as they con- 
stitute the major part of the landed estates in the prolinees concerned, 
they also 4iow the changes in forest ownership. 
According to other data (Buchholz, 1961, p. 9 )  the forest holdings 
of the merchants increased at tlie expense of the forest holdings of the 
nobility by 33 per cent in 1877-1903. It should be added, h o w e ~ c r ,  
that all these figures are rough estimates. The important feature i \  
the general trend of development, and this is unequirocal. 
2.3. C T ~ C  Peasant  Cornmruz i fy  H o l d i n g s  
The peasant cornillunity holding (obchina or m i r )  is characteristic 
of old Russia, and its resenlblance to communist collective farming is 
quite rcmarliable. It is erident that this system had developed in thc 
Russian peasantry "a deeply egalitarian and comnlunal instinct, foreign 
to lhe indi~idualism of the \TTestern farmer" (Dobb, 1948, p. 6 1 ) .  It 
formed the foundation upon which the socialist system of co-operative 
l)roducticn could be built directly. 
After the peasant insurrection of 1905, tlie Czarist government 
hecame aware of this fact. I t  decided to establish conditions for the 
liquidation of the community ownership of land, and lo institute 
rneasures to facilitate the transfer of such land into p r i ~ a t e  property, 
i.e. to establish single c n c l a ~  c holdings to be held as individual property 
in hereditary tenure. These measures are known as the Stolypin Land 
Reform (inaugurated on 9 Nov. 1906) .  Hoxerer, in the development 
and course of the Russian Re~olut ion  of 1917 it became apparent that 
Ihi3 land rcform had come too late to influence the coming political 
developments in  Russia. 
After their emancipation in 18G1, the peasants received land for 
their own use, but not as  private property, and only that land which 
they had already used before the reform. Enlancipation established 
nothing resembling a system of p r i ~ a t e  proprietorship. The land re- 
leased by the former owner, the State or the landed gentry, was 
formally \ested, not in the indisidual peasant, but in  the peasant 
community (Charques, 1956, p. 157). hloreo~er,  land \\as allotted for 
"pern~anent use" only on condition that compensation n a s  paid lo the 
State, and the responsibility for the payment of these instalments l a j  
directly on the peasant community. In other words, all members of 
the community mere jointly responsible for the payment of such 
compensation. hlembers of the coinmunity were not alloned to lea\ e 
the conlmunity without paying their full share, and their right to 
alienate the land allotted for their use was J ery limited. Consequently, 
the peasants were tied to their community and could k a l e  it only after 
receiving definite permission lo do so (Baykov, 1947, 11. 10) .  
All land belonged in fact to the con~munity, which had the right of 
periodical redistribution of the land amongst its members according 
to the number of members in the peasant household. The peasant 
liousellold r ece i~ed  the land in separate plots, usually in scattered lots 
or bloclis, for use until the new partitioning was made. Under this 
partitioning process each comn~unity was the master o f  it5 ow11 forests, 
and the details of forest distribution depended on the joinL decision 
of the peasants in  the community. Often the forests mere treated in 
the same n a y  as the arable land, with a periodical redistribution 
amongst the peasants at  regular intervals. Usually only a certain part 
of the foresl mas subject to such distribution; the rest of the forest 
mas held in r e sene  until the nest distribution. A peasant houwhold 
n i t h  two members was @\en, for example, two shares of the forest, a 
household nit11 four members received four shares, etc. During a 
certain period the peasant was allowed to cut all the trees on his 
allotment. Those m7ho were not able to cut all their timber before the 
next distribution were allowed to do so later, but this practice generally 
caused much trouble and misunderstanding. 
Another way of handling communally-owned forest 11 as t o  distribute 
it on the basis of individual trees, and not by area of forest land. The 
peasants decided each year how many trees should be allotted to each 
person or each household. Each peasant cut the trees allotted to him 
and could dispose of them in any way he wished. 
The third may of distributing the interest of i nd i~ idua l  pcasants in 
community forests was in terms of processed forest producls in ~ o l u m e  
units. This method was used particularly in broadleaved forests, nhere  
the output of firewood might be considerable. 
The fourth and simplest way of distributing ind i~ idua l  interests in 
coinrnunity forests n-as by selling all the forest owned by the com- 
munity to a timber merchant for logging and by distributing the 
money amongst the peasants. The data available in the older Russian 
forestry literature show that the last-mentioned method was used 
frequently before the enforcenlent of the Forest Protection Law of 
1888 (Arnold, 1893). As a matter of fact this law was promulgated too 
late to save the peasant community forests in  more densely populated 
sections of European Russia, because in the course of 15 years, during 
which there existed no provisions at all for limiting excessive cuttings, 
the greater part of these forests v a s  felled, and the forest land left in 
a deplorable state. An additional cause of this was the fact that the 
exploitation of State forests had been limited, and therefore the tiinber 
merchants had put pressure on peasants in  order to be able to bug 
their forests (Surozh, 1908). 
2.3 Objectives of  Forest ]Management and  Pol icy  
8.3.1 Outlirze of General Goals 
The adoption of the laissez-faire policy tomards the forests in 
p r i ~ a t e  ownership i n  the first half of the 19th century did not mean 
that  the State a t  the same time ga\e up its promotion of forestry in 
general. The measures talien a t  the time indicate that  the attention 
of the Government was concentrated on the State forests in particular. 
Already the "Project of Forest Law" (Proekt Ustaua o Lesakh), drafted 
during the reign of Catherine 11, stressed that the purpose of the 
regulations was to  "spread appropriate forestry practice to all State 
forests" (Gershman, L. Zh., 1911, 5, p. 804). I t  was further stated that 
the goal of forest management must be based, apart from the rupply 
of shipbuilding timber to the navy, on the idea of "financial exploita- 
tion" (finansounga eksplontatsia). This concept has not been clearly 
defined. However, a s  the right to cut trees and to use standing tiinber 
in the State forests without charge was revoked at  the same time, the 
tern1 can mean nothing else but that the State forests were to be man- 
aged in  a way to yield revenue to the exchequer. In other words, stand- 
ing timber was to be turned into a marketable commodity, which it had 
not previously been in the home market. 
The importance of the forests as  a source of revenue to the State, 
and their financial importance, were stressed particularly during the 
reign of Alexander I, when the administration of the State forests 
was subordinated to the Ministry of Finance (,'kIinisterstuo Finansou). 
Fixed prices on stuiilpage sales (lesnic iclksg) \\-ere applied in the 
State forests for the first time in 1799. 
The idea that the State, n h e n  putting forests under management, 
must take into consideration the economic aspects seems to ha l e  been 
the primary purpose of this. Later, the demand for a sustained-yield 
management was raised also. The general goal of the adminijtrative 
activities was organised forcstry practice and forest conservation. As 
almost 90 per cent of the total forest area in  Russia helongecl to  the 
a roil State, it was considered sufficient, a t  least before the Einancip t '  
Act of 1861, to implement organised forestry practice only in publicly- 
o ~ n e d  forests. Nor were the authorities able to interfere with the affairs 
of the p r i ~ a t e  owners ( T s ~ e t k o ~ ,  1937, p. 43). The situation was 
changed only when Alexander 111 passed the Forest Protection Law in 
1888. 
Professor Rudzliy (3880) m-rote in this connection that "the con- 
ception of a steady and elen yield should not be talcen literally, because 
the very utilisation of timber fluctuates from year to year" (11. 10) .  
"Annual fellings at  exactly the same lelel are also unnecessar-j; but 
a certain continuity i n  cutting amount, alnnys and everywhere, i \  
inevitable. A forestry practice based on the continuous production of 
forest crops, with annual fellings in approximately ec~ual quantities, 
is consequently an  obligatory method in all fairly large-sized forest 
complexes" (p. 11). 
The follo~ving statement by Professor h1. M. Orlov (1803, p. 4) is 
typical of the ideas obtaining at  the time: "Forest under management 
(les khosyaisfuenng) differs from virgin forest (deustuenny, sfikhyny, 
in that in the former, timber ntilisation is proceeding continuously. The 
idea of continuity is basic for forest management, and this applies Lo 
all its different types (usekh rcrmoobrcrznykh form) of exerg shade. 
Thus, continous utilisation presupposes a care for the reproduction 01 
the forest crop to replace mhat has been cut." 
M'e can conclude from the a b o ~ e  statement, the author of nhicll  
(as mentioned in  the introduction, see p. 113) m-as one of the most 
prominent scholars of Czarist Russia and for long the head of thc 
Department of Forest Alanagement at  the Forestry Institute in St. 
Petershurg, that  the requirement for sustained yield was considered 
the central idea of orgnnised forestry practice. The same author 
adhered to this view also after the Soliet tahe-over i n  Russia. This 
is borne out by the fo l lovkg quotation (Orlov, 1924, p. 221) : 
"Proper forest inanageinent requires guarantees for sustained yield, 
under consideration of maintenance and perpetual improvement of 
forest properly (pos iepennoye ulrrchshenie [esnouo imrrshchesfuu) ,  
for the purpose of giving the highest benefits to the Government of 
workers and peasants." 
It  is significant that the concept of forest management included 
the demand for sustained yield, and that this was soinething that 
could not be separated lrom organised forestry. Orlov's last inajor 
work in the field of forest management, dedicated to the memory of 
his teachers and predecessors, Arnold and Rudzky, again stressed that 
the continuous production of forest crops and the profitableness of 
the measures applied should be the guiding principles of forestry. He 
even identifies the concept of forest management ( lesnoye  Ehozyais fuo)  
with these two principles mhen he says (Orlov, 1927, p. 4 ) ,  
"Forest management shall be called an  activity of man, connected 
with the forest, and directed towards the continuous and most profit- 
able utilisation (posfoyctnnoye i nuiuygodneisheye polzouanie) of that 
forest in its permanently established boundaries." 
It should be added, however, that  these ideas about the goals of 
forestry were generally accepted in Czarist Russia, and that the 
steps taken to achieve the goals were well adapted to the purpose. 
2.3.2 Backgrou~zd  to fhe  C u f f i n g  Res fr ic t ions  in Private Forests 
As pointed out above, government control over the p r i ~ a t e  forests 
TI-as retained until 1782. 'Thereafter, the private forest owners obtained 
the full and unrestricted use of their forest areas. It was stressed 
that, on the one hand, the State forests were sufficient to supply the 
na \y  and that, on the other, the "careful estate owners" themsel\es 
would see to the inaintenance of their forests, to their om1 ad~an tnge  
and to that of their heirs (Arnold, 1893, p. 244).  
I n  the first half of the 19th century, there mere many reports that 
indiscriminate cutting in oak forests was increasing; but owing to the 
general social conditions in the country and to the circun~stance 
that the demand for timber products n a r  moderate at  that time, i t  
was not as  yet anything which resembled forest de\astation on a 
large scale. 
After the emancipation of the peasants (1861), the landed gentry 
began to sell their private forests to merchants, as has been mentioned 
above. 
The sale of standing timber frequently led to forest devastation. 
Large forest complexes were sold in a manner which gave the pur- 
chaser a free hand to cut the entire growing stock during the period 
fixed in the sale contract. These purchasers were not the true owners 
of the forest, who had an  interest in lieeping it in a productive condi- 
tion, but timber merchants, hence the ruthless methods employed 
(Arnold, 1893, pp. 194-195). 
The domestic demand for timber products had increased consider- 
ably in connection with the construction of railways and with the 
growth of industry. .It the same time, an  increased denland on the 
world market had stimulated exports, so thal large quantities of round- 
wood and sawnwood were sold to the industrialised countries of west- 
ern Europe, particularly from the western provinces of Russia. 
A further factor which led to a growing public support for measures 
to prevent forest devastation was the clearing of land for agricultural 
Llses. 
This clearing of forest occured, as  pointed out abol-e, mainly in 
the less forested and more densely populated areas of the central 
parts of European Russia (Tsvetltov, 1937, p. ,58). This had the result 
that the forest area proper, which was to produce timber, decreased 
rapidly. 
A reaction against forest devastation, and the tremendous decrease 
of forest land in districts where both the productive and the protective 
f~mctions of forests were essential, became inevitable. Public opinion 
Srew so strong that forest conservation became the main objective of 
government policy in the co~intry. The means of achieving this was 
the general Forest Protection Law, which nil1 be studied in  more 
detail below. 
2.4 Administration of Forests in Public Ownership 
2.4.1 X a i n  Features of Development 
The first central administrative body to exercise supervision and 
control in forest was the Adiniralty Collegium (Adnziralteiskaya Kolle- 
gia).  The relason for this was that the main value of the forests to the 
State, in the time of Peter I until almost n century later, was the 
supplying of timber for building warships (cf. p. 123). 
The independent civil service department for the administration of 
State forests--the Forest Department (Lesnoy Department)-was es- 
tablished by Czar Paul in  1798. In 1802, his successor, Alexander I, 
placed this central adniinistration under the authority of the Ministry 
of Finance (illinisterstuo Finansou) to emphasise the importance of 
forests as  a source of revenue for the exchequer (Gershman, L. Zh., 
1911, 5, p. 805). The Forest Department was very soon merged (1811) 
with various administrative organs for State lands and other natural 
resources, and the name of the Central Adnlinistration of Forests was 
then changed to the Department of State Resources (Department 
Gosudarsfuennykh Zmushchesfuj , which was made an  independent 
ministry in 1837. The Forest Department was also re-established under 
its old name within the framework of the new Ministry. 
The ideas current in the first half olf the 19th century deemed it 
undesirable to concentrate all forests in public ownership under one 
common administration. The idea of decentralising forest adminis- 
tration was supported by Count Kankrin, the head of the Ministry 
of Finance. His intention was to have the State forests administered 
by such government offices and institutions as would profit econom- 
ically from the forests (Shelgunov, 1857, pp. 300-301). Following 
his suggestion, a special Forest Department for Shipbuilding (Depart- 
menf korabelnykh fesou) was established in 1828, subordinate to the 
Ministry for Marine (JZorslioye Ministersfvo). The forests in the 
vicinity of navigable rivers, containing high-grade timber suitable for 
the construction of ocean-going vessels, were delimited and regarded 
as a type of forest reserves (liorabelnye zoshchi). The felling of trees 
in these forests was permitted only to obtain timber for shipbuilding, 
and only mood of inferior quality could be sold (in limited quantities) 
to the local population. This government office IT-as closed in 1839, 
and its forests were merged with the other State forests. 
During the same period, extensive areas of State forests were turned 
over to various industrial administrations, the most important of 
which was the Central Administration of Mining Industry (Gornoye 
vedomosfuoj. In 1832, a bill was introduced by the Ministry of Finance, 
by which State forests were to be turned over to mm~icipalities. The 
councils concerned took over the administration of these forests. 
In 1834, an  important measure to promote decentralisation was 
taken; the Crown Appanages Twre g i ~  en a forest administration of their 
awn. Up to then the Cromn forests had been administered together 
with the other State forests, and there had existed no difference in 
the scope and in the economic objectives of the management of these 
two groups of forests. Some change in the managerial policies of the 
two central administrations became discernible afterwards, howe~er .  
The organisation of the central administration of the State forests 
has been much criticised subsequently. From a tliorough analysis by 
Professor M. M. Orlov (1906, pp. 43-94) of the developments, and 
from his proposed improvements, it can he concluded that much re- 
mained to be done a t  the turn of the century to enable the forest 
administration to function satisfactorily and to attain the level of 
rationalisation considered desirable. He recommended that the example 
of forest administration in western Europe be followed. Furthermore, 
he made statistical comparisons of the profitableness of forest manage- 
ment, and showed Russia's inferiority in this respect. He also criticised 
sharply the disconnectedness of the central forest administration of 
the State, particularly the fact that the immense forest areas in the 
Urals were administered by the mining industry and that this was not 
justified from the viewpoint of national economy and of direct State 
revenues. It goes without saying that forest administration in Czarist 
Russia was in need of considerable reorganisation and improvement, 
but the basic administrative apparatus largely resembled the model of 
those countries in Europe which were most advanced in silviculture at 
that time. Tj7estern Europe provided Russia with its first ideas about 
organised forestry practice, and this system remained in force until 
quite late, although demands were voiced for a management system 
more appropriate for Russia (cf. Prolihorchuli, T.I.L., 1950). However, 
the models from other countries had to be modified and adapted to 
Russian conditions, which were different from those in western Europe 
both as  regards the size and the accessibility of the forests. 
2.4.2 Administrative Organisations and their Functions i n  State Forests 
The central agency for the administration of State forests was 
organised as a relatively independent office, subordinated in turn to  
the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of State Resources and finally, 
before the Bolsheviks achieved power, to the Ministry of Agriculture. 
In the provinces, regional forest administrative agencies were sub- 
ordinate to the Divisions of Agriculture and State Resources (Upraule- 
nie zemledelia i gosudars tvennykh imushches lv ) ,  headed by the Pro- 
vincial Governor. 
The local independent administrative unit in this departmental 
administration was the forest district ( l e s n i c h ~ s t v o ) ,  under the direc- 
tion of a forest supervisor ( l e sn ichy) .  Forest districts were sub-divided 
into ranger districts ( o b y e z d ) ,  each under the supervision of a forest 
ranger ( o b y e z d c h i k ) ,  and further sub-divided into beats ( o b k h o d ) ,  
each in the charge of a forest guard ( l e s n i k ) .  It should be mentioned 
that the Russian word ob~yezd is derived from a word meaning "to 
ride around", and ob1i.hod frorn "to \?all< around", and the con~parative 
size of the two units is thus implicit in their names. 
The number of forest districts, and their average area, showed the 
following development: 
Year Number of Forest Average Area of a District 
Districts (dessiatines) 
1866 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  599 280,000 
1889 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  741 307,000 
1899 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,043 230,000 
1903 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,232 280,000 
The fact that the number of forest districts grew while their average 
area remained roughly the same proves that new virgin forest areas 
were constantly being put under administration. 
The size of the forest district depended to a great extent on the 
intensity of forest management pursued. This, in turn, was dependent 
on the opportunities of marketing, transport facilities, density of 
population, and many other factors. A more important factor here 
was the distribution of forest land. In the agricultural zone of the 
south and west, forests were usually scattered in small units among 
agricultural land whereas in the north large continuous areas of forest 
were interrupted only by swamps, barren land, water and other natural 
features. 
Hence the average area of a forest district in the whole of Russia 
means little. It is essential to group the forest districts in accordance 
with their size, based on the intensity of forest management. The 
relevant information is given in Table 2-2. 
In the forests of the first group, constituting three-quarters of the 
total forest area, no kind of forest management existed, and the bulk 
of these forests were practically untouched, apart from incidental 
Table 2-2. Intensity of Forest Management, as shown by the Number of Forest Districts 
and their Sizes, 1889 
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1 741 1 100.0 1 227.5 ( 100.0 1 307,000 
























cutting of the best trees in the vicinity of navigable rivers; in the 
forests of the second group a regulated selective cutting existed; in 
those of the third group, extensive forest management was practised 
(clear-cutting in strips with natural regeneration following) ; i n  the 
fourth group a n  intensive form of forest ~nanagernent was practised 
(clear-cutting with artificial regeneration following, improvement 
cuttings, etc.). 
In 1903, the total number of forest districts had increased to 1,218 
(Orlov, 1906, p. 50),  and during the following ten years, until 
World \ITar I, the number of forest districts still increased, accompa- 
nied by an  intensification of forest management. As a result, the total 
area of the two last groups was almost doubled. 
In 1839, the Corps of Foresters (Korpus lesnichikh), which was a n  
organisation for professional forest employees of the higher ranks, 
mas granted military status. The forest officials lost their military 
rank  in 1867, and mere turned into a civilian corps once again. 
The total membership of forest officials in  that organisation devel- 
oped as follows: 




Most of the inembers of the Corps of Foresters were forest officers 
with a professional training a t  university level. In 1903, of the total 
number of 3,715, however, 1,503 persons (40 % )  mere foresters v i t h  
a voclational training, who were called forest oonductors (lesnoy kon- 
duktor) .  Almost 85 per cent of the members of the Corps of Foresters 
were employed in state forest administration. 
The forest personnel of lower rank, forest rangers and forest guards 
in  charge of forest protection (lesnuya okhranu), totalled 31,864 in 
1903 (Orlov, 1906, p. 65). Most of them had no vocational training. 
The Forest Department, as a rule, sold timber standing, and was not 
concerned with logging operations. The Corps of Foresters mas opposed 
to the latter in principle. 'They maintained that  the burden of logging 
operations on the forest personnel would be excessive, with the result 
that  their direct duties (forest protection, silviculture, etc.) mould 
suffer (Surozh, 1908, pp. 35 -46). 
The so-called forest taxes Clesnie taksy) mere applied to stumpage 
sales from the earliest days of the Forest Department. These fixed 
prices are particularly important in the forestry practice of the Russian 
State, both in  Czarist Russia and under the Soviets, although they are 
con~paratively little linown elsewhere. The appraisal of stumpage value 
was carried out on the basis of these fixed prices, which were the basic 
price unit in  all forest sales. The majority of stumpage sales took place 
at auctions, which were of two different kinds: (1)  restricted biddings, 
which could be attended only by local inhabitants; and (2) public 
auctions open to all buyers. This difference had the purpose of prevent- 
ing the timber traders from buying up  the timber needed by the local 
inhabitants themselves, a s  well as  preventing the export of timber from 
districts poor in forests. 
2.4.3 Administrntion of Crowrz Appanages arzd Other Public Forests 
The Crown Appanages constitute the most important component in  
this group, depending on the geographical location and economic 
importance of the forests. 
Up to 1834, these forests were administered by the Forest Depart- 
ment, and no clear difference v7as discernible between them and the 
State forests, with the exception that  the revenues from the Crown 
Appanages were separated from the other r e ~ e n u e s  and transferred to 
the Imperial family. At first, the Central Administration of Crown 
Appanages enlployed no professional foresters. About 1860, some forest- 
ers with university training were found amongst its personnel. One 
such forester was Vargas de Bedemar, who later compiled the well- 
linown volume tables for stariding limber. By 1893, the administration 
of the Crown Appanages was divided into 12 regions ( z ~ d e l n y  o l i rug) ,  
each with a regional chief a t  its head (zzpraulyayushchy udelnouo 
o k r u g a ) .  In elery region there was one chief forester in charge of the 
forests ( s tar shy  Zesilichy), and a nulnber of supervisors (upraulgayzzs- 
h c h y  inzenii) .  Further sub-divisions of the forest administration were 
similar to those in the ordinary State forests, i.e. they were divided 
into ranger districts and beats. In 1808, the Crown Appanages employed 
493 forest rangers (Zesnog smotr i te l )  and 3,519 forest g ~ ~ a r d s  ( lesnoy 
s torozh) .  By then, 55.6 per cent of the total forest area had been put 
under management with formal working plans. 
The Crown Appanages sold mainly standing timber to the highest 
bidder, but if there were difficulties connected with stumpage sales 
(e.g. on the R i ~ e r  Shura), they resorted to logging operations them- 
selves. The Appanages had a number of large sawinills, for instance, in 
Archangel, on the Volga, at I<ovsha, and on the Naverke (Bialouiezlzes- 
k a y n  Pzzshcha),  the output of which was exported to a great extent 
(Surozh, 1908, pp. 99-102). 
The forests subordinate to the Cabinet of the Czar, the relenues of 
which went to the Czar personally, were managed roughly on the same 
lines as those described a b o ~ e ,  although, owing to their geographical 
location, forest exploitation there was of no importance. These forests 
were also administered by professional foresters. 
The forests of the mining industry constituted a special problem in 
Russian forestry, and were, as pointed out ahole, Ie ry  much discussed. 
These forests had to supply charcoal to the mining industry in the 
Urals. For this reason, only fuelwood was produced there. Forest 
products or standing trees from these forests were not sold to the 
local population to satisfy their requirements, and the people were 
therefore obliged to cut the necessary timber without permission, in 
other words to steal it. The establishment of sawmills and other in- 
dustrial enterprises which needed timber was forbidden in these 
forest districts. Generally speaking, the forests of the mining industry 
were administered a t  considerable deficit, mainly because high-quality 
timber without exception was used as fuelwood and for charcoal 
burning (Petrov, 1932) .  
The Forest Administration of the Mining Industry (Gornoye lesnoye 
upraulenie) was headed by a Chief Forester (g luuny l e sn ichy ) .  l n  
1889 it employed six forest inspectors ( lesnoy revisor) ,  21 forest super- 
visors ( l e s n i c h y ) ,  35 forest technicians (Zesnoy lconduktor)  and 656 
forest rangers (obgezdch ik ) .  The administrative structure and staffing 
of this group of public forests were quite adequate. 
The Forest Administration of the Don Cossacks employed one Chief 
Forester (oblas tny  lesniclzy),  two forest inspectors, 12 forest super- 
visors, 10 forest technicians, 36 forest rangers and 181 forest guards 
(Surozh, 1908, pp. 104--105). Their tvorlc consisted mainly in forest 
planting and erosion control. 
2.5 Forest Protection Law o f  1888 
2.5.1 General Provisions 
In  1864, Czar Alexander 11, after having helard several reports of 
widespread forest devastation within his realm, ordered a n  investiga- 
tion of the situation, together with recommendations for the regula- 
tions that  would be necessary to put it right. The first results of the 
investigation were mainly regulations of local character, such as the 
Forest Allotments Law of 1873 for former state serfs in Central 
Russia. In 1867, a law was passed for the preservation of forests in the 
Crimea. In 1877, regulations concerning forests owned by the Cossack 
villages (stanitsa) of the Don Army were confirmed. It was not until 
4 April 1888 that the new general Forest Protection Law (Lesokhrani- 
telny Zakon) was ratified by the Czar (Arnold, 1893, pp. 246-250). 
This law is of great importance in Russian forestry, and with it begins 
a new era that lasted until the end of the Czarist regime. 
The most important aim of the 1888 law was to p r e ~ e n t  the 
clearing of forest land, and to avoid its being turned over to other 
forms of land use. The clearing of land for agricultural use without the 
permission of the government authorities was prohibited in all cate- 
gories of ownership. Further provisions were made to prevent excessive 
cuttings and to promote organised forest management. The main pur- 
pose, in other words, was to conserve forests in the regions where 
timber shortage was already felt or could be expected and thus con- 
tribute towards a more equal distribution of forested areas throughout 
the country (Gershman, L. Zh., 1911, 5 ,  p. 809). 
In the practical application of these provisions, the main point of 
the law was the requirement of a working plan. Cuttings that were 
carried out according to an approved working plan were allowed. 
If the cutting for sale was carried out without an  approved plan or 
exceeded the allowed cutting budget, a penalty was imposed. 
Under the provisions of the law to encourage extension of forest 
management, forest owners m7ere entitled to premiums for the estab- 
lishment of plantations (which were also exempt from taxes), and for 
the cutting and regulation of their forests according to plans. The 
premiums paid to private forest owners for the sur~eying and regula- 
tion of their forests were rather high, and resulted in the drawing-up 
of many working plans for private forests. 
The influence of the law varied with the type of ownership and m-ith 
the locality. It was intended to apply certain parts of the law to certain 
types of forest ownership and to certain localities; this reflects the 
general aim of the legislators not to apply too many restrictions and 
to enforce only such regulations as seemed absolutely necessary. The 
Forest Protection Law was applied in full only to the forests owned 
by peasant communities. State intervention in, and the undertaking 
of the management of, the peasant community forests was deemed to 
be of the greatest necessity. These forests served, in  the first place, 
the important purpose of supplying the peasants with the necessary 
timber. Their indiscriminate devastation would have led to a break- 
down of the peasant households. In the second place, no other category 
of forest owners exposed their forests to the same degree of devasta- 
tion danger as did the peasants (Arnold, 1893, pp. 253-2561, as has 
been pointed out a b o ~ e  (cf. p. 137). 
2.5.2 Geographical Range of the Protection Measures 
The provisions of the Forest Protection Law of 1888 applied only 
to forests in European Russia and the Caucasus, with a total land 
area of 1,633,000 square rersts' and a population of 50 million. This 
region was the most densely populated and the most poorly forested 
part of Russia a t  the time. The same region was to be declared a zone 
for watershed protection by the Soviets 30 years later. In other parts 
of Russia the law was enforced only in  special cases. 
As from 1 January 1904, the restrictions of the law were applied to 
a total forest area of 50.6 nlillion dessiatines, scattered in  262,491 
forest units (dacha). 
The ovnership distribution of this forest area was as follows 
(Surozh, 1908, p. 128) : 
Nillions of 
Dessiatines 
State (kazennie) 11.9 
Cromn Appanages (~rdelnie) 2.3 
Mining industry (yornoye uedomsfuo) 0.5 
Other industries (khoziusfuennoye 
uedomstuo) 0.06 
Farm woodlands (krestianskie nudely) 4.8 
Peasant coininunities (krestianslcie 
obchestua) 3.0 
Churches, monasteries, cities 
(tserkui, i170nasiyri, goroda) 0.7 
Private persons (chasinie litsa) 27.2 






Total 50.66 262,491 
The above figures included 0.6 million dessiatines (2,939 units) of 
forest preseryes, and 0.6 million dessiatines (124 units) of watershed 
protection forests. Approved working plans for commercial forests 
in  the last five ownership groups were set up for a total area of 9.9 
million dessiatines (24,984 units) ; according to management prescrip- 
1 1 square 'ierst = 1.14 square kilometres, or 0.439 sq.miles English measure. 
tions, clear-cutting i n  strips was to be applied on 8.2 million des- 
siatines, and selective cutting on 1.7 million dessiatines. 
In 1909, the folrest area with approved working plans totalled 12 
million dessiatines, including 1.3 million dessiatines forest reserves 
(Gershrnan, L. Zh., 1911, 5, p. 84). 
2.5.3 Instifufions for Enforcement of the Law 
Under the law of 1888, the general enforcement of the forest 
protection regulations was placed under the control of the hlinistry 
of Agriculture, to which the Forest Department was directly responsi- 
ble. In the provinces ("governments", grtbernia) and counties (uyezd), 
so-called Forest Protection Comnlittees (Lesokhranitelny komitet) 
were formled. The Forest Protection Committee comprised the governor 
of the province as  its chairman, a representative of the local nobility, 
the president of the district court, representatives of the Forest Depart- 
ment (usually two forest inspectors), representatives of the Land 
Administration (Semelnayn uprnva) and some other local agencies, 
as well as  a number of representatives of the forest owners. 
In 1903, there were altogether 66 Forest Protection Committees i n  
the whole of Russia. These committees arranged the local inspection 
of forests, i n  private as well as public ow-nership, through the personnel 
of the State forest administration, the police and county agencies. To 
take charge of the actual control of the forests, 280 forest inspectors 
(lesnog revisor) from the Forest Department were engaged by 1903. 
The local super~is ion  body consisted of 5,050 persons, 24 per cent of 
whom were employees of the Forest Department (forest supervisors 
and their assistants), 29 per cent were police inspectors, 39 per cent 
chiefs of county boards, and eight per cent others. Moreover, in  charge 
of the protection of private forests, 1,210 forest rangers and guards 
from the State forest administration were employed (Surozh, 1908). 
These Forest Protection Coininittees were active until the October 
Revolution of 1917, and operated quite successfully. Especially itn- 
portant was their role in the establishment of forest preser17es, and 
their activities in the development of the idea of soil conservation in 
general. 
2.6 Working-Plan Management 
2.6.1 First Instructions for Forest Regulation 
There was a strong conviction prevalent in Russia, fostered from 
the very beginning of organised forestry, that sustained yield manage- 
ment could be achieved only by working plans. Thus forest regulation 
and the preparation of working plans connected with it held a promi- 
nent place in the intentional forestry practice of Czarist Russia. 
One major feature of forest regulation in Czarist Russia is the 
abundance of instructions. From a historical viewpoint these instruc- 
tions are of great value. Not only do they reflect the development of 
forest management on the basis of working plans, but they also give 
a good picture of cutting practices in the country during the course of 
almost a century. 
Attempts to put forests under organised forest inanageinent in 
Russia date back to the 18th century. However, no information is 
available as to whether any working plans were prepared. Forest 
regulation on a larger scale started at the beginning of the 19th century. 
The first official Instructions for Forest Regulation in the Russian 
State Forests were compiled by Arnold, and issued in 1845 (Chiliilev- 
sky, 1957, p. 305). These instructions prescribed the regulation of yield 
on the basis of the combined area and volume allotment method, 
whereby the cutting schedule progressed by periods throughout the 
entire rotation. A few of these originla1 working plans, which were 
~ r i t t e n  under the directives of 1845, have been preserved. They show 
that the rotation for conifers was 120 years, and for deciduous species 
60 years (Tyurin, L.KIl., 1963, 8, p. 80). In addition to the stand de- 
scription data, a working plan of that time was mainly made up of a 
series of tables. Marketing conditions and timber prices seem to have 
been taken into consideration, but only in a minor way. 
The Instructions of 1859 prescribe the regulation of yield on the 
basis of normal annual cutting area, and the preparation of worliing 
plans in  a less elaborate form (Chikilevsky, 1957, p. 306). A major point 
to be remembered in  regard to the Instructions of 1859 is that under 
them the greater part of State forests in European Russia were put 
under management for the first time. 
2.6.2 Forest Regulation Instructions of 1888 
Of even greater importance were the Instructions of 1888, which 
provided for the preparation of simplified worliing plans in such 
private forests as were under the Forest Protection Law. These 
worliing plans were required to contain a t  least the following data: 
(1) a map of the forest area with boundaries clearly marked and (2) a 
short description of the forest, including the size and order of cuttings. 
The exact scale of the map was not prescribed, but the map had to  
be large enough to indicate the boundaries of the stands, the location 
of cut-over areas, and openings which the forest owner planned to 
reforest. A rough type classification into conifers and deciduous 
species was required, without further distinction between the various 
tree species. The stands were also to be divided on the basis of age into 
three classes: (1) mature, (2)  not mature, (3) seedlings and saplings. 
The determination of the annual cut and the regulation of yield 
were based on rotation periods n-liich were standardised for all forests 
of similar character: for the conifers 60 years, and for the deciduous 
species 30 years. Unquestionably such rotations were too short, and 
invariably led to overcutting. In deciduous stands, the size of the felling 
area was not limited, and it was left to the judgment of the owner of 
the forest. d similar condition prevailed in mixed stands where pine 
was predominant. In pure pine stands, however, it was required that 
the number of seed trees left on each dessiatine should be not less than 
30. If no seed trees were left, the cutting mas to be done in strips not 
exceeding 105 metres in width. The last-mentioned cutting method 
was also used in spruce stands (Arnold, 1893, pp. 196-112). 
These were the minimum requirements for the management of 
private forests. Under the Forest Protection Lam7 of 1888, the owners 
of large private forests were also allowed to use more detailed working 
plans of their malting, which had to be presented to the Forest Pro- 
tection Colnlmittee for checking and approval. Once approved, all 
cuttings in accordance with the working plan were permitted and 
were accepted as good. In  order to encourage forest owners to prepare 
working plans for their forests, various cash premiums and other 
awards were established. This system of premiums had really been 
in effect since 1876, even before the enactment of the general Forest 
Protection Law. The surveys and the actual preparation of working 
plans in private forests in old Russia were usually done by private 
foresters who had adequate forestry training and experience. Govern- 
ment employees, including foresters employed as supervisors by Forest 
Protection Committees, were also permitted to do such work. The 
expenses were paid by the forest owner. 
Special regulations were in  force regarding forest preserves, where 
cutting of living trees was very much restricted. Such cuttings as mere 
done were mainly salvage cuttings for the removal of dead trees. Work- 
ing plans for forest preserves were set up at the expense of the State, 
which had the authority to take over such forest preserves as seemed 
necessary. 
At the same time, the regulation of State forests was made more 
thorough, and the methods applied were made far more precise. 
According to the Instructions of 1887 and 1888 ( a  special one for 
State forests) it was required that the felling areas be chosen in regular 
felling series. In 1894 the area allotment method was reintroduced, and 
the Instructions of that year prescribed that the forest regulation work 
was to be done by the local forest personnel (Surozh, 1908). 
2.6.3 Forest Regulat ion  Instructions of 1911  and 191  6 
The author of the Instructions of 1911 was Professor RZ. AI. Orlov. 
The first paragraph of the Instructions clearly defines the objective of 
forest management, namely, the highest net income under conditions 
of a continuous utilisation of the forest crop (Tursky, 1912, p. 54), i.e. 
sustained yield. 
This series of Instructions emphasised the need for more accuracy 
in carrying out field work, especially in cruising. The regulation of 
yield mas based on a combination of age-classes, area allotment and 
stand management methods. The last series of Instructions for carry- 
ing out forest regulation work in State forests of Czarist Russia was 
issued in 1914. In  its basic principles, this series is 7 ery similar to its 
predecessor. 
One interesting development was the procedure followed in 
preparing a working plan in  State forests, according lo  these Instruc- 
tions : 
Before beginning the work of surveying in  any forest district, a 
preliminary conference took place between the supervisor of the 
district, the regional inspector and officials of the Forest Regulation 
Division. The conference laid down the proposals for future manage- 
meat. The formation of management and administrative sub-divisions 
was also discussed and decided on. The field work, surveying and 
cruising were accomplished by a forestry technician under the super- 
vision of an  inspector of the Forest Regulation Division. 
The main parts of a working plan were as follows: 
1. A directive concerning the surveying of boundary lines; 
2. Tables showing the distribution of age-classes, site quality classes, 
and stand quality classes; 
3. The annual felling budget, expressed in area units for the felling 
cycle (10 years), and the felling sequence according to  compartments 
and stands; 
4. The description of stands; 
5 .  RIaps, usually one stand map and so-called planchette maps on a 
larger scale. 
Total tlolume, and the volume of single stands, were estimated 
visually. No estimates were made of growth or increment, and the 
allowable cut covered only the main or regeneration c~zt, little or no 
attention being paid to the intermediate cuts, including thinnings. 
In this connection, one circumstance is of especial importance: 
forests in Russia which were put under management were split up 
into quadrangular compartments, separated by straight-line bounda- 
ries and permanent corners. The size of the compartments depended 
on the intensity of forest management, which in  its turn was connected 
with the operating profit per unit area. The larger the profits per unit, 
the smaller the compartment. The fixed minimum area of a compart- 
ment was one square verst. It might be added that in the State forests 
of Russia, splitting up into compartments and the cutting of straight- 
line boundaries had already been prescribed in 1826 (Surozh, 1908). 
In accordance with the Instructions of 1911, the national forest 
units (lesnaya dachc)  were divided into six categories (Tursky, 1912, 
p. 54). For instance, the first or highest category comprised forests 
where the profit per dessiatine was 10 roubles and the size of a com- 
partment 100 dessiatines. Such profitable forest units existed. They 
were found in the zones where the forests attained their optimum 
growth, in the southern and western parts of Russia, and ~ v l ~ e r e  the 
demand for timber was great. The lowest category con~prised forests 
where the profit per dessiatine was one rouble or less. In the case 
where clear-cutting was practised, the size of a compartment had 
to be 1,600 dessiatines. TVhen selecthe logging was employed, as mas 
the rule in the remote forest areas of the European North or Siberia, 
the size of a compartment was as large as 6,400 dessiatines. 
2.6.4 Siluicultural Prescriptions in Working Plnrzs 
Up to 1538, selective logging was generally applied everywhere. M7ith 
the progress of forest regulation, the felling of trees was gradually 
concentrated on certain felling areas determined by the working plan, 
and in 1860, selective logging was discontinued in the State forests in  
the southern, s-vestern and central parts of European Russia. 
Since then felling in strips, followed either by natural or by arti- 
ficial regeneration, has been the common practice in the forests under 
State ownership. The width of the strips varied with the geographical 
location and the intensity of forest management. In the south and west 
of European Russia, the width of strips was usually about 50 to 100 
metres, and in the north and east about 500 metres. ,4s a rule, the 
felling area was divided up by straight-line boundaries, with inscrip- 
tions of the date and details of the felling year. In pine forests, the 
alternate strip method was generally used, but clear-felling in pro- 
gressive strips was common in spruce and deciduous forests. Pines were 
most commonly left as seed trees. The regeneration period was calcu- 
lated to be about 20 years, during which time the entire series of 
fellings within a given compartment or stand had to be finished. The 
width of the felling strip, its direction, and the felling sequence were, 
as a rule, prescribed by the working plan (Surozh, 1908). 
Thus these worliing plans were yery rigid in  their silvicultural 
requirements; this restricted the scope of the local personnel and 
made their wol-k routine. However, strict regulations were necessary, 
considering the standard of training of the general run of forest 
employees and the low efficiency of forest management at the time. 
On the other hand, it was a great handicap that these strict regulations 
were meant to be followed throughout the entire area of Russia, 
irrespective of local conditions. It may be noted that the main reason 
why clear-felling was accepted as the general cutting method was the 
simplicity of computing the yield by area, the simplicity of selling 
timber standing, and the simplicity of controlling regeneration after 
the logging operations were finished. Yield regulation on the area 
allotment basis is generally closely connected with clear-felling, and 
the history of the development of forest management in Czarist Russia 
does not indicate any exception to this relationship. 
Felling in Russian State forests was not extensive, and rotations were 
usually long. Thus the tendency towards conservation under the owner- 
ship of the Crown was apparent. 
2.7 Silvicultural Practice 
2.7.1 Natural Regeneration of Forests 
The present Russian forests, primeyal as well as those of second 
growth, have mainly been established by natural regeneration. Only a 
very small fraction of second growth stands are the result of artificial 
planting. These latter are situated mainly in the southern and western 
regions of European Russia. 
The regeneration of virgin forests has very often occurred after forest 
fires, and fire is considered the best promoter of pine and larch 
regeneration in the north (Molchanov, 1934). It is assumed that great 
areas of the northern, rather even-aged natural conifer forests owe 
their existence to the extensive forest fires which occurred in the 
18th century during the reign of Czarina Anna. According to the 
historical documents still available, there was a series of droughts, 
during which the forest fires in northern and central Russia became 
uncontrollable. A somewhat similar situation can be observed to-day i n  
Siberia and in the northern part of European Russia. Over vast areas, 
after severe fires, occasional groups or even single trees of various 
species only slightly harmed by the fire have served as seed trees, 
and as a result even-aged young growth of larch, pine and birch has 
covered these burned areas. After a few years spruce, a tree species of 
great tolerance and ability to meet the harsh climatic conditions of 
these northern sites appeared under the second-growth stands of the 
fire type. Within a short time it spread more and more, and eventually 
displaced the pines and larches (Tltachenko, 1955, pp. 400-402). 
In the establishment of organised forest management in Russia in 
the middle of the last century, the tendency was always to develop 
clear-felling methods, although they involve the cutting of entire 
stands and the removal of all individual tree species. The first require- 
ment for applying this type of cutting is that all the trees to be felled 
are merchantable. In Russia this only holds true in the regions of 
dense population and in areas with cheap transport for roundwood, 
for example near the waterways. Actually, the clear-cutting method 
was applied in the southern and central regions of European Russia. 
In the north, selective logging was mainly used right up to the be- 
ginning of World War I. Deciduous species had no market; only the 
largest and best grade of coniferous trees, usually with a breast height 
diameter of 30 to 40 centimetres, could be harvested (Alekseyev- 
Molchanov, 1954, p. 6) .  Clear-felling was followed in pulpwood logging, 
especially in pure spruce stands and in the vicinity of rivers (Krue- 
dener, 1943). 
A golden rule of silvicultural practice when clear-felling is applied 
is that each successive removal should only follow its predecessor after 
regeneration has become established on the last strip cut. If this rule 
was not followed, as all too often was the case, natural regeneration 
could not always be successful. The most common result was a change 
of tree species, high quality coniferous stands being replaced by less 
valuable deciduous species. Especially in spruce forests it was a com- 
mon experience that clear-felled areas regenerated naturally to aspen, 
birch and grey alder. This has been reported as being more or less usual 
i n  the north-eastern sections of the spruce taiga (Melelthov, 1944). 
However, more frequently the deciduous species dominated in  the next 
period of the rotation. 
2.7 .2  Arti f icial  Reproduct ion  of Forests 
Forest regeneration by artificial measures in the Russian State 
forests was particularly intensive a t  the beginning of the present 
century. In 1899 a decree was issued according to which the buyers 
of standing timber had to make a down-payment to the Forest Re- 
generation Fund to ensure the slash disposal and reforestation of the 
cut-over areas. The local forest administration used the money in  this 
fund for artificial regeneration, either by direct seeding or by planting. 
The down-payments in  question were comparatively high. For in- 
stance, according to the Instructions of 1904, they were in  northern 
Russia 1-14 roubles and in southern Russia 15-34 roubles per 
dessiatine. The average down-payment throughout the whole of Russia 
was roughly 10 roubles per dessiatine in  1905. Considering that at  the 
same time the total area of cut-over areas in the State forests was 
141,000 dessiatines, the guarantees paid to the State in  the course of 
one year made 1.4 million gold roubles. The Forest Regeneration Fund 
totalled as  much a s  2.5 million gold roubles on 1 January 1904 (Orlov, 
1906, p. 77). 
In fact there were few buyers who took the necessary steps, i.e. 
carried out the slash disposal and artificial planting, to have the down- 
payment refunded; usually the money in question became State 
property. From these payments and revenues the local forest ad- 
ministration had to carry out reforestation, and for this purpose so- 
called silvicultural instructors (lcultzzrny n a d s i m t e l )  were employed. 
However, despite that, the fund was not fully used (in 1900-1906, for 
instance, only 5 3  % of the income was spent) and the money accu- 
mulated continuously. It mig,ht bc added that the total planting costs 
per dessiatine were roughly 18 gold roubles (Surozh, 1908, pp. 59-66). 
The cu l t i~a t ed  area, including afforestation of steppes, totalled 
97,000 dessiatines in  the State forests between 1866-1898. In Crown 
forests under the administration of the Appanage Department, 600 
dessiatines of cu t -o~e r  areas were regenerated annually on average. 
Weedings and thinnings in  young stands in State foresls were applied 
only i n  densely populated areas, and only when the marketing condi- 
tions were good. However, the total area of impro~-ement cuttings was 
rather limited. 
In private forests, clear-cutting methods were also commonly used, 
but not with the same care as in the State forests. Partial cuttings for 
natural regeneration were systematically applied on some of the large 
estates, but for the most part these cuttings were very close to selective 
logging. 
In order to develop the practice of silviculture in  the private forests, 
the law of 1876 provided for cash premiums and awards for forest 
owners who employed artificial methods in the regeneration of their 
forests. According to the law of 1888, the State nurseries were required 
to deliver seedlings and seed, either free or at a set price, to those 
owners whose forests were under the supervision of the local Forest 
Protection Committee (Arnold, 1893, pp. 114-118). 
Undoubtedly the above-mentioned provision contributed much to 
the development of silviculture, but it was not enough. Many authorities 
on Russian forestry considered the general situation in Russian silvi- 
culture before World War I as being far from satisfactory, especially 
in  the regions where stumpage buyers-logging companies and mer- 
chants-had had a free hand. The most important obstacle to silvi- 
culture was the grazing of cattle and sheep. 
2.7.3 Afforestation of S teppes  
The history of forest planting on the Russian steppes goes back more 
than two and a half centuries, to the time when oak plantations were 
started to provide timber for the shipbuilding needs of Peter the Great 
(1696). In 1787, Poteinkin ordered the sowing of acorns in the depart- 
ments of Taganrog and Niliolayev. Especially important in the af- 
forestation work of the Ukraine were German colonists, the so-called 
hlennonites, who had left Germany because of their religious convic- 
tions and their opposition to military service. These immigrants were 
placed in settlements, which had been founded by Arakcheyevl in 
1817, and instead of military service they were required to complete 
six years of labour service for the State. Each settler of military age 
was required to plant 87 hectares of forest annually. 
Originally, these plantations were mainly made by the settlers in 
lieu of military service, and were not part of any plan for the afforesta- 
tion of the steppes. However, they mere so promising that in 1841, 
after one of his inspection trips, the Minister of the Crown Estates, 
Kisilev, decided to undertake the problem of afforestation of the steppes 
1 The hated statesman in the reign of Alexander I, the  founder of "military colonies" 
in Russia (Charques, 1956, p. 133). 
on the basis of their success. In 1833, Brinken, a forest authority of 
the time, wrote a n  article entitled "Prospects for the Afforestation of 
Steppes", in which he described the forest plantations on the River 
Molochina which had been established by the Mennonites. He proposed 
to cover the Ukrainian steppes with uniformly-spaced forest belts, 
and claimed that the improvement of climate would be very beneficial 
if only eight per cent of the total area of the steppes were afforested 
(hlayer-Wegelin, 1943). 
The actual undertaking of the suggested work, or rather its be- 
ginning, fell on the shoulders of ron  Graff. He established the experi- 
mental areas of Velilio Anadol on the open steppes, and started actual 
afforestation work, using the cheap labour of the Mennonites for this 
purpose. Characteristic of von Graff's work was his considerable ex- 
penditure on the preparation of the ground for the planting operation 
itself, as  well as additional expenses in  the further treatment of the 
plantation. The cost for the establishment of such a plantation at  that 
time amounted to about 200 gold roubles per dessiatine, and this work 
was possible only because of the cheap Mennonite labour. 
Bark, who succeeded von Graff as  head of the experimental forest 
district of Velilio Anadol in 1866, tried at  first to simplify the planting 
procedures of ron  Graff in order to decrease costs. Instead of spending 
several years in  the preparation of the soil, he endeavoured to solve 
this problem by leasing the area for a short period for agricultural use. 
He succeeded in  decreasing the costs to about one-seventh of the earlier 
amount, i.e. to  30 gold roubles per dessiatine. Bark was thus able to 
demonstrate that  the afforestation of steppes was financially feasible, 
and the practice was extended to other steppe regions, notably the 
eastern Ukraine, and near the Volga. From 1872 onwards, Tikhanov 
afforested some 2,000 dessiatines on the Don, and improved and further 
simplified the methods advocated by Bark. 
However, these later plantations were not too successful and could 
not stand too close a comparison with those established by von Graff. 
In  contrast to von Graff's stands, which mere still thriving, these later 
plantations grew very poorly, were attacked by various pests and 
diseases, and often disappeared completely. 
The great drought year of 1891 put everything to the test. Thousands 
of hectares of plantations died completely, and what remained was in  
poor shape. The drought gave a blow to all methods of planting that 
had been advocated up  to that time. Only one species survived this  
fatal drought more or less satisfactorily-the oak (Vysotsky, 1929). 
The year 1891 brought about a complete change in the afforestation 
procedure. It was accepted as a fact that it was not possible to have 
large mature stands on the steppes; the idea of improving the climate 
of the steppes by creating large areas of forests was finally dropped 
and consequently the whole afforestation project was abandoned. 
2.7.4 Shelterbelt Planting 
The great famine year of 1891 changed basically the aims and 
methods of forest planting in  the steppes, though not the idea itself. 
Instead of creating forests for the supply of wood, shelterbelt planting, 
the purpose of which was to protect the agricultural crops and to 
assist in holding sand dunes and gullies, now became the major 
concern. The initial introduction of shelterbelt planting as an  or- 
ganised Governmental measure dates back to the same famine year 
of 1891. Experiments in  planting shelterbelts on the black soil zone 
were initiated under Professor Dokuchayev'sl leadership. 
The problem of drifting sands and erosion ravines in  the Lower 
Volga region and the Ukraine had reached such threatening dimen- 
sions that the Czarist Government was forced to take action for their 
control. Special organisations or committees of foresters were formed 
a s  an  "organisation to combat sands and gullies". The main purpose 
of these organisations was to halt drifting sand by means of willow 
plantations to prevent the dunes from encroaching upon fertile lands, 
to stabilise gully erosion, and also to afforest certain areas in need of 
such treatment. 
3. Development in the U.S.S.R. 
3.1 Functioning of Forestry in the Soviet Type of Economy 
3.1.1 Some Characteristics of fhe Central Planning System 
The definition of the Soviet type of economy, as  it is officially 
declared, is very simple; the economic system is based on public 
ownership of the means of production, and this is organised in such 
a way that the production can be directed according to a plan designed 
to satisfy the needs of the people in  the whole society. If one imagines 
this economic system functioning in  a real world, it is quite clear that 
only the State can fulfil these functions (Thalheim, 1962, p. 51). 
A well-known Russian scientist of the period. 
In this type of economy (the Befeh2sruirtschaft of A. Weber, 1949), 
with a single authority, it is implied that the central administration 
body knows what people "really" want, and is going to give it them 
by the planned use of the means of production. There is no free 
market, and the planning system, teleological in its conception, con- 
stitutes the focal point, because the bureaucracy is to do administra- 
tirely what the free market does automatically. In other words, the 
State has taken over all main initiative, except consumers' freedom 
of choice. The State directs and administers the enterprises in all 
fields of economy according to the plan. The State and its organs 
appoint managers of the enterprises and control their work. The State 
plans the country's national economy; it distributes manpower as 
well as the material and financial means, it determines the pace and 
the increase of productivity work, the extent and s t r~~c tu r e  of the 
production as well as both domestic and foreign trade turnover, and 
the prices and wages. One of the most distinctive features of the Soviet 
economy is the fusion of political and economic leadership. This means 
unity of political and economic management, and the subordination 
of the operational goals to the general objectives of the Communist 
Party (Voronin et  a[., 1960, p. 3 7 ) .  
It must be added that the State, by its control of all means of pro- 
duction and since it is not bound by any restrictions in its decisions, 
can exploit its power position much more intensively than any private 
owner of means of production. The latter must pay attention to compe- 
tition from other producers, and cannot ignore the demands of the 
labour force which is organised in trade unions. While the workers 
in a free economy can influence their wages through their trade 
unions by a strike, the Soviet workers have no such possibility. In 
other words, the State has an authority as final and complete in 
labour management as it has over every phase and aspect of the 
functioning of the economy. 
Soviet econonlic planning is based upon the maxim of planned 
development. Theoretically this is derived from the reproduction 
theory as presented by Karl Rlarx in his work "Capital" (1915, 11, pp. 
453-610), that is, the process of perpetual reproduction on an enlarged 
scale. However, the planned development of the economy cannot be 
applied by itself if the ultimate objective of the development is not 
known. 
The planned economy is not only concerned with the compilation of 
the plans, but also with their fulfilment. In reality, all activities are 
concerned with the fulfilment of the plan. However, the Soviet type of 
economy is not a planned economy pure and simple, in the sense that 
the plans must merely be fulfilled. The goal is the fulfilment and 
overfulfilment of the plan quotas, and the reduction of the planned 
production costs. In other words it is in fact neither more nor less 
than a hortative economy. The work of the manager and the leading 
personnel is stimulated by bonuses in cash or kind. The bonuses they 
receive depend on the extent of their overfulfilment of plan quotas, as 
measured by the output, the cost of production and other indicators 
(Bienstoclc e t  al., 1946, p. 94). On the other hand, demotion or punish- 
ment follows deficiencies in the fulfilment of the plan. 
The theoretical requirements of the maxim of "reproduction on an 
enlarged scale" and, as its consequence, the practical application of 
a hortative economy, are very significant for forest economy. It is 
increasingly evident that this system-overfulfilment of the planned 
output and reduction of the actual cost of production to below the 
estimated level-implies features incompatible with organised forestry 
practice. An analysis of the long-term consequences to Soviet forestry 
of the systematic application of the hor ta t i~e  principle will follow 
later in this work. 
3.1.2 Generctl Objectives of Government  Po l i c y  
Karl hlarx wrote that the future communist society, under condi- 
tions where workers would have the opportunity to develop social con- 
sciousness, would inscribe on its banners, "From each according to his 
ability, to each according to his needs" (hlarx, 1941, p. 23) .  The 
equalisation of reward for different kinds of work (in Russian 
urauni lovka)  in actual practice has proved to be impractical, however. 
To sasre the situation it was announced that "the Soviet Government 
cannot consider as its task the immediate realisation of this equality 
at the present moment, when only the first steps are being made to- 
wards transition from capitalism to communism" (Bayliov, 1947, p. 
43). Under conditions when productivity has not risen sufficiently for 
everybody to have as much as he wants, the slogan becomes "From 
each according to his capacity, to each according to his labour" (Wiles, 
1962, p. 49). 
This is a more realistic approach to the actual situation. Howeyer, 
the application of this slogan characterises one of the main principles 
of the Soviet system. Voznessensky (1948, p. 85), former head of the 
Gosplan, gives a bolder explanation: "In the Soviet economic system, 
people's actions are mobilised for the execution of the State plan, and 
the mork of elery toiler is, in the final analysis, subordinate to the 
conm~on goal". Consequently the focal point is the exploration of the 
economic and social ends which the Conimunist Party is pursuing. A 
State plan, as  an  expression of economic policy, must be directed to- 
wards the desirable future economic and social situation. In this 
connection, however, the crucial problem is the definition of the 
ultimate objective and the explanation of why the chosen "common 
goal" will be the most appropriate. 
Stalin (1953, p. 46) d e r i ~ e d  the '6comnion goal" from the "objec t i~e  
lams of socialism" (obyektivnie zalcony sotsialismci), which is alleged 
to be "the securing of the maximum satisfaction of the constantly 
rising material and cultural requirements of the whole society". These 
economic lams, like the laws of nature, according to Stalin are 
"reflections of objec t i~e  processes taking place independently of the 
people's will" and "they cannot be changed or negated" (Schwartz, 
1954, p. 94). However, this definition is incompatible with S o ~ i e l  
reality. It is not at  all in  accord with the measures set out in the plans 
for the development of national economy. 
As Professor J. Tinbergen (1963, p. 106) points out, there is no 
doubt that  all governments "have in mind the basic aims of de~elop-  
ment". The difference betmeen the objectives of the western demo- 
cracies and of the Soviet government, in  regard to the higher living 
standard of the population, is primarily to be found in  the time aspect 
of the problem. The politicians who rule in the West have in  fact 
carried out, or will be carrying out, their plans for the prosperity and 
welfare of their peoples. At any rate, the generation l i ~ i n g  now will 
enjoy the fruits of these efforts. 'The Soviet leaders, too, promise 
higher living standards for the whole of the population, but this is to 
be achieved in  the more distant future. 
The general objective of the five-year plans both under Stalin and 
later, was the "industrialisation of the country". That  this industri- 
alisation would automatically bring a "maximisation of social welfare" 
in  its wake cannot be verified. 
The real aims of Soviet economy have been defined by experts out- 
side the Soviet Union quite differently, and they all seem to agree. The 
long-term objective, according to them, is the building up of the 
communist society of the future, though the intermediate "bench- 
mark" goal is rapid economic growth (Hohmann, 0. W., 1964, 4, p. 12) .  
Lovestone (1959, p. 549), Director of International Publications, 
CIO-AFL, Washington, formulates the immediate broad goals a s  
follo\vs : 
1. "To speed the building of h e a ~ y  industry as the base of the 
country's economic development and strength, 
2. "To secure the development of heavy industry so as to make the 
U.S.S.R. ever more independent of countries outside of its area of 
control." 
Another authority, Professor G. ITT.  Nutter (1962, p. 292), puts it as 
fol lo~-s:  "The explanation for the Soviet record lies in the unity of 
purpose and practice on the part of the rulers-enhaiicen~ent of State 
power-and in their selective mobilisation of resources-systematic 
favouring of industry over other sectors and of investments over con- 
sumption, including leisurc." 
There is ample proof that under Stalin the Soviet Government al- 
mays insisted that the targets for heavy industry must be fulfilled a t  
all costs, and that the consumer goods industries had lo take the 
strain. In the Seven-Pear Plan, 1969-1965, introduced by I<lirushchev, 
the principle of the priority of heavy industry over light industry is 
also repeatedly reaffirmed. To the Soviet public this plan mas repre- 
sented as a decisive milestone of advance on the road of gradual transi- 
tion from socialism to full co~nniunism, a period in the not too distant 
future when everybody should have an  abundance of everything to 
satisfy his requirements (Levine, The New Leader, 25 May 1959, p. 17 ) .  
Thus, the final objective is still claimed to be superabundance and 
social harmony, which will be achieved during the coinniunist stage 
of development, but it is not exactly specified when the U.S.S.R. will 
enter this promised land. 
Another point i n  Khrushchev's econoniic programme is of impor- 
tance. When the Seven-Year Plan was announced in November 1958, 
Khrushchev described this as a decisive step towards a final victory 
in the competition with capitalisni. He predicted that in 15 years the 
U.S.S.R. would "take the first place in the world not only in total 
output but also in per capita production" (Hoeffding, F. A. 1939, 3, 
p. 395). Conipetition with the most advanced industrial countries in 
the West was thus set up as a component of the economic objectives, 
and the definite plans were to be compiled in accordance with this 
idea. 
It is clear that Soviet intentions change as the world situation 
develops. Competition with the West will perhaps not be the most 
important factor in Soviet economic expansion, and is of minor im- 
tance in this connection. The overall objectives of the regime, the 
reason why the Soviet system is being implemented, as a means to 
reach a certain end, must be elucidated before we can analyse opera- 
tional goals and their fulfilment. The operational goals in the different 
sectors of econon~ic activity must be derived from the general objec- 
tives, and for the people of the C.S.S.R., as  for numerous other peoples 
in  the world, development towards higher production is accepted as 
one of the fundainental overall targets. The influence of this general 
objective on forestry will be examined in more detail in the following 
chapters. 
3.1.3 Adherence of Forestry to the Central Planning System 
The administrathe organisation of the U.S.S.R. might be compared 
to that of a huge enterprise or corporation, though naturally with con- 
siderable sin~plification. The board of this enterprise would then for- 
mally be the Council of hlinisters of the U.S.S.R. and its executive 
agency from 1963, the Supreme Council of National Economy. Actually, 
the "top management" or the "commanding height" is the Praesidium 
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party. It  is elected and 
removed by the Party membership, just as  the board of directors of a 
business enterprise or a corporation in the capitalist countries is elected 
and removed by the shareholders. The Party Praesidium, like a board 
of directors, has management functions, and thus has the right of 
making decisions at all levels of industrial administration (Granick, 
1960, p. 205). Thus "the party-state guides the Soviet economy as a 
single, huge, inultibranch, multiplant enterprise" (Spulber, 1962, p. 8). 
The units subordinate to this huge concern are, in the first place, 
the regional sounarkhozy, which in their t u rn  have special depart- 
ments for forest management and forest industry. These departments 
are, therefore, not independent enterprises which function autono- 
mously, but only parts or diiisions in  a larger economic organisation 
which comprises other branches of the national economy. All work as 
organs of the whole. The production and financial plans of forest 
managemenl. and forest industry are, in  the same way, only parts of 
the general economic plan which embraces the whole of the national 
economy. The forestry sector is determined by the general economic 
development plan and interests, and, to a minor extent, also by the 
special interests of forestry which take into account both the produc- 
tion function and the protection function of the forests. 
The general objective of such a large industrial corporation, in which 
the members of the Cornm~inist Party have the function of the capi- 
talist shareholders, is determined essentially, as was stressed above, 
on political grounds. Consequently, in such a corporation "all import- 
ant economic decisions are basically political, and therefore all indus- 
trial executives must orient their professional thinking on the job in 
political terms" (Granicli, 1959, p. 284; Voronin e t  al., 1960, p. 37). 
The Party leadership demands from the industrial leaders in the 
first place (and this applies also to the forestry sector) that the plans 
be fulfilled. But the plans should not merely be fulfilled, they should 
be overfulfilled, indeed the plans should be overfulfilled to the greatest 
possible extent. 
The operational goals in forest management and forest industry are 
derived, as are those of the other branches of national economy, from 
the political objective for a general economic growth in terms of in- 
dustrial expansion. This presupposes also an  expansion of o~ztput in 
forestry, as  regards both the primary and the secondary production 
stages. The general objective for activities in  the forestry sector have 
been forn~ulated as follows: "The task is to satisfy the growing demand 
for wood products in the economy." This formula is frequently 
reiterated in forestry publications and also in academic journals and 
daily newspapers. As regards the production of roundwood, it must be 
stated that Soviet output really has kept pace with the increasing 
demand by the economy. For example, in 1913 the total cut (timber 
removed from the forests) was 67 million cu. m, in 1930-147 millon 
cu. m, in 1940-246 millon cu. m, in 1960-266 rnillon cu. m, in 1960- 
369 nlillon cu. m, and in 1964-385 millon cu. m. ( N .  Kh. SSSR,  1965, 
p. 193). Such an  increase in the output of primary forest products 
(construction and industrial roundxood as well as fuelwood) is re- 
markable. In a country where all forests were put under management 
on a sustained yield basis, such an  increase of timber output would 
hardly be possible, even if all merchantable growing stock were cut. 
The increased timber output in the U.S.S.R. does not imply that the 
primary forest production, i.e. the growing of trees, has also increased. 
As is linown, this kind of increased production can be achieved within 
certain limits only, determined by the natural growth conditions. In  
other words, the increased cutting amount in the country is not 
balanced by a real increase in the biological forest production, and this 
is not maintained either by spokesmen for Soviet forestry. The reason 
why the annual cut could be increased on such a scale lies in the 
special conditions of Soviet forest economy. There are in the country 
large virgin forests which were not utilised earlier, owing to their 
inaccessibility, and where organised forestry practices were, and are, 
non-existent. 
To keep pace with industrialisation and to satisfy the growing 
demand for forest products by the economy, the timber r e m o ~ a l s  dur- 
ing the first industrialisation period took place mainly in areas closest 
to the consumption centres, where there were sufficient manpower 
supplies. The forests in these areas were, as a rule under organised 
forest management previously. The timber output could be multiplied 
only by ignoring the principle of sustained yield and by abolishing 
all cutting restrictions. The result was that the timber stock in the 
poorly forested areas was very soon depleted. To maintain the round- 
wood supplies to satisfy the ever-growing demands of the national 
economy, logging operations had to be extended to distant virgin 
forests, hitherto considered to be completely inaccessible. The reloca- 
tion of logging operations is undeniably connected with large-scale 
in~es tments .  The production costs for timber from wirgin forests are, 
therefore, relatively high; in fact, the timber industry is heavily 
subsidised (Katkoff, 1961, p. 376). But subsidies seem to play a minor 
role in the Soviet system. The primary consideration is to satisfy the 
increasing demand for timber, and to fulfil the production plans in 
this respect. 
The protection function of the forests can be maintained much more 
easily in a centrally directed system which controls all land and natural 
resources than in a society where land belongs to a number of private 
owners whose interests are divergent and who are rarely unanimous 
i n  support of such decisions. In this respect all dictatorships are 
superior to democracies, and the Soviet system is no exception to the 
rule. It cannot be denied that recently Soviet policy has strongly 
promoted favourable developments in this field, contrary to what 
has  been the case before. But the progress achieved in the development 
of the protection functions, too, is dependent on the political objec- 
tives, and the Soviet systein i n  itself is no guarantee that the objectives 
i n  this field will not be re-examined and changed. Such changes of 
policy have in fact occurred in the past. 
3.1.4 Planning in  Forest Management 
According to a standard work on planning in forest ~nanagen~ent ,  
Organisation and Prodzzction Planning i n  Forest Enterprises (1960), 
compiled by 11 prominent forest economists, including Voronin, 
Vasilier and Sudachkov, the basic idea of forest land management is 
stated to be the principle of expanding reproduction, which is said 
t o  be derived directly from the basic economic law of socialism. The 
practical application of this principle to  forestry means a systematic 
increase of forest production and of the share of forestry in the general 
expansion of the economy (p. 9 ) .  In other words, the objective is to 
attain a higher productivity of the forests and to increase their eco- 
nomic importance. This objective is t o  be achieved by a uniform 
economic plan, harmonised in all its parts, and by exploiting all the 
resources of Socialist forestry (p. 10). The plan is to direct and 
organise forest production in  the way most suitable for the attainment 
of the objective. 
The impleinentation of planned economy in forestry practice, and 
its theoretical background, which have been only touched upon here, 
need a more detailed explanation and clarification. This is best done 
by direct quotations, owing to the ainbiguity of the arguments used. 
A11 authoritative statement in the above work, for instance, reads in  
English translation as follows (p. 11) : 
"The organisation of production plays the role of a really scientific 
and secure means of increasing the production and its economic results 
under conditions of socialist production, under which the objective 
economic law of planned, proportionate development in national 
economy is active, and under which the activity of any enterprise 
constitutes an  organic component part of all fields of production and 
of the entire economy. Under such conditions production organisation 
becomes merged with production planning, i t  acquires to an  increas- 
ing degree the characteristics of economic science and i t  becomes one 
of the more important means of organising the struggle for the ex- 
ploitation of all resources according to the plan, for the fulfilment 
of plans by the dates set, not only individual enterprises but in  all 
fields, in the whole of national economy. The role of production 
organisation is particularly important whenever the econonly is en- 
gaged in  raising steeply the productivity of labour, in economising 
the amillable means of production and in exploiting extensively the 
accumulated reserves." 
The above could be summarised in brief by saying that planning 
plays a central role in "socialist" forestry, and that  the forestry 
production plan constitutes a n  integral part of the general economic 
plan. 
An important question here is the relation between the traditional 
forest planning, which consists of forest regulation, the main instru- 
ment of which is the working plan, and the "socialist" planning which 
is in  effect a forestry production plan. The  question can be answered 
by the following quotations from the above work (p. 16) given here i n  
English translation: 
"Forest regulation ( lesoustroistuo) is concerned primarily and es- 
pecially with the forest as  such, whereas the organisation and planning 
of production (organizatsia i planirouanie proizuodstua) is concerned 
with forestry production ( lesokhozyaistuennoye proizvodstuo) . . . 
"Forest regulation shall be subordinate to forest administration 
(upraulenie l e sami ) ,  whereas the organisation and planning of produc- 
tion shall be subordinate to the management of forestry production 
(upraulenie lesokhozyais tvennym proizuodstvom).  Forest regulation 
deals with the inventory of forest resources in  nature, with the compila- 
tion of organisation forms for timber utilisation and reproduction 
and, in this connection, also for the whole system of forest administra- 
tion . . . 
"Forest regulation shall conform with the common requirements 
of economics. It  builds upon the results achieved in general forestry 
and silviculture (lesouedenie i lesouodstuo). It  supplies the general 
organisational scheme for the reproduction of standing timber and its 
utilisation, having but the validity and significance of a draft plan 
(proelct p lana) .  It  should be used only together with the material of 
forest inventory and other survey data, to compile perspective and 
operational plans for the actual perfornlance of forest management. 
"The organisation and planning of production, on the contrary, has  
to draw up the compulsory plans for forestry production in  accordance 
with the general objectives for the development of the econonly and 
to safeguard their fulfilment." 
The above does not really clarify the difference between these two 
principles of planning. From what has been said, however, i t  can be 
concluded that forest regulation is regarded as a technical procedure 
only, almost identical with forest mensuration or forest su r~ey ing ,  or 
both. 
On the other hand, it is also maintained that even in a So~iet-type 
planned economy, forest regulation is not nlereIy a subordinate proce- 
dure, as  fa r  as  long-term forestry planning is concerned. 
The Instructions for Forest Regulation issued by the Soviet Govern- 
ment in 1926 stipulate that the purpose of this activity is to draw 
up working plans for a n  appropriate forest management in  forest 
districts and their sub-divisions. Under the Instructions, this must be 
done so as  to make it possible to obtain surveying data applicable t o  
larger geographical areas, and finally to the whole country. This  
would make it possible to draw up a national plan for the management 
of forest land in  accordance x i t h  the following objectives (Tyurin, 
L. Kh., 1963, 6, p. 86) : 
1. Sustained yield; 
2. Supplying the national economy and the local population with 
timber in accordance with their needs; 
3. Conlplete but not exhaustive exploitation of the utilities of the 
forest; 
4. Improvement of stand composition and of the growth rate of 
timber by improving the productive capacity of the soil. 
During the KEP period, the idea was that working plans compiled 
on the classical pattern should be extended into a national planning 
instrument, and that forest i~egulation should, under the Soviets, retain 
the position it held in Czarist Russia. It must be added, however, that the 
1926 Instructions differ slightly from the earlier ones. Over and above 
prescriptions regarding the surveying and yield regulation in the com- 
mercial forests, the 1926 Instructions also dealt with the protection of 
forests. Contrary to earlier practice, the cruising and planning work 
was delegated to the local forest personnel in order to secure working 
plans of acceptable quality. 
The Instructions recommended neither volume allotment nor area 
allotment methods, but established a cutting sequence which was to 
have secured the natural regeneration of cut-over areas. The concept 
of "rotation" was firmly established in these first Soviet Instructions 
(Chiliilevsky, 1957, p. 320). 
It is clear without further explanation that, to begin with, the 
Soviet Government could only follow the old Instructions issued during 
the Czarist era. The existing working plans, however, were of very 
little value, and in the blind struggle for timber and more timber, no 
attempt was made to observe them. Forest regulation in the true sense 
of the word was dropped entirely when large-scale industrialisation 
of the country began. As Professor Tyurin (L. Kh.,  1963, 6, p. 86) 
puts it, "The period from 1930 to 1935 was a period of extreme decline 
of forest regulation ( u p a d k a  lesous2roistua), judged at that time to 
be useless ( n e n n z h n y m )  owing to misunderstandings." 
In fact, the industrialisation of the country brought about an in- 
creasing demand for timber for construction purposes. The allowable 
cut, determined by the working plans, was a moral obstacle to the 
increase of the timber output and was, primarily for these reasons, 
considered to be incompatible with the development of the forest in- 
dustry. What is more, it was also claimed that the working plans were 
based upon principles which were partially irreconcilable with the 
development of a socialist economy. This was the main reason why 
the fundamental principles of the classical forest regulation-the main 
deternlinants of which are yield and rotation-were rejected in forest 
management planning during the period of the rapid industrialisation 
of the country (Chiliilevsky, 1957, p. 321). 
However, this contemptuous attitude towards the old-style forest 
regulation changed soon enough, as borne out by the fact that in 1938 
a new series of Instructions for Forest Regulation was issued, which 
were followed in  1945 by new directives for the conlpilation of working 
plans. The last-mentioned Instructions particularly emphasised the 
renewal of forests. Contrary to the 1938 Instructions, the later ones 
paesent the leskhoz as the forest management unit for which a working 
plan should be compiled. 
In 1952, the Ministry for Forest Management (JZinisterstvo lesnovo 
khozyaistuu S S S R )  issued a new series of instructions for the 
compilation of working plans, entitled "Instructions for Forest Regula- 
tion and Surveying in Forests of National Signifiaance" (Instrulctsia 
po z~stroistuu i obsledovctni~z lesov gosudarstvennouo znachenia) .  Hom7- 
ever, these Instructions proved inadequate for management planning 
in  integrated forest enterprises, that is, in enterprises where forest 
management and logging operations mere conducted under the super- 
vision of the same administrative staff. Moreover, they were in force 
throughout the whole country, and were therefore implemented in a 
routine way in all geographical areas, irrespective of varying natural 
and economic conditions (Ponomarev, L. Kh., 1961, 4, p. 7 ) .  They 
were therefore amended, with the approval of the hIinistry for Agri- 
culture (Minis fers tuo selskovo khozyais tvu S S S R )  , in 1960 and issued 
under the title, "Basic Instructions for Forest Regulation in the 
U.S.S.R." (Osnovnie  polozhenia po us trois fuu Zesou S S S R ) .  
The above detailed report on the developments has been included 
to illustrate the changing attitudes towards planning. 
After World W a r  11, there was a considerable reversal in Soviet 
policy in  general. The classical methods of forest regulation were 
revived, and the working plan suddenly became a very important in- 
strument of planned economy, according to certain authorities. "Forest 
management without forest regulation is equal to building without 
plan and project", Vasiliev and Nevzorov wrote i n  1948. According 
to the same authors, the time had come to realise that forest devasta- 
tion could not be allowed to continue. The first step, they said, was to 
end anarchy in the utilisation of timber resources and to improve 
the distribution of forests in the U.S.S.R. They stated further that 
there was a need for balancing the annual growth and the annual 
cut. So far, they claimed, the annual cut had been high in sparsely 
forested areas and low in  well-forested regions. They advocated the 
transfer of the main logging operations from the timber-deficit regions 
to the timber-surplus regions. All problems were expected to be solved 
by appropriate planning. 
The question, how-ever, is: what kind of planning? The authors did 
not concentrate on the traditional working plan, but referred to the 
"socialist" plan for forestry production. In essence, this last-mentioned 
plan was a programme of action in forest management, co-ordinating 
information, forecasts and directives concerning the o ~ ~ t p ~ ~ t  in  a gil-en 
period. Several types of plan are distinguishable here: long-term 
expansion plans, perspective plans and annual working plans. The  
most important of these in  the planning of national economy is 
perspect i~~e planning (perspectiunoye planirouanie). The "perspective" 
or "intermediate" plans are drawn up for five to seven years, compiled 
according to Government directives, and represent a detailed scheme 
which provides the definite basis for scheduling yearly orders to all 
branches of the economy. 
The five- to seven- year period was originally selected as being the 
time needed for the planning and construction of new industrial es- 
tablishments. It has been suggested that  perspective plans should 
be compiled annually. The initial and terminal points of the projection 
would be moved forward each year (Spulber, 1962, p. 17). On the 
other hand, perspective plans for 15 to 20 years a t  a time are also 
to be compiled in  the future. 
The intermediate plans constitute the basis for the compilation of 
the operational or yearly working plans. The operational plans in  forest 
management are drawn up with reference to the component processes 
in the management. Owing to the seasonal character of forestry work, 
separate plans are drawn up  for the separate periods: for example, 
the plan for artificial regeneration in  the spring, the plan for weeding 
i n  the summer period, etc. Consequently, the planning in  p r i m a ~ y  
forest production comprises both planning of separate processes and 
planning for separate periods. 
The standard work by Voronin, Vasiliev et al. (1960), to which we 
referred earlier i n  this chapter, will be cited again. The basic 
subdivisions of the current operational plan in forest management are: 
1. Production plan (plan proizuodstua) ; 
2. Plan for labour and wages (plan po trudzz i zarabotnoy plate) ; 
3. Cost-price plan (plan sebestoimosti) ; 
4. Plan for capital constructions (plan kapitalnouo stroitelstua) ; 
5 .  Financial plan ( f  inansouy plan) .  
The annual volume of timber assigned for cutting in the State Forest 
Fund is called the Harvest Cut Fund (lesosechny fond). The planning 
of the quantity of the harvest cut, i.e. of the timber removals, is 
carried out sin~ultaneously with the coinpilation of the perspective 
and of the operational plans. The determination of the timber output 
in  the current operational plan is based, on the one hand, on the 
calculations of allowable cut, and on the other hand on the wood 
requirements of consumers as well as on the balances of the timber 
supply and demand, compiled by the separate economic regions. 
The allowable cut for each major management unit (leskhoz) is 
determined by the forest regulation, usually for 10 years a t  a time. In 
recent years special 10-15 year plans for raising the productivity 
of the forests have also been compiled. The fixing of the allowable 
cut is primarily based on the actual situation of the growing stock, 
more particularly on the availability of mature timber and on the 
reproduction conditio~ns of the forests (pp. 138-139). 
Forest renewal is considered the main objective in the production 
process of forestry. Increase of the forest crop by various silvicultural 
measures must be achieved in strict agreement with perspective and 
operational plans, which means that the planning of sivicultural 
prescriptions must be carried out in  minute detail. The forest aTea in 
need of artificial reproduction measures of various kinds is called the 
Silvicultural Fund (lesokulturny fondj. It includes (p. 171) : 
1. Forest areas not covered by forests and in need of artificial re- 
production measures, as well as areas assigned for reproduction cut- 
ting during the planning period; 
2. Areas to be put into productive condition by means of natural 
reproduction but in need of partial silvicultural measures; 
3. Areas with stands not fully stocked, or stocked with low-quality 
tree species, which must be reconstructed from an economic point of 
view. 
The acreage of the Silvicultural Fund, i.e. the area in need of 
artificial silvicultural measures, is fixed by the forest regulation work 
or by special surveys. 'I'he selection of areas where the actual worli is 
performed, and the selection of silvicultural techniques for any specific 
working section, are in fact major elements in  the compilation of an  
operational plan in silviculture. The determination of priority in silvi- 
cultural measures plays an important role in this connection. The 
operational plan must take into account also the econon~ic aspect of 
the worli. It  is necessary to find a way of getting the work donie with 
the smallest possible outlay both of labour and money, and of creating 
the most favourable conditions possible for the use of nlnchinery (p. 
172). 
The reason n l ly  tile contents of the plans have been reported on 
in such minute detail is that we h a ~ e  tried to establish the differences 
between "capitalist" and "socialist" planning in organised forestry. 
It  seems clear enough that  no essential difl'erences exist in the manage- 
ment planning at  enterprise level. A11 annual operational plan exists 
also in pri~ate-enterprise forestry undertaliings, although the plan 
there is less rigid than its counterpart in :i planned economy, as a rule. 
It  seems that  the S o ~ i e t  authorities have not so far derised a theory of 
planning which can combine the tirnher supply and demand balances 
into a single system, and integrate them v i t h  the long-term production 
of the forest crop on an expanding scale. 
The basic difference seems to lie in the theoretical approach. The 
conlmunist planners regard a long-term plan, too, as  a purposeful 
set of directives for action, and not as a simple prognosis. A plan 
embodies the policy-maliers' will to change the prevailing conditions. 
In fact, in  all econon~ic sectors including forestry, any plan must link 
the everyday ac t i~ i t ies  with the basic political objectives of the party 
(p. 37). In other words, in the Soviet conceptual framework, planning 
is defined as what is desirable from the viewpoint of the policy-makers' 
aspirations. Where the problem is the creation of a new future, the 
planning of operational object i~ es is not based on past econo~nic trends 
and on the directives expressing the changes desired by the planner. 
It is based instead on "engineering and designing" completely new 
constructions (Spulber, 1962, p. 220). A traditional worliing plan, 
vhich  is an  engineering blueprint for forestry acthities in the near 
future, falls short of these requirements of socialist planning. This 
is why it is regarded as only a n  auxiliary instrurnent for production 
planning in forestry. 
3.2 Institutioraal Structure of Forest Administration 
3.2.1 S i t ua t ion  drzring fhe E a r l y  Period crffcr L a i d  Expropriniiorz 
The process of changing the former capitalist system of forestry 
into a socialist system started after the October Revolution of 1917 
with the nationalisation of the private forest lands. One of the first 
acts of the Soviet Government was the Land Decree ( D e k r e f  o zemle )  
which abolished ~ ~ i t h o u t  coinpensation the landowner's right to 
his land. This decision, the "Basic Law on Forests in the Russian 
Socialist Federal Soviet Republic" (Osnovnoy  zakon  o l e sakh  Rossiis- 
k o y  Sotsinlist ischeskoy Federativnoy Sove t skoy  Respub l i k i ) ,  pro- 
claiming all private forest land to be the "comn~on property" of the 
society (obshchcnarodny fond) ,  was issued in the name of the "Cen- 
tral Soviet of Workers and Soldiers" and signed by Lenin on 28 May 
1918. 
In reality, there was never a defined plan, other than opportunism, 
for the reconstruction of the administrative system on the new basis. 
The first task of the new rulers was the difficult problem of the de 
facto alienation of forests, and of arranging for their management. 
All problenls connected with the nationalisation and general supervision 
of forests were temporarily put in  the charge of the local agricultural 
committees, but without giving these committees any definite instruc- 
tions. Particularly uncertain was the status of the formerly privately- 
owned small forests scattered among the agricultural land. Every local 
committee acted in accordance with its own ideas, and the situation 
became chaotic, leading finally to complete anarchy in the administra- 
tion of the former private forests. 
The administrative structure of the former State forests did not 
undergo any important changes, however, and after the Communist 
coup dJCtat these forests were still under the administration of the 
Forest Department, subordinate now to the People's Commissariat of 
Agriculture ( N a r k o m z e m ) .  The organisational structure of forest 
administration changed completely after the liquidation of the Forest 
Department as an independent central administration body, in 1930, 
when its merger with the timber industry was accomplished. 
After a lengthy period of confusion and misunderstandings, the 
Soviet Government drew up and promulgated forest regulations in the 
form of a Forest Code of the Russian SFSK ( L c s n o y  k o d e k s ) .  It was 
issued for the first time in 1923, revoked and amended in 1928, and 
issued in its final form in 1929, including amendments and supple- 
ments up to 1 January 1929. The Forest Code was based generally on 
the regulations of the Czarist Government, and took over bodily the 
greater part of the old system of management. However, i t  never had 
a practical value as far as the protection of forests was concerned. Its 
main value lay in the regulations for forest administration. 
According to the Forest Code, the nationalised forests were divided 
into: ( 1 )  forests of local significance, and ( 2 )  forests of national sig- 
nificance. The division of forests into these groups had an important 
economic and political objective. First of all, its major aim was to 
supply the rural population with timber and to help to regulate the 
secondary uses of the forests, such as grazing. A minor purpose was 
to relieye the Forests Department of the obligation of providing 
timber for the small wood-consumer. 
The State still retained the ownership of the forests of local signific- 
ance. The village community was entitled only to the usufruct. In law, 
this is still the position (Zaslavskaya, L. Kh., 1961, 5 ,  p. 56). 
As a matter of fact, the decree abolishing pri\ate ownership of all 
forest land introduced a general devastation of forests. Timber was 
cut wherever it was easily accessible, without rc Ard to future growth. 
Even forests of polewood-size often fell victim L lhe axe. The former 
working plans were entirely disregarded, alth~li..;h in some better- 
located areas the actual timber removals approlvi~nated to the antici- 
pated allowable cut of 20 to 30 years ahead. The unprotected forests 
thus became an object of uncontrolled, excessive utilisation by the 
whole population, even more so because during the period of the Civil 
War, and long afterwards, the whole country had to use wood for 
heating purposes. During the Civil War, the supply of wood fuel to 
railways caused especially great forest devastation. In the winter of 
1919-1920, all forested areas located on either side or thc main rail- 
ways were officially released for clear-cutting. In order to provide 
Moscow and Leningrad with fuel, all woods within 30 kilometres from 
Moscow and 50 kilometres from Leningrad were also released for fuel- 
wood cutting. A statement attributed to Lenin voiced his opinion that 
the forests contributed much to the "rescue of the revolution" from 
disaster and downfall in those troubled times (Buchholz, 1943, p. 77) .  
Summing up, duricg the periods of "War Comnlunism" (1918- 
1920) and "NEP" (1921-1927), unrestricted cuttings were common 
in the whole of Russia, and in certain regions resulted in great fcrest 
de~astation. Thus the idea of forest conservation was abanconed by 
thc Soviet leaders from the very beginning of their regime, despite the 
fact that it was theoretically recognised by these same leaders, as 
proved by the promulgation of the Forest Code. 
3.8.2 A d m i n i s f r a f i o n  of Logging Operations 
The main concern of the Soviet Government from the very beginning 
has been timber procurement. In consequence, therefore, forest ex- 
ploitation has always dominated forest management. Such a situation 
certainly involves a serious obstacle to primary forest production, and 
the changing nature of the administrative system appears to be trace- 
able to the dominance of timber hanes t ing  in relation to all other 
activities in the forests. 
After the appropriation of the forests and wood-processing factories, 
the emphasis mas suhstantially put  on logging operations to meet the 
r eq~~ i remen t s  for fuelwood and round~vood for industrial uses in the 
factories, in which the manufacturing of forert products had slonly 
started again. 
On 27 August 1918, the Soviet Go~erninent  appointed a so-called 
dictatorial triumr irate to run the entire forest industry of Soviet Russia. 
Neither property rights, cutting restrictions, nor any other legal or 
econon~ic consideration were to hinder these men in their direction of 
the industry. At that time of general anarchy the triumvirate failed 
to supply the railways with fuelmood, and was replaced by the Central 
Timber Committee. As the imports of coal from England mere cut off 
and the transport of fuel supplies from the southern coal districts, such 
as the Donets basin, was paralysed, the whole country had to use wood 
for heating purposes. 
A Soviet decree was issued obliging every peasant l i ~ i n g  in the 
vicinity of forested areas to cut and deliver a certain c~uanlity of 
fuelwood. The former forest superlisors of Czarist Russia were obliged 
to fulfil their personal wood quotas, which were the saine as those 
of the rest of the population; at  the saine time they were responsible 
with their lives for the fulfilment of the total cutting budget assigned 
Lo their district (Libernian, 1945, p. 14). 
During the period of the Sew Economic Policj, the old capitalist 
methods of logging were partly re\ ived. The Sol iet Go\ ermnent signed 
agreements with contractors and merchants of the pre-revolutionary 
era who had managed to stay alive. Under these contracts they were 
obliged to produce fixed quantities of fuelwood for localities mentioned 
i n  the agreement. The Government provided these contractors with 
cash and food to pay their workers. 
Thus the activities of timber procurement in those times were based 
on two different principles : private initiative and voluntary contracts 
on the one hand, and forced labour as a set duty to the State, on the 
other. 
During this period, the administration of wood-processing industries 
was concentrated in the Supreme Economic Council and its s u b d i ~ i -  
sions "Gla~.ks" and "Trusts". The trend of the time was to extend 
the independence of factories and enterprises, and to organise them as 
industrial kombinats or combines (Bayliov, 1947, p. 108). One of the 
first of these trusts was planned for the timber industry, in order to 
group regionally the sources of raw imaterials. Seueroles, or the North- 
ern Timber Trust on the M'hite Sea, was the first in the northern 
forest zone, where it controlled the logging operations and the manu- 
facturing of timber products from the forests most accessible for ex- 
port. It may be added that this first trust planned for the sawinilling 
industry was soon to become the model and prototype of most of the 
trusts in vario~ls  other branches of Soviet industry (Liberman, 1945, 
p. 99). 
The Soviet timber trusts can be compared with trusts in capitalist 
countries in form only and not in essence. The tiinber trusts were 
established in the beginning as regional groupings of wood-processing 
plants, fed by adjacent forest resources and served by the same trans- 
port facilities. According to the above definition, the State gave inde- 
pendence to these industrial enterprises in the execution of their 
operations within the limits of the status approved for each of them, 
acting on the basis of cominercial calculation or business accountancy 
(khozraschet) with the aim of deriving a profit (Baykor, 1947, p. 110).  
Later ( in 1927) the status of the trusts was changed. It was then 
stressed that a trust must act on the basis of corninercial calculation 
only as  far as  this coincided with the planned tasks approved by the 
Central Agency of State Planning (Gosplan). In the NEP period, i n  
order to encourage export and the subsequent influx of foreign cur- 
rency into the country, some forest utilisation licences (concessions) 
were issued to foreign firms for certain areas in European Russia and 
on Salihalin. However, these concessions were soon ended, as it proved 
hard to subordinate them to Soviet control. 
In  the period of the first Five-Year Plan (1929-1933), -which aimed 
at  a rapid ind~~str ial isat ion of the country, great changes took place in 
the administrative organisation of the timber industry. During the 
NEP period, the acthities of the industrial enterprises concerned were 
mainly logging and the manufacturing of primary forest products. In 
principle, the industry acted as a buyer of standing timber from the 
forestry agencies (forest districts) subordinate to the Forest Depart- 
ment. However, there mas considerable jealousy and controversy 
between the two organisations. The main point of misunderstanding 
was connected with the allotnlent of timber by the Forest Department 
to the timber industry. The latter naturally wanted, and asked for, the 
more accessible forest areas, whereas the Forest Department, which 
aimed at a sustained yield policy, assigned to the tiinber industry the 
more remote forest stands. These serious struggles between the two 
bodies lasted for several years, and only ended \Then the Forest 
Department was detached from the People's Commissariat of Agricul- 
ture by a decree of 25 February 1930, and attached to the Supreme 
Economic Council, to form the Central Adiiiinistration of Forest In- 
dustry (Lesprom). This agency became the sole master of the Russian 
forest resources, with the responsibility not only for logging and 
manufacturing but also for the management of forest land. According 
to the Soviet leaders, this was done i11 order "to bring about a better 
planned development of the timber industry and the forest manage- 
ment according to socialist principles" (Buchholz, 1938, 1943 and 
1961). 
In  January 1932, the Supreme Economic Council was itself reorgan- 
ised in People's Commissariats of various industries. Thus the Lesprorn 
became an  independent People's Coniinissariat and was renamed 
Narkomles, the abbreviation of "People's Commissariat of Forests and 
Timber Industry" in Russian. 
The Xarkomles retained its status as the central agency for the 
whole forestry sector until 1947, when the Ministry of Forest hlauage- 
ment was established. From then onward the management of forest 
land was transferred to the new agency. Since that time, the former 
Xarkomles, rcnarned the All-Union Ministry of Forest Industry (Xinis- 
terstvo lesnoy prornyshlennosti SSSR), has lost its supremacy in 
forestry sector and resumed its old position as the chief logging 
operator and wood nmnufacturer. I t  has also lost its right of free 
stumpage and again has to buy the standing timber from the forinal 
forest land owner (the Ministry of Forest Management and the Ministry 
of Agriculture respectively), in the same way as all other logging 
operators in  the U.S.S.R. 
The basic production unit i n  logging is the forest industrial enter- 
prise (lespromkhoz), orginally established through the amalgamation 
of two or more forest districts (lesnichestuo) of the former Forest 
Department. The lespromkhoz usually embraces one or even more 
river basins, and thus the boundaries between the logging enterprises 
often coincide with watershed areas. The transportable forest enter- 
prises (lestranskhoz) are a variety of the lespromkhoz. Their name 
stresses the migratory character of these enterprises. In fact, the 
lespromkhozy also frequently migrate to new forest areas, after having 
used up the mature timber resources available. 
The chiefs or directors of the lespromkhozy are supposed to be 
trained forest engineers. However, this is not always the case. Their 
first assistants are called chief engineers. The subdivisions of the 
lespromkhoz are forest points (lesopunkt) under the leadership of a 
supervisor (~zndcha ln ik  lesoprmkia)  and logging camps (mas ter skayn  
uchas tka )  under the supervision of a forest technician ( tekhnor .uk ,  
master  l e sa ) .  
3.2.3 Revival  of Fores f  Admin i s t ra t i on  Agencies 
The main effect of the organisational reconstruction in 1930 was 
that it in fact converted Russian forestry into a timber industry. The 
Soviets excused this by saying that in view of the increasing demand 
for timber by the new five-year plans, and the complete socialisation 
of industry, the country could not afford to adhere to the conservative 
principles of foresters who, in many cases, were not able to grasp the 
true meaning of industrialisation. 
In 1932 Lobov, the People's Commissar of Forests and Timber 
Industry, declared publicly that application of the principle of sustained 
yield in forestry had inevitably prevented accomplishment of the 
production targets set for the industry. The supreme importance of 
the timber industry for "socialist reconstruction" demanded that its 
fullest development be assured through unrestricted exploitation of the 
forest. As a consequence, all principles of organised forest management 
were now discarded and their defenders liquidated, although no nely 
directives for forest management were issued (Buchholz, 1938 and 
1943). 
However, the complete sacrifice of the sustained-yield principle led 
only to further denudation of the poorly forested areas. 
Unlimited devastation of forests in the neig-hbourhood of rivers i11 
the southern regions brought about a partial change in the forest 
policy. By the action of the Council of People's Commissars of the 
U.S.S.R., a reorganisation of the forest economy was decreed as of 
31 July 1931 (Decree, 1934). All forests were divided into two zones or 
classes: the  "industrial zone" and the "silvicultural zone". In the 
silvicultural zone were included the southern agricultural regions of 
European Russia and Siberia, the republics of Central Asia, and all 
forest lands which had a water protection value on the upper courses 
of the Volga, Dniepr, Desna and Olta rivers. The forests of the silvi- 
cultural zone were I-eturned t o  the jurisdiction of the People's Commis- 
sariat of Agriculture. All other forests were assigned to the "industrial 
zone." 
However, this decree did not bring about any change or improve- 
ment, either generally or locally, and forest devastartion was coinmoll 
at a time when the process of collectivisation was at its height, and 
everywhere. It  should be mentioned here that this decree was issued 
when there was trenlendous confusion among the Russian peasantry. 
On 12 July 1936, a new law was issued regarding management of the 
forests in  the silvicultural zone, or-as i t  was called in  the new 
terminology-the watershed protection zone (uodookhrannaya zona). 
These forests were now put under the direction of a n  independent 
agency-the Central Administration for Forest Protection and Silvi- 
culture (Glaulesookhrana), attached directly on the Council of People's 
Commissars (Sounarkom). In  1936, the total forest area in the water- 
shed protection zone comprised about 52 million hectares, but in 1940 
it was increased to about 69 million hectares (Ruchholz, 1943, p.88). 
Unq~iestionably, the  forests of European Russia suffered immense 
devastation i n  World W a r  11. The "scorched earth" strategy, which 
was used a t  Stalin's command, was also applied extensively to forests. 
During the war, the Germans, as  well as  the Russians themselves, 
were forced to cut wood i n  the most accessible places, and this was 
done of course without consideration for the most elementary princi- 
ples of forest management (Buchholz, 1948). In addition, the war caused 
extensive devastation of the forests i n  the eastern regions of Russia, 
which were not directly touched by war. Owing to the lack of transport 
facilities, wood was required not only for fuel but also for other 
purposes; thus cutting was carried out in the areas where it could most 
easily be obtained. 
After the mar, the fourth Five-Year Plan was inaugurated, for the 
restoration and de~elopment  of the economy of the U.S.S.R., covering 
the years 1946-1950. The principal aims of this plan were "to rehab- 
ilitate the devastated regions of the country, to recover the prewar 
level i n  industry and agriculture, and to push them considerably 
beyond that  level" (Special Supplement on the Folurth Five-Year Plan, 
1946). The most important el ent during that  period was the eslablish- 
ment of a n  inclependent "Ministry of Forest hfanageinent of the 
U.S.S.R." (JIinisterstuo lesnouo khozyaisfva SSSR), by a decision of 
the Praesidium of the U.S.S.R. Supreme Soviet on 4 April 1947. 
The new Ministry had the following duties to perform: 
1. Reforestation of cut-over areas, burns and other open areas. 
2. Raising the level of silvicultural work, and growing more valuable 
and faster-growing species. 
3. Preservation of existing forests, re-establishment of forests in 
watershed areas (uodoolihrannie lesa), and control of erosion through 
planting in the head-water areas of the big rivers and their tributaries, 
in  eroded gullies and on drifting sand dunes. 
4. Afforestation of steppes and other dry or seini-arid areas, espe- 
cially in the Volga region, in the eastern part of the Ukraine, in Ihe 
Kulundin and Barabinsli steppes, and in Central Asia. 
5. Organisation and development of a network of forest nurseries, 
to p r o ~ i d e  planting stock not only for State forests, but also for the 
forests of collective farms, and for shelterbelt planting; organisation 
of seed procurement and seed control. 
6. The institution and extension of a systematic practice of cleaning 
and thinning for forest improvement; sanitary cuttings (sanitarnaya 
rubkai and prompt removal of dead trees. 
7 .  Drainage of forest land and protection of forests against harmful 
insects and diseases. 
8. Organisation of the protection of forests against fire, and the 
prevention of unauthorised cutting. 
9. Assistance to collective farms in shelterbell planting, and organi- 
sation of regular forest management in the farm woodlands. 
10. Planting of "green forest belts" around cities and industrial 
centres. 
11. Organisation of a permanently occupied body of forest workers, 
and raising the level of efficiency in silviculture and forest improve- 
ment work by mecl~anisation of the various operational stages. 
In  brief, the hlinistry of Forest Management and the agencies 
subordinate to it were to handle forest management in general (silvi- 
culture, forest protection, etc.) over the whole territory of the U.S.S.R. 
Further responsibilities of the new hlinistry were the enforcement of 
forest regulation, the surveying of forest resources, the determination 
of the volume of the annual cut, finding felling areas for logging, 
applying regulations to loggers and haulers. In other words, the 
Ministry had taken oyer the role of a forest-owner who does not deal 
with logging operations. Stumpage appraisals and sales in the "usual 
capitalist manner" were introduced in 1949. The new schedule of 
fixed stumpage prices (popennayu  platn) was put into effect, to be 
adhered to by all logging operators in State and ko lkhoz  forests. 
Stumpage sales on the basis of fixed stumpage prices had been in use 
in  Czarist Russia since the beginning of the 19th century, as  mentioned 
in a previous chapter, and the same system, i n  parl, was used by the 
Soviets before the winding-up of the Forest Department (1930). 
The central office of the M i n i s t r ~  was d i ~ i d e d  into several depart- 
ments. Some of these may be mentioned: 
Lesproyekt- for i n ~ e n t o r y  by photogrammetry and aerovisual 
surveys, as well as forest regulation by ground surTey methods. The 
status of this department differs to some extent from that  of the 
ordinary administrative department. Legally, it was the All-Union 
Association of Trusts for Photogrammetry and Forest Regulation 
(Vsesoyuznoye obedinenie aerofofolesozzsfroifelnykh trestou). These 
trusts worked on a self-accounting basis (khozraschef), and were 
actually contractor enterprises for forest surveys and for a variety of 
planning work. 
Agrolesproyekt--for shelterbelt planting and afforestation of the 
steppes. This department also deals with forest influence research and 
planning in the semi-arid areas. 
Glavlessempitomnik--for proliding planting stock (tree seeds and 
transplants) for silvicultural work. The seed extraction and seed 
test control, as  well as  the nurseries all over the U.S.S.R. are under the 
supervision of this department. The seed control stations and the large 
nurseries are headed by directors. 
In addition to the three departments mentioned above, there were 
s e ~ e r a l  others dealing with timber management, silviculture, forest 
protection, education, research, personnel, etc. 
The local administrative units were not organised in exactly the 
same way as those i n  Czarist Russia which persisted until the abolition 
of the independent forest administration in 1930. According to Soviet 
authorities (Voronin ef. al., 1960, pp. 38-39), the old system was 
"linear" (lineynoye upraulenie) while the new system was "pro- 
duction-territorial" (proizuodsfuenno-territorialnoye rzpraulenie) . The 
most important difference between the old and the new systems is 
that in  the new administrative structure there exists a n  intermediate 
level of authority under the Ministry, called leskhoz (abbreviation of 
lesnoye khozyaistuo), headed by a director, who is assisted by a number 
of specialists. 
The next administrative unit is a forest district (Iesnichestuo), under 
a forest supervisor (lesnichy) . The responsibilities of a forest super- 
visor in  Soviet Russia are not exactly the same as they were in Czarist 
Russia. He is not an  independent forest manager, but merely a subordi- 
nate who receives directives from his chief, the director of the leskhoz. 
In the hfinistry of Forest Management, a t  the time of its establish- 
ment, the total number of leskhozg was estimated at 2,000 and that 
of forest districts at 8,000 (Selskokhozyaistuennaya entsiklopedia 111, 
1953, p. 49) but some years later it was reported (Iiovalin, 1959, p. 91, 
that  the total number of leskhozy was 2,129 and that of the forest 
districts 9,624, in the whole country. 
The forest districts, in their turn,  are divided into forest ranger dis- 
tricts (obyezd) and beats (obkhod) under forest rangers (obyezdchik) 
and forest guards (lesnik). These subdivisions are almost exactly the 
same as those in  Czarist Russia. 
In 1948, the number of forest employees with special forestry 
training totalled 15,800. In 1953, the number of specialists with higher 
education or medium training was 23,000. At the same time, 8,000 
persons without any special training in forestry were employed in 
forest administration, including 700 directors of the leskhozy (ZA.Z<h., 
1953, 10, 1). 4 ) .  I n  1954, the total number of forestry specialists with 
professional training (speisialisty-lesouody) was reported to be 30,000 
(L.Kh., 1955, 1, p. 6) ,  which had grown to 45,000 by 1939 (Kovalin, 
1959, 11. 9 ) .  There is no evidence how such a great increase in the 
number of specialists, in this case mostly silviculturists, was brought 
about in  so short a time. The only possible explanation is (if this is 
t rue)  that many specialists ha l e  been insufficiently trained. This 
might be concluded from numerous items in Soviet forestry literature. 
Apart from this, we must take into consideration the report that 
foresters with higher education were continually leaving the forest 
service and preferred to work elsem-here, where the living conditions 
were somewhat better (L.Zih., 1953, 1, p. 13) .  
The size of the various administrative units mentioned above varies 
with the geographical locality and accessibility of the forest areas. The 
local demand for forest products and the intensity of forest manage- 
ment are also factors of importance, at  least in theory, in the areas 
where there are old agricultural settlements. 
However, this division is generally considered unsatisfactory, as  the 
duties of the employees are said to be distributed unjustly. Judging 
from what is written in  the Soviet forestry journals, the greatest dis- 
satisfaction is caused by the fact that  the con~position of the personnel is 
similar on all leskhozy, irrespective of the amount and nature of work 
to be done (L.Kh., 1953, 12, p. 71) .  For instance in the Krasnoyarsk 
district, Siberia, the average size of the leskhozy was 6-8 million 
hectares, and that  of the forest districts 2.5-3 million hectares (L.Klz., 
1954, 2, p. 27). On the other hand, in the Ukraine the average size of the 
leskhozy was roughly 22,000 hectares, and of the forest districts 
roughly 5,000-6,000 hectares. On some leskhozy the annual cut totals 
several hundred thousand cubic metres. This has to be marked, valued 
and prepared for sale. On the other hand, there are leskhozy which 
do not sell timber at  all, simply because they haye no  timber stocks at  
their disposal. 
3.2.4 Reorganisations after. the Decentralisatiorz of the Planning System 
The system of vertical business administration prevailed more and 
more as  the industrialisation of the country proceeded. The flow of 
operational orders to basic enterprises was organised by industrial sec- 
tors, grouped as people's comniissariats (ministries) at Government 
leyel. The People's Commissariat for Forests and Timber Industry 
( N a r k o m l e s ) ,  was established in 1932, as  was mentioned previously. 
In 1948, there were two independent central administration bodies 
i n  the sector of forestry: ( 1 )  the All-Union hlinistry of Forest Industry, 
and (2)  the All-Union Ministry of Forest Management. This situation 
lasted until Stalin's death. 
One of the first steps after the formation of h l a l e n l i o ~ ' ~  cabinet 
(hlarch 1953) was the abolition of the independent hlinistry of Forest 
Management; all its functions were taken oTer by the Ministry of 
Agriculture. 
There is no need to trace the details of the numerous changes in  the 
administrative setting. It  is only important to point out that the central 
administration of forest management as  an  independent agency at  
Government level x a s  not long-lived. 
Howeyer, during its short existence i t  succeeded in making a number 
of essential improvements i n  forest management and forest policy. The  
period might be described as a 'kenaissance of forestry", mainly 
characterised by a return to the old and well-tried methods of Czarist 
Russia. I1 is true that the Head of the hlinistry of Forest hlanagenient 
must be seen essentially as a senior business executive with a technical 
background. He is not a politician a s  the term is used in  the democratic 
world, but a policy-maker in the Soviet sense. As a specialist and 
representat i~e of forestry as a d is t inc t i~e  economic sector, a Minister 
can influence the general policies i n  his own field much more than 
can a chi1 serlant ranking below the other policy-makers. Forestry 
lost its foremost support when the hlinistry of Forest hlanagement was 
abolished. The consequences were obvious-the interests of sound 
forestry practice were again pushed into the bacliground in  the contro- 
versy between sil\iculturists and logging managers. It  seems that the 
latter had re-established their decisive power in the essential questions 
of timber allotment for cutting. 
There is no doubt that now, as  also in the early 1930s, one of the 
most important causes of the split between forest management and 
timber industry lies in  the sharply controversial issues between forest 
employees who serve the long-term goal of forcst conservation, and 
those who, in a logging enterprise, h a ~ e  to fulfil and overfulfil the 
immediate production targets. 111 a coiiibined administration under the 
hame "roof", the logging managers usually haye their way at  the 
expense of s i l~icul tural  considerations. 
On the other hand, however, the existence of a large number of 
industrial ministries, each controiling its om-n enterprises on a national 
l e ~ e l ,  placed a heavy burden on the co-ordinating function. The body 
which carried out the co-ordination work was, in fact, the Gosplan, 
but officially it had no powers to order a nlinistry to do anything. The 
situation was changed by the reorganisation of the Gosplan in 1956, 
and  by the establishment of the State Econoniic Conlniissiori (Gos- 
ekono inkomiss ia ) .  This agency, vh ich  was in  charge of current 
planning, was simultaneously given powers o ler  ~ i r t u a l l y  all the 
industrial ministries. Even the hlinistry of Agriculture, which included 
the Central Administrlation of Forest Management and Shelterbelt 
Planting (Glaunoye upraulenie lesnouo lzhozpistutr i  polesashchit~zouo 
Iesorazuedenia), \\-as put under the control of the Gosrkononzkomissia.  
In 1957 came another major reorganisation, when Khrushchev ordered 
the completc abolition of the Go.sekonomkonzissia and of most of 
the other induslrial ministrics.1 
The new administrative arrangement of 1957 was based on the 
territorial principle. The country was divided first into 103 regional 
economic councils (Soue f  narodrzouo khozya i s tua) ,  the boundaries of 
which were mostly co-extensive with those of existing administrative 
districts (Nove, 1961, p. (59). The number of sovnar1;hozy was gradually 
reduced, and in February, 1963, there were 47 sounarkhozy (Fischer, 
O.W.,  1963, 3-4, 11. 199). The sounar1;hoz became responsible in prac- 
tice for forest management and forest industries within its area. 
The internal organisation of these councils raried greatly from 
region to region, depending on the natural conditions and industrial 
oions, as development of each particular area. In the timber-surplus re,' 
a rule, sounarkhozy  have special departments for the different branch- 
es of forestry and wood processing. 
\X7ithin the Ecoliomic Council of the Volga-Vyatka, to take a n  
example, there are four departments in the timber sector, namely 
(E.G. 18 January 1964, p. 31) : 
Under the  administrative reform in October 1965 the system of industrial ministries 
in the  forestry sector \yas reinforced. There were established a JIinistrg for Forest, Pulp, 
Paper and Woodworlzing Industries of the USSR /; \I inistersfro lesnoy ,  f s e l l y ~ l l o s n o b n m -  
nz11noy i derevoohrabatyvaylzshche~~ prornyshlennBsfi  S S S K )  and a IIinistry for Forest 
Management of the  R S F S R  ( M i n i s t e r s t r o  lesnouo k11ozyaistuu R S F S R ) .  The functions of 
forest inanagement and functions of logging operations were separated on the lower acl- 
ministrative levels, too. 
1. Administration for Forest Industry and Forest Management (Up- 
raulenie lesnoy promyshlennost i  i lesnouo khozyais tua)  ; 
2. Administration for Woodworking and Furniture Industry (Up- 
raulenie derevoobrabatyvuyrzshcl~ey i mebelnoy promyshlennost i )  for 
the city of Gorliy; 
3. Administration for Woodworking and Furniture Industry ( U p -  
raulenie derevoobraba fyuayushchey i mebelno y promyshlennost i )  for 
the district of Kirov; 
4. Administration for Pulp, Paper and MTood-Chemical Industry. 
The sovnarkhoz  reform of 1957 had far-reaching consequences for 
the forest administration. In fact, it diminished the size of the central 
administrative body, which had the responsibility for all forests in the 
U.S.S.R., and could co-ordinate activities in the sounarkhozy.  
Within the Ministry of Agriculture there was still a Department of 
Forests and Shelterbelts (Glaunaya inspektsia po l e snomu khozya i s t vu  
i polezashchi fnomu Zesorazuedeniu), which had authority in all forests, 
but its duties were mainly supervisory. 
To  cope with this abnormal situation, in which each sounarkhoz 
worked independently in matters concerning its forests, a common 
administration for both forest management and forest industry (Glav- 
leskhoz  R S F S R )  was established in the Russian SFSR in 1959. This 
administrative reorganisation led to an  amalgamation of lespromkhozy  
and leskhozy  in integrated enterprises ( k o m p l e k s n o y e  predpriatie) ,  
which were not only to carry out logging operations, but also see to 
it that the cut-over areas were reforested. The management of these 
enterprises was entrusted to the sounarkhozy in the districts rich in 
forests, while the Glaoleslihoz R S F S R  managed them directly in areas 
poor in forests. 
The amalgamation of forest management and logging operations 
under a common administration was carried out in all the constituent 
republics, with the exception of Estonia, Belorussia and Georgia 
(Perepechin-Filinov, 1964, p. 5 ) .  
In 1961, a new reorganisation was carried out, and the supreme 
forestry leadership was transferred from the Ministry of Agriculture 
of the U.S.S.R. to the Gosplan of the U.S.S.R., and renamed the Di- 
vision of Forest Management (Otdel  Zesnovo khozyaistua Gosplana 
S S S R ) .  The main duties of the Division were as  follows (Bovin, L. Kh., 
1961, 9, p. 4) : 
1. The compilation of plans (proyek t  planou) for the development 
of forest management and for the increase of forest productivity, as 
well as the control of their fulfilment. 
2. The con~pilation of basic instructions and regulations for forestry 
practice. 
3. The carrying-out of forest inventories. and on the basis of these 
the determining of the allowable annual cut in  the Forest Fund. 
4. The compilation of plans for the assignment of cutting areas to 
logging enterprises. 
This list does not indicate that the supreme body in question had 
anything to do with the co-ordination of forest management and 
logging, although integration between these two activities had already 
come about at  a lower enterprise level, as  pointed out above. However, 
integration at  top level was soon carried out. In 1962, a State Committee 
for the Forest, Pulp, Paper and \Voodworking Industries and Forest 
Management was established at the Council of Ministers (Gosndars f -  
uenny komi te t  Soueta J l in is frou S S S R  po Iesnoy, tsel lyulozno-buma- 
zhnoy,  dereuoobrabafyuayushchey promysf i lennosf i  i l e snomu k h o -  
zya i s fuu) .  This central administration also took over all experimental 
and planning organisations in the field of forest management. Policy- 
making in  the whole forestry sector, as  well as the control of activities, 
was thus co-ordinated in one government body. 
In 1963, this top organisation for forest management and forest 
industries was subordinated to the State Planning Coinmission 
(Gosplan)  of the U.S.S.R. (Perepechin-Filinov, 1964, p. 6 ) .  It should 
be added that the "complete forestry planning" by the top organisation 
is subordinate to the "industrial grouping" (o fras levaya gruppa 
promysh lennos f i )  and is, therefore, not independent (editorial in 
PI. Kh.,  1963, 4, p. 9).  The situation shows also the actual position of 
the Gosplan under Khrushchev. 
Planning has remained the central task of the administration, and 
the whole administrative apparatus has been designed to facilitate 
planning and the control of plan fulfilment. It  is important to bear 
this in mind in any further analysis of the Soviet system and its con- 
sequences in  forestry. 
3.2.5 Assignment of Cutting Areas 
In  1930, the local timber enterprises (2,000 in  number) and the ad- 
ministrative agencies of forest management (forest districts, totalling 
about 2,500) were merged into industrial forest enterprises ( lesprom- 
k h o z ) ,  and subordinated to one central administration ( L e s p r o m )  
which embraced all branches of forestry; the purpose of this was to 
centralise and co-ordinate completely all phases of wood production. 
Table 2-3. Timber Resources Allotted to Logging Operators, 1947-1962 
Year Number of assigned 
cutting areas 
Area 







Source: Perepechi~i-Filinov Lesopolrouunie  u S S S R  1916-1962 gg., RIosco~,  1964, 11. 66. 
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The part of the first Five-Year Plan which concerned wood production 
failed dismally, and the requirements for construction and industrial 
roundwood could not be satisfied. Consequently, the SOT iet GOT ernrnent 
was soon obliged to amend its initial programme and to permit those 
commissariats and Soviet enterprises which were in  the most urgent 
need of wood products to start logging operations to satisfy their own 
needs. During World M'ar I1 there was a considerable increase in the 
number of enterprises which themse l~es  procured the wood products 
they needed. However, many of these enterprises caused extens i~  e dis- 
order in some forest regions. The main reasons for this mere the com- 
petition between the ~ a r i o u s  logging operators and their snatching of 
better logging areas from one another. 
In order to avoid too frequent a migration of the logging operators, 
certain forest areas ha \e  recently been assigned to individual enter- 
prises for logging; only these enterprises are entitled to exploit the 
timber stock in question. This system has similarities with the timber- 
leasing or licensing system applied in Canada and ~ ~ i t h  the forest 
concessions of the past. The difference is that in the U.S.S.R. the 
assigned cutting areas are allotted for a shorter period, 15-30 years 
on a n  average, and the higher administrat i~e agencies can cancel the 
concession at any time. The ~ o l u m e  of the annual cut in such a timber 
raw-material source is from 100,000 to 300,000 cubic metres on an  
average (L. Ii'h., 1954, 2, p. 6 ) .  
Table 2-3 shows the standing timber stock allotted to separate 
logging operators for long-term utilisation, as  held by these operators 
during the period 1947-1962. 
The above table shows that the number of raw-material sources in- 
























Table 2 - 4 .  Distribution of Timber Resources among the Various Logging Agencies, 1962 
Logging operators 
1 I rnilliorz cubic rnefres 
Number of assigned 
cutting areas 
Total assignment of timber resources1 2,212 I 10,052 396 
Assigned to  
1. Regional Economic Councils 




2. Central Administration of Forest 
Management in the Russian SFSR 
(Glauleskhoz) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 148 1 10 
Prescribed 
annual cut 
3. Ministries of constituent republics, 
All-Union ministries and other 
agencies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 263 1 362 1 20 
4. Local organisations.. . . . . . . . . . . .  I 399 1 522 1 28 
Source: Perepechin-Filinov Lesopolzouanie u S S S R  1947-1962 gg., AIoscow, 1964, p. 67. 
creased continuously until 1959. Actually, the increase slowed down in  
1957, and afterwards there was a decrease to a certain extent. At the 
beginning of the period in  question the agency granting these timber 
stocks as  raw-material resources was the Ministry of Forest Manage- 
ment, and later the Central Administration of Forest Management and 
Shelterbelt Planting, subordinate to the Ministry of Agriculture; most 
recently, until 1963, the Department of Forest Management in tlie 
State Planning Commission of the U.S.S.R. has made the allocations. 
The agencies receiving the concessions were, at  the beginning of the 
period, the Ministry of Timber Industry, the Divisions of lf'ood Pro- 
curement in  several other ministries and a number of "self-procure- 
inent agencies" (samozagofoui te ly) .  One of the purposes of the reorgan- 
isation of industrial administration in 1957 was to merge all logging 
enterprises which mere subordinate to enterprises and agencies not 
connected with forestry, with lesprornkhozy operated by the sov- 
narkhozy .  This measure was regarded as one of the greatest ad~an tages  
of the general reorganisation of the administrative apparatus, the main 
object of which was, as pointed out above, a decentralisation of the 
administrative system. 
As a result of this reform, most logging operators were subordinated 
to the Regional Economic Councils ( sounarkhozy ) .  Some of them were 
also merged with the existing lespromkhozy .  However, these mergers 
were not carried out consistently and tlie "self-procurement agencies" 
are still responsible for a great part of the logging operations. The 
system of self-supplying enterprises, which as a rule do not consunle 
all timber, but only those categories of it which they themselves need, 
causes considerable losses to the economy, according to Soviet sources 
(Zheludkov, Pl .  Kh.,  1964, 8 ) .  Reportedly, production costs or the 
self-cost of a cubic metre of timber in  these agencies is two to three 
times higher than that in the neighbouring lespromkhozy .  It might be 
added that the timber produced and consumed by the agencies, which 
anlounts to about 50 million cubic metres a year, is not included in 
the general production plan. Thus the State planning c o ~ e r s ,  in  fact 
only 75-80 per cent of the total timber output (Sprintsyn, L. P., 
1964, 2) .  
Table 2-4 gives an  outline of the central administrative agencies, 
which in  1962 were dealing with logging operations in  the forests 
assigned to them for exploitation. 
The ministries and other agencies under ( 3 )  above include the 
Ministry of Conlmunications (52 assigned cutting areas), the Committee 
for Transport Buildings in  the U.S.S.R. (39 assigned cutting areas), 
and other All-Union hIinistries (81 assigned cutting areas).  
Enterprises which have resource bases of their own include pulp 
and paper combines. According to a regulation issued by the Economic 
Soviet of the Council of People's Commissars of the U.S.S.R. lE1ion0- 
m i c h e s k y  Sovet  pri S N K  S S S R )  in  1940, the bigger industrial enter- 
prises were entitled to resource bases of their own. For instance, the 
Balakhna Kombinat was assigned its own cutting area of about four 
million hectares. Somewhat smaller resource bases were assigned to 
the hlari, Kondopaga, Novo-Lyalya and certain other combines. 
This assignment policy was continued in 1962, despite criticism. 
It  has been suggested that instead of huge forest areas (at times 
more than a million hectares), ~vh ich  the pulp enterprises have been 
holding as their resource bases, their ram material could be supplied 
by " specialised units " (spetsinlizirovannie khozyais tua)  which are 
smaller, scattered over a wider area, and produce only pulpwood in  
suitable dimensions (Perepechin-Filinov, 1964, pp. 69-71). Thus the 
use of valuable sawlogs as  pulpwood could be a~o ided .  
3.3 Forest Management Zones and Cutting Practices 
3.3.1 Subd iv i s ion  of Forests accordirzg to Managemen t  Goals 
The prerequisite of a n  organised forest management is the need 
for forest products. If forest products cannot be marketed locally, and 
if it is technically impossible to sell them in  the world market, then it 
i s  impossible to introduce any kind of forest management system, with 
the exception of fire-protection measures. Such "non-operated areas" 
must first be opened up for the use of timber products. Active timber 
management can be introduced as the next stage after the construction 
of roads which make the forests accessible, and after the elimination 
of other economic obstacles to logging operations. 
As a matter of fact, the major part of the forest land in  Russia is 
not being exploited for timber products. Vast areas of virgin forest in 
remote parts of Siberia and in the European Xorth are still technically 
and economically inaccessible, and consequently these lands cannot 
be put under a form of management which could be described a s  
organised forestry. This can be applied only to accessible forest areas, 
classified as  commercial forests, which comprise the minor part of the 
forest land in Russia. The border-line between these t v o  categories-the 
"forests in use" and the "non-operated forestsH-cannot be established 
with any certainty on the spot; it is merely a fiction, and one which 
is constantly being changed by the opening-up of new virgin forests for 
logging operations. However, for describing conditions in Russia this 
division is of some importance, because in this manner we can acquire 
a clearer picture of the prereq~~isi tes  which dictate the system of forest 
management and its intensity. 
As was mentioned before, according to the Forest Decree of 1931, all 
forests in Russia were divided into two zones: (1) forests of industrial 
significance ( lesa prornyshlennouo znachenia)  and ( 2 )  forests of 
silvicultural significance ( lcsa  lesokz~ltzzrrzovo znachenia) .  
The forests of the first-named group were supposed to supply the 
national economy with timber products, and unrestricted cuttings were 
allowed for that purpose. KO other consideration, such as the in- 
fluence of forests on climate and water behaviour, reproduction of 
cut-over areas, etc., was permitted to interfere with the procuren~ent 
of timber for the industrialisation of the country from this zone. 
In the silvicult~zral zone, certain special cutting restrictions were 
introduced. Logging was completely stopped, with the exception of the 
felling of dead and injured trees, within a zone one kilometre broad 
on both banks of the Volga, Don, Dniepr and Ural in their lower and 
middle reaches. Concentrated fcllings, i.e. widespread clear-cuttings, 
were not permitted in  the silvicultural zone. According to the regula- 
tions, the quantity of the annual cut was not to exceed the annual 
increment of wood in  this area (Rlotovilov, T.Z.L., 1953, p. 53). 
The law of 2  July 1936 extended the cutting restrictions in  southern 
and central Russia to an  area of 75 million hectares, and the former 
silvicultural zone was renamed the "watershed protection zone" (uodo- 
okhrannaya zona). The law forbade clear-cutting within a zone up  to 
20 kilometres wide on both banks of the Volga, Don, Dniepr, Ural and 
other designated rivers in  European Russia. In the immediate neigh- 
bourhood of the rivers, this zone mainly comprised the protection 
forests, which totalled about 15 million hectares. The forest land out- 
side this protected forest belt was called "the logging area of the 
watershed protection zone", and clear-fellings were permitted there. In 
the watershed protection zone, particular attention was paid to the 
thinnings and improvement cuttings. Furthermore, it was demanded 
more emphatically than before that the annual cut should not exceed 
the increment, which was estimated at approximately 2.3 cubic metres 
per hectare, a n  average accepted for the whole watershed protection 
zone. 
I t  was expected that this new watershed protection law would be 
decisive in  its effects on the timber industry. Theoretically, the annual 
dut in  Ukraine would be reduced to one-third of its former volume. 
However, despite these restrictions the forests in the watershed protec- 
tion zone still played a n  important part i n  supplying the U.S.S.R. with 
Pinfiber. These forests comprised only 8 per cent of the total forest area, 
hu t  timber supplied by them amounted to more than 50 per cent of the 
tr tal timber consumption of the country (Vasiliev, 1948). 
A new division of forest areas into management categories took place 
in  1943, and three new groupings were established as follows (RIoto- 
vilov, T.Z.L., 1953, p. 54) : 
Group I :  All national reserved parks, forests protecting soils, field 
protection forests, and forests around the resorts, cities and industries 
that belonged to the "green forest zone", also forest strips in western 
Siberia (lentochnye bory) and small ranges of forests in  the steppes 
(kolki), protection forests along railways, highways, rivers and around 
lakes, protection forests bordering the tundra, etc. 
Group 11: All forests in  the southern, south-western, south-eastern, 
and central portions of the U.S.S.R. as  well as  in  other sparsely forested 
regions. 
Group 111: Forests in  other regions of the U.S.S.R. 
This d i~ i s ion  does not show directly the differences of management 
intensity, based on the relationship between revenue and expenditure, 
or in other words the operating profit per unit area. The ahove-men- 
tioned division into three groupings represents the arbitrarily-dictated 
or interlded status of forest management in different geographical 
regions. 
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Table 2-5. Forest Area and Standing Timber, by Management Groups, in the U.S.S.R. 
1961 







Group I . .  . . . . . 
Group 11.. . . . . 
u p  1 . .  . . . 
Total 
Source: Ponomarev, A. D. "Lesnoy Fond SSSR", Lesnoye Khozynistvo, 1963, 6, p. 51. 
170.12 87.96 12.8 8.93 5.46 
86.55 55.79 1.85 
919.12 543.03 1 7 6 1 49.62 
1,175.79 1 686.78 1 100.0 1 76.34 1 56.93 
According to the Instructions, the cutting system and forest manage- 
ment in general were to be different in the three groups of forests. 
The areas of the forests of these three groups, for 1 January 1961, 
are given in Table 2-5. 
The area in the three groups is not fixed for a long period, and in 
fact almost continuous transfers take place from one group to another. 
These changes, which have some bearing on the intensity of forestry 
practice, show how the intensification of forest management i s  
gradually progressing. 
It should be added, however, that the division of forests into these 
three groups has been severely criticised by Soviet forest experts. One of 
the most prominent critics, Perepechin (L. Kh., 1964, 1, p. 2 5 )  says in 
this connection, "The existing division of forests into different groups 
has grown obsolete and now constitutes an  obstacle to development 
of forest management and utilisation of timber. It is time to re-examine 
this division, proceeding from new scientific achievements in hydro- 
logy, biology and economics." However, a number of scientists want 
to retain the division, and in their turn  have criticised Perepechin's 
arguments and ideas. Following the discussion, the Central Board of 
the Scientific-Technical Society for Forest Industry and Forest Man- 
agement (Nauchno-tekhnicheskoe obshchesfvo lesnoy promyshlennosti  
i lesnovo khozyais tua)  proposed at its meeting in March 1964 that the 
principles of the division should be re-examined and possibly amended 
(L. Kh., 1964, 6, p. 8). It is not known at the moment ~vhether this 
proposal will be carried out. As this division is a t  present being applied 
over the whole country, a more detailed description of cutting practices 
in different groups of forests should be of some interest. 
Total area 













Table 2-6. Distribution of Group I Forests in the RSFSR, 1961 
3.3.2 Alanagement of Group I Forests 
These forests l ime been segregated from the other national forests 
on the basis of their protection \slue or other special purposes. It has 
been emphasised that the protection function must always prevail over 
the production function in the management of these forest lands. 
Consequently, the primary management goal is protection, and the 
cutting of timber is permissible only when i t  will not prejudice the 
protection function of the forests. In the dry regions, the influence of 
forests on climate and water behaviour is considered to be of greater 
importance than the utilisation of wood products, and this concept has 
acted as  a guide to all kinds of forestry activities. 
According to Kesterov (1954, p. 385), the total area of these forests 
was originally 60 million hectares, while Eitingen (1933, p. 400) 
estimated it at 66 million hectares. On the other hand, Kovalin (1959, 
p. 8 )  estimates the total area of Group I forests at  30.5 million hectares, 
of which only 24.7 inillion hectares are forested. The total area of 
Group I forests was to comprise about 12 million hectares of mature 
and over-mature forests, with a n  estimated growing stock of 1,768 
million cubic metres (L. Kh., 1953, 11, p. 17) .  
The total area of the forests in  Group I on 1 January 1961 was 
estimated at 170 million hectares, of ~vh ich  152 million hectares were 
in  the Russian SFSR (Perepechin-Filinov, 1964, p. 24). The area of 
mature and o~er-mature  forests comprised 49 million hectares in  the 
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Sources: ( 1 )  Lesnoy Fond RSFSR, Sfatisfichesky sbornik. Moscow, 1962, p. 25. 
























































The distribution of these forests in the Russian SFSR by special 
purposes is shown in Table 2-6. 
One of the most important acthities in  the Group I forests has been 
shelterbelt planking, the purpose of \%hi& has been the creation of soil 
surface protection (pochuozachitnie) and field protection (poleza- 
chi tn ie)  forests. Under the Soviet Government Lhe planting of forest 
strips on a large scale in the steppes was begun in 1931. In accordance 
with "the decree of the Council of People's Con~missars of the U.S.S.R. 
on the reorganisation of forest economy", 31 July 1931, the fundamental 
problems were designated as the combating of drought, the attainment 
of increased agricultural product i~ i ty  by means of pro tec t i~e  shelter- 
belts, the protection of farinland against the des t ruc t i~e  processes of 
sheet and gully erosion, and the fixation of areas subject to such 
damage. 
On 28 October 1948, the Central Go~ernment  of the U.S.S.R. issued 
a decree outlining a huge project in this field of activities. In reality, 
it was nothing more or less than the old steppe afforestation plan of 
Czarist Russia, discarded in the 19th century, but now revised and 
rejuvenated. However, the mhole plan had been slightly changed and 
mas much more extensive. 
The detailed forest planting project called for the planting of 
shelterbelts and other forests for soil-conservation purposes, amounting 
to some six million hectares during the period from 1949 to 1965. The 
programme of afforestation was to be carried out on an  area stretching 
from the Urals to the River Dniestr, and from the River Olta in 
Central Russia to the Black Sea. It included practically all the forest 
steppe and steppe zones, which are the main agricultural region of 
European Russia and the one most densely populated. This large under- 
taking is not yet completed; although it seems that there are some 
deviations from the original plans, the plan-fulfilment work has un- 
doubtedly been successful. 
In 1959, a forest belt bordering the tundra (zaprctnie pritundrouie 
polosy) mas segregated from the commercial forests in  Group 111 and 
attached to Group I as  protection forests. The midth of the forest belt 
is almost 100 liilometres, and its total area, as  shown in  table 2-6, is 
72.6 million hectares (Perepechin-Filino~, 1964, p. 25). The bacli- 
ground to this important measure is that after concentrated logging 
operations it is extremely difficult to reforest large-scale clear-felled 
areas near the arctic forest limit; as  a rule, they become tundra. The 
same transition is evident near the southern forest boundary, where 
the transition of forests to steppe or desert is accomplished yery 
easily. The obvious purpose behind the creation of protection forests in 
the northern regions is the prevention of the transition from forest to 
tundra; therefore, this measure must be considered to be of great 
importance. 
Green belts (zelonie zony,  gorodskie i poselkovie lesa) around the 
cities and industries are established for recreation purposes. These are 
important for public health and for providing opportunities for camp- 
ing. On 1 January 1951, there were such forests in the neighbourhood 
of 725 towns and industrial centres and near 900 other settlements. 
Their total area was estimated at 8.6 million hectares at that time 
(Nesterov, 1954, p. 388); but on 1 January 1961, the total area was 
estimated at 10.7 million hectares, as may be seen from Table 3-6. 
Highway and railway protection forests (pridorozhnie lesa) have 
the purpose of protecting these traffic arteries from snow, and in the 
desert and steppe zones from drifting sand. River or watershed protec- 
tion forests (vodookhrannie  lesa) are primarily to regulate water flow, 
and to avoid the silting of watercourses. These forests are found in 
the basins of almost all the more important rivers in European and 
Asiatic Russia, and their total area is about 20 million hectares 
(Nesterov, 1954, p. 380). 
The purpose of national reserved parks l zapouednik i )  is to protect 
and to preserve particularly valuable vegetation and animals. The total 
number of national parks in the U.S.S.R. amounted to 81 in 1960 
(hlotovilov, 1960, p. 470). These reservations are scattered all over 
Russia. The more important national reservation areas are Pechora- 
Ilych, the Altay Mountains, Asliania Nova, Kisyl-Agach, the Caucasus 
Mountain, Kondo-Sosvensk, Silihote-Alin and Bialovezhesliaya Pushcha. 
Their total area mas estimated at 10.5 million hectares (Nesterov, 
1954, p. 389). 
In Group I are included also forests of special value ( tsennie  lesa) ,  
which are mainly in the steppe and forest-steppe regions. These forests 
have been planted to a considerable extent and have long been used as 
experimental and demonstration forests for the afforestation of steppes 
and shelterbelt planting. Among them should be mentioned the Shipov 
and Tellerman forests (province of Voronezh), the Shatilov forest 
(province of Orlov), the Chenny forest (province of Kherson), the 
Tulskie Zaselii and Buzuluk Bor (province of Kuibyshev) and the 
Veliko-Anadol forest. The total area of these forests was estimated at 
3.7 million hectares (Eitingen, 1953, p. 401). 
According to the original regulation, only thinnings, improvement 
and salvage cuttings were normally permitted in all these forests. 
Later (from 1952), regeneration cuttings were permitted (lesovosta- 
novitelnie rubki) to a limited extent, mainly group-selection cuttings 
which were to deal with the large volume of over-mature timber stock 
(Nesterov, 1954, pa 562; Kovalin, 1959, p. 25). 
The annual volume of regeneration cuttings totalled 1.5 million 
cubic metres in 1953 (L. Kh., 1955, 3, p. 29), but was increased to 13 
million in 1962 (Perepechin-Filinov, 1964, p. 34). Such a n  increase 
in the cutting amount shows that the management of these forests has 
diverged radically from the original intentions. Further changes leading 
to increased cutting have been proposed by several forest authorities 
(L .  Kh., 1963, 6, p. 4; L. Kh., 1964, 6, p. 8), and it seems that in the 
future the production function of these forests will be regarded as 
being as important as the protection function, which was originally to 
be their only one. But it seems quite clear that these two functions 
can conflict with each other; and the change cannot be in conformity 
with the Law on Preservation of Nature in the Russian SFSR (Zakon 
ob okhrane prirody v RSFSR), promulgated on 10 October 1960. An 
authority in this field, Dekatov (L. Kh., 1962, 8, p. 22), writes: 
"It is necessary to change and rationalise the cutting practice in  the 
Group I forests. As from 1954, regeneration fellings are being carried 
out here, most of which are clear-felling and are not at all in  ac- 
cordance with the purposes (water regulation, water protection, soil 
protection, climate protection and sanitary purposes) for which these 
forests were designed. Under the Nature Protection Law all kinds of 
cuttings, with the exception of thinnings, are prohibited in  forest 
preserves, water-regulation and water-protection forests." 
The quotation hardly requires comment. We have here a typical 
example of how a law is simply ignored, if circumstances so demand. 
3.3.3 Management of Group I I  Forests 
These forests are mainly in the mixed forest zone of European 
Russia, and partly also in the settled areas of the northern coniferous 
zone. The forests of the old agricultural areas, which are not included 
in Group I, thus constitute the major part of Group 11. The total area 
of this forest group amounted to 80 million hectares according lo 
Nesterov (1954, p. 386), and to 83 million hectares according to 
Eitingen (1953, p. 410). On 1 January 1961, the total area was estimated 
(cf. Table 2-5) at 87 million hectares, of which only 56 million 
hectares are actually forested. Approximately 77 million hectares are 
classified as forests in use (Perepechin-Filinov, 1964, p. 10). 
According to the Instructions, these forests have to be managed in 
such a way that the annual cut does not exceed the increment. This 
means that the usual methods of forest regulation and working plan 
management must be applied here if this goal is to be reached. As was 
pointed out earlier, the basic tasks are the collection of material on 
the basis of ~vhich the allowable cut can be established, and the direc- 
tion of the cutting practice. This offers nothing new in the general 
approach to forest regulation, compared with the situation before the 
rerolution, with the exception that techniques have changed, and that a 
number of new methods of cruising and forest surrey h a ~ e  been 
developed. The fact that the formal worliirig plan (lesorrstmitelng 
plan) is now called an "organisation-management plan" (oryanizat-  
sionrro-khozyaistuenny plan)  is irrelevant. 
One of the most important parts of a working plan is the calculation 
of the allowable cut. As a rule, only the final or regeneration cut is 
fixed by area and volume in a working plan. The amount of inter- 
mediate cut-thinnings and salvage cuttings-is not regulated in detail. 
In general, it can be said that the amount of all kinds of intermediate 
fellings plays a relatively negligible role in the cutting budget of the 
U.S.S.R., and that for this reason the concept of allowable cut comprises 
only final cut, i.e. clear-fellings and partial fellings for the purpose 
of regeneration, but not intermediate cut, which is undertaken with 
the purpose of improving the existing forest stands. The cutting system 
prescribed by the organisation-managenlent plan in the Group I1 
forests does not differ much from that in old Russia in this respect. 
The motive for thinnings and other improvement cuttings, according 
to some authorities (Pasilie~~--Nevzoro~r, 1948) is not always silvi- 
cultural considerations. Such cuttings are undertaken partly for the 
purpose of meeting the need for timber, especially in timber-deficit 
regions. There are many examples in Soviet forestry literature of 
cases in which thinnings and other intermediate cuttings were osten- 
sibly carried out but where in fact a kind of selective logging has been 
applied and the best trees have been removed ( L .  Kh., 1953, 12, p. 7 ) .  In 
some other cases, felling and remo-cal of the marked trees were carried 
out so carelessly that most of the remaining trees were seriously 
damaged. When wind, snow and insects did their part, the result was 
the complete devastation of these stands. 
The proposed annual cutting budget in a working plan is not binding 
to the local forest executives, however. It merely consists of material for 
the planning bodies, which definitely fix the actual timber volume 
which is felled each year. 
There is eridence that the timber drain, i.e, the volume taken by 
culling, has considerably exceeded the allowable cut in  some regions 
(Ponomarev e t  al., I,. lih., 1958, 11, p. 4 ) .  
The actual cut exceeded the allowable cut in 1955 by approximately 
fire per cent and in 1957 b~ 17 per cent. An important question in 
this  connection is h o ~ v  the allowable cul is fixed and amended from 
time to time. That  it is not a quantity which renlains unchanged for 
ever should be self-evident, and this is borne out by aTailable Soviet 
material. For example, in Belorussia the annual allowable cut ~ r a 5  
fixed al  4.1 million cubic metres in  1996, and decreased to 3.7 inillion 
cubic metres for the period 1961-1065. In the Ukraine, at the same 
time, the allowable cut was increased from 6.2 million to 7.0 rnillion 
cubic metres per year (Ponomarev e t  al., L. Kh., 1958, 11, p. 9 ) .  A 
comparison between the allomable cut and the actual cut cannot, there- 
fore, give us a correct picture of the real conditions of forest manage- 
ment. A comparison between the actual cut and the annual increment 
seems to be more to the point, but only if the distribution of stands 
by  age classes is more or less normal. If we consider conditions in 
Belorussia, where only four per cent of the standing timber volume is 
classified as  mature (Tribushevslcy-Sazonova, L. Kh., 1964, 6, p. 31 ) , 
the  allowable cut must be considerably below the mean annual incre- 
ment. On the other hand, i n  the northern rirgin forests, where the 
age-classes of mature and over-mature timber dominate, the allowable 
cut should exceed the annual increment, a s  a rule. For the U.S.S.R. 
as  a vhole, therefore, a comparison between the actual cut and the 
annual increment would also be almost useless. 
Sil~ricultural practice prescribed by the working plans in the Group 
I1 forests, up to now, has been mostly clear-felling in  strips, with a 
width of up  to 200 metres for coniferous species, and up to 500 metres 
for deciduous species. However, in  some cases, especially in  forests 
which are assigned to logging operators, concentrated clear-fellings 
up to one liilometre in  width are permitted. 
Silvicultural practice as  applied in the prescribed strip method of 
clear-felling requires that  the felling of strips m~zs t  be carried out, in 
theory, in  such a manner that each successive cutting follows the 
previous cut only after regeneration is established on the last strip cut. 
This rule is not too often applied in  practice; natural regeneration, of 
course, cannot be always successful in such cases. The most common 
result is a change of species, high-quality coniferous stands being 
replaced by less valuable deciduous species. It is a quite c o m n ~ o l ~  
experience, especially in  spruce forests, that clear-felled areas regener- 
ate naturally to aspen, birch and grey alder. The deciduous species a re  
more frequently dominant in the next period of the rotation. 
Natural regeneration of pine on clear-felled areas depends largely 
on the site conditions. One of the requirements for it is the presence 
of parent trees which can furnish seed, and for this reason scattered 
seed trees must be left in  the cut-over areas, according to the cutting 
instructions of 1950. However, this regeneration of pine is not always 
satisfactory, and artificial methods must be resorted to, if permanent 
deforestation is to be avoided. 
3.3.4 Management of Group 111 Forests 
The vast forests of the northern taiga zone in  Europe and Asia com- 
pose this group, the acreage of which constituted, in 1961, 70 per cent 
of the total area covered by forest in the U.S.S.R. (Ponomarer, L. Kh. 
1963, 6, p. 51). In this region, ltnown as the "industrial forest zone", 
removal cuttings have taken the form of unrestricted devastation of 
forests. Widespread clear-felling, which is applied so as  to make 
mechanised logging operations easier, is common practice in  the heavily 
forested northern regions. These removal cuttings can be considered 
largely only a s  approximate clear-fellings, because the different organ- 
isations which are entrusted with logging leave a considerable quantity 
of timber in  the forests, either in  the form of wood waste or in  the 
form of non-utilised wood products. The trees of lower quality and 
smaller dimensions are usually left unfelled on logging areas. Thus  
the non-utilised timber constitutes from 10 to 40 per cent of the total 
potential volume (Nesterov, 1954, p. 526; L. Kh., 1954, 6, p. 21 and 
p. 24; Kovalin, 1959, p. 18 and p. 22). The use of the term "clear- 
felling" as  applied to this kind of cutting practice seems quite wrong. 
The term "heavy selective logging" would undoubtedly be more correct 
in  this case. The reason why the cutting of entire stands and the 
removal of all individual tree species are not practised is that all the 
trees to be cut are not marketable in  the northern taiga zone. Only the 
largest coniferous trees (which in  comparison with those in  other 
site and geographical conditions cannot be considered large and are 
not of best-quality timber), can be h a r ~ e s t e d  in the poor growth 
conditions which prevail in  these forests. Deciduous species, with the 
exception of match and plywood logs, hare in  general no market in the 
northern parts of the taiga zone. Despite this, the Soviet Government 
issued a decree at  the end of 1954, which is called "Impro~einent  of the 
Utilisation of Timber Assigned for Cutting" (Ob uluchenii ispolzouania 
lesosechnovo fonda), and which lays down that  between 1955-1957, 
the leaving of non-utilised m7ood uncut on logging areas, i.e. lower- 
quality coniferous trees and deciduous species, had to be reduced and 
from 1958 totally discontinued (L. Kh. 1955, 1, p. 4) .  
In order to achieve some kind of regeneration in  the cut-over areas, 
the cutting instructions of 1950 (Prauila rubok glavnovo polzouania u 
lesaklz SSSR) provide for a limitation of the clear-felled areas to one 
square kilometre or 1 x 2  liilornetres, depending on the geographical 
locality and the prevailing forest types. Moreover, seed trees must be 
left, and the vigorous undergrowth should not be damaged by logging 
operations. These regulations are not usually follotved. 
The conditions for forest growth, and especially for regeneration, in  
the  north are rather unfavourable in  general, owing to the following 
factors: (1)  the growing season is short; ( 2 )  lack of warmth; ( 3 )  
permanently frozen subsoil; (4) a n  over-abundance of water; ( 5 )  the 
seed years occur at  too long intervals, and the ripening of the coniferous 
seed is often prevented by weather conditions during the growing 
season; (6)  an  extremely slow rate of growth of the forest trees them- 
selves. 
Such unfavourable conditions for forest growth prevail in vast areas 
of the European North and Siberia. The greater part of the Siberian 
forests, where pernlanently frozen subsoil can be found comparatively 
far to the south (e.g. in  the neighbourl~ood of Lake Baikal), must be 
classified as  such forests. Conditions of growth there should be more 
or less similar to those which p r e ~ a i l  in the forests of northern 
Sweden and Finland, and in the xicinity of the alpine or arctic forest 
limit. These last-mentioned forest areas in  northern Sweden are con- 
sidered to be econon~ically sub-marginal from the standpoint of timber 
production on a sustained-yield basis. When utilisation of forest prod- 
~ ~ c t s  at a profit is questionable in forests which, with regard to ac- 
cessibility and marketing conditions, are in  a relatively favourable posi- 
tion, this is applicable to the Russian circumpolar forest belt to a much 
greater extent. There, in  the best cases, non-recurrent exploitation can 
be found (the so-called "timber mining" areas), where the logging of 
the virgin forest crop is technically possible under certain conditions, 
and perhaps even justified economically, but where the outlay for 
silviculture and management costs in general cannot be paid for from 
the stumpage value, because in most cases this is negative. In reality, 
these logging operations are carried out with great financial losses 
(Izu. 27 April 1951 and 24 March 1955). These areas thus constitute a 
"submarginal economic site", which of course precludes any permanent 
production of a forest crop on a sound economic basis. 
However, this cannot be applied to all forests in  the industrial forest 
zone. The forest growth conditions are quite satisfactory in the 
southern and middle taiga, where the logging operations are con- 
centrated for the time being. No economic considerations should prevent 
these forests from being put under management according to the 
schemes and principles which have been laid down, at least theoreti- 
cally, in  the directives for forestry practice in the forests of Group 11, 
which were treated in the previous section. 
3.3 .5  Marzagenzent of Kolkhoz Forests 
After the Communist coup d'ktat in  October 1917 and the abolition 
of p r i ~ a t e  ownership of all forest lands, the nationalised sinall forests, 
scattered and intermingled with agricultural land, were separated into 
a special category called "forests of local significancc". 
Under the Forest Code of 1923, the forests of local significance were 
to be turned oxer for perpetual tenure, free of charge, to land societies 
(zemelnoye  obshchestuo),  agricultural artells (se lskokhozyais tuenny 
ar te l )  and ~ a r i o u s  other associations of agricultural workers (obye-  
dinenip trrzdouykh zenzlepolzouateley). In the promotion of the 
collcctivisation progranime, and the development of collective farms 
( k o l k h o z y ) ,  part of these forests were assigned to the ko lkhozy  in 
1930 as sources for timber supplies. 
Consequently, the ko lkhoz  forests were primarily derived from 
former prix atelg-owned small woodlands and peasant community hold- 
ings mhich were actually used by the peasants. They included further 
woodlands which had been transferred to the ko lkhozy  from the Statc 
Forest Fund in  connection with the straightening of boundaries and 
the consolidation of holdings and, more particularly, with the elimi- 
nation of peasant strip fields in the land tenure system. Artificially 
created shelterbelts and forests planted on sandy soil or in gullies for 
protection purposes mere also turned over to the ko lkhozy ,  and so 
was newly afforested land, in connection mith the reorganisation of 
rural land use. 
According to the official Soviet statistics (Materialy po statist ike 
lesnouo fonda  S S S R ,  1930), in  1927, the total area of forests of local 
significance mas estimated at  26 million hectares, 24 million hectare3 
of which were actually covered with forest. This area does not include 
the forest land of the territories gained by the U.S.S.R. as  a result of 
Table 2-7. Distribution of Age Classes, by Regions, in Kolkhoz Forests, 1961 
Main Economic 
Rcgions and countries 
1. R e ~ i o n s  of the  RSFSF 
1. European North.  . 
2. Ural . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . 
3. Western Siberia.. . 
4. Eastern Siberia.. . 
5. Far  Eas t . .  . . . . . . . 
6. Central Russia.. . . 
Total RSFSR.  . . . 
7. Baltic area 
Estonia. . . . . . . . . . 
Latvia. . . . . . . . . . . 
Lithuania. . . . . . . . 
ICaIiningrad 
(East  Prussia). . . . 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . 
8. South-Western are 
Belorussia. . . . . . . . 
Ukraine. . . . . . . . . 
Moldavia . . . . . . . . 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . 
9. Transcaucasia 
Georgia. . . . . . . . . . 
Armenia. . . . . . . . . 
Azerbaidzhan.. . . . 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . 
10. Soviet Central Asi 
I<azalihstan. . . . . . 
Kirgizia . . . . . . . . . 
Turkmenia. . . . . . . 
Taclzhikistan . . . . . 
Uzbekistan. . . . . . . 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Grand total  for the  
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Sources: (1) hlukhin, A. I<olkhoznie lesa, Lesnoye Khozynistuo, 1963, 6. p. 57. 
(2) Lesnoy fond RSFSK, Sfntisfichesliy sbornik, lIoscow, 1962 
World MTar 11. According to hIatyuk (1939), the total area of local 
forests on 1 January 1937 was esti~nated at 51 rnillion hectares. 
The first comprehensive inventory of kolkhoz forests was carried 
out by 1 January 1956, to deter~nine their condition. Before this, the 
forest statistics in  the general land balance mere approximate. Such 
information as volurne of timber stock, composition of stands, growth 
and other information necessary for the management of forest land 
remained unknown. However, such inventory data regarding kolkhoz  
forests have never been published officially. 
The next inventory, in  1961, the details of which were published by 
Xlukhin (L. Kh., 1963, p. 6)  gave a more complete picture of kolkhoz  
forests. The forests were described by area and volume according to 
the main comn~ercial tree species and age classes. According to the 
inventory, the total area of ko lkhoz  forests amounted to 36.4 million 
hectares, or 2.9 per cent of the total forest area in  the U.S.S.R. 
The distribution of kolkhoz  forests by main economic regions and 
their percentage of the total forest area are shown in Table 2-7. 
Afore than  half the ko lkhoz  forests are found in  the European part 
of the U.S.S.R. The  average forest area per kollchoz varies from 
district t o  district. In the Black Earth Belt i t  is estimated a t  138 
hectares, in the European North at 2,977 hectares, in  the Urals 1,462 
hectares, in Western Siberia 3,006 hectares, and in the F a r  East 3,771 
hectares (Multhin, L. Kh., 1963, 6, p. 57). 
The distribution by forest management categories is as  follows: 
8.9 million hectares, or 20 per cent, belong to Group I forests, and 
27.5 million hectares to Group I1 forests. Some 32.2 million hectares, 
or 88 per cent of the total forest area, are covered with forests, while 
the remainder con~prises forest land not covered with forests, i.e. cut- 
over and burned-o~er  areas and semi-permanent openings. Non-forest 
areas, i.e. non-productive and agricultural lands, are not included in 
the statistics on kolkhoz  forests. The total v o l ~ ~ i n e  of growing stock 
is, according to the 1961 inventory, estimated at  2,109 million cubic 
metres, 841 million cubic metres (38 % of which is mature timber. 
According to the estimates, annual growth in ko lkhoz  forests totals 
62 million cubic metres, 51.5 millions in  the Russian SFSR. 
As seen from the a b o ~ e  table, ko lkhoz  forests constitute, on an 
average, 2.9 per cent of the total forest area in the U.S.S.R. This 
percentage varies greatly from region lo region, depending on the 
general distribution of forest land and on varying natural and eco- 
nomic conditions. In the Ckraine, for example, the lcolkhoz forests 
comprise almost 23 per cent of the total forest area; in the Far  East 
the corresponding percentage is 0.5. 
As regards the classification of stands by tree species, the kolkhoz  
forests differ from the forests under State administration. The distri- 
bution by dominant species is as  follows: conifers 44.5 per cent, 
common deciduous species 47.9 per cent, and hardwoods 7.6 per cent. 
The hardwoods-predominantly oak, ash and elm-are mostly found 
in the forest steppe zone. Especially notenorthy is the fact that the 
deciduous species, such as birch and aspen, occupy almost half of tlie 
forest-co~ered area in kolkhoz forests, while they occupy only roughly 
16 per cent in the State Forest Fund. 
The age-class distribution in the main economic regions and coun- 
tries, in percentage terms of the total forest-covered area, is also shown 
in Table 2-7. 
It  can be seen that in  some regions, particularly in the western 
parts of the U.S.S.R., kolklmoz forests arc predoininantly coinposed 
of young stands, mature stands being almost non-existent. In the well- 
forested northern regions, and in Siberia, mature stands predon~inate. 
The conlposition of forests by species and age-classes largely reflects 
the sil\iculturaI practices of the past. Unsuitable cutting methods, and 
a 1011 the absence of artificial reproduction, have resulted in a deterior t '  
in  the general growing conditions and the productility of stands in 
kolkhoz forests. References to this unfortunate state of affairs abound 
in forestry literature, and several suggestions have been made for 
improving the conditions in kolkho: forests (hlulihin, L. Kh., 1961, 
3;  Ryabinin, L. Kh., 1962, 3 ) .  It has been pointed out that the average 
timber stock per hectare of forested land in liolkhoz forests is 30-40 
per cent lower than in the forests under State administration, despite 
tlie fact that the productile capacity of the soil in kolkhoz forests is 
frequently higher than it is in  the State forests. 
As the condition of forests is largely dependent on how their super- 
vision is organised, let us examine v h a t  the State authorities ha \e  
laid down in this respect. 
According to the regulation of 2 March 1932, under the heading 
"Administrative Organisation of Forests of Local Si~nificance" ( O b  
organizatsii z~praulenia lesami mesfnouo znachenia), the sinall scatt- 
ered forests were merged into larger administrative units, and sub- 
ordinated ( u  isklyzichiielnor~e uedenie) to the local s o ~ i e t s  (selsouef) 
and provincial executive cominittees (ruiispolkotn) . 
By a decision of the Council of People's Commissars, dated 4 April 
1939, all forests of local significance were placed under the supervision 
of the Central Administration of Forest Protection and Silviculture, 
or Glaulesookl~rana (Lopatin-Chirltin, 1940, 11. 5 5 ) .  After World War  
11, formal control o ~ e r  the local or kolkhoz forests remained in the 
hands of Glaulesookhrana and its successors, a t  first the Ministry of 
Forest Rlanagcinent and later the RIinistry of Agriculture. The direct 
supervision of these forests is the duty of the leskhozy. However, 
the latter employ no special personnel for the purpose. In most cases 
the kolkhoz  also lacks forest technicians or g~lards  with special train- 
ing, although officially the ko lkhoz  should employ such specialists 
( L .  Kh., 1954, 9. p. 36). 
The management of the Izolkhoz forests, their legal status, and 
directives for wood utilisation in these forests are determined by the 
Regulations on Kolkhoz Forests (Polozhenie o ko lkhoz~zy lc l~  lesaklz) ,  
issued in 1948. Some of these rulings ha l e  been amended subsequently. 
O n  the whole, it is a rule that a kollzhoz member cannot use timber 
products for his own household free of charge, but must pay for them 
(reduced stumpage price, according to the I alid stumpage price 
schedule in  the adjacent State forests). Stumpage without payment 
is apportioned only to the collective household of the kolkhoz  ( IA.  Kh., 
1954, 1, p. 14). 
The kolkhoz  authorities are entitled to sell timber to other agencies 
and enterprises. It seems that they make use of this right rathrlr 
freq~lently, as  the ko lkhoz  income can be i m p r o ~ e d  through sales of 
timber. Stumpage sales to logging operators, who come from remote 
districts and who want to transport the felled timber to their places 
of residence, are, of course, possible only in the easily accessible forest 
areas, mainly in  the vicinity of railway stations. Many State agencies 
have their special timber procurement agencies mhich without ex- 
ception deal with purchases from ko lkhoz  forests. 
Such operators cut only the best-quality trees, applying the selective 
logging method, because r a i l ~ ~ a y  transport of lowquality construction 
timber and fuelwood does not pay; moreo\-er, the enterprises ~ \ h i c h  
have organised such timber procurement agencies do not n-ed the 
lower grades of timber. 
Instructions for forest regulation in  the k o l k l ~ o z  forests ( Ins trukts ia  
zzsfroisfva k o l k h o z n y k h  l e sov ) ,  issued i n  1950, give detailed rulings for 
the compilation of working plans and for the determination of allo~v- 
able cut in the forests concerned. In fact, the kolkhoz  authorities pay 
no great attention to the rulings of a working plan, where the prescrip- 
tions for volume of allos~able cut and si l~icul tural  measures to ensure 
regeneration are conccrned. 
The state of 1:olkhoz forests and the methods employed in their 
management seem rather poor thro~ighout  he U.S.S.R. This impression 
is unavoidable if v e  analyse the data published in the 1961 inventory. 
The conclusion reached by the foremost expert on the forestry situation 
in kolkhoz  forests, A. A. hlulihin ( L .  l ih.,  1963, 6 ,  p. SO), can be quoted 
in  this context. In English translation this reads as follows: 
"In kolkhoz  forests attention should be paid above all to the regula- 
tion of all fellings, to the rational ntilisation of wood, protection of 
the forests froin fire and harmful insects, and to a better organisation 
of forest ~nanagement to meet the demands of forestry production 
and the ever growing requiren~ents of the 1i-olkhozy and Eolkhoz 
members for building timber, fuelwood and other forest products." 
4. Comparison of Standards and Intensity of Forest Management 
4.1 Problems of Rating the J!lanagernent Status of Forest Land 
4.1 .1  Introductory Remarks 
How is forest land heing managed? This is a question nhich  is 
rather complex and cannot he answered e a d y .  The level of fore\[ 
rnanageinent or the treatment of forests for the production of timber 
depends primarily on method of cutting and the kind of silxiculture 
which is practised. Intensity in applying sil\icultural measures, lmw- 
exer, is affected by the timber-groming potential and the conditions 
for renewal of the forest crop, as  me11 as the accessibility and marketing 
conditions in the particular forest area. A great deal depends on thc 
objectives and policies of the forest owner, whether private personr 
or Go\ernment. But a number of other factors, including tradition\ 
in forest conservation, the cultural l e ~ e l  of the population, and 
apparently also the ecanomit system, greatly affect the treatment of 
forests. It should be added that the S~;.iet type of economy doe\ not 
ignore conlpletely the financial results, i.e. revenue from timber sale\, 
when planning operational objectives in forest rnanagernent. The 
intensity depends largely on income from slumpage sales, i.e. the price 
l e ~ e l  of forest taxe\, mhich the buyers of growing forest \tands for 
logging purposes pay to the State body wilich acts as  the forest omner. 
There is an  unmistakable similarity with the capitalist system here. 
In  the first place, we must determine hon the potentialities of timber 
growth haye been actually ntiiised, and what measures ha7 e been 
taken to secure future production. The long lime which elapses between 
the establishment and the h a n e s t  of :I mature stand is the reason 
why an  cxainination of past measures is as iinportant as  one of Lhc 
current measures when one is trying to determine future prospects. 
The current measures in forest n~anagement are essentially designed 
to safeguard future prospects. Considering the object of our \ t ~ d y ,  
~ , h i c h  is a compari\on between the forest inanagenient system\ of 
Czarist Russia and of the Smiet Union, it mu\t  be stressed Lhat in the 
past 50 years the Soviet authorities have had tlie ad\ antage of being able 
to exploit the forest crops resulting from the n o r k  of earlier periods. 
Czarist Russia's forest managernent syslern and forest policy have 
contributed essentially toxards the large timber crops harvested by 
the new Russia in order to carry out the plans for a rapid industri a 1' ~ s a -  
tion of the country. In large parts of Russia it \\as, indeed, the Czarist 
forest management ~vhich  made this possible. The fruits of the forest 
management system and the intensity with mliich i t  was applied from 
the October Re~olut ion  until the present will be harvested by the 
following generation. One must know what is really happening at  
present in order to be able to evaluate future prospects. 
4.1.2 Criteria for JIeusurement o/ Management  S tandards  
To measure the cpl l i ty of forest land management, attention must 
primarily be directed to cutting practices. The paramount question 
from the sustained-yield point of view is whether the amount of the 
cut is adjusted to the rate of growth. Consequently, the volume of 
the annual cut and its long-term development must be considered 
a s  a first-class criterion in the evaluation procedure. Next comes the 
type of catting, i.e. the distribution between the final cut and the 
intermediate cut. There is no fixed ratio between these two cuttillg 
types which may be regarded as an  optimum under certain definite 
conditions. In rating cutting practices, it is custotnary to consider 
that the higher the percentage of the intermediate cut, i.e. thinnings, 
tlie higher the intensity of forest management. 'This ~ i e w  is not only 
held by representatives of traditional forest management in western 
Europe, but seems to be supported also by S o ~ i e t  forestry specialists 
(cf. Kovalin, 1959). 
The final removal of the forest crop, or the harvesting, of mature 
timber, is the regeneration felling, which provides for the succeeding 
crop. The area cut o ler  annually, and ils long-term acc~iin~ilation and 
transfer into product i~  e condition, is the criterion to be used in measur- 
ing the results of forestry practice in  timber growing operations. 
In this connection, the changes of clear-felled forest areas ~ ~ h i c h  are
not regenerated play an  important role. A periodical comparison of 
non-regenerated cut-o\er areas is not only a sustained-yield test, 
but is even more a controlling factor for forestry which aims towards 
a n  expanded reproduction. There is no doubt that this is the most 
correct yardstick by 11-llich to measure reproduction on an  enlarged 
scale. It  should be added that cut-over areas, both as an absolute and 
as a r e l a t i ~ e  quantity, are also an  in ipo~ tan t  factor in evaluating the 
status of forest management. The percentage of unforested areas in 
the total forest land area offers direct information on how much of 
the production potential of the soil has not been utilised in timber 
production. I Iowe~er ,  it is important to ask what  requireinents one can 
nlalie for the level of stock density, and 11ow the potential capacity of 
forest land, with regard to timber-growing, is actually lalien care of 
in  forestry practice. The difference between the ideal productivity and 
the actual producti~i ty,  or, more precisely, the gap betmeen the volnme 
of the "acceptable" groming stoclc and the "actual" growing stoclc 
per unit area in different quality and age classes, is a n  indicator 
which enables us to measure the difference of level in  the status of 
timber management. Increasing productivity in primary timber pro- 
duction has become a topical problem in the IT.S.S.R. also. Attenipts 
have been nlade there to establish a yardstick for use in this connrc- 
tion. 
However, as long as there is no fixed long-range growth objec t i~e  
which nil1 indicate the potentialities of timber-growing in different 
forest regions, the possibility of increased production can only he 
evaluated on \cry vague grounds and expressed in general terms. The 
problem of increased productivity in forest management rnalies a n  
extremely interesting chapter in Sosiet forest n~anagement, which 
will be discussed in more detail later. 
4.1.3 Rel iabi l i ty  of Staf i s i ics  
The evaluation procedure for cutting amount and practices as  well 
as  for regeneration measures in a country as  large as Rusqia is a very 
complicated problem. This is because the available statistical data on 
this problem are incomplete and are, moreover, marred by considerable 
inaccuracies. All that has been said earlier about the reliability of 
Soviet statistics applies generally in this respect also. 
Concerning thc statistics of a~liiual timber cut, it can be said that  
roundwood removals from the stump to the landings or assemblage 
places are not identical with the actual felling quantity. A large part 
is left behind on the logging site. I1 must also be considered that the 
reported quantities of roundwood removals on lespromkhozy are 
based on the reports periodically submitted by foremen to their 
superiors. As a rule, this is done during the logging operations, when 
there is practically no possibility of making any measurements t o  
determine the timber I oluine more exactly. 'l'he original data on which 
the statistical computations on different adminislrative le\els are 
based are therefore rough estimates. The original data are then 
amended by superordinate agencies before they are submitted to the 
National Statistical Board, ~vhich  compiles the logging statistics of 
Lhe larger regions and of the country as  a whole. 
It should also be borne in mind that a "cubic metre" as a unit of 
measure is not uniform and that its real timber content-solid 
measure ~vithout  barli--can \ a r y  greatly in a country as large as the 
LT.S.S.R. Soviet statistics do not usually disclose what is the real 
measuring unit used-2.g. cubic metre solid ;olume including bark, 
or without barli-in every indi.ridual case, and recoinputations from 
one measuring unit into :mother are not usually a~ailable.  
It  is natural to assume that the preliminary data in timber statistics 
tend to be exaggerated; in other words, all parties cmcerned want 
to show that they ha l e  produced more. In the earlier periods of 
planned economy this tendency to exaggerate mas particularly notice- 
able, mith the frequent result that the short-term logging statistics, 
for months and quarters, mere almost ~a lue less .  The preliminary 
reports on annual timber output, too, were drastically amended in later 
checks, and the figures nc re  reduced as a rule. More recently, when 
the planning system had grown more efficient and when statistical 
distortions had become punishable by law, data on roundwood removals 
\eem to h a ~ e  become more reliable. However, the statistical information 
is sufficient to demonstrate general trends from year to year. 
The statistics are even inore unreliable in the case of c u t - o ~ r  
areas. This is due to se\eral circ~~instances:  in the first place, the 
so-called clear-fellings can be considered as being incompletely clear- 
felled, and consequently it is not easy to determine whether the land 
should be classified after logging operation., as  clear-felled area or 
as  land still covered with forest; and in  the second place, the figures 
for the siz- of clear-felled areas are not published outright as a rule. 
Hornever, they can be calculated on the basis of the published statistics. 
Silvicultural measures ha\ e been reported quite extensively in recent 
years, and soine material is arailable also for the earlier years. How- 
ever, the available data concern mainly the areas where the silvi- 
cultural measures, such as planting and sowing, have been undcrtalien, 
and not the areas where they can be considered a success. A consider- 
able proportion of plantings carried oul are a failure, and consequently 
the area which has actually been turned into productive condition 
Lhrough artificial regeneration is smaller than is indicated by the 
statistics. The areas concerned can be estimated only approximately. 
Table 2-43. Average Annual Cut in the U.S.S.R., selectedperiods, 1913-1962 























a Adjusted to  the boundaries before 17 September 1939. 
11 Present boundaries of the U.S.S.R. 
Sources: ( 1 ) .  Narodnoge Khozgaistuo S S S R ,  1 9 6 0  and 1 9 6 2 ,  Moscow, 1961 and 1963, pp. 
297 and 179. (2). Percpechin-Filinov Lesopolzouanie u S S S R  1946- ID62 gg., Moscow, 
1964, p. 91. 
Still more uncertain are data on acreage of natural regeneration. 
Here we can arrive only indirectly at  figures which can be regarded 
as realistic. 
In brief, it can be said that we are obliged to use approximate evalua- 
tions. Our problem is to give a general picture of the situation, making 
use of the available statistical data to the greatest possible extent. 
It thus seems that we can still draw certain conclusions and determine 
general trends, despite the shortcomings mentioned above. 
4.2 Cutting Amount and Methods 
4.2.1 Total Annual Cut b y  Volume 
In recent years, statistical data on actual Soviet timber removals 
have been published in various connections, and at  present we seem 
to have a quite comprehensive picture of the developments. The 
statistical data published in earlier years have later been recalculated 
and adjusted, and therefore the figures quoted here differ from 
earlier statistics. One must differentiate in the statistics between tiinber 
removals (uyuozka dreuesing) and tiinber assigned for felling (otprrsk 
lesa) .  The difference between these two is partly due to the fact that 
not all tiinber assigned to the logging enterprises or to buyers of stand- 
ing timber is actually felled, and partly in the fact that  not all felled 
timber is r e m o ~ e d  from the forests. Howeyer, as is apparent from 
Table 2-8, the difference is not too great-since World War  11, thi\  
difference has been about four per c e n t b u t  the table does not indicale 
the q ~ ~ a n t i t i e s  of timber which have actually been felled and not 
r e m o ~ e d  to assemblage places at  roadsides or river banlis. It is probable 
that these quantities lie solnewhere betm-een the figures for tiinber 
removals and those for the timber allotted for felling. 
The above table (2-8) shows clearly the great increase in the 
roluine of the c ~ i t  under the Soviets. Compared with 1913, the total 
cutting volume has increased fivefold, while the volume of industrial 
and construction timber has increased more than eight times, from 
30 million cubic metres in 1913 to 256 million cubic metres in 1862 
(S. K h .  SSSR, 1963, p. 179). 
It should be noted that in the past dozen years or so, the total volume 
cut has remained more or less the same. According to Soviet statistics, 
there has been no general increase of timber output, as  has been the 
case in other sectors of the Soviet economy, including the output of 
manufactured forest products. Evidently the general state of things 
in the forests permits of no further increase in the roundwood output. 
W e  shall not discuss here this "stagnation" of Soviet tiinber produc- 
tion, which is successively increasing in other fields. W e  shall only 
recall that the peak of the Soviet roundwood removals seems to have 
been reached at  the present stage of industrial development, and that 
the volume of cut could be increased further only if the planned 
increases in the capacities of the wood-based industries became a fact. 
An interesting detail which is noteworthy in the present connection 
concerns the cutting volume in Czarist Russia. According to official 
Soviet statistics (cf. Table 2-8), the total cut in 1913 was 67 million 
cubic metres within the present Soviet territory, and 61 million cubic 
metres within the Soviet boundaries in  their form before 17 September 
1939. Buchholz (1961, p. 132) maintains that this figure is not correct. 
Soviet statistics had deliberately decreased the figures for the tiinber 
output of Czarist Russia to demonstrate Soviet progress and increased 
output in  this field. In fact, the figure quoted refers to the quantity 
of timber felled in the former State forests, the statistics for which 
were published. According to calculations by Tarasov (1925), the total 
felling volume in forests of all ownership categories in Czarist Russia 
was about 219 million cubic metres a pear before World IVar I. Con- 
sidering that there hardly exist any cutting statistics for the extremely 
heterogeneous privately owned forests at  the time, and considering 
that felling in these forests was much more extensive than that in the 
State forests, the abore figure must be based on rough estimates. An- 
Table 2-9. Changes of Annual Cut in two Main Forest Zones, selected years, 1913-1960 
Forest-Deficit Zonc 
J l i l l i on  cubic metres 
Per  cent of the total cut  
Forest-Surplus Zone 
X i l l i o n  cubic metres 
Per  cent of the to fa l  cut 
Total 
Mzll ion cubic metres 
Per  cent of the total cut 
Source: Vasiliev, P. V. E k o n o m i k a  izpolzouania i uosproizuodstua lesnykh re s zmov ,  RIosco~v, 
1963, p. 115. 
other author, Seliber (1933), estimates the total cutting volume in 
European Russia alone at  280 million cubic metres in 1913. As it is 
impossible to verify the above figures, we cannot throw more light 01: 
the anomaly. There is no reason to think that the last-nlentio~led 
figures are exaggerated. It  follows (and here we agree fully with Buch- 
holz), that Soviet data on the 1913 timber output are too low. It might 
be added that the present age class distribution of the existing stands 
also seems to indicate that logging before World War  I was inore exten- 
sive than is now stated officially, but it is impossible to prove this 
unequi~ocally on the basis of official Soviet data only. 
4 2 . 2  Geographical DisIr ibut ion  of C u t  
Logging has of old been concentrated in the European parts of Russia. 
Immediately before TtTorld V'ar I, about 90 per cent of removals were 
carried out in this region (Buchholz, 1061, p. 132). The less accessible 
forests in the northern parts of European Russia and in Siberia were 
practically untouched in the Czarist era. Logging on a larger scale in 
these forests began only under the Soviets. According to official statis- 
tics (A'. Kh. SSSR, 1961, p. 299) almost 75 per cent of all logging 
operations were still concentrated in the European parts of the U.S.S.R. 
in  1960. It should be recalled that there exists at  present no official 
boundary between Europe and Asia within the Soviet Union. New 
Soviet statistics do not give any direct information about this tra- 
ditional division and conrequently any figure4 mentioned can only be 
estimated. 
A survey of the development of cutting ~ o l u m e  with a particular 
reference to the forest-surplus zone and the forest-deficit zone is pre- 
sented in Table 2-11. About 98 per cent of the timber output in the for- 
est-deficit zone took place in European Russia. The Asian part of the 
U.S.S.R.-comprising mainly the Kazalih, Kirghiz, Uzbeli, Turkmen 
and Tadzhili Soviet Republics-is almost unforested, and the total 
timber output there has been about 2,000,000 cubic metres annually in 
recent years--about tn-o per cent of the total annual cut in the forest- 
deficit zone. 
A few further colnnients should be made about the figures included 
in the table. The cut since 1940 is calculated on the basis of official 
Soviet statistics on timber removals, while the 1913 calculations are 
"based on the statistical material of the time" (Vasiliev, 1963, p. 115). 
In this connection it might be mentioned that the remarlis on the 1913 
cutting volume, made in the preceding section, apply also to this table, 
i.e. that the figure quoted is probably too small, but with regard to 
the ratio of distribution of the 1913 cuttings it is unreasonable to be 
critical. 
.A comparison of the trends in timber output in absolute figures 
indicates that the total cut in the forest-deficit zone has been more 
or less the same, or that i t  has even decreased somewhat, since World 
War  11. On the other hand, the cut in the forest-surplus re,' olons, 
measured in absolute cutting volume, has increased very much; it 
almost doubled from 1940 to 1960. 
This survey of the dynamics of the cut in the two macro-regions 
gives a very simplified picture of the current relocation of the logging 
centres. Considering the size of the country, a better picture of real 
conditions can only be obtained when each of the more important forest 
regions is examined individually, because development has not been 
uniform in the different regions and has frequently not even progressed 
in the same general direction. 
-1.C.3 A n n u a l  Cut in Rela t ion  to Growing Stock and Growth 
A conlparison of annual cut with net growth, or, expressed in a 
broader way, the relationship between timber growth and timber drain, 
is an important indicator in  evaluating the long-range potentialities of 
forest land. As has been pointed out before, Russian statistics of annual 
growth are inadequate and highly contradictory. It  follows that a 
timber balance compiled on the basis of such data is inevitably impaired 
by great errors, and its value is consequently doubtful, particularly in 
the forest-surplus zone. Comparative figures showing the relationship 
between annual cnt and growing stock, i.e, the cutting percentage, 
Table 2-10. Comparison between Volumes of Growing Stock, Growth and Annual Cut. 
in selected Regions, 1962 
Russian SFSR . 
Ukraine. . . . . . . 
Belorussia. . . . . 
Lithuania. . . . . 
Latvia.  . . . . . . . 
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Solme: Perepechin-Filinov Lesopolzovanie 11 S S S R  1946--1962 g g . ,  hloscow, 1964, p. 41 
seem to be more accurate, but as  a large part of forests in Russia are 
inaccessible, these figures lose much of their re le~ance .  However, 
despite these disadvantages and limitations a comparison of the above 
factors is of great interest. 
Table 2--10 illustrates the relationship of annual cut to annual 
growth and the growing stock in  certain selected areas, i.e. constituent 
republics. I t  has been compiled by two Soviet experts, Perepechin and 
Filinov, on the basis of the official statistics of 1 January 1961. The 
criticism of the statistics referred to above applies in this case also, 
and the figures should therefore be accepted with reservation. As re- 
gards the smaller republics the figures seem to be more or less real- 
istic and to depict roughly the true situation; they can also be verified 
by means of other available statistical data. It can be observed that the 
annual cut still exceeds the annual growth in both Latvia and Estonia, 
although the age-class distribution is abnormal and mature tirnber 
should be in short supply ( c f .  Lesnaya Promyshlennost  SSSR,  1957,  
p. 49) .  The circun~stance that  the annual cut as  a percentage of the 
growing stock (the cutting percentage) cannot be considered too high 
at  the same time, indicates that the productivity of the forests, i.e, the 
actual timber growth per unit area, is relatively low in these countries. 
The timber drain per hectare of productive forest land (in Russian 
terminology, forest-covered area) gives us no real picture of the 
situation. A calculation on the basis of the total forest land, including 
cut-over areas and burned areas which are not covered with forests, 
seems to lead us to a closer estimate of the actual productivity of the 
forest?. 
As regards the above data 011 the Russian SFSR, the following facts 
should be talien into account in a critical examination. 
In the first place, e\en those forests mhich are at present considered 
inaccessible are included in the total growing stocli. This cannot be 
considered a correct procedure. In principle, only accessible forests 
should be included, i.e. forests in which logging is actually taking 
place or  can take place; otherwise, the cutting percentage has no 
practical ~ a l u e  as a factor for comparison. Consequently, the forests 
which are considered inaccessible at  present should be deducted from 
the total I oluinc of growing stocli. 
Thc total ~ o l u i n e  01 the growing stock i n  the accessible forests of the 
U.S.S.R. mas estimated at 45,860 million cubic metres by 1 .January 1961 
(Vasi l ie~,  L.Kh..  1963, 6, p. 64) .  The growing stocli in the constituent 
republics, except the Russian SFSR, was estimated at  2,220 million 
cubic metres (Perepecllin-Filino.i, 1864, p. 11) .  If we assume, to simpli- 
fy matters, that all these last-mentioned forests are accessible, the total 
~ o l u m e  of growing stock in the Russian SFSR can be calculated easily 
enough-it is (47,860-2,220 =) 45,640 inillion cubic metres. It follows 
that the figure of annual cut as a percentage of the growing stocli is 
not 0.43, as quoted in Table 2-10, but 0.73. This figure is certainly 
more realistic, but it is also clear that it can differ greatly from 
district to district. In the central parts of European Russia it is 
presumably much higher, and in Siberia lower, than the o ~ e r a l l  average 
of the whole of the Russian SFSR. 
In the second place, the a h o ~ e  table puts the alerage annual growth 
in the Russian SFSR at  789.20 million cubic metres. The mean 
annual growth (srednegodichny pr iros t ) ,  the salisaul (Haloxy lon)  
forests excluded, in the whole of the U.S.S.R. has been estimated to be 
834.80 million cubic metres (Perepechin-Filinov, 1964, p. 11 ) . Another 
source (Vasi l ie~,  L.Kh., 1963, 6, p. 65) estimates the total annual 
growth (godichny obshchy prirost)  in  the U.S.S.R. as of January, 1961, 
a t  874.0 million cubic metres, of mhich 713.2 million cubic metres were 
on the forest area in use ( n a  ploshcIzady osuoyennykh  lesou) .  It seems 
that the a b o ~ e  figures cannot be accepted as a basis for a comparison 
between total annual cut and total annual growth. In this comparison, 
too, the total annual growth should concern only the forests which are 
accessible and actually in use. The annual growth in these forests has 
been calculated by as au thor i ta t i~e  an  institution as the Forest Institute 
of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences (quoted according to Vasiliev, 
1963, p. 383)  to be 471.2 million cubic metres in  the whole of the 
U.S.S.R., and 426.2 nlillion cubic metres in the Rucsian SFSR. In 
Table 2-11. Volume of Timber Cut and its Distribution by Cutting Methods, in selected 
Regions and Years, 1946-1962 
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Source: Perepecbin-Filinov Lesopolzouunie u SSSR 1946-1962 qq., Moscow, 1964, p. 11 
and pp. 91-86 (Appendix 3). 
accordance with our earlier argument, the latter figure would serve 
better as a basis for con~parative calculations of the kind we have to 
do with here. In replacing, in Table 2--10, the figure showing the 
average annual growth in the Russian SFSR (789.20) with another 
which we consider more realistic (426.2), and comparing it with the 
rolume of the actual cut (334.8), the difference between timber growth 
and timber drain is reduced-and this notwithstanding that the 
natural timber drain rnust be added l o  the cutting ~ o l u r n e  when the 
total timber drain is to be calculated. The annual cut as  a percentage of 
the average annual growth in the Russian SFSR is, according to the 
new calculation, 78.6 per cent instead of the 42.4 per cent in the table. 
It  is certain that this percentage, too, varies considerably from region 
to region, but its ~ a l u e  as an  indicator in making comparisons cannot 
be doubted. 
4.2 .4  Cutting Me!hods  
A11 important feature in a comprehensi~ e picture of the status of 
forest managenlent in a country is a description of the cutting practices. 
In the first place, one must lmow how the timber removals from the 
forests are being cnrriecl out. Jf this is done by clear-felling over long 
periods, the future condition of the growing slock is different from 
what it would have been if se lec l i~e  cuttings or thinnings had been 
used. 
The predominant cutting method in  the State forests of Czarist 
Russia \\as clear-felling, which was used from the second half of the 
19th century. Selective cutting was used only in areas where there 
was no market for the whole range of the timber assortnlent. Thinnings 
were carried out to a yery limited extent only. The Soviets h a ~ e ,  more 
or less, followed the same pattern, with the difference that the clear- 
felled areas have become more concentrated and larger in size. 
The distribution of timber output by cutting methods in different 
geographical areas of the U.S.S.R. after TVorld M'ar 11, is set out in 
Table 2-11. Before critically examining the table me shall comment on 
its composition. Timber. output has been calculated on the basis of data 
for tiinber assigned for cutting. Calculation of the timber output per 
unit area is i n  principle based on the areas according to the forest 
inventory of 1961, taking into account only the accessible forest area 
in  use. As this figure for the Russian SFSR is not directly published in 
Soviet statistics, it has been cnlculated by deducting from the total 
accessible forest area in use in the whole of the S o ~ i e t  Union (432.27 
million hectares, according to Vasiliev, L.Kh., 1963, 6, p. 64), the total 
forest area in all the other constituent republics (34.8 million hectares, 
according to Perepechin-Filinov, 1964, p. 11). The total forest area 
in use in the Russian SFSR has been calculated in this way to be 397.46 
million hectares. Thus here, too, the matter \\as simplified in the same 
manner as in the preceding section, i.e, that all Soviet forests outside 
the Russian SFSR are considered as accessible and actually in use. It  
might be added that the calculation of timber drain should be made 
in relation to the total forest area, and not to the forest-covered area, 
a s  is the case here. However, this has been impossible owing to the 
unavailability of data on the total forest area in the various regions. 
As regards the technical side of the various.cutting methods, it must 
be emphasised that the final or main cut comprises mainly clear- 
fellings. In 1962, the so-called complete clear-felling (sploshno-leso- 
sechnaya r u b k a )  constituted 77 per cent, and the so-called conditional 
clear-felling ( u s l o u n o s p l o s l ~ n a p  rzzbka) 13 per cent of the total cut by 
area, while the corresponding percentages by volume were 87 and 11. 
The remainder of the main cut was carried out in accordance with the 
group selection method, and as selectire logging (Perepechin-Filinov, 
1964, p. 7 4 ) .  It  can be said, therefore, that clear-felling is absolutely 
predon~inant in  the whole of the U.S.S.R; only in certain areas, chiefly 
in the mountains in the vestern and southern parts of the Soviet 
Union, are different methods of final cut used, so that the land is 
not completely denuded of trees, and the chances for natural regene- 
ration are consequently better. 
There exists a special cutting method which has no direct counterpart 
in the forestry practice in western Europe. In the Russian termin- 
ology it is called regeneration cut (lesouossfanouitelnaya rublca).  This 
method, which is not regarded as a final or inain cut, is used only in 
Group I forests. It  is conceivable that the cutting of individual mature 
trees in old stands due to be replaced or already undergoing the process 
of regeneration can be described as this type of cut. Certain specialists 
(Deltator, L. Kh., 1962, 8,  p. 21) consider the term "regeneration cut" 
to be a misnomer, because it may cover any kind of cutting. They there- 
fore recommed the elimination, at the earliest possible date, of this 
type of cutting, which is neither practically nor theoretically justified. 
Thinnings ( r u h k i  u k h o d a )  comprise all cuttings in younger and 
middle-aged stands which are carried out for silvicultural purposes. 
Other cut (prochie rrzbki) consists mainly of salvage cuttings, i.e. 
the removal of damaged and dead trees. 
As shown in Table 2-11, the distribution between different cutting 
methods varies both regionally and from year to year. The proportion 
occupied by main cut in the Russian SFSR remained constant-90 
per cent-in 1950-1962, but in  the other geographical areas its per- 
centage is clearly decreasing. I1 should be noted that the cutting 
volume per unit area (cubic metres per hectare of forest-covered land) 
shows a diainetrically opposite trend at the 3anle time: iL is rising in 
the Russian SFSR and falling in  the other parts of the U.S.S.R. 
Table 2-12. Thinnings as Percentage of the Volume of Total Cut, by selected Regions and 
Years, 1946-1962 
Russian SFSR 9 1 0 1 0 9 7 5 5 5 5  
Ukraine 26 26 23 22 24 17 IS  16 15  
Belorussia 19 21 1 7  20 18 17 1 G  15 14 
Lithuania - - 26 37 28 38 39 36 29 
Latvia 1 1 28 23 20 29 36 3 1  34 







Source: Perepechin-Filinov Lesopolzounnie u SSSR 1946- lYG2 gg., ;\loscow, 1964 
(Appendix 3). 
The proportion of thinnings shows an  interesting development, 
which to a certain extent contrasts with the development of the main 
cut :  when the percentage share of the main cut decreases, the per- 
centage share of the thinnings increases. The above table (2-11) 
demonstrates this relation generally, but the percentage share of the 
salvage cut (other cut) can distort this relationship. This is because it 
is not always easy to differentiate between thinnings and salvage 
cuttings; according to the accepted practices in western Europe, both 
are regarded as intermediate cut. 
The development of thinnings in  various geographical areas and in 
the course of time are shown more clearly in the Table 2-12. This 
shows clearly that  the thinnings constitute a much larger part of the 
total cut in  the western parts of the U.S.S.R. than is the average in the 
Russian SFSR. Particularly in the Baltic countries-Lithaunia, Latvia, 
Estonia-the thinnings constitute a considerable part of the timber 
output, and their share is rising steeply. The explanation is partly 
that there is a shortage of mature stands, and partly that the extensive 
young forests which TTere planted in these countries between the 
two World \Tars ha l e  no\\ reached an  age when thinnings can yield 
relatively large quantities of timber. However i t  cannot be denied 
that the technical linomledgc of the forestry personnel probably play? 
an  important role here, as  do the local traditions in forestry practice. 
As the Russian SFSR, which comprises the forests in the northern 
Table 2-13 Thinnings as Percentage of the Volume of Total Cut, by selected Districts and 
Years, in the RSFSR, 1946-1962 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Iiarclia 
Archangel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Vologda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Leningrad. ................Leningrad........................................ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sovgorod 
Pskov . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Kalinin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Jlosco\% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Yaroslav . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Smolensli . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Kaliningrad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Source: Perepechin-Filinov Lesopolrouanie u SSSR 191G-1962 gg., AIoscow, 1964 
(Appendix 4). 
parts of European Russia as well as  in Siberia, cannot be fittingly 
compared with the Baltic countries, one should conlpare areas ~vhich  
haye more or less similar natural and econoinic conditions. Table 
2-13 shows the percentage share of thinnings in a number of pro- 
~ i n c e s  of the Russian SFSR which are nlostly situated in the vicinity of 
the Baltic countries, and in 10 oases east of them. With the exception 
of the province5 of Moscow and Kaliningrad (formerly Konigsberg), 
where the cutting practices seem generally to have a special character, 
the percentage share of thinnings in the provinces of the Russian SFSR 
is noticeably smaller than in Es~tonia, Latvia and Lithuania. There 
seems to be a scarcity of stands which require thinning, although 
extensive clear-cuttings were carried out here after the October Revolu- 
tion, and in the years between the t v o  \\rorlcl Wars, which should 
mean, under normal conditions, that the clear-cut areas would nwv 
be c o ~ e r e d  with young, second-growth stands requiring thinning. It 
seems that other circun~stances, too, h a ~ e  led to this lagging behind of 
Russia's old farnling areas in thinning; there is hardly any surplus 
timber in the poorly stocked stands there, and the need for an intensi- 
fication of silvicultural measures in these provinces is considered to 
be of major importance. 
4.3 Regeneration of Cut-Over Areas 
4.3.1 Forest Land not Covered by Forest 
Vast areas of formerly productive forest land in the U.S.S.R. are 
not used for growing tinlbei- crops. They consist mainly of non- 
regenerated cut-over areas, burned-over areas, clearings with sparse 
tree cover and serni-permanent openings. The area is being' increased 
through new cut-over areas in the U.S.S.R. by 2 to 2.5 million hectares 
annually, 80 per cent of this territory being cut-over areas of coniferous 
stands and 20 per cent cut-over areas of deciduous species (Pisinenny, 
1,. Kh., 1963, 2, p. 36; Perepechin-Filinov, 1964, p. 73). According to 
other sources (Koldanov, L.Kh., 1962, 3, p. 14), the total forest area 
assigned for cutting has been most recently (1960) 30,000 square 
kilometres or 3,000,000 hectares per year. To this rn~lst  be added areas 
denuded annually through natural catastrophes, in Lhe first place 
by forest fires. On the other hand, large amounts of these non-forested 
areas are annually turned into productive forest land through natural 
and artificial regeneration, i.e. they are covered by young second-growth 
stands. The question one asks in this connection is whether the total 
area of the forest land which is not in a productive condition is 
increasing or decreasing. Here the official S o ~ i e t  statistics are not 
particularly informative. For instance, the extremely detailed statistical 
data on forest resources for January 1956 (Lesnaga Promyshlennost 
SSSR, 1957) include no figures on forest land not covered by forest. 
The figure clan he calculated only roughly and by using indirect data, 
estimates and other published material. Statistical data are available 
for two occasions only, so that it is possible to carry out a limited 
conlparison i n  time, over a period of more than 30 years. 
According to the census of 1927 (Xaterialg po statistike Iesnouo 
fonda SSSR, 1930), ihe  total cut-over and burned-over area, as well 
as  semi-permanent openings, comprised in the U.S.S.K. 44 million 
hectares. According to the 1961 in1 entory of forests (Ponoinarev, L. Klz., 
1963, 6, p. 48; Vari l ie~,  ibid., p. 64), the total area not covered by forests 
(ne pokrytaya lesom) comprised 172 million hectares, of which 94 
million hectares belonged to the category of accessible forests or forests 
i n  use (osvo!jenye lesa). Comparing the latter figure ~ v i t h  the total 
accessible forest area (exploited forests), which according to the 1961 
inventory is estimated to be 527 million hectares, we find that the 
forest area in non-productive condition is 18 per cent of the whole. It 
should be added that the 1961 data apply to the S o ~ i e t  erritory now, 
whereas the 1927 data apply to the area before the Soviet territorial 
expansion as a result of World War  IT. No detailed information is 
available on how these areas have been calculated. It is certain that 
the methods and premises used differed greatly on the two occasions. 
Nevertheless, the difference is so great that it permits one to conclude 
that the non-regenerated cut-over and burned-01 er areas have increased 
considerably unde; the Soviets. 
The percentage of forest land in non-productive condition is the 
most important criterion to be used in a n  evaluation of the status of 
forest land management. The above-mentioned figure, whose veracity 
cannot be doubted, must be considered a very high percentage, taking 
into account the continuous production of forest crop. It should be 
particularly emphasised that this area con~prises forest land of t n o  
desirable classes : 
1. areas best located for the marltet, and 
2. areas classified as  belonging to the highest site quality class. 
It is also especially noteworthy because this type of forest was, and 
still is, an  objective of systematic exploitation in the efforts to satisfy 
the growing needs of the economy in the U.S.S.R. 
4.3.2 Progress of Natural Reproduction 
What  will happen to the 94 million hectares of land which on 
1 January 1961 were not covered by forest, and to the two to three 
million hectares of cut-oxer forest land which is annually added to 
i t?  How much will be reforested naturally during the next few decades? 
To find the reply to these questions, forest administration agencies 
and research institutions i n  the U.S.S.R. have devoted much energy 
since the war, putting particular stress on the problem of the prospects 
for natural regeneration on cut-over areas where nlechanised logging 
has been applied. 
In the first place, it must be borne in  mind that cut-over areas may 
be d i ~ i d e d  into several types, the natnral regeneration of which is 
progressing rather differently in different geographical regions. The 
regeneration period is sometiines of short duration, from three to 
five years, and extends, in other cut-over areas, somewhat longer-10 
years or more (Jfelelilio~, 1960, p. 2'70). However, natural regeneration 
will not occur at  all in certain other areas IT-ithin the foreseeable future. 
It  should also be talien into account that most coniferous stands will 
be replaced after clear-cutting by deciduous species of less \ alue (birch 
and a\pen),  which ineans that the composition of the tiniber stoclc 
will deteriorate gradually in  the long run  (Koldanov, L.  Kh., 1962, 
3, p. 13). It is hardly possible to obtain a uniform picture of natural 
regeneration and how this ~vi l l  influence forest productivity in thc 
future, both quanti tat i~ely and qualitatively. Conditions presumably 
vary greatly from region to region in  the different parts of the U.S.S.R. 
According to an official esalnination carried out by tllc then 
Central Inspection of Forest Management in 1957 and 19,58, and  
published by its head, Iiovalin (1959, p. 24), the regeneration pattern 
of large-scale cut-over areas in  the U.S.S.R. has been as folloms: 
1. Natural regeneration with the same coniferous species (pine, 
spruce, larch) as  were predominant in the original mature forest has 
been attained in 30-40 per cent of the cut-over areas. 
2. A change of tree species has occurred in 50 per cent of the cut- 
over areas, the usual sequence being that less valuable deciduous 
species, primarily heart-rot aspen, follow the valuable conifers. 
3. In 10-20 per cent of the cut-over areas, no young growth has 
followed, and these areas are turning into waste land or swamps. 
As pointed out a b o ~ e ,  these figures apply to the U.S.S.R. a s  a whole. 
It is very evident that the picture in individual regions may be quite 
different from this general scheme. Conditions of natural regeneration 
should be worst i n  climatically unfavourable areas, particularly in the 
taiga zone. A great problem there is that the site conditions for forest 
growth are imperfect, owing to the flatness of the land surface and 
the excess of moisture. There is a general conviction that the swampy 
areas will never be reforested, particularly in the northern section of 
the taiga, and that this area must be classified as smanlp, bog or tundra 
in  the future (Nesterov, 1954, p. 518). 
Kovalin (1959, p. 24) states further that mechanised logging applied 
in connection with clear-felling, mhich is the common practice, has 
caused particularly great damage in the mountain regions, in  the first 
place in  the Caucasus, the Crimea, the Carpathians and in  the Far  
East. Immense areas an  mountain slopes have thus been deprived of 
their vegetation co\er, and their reforestation will be exceedingly 
difficult. Since the watershed and soil protection capacities of these 
mountainous areas are i n  considerable danger as a result, this state 
of affairs cannot be approved by the Soviet people under any circum- 
stances. 
4.3.3 Clear-Felled Areas  i r ~  S e e d  of Arti f icial  Regelleration 
If we try to calculate, on the basis of the material contained in the 
preceding chapters, the size of forest areas which need artificial silvi- 
cultural measures to become productive forest land again, we arrive 
at  the following result. The total area of forest land not covered by 
forests on 1 January 1961 was estimated at  94 million hectares, and 
15 per cent of this inakes 14 million hectares, this supposing that 
planting and other kinds of artificial regeneration are carried out 
only in areas where no natural regeneration whatsoever is taking place. 
Things are different in practice. Sil\icultural ineasures apply, to a 
great extent, also to areas where coniferous stands mould be replaced 
naturally by deciduous species. To prevent this, coniferous trees mu\ t  
be introduced artificially. Certain rough estinmtes indicate that  42 
per cent (Iiovalin, 1959) of the clear-cut areas are in  need of artificial 
regeneration. According to other calculations, this percentage is 55 
(I'asiliev, 1963, p. 190). Both the quoted figures are thus greater than 
the 15 per cent nientioned earlier and used in our rough calculations 
of the arrears in artificial forest regeneration. 
According to KO\-alin (1959, p. 32), the total area in need of artificial 
silvicultural measures in the U.S.S.R. ( lesokiz l furny  fond)  arnounted 
to 13.8 inillion hectares on 1 January 1939. This does not differ from 
our estimate of the lag in regeneration, v-hich is understandable because 
both calculations proceed from the same premises. In  other calculations, 
too, (Perepechin--Filinov, 1'964, p. 42) the total cut-over area in need 
of artificial regeneration is estimated at  14-15 million hectares in the 
whole country. This area has come into being bet\$-een 1946-1960. 
If vie accept Kovalin's (1959, p. 32) premise that 1.1 million hectares 
of the annually clear-felled areas in the U.S.S.R. are in need of artificial 
sil\icultural measures, ~vh ich  is more or less equal t o  the average in 
1951-1960 according to certain other estimates (Vasiliev, 1963, p. 1921, 
we have obtained a basis for further calculation. The question is how 
the new clear-felled areas will be turned into productive forest land, 
and to m-hat estent the arrears can be made up. It should be added 
that this depends on the fixed targets or operational goals in S o ~ i e t  
planning and on TT hat results are expected when planning silticultural 
measures. 
4.3.4 Arti f icial  Regeneration i n  Historical  P e r s p e c t i v ~  
S o ~ i e t  forestry literature maintains that the extent of planting and 
other silvicultural measures has grown several times under the So~ ie t s ,  
in  comparison with tlie Czarist era, and that artificial regeneration 
now plays a much greater role than before. It  cannot be denied that  
since World Il'ar I1 more attention has been paid to silvicultural 
measures than was the case before, but the extent of the planted area 
cannot be regarded as a n  isolated phenomenon; i t  should be considered 
against the background of tlie general situation. In the first place, the 
volume of the cut has grown considerably under the Soviets, and in 
the second place the cutting methods have changed. Instead of cutting 
in narrow strips where natural reproduction is relatively easy, the 
Table 2-14. Relation between Clear-felled Areas in Need of Artificial Regeneration and 
Areas Actually Treated with Silvicultural Measures in the U.S.S.R., selected 
1905-1914 
(State Forests) 
1918-1927 . . . .  
1928-1932 . . . .  
1933-1937 . . . .  
1938-1911 . . . .  
I942-194j . . . .  
1946-1950 . . . .  
1951-1935 . . . .  
1956-1960.. . . 
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Soviets use large-scale clear-cutting, where as  a rule only artificial 
planting and  intensive weeding and  tending can guarantee that  
coniferous species will predon~inate  in  the second growth stands ~ v h i c h  
follow the original conifer forest. 
Li sur ley  of the relationship betmeen the clear-felled area in  need of 
artificial regeneralion and  the area actually thus  regenerated is 
sliloxvn i n  Table 2-14. It sho~vs  that  as from the 1950s the area under 
artificial silvicultural measures exceeded the new clear-felled areas, 
but  tha t  the earlier arrears were ~ e r y  great. Onc must  ask how 
reliable the figures quoted are before drawing any conclusions. In  the 
preceding section we drew attention to the difficulty of estimating 
the  area in  need of sil\iculturnl measures. The table does not cover the 
vho l e  of the accumulated area, but only the area that  has come into 
existence during the period concerned. That  the area under sill icultural 
measure has of late exceeded the area of new clear-fellings does not 
mean, therefore, that  the arrcars h a l e  been made up. 
It must  further be talien into account that  the area regarded as  being 
artificially regenerated coTers not only planting and seeding, i.e, mea- 
sures mhich, if successful, guarantee the transformation inlo productive 
forest land, but also preparatory measures for natural regeneration. 
It is not always certain that  scarifying everyv-here, i.e. under diC- 
Table 2-15. Clear-felled Area Compared with Actually Planted Area, by selected Regions, 
Total during the Period 1946-1962 
Russian SFSR. . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Ukraine 
Belorussia . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  1 Lithuania . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Latvia 
Estonia. . . . . . . . . . . .  
Planted area 




tt~ousand hectares I 
Total planted 
area (planting and 
seeding) 
per cenf I 
Source: Perepechin-Filinov Lesopolrouanie u S S S R  1046-1962 qq., ~ I o s c o " ~ ,  1964 (Appen- 
dix 5). 
ferent site conditions, can guarantee natural regeneration. W e  know 
that in the northern districts seed years are so rare that the soil will 
frequently return to its natural state before seed is available. Despite 
silvicultural measures, the area thus fails to become productive forest 
land. 
According to some calculations (Vasiliev, 1963, p. 190) the total area 
under silvicultural treatment in the U.S.S.R. in 1917-1960 mas 18 
inillion hectares, only half of which has been planted or  seeded; on 42 
per cent of the total the sil\icultural measures consisted only of pre- 
parations for natural regeneration (sodeis fu ie  yestesfvennomn uozob- 
nouleniu j .  
Table 2-14 shows that v i t h  regard to sil\icultural measures in  the 
State forests of Czarist Russia, the artificially regenerated area as  a 
percentage of the clear-felled area in  need of artificial regeneration was 
in reality higher (62 % )  than it mas bctween the two \170rld IVars 
(16.5--36.0 % ) .  111 the period just before World War  I, the average 
area reforested annually by artificial seeding and planting in  the State 
forests was as follows (Kobranov, 1930) : 
1. from 1901 to 1910-43,890 hectares, 
2. from 1911 to 1914-61,950 hectares. 
This area incl~ldes also the afforestation of steppes and shclterbelt 
planting, Most of the artificially regenerated area was somn mith pine. 
Table 2-15 g i ~ e s  us a difl"erent picture of the situation. The area 
planted and seeded is depicted here in relation lo the total clear-felled 
area during the period 1946-1962. In this comparison it is realistic 
to eliminate certain unreliable estimates, e.g. clear-felled areas in  
need of artificial regeneration. The differences between the Russian 
SFSR and the areas west and south of it are striking. Silvicultural 
activity is much more intensive in the latter territories than in the 
former- a fact needing no particular explanation. H o w e ~  er, it shoulu 
be pointed out that the real situation as to the silvicultural arrears is 
not so favourable as it seems to be from the table. For instance, the 
afforestation of steppes and shelterbelt planting are included in the 
artificially regenerated area in the Ukraine, although these actirities 
are in fact carried out outside the forest land proper. Forest planting, 
according to the Afforestation Project of 1948, which mas to be a means 
of combating droughts, is also included in the total cultivated area. 
There is reason to suppose that silvicultural measures in  the forest 
lands proper during 1946-1960 did not, in fact, exceed the new clear- 
felled areas of the same period. However, it must be admitted that 
the silvicultural measures designed to remove the arrears have been 
fairly satisfactory, if the available statistics are to be relied on, and if 
the silricultural measures have been successful in  the forest-deficit 
areas in the western parts of the country. The great problem is to esti- 
mate how successful the silvicultural measures hare  in fact been. 
The quality of artifical planting is very poor, according to authorita- 
t i \e  statements (Rubtsov, L. Kh., 1964, 1,  p. 5).  The local forest person- 
nel is, as a rule, mainly concerned in  carrying out the silvicultural 
measures by area as prescribed by the plan, and employing therefore 
the most primitive methods possible in a n  unsatisfactory manner. The 
1961 inventory (Lesnoy fond RSFSR, 1962), included a separate 
category of forest land which had undergone artificial seeding and 
planting, the state of which did not permit regeneration to be con- 
sidered an  accon~plished fact, so that the areas in question could not 
yet be classified as young stands. This category was described as 
"incomplete cultures" (nesomknz~ushiesya lesnie kulturg).  Its total 
area was estimated at  1.4 million hectares in  the Russian SFSR by 
1 January 1961, of which 0.8 million hectares mere in  the region of 
central Russia. 
In order to obtain a picture of the results actually achieved by 
artificial regeneration measures in  1952-1961, a general inventory of 
forest plantations in the Russian SFSR was made in 1963. According 
to these records, artificial regeneration had been carried out in a area 
totalling 3.2 million hectares of the State Forest Fund since 1952. 
Planting had been carried out in 61 per cent, direct seeding in  31 
per cent, and seeding by aircraft in eight per cent of the total area. 
The inventory showed a total failure on 242,300 hectares or  13 per cent 
of the plantings, and 256,000 hectares or 21 per cent of the seedings. 
The latter figures include also seeding by aircraft, in which there 
was a 33 per cent failure (Ushaltov, L. Kh.,  1964, 12 pp. 36-37). The 
failure percentage varies considerably from region to region. hlore- 
over, there is no clear line between successful and unsuccessful plant- 
ings, particularly when naturally-sown plants of deciduous species are 
abundant and when only subjec t i~e  valuation decides whether regener- 
ation measures were successful or not. According to the above source 
it was resolved, on the basis of the inyentory, that beeting is to bc 
carried out on 144,700 hectares, and weeding on 477,600 hectares. Of 
the 3.2 million hectares concerned, the inyentory classified 1.3 million 
hectares, or 40 per cent of the total, as forested area. 
-2.3.5 Problems o/ Productivity Increase in Primary Forest Production 
In connection with the increasing requirements for wood produetc;, 
and with the decrease of the timber supply in the western parts of the 
U.S.S.R., the problem of productivity increase in primary or biological 
forest production has become especially acute. It is considered neces- 
sary to produce on every area unit of forest land 1.5 to two times as  
nluch high-quality timber, in  the not distant future, as is produced at 
present (Vasiliev e f  al., 1959, p. l o ) ,  i.e. a t  the time when the Seven- 
Year Plan was passed. Since then, the productivity increase has been 
the subject of a ceaseless and intensive discussion. In April 1963, a 
large-scale meeting of experts took place in Moscow, called by the 
Governmental Committee for the Forest, Pulp, Paper and Woodworlting 
Industries and Forest Management at  the Gosplan of the U.S.S.R. 
(Gosttdarstuenny komi ie t  po lesnoy,  fsellyttlozno-hurnazhnoy, dereuo- 
obrabatyuayushcheg pronzyshlennosfi  i l ~ s n o m z z  khozyaistuzz pri Gos- 
plane SSSR)  to discuss problems connected with the productivity 
increase and conservation of forests. At this meeting, an  improvement 
programme was suggested for forestry by the chairman and deputy 
chairman of the committee. A second meeting of the same coinrnittee 
took place in March 1964, and the main item discussed was a n  intensi- 
fication of forest management. 
As these questions have been discussed by the foremost Soviet forestry 
scientists and practical foresters, it is advisable to describe the general 
forestry situation on the basis of the materials and statements at these 
conferences. The views submitted to the meeting can be suminarised 
as follows. 
The management of forest land suffers from serious shortcon~ings. 
It can be stated that forestry is in many respects lagging behind the 
other sectors of the economy. The great gap in the application of 
technology as used by the logging industry and by the forest inanage- 
rnent has not been eliminated. Large areas are covered by stands of 
low productivity. The average annual growth in all forests is only 1.3 
cubic metres per hectare. The corresponding figure for pine is 1.7, 
for spruce 1.6 and for larch only 1.0. Howe~er ,  in  some regions it 
mould be possible to increase the annual growth to 8-10 cubic inetres 
per hectare. Far-reaching changes ha l e  taken place in the species 
cornposition of stands, primarily because of concentrated clear-fellings 
on large areas. The average area of forest clear-felled annually is more 
than 2.5 million hectares in the whole of the U.S.S.R. Clear-felled 
areas covered previously by natural coniferous stands frequently 
regenerate as less valuable deciduous rtands, more particularly in  the 
European part3 of the U.S.S.R. The total ~ o l u m e  of the timber stocli 
composed of deciduous species in  these areas has increased to 3,000 
million cubic metres, 1,600 nlillion of which are mature timber. 
The extremely low productility of the existing growing stocli, more 
particularly in the coniferous stands, is largely a result of its being 
situated on swampy soils. The total area af swampy forest sites is 
almost 160 inillion hectares in the whole of the U.S.S.R. The soil in 
about one-third of the forest areas in the European parts of the country 
is water-logged. 
Logging operations ha l e  so far been concentrated mainly in forests 
which are easily accessible from the transport network. In the old log- 
ging areas, where the supplies of mature timber will be exhausted in 
the near future, the T olunie of nearly mature timber is relatiwly amall. 
It  sllould also be noted that the timber harvesting operations h a ~ e  been 
carried out predominantly in the best site quality classes, and drier 
soil has almays been preferecl to swampy sites (Melelihov, L. Kh. ,  1963, 
6, pp. 6-7). The greatest problem is that despite favourable conditions 
for timber growth in  a number of areas, forest producti\ity is ~ e r y  
low in there very areas. Sil\icultural n-~easures are as yet insufficient, 
and the area of artificial plantings does not equal the annual clear- 
fellings ( L .  Kh., 1963, 7, p. 2 ) .  IF'hat is more, the silvicultural measures 
carried out are sub-standard, and the efficiency of rel~rot-luction 
measures is much lower than their cost. Thinnings are carried out on a 
relatively snlall scale as a rule. As the demand for xood of deciduous 
species has fallen off, and as a inarliet cannot be found for i t  e\en in 
larg3 areas in European Russia, inillions of cubic metres of deciduous 
timber are wasted at present ( L  Kh., 1964, 6, p. 2 ) .  Supplies of 
coniferous timber, which is a more suitable raw material for the pulp 
industry, will suffice for only the next 15-40 years in the European 
parts of the U.S.S.R. (Meleliho~, L. Kh., 1963, 1, p. 4 ) .  The present and 
future tiinber supplies in European Russia are consequently a problein 
vihicli o\ershadow\ all discussions on the producthity increase of the 
forests. 
The decisions made at  the abore-mentioned meetings of experts 
include a number of improrement proposals in forest management. 
These reco~niilendations do not refer to any resolutionary measures 
which will lead to an  iminediate impro~emen t  in the condition of the 
forests and secure a rapid increase in producti~i ty.  The criticism is 
most severe as regards the use of the clear-felling system on large, 
concentrated area\. It n a s  suggested that in certain areas and certain 
natural forest types (in mountain forests, in stands con~posed of beech, 
fir and spruce) clear-fellings should be forbidden completely. Instead, 
regeneration under shelter should be attained by partial cuttings, i.e. 
through a gradual r e n l o ~ a l  of mature trees. The regeneration felling\ 
recoinmended as standard for tliese forests are partial cutting in 
strips lpos tepennqcx rrthka) and selection cutting (ughorochnagn 
rzzbka). The establisllmellt of stands compo\ed of faster-growing and 
more xaluable tree species is recommended. Drainage of swampy forest 
land is urged as a particularly effective method for obtaining a pro- 
duc t i~ i ty  increase (L. Kh., 1963, 6, pp. 12-13). 
A11 inteilsification of s i l~icul tural  measure\, and more particularly 
an  extension and impro~einent  of planting, is considered the most 
important step of all. It i \  pointed out what opportunities exist for 
increasing the timber output by t l~inning.  The Baltic countries are 
cited as  a model in this respect. For instance, in L a t ~ i a  the alerage 
annual timber output in thini-niiig operations per 100 hectares of forest- 
c o ~ e r e d  land is 140 cubic metres, compared nit11 8.6 cubic metres in 
European Kur\ia ( L .  Kh., 1964, 6, p. 2) .  
The central prohlein in this is that the actual timber production 
(ef fec t i~e  productixe capacity) per unit area i \  considerably smallcr 
than the potential yroductise capacity. According to \ome estimate5 
i'i'asiliex, L. Rh., 1962, 10, p. 54 I it should he possible to increase the 
tirnber stock nn forest-deficit region\ by a t o l d  of 2,500 million cubic 
metre\ o ~ e r  Lhe nest 20 tears  through intensified ~ i l \ icu l tura l  measures 
( that  is, by 20-25 r-ilj/ha), vhich  mould mean an increase in the 
effectil e product i~  e capacity of these forests. Certain definite plans for 
increasing the producti\ity, in terms of ailnual alerage increment, 
have al\o been compiled. A plan for the increase of gronth in forest\ 
in use by S o ~ i e t  republics in 1958-1965 is s h o ~ r n  in Table 2--16. 

This singular report is the product of the leading Soviet research 
institution, namely of the Forest Institute of the U.S.S.R. Academy 
of Sciences (Institut Lesa A N - S S S R ) .  The interesting feature is that 
it is hoped to increase the growth rate in the forests of the U.S.S.R. 
by 11.9 per cent in as  short a period a s  seTen years, and this by 
conventional silvicultural measures. As is evident from the table, 
the planned targets in certain areas are remarkable; for instance, 
in the Ukraine the gromth rate is to be increased by 23 per cent and 
in Uzbekistan by 33 per cent. According to Soviet authorities themselves 
(Yasiliev, 1963, p. 382), the plan in question was not at  all popular 
and no data on its actual fulfilment are available. Comment in this 
context is unnecessary. 
However, such operational goals should be considered right in 
principle. They show that great efforts are in fact being made by the 
specialists to iinprove the general condition of the forests. However, it 
might seem that the U.S.S.R., the model country of planning, has not 
follomed the same lines in forestry planning which are characteristic of 
such planning in the West. The expression of operational goals i n  
concrete terms, a description of the future composition and volume 
of stands, the image which is to be attained, seem to be lacking in the 
Soviet planning system, despite the fact that the setting of define 
targets and their attainment should be the cardinal method of the 
Soviet system. 
5. The Doctrine of "Expanding Reproduction" in Theory and Practice 
5.1 "Sustained Yield" .versus " E x p a n d i n g  Reproduction" 
The principle of sustained yield has been the guiding principle of 
organised forestry from its very beginning. All calculations and pro- 
gnoses in classical forest economics, known as forest statics, are based 
on this principle. The compilation of "working plans" or "manage- 
ment plans", which is the main purpose of forest regulation, has 
inevitably been linked in  the past, as  well as a t  the present time, 
with the problem of the rotation, which in its turn is linked directly 
with the principle of sustained yield. It  has been maintained that a 
denial of this principle is also a denial of the very science and art  of 
organised forestry. 'I'he great champion of forestry science, a n  expert 
in  the economics of forest management in Russia, Professor M. M. Orlov, 
wrote as  late as in 1931, imn~ediately before he vanished from public 
life (quoted from Vasiliev, T.Z.L., 1953, p. 42) : "Sustained yield is 
the dogma of forest management. It  is possible not to accept this 
dogma, but one must then disclaim forest management and speak of 
forest exploitation." 
I t  cannot be denied that the principle of sustained yield derives 
originally from a static xiew of the course of events, and from a static 
coilstruction of economic equilibrium. The originators of the principle 
imagined an  unchangeable world where conditions mould remain the 
same not only during one rotation, but during an  indefinite numher 
of rotations, without any interruptions. 
The essential question here is whether the sustained yield principle 
is theoretically applicable to static conditions only, or xhether  i t  is 
also applicable under dynamic conditions leading to incessant changes 
in both the inner and outer circumstances governing forest manage- 
ment. To answer this question, me must first of all establish what is 
meant by sustained yield. This is not at  all self-evident and unequi- 
vocal, although the term has been consistently used in forestry litera- 
ture ever since forestry science came into being, and although it can 
be said that it is one of tile oldest forestry terms in existence. Professor 
Saari (1950, pp. 277 -278) supplies the following four different inter- 
pretations, which according to him have usually been attributed to the 
term in question. 
1. The concept of sustained yield i n  forestry ineans that the forest 
area is permanently kept in  productive condition, i.e. the forested area 
is unchanged. This goal is attained by replacing a stand, whether felled 
or dcstroyed by natural causes, with a new tiinher stocli by means of 
natural or artificial regeneration. 
2. Sustained yield ineans ecpilibrium between gronth  and drain. 
This goal is attained by keeping the volume of the growing stock 
unchanged. A reduction of the growing stocli, which occurs when the 
average annual cut exceeds the average annual growth, is interpreted 
in forest balance calculations as over-cutting. 
3. Sustainecl yield management means a stable supply of forest 
products, and is ach ie~ed  by a steady and unchanged annual cut. The 
maintenance of an  unchanged growing stock, homerel-, does not imply 
that the annual timber output is constant. 
4. Sustained yield forestry on a cominercial basis ineans unchauged 
income from forestry operations. 
For  the time being we can limit on r se l~es  to the above four defini- 
tions of sustained yield. It  should be added, however, that other 
definitions are possible. 
The criticism, by Marxist forest economists, of the sustained yield 
principle as  a "capitalist" concept, is primarily ideological, \\bile 
factual arguments are of secondary importance. Professor l'asiliev's 
argument, which we shall here quote in unauthorised translation, is 
1 ery relevant : 
"The most important law of the development of S o ~ i e t  forest 
economy-as vie11 as of the entire national economy of the U.S.S.R.- 
is the law of expanding socialist reprocluction ( z a k o n  rasshirennouo 
.cotsiali.stichesl:ouo uosproizuodstua) . 
"The fundamental difference between expanding socialist reproduc- 
tion and capitalist production, as  we know, is that the former takes 
place in the ever-growing dimensions of socialist production conditions, 
increasing socialist wealth and securing an  ever-impro\ing flowering 
of socialist culture. Direct progress is thus assured onwards on khe 
path towards the building up of communism" :\'asiliev, T.I.L., 1850, 
p. 17). 
He says further that no branch of socialist economy can indepen- 
dently pursue ecoilo~nic growth. For this reason the law of expanded 
reproduction, \\hen applied to separate sectors of econonlic a c t i v i t ~  
including forestry, indicates a development in  m-hich each individual 
sector-on the basis of expanded reproduction in  its own productive 
acti~ity--participates in the aggregate econonlic growth of the 
country. Consequently, the developinent of forest inanagement, under 
the law of expanding reproduction, demonstrates in practice its 
"progressive development" (pos iupate lnoyc  razuii ie)  which secures 
a "continuous increase in the role played by forestry" (ncproryunoye 
uuelichenie robi leszlovo 1:hozyais i~~a)  in  the general expansion process 
of econoiny. 
"In the socialist society", the same author says in another context 
(Yasiliev, T.I.L., 1953, p. S) ,  "reproduction, compared with conditions 
under capitalism, has in principle a new content and form (pr in ts ipalno 
novoye soderzhnnie i  f o r m u ) ,  appearing as socialist reproduction. 
This reproduction process comprises all movements of social produc- 
tion, all its circulation, all productive branches of economy . . ." 
Socialist reproduction is always accomplished on an  enlarged scale, 
contrary to the simple reproduction which is defined as "a repetition 
of production on its former scale" ip.  9 ) .  The practical application ol 
"simple reproduction" in forestry is identical v i t h  sustained yield 
inanagen~ent. "The bourgeois theory regarding both forest econoinics 
and forest regulations has regarded it, allnost from the Yery be- 
ginning, :is a general principle of forest management. . ." (13. 19) .  
. . . "Its economic purpose and significance is the protection, and 
the guarantee to the forest owners of their annual rental income 
(yezhegodng rentng dokhod) from forest properties" (p. 20 ) .  
It  is thus more for ideological than for factual reasons that Profes- 
sor I'asiliev esaluated the sustained yield principle as  follows (T.I.L., 
1'353, p. 40) : "The principle of sustained and uniform yield, described 
abox~e, is deeply foreign to Soviet forest management.. . Equally for- 
eign and unacceptable to forest management are all the variations 
and nlodifications of that principle, such as the 'principle of steady 
use' (printsip posfoyanslua polzouania) , the 'principle of inex- 
haustible use' (prinlsip neisioslachifelnouo polzouania), the 'principle 
of continuity in  forestry production' (prinisip nepreryunosti lesokho- 
zyaisfuennouo proizuodsiua), etc., which were disseminated by our 
forestry literature until recently. None of these 'principles' derives 
from the law of expanding socialist reproduction. . . they express. 
instead, in the best cases, the possibility of developing forest manage- 
ment within tlle framework of the conception of simple reproduction. 
Therefore, they are not so much needed by Soviet forest management 
as hostile to i t . .  . The principle of continuity and evenness of the 
timber output, if applied to the forest management conditions in the 
U.S.S.R., does not indicate anything over and above the recognition 
of the possibility of a peculiar eternal balance (priznanie uozmozhnosti 
svoyeobraznouo uechnouo ravnovesia) first, within the forest manage- 
ment itself, on the basis of repeating the production on its former 
scale and under unchanged conditions, i.e. simple reproduction, and 
secondly a stable ratio between a backward forest economy and all 
the other expanding branches of socialist production" (p. 42). 
The author states further that  adherence to sustained yield forestry 
was widespread among practical foresters. In this connection he 
reproaches the theoreticians of the old school whose ideas, more than 
anything else, had gained such an  influence over practical foresters 
that  they were unable to see the error of their ways. 
But let us  now quote further Professor Vasiliev (T.I.L.,  1953, p. 42)  : 
"This is why the struggle against this principle, ~ h i c h  had begun 
already in the 1930s and which was waged quite openly in our literature 
in  1940-1947, attracted so much attention among the professional 
workers in forestry. 
"It was a struggle of the new, socialist way of de\-eloping forest 
manage~nent in the U.S.S.R. on the basis of tlle principle of expanding 
socialist reproduction approved in  the forestry practice of the U.S.S.K. 
at  that  time, against the obsolete, defunct nlethod functioning accord- 
ing to the principle of simple reproduction, and hostile to socialist 
economy. Naturally this struggle ended in  a complete destruction of 
the 'principle of sustained and uniform yield' of timber utilisation 
with all its varieties ( e ta  borba zalconchilas polnynz razgromom 'pr in-  
tsipa postoyanstua i raunomernosti'  polzouania lesorn i v s e k h  yevo 
uariatsii) ." 
No comment on the above quotation is required. 
5.2 Marxist Doctrine of Expanding Reproduction 
In the preceding chapter we have tried to  clarify the differences 
between the two theoretical basic principles governing the org~anisation 
of long-term forestry operations. W e  have already proceeded from the 
assuinption that the objective of forest nlanageinent is expanding 
reproduction. 
The purpose of the present chapter is t o  show the doubtful validity 
and i n a d e q u a c ~  of the conception of expanding reproduction when it is 
applied to biological forest production. As the doctrine in  question 
has been formulated by Karl Marx, it seeins advisable to examine how 
he himself imagined economic growth or expanding reproduction in 
industrial production, which conceptions he analysed theoretically. 
It  should be stressed that  the Soviet "law of proportional economic 
growth" of national economy is in theory essentially derived from 
this Marxist doctrine. This is particularly stressed by Lenin, and others 
(1956, pp. 28--36). 
Growth as a goal of econoniic policy, and growth rates, occupy a 
central position nowadays. In the Western world, the current interest 
in growth is due to the awareness that  full employment without eco- 
nomic growth is impossible, and that  growth is determined by the basic 
structure of modern society (Domar, 1957, p. IS).  Of course, the differ- 
ent schools of econoinics treat the problem of growth differently. In 
our case the Marxist propostion, i. e. the doclrine of expanding repro- 
duction (erweiterte Reproduki ion,  rasshirennoye uosproziwodstuo) is 
of the greatest interest, and this primarily because we are concerned 
with the theoretical background and with the ideas on which the 
Soviet econonlic system is based. 
I t  should be stressed once more that  hfarxist forest economists 
are of the opinion that forestry, as a sector of national economy, could, 
f rom the theoretical viewpoint, be treated i n  the same way as the in- 
dustrial sector, i.e. the doctrine of expanding reproduction is assumed 
to be applioable to primary or biological forest production, as  well as  
to industrial production. 
Before cliscnssing lhis expanding type of forestry in niorc detail, 
we should examine the so-called simple reproduction which S o ~ i e l  
authorities consider to be the nloclel of capitalis1 production, and for 
Lhis reason ~macceplable to progressive S o ~ i e t  economy. 
According to Ararx, the production process is siriiultancously also a 
procc\sof reproduction. It must be a conti~iuous process, because no 
sociely can reproduce unless it constantl-j reconverts part of its prod- 
ucts into nieans of production. The rnainlenance of the production on 
the same level is accornplished by replacing the nieans of production 
consumed by a n  equal quantity of the same kind of articles, which 
must be separated from the mass of the yearly products. The con tin nit^ 
of the process, constantly renemed and perpetuated by simple repro- 
duction, is a mere repetition of the production process on the old 
scale (hfarx, I, 1915, pp. 620, 621). Briefly, there is no economic 
growth and the net investiilenls are zero. 
The periodical reproduction of the nieans of production on the 
same scale, howe~er ,  is generating surplus value (= property income), 
which enters into individual consunlption of the capitalist or  omier of 
the means of production. The production process ilself is accoinplished 
through capital rotation which follows a certain pattern. Here i t  
should be pointed out that  tliis capital circulation scheme, as  presented 
by hlarx, cannot be considered to be n l i d  in forest production. But 
let us  ne~ertheless  follow tliis scheme and the symbols used by hIarx 
in his work. 
The rotation of productive capital is expressed by the formula 
(Marx, 11, 1915, p. 73) P . . . Cl - Xl-  C . . . P, where: 
P = total value of productive capital (output) 
C1 = produced commodity capital -- C + c 
1111 = produced inoney capital = 171 + m 
C = original commodity capital 
c = surplus value of coinrnodity capital 
J I  = original money capital 
nz = surplus value of money capital 
The production process starts with the realisation of the capital 
value P, which exists as  the commodity capital C1 at the starting point 
of the circulation. The first phase of the circulation, the function of 
coinmodity capital C1- 1111, ends with the realisation of C1, equal to 
coinrnodity ~ a l u e  C plus surplus value c, and exists now in  the form 
of money value Mi.  
After the transforn~ation of the commodity capital Cl into the inoney 
capital JIl, which thus consists of the original money capital -11 plus 
surplus ~ a l u e  of inoney capital in, the second cycle of the circulation 
begins. Under the conditions of simple reproduction, the entire surplus 
value pursues its own course, i.e. enters into individual consumption 
or disposal of the oxner  of the ineatis of production. The part of money 
which represents the original nloney capilal, 31 continues in  the pro- 
duction process and now opens the second stage in the circulation 
cycle. It follows that the realisation of the coniniodity capital in the 
process C1- JIl, or C1 - ('11 + rn) separates the courses of capital 
value and surplus value, which are united as  long as they both are 
embodied in the same mass of conmiodities in Cl -MI. The continuous 
production process on the same scale, i.e. through simple reproduc- 
tion, thus proceeds on the assumption that surplus value is separated 
entirely from the p rod~~c t ion  process. In the second cycle the capital 
value has again the same extent as  it had in the first stage of the 
cycle of inoney capital, AI - C. 
Under the conditions of expanding reproduction, i.e. when the 
capital is reproduced on an  enlarged scale and with enlarged ~ a l u e s ,  
the surplus value is not entirely separated from the circulation of 
industrial capital. In this case the original money capital (JI)  and 
part of the surplus value, nhich  can be expressed by the syinbol irn 
( i  = per cent of m) ,  mill continue their course together. At the begin- 
ning of the second cycle we now hare a larger money capital than we 
had a t  the beginning of the first cycle. In the second cycle of produc- 
tion the increased money capital, after its transformation into the 
natural elements of producthe capital, furnishes also an  increased 
product. The remaining part of the surplus value, which can be 
symbolised as ( 2  - i)nz, is taken out of the production process for 
consuinption. The output or aggregate production ( P )  at  the end 
of the second cycle can thus be expressed by the formula: 
This is the simplest forniula of expanding reproduction. The organic 
coniposition of the cornniodity capital (C) and the character of the 
products play an  important role in  Marxist analysis, which distin- 
guishes b e k e e n  constant capital (fixed capital) and variable capital 
(wage fund) .  
The sum total of the means of production used-the machinery, 
the tools, the buildings and the raw and auxiliary materials-constitute 
the constant capital. 
The value of the social inanpomer (= the suin total of the wages) 
comprises the variable capital. 
hlarx divides the social total output ( P ) ,  and consequently also 
the total output of the society, into two big sectors: sector I is the 
production sector producing commodities consumed for the purpose 
of production, i.e. produces means of production. Sector IT produces 
commodities which are designed to he consumed privately by the 
capitalists and the wage-earners, i,e. i t  produces consumer goods. 
These distinctions are of great importance for an analysis of indus- 
trial growth in general. In our case, in which we are concerned with 
the growth problems i n  primary or biological forestry production, 
their solution would be coinplicated even further if we introduced 
these conceptions also. The   no st essential problem in  this connec- 
tion is to establish how the im part of surplus value, designed to 
accomplish reproduction on an enlarged scale, nil1 actually function in 
forestry production. V'e should not forget in this connection that, 
according to Marx, reproduction on the same scale has already been 
achieved through the functioning of the original commodity capital 
( C ) .  Simple reproduction implies the existence of an  organised forest- 
ry, working as a going concern. It implies further that the cut and 
growth of timber are balanced, that cut-over areas are put into pro- 
ductive condition without delay, that the productive capacity of forest 
land is not diminished, and that managerial costs are sufficient 
to carry out these measures for continuous production. All these 
requirements, which in fact characterise sustained yield management, 
must be fulfilled before me can even start reproduction on an  enlarged 
scale, disposing for that purpose of an  increased money outlay which 
must be separated from the operating surplus of sustained yield 
forestry. In  principle there exists no difference betneen "operating 
surplus" in  the ordinary sense and the conception of "surplus ~ a l u e " .  
The essential question, therefore, is the cost of the economic growth 
of forestry, i.e. the cost of improrement and expansion in primary 
forest production as an  aggregate of all forest enterprises. Unfortunately 
it is impossible to answer this question, owing to lack of data. On the 
other hand we have already established in the preceding sections that 
the requirements of sustained yield have not been fulfilled in the 
forests of the U.S.S.R. and that consequently the requirements of simple 
reproduction according to the Marxist ~ c h e m e  have not been met. 
What, then, are the measures mhich the Soviet experts consider to be 
parts of what is labelled as  expanding reproduction? We shall discuss 
this in the following section. 
5.3 Criticism of the Practical Application qf the Doctrine of Expanding 
Reproduction 
The very content of the principle of expanding reproduction, as  a 
general objective or broad goal for forest management activities in 
the U.S.S.R., requires in its practical application that  priority must be 
given to such means as mill secure the largest possible volume of timber 
of the highest possible quality, from each area unit of forest land, 
in the shortest possible time (Vasiliev e t  al., 1959, p. 68). The same 
idea, expressed bluntly as an operational goal by Professor Vasiliev 
(1960, p. 455), "means practically that two to three cubic metres of 
timber n ~ u s t  be grown for future generations where one to two cubic 
metres are now being felled." 
IVe need not monder hon this specific task should be interpreted. 
M'hether it is a question of doubling or trebling the growing stocli or 
of expanding the annual increment seems to be of secondary import- 
ance in this connection. The essential factor is the statenlent that the 
objective is greater productivity in timber growing operations by 
means of increasing the standing timber volume, i.e, the production 
apparatus. In  other words, we ha\e here a situation which can be 
characterised as "progressi~ e" or '*appreciative" type of forest manage- 
ment, which provides that the groming stock must  be built up to 
establish more normal conditions, i.e. closer to a "normal forest". The 
rnodus operandi at the stage of building up  the growing stocli should, 
therefore, be the real purport of the doctrine of expanded production. 
But let us  examine in  greater detail the question that arise in this 
connection. 
To begin with, it is maintained that the main point in an  expanding 
reproduction scheme is the reforestation and expansion of forest land 
(Vasiliev, T.I.L., 1933, y. 30). The latter, however, is supposed not to 
be an  obligatory course of action in itself and in all cases. It is 
considered indicative only in districts of timber-deficit or sparsely 
wooded areas, where the expansion of forest land is justified economi- 
cally. The reforestation of forest land not actually covered by forests 
(cut-over and burned areas etc.), however, is considered to be tne 
paramount task of expanding reproduction in forests in use (p. 3 2 ) .  
The interesting feature in this is that  this interpretation almost 
abolishes the supposed difference between "sustained yield" and 
"expanding yield". It is fairly surprising to read the following passage 
from a n  article published under the title "The Conditions and Require- 
ments of Expanding Reproduction in Forest Management" (Ahranlo- 
vich, L. Kh., 1962, 6, p. 7 2 ) :  "The most important characteristic of 
forest management, making it different from the extracting sectors 
of industry, is the requirement of an obligatory replacement of forest 
on cut-over areas (trebouanie obyazatelnouo uostanoulenia lesa n u  
uyrzrbkakh) .  This is an  indispensable prerequisite for continuity and 
steadiness of timber use (postoyanstuo i  nepreryunost lesopolzouania). 
Management of forest land, freed from the obse r~  ation of this demand, 
inevitably becomes a predatory exploitation of forests. The guarantee 
for sustained yield-this is what distinguishes forest management 
from forest exploitation." 
This statement would be approved immediately by all supporters of 
the principle of sustained jield. One nlight almost think that tlie 
above ideas were not a stateinent published in  the S o ~ i e t  Union of the 
1960s but a plea by Professor RI. RI. Orlov himself, who fought in vain 
for his ~ i e w s  and thought of the nclfare of future generations in Russia. 
It is even more surprising when the author of the above article 
adds immediately to the a b o ~ e  statement: "The realisation of ex- 
panding socialist reproduction in forest ~nanageinent is inseparable 
from adherence to the principle of sustained yield forestry. . . The 
necessity for following the principle of sustained yield has been ex- 
pressed already in the first Forest Law, issued by the Soviet G o ~ e r n -  
inent . . . and signed by IT. I. Lenin (1918) . . . 
"The principle of sustained yield forestry is coupled to the schcine 
of the normal forest. This can be taken as the model of a progressively 
i m p r o ~ e d  forest (nzotlel progressiuno r~luslzchuyz~shcl~egosya l e sn ) .  It 
unites the two basic requirements: an  e len  age-class distribution by 
area, and the securing of tlie highest tiinher gro~s th .  Every progress- 
ive impro\ement of forest finally brings about its increased produc- 
t i ~ i t y .  The e\en age-class distribution is best in accordance with the 
requirements of expanding reproduction in forest management" 
(p.  7 3 ) .  
The above statement i5 particularly interesting, inasmuch as it 
directly contradicts the ~ i e w  that "the principle of enlarged repro- 
duction. . . requires the replacement of the normal forest scheme. . . 
by new forest schemes and models with progressively increasing 
gronth  and timber stock" (Yasi l ie~,  1'360, 1). 4.55). This conflict of 
opinions among Soviet specialists, honever, docs not in principle 
change anything. 
The conclusion that can be drawn from the above-quoted argunient 
is that sustained yield is necessary, but that it constitutes only part 
of the expanding yield, and this conlpletely in accorclance mith the 
RIarxirt theory discussed in the preceding section. This means also, 
however, that the demand for a sustained yield must be fulfilled 
before one can even speak of expanding yield. 
On the other hand, reproduction on an  enlarged scale in a forest 
enterprise strictly adhering to the sustained yield principle cannot 
be accomplished by extended reforestation measures, i.e, by putting 
a larger area under forest plantations, because by means of simple 
reproduction (= saistained yield) all available forest land is already in, 
or will be put into, productive condition. Only when there is idle land 
which was not used before for forest production, i.e. was outside the 
sphere of sustained yield forestry but which can be transformed into 
productive condition through afforestation measures, is it possible 
to speak of reproduction on a n  enlarged scale by means of silvicultural 
mvestments. The prerequisite is, however, that there must he avail- 
able such idle land which could be used for forest production. 
Measures designed lo impro\e Ihc forests as a productive apparatus 
have a more definite role in the scheme of reproduction on an en- 
larged scale. These acthities are confined to the area already covered 
with soine kind of growing stock, the actual productive capacity of 
~vhich  is considerably less than the potential productive capacity of 
the fully stocked stands. These methods include measures designed to 
increase product i~ i ty  by changing the stand con~position, i.e. by in- 
troducing more \aluable tree species, by shortening the growing 
period (rotation) and by improving the timber quality (Vasiliev, 
T.I.L., 1953, p. 3 3 ) .  Actually, the increased productivity of timber 
stock on the total forest-covered area is achieved if there is an  overall 
increase of increment per unit-area in single stands. The increase in 
the average voluine of g r o ~ ~ i n g  stocli per unit-area which is the result 
of keeping the actual cut below the level of actual growth cannot 
be defined as a product i~ i ty  increase. It  is merely an accuinulation of 
the volume of growing stock. If mature timber is being accun~ulated by 
not fully utilising the annual growth, the standard recommendation 
q ~ ~ o t e d  earlier-growing two cubic metres and cutting one cubic 
metre in the same area--does not lead to an  increase but to a decrease 
in the productivity of the forests (Abramovich, 1,. Kh.,  1962, 6, p. 72 ) .  
It should also be taken into account that  intensified silvicultural 
measures, e.g. planting the young trees more closely, may naturally 
increase the production of timber volume per unit area to soine 
extent. Through intensified thinnings the quality of timber could also 
be improved. The upper limit Lhat can be attaliled by these measures 
is, however, below the ideal productive capacity of the forest land. 
It  goes without saying that in most cases it is quite possible to 
apply various improvement measures and thus to attain higher in- 
cremcnt, but these measures are all fully contained within thc frame- 
work of sustained yield management. Nor can expanding reproduction 
set up concrete ol-~jectives o\er  and above the objective of sustained 
yield managenlent. One  nus st here also reckon with the law of dimish- 
ing returns, wlrhich sets an  economic limit to the intensity degree 
of forest managenlent. 
Finally, it must be pointed out that reproduction on an  enlarged 
scale can also be attained by amelioration-drainage, fertilisation, 
etc.-and increased investments lor the construction of forest roads, 
buildings, etc. But even thcse iniprovements and extensions are attained 
within the framework of sustained yield nianagement, by a forest 
enterprise wl-hich is working as a going concern. Everything depends 
on how- the principle of sustained yield is interpreted. If it is not 
interpreted strictly from the ~ i e n p o i n t  of Lhe old type of stationary 
economy, as advocated by the "School of Forest Statics" and defined 
by Marxist forest economists as "stagnation" or "reproduction on an 
invariable scale", but regarded as a dynaniic concept, there is no need 
to reformulate the term "sustained yield", nh ich  has been suggested 
by the well-known Western forest economist, Professor Saari (1950, 
p. 279). The present writer has in another connection (Algvere, 1963, 
p. 121) defined sustained yield as  "a complete utilisalion of land as 
a factor of production, and a ~ o i d i n g  situations wl~ere  proper use is 
not made of the productive capacity of the land." Sustained yield 
forestry can therefore also be progressive, i.e. its long-term objective 
is the harmonious development i n ~ o l ~ i n g  increasing productivity and 
regeneration. 
Briefly, it can be said that in theory the difference between tradi- 
tional sustained yield management and reproduction on an  enlarged 
scale, as formulated by the AIarsist forest economists, is fairly vague 
and practically non-existent in prinlary or biological forest produc- 
tion. It may be added that Professor Vasiliev, w l ~ o  has been cited 
f r e q u e n t l ~  in this thesis, speaks only of "sustained yield" (nepreryu- 
noye polzoucrnie lesonz) and a ~ o i d s  the term "expanding reproduction" 
in his latest article ( L .  lih., 1960, 2, p. 6) ,  which was published after 
the administration rcform of 1065. The latter term no longer seems to 
be used by the men in leading positions in Soviet forestry. 
6. Summary of Conclusions from Part I1 
In Czarist Kussia with her capitalist system, forestry was generally 
held to have two primary objectives: the society as a 1%-hole considered 
sustained yield desirable, villile the pritate forest owner was interested 
in financial profits. Iiilmediately after the Soviet take-over, the 
authorities rejected profit as a motive for organised forest management. 
Sustained yield, honcver, was formally retained as an objective of 
forestry throughout the first decade of Soviet rule, although it was 
frequently neglected in fact. It was officially rejected only after it 
proved embarrassing, as adherence to sustained yield would ha l e  made 
impossible what was more important for the economic plan--the 
satisfaction of the irmnediate timber requirements of the economy. 
To justify the rejection of the sustained yield principle, at  least 
from the viewpoint of Communist ideology, it was necessary to create 
a new socialist theory or principle of organised forest management. 
Its formulation took almost 20 years. This new principle is expanding 
reproduction, derived from theoretical AIarxism. It was judged to be 
more advanced and to harinonise better with a progressively expand- 
ing economy than the sustained yield principle, which was described 
as stagnation. Expanding reproduction as a general objective for 
primary or, biological forest production is pointless unless the objec- 
tives of sustained yield have been attained. Sustained yield in the 
sense of retaining forest land (as  a productive factor) in productive 
condition does not in itself exclude the possibility of an expanding 
production. 
Both the profit and the satisfaction of requirements as  objectives 
of timber management have conflicted with endea\ours to retain the 
product i~e  capacity of the forest, i.e. to retain forest land (as a 
productive factor) in a productive condition. The conriction of the 
necessity of forest conservation, however, is discernible in all economic 
systems in Russia. The institutions and political measures regarding 
the forests, employed under capitalism to neutrnlise the harmful 
effects of "profiteering" in the forests, proved practical and relatively 
effective. This is p r o ~ e d  by the volume of the timber stock in  the more 
or  less densely populated regions which the Soviet regime inherited 
f rom Czarist Russia, and which contributed to a considerable degree 
towards the establishinent of the Soviet system in its beginnings. The 
institutions of Soviet planned economy, ho\~ever,  could not avert the 
short-term objec t i~e  of i~nmediate satisfaction of the need for timber, 
and the forests of European Russia, spared under capitalism, fell 
rictim to this urgent need. 
The Soviet leaders have acted a t  decisive moments in the forestry 
sector as  a capitalist enterprise adhering to a laissez-faire policy 
would have acted under similar circumstances. For this reason, it 
seems justifiable to compare the S o ~ i e t  Union to a giant capitalist 
enterprise. As a commercial organfsation, it has a uniform leadership 
and the various branches of economy act, broadly speaking, as branch 
offices of an  enterprise. As is also the rule in a private enterprise, the 
all-embracing State enterprise demands that its branches, i.e. the 
various sectors of economic life, must adapt their activities to the 
overall objective of the organisation. The ultimate goals of a totalitar- 
ian state of the Soviet type are primarily political and secondarily 
economic. The satisfaction of general social interest comes third only. 
Forestry cannot, therefore, alwayq protect its special long-term in- 
terests. These are simply ignored, should the short-term objectives of 
the moment so demand. Such deliberate neglect can have catastrophic 
results in a totalitarian society, because it concerns the country as  
a whole, and not a single enterprise or  a special category of owners, 
as  would have been the case under the capitalist system. Consequently, 
there is no proof that the central planning system for forestry would 
be superior to a capitalist system under which the State took care of 
the general social interests. 
It cannot be proved that forest administration, management plan- 
ning and silvicultural measures as  a means for attaining goals under 
the Soviet system should be superior to and more effective than the 
methods employed in Czarist Russia, apart from the purely technical 
side. Forest management requires stability. Sudden and repeated in- 
stitutional changes seem to be incompatible with the lengthy process 
of growing trees which reach maturity after s e ~ e r a l  human genera- 
tions. The most characteristic feature of forest administration under 
the Soviets is cardinal change, at  almost regular intervals, which cx- 
cludes any possibility of a continuity and purposefulness in forest 
management. 
The Soviet-type planned economy does not know or use any special 
planning instrument which is better than the morliing plan of the 
capitalist era, or which could replace it entirely. I t  seems that cutting 
regulations and management planning in the Soviet Union are still in  
a state of flux, and that no unecpivocal planning trends are discernible. 
The fixed forms and purposeful planning of forest management such 
a s  existed in Czarist Russia seem to be lacking in the centrally directed 
Soviet economy, although the Soviets be l i e~e  the contrary. 
The  standard of cutting practices in  the S o ~ ~ i e t  Union, seen objective- 
ly, is generally strikingly inferior to the felling methods used in Czarist 
Russia. This is to great extent due to mechanised logging operations, 
which of late have increasingly replaced manual labour in the 
felling and llaulage of tiinher in  the forests. ,4n iiiiprovenlent in 
cutting inethods is at  present a topical subject in the Soviet Union, 
but the "new" methods suggested do not difler in any  way from the 
cutting practice employed anywhere in other countries with organised 
forest management under the same site conditions. 
The techniques of artificial regeneration s11om hardly any dif- 
ferences under the old and under the new regime, if we exclude 
mechanisation. Silvicultural measures as  a means of attaining goals 
in  sustained yield forestry, and even more as  a means in a forest 
inanageinent aiming a t  an  expanding jicld, ha l e  clearly been in- 
sufficient, if we consider the period of Soviet rule as  a whole. An 
iinmense s i l v i c ~ ~ l t ~ ~ r a l  back og has come into being, as  can be seen 
from the fact that  the forest land not covered by growing stock (cut- 
over and burned areas, etc.) has increased greatly, and that  large 
areas formerly covered with conifers h a ~ e  gone over to the less 
valuable deciduous species, primarily aspen and birch. As a result, the 
iota1 accessible timber stock has decreased both i n  volume and in  
\ d u e  during the half century of Soviet rule, compared m-ith the 
forest heritage from Czarist Russia to which the Soviet succeeded. 
It  may be said in  conclusion that tlie link between the Czarist past 
and the Soviet present is remarlcable, although tlie Soviets have desired 
to build a new society employing completely new methods in  all activ- 
ities. In forest manageinent, the loreign observer is struck by the 
similarity of methods used now and formerly, although the results 
achieved by these inetllods are different. And as regards the results, 
there is little to indicate the superiority of the Soviet system over its 
predecessor. On the contrary, signs indicating its inferiority are much 
more frequent. 
Part I11 
INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION AND 
POTENTIALITIES OF TIMBER-SURPLUS 
REGIONS 
Industrial Expansion and Potentialities of Tiniber- 
Surplus Regions 
1. Introduction to P a ~ t  I11 
1 .I Formulation of the Problem 
The potential timber resources for the de\elopment of forest indu- 
stries in the U.S.S.R. are undoubtedly enormous. Honever, the great 
d isad~antage  of the timber supply of the U.S.S.R. is that there are too 
great distances between the timber-surplus regions and the nood- 
-cnnsuming regions. The location of wood-proc.essing industries in rela- 
Lion to the main logging areas is also unfavourable. 
Thiq has resulted in a shortage of wood products, despite Ihc greaL 
timber a\sets of the U.S.S.R., and the demands for timber of n large 
part of the population h a ~ e  not been met. This incongruity has no1 
arisen solely because of the constant dexastation of forests in the de- 
ficient regions during the past centuries; there has been n lncli of 
n ood in some arcas since the earliest times. 
As has been mentioned before, a type of cutting is practised in thc 
timber-surplus regions which lea\ es cut-o\ er and devastated forest 
land. This forces logging operations to be mo\ed unceasingly to new 
areas. Until now, the harvesting of timber in thc north has rnostly talien 
place along the banks of the main rivers, where indeed the best forests 
grom. On the other hand, in the south, the type of cutting practised 
has ~ i r t u a l l y  remo\ed all the available timber from some area\. '\'\'hen 
the timber has been exhausted in these areas, it has been necessary to 
reduce the volurnc of lirnber cut, and to transfer the logging enter- 
prises elsewhere (Galasiev, PZ.lih., 1959, 11). This is the reason why 
the transference of logging operations to the virgin forests of the north 
and east has become a matter of major concern for the Soviet planning 
authorities, and for the forest industry itself. Nevertheless, this need 
for a transfer should not be regarded as transitory or unique, but of a 
more permanent character in consequence of thc cutting systcm which 
has been applied. 
In the first instance, in such a transfer of forest industries the fol- 
lowing questions must be ans~vcred : 
1. Is there sufficient timber in these 1 irgin forest areas? 
2. What  facilities are there for dealing with the supply of timber? 
In ollier words, it is the physical acccssil~ility of these forests in the 
northcrn regions which should be the subject of a closer study. 
Owing to the migration of logging operations frorn the settled areas 
of European Russia to the more remote virgin forests of northern 
Russia and Siberia, the supply of roundwood has had to be lransportcd 
o\cr  constantly increasing distances. This is because the wood-pro- 
cessing industry has not follo~ved the logging industry. large part of 
the forcst industry is still in the old logging areas, and to a large ex- 
tent also in the timber-deficient rcgions in the n estern and southern 
parts of the country, ye1 thesc industries now obtain their raw ma- 
terials from the remote areas in  the north and east. In 1863, the distance 
over which timber was transported by rail averaged 1,572 kilometres 
(cf. Part  I, 1). 102) .  
In view of this the following questions may be pul:  
1. Is it justifiable frorn the economic point of view to transport round- 
wood over such great distances? 
2. Why has thc wood-processing industry not been located closer to 
its supply of raw material? TT7hat are the obstacles which have pre- 
vented this? 
3. TVhat measures are being considered for improving the unsatis- 
factory localisation of the wood-processing industry? 
It is obvious thal the transport distance for the delivery of round- 
nood to some special industrial activities cannot be reduced but thc 
more important wood-processing industries, such as pulp and paper 
mills, as well as  sawmills, can be moved closer to the main logging 
areas. Such a move is of the utrnost importance, because it will save 
a great deal of space and cost in the railway transport of roundwood. 
The transfer of wood-consuming industries to the timber-surplus 
regions is gradually proceeding as a matter of course, but there are 
various obstacles which check its progress. 
In order to make a more detailed survcy of these obstacles and the 
main expansion possibilities for the forest induslry, it is appropriate 
to look at  the large tirnber-surplus regions indi~idually,  and this will 
bc done in this part of the work. 
1.2 Pejkition of Means and Ends for Industrial Expansion in the Timber 
Sector 
Marxists emphasise that economic expansion is one of the main ends 
of the Soviet system, and that the lneans of achieving it are industrialisa- 
tion and mechanisation. The maximum satisfaction of needs is the 
motive behind this. Hence it has been postulated that the target to 1)e 
set for the forestry sector should yield sufficient forest products to 
cover the growing need of the Sokiet cconoiny for timber. The ac- 
cessibility of timber resources plays a decisive part in the forestry sec- 
tor. Consequently, inechanisation and industrialisation, as  the means of 
achieving this end, should begin by considering the geographical loca- 
tion of the timber supplies, as well as the possibilities of utilising them. 
The geographical distribution of logging operations and vood-pro- 
cessing industries thus constitutes a part of the means or subsidiary 
instruments, by the help of which the final end-the satisfaction of 
the need for forest products-can be achieved. It  may be added that 
the correct use of these instruments over a n ide  field can prove to be 
most dec is i~e ,  overshadowing all else, when it coines to solving the 
problem of organising the Soxiet timber industry in the nlost efficient 
way. Before the plallnillg and erection of new installations for wood 
processing can begin-and this is especially the case where these in- 
stallations are to be situated in the l a s t  \irgin forests of the U.S.S.R.- 
the rational distributiori of the industrial units must he considered. 
The transfer of logging operations from the timber-deficient regions 
of central Russia to the timber-surplus regions of northern Russia 
and Siberia has been a topical question for quite a long time. One can 
say that it has been set up as a target in  all five-year plan\, and 
particularly in the Sewn-Tear Plan. When Stalin began to industrinlise 
the U.S.S.K. and set aside the principle of sustained yield forestry in 
the timber-deficient regions of European Russia, the consequences of 
nhich  were that the more accessible forests mcre cut over very quiclily, 
the solution of the problem of the future supply of timber was con- 
sidered at  that  time to be the utilisation of the ~ i r g i n  forests. Thc 
geographical relocation of logging operations, which had at first been 
considered more an excuse for justifying Lhe dcx astation of the forests 
in thc more heavily populated areas of the southern and nestcrn parts 
of the U.S.S.R., gradually became necessary for meeting the country's 
req~~ire inents  of timber. This also explains why the Soviets ha l e  been 
obliged to adhere to this policy. 
The need for a geographical relocation of the logging operations 
brings to the fore the disposition of the wood-processing industry. 
This is connected with the theory of location of industry. I11 brief, it 
can be expressed as follows: Shall industrial installations for svood 
processing be built in the regions where logging operations are carried 
out, or shall wood processing be done away from the source of the raw 
materials, in regions where the conditions are more favourablc for 
industrial wood convcrsion, and where the advantages of the site out- 
weigh the d i s a d ~  anLagcs of haring to transport the raw materials to it? 
Here it is a matter of choice between different means which can bc 
utilised Lo solve the problem, but the practical application of ~vhich  is 
in itself no guarantee of the attainment of the final end in this connec- 
tion, that is, the satisfaction of the growing need of the economy for 
forest products. 
One can state the matter in  the following way: Lhe survey of the 
expansion of logging operations and the wood-processing industry in 
the ~ i r g i n  forest regions is a partial target or bench-mark goal within 
the framework of the general objective for meeting the country's re- 
quirements for timber. At the same time, an  examination must be 
inade of the ineans which are to be utilised to attain this partial end, 
and of the conditions existing for the achievement of the target. In the 
actnal case, this means that one must first obtain a detailed linowledge 
of the natural and economic conditions which form Lhe background 
and nhich  will be involved when it becomes a matter of applying the 
technical means, i.e, the forest industry as  such. First of all, both the 
extent of Lhe timber resources and their geographical location must be 
sur\eyed ~ e r y  thoroughly. This ineans that the analysis inust be cen- 
tred on the physical and economic accessibility of the timber resources, 
because these factors are regarded as being vital for the achiesement 
of the goal. Of necessity, such an  analysis must be carried out on a 
regional basis, and special attention must be devoted to the geographical 
aspects xvhich are involved in the utilisation of thc timber resources. 
1.3 Cond i t ions  for  the Reg iona l  D i v i s i o n  o f  Forest E c o n o m y  
Forest production and forest area are two factors which arc xery 
closely connected. The study of these conditions, which strictly speaking 
can be regarded as a part of economic geography, thus occupies a cen- 
tral position in the question of logging operations. The geography of 
forest production, which here should be considered as being identical 
with the term geography of timber harvesting inust be regarded as in- 
fluencing the nature of the various timber products, and the possibility 
of harvesting the timber within the area as  a whole. Extensive areas are 
not considered in this context; only the assessment of the determining 
factors for forest production, and their relevance to the particular 
area, are dealt with. This method of approach is probably in keeping 
with the ideas which have recently been applied to economic geography 
(Liitgens, 1952, p. 1 4 ) .  The ends and means of production are related 
both to thc geography of forest production and to the area in question; 
the conditions and development of the area have proved to be insepar- 
able from the context of the region as a whole and, at the same time, 
the U.S.S.R. itself cannot he treated as a single entity, but only by its 
constiluent regions. 
The natural conditions for forcst production, the structure of the 
wood-processing industry, and the possibilities for marketing the pro- 
ducts can be regarded as the basic criteria for the regional division of 
forestry production. It  must be pointed out that the boundaries of such 
forest economic regions rarely coincide with the administrative and 
political I~oundaries. As a rule, statistical material is only available for 
procl~~ction by adininistrat i~ e and political regions, and this applies in 
particular to Soviet planning. It  does not seem to be possible to rc- 
arrange logging statistics in such a way that they will correspond to 
the "natural" regions, at least if one does not have access to the basic 
sources. For this reason, an  historical s u n  eg of the principles and F iew- 
points concerning the diviGon of the U.S.S.R. into forest economic re- 
gions 5eems to be appropriate. 
In the Sol iet system, the d i~ i s ion  into regions can be regarded as an 
instrarnent for planning and adn~inistration. The planned utilisation 
of the forest4 and the cfficient distribution of forest products are 
facilitated if forestry plans are compiled on a regional basis, a t  least 
in a country like the U.S.S.R. One can therefore readily understand why 
the Sovieis began at  a Tery early stage to divide their country into re- 
gions on the basis of the nature of the forest economy. 
Professor M. AI. Orlov (1924, pp. 20-53) first proposed that the 
forests of European Russia be divided into three zones: northern, cen- 
tral and southern. \ITithin these zones he drew up forest economic re- 
gions and snb-regions on the basis of natural, economic and special 
forest inanugernent factors. However, the main criteria for the regional 
di\isions n e r e  local wood requirements and the marlteting of forest 
products in each particular area, and, as a consequence of these condi- 
tions, the norinal profitableness of forestry practice per unit area of 
forest land. The basis for the calculations of the profitableness has 
been derisccl from the working statistics used by Czarist Russia for thc 
period 1911-1913. This was mhy Orlov's 1924 plan for regional divisions 
was later subjected to violent criticism and, in  fact, was ne.ier used 
for any practical purpose. 
Ivanovslty (1928), in  his plan for regional division, made four main 
forest regions, which were formed by bringing together administrative 
districts or provinces (guberniga)  : 1. export areas; 2. Asiatic area; 
3. areas supplying domestic market; 4. consumption areas. Even this 
plan was rejected, particularly because Belorussia was clas5ificd as 
an export area. 
Professor hl.  M. Orlov (1931), in his second plan for regional dili- 
sions, d i ~ i d e d  the entire U.S.S.R. into 13 forest regions on the basis 
of economic and special forest management practice, the latter in- 
cluding dominant tree species, age-class distribution, etc. He empha- 
sised that the regional dixisions proposed under this plan differed 
from the administrative regions, because the two principles of divi- 
sion employed were of a different nature on the whole. The divisions 
into "cconoinic" regions and uadministrative" regions must therefore 
not be confused. 
This theoretical view has been criticised by S o ~ i e t  cconoinists as 
a n  erroneous conception of bourgeois econonlists and geographers who 
believe that the natural conditions of the land determine its economic 
development (Nevzorov, 1959, p. 100). The bourgeois academics are 
said to base thcir regional divisions only on physical and geographical 
factors, which in practice become artificial and often meaningless. 
It is considered that,  in a planned economic system, a political ierri- 
torial division is the only one possible, and the only one nhich  can 
serve any practical purpose. Thc bringing together of basic administra- 
tive dixisions into large geographical units under what Tvas called the 
"ministerial" system, which ended in 1957, was only for the purpose 
of convenience. One can regard thcse as statistical region\ (Balzali- 
Yasyutin-Feigin, 1959, Fig. T), which facilitated the compiling of 
\arious statistical data, and which could bc used for plannins to a 
limited extent only. The entire U.S.S.R. was divided into 13 major re- 
gions, but in these there ~ c r c  no institutional bodies which could co- 
ordinate the economic actixity on the spot. 
After the introduction of the Sounarlchoz reform in 1957. the dirision 
into economic regions was given a direct technical planning purpose 
within the administrative machinery. The reorganisation of manage- 
ment on a territorial basis made the division of the country into regions 
unavoidable. 
In 1960, there were formed major economic regions (krrrpnie cko- 
nomicheskie  r a y o n y ) ,  which in the main were based on the old divi- 
sion into 13 regions with only minor adjustments of boundaries and 
certain territorial revisions (Toliarev-Alainpiev, PZ.KA., 1961, 7, p. 37). 
The most important change was that the border between Russia in 
Europe and Russia in Asia was eliminated; this was done by trans- 
ferring the Tyumen district from Western Siberia to the Ural Region. 
I11 1961, the nun~ber  of major econoinic regions rsas incrcased to 17, 
and in addition there lvere the two economic administrative region5 
of Belorussia and Xlolda~ ia. 
In 1963, a new adjustment of the regional boundaries \\as made. The 
most important changes were that Yaltut ASSR was transferred from 
Eastern Siberia, and became part of thc Far  East Region, n hile Bashkir 
ASSR was transferred from the Ural Region to the Volga Region. 
This last readjustment of the regions resulted in a total of 18 major 
econoniic regions ( I v a n o ~ ,  Pl.Kh., 1963, 11, p. 89). 
In the main, these regional divisions correspond to the needs of thc 
forest economy. From the forestry standpoint the division of the cen- 
tral arid southern parts of European Russia into five economic re- 
gions (Central, \'alga-Vyatlia, Central Chernozem, T'olga and Sor th  
Caucasus) was not really necessary. The divi5ion into regions was 
done mainly \\it11 regard to  industry and agriculture, but the density 
of population in these areas \ms a lw  taken into consideration. As thi5 
administrat i~e re-grouping, nhich  should ha l e  taken into account 
forest production and the consuinption of forest products, is rather 
difficult to master, an amalgaination of these five regions into one 
entity mould bc more appropriate. rl l \o,  the amalgamation of the three 
regions of the Ukraine, Belorussia and h lo lda~ ia into one entity seems 
to be necessary. 
These changes h a ~ e  been made in the di\ision into forest econoinic 
regions referred to throughout this n o r k  (for  first reference, see Table 
1-4, p. 51). Otherwise the d i~ i s ion  into forest econoinic regions is 
based on the map which has been published in the official organ of the 
Soviet Planning Coininission iPl.Iih., 1961, 7 ) .  
On the whole, the 1961 cli~isions, and not the 1963 dirisions, harc 
been followed. However, certain adjustments have becn made on the 
basis of the latter. For example, we h a ~ e  transferred the Kaliningrad 
District (East Prussia) to the Baltic area, as was done in the 1963 
dixision. Through thi5 amalgamation, the numbcr of regions has been 
reduced from 18 to 10, and the forest econonlie features of these regions 
will be dealt nit11 in detail laler in this part of thc work. 
2. Planned Targets for Consumption and Output of Forest Products 
2.1 Some Remarks on Consumption Planning for Forest Products 
The existing econoinic system, the pace of general economic progress, 
the living standards and population developinents in a country, are im- 
portant factors, all of which determine the timber consumption. Con- 
sumption p e r  capita, regarded against thc bacltground of changes in 
the national product, not only elucidates the past developments, but 
also makes it possible to assess future developments. To establish 
trends of timber consurnption, it is necessary in the first place to 
establish the size and coinposition of the population. Here it is not only 
the population statistics of the past which are of interest, but also what 
may he expected in  the future. One is obliged to malie forccasts; this 
is difficult and frequently in the light of later erents such forecasts 
prore to be inaccurate. 
Another essential factor nhich influences timber consumplion is the 
standard of living. An i m p r o ~ e n ~ c n t  of this standard, under conditions 
of a capitalistic economic sp t e in  and nlarltet economy, will influence 
the actual timber consumption in a very complicated manner, partly 
increasing and partly decreasing it. In the capitalistic economy, the 
necessary balance between supply and demand is a c h i e ~  ed througl~  the 
price mechanism. I11 the long run demand will regulate con~urnption, 
and this is also the case mith forest products. 
Conditions are different in a centrally directed econornic system 
vhich  has a planned econonly with all its consequences. In such a sys- 
tem, consumption is not regulated by the potential demand, but by 
the plan gorerning the whole of the economy and which has been 
approved by the supreme leadership. Economic developmenls, as well 
as the standard of living of the population, are directly dependent on 
Lhe plan which regulates both production and consumption. The autho- 
rity which determines the pace of the general economic progress in the 
U.S.S.R. is the Statc Planning Commission (Gosplan). It  dcterrnines 
which Sores1 products shall be produced and consumed every year, and 
in w l ~ a t  quantities; and it decides what changes shall bc made in the 
consumption structure in the long run. It  follows that this authority 
also decides which forest products shall be replaced with other ma- 
terials, and what saving measures shall be applied to the timber con- 
sumption as a whole. Saturally, the real needs of the population are 
of considerable importance in a centrally directed economic system, but 
the effects of these make themselves felt only slowly and indirectly. 
In the short run it is the Soviet planning authorities who clctcrminc 
the need for timber as  a raw material, which in its turn comes from 
the production and usc of the end-products. The output targets for the 
industrial end-products arc of the greatest importance for timber har- 
vesting in the forests and for the distribution of timber products among 
the wood-consuming industries. But it is in~possible to ignore the fact 
that the internal s u p p l ~  of roundwood, the volume of which can 
fluctuate only to a limited extent if sustained yield management is 
being strictly npplicd, has a relatively low elasticity, and that in the 
long run it is impossible to increase the supply. In other words, the 
consumption plan must be devised on the basis of the raw material. In 
the S o ~ i e t  ype of economy, no consideration has been paid in the past 
to the necessity for continuity in the production of forest crops. This 
ha \  hcen possible because the country has large virgin forests. Hom- 
e ~ e r ,  it is clear to anyone who has had the occasion to study Soviet 
literature on forestry planning that recently attention has been con- 
centrated increasingly on the aspect of supply, i.c. the timber resources 
which it is possible to exploit. It  might be said that the key to the 
cntire planning system is in the organisation of material supply (Nove, 
1961, 11. 79) .  
Input and output calculations are necessarily connected in the plan- 
ning process, and they interact. A contradiction which is inherent in 
thc centraliscd economic system must be taken into account when 
demancl and supply are being considered. While the general economic 
plan must be determined centrally, in order to achieve a co-ordination 
in the targets for thc whole economy, the personnel of the basic pro- 
duction units must at  the same time participate in the actual planning 
if unrealistic production goals for individual enterprises are to be eli- 
minated. Soviet theorists define the problem as thc need for "planning 
from aboxe and from below" (Granicli, 1954, 11. 6 4 ) .  'The central plan- 
ners must primarily take into consideration the broad objectives set 
for the expansion of the economy, expressed in consistent series of out- 
put targets and at  the same time tnlic into account the actual produc- 
tion possibilities, and try to maintain a balance between supply and 
demand. The output of industrial roundwood, for instance, must bc 
large enough to supply the needs of all those who require timber for 
producing their output, such as the paper industry and the building 
industry, otherwise there will not bc enough paper and housing fa- 
cilities. The achie~ement  of this balance between supply and demand 
must be accomplished in the most efficient way. Producing sufficient 
sann\\ood for housing is not justifiable in itself if building require- 
nlents could be met more economically by using construction materials 
other than wood. Moreoser, the criterion of efficiency demands that 
the smallest possible input of resources should be used to mcct a re- 
quired output. If the econon~ic system is to bc rational, the balancing of 
supply and dernand is a matter of calculation and co-ordination to 
obtain the biggest output from thc smallest input (Campbell, 1960, 
1111. 84-85). 
In reality, it is impossible to plan the activity of different economic 
sectors in isolation and nithout reference to the rest of the economy. 
The practical application of the urnelhod of balances", frequently re- 
ferred to by S o ~ i c t  planners, requires that the over-all national cco- 
noinic plan he constructed in such a way that "the total output of each 
ltind of goods he equal to the quantity ~vhich  all its users are supposed 
to receive" (Leontieff, 1960; cf. Leeman, 1963, 11. 93) .  I t  i n ~ o l ~ e s  a 
form of simplified input-output procedure in predominantly physical 
or quantitatire terms. Long-term planning, paying more attention to 
the needs of the future than to those of the present, is an essential fen- 
Lure of the Soviet system. This appears primarily in Lhe well-known 
five-year plans, and the §el en-Year Plan of 1959-1965. 
Under the f i~c-year  plans and olhcr long-term plans, mhich are not 
aoperalionalfl no direct ordcrs are g i ~ e n  to an enterprise. The short- 
term (annual, quarterly, monthly) plans, by contrast, are of opera- 
tional significance. They are derived basically from the long-term 
plans, and related to them in the sense that they are the practical 
expression of the same economic policy. 
2.2 Determinat ion o f  Outpu t  Targets for Logging Industr j .  
The planning process starts, as a rule, in the Stale Planning Coin- 
mission with the general goals, which have been forinulatcd by the 
Council of Ministers. But the whole plan is not d r a n n  up a1 the centre; 
thc entire hierarchical pyramid of Soviet adminis t ra t i~e  and economic 
organisations participates in the planning activity. This applies also 
to thc forestry sector. So t  only do the agencies for forest adininisira- 
tion and logging cnlerprises take part in thc planning of the timber 
output, but also thc industrial enterprises which are using n ood as raw 
material, or which othernise use forest products. 
At the primary stagc, planning consists inainly of malting intelligcnL 
projections based on historical trends. Detailed calculations need not 
be madc at the very beginning, but an actual operational plan must be 
more specific and should contain all the necessary details. This is donc 
in the next planning stagc, which starts when thc specified directives 
regarding timber output, issued by the Gosplan, have passed through 
the administrative hierarchy. 
The projected cutting ~o lu ine ,  referred to in the annual plan and 
in the file-year plans, is basically derived from the "production and 
consumption balances for forest producls" (balans  proizuodsfua i 
potrebleniya lcsomatel~ialou).  These balances arc computed regionally, 
i.e, a kind of an input-output table is compiled for every geographical- 
administrative district. On one side of the ledger are listed all sources 
of different timber products; on the other, the requirements of all 
potential consumers of these particular products are shown. These 
tables arc based on a detailed analysis, the more important components 
of which are the structure of timber consumption, the available forest 
resources, the possible cutting volume, and the manpower and transport 
facilities (Se~zorov ,  1959, p. 1 6 5 ) .  Clearly such a balance cannot in- 
clude all the inforn~ation necessary for planning purposes, but it is 
considered to fulfil its purpose inasnluch as it enables a higher aulho- 
rity to determine the cutting v o l ~ m e  in a given area during a given 
period. It might be added that this does not constitute the final approval 
of the production plan. A t  this stage there will be arguments back and 
forth between the different administrative agencies and business enter- 
prises concerned. \Vhen finally approved, however, the plan is the 
equivalent of a law, and under the Soviet law (nlzaze issued by the 
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., on 24 May 1961, Tr.E., 1961, 6 ) ,  11011- 
compliance is punishable with up to three years' imprisonment. 
A preliminary proposal concerning the annual cutting volu~ne ( leso-  
sechny  fond )  is submitted to the State Planning Comn~ission (Gosplazz) 
by the formal owner of the forest; until late in 1959, this was the De- 
partment of Forests and Shelterbelts in the Ministry of Agriculture of 
the U.S.S.R. After the 1959 administrative reform, when the Central 
Forest Administration (G lav l e skhoz )  was created in the Russian 
SFSR, the Republican Governing Boards and Regional Economic 
Councils (sounal.khozgr) of the constituent republics seem to have be- 
come the formal owners of the forests. The Ministry of Forest Manage- 
ment (AIIinisterstuo Zesnovo khozyais tua  R S F S R ) ,  created in  1965, 
now again exercises control over the allocation of stumpage to the 
government enterprises responsible for timber harvesting in the Rus- 
sian Federation. The basic forest administration units ( l e s k h o z y )  have 
little to say about the volume of timber in the annual cutting budget, 
and their powers are fairly limited in this respect (Voronin et  al., 
1960, 11. 1 3 8 ) .  
The allocated cutting volume is distributed, as  a rule, between 
l e skhozy ,  provinces and constituent republics on the basis of the 
uallowable cut", which is calculated by the forest regulation offices. 
The S o ~ i e t  conception of uallowable cutx in this context involves only 
that part of the cutting volume which can be defined as "final cut", 
i.e., where all saleable timber is removed on the cut-over area, and 
where a new forest generation must be established through regenera- 
tion measures. The intermediate cut (thinnings, salvage cuttings) is 
determined only approximately by the working plan and, as is c ~ i d c n t  
from the Soviet statistics, its extent is relatively small in comparison 
with the total cutting volume. 
In the operational cutting plan which determines the actual nlloca- 
tion of timber for harvesting, the calculated allowable cut is of major 
i~nporlance only in the timber-deficit regions. Its importance seems to 
be very limited in the allocation of tirnber for cutting in the timber- 
surplus regions. To explain the deviations, i l  is usually said thal the 
allowable cut is determined on the basis of biological criteria, irrespec- 
tive of economic conditions and the timber requirements of Soviet eco- 
nomy (Nevzorov, 1959, p. 173). The practical application of the allow- 
able cut in the well-forested areas would mean in some districts n 
discontinuation of logging or a decrease in the volume of timber out- 
put (Perepechin-Filinov, 1964, p. 47), which wonld be incompatible 
with the country's timber requirements. It is not only the domestic 
Soviet timber demand which determines the total cutting volume and 
assortment. Timber exports (Xevzorov, 1959, pp. 166-167) are also an 
important factor. Here the problem of priorities must be considered. 
Conflicting interests must be balanced against each other, and this 
must ultimately be done by a superordinate agency empowered to so11 c 
arbitrarily the conflict of interests between different p a r k  of the Soxiet 
Administrati7 e apparatus. 
2.3 General Trends in Timber Consumption 
The total timber consumption of the U.S.S.R. has increased con- 
sistently from year to year. On the other hand the role of timber as a 
building material has declined gradually in co~nparison with other 
building materials, such as steel, concrete, brick and cernent. In the 
case of fuel supplies various industries are now using fuels other thau 
mood. 
The industrial timber consumption per million roubles of the Gross 
National Product was 8,300 cubic metres in 1928, compared with about 
700 cubic metres in 1958. The timber consumption per million rouble5 
of capital investments decreased from 3,400 cubic metres in 1928 to 
400 cubic metres in 1958. 
The decrease of the relative timber consu~nption in the U.S.S.R. is 
also evident from the fact that  frorn 1913 to 1958 the coal output in- 
creased 17 tirnes, the steel production 13 times, and the cement output 
22 times, while the felling of timber for building increased only 8.6 
times, the output of sawnwood 5.7 times and the ~nanufactnre of 
plywood 6.5 times (Vasiliev et al., 1959, p. 78) .  
The most striking structural change in timber co:isumption is thc 
diminished share of fueiwood. 'The consumption of fuelwood has de- 
creased not only in  industry but also generally. It is remarkable that 
the fuelwood consumption has declined even in rural areas. This shift 
in consumption has been helped by the availability and the relatively 
low price of other fuels. Calculated per ton of conventional fuel (equal 
to 7,000 calories), the cost price of fuelwood in 1957 was 200 roubles 
compared with 96 roubles for coal, 32 roubles for oil and 12 roubles 
for natural gas. The decrease of fuel\\-ood consumption has resulted in 
a decrease of the share of fuelwood in the total cutting volume. In 1013, 
fuelwood constituted 55 per cent of the total tirnber output, and had 
fallen to 50 pcr cent by 1940, to 40 per cent in 1950, and was down to 
37 per cent by 1955. In the Seven-Year Plan, the share of fuelwood was 
put a t  only 24 per cent of the total cutting volume for 1965, and in the 
years 1970-1975 a further decrease of t ~ o  t  three per cent is expected. 
The total timber ~ o l u m e  consumed annually in the U.S.S.R. during 
the Fifties was 350-360 million cubic metres, of which 65 per cent ~ v a s  
timber for building and industrial purposes (Barsky, L.P., 1958, 4 ) .  
The consumption of timber by end-uses is classified as  follows: 
52.0 per cent as  sawnwood 
5.0 per cent as  railway sleepers 
6.3 per cent as pulp and chemical products 
35.0 per cent as  props, building timber and other roundwood 
1.7 per cent as  plywood and matches 
The industry which uses most of the timber is the building indus- 
try, which consumes about 60 per cent of the total volume of sawn- 
wood for industrial construction, and for building residential houses. 
In  1955, the combined volume of lumber and round timber nsed by the 
building industry was 110 million cubic metres, or 33 per cent of the 
total timber cut and 52 per cent of the total output of timber for 
building and industrial purposes. 
In the U.S.S.R. the building of residential houses has increased by 
60-70 per cent every five-year period to date. The  consurnption of 
timber per housing unit has, on the other hand, decreased. Despite this, 
we can calculate that the total timber consumption in the building 
industry will double in the next 15 years, provided that  building ac- 
tivities retain their post-war rate of expansion. 
The second largest timber consumer is the mining industry. The 
coal-mining industry uses 80 per cent of all props produced in  the 
country. It  is estimated that the total consumption of props in  the 
mining industry will be about 30 per cent higher in 1975 than i t  is at  
present. 
The railways also use large quantities of timber. The annual output 
of sleepers is more than 10 million cubic metres, and a few million 
cubic metres of high-grade timber are used for the construction of 
railway waggons, ctc. The total consumption of wooden sleepers will 
probably increase by 10-15 per cent in the next 15 years. 
The shipbuilding industry consumes more than 2.5 million cubic 
melres of timber annually. The timber used for piles and posts an~ounts  
to about two million cubic metres. 
About 25-26 million cubic metres of timber a re  used for crates and 
boxes each year. Provided that wood will be used for this in the future to 
the same extent as  before, the total demand for timber by the packaging 
probably increase by 10-15 per cent in the next 15 years. 
The furniture industry annually consumes four to five million cubic 
metres of timber. The manufacture of furniture will increase five times 
in the next 15 years. Provided that the present production methods are 
largely used in the future also, the total timber consumption of this 
industry is estimated to increase about four times by 1975. Often the 
wood used by the furniture industry is of a processed nature, such as 
veneer or plywood, and more recently also as fibreboard or parlicle 
board. 
The veneer and plywood industry consumes about two million cubic 
metres of logs annually. 
The match industry uses about one million cubic metres of logs a 
year. 
The share of the pulp and paper industry in the total timber con- 
sumption is relatively modest, compared with other countries rich in 
timber. In 1955, the consumption of pulpwood for manufacturing 
chemical and mechanical ~ ~ o o d p i i l p  amounted to 10 million cubic 
metres (stacked measure) or 7.2 million cubic metres (solid measure), 
i.e. 3.4 per cent of the total annual cut. 
Depending on the growth of the population and on improved stan- 
dards of living the output of all branches of industry will increase 
considerably in the near future, and, consequently, the timber consump- 
tion will also be greater. 
Provided that the economic expansion continues at the same pace, 
and that the existing structure of timber consumption is retained, the 
total requirement of building and industrial timber will bc almost 510 
rnillion cubic metres by 1975, according to certain estimates (Barsliy, 
Table 3-1. Projected Requirements for Wood by End-Uses (roundwood equivalent) 
Consuming industry 





in 20 years 
Building industry. . . . . . . . . . . 
Mining industry. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Packaging industry. . . . . . . . . 
Furniture industry. . . . . . . . . . 
Railway sleepers. . . . . . . . . . . 
Pulp and paper industry.  . . . 
Other uses for timber products 
Total 
104 per cenl 
33 per cent 
5.3 times 
4.3 times 
10 per cent 
3.8 times 








212.8 100.0 1 139 Der cent 
Source: Barsky, A,, "Voprosy perspelitivonoro potreblenia drevesiny", Les~zaga  PIW- 
rnyshlennost, 1958, 4. 
L.P., 1938, 4 ) .  This means that the annual total cut must amount to 
770-780 million cubic metres, because fuelwood is the joint product of 
roundwood for building and industrial purposes. It  is also estimated 
that the total timber requirements may rise to 1,000 million cubic 
rnetres by 1980 (Vasiliev, L.Kh., 1962, 3 and Sprintsyn, L.P., 1964, 2 ) ,  
even if the tiinber consurnption quotas be reduced to two-thirds or a 
half of the present level on account of technical progress. The estimated 
requirements for roundwood in 1975 by the various consumer groups 
are given in  'I'ahle 3---I. 
The a b o ~ e  forecasts of the potential timber requircrnents in 1975 
are based on the assumption that  the present technology will remain 
inore or less unchanged, or, in other words, that  the old structure of 
timber consurnption will be retained. But this is not so. The Seven-Year 
Plan provides for far-reaching changes in the consumption structure, 
so that the forecast for tiinber requirements in 1975 will be quite dif- 
ferent from those presented in  Table 3-1 above. W e  shall examine the 
mattcr in more detail in the next chapter. 
2.4 Timber Consumption according to the Seven-Year Plan 1959-1965 
In the compilation of the Seven-Year Plan, two alternatives were 
possible for satisfying the total need of the economy for forest products. 
The first alternative, submitted in the preceding chapter, aimed at  
satisfying the growing need of the country for forest products while 
retaining the existing production and consumption structures. This 
alternative provided for an extensive increase of the total cut, which 
was to correspond to the potential demand for forest products up to 
1975. The implementalion of this plan, however, would ha\ e meant not 
only an  expansion in the capacity of the forest industry, but also a 
considerably increased demand by this industry for raw materials. In 
order to meet this demand, the total volume of the timber cut in 1965 
~vould  have had to be 520--530 million cubic metres, and in 197.5 no 
lcss than 770-780 million cubic mctres, or almost twice as much as in 
1958. This cut was considered to be too large, and to be likely to lead 
in the long run  to an  exhaustion of thc timber resources. Moreover, 
such an  expansion of the tiinber output ~vould have required largc- 
scale invs tments  in the logging industry; the geographical relocation 
of the logging areas, which can be carried out gradually, w o ~ ~ l d  also 
have met with unsurmountable difficulties. For thesc reasons thi5 
alternative for the planning of timber consumption was rejected. 
For the Selen-Year Plan it was decided to iinplcrnent the sccond 
alternative vhich  v a s  based on a structural change in both the produc- 
tion and the consumption of timber. The basic idea was that the indu- 
stries using timber should go oler  to production methods which mcre 
more economical on raw materials. At the same time, there \vas to be 
a general attempt to decrease the tiinber consumption volume, nhile  
the timber to be consumed would be in a more processed form. To 
a c h i c ~ c  this, it would be necessary to expand the capacity of the 
existing wood-processing industries and to establish a number of new 
plants for manufacturing new tiinber products. 
At the same time, h o w e ~ e r ,  the Seven-Year Plan provided to meet 
the total timber consurnption needs of the economy. This objective 
could be reached only if the planned timber consumption of the various 
sectors of industry based on wood mere to decrease in relation to thc 
rolume of their end products, and if there were a corresponding de- 
crease in  the total consumption of wood by industry. In  other words, 
timber a s  a raw material and a construction material would be re- 
placed to the greatest possible extent by other materials. The tiinber 
supply plan for 1959-1965 was drawn up on the premise that such a 
structural change would in fact take place. 
According to the Seven-Year Plan, the wood consumption for indu- 
strial purposes in the U.S.S.R. was not to increase in proportion to thc 
total industrial expansion. The development of the metal industry was 
considered to be the most important for the Soviet cconomy, followed 
by an  increase in the output of oil, gas and chen~ical products. The 
accelerating expansion of the gas and oil industry will alter the struc- 
ture of the country's fuel market, and thus provide the basis for an ex- 
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Table 3-2. Development of Wood Consumption in 1950-1965 
Type of nood consump- 
tion (in roundnood 









industrial raw material, 
etc.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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This refers preswnahly to  the timber exports. 
Sor~rce: Yarmola, I. S. "Potreblenie drevesiny vi semiletii 1959-1965", Lesrmya Promyshlennost, 1958, 
12, p. 2. 
pansion of the chemical industry. The Sexen-Year Plan provided for 
the total timber output to increase from 325 million cubic metres in 
1958 to 385 million cubic metres in 1965, that is, by 15 per cent. The 
plan pro\ided for an  increase in the output of industrial roundnood 
from 219 to 278 million cubic rnetres during the same period. The ac- 
tual removals of Limber for building and industrial purposes totalled 
258 million cubic metre? in 1965 (L.P. 3 Feb. 1966). 
According to the calculations on which the Seven-Year Plan was 
based, the ralios of mood consumption for industrial and for private 
purposes were to change noticeably in 3939 -1965, as  can be seen in  
Table 3-2. 
The actual wood consumption in thc past and the planned wood con- 
sumption in the future in certain sectors will be compared in greater 
cletail be lo^^. 
According to Yarmola (L.P., 1958, 12 ) ,  the wood consumption in 
the building industry, calculated per million roubles (old) of total 
building costs, decreased between 1950-1958 from 840 to 405.6 cubic 
metres, in terms of roundwood equi\ alent. For 1969, the corresponding 
figure was put at  315 cubic metres, i.e. 90.6 cubic metres or 22.3 per 
cent less than in 1958. This would save a total of 20 million cubic 
metres of timber. According lo more recent data (Popov, L.P., 1963, 
l o ) ,  the timber coilsun~ption of the building industry should ha l e  
decreased by 42 per cent by 1965. 
The r e l a t i ~ e  decrease in the timber coi~sumption of the building 
induslry has been attained partly by replacing timber by concretc, and 
partly by replacing sawnmood by fibreboard and particle board. 
The average consumption of concrete per million roubles (old) of 
building costs was to increase from 142 cubic metres in 1958 to 203 
cubic metres in  1965; the consun~ption of concrete in  the construction 
of residential houses should have increased from 182 cubic metres in 
1958 to 385 cubic metres in 1965. 
The reduction of timber consumption quotas (standard consump- 
tion) in other sectors of industry was intendcd to save 11.3 million 
cubic metres of round timber, including 3.9 million cubic metres of 
props, which were to be saved in the mining industry by replacing them 
to the same extent by other materials (concretc, metal).  
It was intended to save no less than 5.9 million cubic metres of sawn- 
wood ( in terms of roundwood equivalent) in the manufacture of pre- 
fabricated timber houses and other building details by replacing timber 
by various substitutes. The wood consumption for the manufacture of 
one sqnarc metre of floor space would have decreased from 0.51 cubic 
metres in 1958 to 0.35 cubic metres in 1965, according to the prescribed 
standards. 
The consumption of pulpwood for the inanufacture of one ton of 
cellulose would be cut from 5.21 cubic metres in 1958 to 5.0 cubic 
inctrcs in 1965, according to the Seven-Year Plan. This was intended 
to reduce the total pulpwood consumption by several nlillion cubic 
metres. The pulp industry was to go over to using sawmill waste, reeds, 
straw, various kinds of grass, etc., as raw material instead of pulp- 
wood from conifers. Timber from deciduous species was also to be used 
as raw material for pulp production on a relatively large scale. 
It  was forecast that these raw materials would replace more than 
eight million cubic metres of pulpwood. 
It  m-as planned to replace wooden crates and boxes by paperboard 
containers. This in its turn  would increase the share of paperboard in 
the total volume of packaging material from 5.4 per cent in  1958 to 33.4 
per cent in 1965, thus saving 14 million cubic metres of roundwood. 
,lccording to the original Seven-Year Plan, the coal output was to 
increase by 24.2 per cent, and the output of iron ore by 71  per cent. The 
consumption of props during the same period was, on the other hand, 
to increase by only 5.2 per cent or 1.2 million cubic metres. This de- 
crease in  the relative consumption of pit-props was due to improved 
mining methods. In 1958, the consumption of props was 36.4 cubic 
metres per 1,000 tons of coal mined, while the corresponding figure for 
1965 would be 30.2 cubic metres. 
Railways were to be expanded considerably under the Seven-Year 
Plan although the timber used for railway sleepers was to increase by 
only 12.4 pcr cent from 1958 to 1965. Impregnation methods ~vould 
be used to prolong the service life of sleepers to 19 years by 1965 from 
the average of 13.4 years for the Fifties. This would mean n s a ~ i n g  of 
12 million sleepers during the Seven-Year Plan. Also five million 
concrete sleepers were lo be put down during the period of the Plan. 
According to the original Seven-Year Plan, the nlanufacturc of 
furniture was to increase 2.4 times between 1958 and 1965. However, 
the total wood consumption in the manufacture of furniture would 
increase by only 27.9 per cent or  6.3 inillion cubic metres; this would 
be attained by using particle board, which was to replace 48.5 per cent 
of all s a~mwood  used in the furniture industry by 1965. 
The changes in the wood consumption outlined above, from which 
the compilers of the Seven-Year Plan proceed, indicate the development 
planned for wood consumption. Possibly the actual consumption has 
differed from the original long-term plan, which should be regarded 
more as a forecast or  flexible plan for the determination of the main 
lines of balance between the timber supply and the timber require- 
ments. The annual production plans depict the actual situation much 
better, especially in cases where the long-term developnlenl plans 
could not be fulfilled. But what can really be deduced from the above 
report are the long-term trends in wood consumption, which in west- 
ern countries are determined by supply and demand in the timber 
market, but which in the Soviet system arc determined by the economic 
plan. The interesting feature here is that the model for the planned 
wood consumption of the U.S.S.R. seems to be the western model, 
although the Soviet plan suffers from being outdated in some respects. 
The targets of the Seven-Year Plan reflect the trends in wood consump- 
tion prevailing more than ten years earlier in the western ~ ~ o r l d  under 
open competition. 
2.5 Geography o f  Timber Harvesting and Processing 
Soviet forest resources are very unevenly distributed territorially, 
as has been pointed out earlier, and this also applies to the timber 
remoT als. Figure 3 :  1 shows the principal zones of logging operations. 
Honever, this map does not give a complete picture of the situation: 
more detailed descriptions of the geographical distribution of timber 
output and developments during the period 1950-1963 are contained 
in  diagrams in Figure 3 :  2. Here can be seen the quantities of timber 
which ha l e  been harsested in the major economic regions of the 
U.S.S.R., and how the 1 olume of timber removed in the different regions 
has changed during this period. 
From s cry early times, the centre of timber hanes t ing  has been 
the rnosl easily accessible forest5 of European Russia. The less ac- 
cessible forests of the northern part of European Russia and of Siberia 
remained :~lmosL unlouched during the Czarist era, and it is only in 
recent decades that logging operations h a ~ e  been carried out in Ihe4e 
virgin forests; they are now being worked on an  ever-increasing scale. 
Table 3--3 s h o ~ s  the gradual transfer process of the timber output 
~ i t h i n  the major geographical areas during the period 1913-1963. The 
percentages g i ~ e n  show that  the timber removals in 1963 were con- 
siderably greater than those of 1913 in the timber-surplus regions of 
Eurol~ean Russia, and especially those of Siberia. In the timber-deficient 
regions the relatile share of the remoTals has fallen, but in absolute 
figures the decline is insignificant or almost non-existent. 
The transfer of logging operations from the timber-deficient to the 
timber-surplus regions seems to be far from complete. Honever, the 
rate of transfer has recently been slowed down by the fact that the 
building of wood-processing installatio~ls in the new locations for the 

Table 3-3. Percentage Distribution of Timber Output, by Major Geographical Areas, in the 
U.S.S.R., selected years, 1913-1960 
! Major Geographical Areas 1 1013 1 1940 / 1955 19G0 1 
Sources: (1) Sarodnoye khozyaistvo SSSR o 1960 godu, h I o s c o ~ ,  1961, pp. 298-299. 
(2) Vasiliev-Toronin-Motovilov-Sudachkov Ekonornika lesnovo khozyaistva S S S R .  h I o s c o ~ ,  
1959, p. 203. 
Timber-surplus regions in European North 
and the  Urals. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Timber-surplus regions in Siberia . . . . . . . . .  
Timber-deficit regions.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Total 
industry has been delayed. Consequently, roundwood has had to be 
transported over longer distances to the places where it i \  consumed 
and where until now wood processing has been carried out. It has been 
found that roundwood is a raw material which it is undesirable to 
transport over long distances, and that the correct solution is Lo trans- 
port instead timber products, i.e. lumber, plywood, pulp and paper. 
However, the present location of the mood-processing installations in 
the U.S.S.R. (see Figure 1 :  12, and Figure 1: 13) makes it impossible 
to realise this ideal. 
Table 3--4 shows the volunle of groming stocli and annual cut as well 
as the output of lumber, plywood and paper products, including paper- 
board, in 1960 in the various economic regions. As can be seen, the 
output of these processed products is very modest in the ea\tcrn parts 
of the country. A comparison between the timber resources, timber 
cut and wood processing for the different regions shows how great is 
the disproportion between these basic production items in the forestry 
sector in the Sokiet economy. The table shows the tremendous under- 
development of industrial production or wood processing in the eastern 
parts of the country. In Eastern Siberia, where half the forests ( in 
terms of volume) of the U.S.S.R. are situated, the timber remoxals ac- 
count for only 0.1 per cent of the existing timber stocli, while only 41 
per cent of the roundwood is processed within the region. The re- 
~1011s or maining roundwood is sent in an unprocessed state to other re,' 
else it is consumed directly on the spot. Furthermore, it can be seen 
from the table that the timber-deficient regions in the nestern and 
southern parts of the U.S.S.R. (economic regions 6-10) together ac- 
count for almost 32 per cent of the total timber harvest and for 53 per 
cent of wood processing. It  should be added, that this table doe4 not 
per cent 
25.4 40.7 41.1 45.1 
8.0 20.2 22.4 23.0 
66.6 / 39.1 1 365 / 
100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 
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Regions of the  RSFSR 
1. European North 
. . . . . . . . . . .  2. Ural . .  
. 3. Western Siheria.. 
. .  4. Eastern Siberia. 
. . . . . . . .  5. Far  Eas t .  
. . .  6. Central Russia. 
. . .  Total RSFSR. .  
7. Baltic area 
. . . . . . . . .  Estonia. 
Latvia. . . . . . . . . . .  
Lithuania . . . . . . . .  
Kaliningrad . . . . . .  
Total .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
8. South-Western 
area 
Belorussia. . . . . . . .  
Ukraine. . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  3Ioldavia. 
Total .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
9. Transcaucasia 
. . . . . . . . .  Georgia. 
. . . . . . . .  Armenia. 
Azerbaidzhan. . . . .  
Total .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
10. Soviet Central Asi: 
Kazakhstan.  . . . . .  
IGrgizia. . . . . . . . . .  
Turkmenia . . . . . . .  
Tadzikistan. . . . . . .  
Uzbekistan. . . . . . .  
Total .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
Grand total for thf 
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Calculated on the basis of F A 0  conversion factors (Yearbook  of Fores f  Produc f s  S fa f i s t i c s ,  1963). 
Source: Vasiliev, P. Ekonomilca ispolzouania i uosproizuodsfua l e snykh  resursou, RIoscow, 1963, p. 103. 
rable 3-5. Output of Roundwood and Main Processed Forest Products, Actual and Planned 
Figures, selected years, 1958-1965 
Products 
I Actual production I~ l anned  production for 196: 
-kccording to  According to 
the original anieridments / 1958 1 1962 2 1961 1 Sevcn-\-ear of the  Seven 
1 1 I / Plan I Year Plan 
1 
105 1 111 
256 I Zii 
I 
Removals of industrial round- 
wood, m i l l i o n  cubic  metres  . 
Production of s a w n ~ ~ o o d ,  
m i l l i o n  cubic  metres  . . . . . .  
Production of ~ o o c l  pulp, 
milliorl  tons  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Production oC paper, m i l l i o n  
tons  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Production of paper-board, 
m i l i i o n  tons  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
So~rrces:  ( I )  Izuestin,  14 Novembcr 1958. ( 2 )  B u ~ n a s h n a y a  P r o m y s h l e n n o s f ,  1959, 1 and 








iizcl~tde ail wood processing, but only the products from saninills and 
the plywood and paper industries. Howe\er, it is these branches of 
industry which process the greatest part of the timber (regarded as 
r a x  material); thus the supplementing of this table with the ~ o l u m e  
of production of the remaining branches of this industrt; \\-ould not 
bring about any great changes in the general picture. Moreoxer, lo 
supplemcnl the table in this way nould faxour the Limber-deficient 
regions, as the production of the other branches of this industry, i.e. 
fibreboard, particle hoard, matches, furniture, etc., is mainly con- 
centrated in Lhe limber-deficient regions. 
There nil1 be a gradual change in the geographical disproportion 
bet\seen timber as a raw material, on the one hand, and the processing 
of this timber carried out under the plans, on the other hand. TT'ith this 
as  a background, let us lake a closer look at the production plans 










2.6 Production Targets p for Forest Industries and Fuljilment of the Plans 
The Seven-Year Plan provides a general outline of projected develop- 
ment in the forest industry during the period 1959-1965. It  fixes the 
production targets, in terms of volume, for the main forest products for 







forest industry o\er  the selen-year period was intended for the pulp, 
paper and mood-processing industries. In previous years, the largest 
share of the inr estments was allocated lo the de\ elopment of the logging 
industry. 
By 1963, thc total rcmolals of timber or annual cut (excluding cut- 
tings in kolkhoz forests) are planned to reach 373--378 inillion cubic 
metres, of which 275-280 cubic metres ~vil l  be industrial roundwood. 
As is shomn in Table 3-5, in comparison with the base year 1968 on 
nhich the projections were made, this output target for industrial 
roundwood appears lo be modest. The tablcs show that the output 
target for 1965 in the sanmilling industry was also set relatively low 
and in fact, from 1958 to 1965 no increase was planned. 
According to the original Scven-Year Plan (published in Zzuestia, 
14 S O T .  1938) a production increase of 33-38 per cent mas expected, a\ 
the 1958 production of savmwood, at that lime, was estimated at only 
69 million cubic metres. Howex er, in the statistical yearbooks ('\T.Kh. 
S S S R )  for all the years from 1960 to 1963, the published figure for 
the 1958 production of samnrvood in the U.S.S.R. is 93.7 million cubic 
metres; this figure has heen rounded off to 84 in Table 3-5. These 
sources indicate that the actual production of lumber in 1962 exceeded 
the output target for 1965, and this in itself gives rise to doubts as  to 
the correclncss of the figure cited in the 1965 plan. 
.lccording to llie original target of the Se\ en-Year Plan, the procluc- 
tion of wood pulp should increase Lo 4.8 million tons by 1965. The 
corre\ponding production target for papcr  as set at  3.5 million tons, 
and for paperboard at  2.8 inillion tons. For these products the rate 
of gron th originally anticipalcd Tvas considerable. However, it soon 
11ecame c\ident that thc demand for papcr and paperboard would he 
greater lhan the production target of Lhe original Ser en-Year Plan, and 
that there nould be marliecl dcficits in the supply of these products. 
Conscqucntly, the original Sex en-Year Plan ~i as changed in 1960, and 
the follo~\-ing production targels mere set up for 1965 (B.P., 1960, 11) : 
pulp 6.2  nill lion tons, paper -1.2 rnillion tons and paperboard 3.6 mil- 
lion 1011s. Howcver, these new production targets, could not be achieved 
in  practice. Table 3--5 shows the great differenres between the 1965 
production target of thc Seven-Year Plan and the quantities of paper 
actually produced in  1964. However, no iigurcs for pulp production are 
p~~b l i shed  in the official statistics, but it seems likely that the differen- 
ces b e t ~ e e n  the figures of the long-term plan and the actual production 
nil1 be even larger than the differences in  the case of paper. 
The greatest relative production increase in the Seven-Year Plan is 
for particle board and fibreboard. As part of the mood-economy cam- 
paign, it was originally planned to increase the production of particle 
board to 3.5 million cubic metres, and of fibreboard to 300 million 
square metres annually by 1965. These branches of the industry were 
relatively undeveloped at  the start of the Seven-Year Plan in 1059. The 
production of particle board in 1964 was 0.6 million cubic metres and 
fibreboard 118 million square metres (il'.Kh. SSSR, 1965). 
One can conclude from the ahore that the targets set in the S e ~ c n -  
Year Plan for the mood-processing industry, with the exception of s an -  
inills (no  data is available concerning the production of plywoocl), 
have not been attained. This is nom- also officially admitted by the Sol-iet 
authorities (Popov, L.P., 1966, 1, p. 4 ) .  One can thus take a sceptical 
view of the possibility of reaching the long-term production targels 
which have been published regularly in technical journals. For c ~ a m p l e ,  
in 1962 certain figures were published for the long-term plan up to 
1980 (Vasiliev, PZ.Kh., 1962, 9 ;  Vasiliev, 1963). In the changed circum- 
stances which prevail now, and particularly taking into account thc 
fact that the situation in 1965 was quite different from that nhich  mas 
anticipated to be the case three or four years ago, these long-term 
forecasts are of rather limited 1 alue. One can take only the trends from 
them and see in which direction the Soviets would like their economy to 
go, and what factors they have to take into account. 
The new Five-Year Plan for the development of the Sosict econoiny 
for the period 1966-1970 sets the following production targets for the 
forestry sector for 1070 (L.P. 24 Feb. 1966) : 
Timber rcmovals, incl, fuelviood . . . . . . . .  350-365 million cu.m 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pulp 8.4- 9 million tons 
Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5-5.3 j t  ,. 
Paperboard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.2-4.5 j j  , 
Furniture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.6-2.8 billion roubles 
The success of the new Five-Year Plan will depend on the priority 
which Lhe State authorities give to the expansion of the forcstry sector 
compared with other sectors of the economy. Should top priority be 
given to the forestry sector within the general framework of thc econo- 
mic expansion of the country, one can expect a greater rate of expan- 
sion in the future in the productive capacity of the wood-processing 
industry, too. X regional study of the conditions for the expansion of 
the forest industry is therefore of great importance. 
3. Potentialities of the European North 
3.1 Introductory Remarks 
Thc northern part of European Russia is the most important region 
in the S o ~ i e t  Union, as far as the forest industry is concerned. The 
area not only has a large growing stock and a relatively well developed 
wood-processing industry, but its forests are also accessible. This last 
factor is decisive in the exploitation of the Eurasiatic timber resources. 
Thc region now holds a prominent position, thanks to its favourable 
geographical location and to the accessibility of its forests. There is no 
doubt, hovever, that the annual cut in  certain more easily accessible 
Corestr has steadily far  exceeded the annual growth, and that  the 
growing stock has steadily declined in consequence, particularly with 
regard to the larger dimensions, such a s  sawlogs. The question is :  
.'How large is the remaining supply of accessible, mature growing 
stock, and what opportunities exist for exploiting the forest resources 
which hnvc so far  been considered non-exploitable, either for technical 
or for economic reasons?" 
The region is .generally sparsely populated, with only three inhabi- 
tants pcr square liiloinetre. This is an  obstacle to the de~elopment of 
the forest industry, although the exploitation of the timber resources 
of the area began fairly early. It  is reported that commercial logging 
operations were taking place on the Northern Dvina in the 17th cen- 
tury, primarily for export purposes. In the end of the 17th, and at  
the beginning of the 18th century, the first large vater-powered saw- 
mills were established in the A4rchangel area, and somewhat later also 
on the mouth of the Onega. 
,Irchangel, with its 26 sawmills, mas Russia's biggest wood-inanufac- 
turing centre and export harbour for sawnwood before World War I. 
The region has retained its former position under the Soviets as  the 
largest producer of lumber, and has, moreover, a number of new wood- 
processing industries. Roundwood removals have also increased con- 
siderably, compared with the Czarist era. At the same time, the Arch- 
angel region has undergone a thorough economic change. Other 
branches of industry have developed rapidly, following the discovery 
of apatite and naphthalene deposits in the hlurinansk area, of certain 
useful minerals in  Karelia, and of coal and oil deposits in the Pechora 
basin. This development has in  its turn  favourably influenced the forest 
industry. A contributory cause of the industrial development in general, 
and of the development of the forest industry in particular, are the 
new railways, which have been constructed here on a larger scale than 
anywhere else in the Soviet Union. 
3.2 Timber Stock: 
According to the last forest inrentory of 1 ,Jan. 1961, the total area 
of the forcst land in this region was 76.5 million hectares, of nhich 
69.8 million hectares or 91.5 per cent were covered by some kind of 
timber stock. The area not coxered by forests comprises the c u t - o ~ e r  
and burned areas, and semi-permanent openings which ha\ e previously 
been forested, i.e. in productive condition. The non-forest area (water. 
swamps, other impediments, agricultural land, etc., totalling 28 nlillion 
hectares) is not included in the above total figure of forest land, 
although it is under the administration of the forest authorities. 
The total volume of the groming stock in the region was estimated 
to bc 7,394 million cubic metres, of which 5,782 million cubic metres 
is mature timber. The total timber stocli comprises 6,517 million cubic 
metres or SS per cent of conifers and 578 million cubic metres or 1 2  per 
cent of deciduous species. The corresponding figures for the mature 
timber stock are conifers 5,249 million cubic metres or 9 1  per cent. 
and deciduous species 533  million cubic metres or nine per cent. 
The distribution of forest resources by provinces in the European 
Sort11 is depicted diagranmlatically i n  Figure 3 :  3. The quadrangle\ 
represent the total timber resources, their width indicating the area in 
thousands of hectares, and their height indicating the ~ o l u m e  in cubic 
metres per hectare; the numbers in the middle of the quadrangles give 
the total volume in millions of cubic melres. The circles represent the 
distribution of the forcst area by dominant tree species, as well as  the 
proportion of the forest land not covered by forest at the time of the 
inventory. It is noticeable that the non-forested areas are relatively 
large in the Murmansk district, which is due to the fact that the re- 
turning of the land to productive condition after clear-felling has 
pro\ed to be particularly difficult in ihe regions north of the Arctic 
Circle. 
The coniferous species cover almost 73 per cent of the total forestccl 
area. Spruce (Picea exc~ l sa  and P. obouafa) predominates on "fresh" 
and moist soils. Overmature spruce covers immense areas in the virgin 
forests, more particularly in the regions farthest from the big river? 
east of the Northern Dvina. 
Pine (Pinus siluestris) predominates on dry and acid soils, as me11 
as on the sandy soils of river banks. Pine forests occur over a large 
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area, mostly in Karelia (52 per cent) north of the great lakes Ladoga 
and Onega, and in the basin of the Vaga. 
Deciduous tree species, predominantly birch (Betula sp.) and aspen 
(Populus t lwnula) ,  cover 18 per cent of the total forested area. It  is 
characteristic of the region that deciduous forests are relatively more 
extensive in districts where the site q ~ ~ a l i t y  class is higher than the 
average. This clearly indicates that  the easily accessible forests with 
higher productive capacity havc been clear-felled on a much larger 
scale than the less easily accessible forests with a lower productive 
capacity. 
The average 1 olume of growing stock per hectare of the total forested 
area is highest in Karelia (121 ms/ha) and in the Archangel province 
(I19 ms /ha ) ,  because of the prevalence of old, and the lack of young 
and middle-aged timber in these areas. Taking into account only the 
average volume of mature and overinature timber, the volume per 
hectare is highest in the Leningrad (178 ms/ha)  and Vologda (173 
rna/ha) provinces, because the average productive capacity of forest 
land is higher there than in districts situated in less favourable climatic 
zones, i.c. farther north. In the severe climate near the tundra zone, 
the volume per hectare of forest land is relatively low. According to 
the Russian classification, the average production is below that of the 
lowest site quality class (V-) .  Production increases farther south, and 
relatively valuable stands occur in those parts of the region which enjoy 
better climatic conditions. But large areas of forest land in the region 
are swampy, more particularly in the plains between the rivers, where 
marshes and bogs cover up to 60 per cent of the total area (Selsko-  
khozyaistuenrraya Entsiklopedia,  1953, p. 461. 
It is generally believed that  in the virgin forests, the volume of thc 
timber stock will not change, because growth and drain are balanced. 
This is applied also to the forest in north Russia (hledvedcv, 1962, 
p. 3 7 ) .  
The average age of pine is estimated at  140 years, and that of spruce 
at  155 years, in the Komi ASSR. The corresponding figures in the 
Archangel province are 127 and 150 years, and in the Vologda province 
135 and 137 years. Six per cent of the pine stands in the Archangel 
province arc older than 200 years; 65 per cent of the pine and 91 of the 
spruce are between 100-200 years old. Despite this high age the 
timber felled in the northern forests is not of large dimensions. The 
average top diameter of the sawlogs is between 20-25 centimetres. hlost 
of the timber harvest is pulpwood. However, the quality of the timber, 
owing to its slow growth, is relatively high. The timber merchants of the 
United Kingdom value the close-grained '~ilrchangel redwood" as one 
of the best quality timber, next to the highest quality softwood i111- 
ported from the I h r a  Sea (Mallinson-Leigh, 1064, p. 5 ) .  It seems, 
however, that the most easily accessible highquality timber stands in 
the European North have already been exhausted. 
3.3 Transport Network 
3 .3 .1  River Systems 
North Russia's waterways are  the most important timber transport 
routes in the region. As much as 82 per cent of the exploitable timber 
resources are located close to thc waterways. The rivers traversing the 
northern coniferous belt i n  a northerly direction ernpty into the White 
Sea (the Northern Dvina, the Onega and the Mezen) and into the 
Barents Sea ( the  Pechora). The rivers flowing to the west empty into 
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the Baltic ( the  Neva). The geographical location of the rivers is pre- 
sented on the map in Figure 3 : 4. 
Lakes Ladoga and Onega are of the greatest importance for timber 
transport in the western part of the region; they are connected via the 
Xeva-Svir river system with the Baltic in the south, and via the Stalin 
Canal with the TTThite Sea in the north. Timber from the White Sea 
region can bc transported to the Baltic ~ i a  this waterway, and this is 
done on quite a large scale. 
The Northern Dvina with its tributaries--the T'ychegda, the Pinega 
and the Vaga-constitutes the main waterway system of the region. 
The rivers belonging to this system have a total length of 58,000 kilo- 
metres, and the total area of the basin is 360,000 square liilometres. 
The Northern Dvina is 750 kilometres long, the Pinega 795 liilometres, 
the Vaga 580 kilometres, the Vychegda 1,090 kilometres, the Sysola 500 
liilornetres, the Vyin 396 kilometres, the Vishera 380 liilometres, the 
Lokchim 268 kilornetres, the Jug 491 kilometres, and the Luza 560 
kilometres (with tributaries 2,500 kilometres) . Almost all these rivers 
have their source in great swamp regions. 
The Onepa waterway system comprises no fewer than 62 rivers, with 
a total length of 3,493 kilometres, 2,557 kilometres of which are at  
present floatable. The total length of thc floating channels in Karelia 
is estimated at  about 4,300 kilometres. 
The Mezen river system comprises 194 tributaries. The total length 
of the rivers in the system is 129,000 kilometres, of which 10,000 kilo- 
metres are floatable. The sources of the Mezen are in the vast svamps  
in the vicinity of the Timan Range, and the length of the main river is 
910 kilometres. Owing to its steep grade-the difference of the river's 
level between Rybnoye and Kamenka is 145 metres-there are nume- 
rous cateracts which make navigation difficult. hforeover, the tidal 
range at the river's mouth in the White Sea is so great that its effects 
are felt 100 kilometres inland. This has hampered the construction of 
harbours for timber transhipment in the lower hfezen. 
The Pechora river system comprises 285 tributaries, which together 
with the main river have a total length of 26,000 kilometres, of which 
22,000 kilometres are floatable. The Pechora's sources are in the north- 
ern part of the Urals, 677 metres above sea level. I t  is 1,814 ltilometres 
long from the Urals to the Barcnts Sea. 
With the exception of the Mezen and of the Pechora, the big rivers 
~f north Russia are particularly suitable for timber floating. Most of 
the minor rivers have not bcen adapted to this work, and floating on 
them is rather difficult. 
The floating of individual logs is the rule only in  tributaries. At the 
confluence of the tributary with the main river, the logs are joined 
into rafts, which in their turn  are joined into larger units or raft 
caravans for towing along the main stream. The rivers of the north 
Russian plain flow slowly as a rule, and floating down the river mould 
take many months without the assistance of tugs. 
3.3.2 Railways 
The railways have played an  important role in the development of 
the forest industry in north Russia. The region-with the exception of 
the Leningrad, Pskov, and Novgorod provinces, which are not included 
in the present discussion-has a t  present only two kilometres of rail- 
ways per 1,000 square kilometres. Twenty-five years ago, the following 
railways existed in this immense area (cf. the map in Fig. 3 :  4) : 
1. The Kirov railway, built in 1916, which runs through the western 
part of the region, 
2. The Northern railway, Moscow-Vologda-Archangel, 622 kilometres 
of which run  through the region, 
3. The Leningrad-Vologda-Kirov railway, which runs through the 
southern part  of the region, 
4. The Kirov-Kotlas railway. 
During and after World War  11, the construction of railways in the 
area was increased, and several new lines were opened for traffic. 
This led to a considerable development of the forest industry in the 
region. Large virgin forest stands became accessible, and this was the 
beginning of a new epoch. The following new railways are important 
to the forest industry: 
The Belomorsk-Obezersk railway connecting the Kiror railway with 
the Northern railway; 
The Konosha-Kotlas-Vorliuta railway which runs 1,562 kiloinetres 
through the region. A branch railway extends a further 250 liilo- 
metres to Salekhard on the Ob, and another to Khalrneryu; 
The Puksa-Navolsk branch railway, connecting the Plesetsk timber 
transfer centre on the Onega with the Northern railway; 
The Isakogorka-Nenalisa branch railway, connecting the Severod- 
vinsk industrial centre with the Northern railway; 
The hiikun-Syktyvliar railway. 
In addition to this, a special Ertsevsliy-Mekhrel~sliy-hIo11sensky forest 
railway has also been constructed. 
The total length of the railways in the Archangel-Vologda and Komi 
districts is estimated at  3,600 kiloinetres. This railway network can- 
not be considered adequate for a territory of over one million square 
liilometres, particularly with reference to the timber exploitation 
facilities. To expand forest exploitation and to open up hitherto inac- 
cessible ~ i r g i n  forests, the following railways are either planned or 
already under construction : 
1. A forest railway from the Mikun railway station on the Vorkuta 
railway to Iioslan on the Ptlezen river, a branch of which is to extend 
to Ertom on the Vashlia river. Reportedly the construction has already 
progressed considerably. 
2. A forest railway from Archangel to the Pinega; thence a branch 
to Leshukonskoye on the Mezen, and another branch to Ertom. Details 
of the exact alignment are not wailable. 
3 . 3 . 3  Roads 
In some parts of the European North, there are many roads suit able 
for motor transport, but the distribution of the road network is uneven. 
Most roads are to be found near the Northern Dvina, the T'ychegda, 
the Vaga, the Sukhona, the Sheksna and the Suda rivers and near the 
railways. 
A road network suitable for rnotor transport is almost non-existent 
in the immense forest area in  the Mezen, Pinega and Pechora basins, 
and the existing roads are frequently in a bad state. 
The great highway between Archangel and Vologda, and a number of 
other public roads which cross the rivers, are of considerable im- 
portance for timber transport. According to authoritative statements, 
too few roads are being constructed in the region, and many more 
roads suitable for motor transport arc needed to cope satisfactorily 
with thc timber transporl. Most of ihe timber transport will be done 
on the waterways even in the future. 
3.4 Main Centres for Forest Industries 
3.4.1 Archangel 
Reportedly there are now 16 large sawinills in Archangel, with a total 
of 117 rapid frame-saws, as well as  10 smaller sawmills equippcd with 
18 frame-saws. The largest sawmill, which was earlier callcd the hlolo- 
t o r  Savm~ill, has 24 frame-saws. The hlaimalisa sawmill is said to hare  
2,700 workers. There are also many smaller sawmills, using largely 
manual labour, near the town. 
A big sulphate pulpmill (annual output 75,000 tons) was opened in 
1937 on Solombalsli Island, near the town of Archangel. I t  uses some 
sawmill waste in its raw material. Another paper and pulp combine 
(annual output 120,000 tons) is located in the town of Archangel, and 
there are also a few wood-chemical industries, furniture factories, etc. 
The total number of industrial plants for the conversion of wood 
is estimated at  83. The total sawlog consunlption of the sawmills at  full 
capacity is estimated to be seven million cubic metres. The corrw- 
ponding figure for  the pulp and paper plants is 1.5 million cubic rnetrcs 
of pulpwood (hledrcdev, 1962, p. 98) .  
The port of Archangel was expanded and reconstructed to accom- 
modate bigger ships, in connection with the export expansion in the 
heginning of the Thirties. One of the channels in the Northern Dvina 
delta connecting the Archangel port with open sea, hhirnaksa, is 
accessible to ocean-going vessels. 
3.4.2 Other Export Ports 
A number of the sa~v~n i l l s  on the western coast of the IVhitc Sca arc 
in Ouniba (Lesnoy), Kovda, Keret, Kem and Belomorsk (cf. map in 
Fig. 3 :  4 ) ,  rnost of them having five frame-saws each, which work 
nlainly for export. Loading facilities in the harbours tlierc are relatively 
good. The ports which are connected with the sawmills are easily 
accessible by ships. 
Two relatively large sawmills with altogether 21 frame-saws are 
located in the town of Onega, on the mouth of the Onega river. Onega 
is the second largest export harbour for sam-nwood in the European 
Sorth, after Archangel. Large sandbanks in the mouth of the Onega 
are a shipping obstacle. 
Shipping conditions in the mouths of the hIezen and the Pechora arc 
eyen worse in  some respects. Owing to the considerable tidal range 
there, the ships must anchor in the roadsteads, which makes loading 
both more difficult and more expensive. It  is reported that a sawmill 
with seven frame-saws is vorking on the mouth of the hlezen. The 
harbour on the mouth o l  the Pechora is called Naryan-Mar, located in  
the tundra zone, far  from the forest. Here one sawinill with four frame- 
saws is working. 
Murmansk is also a possible timber export harbour, but also to n 
considerable degree an  import harbour. The town is the terminus of 
the Kirov railway, and its port is practically ice-free the year round, 
thanks to the Gulf Stream. There is a sawmill, and a few other small 
wood-manufacturing industries, in hlurmansk. These obtain their raw 
materials by rail from the south, or by waterways from the IVhite Sea 
area and farther east. 
Leningrad is the most ilq)ort:int industrial centre and export harbour 
on the Baltic. Under the Soviets Leningrad has fallen behind, compared 
with its earlier standing, because exports hare  now been concentrated 
mainly in  Archangel. However, it still plays a n  important role as  a 
transit harbour for timber products from inland, thanks to its extreme- 
ly favourable communication network. Its importance as  a wood- 
manufacturing centre should not be underestimated. The town, to- 
gether with its immediate neighbourhood, has about a dozen sawmills, 
two large paper and woodpulp combines, five furniture factories of 
reasonable size, and several other important woodworking industries. 
Another export harbour is Viborg in  western Karelia, which has a 
hinterland rich in forests, and a well-developed forest industry. On the 
southern coast of the Gulf of Finland lies Ust-Luga, on the mouth of the 
Luga, which can also serve as  a n  export harbour for sawntvood. 
3.4.3 W o o d  Conversion Centres In land 
As a rule, a wood-processing factory is established at  a crossing 
of a river and a railway. This applies primarily to sawmills, but also 
to woodpulp factories, which thus have excellent transport facilities. 
For example, there is a number of sawmills along the Kirov railway 
(south of Belomorsk there are Segezha, Medvezhegorsk, Petrozavodsk, 
Solomenoye, etc.) as well as  two large woodpulp and paper plants 
(Segezha and Kondopaga). On the Xorthern railway, there are also 
sawmills (Lerachevo, Plesetsk, Konosha, Sukhona, etc.), a few wood- 
pulp and paper plants (including two factories at  Sokol with an  annual 
paper output of 80,000 tons), and one plywood factory (Sukhona in the 
town of Sokol) . 
Kotlas, a town situated where the Sukhona and Vychegda flow into 
the Northern Dvina, is the most important wood conversion centre on 
the Konosha-Vorkuta railway. In the town there is a sawmill with seven 
rapid frame-saws, and at  the Koryazhma station another sawmill with 
three frame-saws. In 1961, a large pulp and paper combine was set up 
in the town itself. As Kotlas has a direct railway connection with the 
town of Kirov in  the south, it is a n  important supplier of wood pro- 
ducts in  the Soviet home market. 
Along the Konosha-Vorliuta railway there are more sawmills, only 
one of which can be considered large ( a t  Knyazpogost), a plywood 
factory (Zheshart) and other smaller woodworking industries. 
Another industrial centre in the northern forest region is Syktyvkar, 
located on the Sysola river not far from its confluence with the Vyc- 
hegda. It  has a sawmill with seven frame-saws. The construction of 
a large woodpulp factory has been in progress for several years. A 
modern sawmill with eight frame-saws has been constructed at  Shangal 
on the Vaga, 84 kilometres from its confluence with the Ust. Several 
paper and woodpulp factories (Viborg, Svetogorsk, Priozersk, Laskela, 
Pitkaranta, Harlu) are situated in the area which was ceded by Finland 
to the Soviet Union at  the end of World War  11. 
There are paper and woodpulp factories (Shash, Kamenogorsk, 
Kommunar, etc.) in the nearby Leningrad district, outside the town 
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itself, so that  the area round Lake Ladoga can be described as an im- 
portant centre of this industry. 
But the forest industry in the region as a whole is relatively weak, 
compared with its timber resources. 
3.5 An Appraisal of Potentialities of Timber Production 
3 .5 .1  Development of Annual Cut 
An expansion of the timber output in the virgin forests of the Euro- 
pean North has long been considered desirable. The transferring of 
logging operations to the forests lying farther from human habitation 
and from the transport facilities is a con~plicated problem. In the first 
place, the forests must be made accessible; this requires considerable 
investment, for example, in the construction of roads and houses, which 
must precede the logging operations proper. This has proved to be the 
greatest obstacle to the expansion of roundwood removals from the 
remote virgin forest areas. 
The fluctuations of the volume of timber cut annually are presented 
graphically in Figure 3:  5 by provinces for the European North after 
World War  11. The figures concern the timber volume assigned for 
cutting, not the timber actually harvested. As pointed out before, these 
two quantities can differ. However, as  our main purpose is to demon- 
strate the trends in the changing volumes of the annual cut in the 
various districts, these differences between calculated and actual timber 
removals are of minor importance. 
It  can be concluded from the above data that the annual cut in areas 
poor in forests ( the  Leningrad, Novgorod and Pskov districts), where 
forestry is practised on a sustained yield basis (Group I1 forests),  has 
remained fairly constant during the observation period or, to be more 
precise, i t  has oscillated within rather narrow limits. In thc other 
districts classified as  forest surplus areas, where unrestricted cutting 
is permitted, the timber output has increased relatively steeply. In 
Karelia it increased seven times between 1946 to 1962, and in the 
Archangel, Vologda and Komi districts, about three times in the same 
period. 
The total timber output in the whole region has trebled, which should 
be considered a remarkable achievement from the viewpoint of timber 
supplies, if not from that of silviculture. 
The south-western parts of the northern forest region-south Karelia 
and the Leningrad district-have been in use for a long time. The area 
has supplied Leningrad with timber from the time of its foundation, 
via the New-Svir river system, which is the outlet of the great lakes 
Ladoga and Onega. The timber resources, more particularly the stock 
of larger-dimension roundwood, are not considered to be particularly 
extensive in the forests round the lakes. 
The Karelian forests have reportedly been cut to a great extent 
along the Kirov railway. However, farther from the railway and the 
floatable rivers, considerable timber stocks still exist. Lack of local 
transporL roads makes it difficult to  exploit these remoter forests at 
present. The accessibility of the forests would be improved considerably 
by road construction and by improvement of the floating facilities of 
the rirers (e. g., of the Suna, Kem, Idel). 
hIore than 90 per cent of the forests are classified as  being in use. 
3.5.3  The Onega Basin 
The timber resources in  the Onega basin are estimated to be 316 
million cubic metres. I t  is also estimated that 4.5 million cubic metres 
could be cut here each year. The timber resources south of Konevo, on 
the upper Onega, are estimated to be 90 million cubic metres. So far, 
these forests have not been exploited to their full capacity. The fellings 
have mainly been concentrated on the lower Onega, while virgin forests 
can be still found on the upper Onega. 4 s  there are no pulpmills in thc 
region, pulpwood is transported to factories in  remote districts, mainly 
i n  the Baltic area. The transport is carried out partly by waterways, 
and partly by rail. It  has been calculated (Medvedev, 1962, pp. 95-96) 
that the timber resources in the area justify the construction of two 
large pulp and paper combines (with a total annual output of over 
600,000 tons) and three new sawmills, each with eight frame-saws, as  
well a s  factories for the production of Sibreboard and particle board. 
The virgin forests in  the Onega basin are considered to be generally 
more easily accessible than most other areas in the European North. 
3 .5 .4  The Northern Dvina Basin 
The total timber stock in the Northern Dvina basin is estimated at 
1,711 million cubic metres and the technically possible annual timber 
removals at  28 million cubic metres, 30 per cent of which can be re- 
moved by rail and 70 per cent by waterway. 
Logging operations have concentrated so far  on the banks of thc 
larger rivers and in  the immediate vicinity of the railways. Reportedly 
the forests on the banks of the Northern Dvina have been considerably 
overcut, and it is thought that  the forests along the railways will be 
exhausted within 15 years, should their exploitation continue at its 
present rate (Medvedev, 1962, p.68). Removals could be expanded in 
the northern and north-eastern parts of the basin, where there are 
still considerable virgin forests. The forests on the Pinega in  partic- 
ular have been little exploited; the construction of the new Archangel- 
Korpogory railway will make the exploitation of these forests possible. 
The more remote forests of the Vychegda basin, including the forests 
on its tributary the Sysola, have reportedly been taken into use to a 
relatively small extent. The reason is said to be the floating difficulties 
on the upper Vychegda. Before removals in the area can be expanded, 
the worst obstacles to floating in  the r i ~ e r s  must be eliminated and the 
floating channels put in order generally. 
A future considerable increase of the timber removals is considered 
improbable, despite the large virgin forest stands in the Northern Dvina 
basin. Forestry specialists have pointed out that the total removals in 
the area rnust gradually decline, if the transport network is not ex- 
panded at  a pace which will make possible the exploitation of the 
hitherto inaccessible timber stock. It  is generally thought that the 
expansion of the forest industry, and more particularly the establish- 
ment of new pulpmills, must also be increased. According to the avail- 
able calculations (Medvedev, 1962, pp. 99-103, the limber stock in  
the Northern Dvina basin is sufficient to justify the construction of 
new pulpmills and the expansion of existing ones, increasing their total 
annual output by 1.4 million tons; this would involve a total 
pulpwood consumption of 6.5 million cubic metres annually. This 
would be in  excess of the total consun~ption of pulpwood by the existing 
mills, and of the pulpwood exports to factories outside the European 
North. An expansion of the output of sawnivood in the Northern Dvina 
basin is considered possible if the export of sawlogs to other regions is 
decreased or  discontinued. I t  is taken into account in this connection 
that  the average dimensions of the logs will decline in the future, and 
that the relative output of sawnwood for export will decrease. 
3.5 .5  The Meten Basin 
The timber stock in the Mezen basin is estimated to be 554 million 
cubic metres, according to the latest inventory. Despite this, logging 
operations in the area are comparatively negligible, particularly in 
co~nparison with the cut in the other regions in the vicinity. As was 
pointed out above, there is only one sawmill in the area, with an  annual 
consumption of about 300,000 cubic metres of sawlogs. The reason for 
this backwardness is probably the difficulty of floating on the Mezen, 
which for the time being is the only possible transport route in the area. 
The Mezen and its tributary, the Vashka, are navigable only for a short 
period every year; also it is difficult t o  transfer timber at  the mouth of 
the river. The Rlikun-Koslan railway is expected to solve the problem 
of the exploitation of forests which lie on the upper hlezen, the volume 
of which i s  estimated at  55 million cubic metres. Forest exploitation 
can be started in  the hitherto inaccessible forest area between the 
Vychegda and the hlezen, which has an  estimated timber volume of 
54 million cubic metres. According to the plans, a railway link will also 
be established with Leshukonskoye on the lower Mezen. These railway 
links would make possible the transport of roundwood to processing 
centres outside the basin, primarily to Archangel and Kotlas. But it has 
been said that  some manufacturing should also be carried out locally, 
for instance, with a n  annual raw material consun~ption of 2.8 million 
cubic metres (Medvedev, 1962, 11.106). For this purpose, a number of 
new industries are to be set up, including a pulp and paper factory 
with an  annual output of 580,000 tons. 
3.5 .6  The Pechora Basin 
The timber stock in the Pechora basin was estimated, at  the latest 
inventory (1961), to be 932 million cubic metres. Logging operations 
in  the area have been fairly small and most forests there should be 
classified as  untouched virgin forests. 
There are two main reasons for the lack of large-scale exploitation 
of the forests, namely, a shortage of timber transport facilities and of 
manpower. The first-mentioned deficiency requires a more detailed 
explanation, as  the problem is of considerable importance to the timber 
supply. 
The River Pechora can be divided into three sections: 
1. The upper Pechora, from the source to Troitsko-Pechorsk; 
2. The middle Pechora, from Troitsko-Pechorsk to the town of 
Pechora; 
3. The lower Pechora, from the town of Pechora to Naryan-Mar. 
Timber from the upper and middle reaches of the river is collected 
at  the railway (Konosha-Vorkuta) and transported by rail in both di- 
rections. Timber from the lower Pechora goes to Naryan-Mar, or is 
collected at  Ust-Ussa, which is accessible to ocean-going vessels and 
could therefore serve as  an  export harbour. 
The upper Pechora abounds with sandbanks and cataracts. A 640 
kilometre stretch of the river (between 1-altsha and Kanin) contains 
118 sandbanks and 43 cataracts. The river is only 0.96 metres deep at  
the Konosh-Porog cataract, 1,376 kilometres from its mouth; this cir- 
cumstance prevents floating or navigation. The upper Pechora is navig- 
able only after the spring thaw (20-60 days)-in the summer the 
water is so low that free passage over the sandbanks is impossible. But 
the areas rich in forests are located on the upper Pechora, above 
Troitsko-Pechorsk. 
To exploit the timber stock here effectively, the only solution seems 
to be to build a railway to Troitsko-Pechorsli. Such a plan is reported 
to exist, but it is still uncertain when it will be carried out. On the other 
hand, there are plans for changing the course of the River Pechora, and 
redirecting it to the south, by creating a huge lake or darn in the 
vicinity of the upper Pechora, and linking it with the River Kama. 
Timber felled in the Pechora basin could then be transported through 
this river system, and via the Kama and the Volga, to the timber-deficit 
areas in the southern parts of the U.S.S.R. This latter plan also exists 
so far on paper only. 
It  is also considered advisable to establish wood-manufacturing 
industries locally, and not to transport all unprocessed timber to 
remote factories. It  has been suggested (hledvedev, 1962, pp. 106-1091 
that the long-term plan should provide for the construction of pulp and 
paper mills in  the Pechora basin, whose annual pulpwood consumption 
would be about 5.5 million cubic metres, and also for the establishment 
of new sawmills whose annual consumption of sawlogs would be up  
to 2.5 million cubic metres. Under any circumstances these industries 
would be amply supplied with raw materials, if only the forests were 
made more easily accessible through the construction of the necessary 
roads. 
4. Potentialities of the Urals 
4.1 Introductory Remarks 
The administrative border between Asia and Europe no longer exists 
in the U.S.S.R. The Ural Mountains and their environs, i.e. the vast 
plains adjoining them east and west, are regarded as a single economic 
region. The Tyumen district, which was formerly part of Western 
Siberia, has been merged with the Ural region, now the third largest 
region of the whole U.S.S.R. It  follows that  the Ural region, as an eco- 
nomic and administrative unit, does not coincide in any way with the 
Ural Mountains as  understood in physical geography. The metal-work- 
ing and mining industries of the Ural Mountains, however, give a 
characteristic impress to the region and constitute its econormc back- 
bone. 
The European part of the Ural region has been settled since ancient 
t i~nes.  The colonisation of its Siberian part began in the 18th century, 
but was restricted to the southern parts of the region, in the belt 
between the forest and the steppe. 
The region comprises a total of 2,115,700 square kilometres and has 
a population of 16.3 millions, 7.9 millions of whom live in the rural 
areas ( N . K h .  SSSR 1963, 1965). Thus, the overall average density of 
population is eight pcr square kilometre; that  of the rural population 
is four per square kilometre. 
The mining industry of the Urals was already being developed on a 
large scale in the time of Peter the Great. Its mineral wealth was 
developed by means of the allolmcnt of vast land areas, coinplcte with 
population (peasant serfs),  to  industrially minded noblemen, on the 
condition that they exploited the mineral deposits. 
As long as the technique of smelting pig-iron by using coke remained 
unknown, the LTrals, with their high-grade ores, well-stocked forests as 
a source of charcoal, and free labour, played a very important role in 
the Russian economy. In the 18th century large quantities of metal 
manufactures from the Urals were exported. These exports ceased at 
the end of the 18th century n i t h  the a r r i ~ a l  of new processes of metal 
smelting and the emancipation of the serfs in 1861, which deprived the 
metal-working industries of their free labour (Baransky, 1956, p. 227). 
The Ural region is the second most important timber-producing 
region of the U.S.S.R. In 1963, some 19 per cent of the total U.S.S.R. 
output of timber and 14 per cent of its sawnwood came from the Urals. 
4.2 Timber Stock 
The total area of the forest land in the region was estimated (1  Jan. 
1961) to he 81.6 million hectares, of which 70.6 million hectares or 
86.5 per cent were forested. The total volume of growing stock amount- 
ed to 8,334 million cubic metres. Figure 3 :  6 shows the geographical 
location of the forest resources, 
It  reveals that most of the forest land is located in Siberia: the 
Tyumen district contains 62 per cent (50 million hectares), and the 
Sverdlovsk district 14 per cent (11 million hectares),  of the total forest 
land in the region. 
It  should be noted that 11 million hectares or 13.5 per cent of the 
forest land of the region, is not forested. The percentage of forest land 
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Fig. 3: 6. Distnbution of Forest Resources, by Provinces, in the Urals 
not covered by timber stock is highest in the southern provinces: e.g. 
28 per cent in Orenburg and 18 per cent in Kurgan. In absolute terms, 
however, these provinces contain a relatively small part of the forest 
land in non-productive condition, amounting to 7.8 million hectares in 
the Tyumen district. 
However, the data presented do not include the non-forest area, a 
total of 53 million hectares, which in its turn includes 24 million 
hectares (45 % )  of marshland, 1.5 million hectares (28 % )  of mountain 
slopes and ravines, 11 million hectares of water surfaces and 2 million 
hectares ( 4  % )  of arable land and meadows ( L e s n o y  Fond R S F S R ,  
1962). 
About 21 million hectares of forest land are considered inaccessible, 
i.c. they are not being exploited at present and are not to be exploited 
in the near future. No less than 98 per cent of the unexploited forest 
reserves lie in the Tyumen province, where about half of the total pro- 
ductive forest land is regarded as inaccessible at  present. 
Conifers cover 47 million hectares, or 66 per cent of the total forested 
area. About 23 million hectares, 34 per cent of the total, are covered 
by deciduous species, mainly birches and aspen. In addition, almost 0.6 
million hectares are covered by shrubs and stunted trees ( f a ln i k i )  of no 
commercial value. 
Almost 72 per cent of all the coniferous stands in the area are mature 
or over-mature. This figure, however, varies considerably from province 
to province, depending on the extent of forest exploitation in the past. 
In deciduous forests, younger age classes are predominant. 
The average volume per hectare of forested area is estimated to be 
118 cubic metres, and in  mature stands to 137 cubic metres. The volume 
of mature timber per area unit is highest in the Udmurt Autonomous 
S.S.R. (207 m3/ha) and lowest in Tyumen province (118 ms/ha) .  The 
arerage volume of total forest-covered area is highest in Perm (154 
ms/ha) and lowest in Orenburg province (83 ms/ha) .  
The forests of the Ural region generally have a highcr productirc 
capacity than is met with in the northern taiga zone. Since the Ural 
Mountains extend over 2,000 kilometres from north to south, and as the 
highest peaks (Narodnaya in the northern Urals) reach 1,800 metres 
above sea level, i t  is plain that  growth conditions Yary considerably 
over the area. The timber-line is 300-600 metres above sea level in the 
northern Urals and 700-1,000 metres above sea level in  the central 
Urals. In the southern Urals (south of 55" latitude) only a few inoun- 
tain peaks are unforested. As the terrain is high and rather hilly in the 
immediate vicinity of the mountain ridge, there are but few swampj7 
forests, and peat bogs are much less extensive than elsewhere in the 
northern forest region. The slopes and mountain ridges of the Urals 
do not offer any particular obstacles to logging operations. I t  is rela- 
tively unusual to encounter mountain forests that are inaccessible for 
topographical reasons. 
The area east of the Ural Mountains, including the West Siberian 
Lowlands, is quite different. Here swampy forests predominate, inter- 
mingled with extensive marshlands which account for 60 to 80 per cent 
of the total land area. 
The forest zone proper jlesnaya zona) in Tyumen province may be 
divided into the following belts from north to south (Kerzhentser, 
1954, pp. 31-46) : 
1. The  Spruce-Larch Be l f ,  measuring 1,200 kilometres from east to 
west and 600 kilometres froin north to south. The whole of the Yamalo- 
Nenetsliy national district falls within this region. However, forest 
land constitutes only seven per cent of the total on average. The forests 
are scattered and form narrow belts along the Polmy, the Nadym, the 
Pur and the Taz rivers. 
Ril er drainage is of particular importance here. All these rivers flow 
basically from south to north-east. They carry much water warmed at 
source. This is why the climalc of the river \alleys differs from that of 
the surrounding forest tundra. Permanently frozen subsoil extends over 
the entire region. The influence of the rivers on the growth of trees is 
considerable. 
Trees grow but slowly in this region. Rlost forest stands are 180-220 
Sears old, and the trees in them alerage 12-16 metres in height. The 
total timber stock of this belt is estimated at  248 million cubic metres. 
2. The Pine Belt. Pine stands are located mainly along the big rivers 
( the  Ob and the Irtysh) and their tributaries ( the  Severnaya Sosva, the 
Konda, the Valih, etc.). The Okhlymsky Forests along the right bank of 
the Ob and of the Xazym are particularly valuable. 
The region is called the pine belt because pine forests dominate 
there: pine covers 59 per cent of the forested area. Pinus cembra takes 
second place ( 14 % ) and spruce comes third ( 10 % ) . 
Only about 30 per cent of the total acreage of thc region is forested; 
the remaining 70 per cent is marsh. 
The average volume of pine stands, which fall within the lowest 
categories of site quality classes ( V  or V-) and are chiefly of moist 
type, is estimated at 110 cubic metres per hectare, which is the same as 
the overall average of the forests of the Tyumen district. 
3. The Birch-Conifer Belt lies south of Khanty-Mansiisk. Its total 
area is 93,100 square kilometres. Here, too, the marshes are extenshe, 
and only 27 per cent of the total area is forested. The forests are located 
mainly along river banks. Birch is the predominant tree species (52 % ) 
and occurs in practically all mixed stands. Pine takes second place 
(16 % ) , while spruce comes third (11 % ) . Growth conditions in the 
birch-conifer belt are somewhat better than in the pine belt, but the 
soil is too wet and swampy here as well. 
4.3 Transport Network 
-2.3.1 River Sysferns 
The western slopes of the Urals are drained by the I h n a  and its 
numerous tributaries; their eastern slopes belong to the Ob and Irtysh 
river basin. 
The Kama plays an  important role in the transporting of timber 
from the Perm district, a most important forest area to the west. The 
Kama, a tributary of the Volga, offers an excellent transport link to the 
southern regions of the country; in addition, the Volga-Don Canal gives 
access to the open sea. About 16 million cubic metres of timber are 
floated annually on the Kama. Its most important tributaries, on the 
banks of which logging is now carried on, are the Obva, the Inva, the 
Kosa, the Kolva, the Vishera, the Kosva, the Chusovaya, etc. 
The eastern slopes of the Urals are drained by the Ob-Irtysh river 
system. The Ob is about 5,600 liilometres long, measured from the 
sources of the Irtysh to the Ob estuary in the Kara Sea. However, only 
its lower reaches, including such large tributaries as  the Tavda, the 
Tura  and the Tobol, fall within the Ural region. 
The terrain in the middle and lower reaches of the Ob and the Irtysh 
is low and flat; therefore these rivers flow very slowly and flood im- 
mense areas in the spring. The Ob delta, known as Obskaya Guba, is 
full of sandbanks. At one spot the navigable channel is only 2.5 
metres deep, which greatly hampers shipping. Ocean-going vessels can- 
not, therefore, pass through the mouth of the Ob (Armstrong, 1952, 
p. 20). This explains the failure of the countless efforts to link the 
Ob river system with the Northern Sea Route and thus with the ocean. 
4 .3 .2  Railways 
Rail transport is much used in the Ural region proper, and there is 
an elaborate railway network connecting the industrial centres of the 
area. 
The first railway in the Urals, constructed by the mining industry 
for its own use, was built in 1866-1867. It  is probably one of the oldest 
i n  Russia. The Samaro-Zlatoust Railway was built in  1892, the Chelya- 
binsli-Ekaterinburg (Sverdlovsk) Railway in 1896, the Trans-Siberian 
R a i l ~ ~ a y  in 1900, the Perm-Vyatlia (Kirov) Railway in  1906, the 
Suerdlovsk-Tavda Railway in 1916. The railway lines between Chuso- 
vaya-Berezniki and Alapayevsk-Sosva-especially the latter, which 
was completed after \Vorld War  11-have given access to the large 
untouched virgin forests. 
Until World War  I, the Trans-Siberian Railway was the only trans- 
port route east of the Ural Mountains. At present there are two east- 
\\rest railway lines in  the southern parts of the region. The Serov-Ivdel 
Railway is an  important timber transport route from the northern 
Urals. 
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Fig. 3: 7. Geographical Map of the Urals 
The existing railway network, however, is inadequate to meet the 
transport needs of the forests east of the Urals, which incline naturally 
towards the Ob. Timber from this arca is at  present floated down the 
tributaries of the Ob and then towed against the current for about 
500-1,000 kilometres before i t  can be loaded on to railway wagqons. 
It is not considered feasible to conduct large-scale floating operations 
down the Ob to Labytnangi, a t  the mouth of the river, although this 
town has a line linliing it with the Pechora Railway (which connects 
Konosha-Kotlas-Yorkuta) . This route is only practicable for supplying 
the Vorkuta coal  nines with timber. 
To solve the transport problems of the area i t  has been suggested 
that a new railway should be constructed north of the present Trans- 
Siberian Railway. The new line would be an  extension of the Sverd- 
lovsk-Tavda Railway, continuing east via Tobolsk and Kolpashevo 
(on the Ob) and thence to Abalaliovo 011 the Yeniscy (Dostal, 1961, 
p. 46). So far, however, this proposal has not talien any concretc shape. 
Nevertheless, a decision has been made to construct two new railway 
lines in the Ural region, n i t h  the specific aim of facilitating the trans- 
port of timber: 
1. A line connecting Ivdel and Oktyabrslioe on the Ob. The total 
length of this line is estimated at  380 kilometres. About 220 kilometres 
of the line, reaching as fa r  as  the River Konda, is reported to have been 
con~pleted (L.P. 20 Nov. 1965). 'The map in  Figure 3: 7 depicts schem- 
atically the location of this railway. 
2. A line about 200 kilometres long, connecting Tavda and Sotnik, 
is to link the River Konda with the main railway network while avoid- 
ing placing further burdens upon the Trans-Siberian Railway. No data 
are available, however, to indicate how far construction has progressed 
or indeed whether work has started on the line at  all. 
4.4 T h e  Development of  the Wood-Processing Industr ies  
The Ural hlountains are an  ancient industrial centre. Mining began 
there as early as the time of Peter the Great, and since then it has 
steadily expanded. Under the Soviets it has become a large-scale in- 
dustry. The exploitation of the forests, too, has developed parallel with 
the growth of the mining industry. In fact, for a long time the main 
function of the forests Tvas to subserve the interests of the mining 
industry by supplying charcoal for the extraction of iron ore. 
The first sawmills in  the arca werc established at  a relatively early 
stage. To begin ~ v i t h  they worked for the mining industry. After the 
building of the first railways, and more particularly after the Ural 
forests were released for general exploitation (previously most of them 
had been reserved for the mining industry), production of sawnwood 
was increased and several new sawmills were established. 
In 1927-1928 there were 77 sawmills in the Urals with a total of 112 
frame-saws (Petrov, 1952, p. 64). Under Stalin's first three Five-Year 
Plans (1929-1940) a total of 165 new sawmills were built and old 
ones restored. At that time the general trend was to establish large 
enterprises (e .g the Tavda combine with 12 frame-saws, the Lobva 
combine with eight frame-saws, Novo-Lyalinsky, etc.). Later, however, 
it was mostly smaller sawmills with one or two frame-saws that were 
built. 
The most important sawinilling centres are T a ~ d a ,  Sverdlovsk, , 
Novaya-Lyalya with Lobva, and Sizhny-Tagil. Most of the sawn~ills 
are located in  the immediate vicinity of other wood-processing plants 
and work for them. 
There are also sawmills at  Salekhard, Khanty-Mansiisk, Tobolsk, 
Tyumen and elsewhere. 
According to the available data no new large sawmills have been 
built in the Ural region since World Vi'ar 11. 
The woodpulp and paper industry is also well developed in the 
region. Before World War  11, 30 per cent of the total Soviet output of 
woodpulp came from the Ural region; in 1944 the share of the region 
mas 50 per cent. Before the war five per cent, and during the war 25 
per cent, of the total Soviet output of paperboard came from the Ural 
region (Petrov, 1952, pp. 94-98). 
Nine pulp and papermills are located in the Ural region. 
Other wood-processing enterprises include furniture factories, 78 of 
which are reported to be functioning in the Ural region proper. Most of 
them are only small workshops. 
The town of Tyuinen is probably the biggest mood-processing centre 
east of the Urals; apart from sawmills, a plywood factory and a match 
factory are located here. 
During the war, machinery from war-ravaged districts was evacuated 
to the Urals and regions further east. Among it was a certain amount 
of wood-processing machinery which remained working there after 
the war. The progress of forest industries in the region has slowed 
down since the war because other regions have been given priority by 
the authorities. However, a variety of wood-processing industries are 
to be established there in the future, mainly in areas where new rail- 
ways are now under construction. 
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Fig. 3: 8. Dynamics of Annual Cut, by Provinces, in the Urals, 1946-1962 
4.5 A n  Appraisal of Potentialities of Timber Production 
In  the past 35 years, i.e. since the launching of Stalin's first Five- 
Year Plan, timber removals in the Urals have increased steadily. The 
increase was particularly steep during World War  I1 when the Ural 
region was turned into an  "armoury for the war". For  example, the 
share of the Ural region in total Soviet timber output rose from 13.5 
per cent in 1940 to 19.5 per cent in 1944 (Pctrov, 1952, p. 97) .  Nor has 
the pace of expansion slowed down since the war, as  can be seen from 
the graphical representation in Figure 3 :  8. This shows that the biggest 
increase of timber rcrnovals has been in the Sverdlovsk and Perm 
provinces. The share of the lalter in  the total timber output of the 
region has grown from 24 per cent in 1946 to 35 per cent in  1962. The 
two districts combined account for two-thirds of the total r e m o d s  of 
the region. 
Timber r e n ~ o ~ ~ a l s  in the Tyumen province, the forest resources of 
which constitute more than half the total timber stock of the region, 
amount to barely 10 per cent of the annual cut in  the region. Thus, 
the relocation of logging operations to this district has failed so far, 
despite considerable efforts. 
Most of the Kama basin falls ~vi th in  the province of Perm, where 
unexploited forests, considered inaccessible at  present, amount to 0.5 
million hectares. The cornrnercial timber stock in forests currently 
under exploitation is no more than 1,000 million cubic metres. 
However, if removals of the order of 25-30 million cubic rnetres 
a year-the figure of recent years-were to continue, thc balance 
between consumption and replenishment of timber could not bc main- 
tained for any appreciable time. At present there are no plans for 
increasing the rate of timber removals from this area (Lobovniliov, 
L.P., 1964, 3 ) ,  at  least in the near future. Nor arc there plans for any 
appreciable expansion of the capacity of wood-processing industries, 
since roundwood transport down the River Kama to the timber-deficit 
areas of the south provides a natural outlet. 
In the provirlce of Sverdlovsk, the inosl inq~ortant  logging area lies 
in the Tavda river basin, where the conifer stock is estimated at  300 
million cubic metres. Annual removals in this river basin arc estimated 
a t  about eight million cubic metres. The most important wood-pro- 
cessing centres are Ivdel, Sosva, Tavda and N o ~ a y a  Lyalya. 
Another important logging area lies on the Tura river, where the 
timber stock is estimated at  145 million cubic metres. A narrow-gauge 
railway to Verkhneturinsk is the principal means of timber transport. 
Annual removals at present total 26 million cubic metres, and any 
major rise in production must be deemed unlikely. 
In Tyumen province, the most valuable forests are to be found in 
the basin of the Konda river, ~ h i c h  is the biggest tributary of the 
Irtysh. Commercial timber stock in the area is estimated at  500 
million cubic metres. The projected Ivdel-Ob and Tavda-Sotnik railway 
lines are intended to make these forests accessible. The Ivdel-Ob 
Railway is expected to bring to the consumer some 2,000 million cubic 
metres of timber (Krylov, L.P., 1965, 1, p. 21) from the forests of the 
Ob river basin, including the Tonlsk district. 
The volume of removals in the district cannot be expected to rise 
until the railways have been constructed and other capital projects 
entailed in the relocation of logging enterprises in the area have been 
undertaken. It  is calculated that  removals from the Konda river basin 
will then be three million cubic metres annually (Dostal, 1961, p. 79). 
Total removals in Tyumen province, at  present amounting to over 
seven million cubic metres, can certainly be increased eventually. 
However, the state of most forests in the area is such that it would be 
quite unrealistic to look for anything like a doubling or trebling of the 
volume of the cut in the immediate future. 
5. Potentialities of Western Siberia 
5.1 Introductory Remarks 
The area of the Western Siberian economic region was reduced 
considerably when the Tyumen district was transferred to the Ural 
region. Only the southern part of the West Siberian Lowlands (which 
is a vast flat plain without any appreciable elevations) now falls within 
this region. The south-eastern portion of Western Siberia, bordering 
on Mongolia, is nlountainous. Large areas of the region consist of 
steppe and forest steppe. Administratively the region conlprises the 
provinces of Omsk, Sovosibirsk, Tomsk, Kemerovo and Altay. 
The total area of the region is 991,800 square ltiloinetres. The 
population is 10.8 million, of whom 4.6 million live in rural districts. 
The overall average density of population is 11 inhabitants per square 
kilometre, but  in rural districts it is only five. This average density, 
however, is by no means representat i~e of the whole region. The 
northern taiga zone and the mountains of the south-east are still 
sparsely populated. The population is concentrated mainly in the 
forest-steppe zone, along the Trans-Siberian Railway where the soil is 
most suitable for  farming, and in the Kuznetsk Basin, an  important 
mining area. 
The region contains within its boundaries not only the sort of rich 
deposits of coal and metalliferous ores that  are needed for the develop- 
ment of industry, but also vast tracts of land that  a re  eminently 
suitable for agriculture. Large-scale utilisation of these mineral re- 
sources only began under the Soviets. Gigantic new power plants are 
being constructed on the rivers Irtysh and Ob so as  to increase power 
supplies and thus make possible the further industrialisation of the 
region. 
Apart from a few sawmills and wood-working factories, there are no 
wood-processing industries in the region. An important place in the 
economy of the region, however, is occupied by the extraction of round- 
wood, which may be used locally or  transported outside the territory. 
5.2 Timber Stock 
The forest census of 1961 estimated the total area of forest land at  
33.2 million hectares, of which 29.1 million hectares were forested and 
4.1 million devoid of forest (cut-over and burned areas, and semi- 
permanent openings). The area of unexploited forests, i.e. of forests 
impracticable of access at  present, is estimated a t  7.6 million hectares. 
Over and above all this, there a re  a further 14.5 million hectares of 
non-forest land (water surfaces, marshes, etc.) falling within the 
administrative ambit of the forest authorities. The volume of timber 
stock totals 4,025 million cubic metres. 
Figure 3: 9 shows the geographical distribution of forest resources 
and their composition by dominant tree species. Birches and aspen 
predominate in the important agricultural provinces (67 % in Omsk 
and 56 % in Novosibirsk) ; these species of deciduous trees are remark- 
able for their abundance in other districts as  well. I t  is worthy of note 
that  while fir is predominant (55 % )  in Kemerovo province, the 
incidence of other conifers is but limited. In the province of Tomsk, 
the most important forest district of Western Siberia, pines pre- 
dominate over 46 per cent of the total forested area. Mature and over- 
'inces. mature timber predominates in all pro\ '  
I t  should be observed that a large part of the timber stock consists 
of Pinus cembra and Abies sp .  These species are considered to be not 
particularly suitable as  lumber: ordinary pine is preferred for this 
purpose. Pulp manufacture, on the other hand, has hardly started 
because there are no pulpmills in  the area. 
Cutovers, burns, oponlnQs oft. volume of stock 
Pinus si lvestr is r in millions of cvb~c  matros 
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Source: Lesnoy fond RSFSR, Statistichesky sbornik, 1962 
Fig. 3:9. Distribution of Forest Resources, by Provinces, in Western 
Siberia 
In the northernmost forest belt, swampy stands predominate, 
chiefly because the landscape is low and flat and includes many 
marshes and bogs. The Vasyugan Marshes ought to be specially 
mentioned: they lie along a watershed between the Ob and the Irtysh, 
measuring about 400-500 kilometres long and up  to 40-50 kilometres 
wide. 
Such productive forest land as exists here is found, for the most part, 
in a 10-15 kilometre-wide belt along riverbanks and on morainic ridges 
and drumlins (griva in Russian) rising somewhat above the general 
flatness of the terrain. 
South of the steppe zone, in the mountainous areas bordering 
Mongolia ( the  Altay Mountains), growth conditions are quite different. 
Here, however, logging is hampered by difficult and inaccessible terrain. 
5.3 Transport Network 
The Ob and its innumerable tributaries, such as the Tym, the Ket, 
the Chulym, the Tom, the Baksa, the Inya, the Chumysh, the Biya and 
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Fig. 3: 10. Geographical hIap of Western Siberia 
the Katun, have an important role in timber haulage. In the Tornsli 
district alone, floatable waterways are estimated at  6,794 liilolnetres 
(Dostal, 1961, 11. 88). The Irtysh, and its tributaries the Tara, the 
Tartas and the Om, are of great importance in the western part of 
the region. 
Railways form the main cominunication links with other regions. 
The most important railway line is the Trans-Siberian Railway, which 
crosses the middle sections of the two principal rivers, the Ob and the 
Irtysh, just south of the forest belt proper. Settlements have become 
established wherever the railway crosses a river; where i t  is an  irnpor- 
tant river that is crossed, there will be a large city like Omsk or 
Novosibirsk. These nodal points usually have sawinills and also act 
as collecting centres at  which roundwood felled on the river-banks is 
loaded on to trains and dispatched to its ultimate destination. 
In addition to the main Trans-Siberian Railway running from east to 
west, there are other railway lines: Tatarsk-Slavgorod-Milthaylovka; 
Sovosibirsk-Barnaul-Seinipalatinsk; Taiga-Toinsk-Asino; and a num- 
ber of branch lines connecting the Kuznetsk Basin with the main 
railway network. 
The construction of the Tomsk-Asino railway, ~vhich  madc the 
exploitation of the large timber resources in the Chulym river basin 
possible, played an  important part in the development of forest industry 
in the area. I t  is planned to extend the railway from Asino to Bely-Yar 
on the River Iiet (cf. the map in Fig. 3 :  l o ) ,  a distance of 190 kilo- 
metres; this would enable removals in this river basin to be increased 
(Dostal, 1961, p. 51) .  It  is not known, however, whether construction 
has started or  whether thc project has been postponed. 
5.4'An - Appraisal 0.f Potentialities of Timber Production 
5 .4 .1  Past Renzouals 
Thirty-five years ago the Ob taiga was practically virgin land, except 
for the forests in the vicinity of the Trans-Siberian Railway and in the 
Chulym river basin. During the industrialisation drive of the Thirties, 
while giant wood-processing industries were being established and 
timber remoTals increased elsewhere in thc U.S.S.R., Western Siberia 
remained xirtually at  a standstill, even though it had been planned to 
construct a number of new sawmills and pulp and paper plants in 
the area. 
The development of timber production in different provinces since 
World War  I1 is shown in Figure 3 :  11. The graph shows that  the most 
notablc increase in output has occurred in the province of Tomsk which 
in 1962 accounted for 41 per cent of the total production of the region. 
This means that the share of this province has doubled compared with 
1946, while in absolute terms output has grown almost fourfold. The 
widely fluctuating output of Altay province, testifying to the difficulties 
of logging in mountainous areas, is also worth noticing. 
5.4.2 The Midd le  Ob Bas in  
The province of Tomsk contains most of thc forest resources. It  has 
been calculated (Dostal, 1961, pp. 90-96) that the commercial timber 
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Fig. 3: 11. Dynamics of Annual Cut, by Provinces, in Western Siberia, 1946-1962 
stock of the entire province, (i .  e. the stock accessible under present 
conditions) does not exceed 573 million cubic metres. This stock is 
located in the river basins which are briefly described below. 
The Chulym river basin is the most important, with an  estimated 
merchantable timber stock ( l i k v i d n y  zapas  d reues iny )  of 142 million 
cubic metres. The Chulym, which is the biggest of the right-hand 
tributaries of the Ob, is about 2,000 kilometres long, rising in the 
mountainous district of Kuznetsk-Alatau. The lower Chulym is 
reckoned to be capable of floating 3-4 million cubic metres of timber 
annually. In 1961, the rate of removals v a s  about 2 million cubic 
metres a year, but this can be increased to 4.5 million cubic metres, 
which ought to be applicable for a long time to come. Removals will 
be concentrated principally on the tributaries such as the Ulu-Yul, the 
Chichlca-Yul and the Yuksa. The wood-processing centre will be at  
Asino. 
The Ket r i ~ e r  basin possesses, according to official estimates, a timber 
stock of about 350 million cubic metres. The river is 1,400 liilometres 
long. The Ob is some 20 kilometres wide and its navigation presents 
difficulty, particularly in  the Naryrn district (narym means swamp in 
the local dialect) where the Ket joins the Oh. Ket basin timber is to 
be assernbled at  Bely-Yar, a settlement lying a considerable distance 
from the mouth of the Ket, and loaded there on a new railway which 
is planned to construct so as  to avoid having to float timber via the 
Iiet-Ob confluence and down the Ob. When this projected new rail- 
way, which is to link Asino with Bely-Yar, is completed, i t  is estimated 
that the timber output of the Ket river basin will increase to 4 million 
cubic metres a year. At present, the annual removals of the area, 
consisting mainly of logs for the Ket sawmill (a t  Togur) ,  are estimated 
at about 300,000 cubic metres. 
The Tym r i ~ e r ,  another large tributary of the Ob, is 650 liilometres 
long. Its river basin possesses a timber stock of about 260 million 
cubic metres, of which 57 per cent are conifers. However, the stands 
are situated in inaccessible areas, mainly on the rivers Bolshaya 
Kositsa and Sangillta. Current removals are only 120,000 cubic metres, 
but i t  is estimated that these can be increased to two million cubic 
metres a year. The timber must, however, be transported to the Ob; 
this means that the Ivdel-Ob railway (cf. the Ural region) must be 
completed before large-scale operations can start. 
The Vasyugan river basin includes a forested area of almost four 
million hectares, with a timber stock of 500 million cubic metres. The 
Vasyugan itself, one of the left-hand tributaries of the Ob, is 830 kilo- 
metres long. It  rises in  the Vasyugan-Abinsliy Marshes (Vasyugansko-  
A binskie bolota) which extend over an  immense area on the watershed 
between the Irtysh and the Oh. The higher levels of these marshes, 
however, are forest-covered and are capable of being exploited. 
The present annual removals i n  the Vasyugan river basin are about 
250,000 cubic metres, but this figure could be gradually increased to 
one million cubic metres. An essential condition for this, however, is 
that transport facilities for timber should be provided on the lower Ob. 
5.4.3 The dl tay  JIoun fa ins  
Most of this area comes under Altay province for administrative 
purposes. It is one of those Siberian areas possessing high-quality 
coniferous stands and belonging to a comparatively high category of 
site quality class. The yield in the Biya river basin is 150-250 cubic 
metres per hectare, and in the vicinity of of the Ob (Priobye, the so- 
called potnoye bory) it is no less than 450-500 cubic metres per hectare 
(Shimanyuk, 1962, p. 50) .  In this last-mentioned area, logging on a 
large scale is currently going on, and it would scarccly be possible to 
achieve a further increase in removals. 
On the other hand, there is every opportunity to increase the output 
of timber from the mountain forests of the Biya and Katun river 
basins, though this would require that  these rivers should be adapted 
for floating. The Katun, which is 730 kilometres long, rises from the 
Katun Glacier and flows through narrow mountain passes. It  grows 
wider and flows more slowly after it has been joined by its tributaries, 
the Argut and the Chuya. 
Conditions for floating are a little better on the Biya, which rises at  
Lake Teletsli and is 700 ltiloinetres long. 
It  is planned to increase the output of timber in  Altay province to 
five n~illion cubic metres a year (Dostal, 1961, 11. 81). The wood-pro- 
cessing centres are to be at  Biisli and Gorno-Altaisk, where new 
factories with an  annual consumption of 700,000 cubic metres of 
roundwood are to be built. The emphasis will be upon the sawmilling 
and particle-board industries. 
6. Potentialities of Eastern Siberia 
6.1 Introductory Remarks 
The River Yenisey divides Western from Eastern Siberia. The lower 
and middle Yenisey basin fall under the administrative province of 
Krasnoyarsk, the western boundary of which runs about two hundred 
kilometres from the river. It  is therefore convenient to classify the 
whole of the river basin-i.e. both banks-as Eastern Siberia and 
to go by the administrative boundaries. The total area involved is 
almost double that  of Western Europe, but the population is only a 
fraction of that  of Europe. 
The region includes t\vo vast river systems-the I'enisey and the 
Lena, which both debouch into the Arctic Ocean-more precisely, the 
Kara and Laptev Seas-so that their value as waterways is strictly 
lirnited. 
However, these two river basins boast the richest timber resources 
of the U.S.S.R., the exploitation of which has up to now been extremely 
limited. 
Eastern Siberia is in the main a country of high relief. East of the 
Yenisey the terrain is hilly and on average higher above sea level than 
\Vestern Siberia. It is known geologically as  the Central Siberian 
Uplands. The areas to the east and south contain several mountain 
chains, such as the Chersky, the Verkhoyansky, the Stanovoy, the 
Yablonovy, the Western and the Eastern Sayan. The largest tract of 
lowland is situated a t  the confluence of the Vilyuy and Lena rivers. 
As a rule the rivers are rapid and the cataracts numerous. Marshes 
are less extensive than in Western Siberia, but permanently frozen 
subsoil is general, except for certain southern areas. Scasonal variations 
of temperature are wide in Eastern Siberia: winters arc cold and 
summers hot. The coldest places in the world are found here. In 
Verkhoyansk and Oimekon, for example, the Lemperature can fall 
to - 70" C during the minter. 
The vast territory of Eastern Siberia is very sparsely populated. The 
land area totals 7,226,000 square kilometres while the population is 
F F i . i  million, of whom 3.6 million are classed as rural dwellers (N. Kh. 
SSSR, 1965). Thus the average population density is only one inhabitant 
per square kiloinetre, the lowest in  the whole of the U.S.S.R. 
6.2 Timber Stock 
The total forest area of Eastern Siberia is estimated according to 
1961 inventory at  417.9 million hectares, of which 335.7 million hec- 
tares are forested and 82.2 million hectares unforested. A further 124.7 
million hectares of non-forest land, e.g., marshlands (53 million ha) ,  
mountain slopes (56 million h a ) ,  are under the administration of forest 
authorities. The total volume of timber stock is estimated at  38,783 
million cubic metres, of which 36,127 million are conifers, mostly 
larch. The volume of mature coniferous timber totals 28,528 million 
cubic metres. This in fact is the most extensive stand of coniferous 
forests in the world. However, less than half can be exploited under 
present conditions; thc rest must be considered inaccessible. 
The most valuable tree species in Eastern Siberia, however, is still 
the common pine, which covers 42 million hectares, or 13 per cent of 
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the total forested area. The large-dimensioned stems are alleged to 
be of high quality, particularly in the southern parts of the region. 
The specific weight of pine timber from the Krasnoyarsk p ro~ ince ,  
however, has proved to be lower than that  of the pine from north 
European Russia (Shimanyuk, 1962, p. 47) .  
Figure 3 :  12 shows the distribution of the forest resources and their 
composition by provinces. The diagram indicates also the average cubic 
~ o l u m e  per hectare in the various provinces. It  will be seen that the 
average timber volume per area unit is highest in Irliutsk province 
(144 ma/ha) and lowest in the Yakut ASSR (88 ms/ha). The corre- 
sponding figures in the rnature stands with old growth timber is 169 
cubic metres per hectare in Irliutsli and 99 cubic metres per hectare in 
the I'aliut ASSR. The average volume of the timber stock in  the whole 
region is 116 cubic metres per hectare. There are wide local variations 
in the producthe capacity of the forests, but i t  can be stated generally 
that i t  improves as  one t r a ~ e l s  south. It  should not be forgotten, 
however, that almost the entire region has l)ermanently frozen subsoil 
extending as far  as Lake Bailial. 
6.3 Transport Network 
6.3.1 R i v ~ r  Systems 
Eastern Siberia is a country of big rivers. Thc Yenisey and the Lena 
are among the largest rivers in the world. The Yenisey, however, is 
nluch more important than the Lena as a line of coinmunication with 
the rest of the world, particularly by way of the Northern Sea Route. 
The great natural resources of Siberia were the reason why by the 
middle of the 19th century attempts were already being made to reach 
the Yenisey by sea and establish regular shipping routes between that 
river and the oceans. 
The construclion of a transhipment port on the Yenisey signalled 
the start of large-scale timber exports by sea from Siberia. In 1927 the 
first ocenn-going vessel anchored at  Igarskoye, a small fishing village 
about 750 liiloinetres upstream on the Yenisey. Igarslioye was pro- 
tected from the main channel by an island, and the channel between 
the island and the mainland was sufficiently wide and deep for ocean- 
going vessels. The location seemed ideal for a port and coilstruclion 
started the following year. At the same time a sawinill was established 
there, and in 1929 the first cargo of sawnwood was shipped from the 
new port, called Igarlia, northwards to the Kara Sea. Since then almost 
all ships sailing through the Iiara Sea have called in at  Igarlia, which 
grew in 10 years into a town of more than 20,000 inhabitants. 
A n  important factor here has been that  the Northern Sea Route 
has been developed into a navigable shipping route, thanks chiefly to 
the general progress of technology which we have discussed earlier 
(cf. Part  I, p. 104). The Northern Sea Route, however, does not extend 
to the Lena, which flows into the Laptcv Sea. 
Fig. 3: 13. Geographical Map of Eastern Siberia 
The River Lena, or Ulalihan-Yuryalih, as the Yaliuts call it, is more 
than 4,000 liilornetres long, measurecl from its source near Lake 
Bailtal. It  is navigable from its mouth as far as  Ust-Kut, but not by 
ocean-going vessels, which must tranship their cargoes at  sea at Tiksi. 
Cargoes coming down-river to the Laptev Sea must also be transhipped. 
Under current circumstances, therefore, the transport of Lena basin 
timber to the European market in the west via the Arctic Ocean seems 
to be impracticable because of the loading difficulties and because the 
sea route along the Siberian coast is too long. 
There are a number of other big rivers flowing into the northern 
seas. These include the Khatanga, the Anabar and the Olenek, which 
empty themselves into the Laptev Sea west of the Lena; the Yana 
east of i t ;  and the Indigirka and the Kolyma which flom into the East 
Siberian Sea (cf. the map of Fig. 3 :  13). These rivers, however, are of 
no practical consequence in the transport of timber. 
The most important waterway in the area for  the transporl of 
timber is the Yenisey-Angara system, including innumerable tributa- 
ries, such as the Ona, the Chuna, the Taseyeva, and so on. Certain 
rivers which flom into Lake Baikal, such as the Barguzin and the 
Selenga, and into ihe Amur River, such as the Shilka, are also used 
for timber floating. Two tributaries of the Shillia, the Ingoda and thc 
Olenguy, are particularly important in this respect. 
6 .3 .2  Railways and Highways 
The communications network of Eastern Siberia is inadequate. The 
Trans-Siberian Railway, which crosses the southern parts of Enstern 
Siberia, is still practically the only east-west transport link. Timber 
destined for European districts of the U.S.S.R. is carried exclusively 
by this railway, which is considerably overloaded. 
The Achinsk-Abakan railway line, a southern branch of the Trans- 
Siberian Railway, provides a direct outlet for the products of the 
hlinusinsli nlining area. The extension of the railway to Taishet, which 
began quite a long time ago, now seems lo have been completed (cf. the 
map in L.14., 1966, 3 ) .  
The recently built Taishet-Bratsli Ust-Kut railway line, which links 
thc Trans-Siberian Railway with the Lena, is of great importance for 
the transport of timber. 
The railway bctneen Ulan-Ucle and Saushlii provides a link south- 
ward to China. 
Thc railway linking Dudinlia, on the mouth of the Yenisey, with the 
Sorilsk mining area, is of local importance only. 
The new Achinsli-Abalaliovo railway line, now under construction 
and scheduled to open for traffic in 1966, mill have an immense cffect 
on the nation's supply of wood products. It  will link the Trans-Siberian 
Railway with the Yenisey below the confluence of the Yenisey and 
the Angara, thus opening up the vast timber resources of the Angara 
river basin for exploitation. 
Plans also exist to construct a railway from Resheiy (on the Trans- 
Siberian Railway) to Boguchany on the R iwr  Angara, but they seem 
as yet to be only on paper. 
There are only a few highways in the wholc region. Thcsc include 
the Usinsli Highway, linking the hZinusins1i area with the Tuvinsli 
ASSR, and the Aldan Highway which runs from Bolshoy Never station 
on the Trans-Siberian Railway, to Aldan, Tornmet and Yaliutsk. 
6.4 Wood-Processing Industr ies  
The development of the East Siberian wood-processing industry has 
lagged badly in the past. In very recent years, however, the capacity of 
the wood-processing industry has expanded fairly rapidly, cspecially 
on the sawmilling side, so that  in 1963 the output of the sawmilling 
industry in the region was 13.6 million cubic metres (I'ctrovsliaya, 
L.P., 1965, 8 ) ,  which must be considered a respectable figure. Further- 
more, large-scale industrial projects are now under way and a number 
of large wood-based enterprises will come into production i n  the near 
future. It  is planned to transform Eastern Siberia into one of the rnosl 
important wood-processing areas in the whole of the U.S.S.R. The 
following centres, either projected or already in existence, mav bc 
mentioned. 
Igarlia, as already stated, is an important port for the export of 
samnwood from Eastern Siberia. At present i t  possesses a large saw- 
milling plant which uses sawlogs from the middle Yenisey and from 
the Angara river basin. But the sawnwood consigned from Igarlia is 
not just the locally manufactured product; most of it comes from 
sawmills higher up on the Yeaisey. 
Yeniseisli-Maklalrovo, on the confluence of the Yenisey and Angara 
rivers, 350 liilometres north of the town of Krasnoyarsli, will be onc 
of thc main wood-processing centres. According to plans which have 
already becn partly implemented, four large sawn~ills and a pulp and 
papcr plant arc to he constructed hcrc. Thc Novo-Malilakovsliy combine 
nil1 he equipped with 16 frame-saws and nil1 consume 1.1 nlillion cubic 
metres of sawlogs annually, producing 680,000 cubic metres of sawn- 
wood. Another sawmill in Maklaltovo may have the same capacity as 
the Novo-blalilaliovsky combinc. The plans provide for a total of 39 
framc-saws to be norking in the area by 1965 (Nevzorov, L.P., 1958, 
5, p. 4 ) .  
A characteristic of these sawmills is that they are to be integrated 
with other wood-processing industries so that  the sawmill residues can 
bc used as raw material for other products, primarily pulp and 
building-boards. Thc main emphasis, however, will be on the saw- 
nlilling industry. The future total consumption of industrial round- 
wood is estimated at 12 inillion cubic metres (L.P. 7 Sov. 1964). 
The timber products of the Yeniseisk-RIaklakow industrial district 
are to be transported in  two different directions in  the future: north- 
\yard along the Yenisey to Igarka, and southward along the projected 
railway line from Abalakovo to Achinsk on the Trans-Siberian Rail- 
way. 
A large industrial centre will be built on the River Angara, seven 
liiloinetres from Boguchany. It \\ill include a 11ulp and paper mill, a 
sawmill, a plymood factory, and so on, and \ d l  consume more than 
eight million cubic metres of industrial roundwood annually (L.P. 
5 Nov. 1964). By the projected Reshety-Boguchany railway, it will 
become possible to transport thc processed forest products to con- 
sumers in other parts of the country. S o  information is available on 
how far this project has progressed. 
The town of Hrasnoyarsk was a \.r-aod-processing centre e\en before 
the construction of the new pulp and paper combine nhich  came into 
partial production in 1964. The raw material needs of thc wood-using 
industries situated here are partly met by supplies from thc upper 
reaches of the River Yeniscy. 
Bratsk will also become one of the biggest wood-processing centres 
of the U.S.S.R., converting about 4 million cuhic metre5 of induslrial 
roundwood into a variety of inanufactured forest product\. The annual 
output of sulphatc pulp will be 500,000 tons (of a total pulp yroduciion 
of 590,000 tons) and that of paperboard 280,000 tons (Arlihipov, B.P., 
1964,p. 4 ) .  The production of sulphate pulp started towards the end of 
1965, when a pulpmill was coinpletcd with an  annual rate of produc- 
tion of 250,000 tons, or half of the planned total rate of output (L.P.  
6 Sov. 1965). I t  is additionally intended to consiruct here a large saw- 
mill, a particle-board factory, another factory manufacluring wood- 
chemical products, and a furniture factory. Their products will be 
shipped by rail to Taishet on the Trans-Siberian Railway and thence 
to other parts of the U.S.S.R. 
A pulpinill in Baikal w11ich has reached an advanced stage of con- 
struction will produce 250,000 tons of pulp, comprising 200,000 tons of 
viscose cellulose, 10,000 tons of paper and a number of other products 
(L.P. 15 June 1965). 
,inother new factory to be constructed in the near future is a 
pulp-paperboard combine at  Selenga, east of Lake Bailial. H o w e ~  er, 
work has probably not started on it yet (L.P. 9 Jan.  1964). 
A number of fairly large sawmills lie along the Trans-Siberian 
Railway, at  places like Kansk, Taishet, Tulun, Ziina and Chila. It  is 
not intended, however, to increase sanrnilling capacity by establishing 
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small ncw sawmills. Capacity will he increased mainly hy constructing 
big integrated industrial centres. 
6.5 An Appra isa l  of Potentialities o f  T imber  Product ion 
6 . 5 . 1  Past  Removals 
Considerable efforts ha re  been made for a long timc to increase 
timber output in Eastern Siberia. As shown in Figure 3 :  14, the annual 
cut has increased in two districts particularly, Irkutsk and Kras- 
noyarsk, since \ITorld War  11. Removals increased somewhat in the 
Buryat-Mongol and Yaltut ASSRs, too, but declined in the province of 
Chita, between 1946 and 1962. 
The point that seems most worthy of remark is that  in Yakutia, 
which has 126 million hectares of forested land with a timber stock 
of about 11,000 million cubic metres, the annual cut is only 3-4 million 
cubic metres. 
We now, thercforc, proceed to a detailed consideration of the oppor- 
tunities that  present themselves for increasing removals from the 
~ a r i o u s  tracts of this vast region. 
6.5. :? The Yenisey-ilngara Basin 
Most of this river basin is embraced within the administrative pro- 
vince of Krasnoyarsk. It contains the most valuable timber resources 
in Eastern Siberia. Thc total area of forest land is estimated at  117.6 
million hectares, of which 107.2 million hectares are forested and 10.5 
million hectares unforested. More than half, or 60.5 million hectares 
of the forcstcd area, is classified in the official statistics as a forest 
reserve, which is inaccessible under current conditions. Forests situated 
in the northern part  of the river basin are as yet practically untouched 
by thc axe. The total volumc of tirnber stock is estimated a t  14,352 
inillion cubic metres, the largest in any province of the U.S.S.R. 
The most valuable forests are located in the Angara river basin ( the  
so-called Priangarye) on the Taseyeva, Ona and Chuna tributaries. The 
total forested area in the Priangarye is estimated at  11.8 million hec- 
tares and the total tirnber stock at  about 2,000 million cubic metres. 
Pine is the predominant tree species here. The productive capacity of 
these forest stands is relatively high. The average volume of growing 
stock amounts to 150-200 cubic metres per hectare and that of a single 
tree to 0.8-1.0 cubic metres (Reshetov, L.P., 1957, 2, p. 23). 
The removals in the area have increased considerably in recent 
years, and a further increase in the future is quite feasible. To quote 
one example, on the Taseyeva, which is located 68 kilometres above the 
confluence of the Angara and the Yenisey, about 2.5 million cubic 
metres of timber are now cut annually, but the removals from there are 
to be raised to 3.5 million cubic metres (Milovantsev, L.P., 1963, 5 ,  p. 9 ) .  
The timber is floated along the Angara to Strellii, where it is sorted 
and then floated to the sawmills at Maklakovo, Peniseisk and Igarka. 
Some timber, too, has been towed in the past u p - r i ~ e r  to the t o u n  of 
Krasnoyarsk. 
Another forest area lying west of the Yenisey and east of the Chulyn, 
where the new Achinsk-hbalaliovo railway line is now being con- 
structed, is to be an  important centre of the logging industry in the 
future. It  is estimated that  a 90-kilomelre belt along the new railway 
contains 1.06 million hectares of mature stands, amounting to 223 
million cubic metres, 71 per cent of which arc conifers. The productile 
,capacity of the ,forest land is relatively high, the a\erage volume 
in mature stands being 210 cubic metres per hectare (Trersltoy, I,.P., 
1958, 5, p. 5)-an important factor in forest exploitation. 
Altogether ten logging enterprises, some of which are already in 
operation, are to function in the area. I t  is estimated that the timber 
stock is sufficient lo keep them employed for the next 40-43 years. 
Logging operations are also planned for the future in the area north 
of the Angara and south of the Podliamennaya Tunguska. Preparations 
are now in hand for the establishment there of 21 Zespron~X-hozy to 
conduct logging (L.P. 7 NOT. 1964). Hom-ever, conditions here are less 
favourable than in the Priangarye to the south. 
The forests on the upper Yenisey, and especially those on its tribu- 
tary, the Abalian, have up to now chiefly supplied timber to the 
Kuznetsk coal-mining area. The wood-processing cornhine at  Ust- 
Ahalian plays an  irnportant part in this. The nen Abalian-Stalin5k 
railway will malie it possible to transport forest product5 xestward, 
primarily to Soviet Central Asia. 
However, it ought to be stressed that according lo the nen Fi~e-Year  
Plan for 1966-1970 total timber remol als in I<rasnoyarsk prorince are 
to be 14.5 million cubic metres annually (L.P. 3 March 1966 J .  This 
means that  in the immediate future Lhc le\el of actirity ni l l  remain 
about the same. It  would appear that the projected nood-consuming 
industries mill not be coming into operation within the nevi fix e years. 
The second most important area for forrsl  industry after Kras- 
noyarsli is the province of Irkutsk. One of Lhe biggest wood-processing 
centres is Bratsli, which receives most of its supplic5 of roundwood 
from the Iya and Olia river basins. It  is possible that in time to come 
the railway between Bratsli and Ust-Kut on the Lena ni l l  carry 
industrial roundv:ood for processing in Bratsk. At the present time, 
at  any rate, this seems to he the likeliest solution to the problem of 
exploiting the immense timber resources of the upper Lena. 
The forest land area in the province of Irliutslt total4 63.2 million 
hectares, of which 56.0 million hectares are forested. Thc growing 
stock is estimated at  8,065 million cuhic metre\ of nhich  about 70 per 
cent is mature timber. 
The productive capacity of the forest land in Irltutsk p r o ~ i n c e  i5 
re la t i~e ly  high. The average volume of mature timber is estimated at 
169 cubic metres per hectare and the average of the total growing stock 
at  144 cubic metres per hectare. This means that conditions are 
favourable for mechanised logging opera t i~ns ,  p r o ~ i d e d  there are 
acces5 roads to these enormous forest resources. 
6.5.3 The Leizn Basin 
Most of the Lena basin lies within ihe P'aliul ASSR. The total area 
of forest land is estimated at 182.1 million hectares, of which 125.8 
million hectares are forested. It is officially estimated that  t l m e  are 
80.6 inillion hectares of unesploited forests at  present classified a5 
inaccessible. This estimate, honever, seems to be too optimistic because 
it would mean that 4.5.2 million hectares of forested land were in use 
at  present, i.e., that this acreage was being exploited in Yakulia, nhich  
seeins unrealislic. 
Soviet statistics relating to annual cut, presented in Figure 3 :  14, 
indicate that  rcmoTals in Yakutia are ilot much more Lhan 4 million 
cubic metres. It  has also been stated that the permitled annual cut in 
the forests in  use is 32 million cubic inetres (E.P.  3 RIarch 1965). 
Thus, approximately one-tenth of the allo~-able annual cut is actually 
used. 
Timber r e m o ~ a l s  take place chiefly on the Lena south of Yakutsh. 
In the 'l'ilyuy and Aldan river basins, which contain most of the t i~nbcr 
resources, there i \  practically no logging at the present lime apart from 
local needs, ~~hic1-i are of course negligible because the area is  cry 
thinly populatccl. It  is interesting to note that  the annual cut has e\en 
decreased recently. In 1964, the State logging enterprises cut only a 
total of 3.5 million c~ibic metres, because timber consumption in the 
Yakut ASSR had declined (L.P.  16 Narc11 196.5), and, as has been said 
before, there are no facilities for transporting the timber to marlict\ 
outside the Republic. 
The predominant tree species in Yaliutia 11y area is Lctrix dahtrricrr. 
84 per cent, \~I i ich  is well adapted to the preyailing site conditions, 
especially the perinancntly frozen subsoil. In the southern zone\, on 
dry sandsoils and more particularly in the upper terraces of the r i ~ c r  
valleys with their better drainage, the coininon pine is found. It  cover\ 
six per cent of the total forested area. It must be stressed that pine is 
regarded as the inost valuable tree species in the area and for most 
purposes it is preferred to larch. The total growing stock of pine 
amounts to more than 1,000 n~illion cubic metres (Shimanyuk, 1962, 
11. 133). 
Forest fires devastate in~ninensc areas. I t  is stated that areas burnt 
over and not regenerated later are much more extensivc in the north 
than in the south, partly because forest renewal proceeds much more 
slowly in areas near to the timber line. 
Much forest land has also become swampy, although to a lesser 
extent than in \Vestern Siberia. In Yaltutia the swamp forests are most 
extensive in the \'ilyuy taiga, the flat landscape drained by the ViIyuy 
river system. The terrain is for the inost part mountainous and hilly. 
Thc getting of timber in the inountains is fraught with special difficul- 
ties, which should be taken into account when evaluating opportunities 
for  forest explotation in the area. 
7. Potentialities of the Far East 
7.1 Introductory Remarks 
This region is one of the Soviet possessions in Asia most favoured 
by nature. Its great north-to-south sweep embraces wide variations of 
climate from arctic conditions in the north to nearly sub-tropical in 
the south. 
The Far  East lies within Lhe monsoon belt. Winter monsoons, 
blowing froin the Eastern Siberian land mass, bring dry  cold to the 
coastal area, while the summer monsoons, blowing from the sea, bring 
rain and fogs. 
As the warm Kuro-Shiva Stream of the Pacific (corresponding to 
the Gulf Stream of the Atlantic) turns east towards America at  thc 
northern extremity of the Japanese Archipelago, temperatures in the 
Far  East are as a rule lower than at  the same latitudes in Europe. 
Thus, for example, certain parts of the Sea of Okhotsk arc ice-covered 
for eight to nine months annually. 
The climate is warmer at  Vladivostoli and in the Ussuri river basin, 
where broad-leaved forests occur. Even so, Vladivostok has an average 
winter temperature of -13"C, compared with +5"C at  Sukhurn, at  the 
same latitude (43")  on the Black Sea coast. 
The total land area of the Far  East region is 3,112,700 squarc kilo- 
metres and the total population about 4.7 million, of whom 0.9 inillion 
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are rural dwellers. Thus, the average density of population i< hctneen 
one and two inhabitants per square liilomelre. 
The landscape is predominantly n~ountainous. The inounlains reach 
1,500-2,000 metres a h o ~ c  sea lexel as a rule, and their slopes are 
generally forested. The inost important ~nounta in  ranges in the area 
are the Stanovoy, Kolyma, Silihote-hlin, Kamchatlia and Salthalin. 
Eighty per cent of the forests in the area are found in these moun- 
tainous districts. The principal lowlands are situated on the Rix er Arnur 
and its tributaries, the Zeya and the Ursuri; in the T p n  and Poronay 
ri\cr basins on the island of Salthalin; on the Kamchallia r i ~  e r ;  and 
in the Arctic region, mhich includes the large Anadjr  Lowland. 
7.2 Timber Stock 
The total area of forest land in the Far  East is esti~ilatcd aL 557 .4  
million hectares, of nhich  115.2 million hectares are foreited and 40.2 
million hectares unforested (cut-overs, burned areas, ieini-permanent 
openings, etc.). The total ~ o l u r n c  of growing stoclt is cstiinateci at 
12,052 million cubic metres. The forest authorities also administer 88.4 
million hectares of non-forest land, including 20.0 inillion hectare5 of 
bogs and marshlands and 44.4 million hectares of mounlain slopes. 
Almost half of the forest-co~ercd area in the Far  East i\ considcrecl 
inaccessible at present. 
The distrilsution of forest resources by provinces and 1 , )  dominant 
tree species is shonn in Figure 3 :  15. The predominant species is larch, 
and coniferous forests co\cr some 80-90 per cenl of the productile 
forest area. However, the diagram does not offer a sufficientl) detailed 
picture of the composition by tree species, since about 15 cliffcrcnt 
conifers and more than 150 deciduous species are represented in thc 
region. Tllc greatest ~ a r i c t y  of tree species is to be founci in the 
southern portion of the region. The coniferous stands north of the 
Fi i~er  Arnur consist mainly of Larix  dnhurica, Piccci crlclrzr~nsis. Picecl 
obouafa,  Abies neplzrolepis and Pirzrrs siluestris ( O r l o ~ ,  1955, 1111. 
26-48). South of the Amur, Pirzus koraiensis is also to 11e found; it can 
attain a height of 40 rnelrcs and a diameter of more than a metre. 
Timbcr of this species is of high quality and widely used. Spruces 
(Picea ajanerzsis and Picea obouata),  too, can on the better soilr reach 
a height of more than 38 metres and a diaincter of more than a metre. 
The deciduous species of cornnlercial value found in the southern 
parts of the region include Juglarzs manshuricn,  Phelloclerzclrorr cmzr- 
rense,  Quercrrs mongolica, Fraxinus  manshrrriccr, Acei* tnono, Knlopa- 
nax r.ecinifolirzm, Til ia amrzrensis and Tilia manshzzrica (Tsymeli, 
1956). 
Over 70 per cent of the conifers are mature and over-mature old- 
growth timber. The average volume for total forest covered area is 103 
cubic metres per hectare and that for the mature tiinber 111 cubic 
inelres per hectare. The average volume per hectare is highest in  the 
province of Priinorslt (169 ms/ha) and lowest in Magadan (44 in3iha). 
The ~ o l u n r e  of mature timber stock in Priinorslt averages 206 cubic 
metre5 per hectare, which indicates the productivity of the forests to be 
re la t i~e ly  high. The productive capacity of the forest land on Sakhalin 
island is also fairly high: in mature stands the tiinber volume averages 
191 cubic metres per hectare. 
As Lhe terrain is mountainous, tiinbcr extraction is generally to bc 
accoinplished only with great difficulty and not always even then. Nor 
are all tree species exploited. It  is a curious fact that the commonest 
species in  Eastern Siberia and the Fa r  East, Lar ix  dahz~rica ,  is 
scarecely used a1 all and indeed is left standing when other species 
are hcing cut (\'asiliev, 1955, p. 12) .  And of the deciduous species 
abounding in the most productive southcrn paris of the region, little is 
remo~-cd by logging. 
7.3 Transport Network 
7.3.1 River Systems and Ports 
The forests of the region reach down to the coastline, which is about 
14,000 liiloinetres long. H o w e ~  er, because of the ad\ erse climatic condi- 
lions the coastal area is very sparsely populated, except in the southern 
part of the region; moreover, there are extremely few links between the 
coastal area and the interior, which is almost devoid of inhabitants. 
Thc only natural cast-west line of coininunication of any significance 
is the River Ainur, which is 2,900 liiloinetres long and drains an  area 
of more than two million square kilometres, almost half of which lies 
outside the U.S.S.R. 
The ,lmur system, with its source-rivers, the Shilka and the Argun, 
and its large tributaries (including the Ussuri, which plays a major 
part in the transport of tiinber), provides a navigable river network 
of about 14,000 Itilon~etres. About 30,000 liilometres of the Amur 
system are floatable. The total number of floatable rivers in the 
system is 126 (Viryasov, 1933, pp. 16-19). 
The fact that  the Amur empties into the shallow Sea of Okhotsli 
or, to more precise, into the shallow 'Amur Liman' in the northcrn 
part of the Tartar Sound linking the Sea of Okhotsk with the Sea of 
Japan-is a great obstacle to navigation. What  is more, the lower 
Amur (from Khabarossk to the river mouth) is frozen on alerage for 
215 days a year. The middle Amur (from Blagoveshchensk to Ichaba- 
rovsk) is frozen for 185 days and the upper Amur for 200 days. The 
navigation season is longest and conditions generally are most far our- 
able in the middle Amur. 
Thus, the town of Niliolayevsli, on the mouth of the Xmur, is negli- 
gible as  a port, despite the apparent adlantages of its geographical 
position. 
The principal ocean port of the Amur river system is the iomn of 
Sovetskaya Gavan, on the Tartar Sound, in the northern p u t  of the 
Sea of Japan. This port was established at  the beginning of the Thirties. 
It  is linlied by railway to Komsoinolsk, another new to\\n on the Kiwr 
Amur, and with the Trans-Siberian Railway in the ricinity of Khnha- 
rovsk. Soretsliaya Gavan ('Soxiet Port') has an e.rccllent natural 
harbour accessible to ocean-going vessels. It  is the point of shipment 
for much of the seaborne traffic from the inainland to Sakbalin. 
About 40 srnaller rivers rising in the eastern ranges of the Silihote- 
hl in Mountains, also empty into the Sea of Japan and the Tartar Sound. 
The fall of these rivers is very steep, so that their flow is very rapid. 
None of them are navigable. Timber can be floated in rafts in the loncr 
reaches of some of these mountain rivers (e.g. the Suifon and thc 
Tumnin).  The floaling of single logs is also rather difficult and must 
he done during the spring flood or  immediately after rainy periods, 
because the water level falls very rapidly. On the other hand, floods 
are frequent and often carry floating timber to the open sea. 
The biggest port on the coast of the Sea of Japan in the whole of the 
Fa r  East region is Vladivostok ('Ruler of the East'), founded in  1860. 
It  i s  very advantageously situated on a protected bay, Zolotoy Rog 
('Golden Horn'). The harbour is ice-free for nine months of the year 
and can be kept open all the year round with icebrealier assistance. 
Vladivostoli was formerly the biggest tiinber exporting port in thc Far  
East, but after World War  I1 its timber exports fell almost to zero. 
This  is mainly attributable to a change of trade policies, but shortage 
of ram material in the natural hinterland of the harbour has been 
partly responsible, too. 
Other timber-loading ports along the coast, in addition to thosc 
mentioned above, include Ambabaza (on  the Bay of Peter the Great), 
Nakhodka, Olga, De-Kastri and Lazarer. A number of rivers also flow 
into the Sea of Okhotsk, north of the estuary of the L I n ~ u r ;  tiinber 
floating would be possible on the larger of these. Such rivers include 
the Tugur, the Torom, thc Uda, the Maya (a  tributary of the Uda),  
the Tyl, the Ulya, the Uralt, the Olthota, the Kulihtuy, the Inya, the 
Kova, the Ola, and the Yama. The only one of these said to be naxigahle 
is the Ulya, ~vhich  can be sailed by small ships a distance of 200 kilo- 
metres up-rixer (Yiryasox, 1933, p. 21). All these rivers are usually 
frozen for eight to nine months of the year. 
Thirty years or so ago there was no port on the Sea of Olihotsk 
accessible to ocean-going vessels. In the early Thirties the town of 
Magadan was founded on Nagayevo Bay to promote gold-mining in 
Kolyma; it is about 2,700 kilometres north of Vladivostolt by sea, and 
its harbour, known as Lhc "harbour for Kolyma", is said to be acces- 
sible to ocean-going ~esse l s .  
The largest r i ~ e r s  on the island of Sakhalin arc the Tym and ihe 
Poronay. Their sources are fairly close to each other in the eastern 
mountain range but they flow in diametrically opposite directions. 
The Tym flows north-eastwards and empties into Nyisliy Bay in the 
Sea of Okhotslt, the Poronay s o u t h ~ a r d  into Terpeniya Bay ('Bay of 
Patience?). The Tym is about 350 liilomclres long and has numerous 
tributaries, most of them floatable. 
The biggest river on the Xamchalka Peninsula is the Kamchatlia, 
which flows into the Pacific. It  is about 1,000 kilometres long, and itr 
upper course is very rapid. Floating is possible from about 600 kilo- 
inetres up-river. The na~ iga t ion  season lasts from May to October. 
Ust-Kamchatslt, a small port at  its mouth, handles a certain amount 
oi timber. Petropavlovsli is the biggest town and port on the Kainchatlia 
Peninsula, but it has no  natural links with the forested interior. 
Proposals ha \ e  been made for  the construction and expansion of 
port facilities during the next few years. The first step would he to 
build modern pork ,  specially designed to handle timber, on Nakhodlia 
Bay, a t  the mouth of the Amur and on Tartar  Sound (Kanevsliy, L.P. 
1964, 4, p. 28). This is considered necessary because timber shipments 
from these regions are to be increased during the next few years. There 
is information (L.P.  11 Feb. 1965) to suggest that the export of timber 
products, primarily roundwood, is to amount to 4 million cubic metres 
by 1970. 
7 . 3 . 2  Railways 
The railway network in the Far  East is somewhat meagre: the only 
lines are in the southern parts of the region. They are:  
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The Amur Railway, which is an  extension of the Trans-Siberian 
Railway north of the d m u r  to Khabaro~sl i ,  where it bridges the river 
and continues south to Yladivostoli under the name of the Ussuri 
Railway. This railway line, 2,362 liiloinctres of which lie within the 
region, was opened for traffic in  1916 when the railway bridge 2.6 
liilometres long was cornpletecl across the River Amur at  Mhabarovsli. 
The rail\\-ay from Volochayevlta (near Khabarovsli) via Komsomolsk 
to Sovetsliaya Gavan, another extension of the Amur Railway, v-as 
completed after VTorld \Var 11. The I<omsornolsk-Sovetskaya Gavan 
line was originally designed to be the final stretch of a second Trans- 
Siberian Railway which was to have started at  Taishet and proceeded 
north of Lake Bailial via Bodaibo to the Sea of Japan. 
Railways branching off from the main Trans-Siberian Railway have 
role in the transport of timber. 
The railways of Salihalin are located in the south and are used 
fairly extensively for transporting pulpwood to the island's pulpmills. 
They are of only local importance, however. 
The existing railway networlt is thought to be inadequate, and this 
is evidenced too, by the map in Figure 3: 16. It  is proposed that the 
network ought to be extended in  the districts of Komsomolsk, 
Selikhinsk and Oborslt (Kanevslty, L.P., 1964, 4, p. 28) with the needs 
of timber transport particularly in mind; but the construction of forest 
railways should nonetheless be suitably combined with the extension 
of the general communications networlt. 
The question of an  overland link between Salthalin and the mainland 
has again become topical in connection with ambitious plans for estab- 
lishing a uniform deepwater con~munications network throughout the 
whole of the U.S.S.R. by artificial floodings and new canals. The main 
function of an  overland link between Sakhalin and the mainland would 
he to improve the climate on Tartar  Sound by excluding the cold 
streams from the Sea of Olthotslt; but in addition i t  would enable a 
direct railway connection to be established between Salthalin and the 
Trans-Siberian Railway, which would considerably improve transport 
facilities in the Fa r  East. 
Railways have a much more important role than waterways in long- 
distance timber transport in the Far  East. With but few exceptions, 
water is used only for short-distance movements, e.g. from the logging 
site in the forest to a loading point or sawmill on the nearest railway. 
4 s  most of the railways in the area run parallel to the main rivers, 
the Amur and the Ussuri, nearly all the tributaries on the Russian side 
of these two main rivers are crossed by the railway. 
At the junctions of the railway and the more important rivers there 
are usually wood-processing plants, or at  least collecting points at 
which floated timber is loaded into railway waggons. 
7.4 Wood-Processing Industries 
Sawmills predominated anlong the forest industries which processed 
xood within the old Soviet frontiers in the Far  East before World War  
11. In the whole of the region there was but a single plywood factory 
and no pulp or  paper mills a t  all, even though the industrialisation 
plans of the Thirties had provided for the expansion of the wood- 
processing industry (Viryasov, 1933, p. 107). However, when the 
U.S.S.R. gained southern Salthalin from the Japanese after World War  
11, i t  also obtained certain modern pulp and paper mills which were 
there, so that ihe Fa r  East became the second or  third largest pulp and 
paper producer among the economic regions of the U.S.S.R. 
In 1913, according to Viryasov (1933, pp. 101-105) there were 56 
sawmills in the Fa r  East with a total of 98 frame-saws. The annual out- 
put of sawnwood was estimated at  about 300,000 cubic metres. Mose- 
ment of timber from this region was almost negligible, but immecliately 
beforc LVorld \Var I great efforts were made to increase thc ~ o l u r n e  of 
timber exports. 'i'ladirostok was the only port shipping timber in the 
\\hole of the region. The largest and best equipped sanmills nc re  
located along the Ussuri Railway, and Vladirostoli, at the terminus of 
this railway line, was the natural and nearest port of s11il)inenl for 
their products. 
During World \jTar I and the Ciril \Tar, most of these snninills 
deteriorated, and in the early years of the So\iet regime little was done 
to restore them. Restoration only began in earnest nhcn  it beca~ne 
necessary to increase timber exports so as to finance the inclustri a 1' ~ s a -  
tion of the country, and at  thc samc time a few new establislmcnts 
were set up as well (e.g, in Oborsli). 
The   no st in~por tant  sawmills in the region are located as follows: 
31011g thc Ussuri Railway at  its junctions with the KJ\suri, the Iinan, 
the Biliin and the Khor r i ~ e r s  and at its two termini, Vladi.iostoli and 
Khabarovsk (on the Amur) ; 
a l o n ~  the Amur Railway at Sivaki and Blagoreshche~~sl~;  
in Sooetsliaya Gavan; 
in Nikolaycvsk at  the rnoulh of the A ~ n u r ;  
at  Kluchi and Ust-Kamchatka on the River Marnchatlia, in the Kam- 
chatlia Peninsula; 
on Sakhalin and in the Kurile Islands. 
The biggest sawmilling centre in the Far  East is probably Le5oza- 
rodsk, at  the junction of the River Ussuri and the railway, a town 
founded immediately before \Yorld \Var HI. Here are t n o  fairly big 
sawmills and a furniture factory. 
The total output of sawnsx-ood in the Far  East in 1963 n a s  5,012,000 
cubic metres (Petrovsliaya, L.P., 1965, 8, p. 25) .  Considering that the 
annual regional production of sawnrrood in the Thirties mas about 
one million cubic metres (Viryasov, 1933, p. l og ) ,  i t  cannot he denied 
that the rise in output has been impressive. Howe\er, the future rate 
of increase will be slover. It  is proposed that the output of sawnwood 
should rise by at  most 15-20 per cent by 19i0 (Kanevsl<y, L.P., 
1964, 4, p. 27 ) .  
On the other hand, i t  is planned to expand the plywood industry 
considerably, since suitable supplies of raw materials for this forrn of 
industry are available: three-quarters of the total high-quality hard- 
wood timber stock (oak, ash, maple, elm, etc.) of the U.S.S.R. grows 
in the Far  East. Until a few years ago there mas only one plywood and 
lcneer factory ( a t  Olieailsli on the Ussuri Railway, 22 Itm froin 
Vladivostok) in the area; since then new factories liase been con- 
structed at Litorsli and Birobidzhan. I t  is proposed that nem plynood 
factories should he built a t  Iman (district of Priniorsli), Jlulihcnsk 
i district of Kliabaros sk)  and Svobodnenslioye (district of Amur) ,  to 
stark operations before 1970. The capacity of the existing factories is to 
hc increased considerably at  the samc time. 
Thc pulp and paper industry of the Far  East is to r c c e i ~ e  special 
attention. Most of the existing pulp~iiills are in southern Salihalin 
(Karafuto) ; they were, as preIiously stated, originally Japanese, and 
are situated at  Uglegorsli, Poronaisli, Rdaliaro~, Tornari and Kholmsli. 
They consume largc c~uantitics of pulpwood from thc maillland in 
addition to the pulpv ood produccd on Salihalin itself. 
A large pulp and paper coinbinc is under construction on the Hi\er 
,-\mur, about 60 liiloinetres a b o ~ e  the t o n n  of Koinsomolsh, on the 
~nainland.  It is planned to produce about 110,000 tons of siscose pulp 
anti 280,000 tons of paperboard and to consume aboul 2.2 million 
cubic metres of pulpwood annually when it reaches full capacity. It is 
expected to come into partial production in 1966 (L.P. 3 March 1966). 
The long-term o ~ e r a l l  plan for industrial ccnstruction. n hich should 
be regarded as only t en t a t i~e ,  provides for the following p~11p and 
paper mills to be built in addition to the one near Komsosnolsk: 
( I )  at  Khaba ro~  sli, clown-ri~er from the t o n n  itself; (2 )  at Sol etsbaya 
Galan, near thc port of Vanino on the mouth of the Tumnin;  ( 3 )  a t  
Xizhne-Amur, oil Lake K i ~ i ,  in the ~ ic i i i i ty  of De-Kastri, and (4)  at  
Urgal, where the IZT estlios aya-Urgal Railx ay crosses the Rir er Bureya 
( Polyako~ .  I,.P., 1963, 3, p. 30) .  No inforination is as ailablc on how far  
these projects h a ~ e  actually progressed. 
7.5 .An Appraisal 01 Potentialities of  Timber Production 
7 . 5 . 1  Past Remounls 
In the Czarist era, logging mis  concenlratcd mainly in areas which 
n-ere being settled. These lay along the Ussuri Railnay, especially near 
\'ladivostok. Just  before \Vorld \tTar I, the rnost important logging 
centres were situated along the main rivers in the Ussuri region and 
on the middle reaches of the Amur; the principal centre was the  tow^ 
of Blagoveshchensli. Virtually no timber was cut on the lower L % m ~ ~ r ,  
in northern Salihalin or in  the Kamcliatlia Peninsula. 
The ~ o l u m e  of the annual cut in the Far  East before \Vorld \Var I 
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Fig. 3: 17. Dynamics of Annual Cut, by Provinces, in the Far East, 1946-1962 
was about six million cubic metres; this figure dropped considerably 
after the war and was about four million cubic metres by the end of 
the Twenties (Viryasov, 1933, p. 100). Re~novals began increasing 
again gradually in the Thirties and continued doing so after World 
War  11. 
The fluctuations in the volumes of thc annual cut in different 
provinces are shown in  Figure 3:  17.  I t  will be seen that  the volumc of 
the cut fluctuates widely in the individual provinces. This seems to be 
largely ascribable to changes made in the boundaries of provinces for  
administrative purposes and to relocations of logging operations. The 
relatively high timber output of the province of Khabarovsk in the 
early Fifties seems to arise from the circun~stance that the boundaries 
of this administrative district were different then from ~ v h a t  hey are 
now and that  it was not possible to take the change into account by 
later statistical adjustments (cf. Perepechin-Filinov, 1964). For 
example, the present district of Magadan was formerly part of the 
district of Khabarovsli. 
As is shown i n  the diagrammatic presentation i n  Figure 3 :  17, re- 
movals in the district of Magadan have becn less than one million cubic 
metres in the past few years, but they were much greater in former 
years. When the town of Magadan was being built betwecn 1932 and 
1956, a total of 46.5 million cnbic metres of timber was uyed in the 
construction work, i.e. about two million cubic metres a year. However, 
removals have fluctuated considerably. Immediately after World War  
11, when plenty of labour was available in the shape of prisoners of war, 
the volume of r c m o ~ a l s  was very high, reaching a peak in the early 
Fifties. I t  is reasonable to suppose that  the timber consumed in Maga- 
dan was produced in the immediate vicinity of the town itself, i.e, in 
the administrative district of RIagadan in Kolynla and on the Sea of 
Olihotsk. To obtain the timber required, 1.7 million hectares in the 
area were clear-cut (Stariliov, L. Kh., 1962, 2, p. 20). Shortage of timber 
stock has caused the recent fall in the volume of the cut in the area. 
7 . 5 . 2  The Usszzri Basil1 
The more easily accessible forests in the area have heen under 
exploitation for a considerable time and the available timber stock is 
probably not great close to the railways and to waterways offering 
favourable conditions for floating. 
The whole of the province of Prirnorsli, (comprising the Ussuri 
Basin, and the coastal areas on the Sea of Japan)  contains 11.1 million 
hectares of forest land, 10.2 million of which are forested. Forests 
unexploited or present inaccessible cover 3.1 million hectares, mostly 
outside the Ussuri basin proper, in the mountains of Sikhote-Alin and 
on their eastern slopes towards the coast. 
Logging is concentrated mainly on the Biliin, the Iman, the Daubilihc 
and other tributaries of the River Ussuri. h number of logging enter- 
prise? operate on the banlis of these rivers, all of which are crossed by 
the railway before their confluence with the Ussuri. Timber from the 
upper Daubilihe is loaded on to railway waggons at  the town of 
Arsenyev. 
Timber extraction is considered to be very difficult in the mountains 
and becomes more so in proportion to distance from the main water- 
ways. 
It  should he added that  mood for fuel constitutes on a\ erage 30 per 
cent of the total timber output in  the Ussuri basin wl~enever clear- 
cutting is conducted (L.P., 15 Jan. 1955). This is because of the large 
percentage of hardwood in the stands. However, logging operations 
here are reportedly concentrated mainly on rernosing conifers, as the 
demand for high-quality hardwoods has been 1 ery limited in the region 
(Vasiliev, 1953, pp. 12-13). 
It  follows that the ~ o l u r n e  of culling could easily be increased if a 
denland for the hardwoods arose. I t  has been suggested that a large 
sawmill at Sovo-Mikhailorka, wllere a p l y ~ o o d ,  particle board and 
fibreboard factory is to be built, could make use of the large timber 
resources nhich  are still unesploited in  the area between the River 
Ussuri and the timber-loading port Olga (Kanevsliy, L.P., 1964, 4, 11. 
27) .  Thus, the greatest obstacle lo rational exploitation of the forests 
here is that there is no industry consuming industrial ro~uldwood. 
7 . 5 . 3  Thc Amur Basin 
The provinces of Arnur (Blago~ eshchensli) and I<habaroi.sli embrace 
most of that part of this r i w r  basin which lies within the U.S.S.R. 
The northern part of K h a b a r o ~  sli province is of course also drained by 
rivers svhich empty directly into the Sea of Olihotsli (e.g. the Uda) or 
the Lena river system (e.g, the Vatanga, the Maimalian, the Rdnya). 
Horrexer, the forests in these areas can be regarded as inaccessible at  
present. 
The total forest area of the prolinces of Amur and Khabarovsli is 
80.8 million hectares, of which 63.2 million hectares are forested and 
17.6 million hectares unforested (burned areas, openings, etc.).  The 
total area of forest unesploited or at  present inaccessible is 30.7 
million hectares. 
The accessible forests in the im~nediate vicinity of the main rivers, 
especially on the upper and middle Amur, have been exploited fairly 
considerably. Virgin forests are located either in marshes, particularly 
in the basins of the Kur and Urmi rivers (tributaries of the Tunguslia),  
or on the less accessible mountain slopes. 
However, resources of timber are considered sufficient to supply the 
proposed pulp and paper mill a t  Iihabarovsk. Even so, much of the 
pulp\~ood for this mill will come from the upper reaches of the River 
Khor, a tributary of the Ussuri. 
No data are available on the progress of remolals in the basins of 
the Seya-Sclcmdzha and Bureya rivers, two large tributaries which 
join the h inur  in its middle course and are crossed by thc Amur Rnil- 
way near Blagoresl~cl~cnsk. 
Roundwoocl for the projected pulp and paper mill a t  Urgal will 
come mainly from the forests of the 43urcya basin ( P o l y a k o ~ ,  L.P., 
1963, 3, 11. 3 1 ) .  
Great efforts are currently being made to increase removals on the 
lowcr Ainur, between Khabarovsli and Niliolayevsli. At Komsomolsl~, 
where the railway joins the River A h ~ ~ i r ,  a new pulp and paper combine 
will soon require large quantities of pulpm-ood, to be produced in the 
area itself. Much of the timber cut hcre was formerly esporled to Japan. 
Logging on a fairly large scale is also in progress on the shores of 
Lalics Innoltentyevka, K h ~ i n m i  and Kizi, which arc linked by water- 
ways to the L \ m ~ ~ r .  
Timber floating, and indeed navigation in general, is extremely 
difficult in the shallow 'Amur Liman' and in the northcrn parts of 
Tartar  Sound, where there is permanent fog combined ~ v i t h  frequenl 
and protracted storms. 
Thc projected pulp and paper cornbine at  Nizhne Amur, on Lake 
Iiizi, will consume much of the roundwood produced in the area. Forest 
resources in that part of the Amur basin, however, are far from ex- 
hausted. although it seems inevitable Lhat logging operations \ d l  have 
to move further away from the main waterways. The new Five-Year 
Plan provides for removals in thc province of K h a b a r o d t  to he 
increased by 30 per cent by 1970 (L.P. 3 March 1966). 
P. r I .o .4  Sakhalin Island 
The total forest area in the administrative district of Sakhalin, 
x~hich  includes the Iiurile Islands, is estimated at  6.5 million hectares, 
of which 4.8 million hectares are forested with a growing stocli of 
672 million cubic metres. I t  is noteworthy that one third of the total 
forest land is non-productive. Furthermore, 0.9 million hectares of the 
forested land are inaccessible at  present. The forest area in the part of 
Sakhalin which was Japanese territory before World War  I1 ( Ihrafu to)  
is approximately 2.8 million hectares (LTnasylva, 1949, Vol. 111, 3, 
p. 127). 
Logging operations on Salihalin aim to satisfy the demand for round- 
wood of the wood-consuming industries established there. Pulpmills 
are the most prominent of these, taking 70 per cent of the island's 
total roundwood production. Other large consumers are the coal and oil 
industries. 
The reason for the Japanese having established a pulp and paper 
industry on southern Salihalin was the large stock of Picea ajanensis 
and Abies sachalinensis growing on the island; and it was probably 
they who cut over the xirgin forests of these species. However, the 
second growth stands do not seem lo supply sufficient timber for the 
pulp industry, so that pulpwood for the factories now has to come from 
more distant areas. 
Most pulpwood is transported via the numerous natural floatnays 
of the Tym, Poronay and other river systems. Timber is floated down 
the principal rivers to the Sca of Olihotsli in the east and the Tartar 
Sound in the west; thence i t  is towed in sea-floats or carried coastnise 
by boat to the wood-using factories of the island. According to report 
nothing has been done to improve the floatways, no dams having been 
constructed in the mountains to alleviate the water shortages which 
frequently hamper floating. Transport of timber in sea-floats along the 
coasts of Sakhalin is not easy, either, because of storms and the prc- 
1 ailing fogs, and most inadequate harbour and loading facilities. 
Salihalin and the Kurile Islands can be divided into four rcgion5 as 
follows (Pravdin, LXh. ,  1965, 10, pp. 72-73) : 
1. The southern (Yuzhny) region, comprising 16 per cent of the 
territory and 15 per cent of the area covered by forest, and containing 
51 per cent of the population. It is a timber-deficit area, and most of 
the raw materials for the wood-processing industries established there 
are imported either from northern Salihalin or from the mainlancl. 
However, major wood-processing industries are located in this region, 
and 45 per cent of the paper produced on Sakhalin comes from there. 
2. The central (Tsentralny) region, comprising 49 per cent of the 
territory and containing 38 per cent of the population. ,2lmost SO per 
cent of the roundwood, 55 per cent of the paper and 70 per cent of the 
s a m w o o d  is produced in this region; thus, this is the most i~npor tant  
wood-processing area of Salihalin. 
3. The northern (Seuerny) region comprises 20 per cent of the total 
territory and contains nine per cent of the population. Thcre arc no 
wood-processing industries in the arca and logging operations are 
negligible, a result of the low productive capacity of the forest land. 
4. The Kurile Islands, comprising 16 per cent of the total area of the 
administrative district of Sakhalin and containing three per cent of its 
total population. Although a certain amount of roundwood is exported 
from the southernmost islands, the arca is relatively unin~portant  as 
fa r  as  forest industries are concerned. 
8. Summary of Conclusions from Part I11 
S o ~ i e t  authorities in the forestry sector are pursuing an early for- 
mulated operational objective, namely, the transfer of logging and 
wood-processing from the timber-deficit regions of Central Russia to 
the timber-surplus regions of Northern Russia and Siberia. This has 
been a topical question for quite a long time and has appeared in the 
five-year plans and in particular in the recent Seven-Year Plan. U p  to 
now this goal has been only partially attained. The relocation of logging 
operations has encountered great difficulties, but better results ha l e  
been achieved in this field than with the establishment of new wood- 
processing installations. The greatest delay has been in the e5tablish- 
ment of new pulpmills in the virgin forest areas. The new Five-Year 
Plan for the development of the Soviet economy for the period 1966- 
1970 sets production targets for the pulp industry, the fulfilment of 
which would almost trebble the 1965 volume of production by 1970. 
This increase in capacity will take place almost entirely in the timber- 
surplus regions, which h a ~ e  been examined in this part of the thesis. 
The conditions for the utilisation of the forest resources and the espan- 
sion of the forest industries in each of these regions can be summarised 
as follows: 
Throughout the last half-century the European North has been the 
most important area for the Soviet production and export of timber. 
The favourable geographical position and the easy accessibility of the 
forests h a ~ e  contributed considerably to the economic importance of 
this region. However, there can be no doubt that the annual removals 
haye exceeded the annual growth and that the timber stock, particularly 
i n  the case of large dimensions suitable for samlogs, has declined con- 
tinuously. Nevertheless, there probably remains here a supply of timber 
which far  exceeds the joint total stocks of merchantable timber of the 
Scandinavian countries and Finland. 
The more easily accessible forests haye already been utilised to their 
full extent, and it is hardly likely that L11e limber output could be 
increased here. In inany places it has been necessary even to reduce 
the timber cut. However, there are largc areas of forest, particularly in 
the basins of the Rirer hlezen and the Pechora, wherc it has not been 
possible up to now to utilise the timber owing to transport difficulties. 
The obstacles to transport are of such a nature that they can be over- 
come by building access roads to the resources. Railways between 
Archangel and Karpogory and between hliltun and ICoslan, which are 
now  under construction, will e\entually open up the relatively large 
timber resources of the basin of the River Xezen. 
There is reason to belime that the European North nil1 maintain its 
position as the foremost region for forest industries of the U.S.S.R. 
Even in the future it can be expected that the largest part of the 
Soriet timber exports will come from the European Sorth.  
7'he western part of the Urals is of the greatest importance for the 
supply of timber to industrial areas in the southern and south-eactern 
parts of European Russia, as well as the Urals. The Kama-Volga river 
system facilitates relalively cheap transport of the timber to the wood- 
consuming centres on the Lower Yolga and on the Caspian Sea. The 
building of the Volga-Don Canal has cxtcildecl the water transport 
facilities for forest products from the north to the coal-mining areas of 
the Donbass and to the coastal areas of Asor and the Black Sea. 
The forests in the eastern part of the Urals in the Ob and the Irtysh 
r i ~  er basins have no direct natural con~n~unicat ions to the large inter- 
national ~ood-consuming centres as  the Gulf of Ob is full of sandbanlts 
malting it impossible for ocean-going vessels to reach thc mouth of 
the R i ~ e r  Ob. 
Provided that  the railway now under construction betn een 17 del 
and Ob is completed (and this is planned for 1966) it will be 
possible to exploit the valuable and l a s t  forests between the Urals and 
the R i ~ e r  Ob and to transport the timber to wood-consuming centres 
inland. This railway will be of great importance also in thc exploitation 
of the forests in the Ob river basin beyond the Ural region, namely 
in the province of Tomslt in \Vestern Siberia. The other railway under 
construction is between Tavda and Sotnik. However, it will be some 
years before this railway is completed, but then it will facilitate the 
exploitation of the vast forests in the Iionda river basin. 
The conditions for building largc wood-processing centres in the 
vicinity of these railways are particularly good, and a number of 
building proposals have been made. Howe~er ,  there is no indication 
that the construction of large wood-processing industries has begun 
in the\e arcas. It seems that the intention for the present is to coniinue 
15 it11 the tran5port of roundn ood to the existing n ood-proces\ing 
industrie5 west of the Urals. Geographically this region is closer to the 
large consuming centres in European Russia and this is probably one 
of the reasons for the present decision. 
TI'estcrn Siberia is of importance only for the supply of timber to 
the home market. The rapidly expanding industries in southern portion 
of Siberia and Central Asia and also the expanding agriculture of these 
areas are directly dependent on tiinber supplies from n'estern Siberia. 
There are grcal possibilities for increasing logging operations in the 
prolince of Tomsli, particularly in  the Chulyin r i ~ e r  basin, provided 
that the planned access roads to the tiinber resonces here will be 
realiwd. The conditions for building large m-ood-processing industries 
in thi\  area are praticularly good. However, there is no indication that 
the construction of suc11 installations has begun. 
Ea5ter.n Siberia will soon hold a leading position in boll1 the produc- 
tion and export of forest products. The Northern Sea Route is the main 
mean\ of conmiunication from the Yenisey-Alngara hasin where tlie 
most \aluahle timber resources of Siberia are situated. The exploita- 
tion of tlie forests north of Iirasnoyarsli has been made possible bx 
the existence of transport facilities northwards along the Ri1 er Ucnisey, 
and the port of lgarlia on this r i ~  er plays a particularly important part 
for the export of the timber. Ne\crtl~eless, the importance of railways 
in the exploitation of the timber resources of Ea\tern Siberia cannot 
be underestimated. 
The timber resources of this region amount to half the total tiinher 
stocli of Lhe U.S.S.R. and far  exceed the entire total timber stocli of 
TVestern Europe. One may work on the assumption-for the present, 
a t  Icasb-that large parts of these forests are situated in areas, nhich  
geogrnphicall~ lack coinrnunications wit11 outside parts; this means 
that forest products cannol be exported beyond the region on any large 
scale for the present. Practically the entire basin of the R i ~ e r  Lena, 
with the exception of the upper loop of the r i ~ e r ,  can be regarded as 
inacce~\ible in tliis respect. 
The plans for the expansion of the wood-processing iiidu\try in 
Eastern Sil~cria d e s e r ~ e  special attention. Only a few years ago there 
n as not a single pulpmill in the entire region; there were only sawniills 
n liich mere mainly situated on tlie Trans-Siberian Railway, in  Yeniseisk 
and Igarka, as \ ~ e l I  as in a few other places. \Tit11 the d e ~  elopment of 
this region a number of integrated wood-processing combines ha1 e 
been built and are in  operation. The Bratsk industrial centre contains 
a pulpmill with an  annual production of 540,000 tons of pulp and 
280,000 tons of paperboard. 
The largest centre for the wood-processing industriesin thel'eniseisk- 
Jlaklakovo area will be situated near where the Angara tributary flows 
into the River Yenisey; this is also the terminus for the ,Ichinsk- 
Abalakovo railway line. The site has been very well chosen from the 
geographical point of view as it will allow the forest products lo he 
transported on the River Yenisey for export and by railway to inland 
markets. 
Despite its vast timber resources and their close proximity to seas 
navigated by commercial shipping the development of forest induslrics 
in the Far  East has not attained the proportions which might ha\ c been 
thought likely considering thc favourable geographical situation. The 
greatest obstacle to the exploitation of the timber resources has proved 
to be the difficult access to the forests, owing to the topography of the 
region, plus the lack of access roads. Navigation is difficult a t  the 
mouth of Amur and in the Sea of Okhotsk. Furthermore, unfal-ourable 
climatic conditions have prevented the exploitation of the forests along 
the coast of the Sea of Okhotslc north of the River Amur. In  the main 
the forest industries are concentrated in the southern part of this 
region. 
Along the banks of the River Ussuri and the River Amur are several 
sawmills, but their total production is relatively modest. Up lo now the 
pulp industry has been concentrated on the island of Salihalin. 
A large pulpinill is under coilstruction at  I~oinsoinolsk on the River 
Amur. Plans have been drawn up for a number of other pulpmills, 
for which there are excellent prospects. As there are relatively good 
conditions for growing deciduous trees i n  this region, the prospects 
of developing the plywood industry are favourable. The chief difficulty 
to the development of forest utilisation here is not the lack of raw 
material supplies but the lack of a sufficiently large demand for 
industrial roundwood even if the capacity of the mood-using industries 
is increased. The export of forest products from this region vi l l  cer- 
tainly increase in  the future. 
Part IV 
FOREIGN TRADE IN FOREST PRODUCTS 
rade in Forest Products 
1. Introduction to Bart IV 
1.1 Formulation of the Problenz 
Russia has been thc predominant nation in thc morld tirnbcr ?\port 
markets at  certain periods, and timber exports h a l e  played an im- 
portant role in the economic development of Czarist Russia and in tllc 
industrial expansion of the U.S.S.R. Hon ex er, the T olume of exports 
of Russian ti~nlser has fluctuated considerably o ~ c r  the years. Before 
1914, Czarist Russia was the biggesl timbcr exporter to international 
inarliels, but exports dropped to a negligible l e ~ c l  during the war years 
n hich followed. 
Exports werc practically non-existent during the first years of the 
new Soviet regime. \Vhen reconstruction work \\as started by the 
Soviets after the conclusion of the Civil \ITar, the need for foreign 
currency became extremely urgent and thc S o ~ i e t s  realiscd that  thc 
only solution of the difficulty was to rcsurne exports, and in particular, 
timber exports. It  was noted that  timber exports constituted one of 
Czarist Russia's main sources of foreign currency. 
The Soviets increased their tirnbcr exports year by year throughout 
the 1920's, and the peak was reached when the economic deprcs~ion 
mas at its  orst st in the rest of the world, a time mhen othcr timber 
exporting countries could find no market for their products. the 
economic crisis in capitalist countries there was a systematic reduction 
in Soviet timber exports, so that by the outbreak of war in 1939 thesc 
were fairly negligible in comparison to the export volumes of the main 
competitors. Soviet timber exports mere practically nil throughout the 
1939-1945 war and for some time after the cessation of hostilitics, or 
altogether for a period of more than ten years. The Soviets resumed 
their timber exports in the early Fifties, and these have been steadily 
increasing eyer since. 
The following questions are of particular interest both to those 
countries importing Soviet timber and those competing with the 
U.S.S.R. in timber export markets: 
What  has caused such excessive fluctuations in the volume of 
exports of Soviet timber? 
Why did the Soviets systematically cut their timber exports during 
the Thirties? 
What  was the policy behind the decisions of the Soviet authorities 
to increase timber exports successively during certain periods? 
Which marketing channels and sales policies have been used by the 
Russians, and how have they been able to compete successfully with 
other timber exporting countries in international markets? 
What  will the Soviet timber exports be in  the future? Will the 
present rate of increase of Soviet timber exports be maintained, and 
how far  can the Soviets go in this respect, considering the demand in 
the home market? 
Of all these questions the last is the most important. One must have 
a good knowledge about Soviet potentialities and economic plans for 
the future in order to give an answer which would be adequate. The 
Soviet potential in timber exports has been discussed in previous 
chapters of this work from the standpoint of Soviet supplies of timber 
and the standpoint of the wood-processing industries. While the home 
demand for forest products has been dealt with only in passing, i t  is 
clear that  Soviet export policies are determined to a great extent by 
horne consumption, which in its turn comes within the centrally 
directed economic system. Ho-wever, to some extent the volume of 
exports is determined by the same central authorities, who thus have 
to make the decision of balancing horne consumption with exports. 
To compare the U.S.S.R. to a giant business concern can probably 
he justified from the standpoint of the Soviet approach to foreign trade. 
Soviet marketing and sales policies in the main do not seem to differ 
n ~ u c h  from the customer-dominated marketing policies pursued by 
private capitalists in their efforts to increase their shares of the market, 
or to put i t  more crudely, to expand at  the expense of competitors. 
However, the U.S.S.R. as  a business enterprise enjoys a distinct 
advantage over capitalist competitors in that  its foreign trade is of a 
monopoly nature. Consequently, the following questions may be put: 
How is the foreign trade agency organised, what are its functions 
and what competitive measures does it take to attain the targets set 
for foreign trade? 
What are the goals of Soviet export policy and in  particular of 
Soviet timber exports? 
Before me are able to clarify and evaluate the measures taken to 
achieve export targets we must first clarify what these objectives are. 
1.2 Identijication of Ends and Means in Timber Trade 
The operational goal of Soviet timber exports must be deduced from 
Ihe ultimate or general objectives of the huge commercial enterprise 
which the U.S.S.R. can be said to be. As has been intimated in Part  11, 
the ultimate ends of this enterprise are both political and economic. 
tn the present context we shall ignore the political objectives, although 
they seem to have played an important role in determining foreign 
trade policy in certain cases. Instead, the approach will be to deduce 
the policy behind Soviet timber exports from the purely econonlic 
objectives. As has been pointed out before, the prime objective has 
been the industrialisation of the country or, to put it in more economic 
terms, the formation of domestic capital. Foreign trade must con- 
sequently be geared to this gencral objective. In practice this can be 
reformulated by saying that  both exports and imports are planned to 
bring about capital formation in the country. The purpose of exports 
is, therefore, to obtain foreign currency which can be used to pay for 
the imports of capital goods. Thus, the timber exports can be said to 
be a means of acquiring foreign currency to pay for imports, and not 
as  a means of making profits. This is the most important difference- 
at  least in theory-between the export sales policies pursued by com- 
peting capitalist concerns and those of the monopoly enterprise re- 
sponsible for Soviet exports. 
The establishment of operational goals for Soviet timber exports 
is a matter of balancing the above-mentioned ends against the means 
for attaining them. The means used for the marketing of Soviet timber 
in importing countries, and which in Soviet terminology are called the 
"organisation of foreign tradev (organizatsia uneshney torgovly) ,  do 
not differ basically from the marketing efforts of private companies 
in their export sales in a competitive economy. Primarily this applies 
to marlieting channels or organisations through which forest products 
reach foreign markets. Nor do the gencral marketing operations or the 
functions of the marlieting process differ greatly from those used by 
other exporters competing in the same market. On the other hand, the 
differences are considerable between the type of sales organisation 
used by the capitalist system and that of the Soviet planning system. 
The orgaaisational structure of the Soviet timber trade should be 
regarded as one of the rnost important means of realising Soviet sales 
policy in the world market. For this reason we shall discuss it in more 
detail. 
The most important parameter of Soviet timber trade has been price, 
which has played a decisive role in Soviet timber marketing. One must 
obtain first of all a picture of the quantitative developments of the 
timber trade in order to be able to assess correctly Soviet export 
policies in general, and the measures taken as part of sales policy in 
particular. The  volume and price of exported forest products con- 
stitute, therefore, the major problem to be studied in this part of the 
work. 
2. Marketing Functions and Organisation of Soviet Timber Trade 
2.1 Monopoly Status of Soviet Trade 
According to classical economics, international trade is based on the 
assumption that nations can improve their economic position by ex- 
changing their products. Theoretically, the principle of competitive 
advantage is pursued when one country buys and another country sells 
commodities in the world market. I t  is assumed that all countries have 
free access to any market and that there a re  no political considerations 
in selecting the market. However, this does not apply in  the case of the 
U.S.S.R. 
International trade serves "as a tool for Soviet foreign policy, 
which is altered to fulfil the demands of the political situation at  
any given time" (Katlioff, 1961, p. 430). The course of Soviet foreign 
trade had been "dominated by manipulation by the Government to 
achieve its other objectives"(Holzmann, 1963, p. 430). The most 
important instrument for attaining political and economic goals in 
ithe field of international trade is the so-called State Monopoly of 
Foreign Trade of the U.S.S.R. (gosudars tvennaya monopol iya  vneshney 
torgovly S S S R ) ,  which came about as  the result of legislation signed 
by Lenin on 22 April 1918 (Bakhtov, V. T., 1964, 10). This organisation 
is one of the oldest existing Soviet institutions. At first, during the 
period of War  Communism, its role was negligible because trade with 
foreign countries was practically non-existent. However, when foreign 
trade was resumed in 1923, the organisation took on a decisive role. 
Indeed, i t  can be said that  its importance for the western world is being 
felt more now, after 45 years of its existence, than it was during the 
first years of Comnlunist rule. Let us, therefore, examine the position 
of the Monopoly of Foreign Trade. 
A fairly exact description of the monopoly situation is contained in 
the follou-ing statement, which has  been published in  The Resolutions 
and Decisions of Meetings, Conferences and Plenary Sessions of the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party (KPSS, 1953, p. 55, quoted 
by Chervyakov, 1958, p. 10) : 
"The socialisation of the means of production and, as  a consequence, 
the planned direction of economy, are the obligatory economic condi- 
tions for the establishment of the monopoly of foreign trade." The 
main point is that  'Lthe State itself exercises the direction of foreign 
trade through specially created organs (vedenie vneshney torgovli 
cherez spetsialno sozdanny organ) ; the State decides i n  which organ- 
isations, which branches and in  what volume to conduct direct opera- 
tions of foreign trade; starting from the tasks of economic growth and 
Socialist construction the State decrees through its export-import plan 
what and how much can be exported from the country and imported 
by the country; by means of a system of licences and quotas the State 
regulates directly imports and exports and the operation of foreign 
trade." 
The monopoly position of Soviet foreign trade, as  part of the general 
econonlic plan, uses the services of the production apparatus at  home 
for the procurement of the goods to be exported. The income earned 
from exports is not transferred back to the production units. The pro- 
duct price, which is fixed administratively and forms part of the plan, 
is accredited by the State to the producer. The remainder, if any, is 
retained by the State for various purposes, according to one of the 
recent standard works on Soviet foreign trade (Chervyakov, 1958, 
p. 10) : "The State Monopoly of Foreign Trade has a very great political 
and economic importance. . . (for  the purpose) of reverting the profits 
from foreign trade operations to the fund of Socialist accumulation." 
It  is the home plan for production which largely determines the 
development of the foreign trade of the U.S.S.R. The emphasis placed 
on certain branches, priorities i n  production expansion, determine pri- 
marily the dynamics of imports which in their turn  influence export 
policy. As the State Monopoly controls every single foreign trade 
operation, tariffs play a secondary role in the Soviet trade system 
(Spulber, 1962, p. 101) .  
4 s  the monopoly of foreign trade also commands a monopoly of 
foreign exchange, and as the efforts to establish the rouble as an 
international currency have not achieved great success so far, this 
means that there is no real direct relationship between domestic price 
(paid by the export organisation) and the price a t  which the same 
commodity is sold abroad. Also, this has the curious effect in that  the 
foreign trade organisations need not consider the cost-revenue ratio, 
which is custon~arily done in other countries with competitive econo- 
mies. 
Soviet foreign trade organisations often have one single considera- 
tion when selling abroad, the necessity of finding a rnarket for the 
commodity. When a commodity is sold abroad it is either surplus to 
the needs of the Soviet national economy, or one for which the need 
is not particularly great; thus it provides an opportunity of obtaining 
a foreign commodity, or the currency required for the purchase abroad 
of some commodity or service which is stipulated in the plan but not 
obtainable at home, or not obtainable in the quantities and qualities 
required. 
The Soviets, by having a monopoly of tradc a t  home, h a w  been able 
to abolish competition in the domestic market, or rather, competition 
which would affect the pattern of production or development, pricing, 
qualities, etc. The foreign trade monopoly cnsures that  no competition 
abroad comes from the home marliet, and that-by protectionist means 
- the domestic market is fully protected and insulated from the effects 
of imports. 
Consequently, Soviet trade as  a whole has been converted into a 
planned policy instrument, and this has deprived i t  of one of the major 
advantages of a relatively free trade policy, a certain automatic in- 
fluence on the pattern of production, the effect of cornpetition which 
might result in a better use of the means of production, etc. 
It  is important to einphasise that the Soviet foreign trade monopoly 
does not involve a commodity monopoly-at least not in the West. 
Soviet exports still consist mainly of bulk corn~nodities for which there 
is quite a wide range of other possible sources of supply. Thus the 
organisation cannot exploit i ts monopoly position; it has to ensure 
quality, assortment, world prices and other similar factors in interna- 
tional markets. It  has to conform with what is customary or expected 
or  do even better in order to compete and stay in  the market. 
Onc of the results of the inonopoly slatus combined with the planned 
economy in all sectors of production is that  Soviet foreign trade has 
been conducted in the main within the framework of bilateral arrange- 
ments, conmlercial treaties, payment agreements, etc. This pattern of 
foreign trade involves the transactions being based on values fixed 
in advance, and usually the types and quantities of the conlmodities 
are also fixed. As the trade in~o lved  in an  agreement must be balanced 
bilaterally, the value of the envisaged trade is usually stated in roubles 
in bilateral agreements signed by the U.S.S.R. However, the goods to 
be exported are not fixed in terms of value but in ~ o l u m e  or specific 
physical terms. Consequently, certain exported goods can be sold at  
prices below their costs of production (Spulber, 1962, p. 105) .  In this 
connection it should be remembered that operational and perspec- 
tiye plans are coinpilcd for trade, just as they are compiled for any 
other sector of the economy. 
2.2 General Organisational Structure 
The State ?tlonopoly of Foreign Trade of the U.S.S.R., according to 
the Soviet Constitution, shall be directed by the Ministry of Foreign 
Trade (LIIinisterstuo vneshney torgouly) . 
The Ministry prepares and brings into operation the means for 
establishing and promoting trade relations with foreign countries, as  
well as  the planning, control and realisation of the approved plan for 
foreign trade. It  does so in accordance with the general economic plan 
for the development of the entire national economy, which also includes 
foreign trade. 
The hlinistry negotiates and concludes trade agreements with foreign 
countries, it controls the operation of the All-Union bodies within 
foreign trade operations, it drams up customs policy, and directs the 
customs authorities, as well as  seeing that all rules and regulations 
concerning foreign trade are kept. 
As can be seen, the Ministry is responsible for all trade operations, 
both with the western world and with the countries coming within the 
Soviet sphere of influence. However, as a matter of principle it is not 
a policy-making body, as the types and quantities of the commodities 
to be exported and imported are finally determined by the State 
Planning Commission (Katkoff, 1961, p. 439), which has the duty of 
balancing the expected exports and imports of the U.S.S.R. 
The actual export and import operations arc carried out by organisa- 
tions called trading corporations (Vsesoyuznie vneshtorgouie obyedi- 
neniya), which are subordinate to the Ministry of Foreign Trade. These 
are responsible for different, strictly limited, commodity groups and, 
in fact, these organisations have a monopoly in thcir respectire fields 
covering the entire U.S.S.R. The hlinistry controls the external trade 
by its licensing of exports and imports through these trading corpora- 
tions which operate in both directions. 
Each of these trading corporations has a charter defining its purpose 
in exact terms, and has thc right to sign agreements in its particular 
field of activity. Thesc agencies mainlain their own staff and offices 
both at  home and abroad. Here it should be mentioned that it is the 
agency and not the Soxiet Go~ernment  which is responsible for the 
obligations it contracts with foreign traders, individual citizens, coin- 
mercial enterprises or Governments, even though these agencies are 
acting within the framework of the general econon~ic plan. This is 
because the agencies are formally organised as independent legal enti- 
ties or as associations of individual industries (Chervyaltov, 1958, 
p. 39). Presumably this is intended to protect the Soviet Government 
from the embarrassment of being involved in lawsuits in foreign coun- 
tries (Katkoff, 1961, p. 441). 
The relation of these corporations to the basic productive enterprises 
is that of custon~er and supplier; this is regulated by special contracts 
(Spulber, 1962, p. 102). 
The trading corporation for timber in the U.S.S.R. is V/o Exportles. 
A following section will go in detail into the origin and development 
of this body. All that needs to be mentioned in the present context is 
that it is the agency for all comn~ercial dealings m-ith the Soviets as  far 
as  roundwood, sawnwood, pulp, paper and other forest products are 
concerned. In other words, 'i'lo Exportles has the export inonopoly of 
the Soviet timber trade. 
In the first instance, the organs of the foreign trade nlonopoly are 
the permanent Trade Representatives of the U.S.S.R. (Torgouoye preds- 
fauitelsfuo, torgpredsfuo); these maintain offices i n  all the more im- 
portant countries of the world. As a rule and in  most countries, the 
Chief Trade Representative and his deputy are members of the Soviet 
diplomatic nlissions, although they are on the staff of the Ministry of 
Foreign Trade and not of the Foreign Ministry. 
The principal activities of these Trade Representatives are: 
representing the trade interests of the U.S.S.R. in the country in 
question, and working to expand trade between the two countries; 
regulating Soviet trade within the country in question; 
controlling the activities of trade corporations which are operating 
directly in markets abroad; 
studying econonlic and trade conditions in the country in question; 
submitting data about the economics of the country and its trade 
policy to the Ministry of Foreign Trade and to other Soviet institu- 
tions which might be interested; 
informing Soviet institutions of exhibitions and fairs to be held in 
the country in question; 
acting a s  legal intermediaries in  business disputes between com- 
mercial interests in the country in question and the appropriate 
Soviet institution. 
These Trade Representatives enjoy diplomatic status and diplomatic 
immunity; their rights, functions and activities are chiefly regulated 
by trade agreements between the U.S.S.R. and the countries where 
they are established (Chervyaltov, 1958, pp. 46-50). 
The activity of the Ministry of Foreign Trade to promote business 
relationships abroad, is further supported by the Sovict Chamber of 
Commerce (Vsesoyuznaya Torgovaya Palafa).  The Chamber has two 
arbitration commissions, one for foreign trade and the other for mari- 
time matters. A considerable part of the work of the Chamber consists 
of the preparation and the arranging of trade fairs and exhibitions. 
It is through this organisation that the U.S.S.R. participates in trade 
fairs and exhibitions abroad. 
2.3 Trading Corporation V / o  Exportles 
The Soviets' need for foreign currency for reconstruction of the 
country immediately after the Civil War  caused them to set about re- 
establishing trade relations with other countries, and it was realised 
that timber exports could provide an  important and immediate source 
of revenue to pay for the necessary imports. As trade in Czarist Russia 
had been almost entirely in the hands of private concerns, it was 
necessary for the Soviets to establish a State organisation to look after 
the timber trade. 
In 1921, the Soviets formed the timber trust aSeveroles" in Arch- 
angel, to organise the sawmilling industry and to export timber. Other 
trusts, such as "PetrolesX and uDvinolesv were established both for  
manufacturing and exporting activities, and these operated inde- 
pendently of each other (Nichkov, 1959). The essential point is that all 
had the right to sell their products independently and directly in the 
international market; in other words, formally they would be on an 
equal footing with any concern run by private capitalists. 
Under this system of sales organisation, each of the trusts made its 
own business contacts abroad and occasionally competed with other 
Soviet trusts in the world timber markets. Consequently, the Soviets 
later established, at  the People's Commissariat of Foreign Trade (Nar- 
kom Vneshforg), a special agency called the Central Timber Export 
Bureau (Tsentralnoye lesoeksportnoye byuro) with offices (LEB) in 
the main timber importing countries; this special agency had the task 
of co-ordinating Soviet timber sales activities and bringing about a 
more uniform trading policy. The Bureau was not directly involved in 
any sales activities; instead, it issued only general directives, and was 
engaged in the making of general policy, in price determination and 
co-ordination work betneen the individual timber trusls w11ich were 
actively engaged in the business of timber exports. One of the tasks 
of the Bureau was the carrying out of marketing research and inarltet 
studies, the results of which it made available to the trusts. Howcver, 
it soon became evident that this organisation, also, had considemble 
drawbacks, and thal  the management of timber exports mas still unsa- 
tisfactory. Consequently, the Central Bureau was wound up in 1926. 
In that  year a new central office, V/o Exportles, mas cstablishcd to 
handle all operations in the timber trade. It  was formed as a kind of 
joint stock company, and the shareholders were the Soviet trading 
trusts: Severoles, Karelles, Dvinoles and Gostorg RSFSR. During 1926- 
1928, it acted as  an  agent or a coinmission merchant in export sales for 
the above-mentioned timber trusts. 
In 1929, V/o Exportles was reorganised as an independent enterprise 
having the inonopoly of all tiinber sales operations, including the 
management of port facilities, namely, transport and loading installa- 
tions in all major export ports for the tiinber trade (Leningrad, 
Archangel, Novorossisk, Vladivostok, etc.). It exported timber to buyers 
abroad. In 1930, this organisation was reorganised again, and acquired 
its present structure as  the timber trading corporation; indeed, it was 
one of the many trading n~onopolies which were fashioned on the 
same pattern. V/o Exportles, which was capitalised a t  58 million 
roubles in the 1930 rcorganisation, operates on the basis of self- 
financing and strict business accounting (khozyaistuenny razclzet). I t  
has the authority to exporl all kinds of forest products, including pulp 
and paper (Nichliov, 1959). V/o Exportles is legally responsible for its 
own actions, as are all Soviet trading corporations. In suits for damages 
in law courts abroad it is liable only to the extent of the property it 
owns. The basic features of this organisation have not changed sincc 
the Thirties. 
According to the charter of V/o Exportles, it is responsible for the 
sales of sawnwood and other forest products abroad, and its staff must 
work for the best possible prices (nailuchim tsenam) and on the most 
favourable terms possible (uygodnym uslouiam) ; also the represen- 
tatives must adapt their offers of supply (stock notes) as  closely as 
possible to buyers' requirements (Vaganov et al., 1960, p. 7 ) .  The ques- 
tion of how the malting of sales at  the best possible prices has been 
carried out in practice will be discussed in more detail in the following 
section. I t  is not intended here to study in detail the intricate question 
of the effectiveness of the competition of this organisation in the world 
market, or to comment on the claim that V/o Exportles is a much more 
efficient and profitable trading organisation than the private compa- 
nies which ran the timber trade in Czarist Russia. According to Elchi- 
begoff, a U.S. consulting forest economist (J.F., 1961, 10, pp. 753-754), 
V/o Exportles continued to operate with obsolete equipment inherited 
from pre-revolutionary Russia. Despite technical drawbacks which 
made it necessary for much work at ports to be done manually, V/O 
Exportles succeeded in  attaining its primary objective; it obtained 
foreign exchange to pay for the import of machinery needed for the 
industrialisation of the U.S.S.R. 
2.4 Marketing Channels 
Forest products are not homogeneous, and their distribution, especi- 
ally in world markets, is a problem which has to be tackled by the pro- 
ducers and/or  the distributors of these goods. Largely it is a matter of 
selecting appropriate marketing channels, i.e. types of establishments 
through which the products are moved to the final consumers. In the 
present case the question is which marketing channels are used by 
V/o Exportles lo sell Soviet forest products to consumer countries, and 
in what respects these channels differ from those used by the compe- 
titors of the U.S.S.R. The problem can be simplified by examining only 
the United Kingdom market, because this country is the greatest 
customer for Soviet timber. Furlhermore, the examination will be 
restricted to sawn softwood alone, because this is the most important 
Soviet timber export product in terms of both volume and value. 
Naturally, the marketing operations differ from country to counlry, 
while the procedure varies further, depending on the type of the 
products sold, a factor which must be kept in mind in the present 
context. 
Soviet Trade Representatives in  a particular country work, as  a 
rule, with the timber agents in all sales activities involving timber. Thc 
agents work on a selling commission basis under the authority of an 
agency agreement (Vaganov e t  a?., 1960, p. 10) .  
In the United Kingdom, the Soviets organised and reorganised a 
nunler of mixed-stock companies; here the usual pattern was for 50 
per cent of the stock to be owned by the Soviet Government, while the 
other 58 per cent belonged to the broker firms. In 1929, Soviet timber 
was sold in the United Kingdom by a firm called Russian Softwood 
Import Ltd., one year later by the Central Softwood Buying Corpora- 
tion, and in 1932 by Timber Distribution Ltd. (Sodcrlund, 1952, pp. 
304-309). All these agencies were backed by V/o Exportles. 
At the present time, Soviet sawn softwood is being sold primarily via 
a mixed Soviet-English joint stocli company kno~vn  as the Russian 
Wood Agency ( R n s s k o y e  lesnoye agentstuo, otherwise Rzzssliy les or 
R.L.A.) with its offices in London. Y/o Exportles, which is the actual 
shipper of timber, is the main Soviet shareholder, while the English 
shareholders are a few of the bigger timber agents ( i t  should be added 
that four English agencies had Russian directors in 1964) or broker 
firms. In the pattern of business in the limber trade, the Russian IVood 
Agency distributes thc stock notes to timber importers. The Agency 
lhus enters into the first stage of the selling procedure by informing 
English importers what Vio Exportles can offer at  various shipping 
dates during the folloiving year. V/o Exportles con~piles the stocli 
notes on the basis of data received from the exporting sawn~ills. 
Naturally, the stock notcs from the san-mills take into account the 
production approved under the operational plan, which in its turn is 
a part of the general economic plan drawn up by Gosplan. 
These sawinills as  basic production units know usually by 1 August 
what  stock they will have for export purposes by the end of the year, 
and for sales during the following year. The stocli notcs, which are 
drawn up  to meet the approximate market requirements as  far as 
possible, are compiled on the basis of stocks which haye been produced 
already, or which are to be produced. The Russian Wood Agency in 
London compiles information about market requirements and sends 
this in good time to V/o Exportles in Mosco\v, which in its turn passes 
it on to the sawmills. The Soviet policy for the production of sawnv-ood 
for  export purposes is extremely rigid, and can be gauged from the 
Instructions for the Procurement of Goods for Export (Uslouia po- 
s tauk i  fovarov n a  e k s p o r t ) .  Other detailed regulations govern the 
relations between the timber-producing enterprises (sa\vn~ills) and V/O 
Exportles (Vaganov et  al., 1960, pp. 13-30). 
Soviet timber is usually exported to the United Kingdom on a c.i.f. 
basis. 
2.5 Timber Chartering 
IVhen timber is sold abroad on a c.i.f. basis, the practice is for the 
seller to arrange the freight contract. In theory, the seller makes the 
freight contract on behalf of the buyer (Mallinson-Leigh, 1965, p. 
142) .  In practice, the seller has the freedom of choice in regard to the 
timber chartering. This factor is of considerable importance in Soviet 
timber exports to the countries of western Europe. The Soviets follow 
in this respect a purposeful policy, which is intcnded to have the long- 
term effect of malting thc U.S.S.R. completely or substantially indepen- 
dent of foreign freight carriage (Savelyev, X.F., 1964, 3, p. 39) .  The 
Soviets have been renlarltably successful i n  this respect, primarily 
through their accelerated shipbuilding programme of the post-war 
years. Consequently, if this trend continues, there will probably be 
sufficient Soviet vessels to carry all the Soviet timber freights within 
the not-too-distant future. 
The tonnage of cargo vessels in the Russian merchant navy has neyer 
been very large. According to Lloyd's Register of Shipping, thc lowest 
figure since 1914 was in 1927, when the total commercial tonnage 
was about 300,000 gross register tons. ,4 programme to reorganise 
the Soviet merchant navy mas begun in 1928, and this led to an increase 
in the con~mercial fleet to 1,315,776 gross register tons. There was a 
heavy loss of shipping during the war.. The Soviets made great efforts 
to build up a fleet in the post-war years, and both old and new ships 
were bought from abroad, while shipbuilding a t  home was accelerated. 
Lloyd's Register of Shipping credits the U.S.S.R. with a merchant 
navy of a tonnage totalling 6,975,512 gross register tons on 1 July 
1964, an  increase of 1.5 million over the previous year. 
Soviet shipbuilding in earlier years mas mainly devoted to the con- 
struction of large vessels, especially of the Slavsk  and Poltava types, 
for carrying general cargoes across the oceans. However, in the 1960's 
the Soviets started to build special freighters for the transport of timber 
of which the Volgoles and Igarkales types have proved particularly 
suitable for the transport of sawnmood from Archangel and Igarka. 
These types of vessels can take an average cargo of about 1,000 stds. 
V/o Exportles also needs smaller vessels for carrying cargoes of be- 
tween 400 and 1,000 stds. So far,  such vessels have been chartered from 
abroad, but it is now planned to concentrate on building this type of 
craft in the U.S.S.R. in the future (Savelyev, 11.1. F., 1964, 3, p. 3 ) .  
The chartering of ships for the transport of both exports and imports 
also comes within the scope of the State hfonopoly of Foreign Trade 
(Vaganov ef al., 1960, p. 74). A special trading corporation of the same 
lcgal status as  V/o Exportles has been established to take care of 
freights and transports which are generally connected with Soviet 
foreign trade. Earlier, this corporation, which went under the name 
of V/o Soufrakht, was subordinate to thc Ministry of Foreign Trade. 
However, a decision of the Council of Ministers, dated 5 July 1962, 
concentrated all freighting, chartering and other maritime transport 
operations in  the hands of a single organisation, called V/o Soyuzv- 
neshtrans, which was subordinate to the illinistry for the Merchant 
Navy (nlinisterstuo Morskouo Flo ta) .  The new corporation conducts 
business along the same lines as its predecessor (Maslennikova, V.T., 
1963, 9, p. 43). I t  maintains its own offices abroad ( in  London and 
Hamburg) for chartering activities. It  also handles foreign trade 
consignments in sea ports, under an agreement between the Ministry 
of Foreign Trade and the Ministry for the Merchant Navy. 
Special agreements on timber transport have also been concluded 
between V/o Soyuzvneshtrans and V/o Exportles. 
When V/o Exportles has to ship timber from Soviet ports, it orders 
the requisite tonnage from V/o Soyuzvneshtrans by issuing a freight 
order, a copy of which is sent to the hfinistry of Foreign Trade. If the 
V/o Soyuzvneshtrans has no ships of its own available at  the time, 
it sends a circular to all chartering agents in the main shipping coun- 
tries of the western world, and then accepts the most farourable offer. 
Freight quotations are compared with other Itnown contracts from 
neighhouring western ports to thc port of destination. In the case of 
shipments from the White Sea, timber chartering is done on "Russ- 
wood" terms, while "Nubaltwood" terms are used for chartering from 
the Baltic. 
3. Volume and Geographical Direction of Timber Exports 
3.1 General Development of Export Trade 
Russian exports ha re  always contained a high proportion of forest 
products. Records show that  as early as  Hansa times, Novgorod ex- 
ported timber to the Hanseatic cities. During the 17th and 18th cen- 
turies the most important itcrns traded were mast limber, wood ta r  
and potash, which were mainly shipped from the port of Archangel. 
St. Petersburg (now Leningrad) first exported timber in 1762, though 
timber had been shipped earlier from Baltic ports, particularly Riga. 
Howeyer, it is only since about 1870 that timber has been an important 
item of Russian foreign trade. Since then, timber exports have risen 
steadily. The greatest expansion took place in the early years of the 
present century prior to the outbreak of war in 1914. Up to 1903, 
statistics of Russian timber exports were published only in terms of 
monetary value, but after that  date they were also given quantitatively. 
Exports played a most significant role for the national income of 
Czarist Russia. In 1013, exports accounted for almost 12 per cent of 
the total national production. Almost half the exports consisted of 
agricultural produce, of which grain dominated with 33 per cent, while 
meat and meat products accounted for 12 per cent. Manufactured 
goods, primarily cotton textiles and linen thread, constituted a rela- 
tively modest percentage, namely 9 per cent, as did oil products ~v i th  
3 per cent. In that year the export of forest products, primarily lumber 
and roundwood, amounted to 11 per cent of the total exports (V.T.  
SSSR,  1918-1940, Moscow, 1960). 
By 1930, the share of exports in the total national production of the 
U.S.S.R. had gone down to 3.5 per cent, and by 1937 the figure was 
0.8 per cent (Nichkov, 1959). It  should be added that there are no 
details about total production and how these figures have been derived. 
However, despite possible errors, it is clear that  there has been a 
marked decrease in the share of exports, and this has been generally 
interpreted by western observers a s  an  expression of a Soviet move 
towards autarchy (Katkoff, 1961, p. 433; Holzman, 1963, p. 304). 
By 1930, the commodity structure of exports was showing consider- 
able differences from that in 1913, e.g. the share of oil and oil products 
had increased to 15 per cent, while that  of grain had declined to 19 
per cent. By 1937, the corresponding figures were 9 per cent for oil 
and oil products, and 15 per cent for grain. On the other hand, the 
share of timber exports was increasing and had reached 16 per cent 
by 1930, and 25 per cent by 1937 (V.T. SSSR,  1918-1940, Moscow, 
1960). 
The voluinc of exports increased considerably after the last war, 
and at the same time the commodity composition of exports underwent 
great changes. The most striking feature is that machinery and equip- 
ment have become important export items, whereas previously they 
had hardly been exported at  all. In 1963, the structure of exports by 
main commodities a s  a percentage of the total, Tvas as  follows: ma- 
chinery and equipment 20 per cent, oil and oil products 13 per cent, 
agricultural products 7 per cent, and forest prod~lcts  5 per cent (V.T.  
SSSR,  1964, p. 20). 
This concentration of certain staple products is a characteristic 
feature of Soviet exports. When there are difficulties in placing certain 
products, then trade with other countries may cease. The Soviets 
recognise the dangers of having a relatively limited range of export 
items, and therefore i t  is not surprising that  during negotiations for 
new trade agreements, they e n d e a ~ o u r  to offer the potential importing 
countries as  wide a range of products as possible. 
Table 4-1 shows how the share of forest products in total exports 
has changed over the years. This table has been compiled from various 
sources, and it has not been possible to ascertain the reliability of the 
Table 4-1. Relationship between Total Exports and Exports of Forest Products from 
Czarist Russia and the U.S.S.R., selected years, 1800-1964 
Years 
I I Percentage of 
I Exports of forest timber exiorts Total exports I products from the  total  
I I exports 
millions of roubles 
Sources: (1) Nichkov, V. N. Razuitie souefskouo lesnouo eksporfa, Moscow, 1959. (2) Vne-  
shnaya forgovlya S S S R  za 1918-I940 gg., hIoscow, 1960. (3) Vneshnayu forgovlya S S S R ,  
1955-1964 ,  ~IOSCOW,  1956-1965 
data used. The major objection is that the value of the rouble is not 
comparable for different periods. However, in this connection it is 
important to show how the share of forest products in total exports 
has changed, and the percentage figures are completely unaffected by 
the particular value of the rouble used for the calculations for the 
respective years. The table shov~s  that the share of forest products in 
total exports in terms of value was greatest in the 1930's, and that  there 
was a rising tendency just at  the time when the Soviet share of world 
trade and the share of exports taken by industrial production were at 
the very lowest, apart from the obvious exception of the war years. 
It  can be noted that before 1914, the Russian exports of forest products 
were increasing far  more rapidly than the exports of other goods. 
Since the last war this trend has not been so pronounced; to some 
extent this has resulted from the unfavourable development in the 
prices of forest products compared with certain other goods. 
Table 4-2 shows how the positions changed for the countries which 
were the greatest iinporters of Russian goods in terms of value during 
the period 1913-1963. Since the last war, it is evident that  the coun- 
Table 6 2 .  The Relative Positions of Main Importing Countries in Soviet Exports, selected 
years, 1913-1964 
Germany, Eas t  
(D.D.R.) . . . . . .  
Czechoslovakia. . .  
Poland. . . . . . . . . .  
Bulgaria. . . . . . . . .  
Hungary.  . . . . . . .  
Romania.  . . . . . . .  
India.  . . . . . . . . . .  
Finland. . . . . . . . .  
United Kingdom. 
Italy. . . . . . . . . . . .  
Germany, 
Fed. Rep. . . . . .  
Japan. . . . . . . . . . .  
France . . . . . . . . . .  
Belgium. . . . . . . . .  
hTetherlands . . . . .  
Sources: (1) Vneshnaya torgovlya S S S R  za 1918-2940 gg., Moscow, 1960. (2) Vneshnaya 
torgovlya S S S R ,  1 9 5 5 ,  1 9 6 0 ,  1 9 6 3 ,  1 9 6 4 ,  3loscow, 1956-1965 
Table 6 3 .  Exports of Forest Products as a Percentage of Total Export Value, by Main 
Importing Countries, selected years, 1913-1964 
United Kingdon] . 25.0 
Japan . .  . . . . . . . . .  12.2 
Belgium.. . . . . . . .  11.6 
Netherlands. . . . .  14.7 
France. . . . . . . . . .  10.5 
Germany, 
Fed. Rep. . . . . .  9.4 
Hungary.  . . . . . . .  - 
Finland. . . . . . . . .  0.9 
Italy . . . . . . . . . . .  1.2 
Germany, Eas t  
(D.D.R.). . . . . .  
Bulgaria. . . . . . . . .  3.6 
India.  . . . . . . . . . .  - 
Czechoslovakia. . .  - 
Poland. . . . . . . . . .  - 
Romania.  . . . . . . .  0.3 
Sources: ( 1 )  Vneshnaya forgovlya S S S R  zn 1918-1940 gg., hIosco\~, 1960 
(2) Vneshnaya torgoulya S S S R ,  1 9 5 5 ,  1 9 6 0 ,  1 9 6 3 ,  1 9 6 4 ,  Rloscow, 1956-1965 
tries which form the Soviet bloc ha re  been the highest on the list of 
Russian goods, in  terms of value. The industrial countries of western 
Europe, which occupied a leading position as importers of Russian 
goods before 1914 and during the inter-war period, now take a more 
humble position in the Soviet export table. The United Kingdom, which 
previously had always been the foremost country importing Russian 
goods, in terms of value, was ninth in the table for 1963. 
However, the order of the countries becomes quite different where 
i t  is a matter solcly of the export of forest products or, to be more 
exact, the share of forest products in total exports. Table 4-3 sets out 
the main importing countries (which were listed in  Table 4-2) i n  
order of percentage of forest products of the total export value. From 
this i t  can be seen that, in terms of percentage of forest products ex- 
ported, the United Kingdom is the most important of the traditional 
importing countries for Russian goods, while Japan took Ihe second 
place in 1963. On the other hand, the countries of the Soviet bloc which 
are  to some extent exporters of forest products in their own right 
(Poland, Romania), are now more in the background. 
The order of importing countries for Soviet forest products in terms 
of absolute values ( in roubles f.0.b. Soviet border) was in 1963 as 
follows: United Kingdom, German Democratic Republic, Hungary, 
Japan, Finland, German Federal Rcpublic, France and Belgium. 
If these countries are arranged according to the volume of exports 
of forest products, then the order is quite different, as  the composition 
of exports according to types of timber varies very considerably for the 
countries in question. Large importers of Soviet roundwood, such as 
Japan and Finland, woulcl then come higher up the scale. 
A few words should be said about Soviet export statistics. The 
absence of Soviet official trade statistics for 1941-1954 prevents a more 
detailed analysis being made for this period. Timber trade statistics 
regarding volumes for this period h a w  been obtained f r o ~ n  semi- 
official publications, primarily from the comprehensive study on the 
timber trade compiled by Nichliov, head of V/o Exportles (hIoscow, 
1959). This source of information has been preferred to the official 
publication concerning trade statistics for the inter-war period (V.T. 
SSSR, 1918-1940, Ptloscow, 1960), which has been compiled on the 
basis of Soviet Customs statistics. For certain years and for certain 
products, the differences in the data in the two publications are quite 
large; this seems to be due to some extent to the conversions from 
cubic metres to tons and vice versa. It  may be added that the details 
published by Nichliov correspond fairly wcll with the material pub- 
lished by Grottian (Berlin, 1942). Surprisingly, the statistical informa- 
tion regarding timber exports after World V7ar 11, furnished by 
official and semi-official Soviet sources, does not differ to any extent 
Millions of 
cubic metres 
- Total e x p o r t s  in round- 
wood a ~ u ~ v a f e n t  
E x p o r t  of sawnwood 
Sources: (1) Sichkov, V. N., Razvitie sovetskovo lesnovo exporta, 1959 (2 )  Yneshnaya torgovlya SSSR, 1956 -1965 
Fig. 4:l. Total Exports of Forest Products and Exports of Sawnvr-ood 
worth mentioning from the statistics of the importing countries for the 
products in  question. It is true that certain differences can arise be- 
tween the data published by exporting and importing countries, and 
the same applies evcn to the statistics furnished by the Secretariat of 
the Timber Division of the United Nations Economic Coinmission for 
Europe, Geneva, but in this connection they can be ignored. Soviet 
statistics have been used in principle to provide data on exports here 
as well as in earlier parts of this work. 
Table 4-4. Comparison between Removals of Roundwood1 and Total Exports of Forest Products, selected years, 
1913-1964 
Removals of round- 
wood, m i l l i o n  cubic  
m e f r e s  . . . . . . . . . . . 27.2 
Exports of forest 
products, m i l l i o n  
cubic n ~ e f r e s  rorlnd- 
wood equiualenf . . . 11.5 
Exports as pprcen- 
tuges of removals.. 53.3 
1 Comprise logs, pulpwood and other industrial wood. 
Sources: (1) Lesnaya Prornyslllennost SSSR, S f a f i s f i c h e s k y  sbornik ,  RIoscow, 1957 
(2) V n e s h n u y u  forgovlyu S S S R  z a  1918-1940 gg., Stutisf icheslcy obsor, hIoscow, 1960 
(3) Narodnoye  k ' h o z y a ~ s t v o  S S S R  u 1.964 godu,  1\Iosco~v, 1965 
( 4 )  V n e s h n a y u  torgoulya S S S R ,  1955-1964, hIoscow, 1956-1965 
3.2 Total Exports of Forest Products 
One of the questions which must be answered when assessing the 
timber export potential of a country is this: How large a part of the 
total timber output is exported? This is especially important when con- 
sidering the U.S.S.R., as it was a general conception in wcstern 
countries, particularly just before and after the last war, that the 
Soviet home consumption of forest products is so great that it ~ o u l d  
hardly be possible for the country to export timber, and even less for 
it to regain its old position in the world market in terms of volume. 
As can be seen from the graph in  Figure 4 :  1, Soviet export of forest 
products in terms of roundwood equivalents was, up to 1962, far above 
the previous peaks of 1913, 1930 and 1935. The answer to the a b o ~ e  
question can be obtained from Table 4-4, in  which timber exports in 
roundwood equivalents are placed in relation to roundwood removals 
in selected years. The heading "roundwood removals" covers only 
industrial and construction wood (sawlogs, pulpwood, etc.) but not 
fuelwood. The reason why total timber output has not been included 
here, is that the total picture would bc distorted to some extent because 
large quantities of fuelwood are still produced throughout the U.S.S.R., 
but no1 in the main logging regions. 
One can see from the table that in  1913 more than half of the total 
output of construction and industrial wood was cxported. However, 
it must be stated that  the figure given for timber removals cannot be 
Table 4--5. Timber Exports from the U.S.S.R., by Main Products, in thousands of cubic 
















































Sources: (1) Nichliov, \-. X. Razuitie souetskouo lesnovo eksporta, MOSCOW, 1959 
(2) Vneshnaya torgoulya SSSR ,  1 9 5 5 ,  1 9 6 0 ,  1 9 6 3 ,  1 9 6 1 ,  hIoscow, 1956-1965 
regarded as correct (cf. Par t  11, p. 213). Probably the timber output 
for 1913 was higher than the Soviet official statistics indicate; this in  
its turn means that the percentage figure for exports \ d l  also bc lcss. 
From the percentage figures it can be clearly seen that  the share of 
exports before thc last war was considerably greater than during the 
post-war period. Since 1955, a characteristic feature has been that  the 
increase in exports in terms of volume has involved an increase also 
in the relative amount of timber removals; in recent years this has 
risen to almost eight per cent. Over the past 6-7 years the volume of 
roundwood removals has been at  approximately the same level. 
Table 4-3 shows that certain changes have taken place i n  the com- 
position of timber assortincnts exported by the U.S.S.R. over the years. 
In this table, the export of forest products is givcn in terms of round- 
wood consumption, using the F A 0  conversion factors (Y.F.P.S., 1964) 
for all years. As different conversion factors have been used on various 
occasions, the total figures for the Soviet exports of forest products a re  
not always uniform, and thcre might be some deviations from the 
statistical material presented (cf. Grottian, 1942, p. 83). 
Table 4-5 shows that sawnwood makes up about half of the total 
export of forest products. Roundwood exports, which were considerable 
Sources: (1) Nichkov, V. N., Razvitie sovetskovo lesnovo eksporta, 1959 
(2) Vneshnaya torgovlya SSSR v 1963 godu, 1965 
Fig. 4:2. Structure of Exports by Main Forest Products 
before 1914 and also during the inter-war period, did not cease after 
the last war, as  has been alleged in  certain quarters. One even finds 
that  the export of sawlogs in  absolute figures has inrecent yearsreached 
a volume greater than ever before. In 1963, the export of pulpwood, 
in absolute figures, was a t  the same volume as that  of the peak year 
of 1930. Figure 4: 2 shows in graph form the percentage distribution 
of the exports of forest products in 1913, 1930 and 1963. The interesting 
fact is that  after the last war the U.S.S.R. became a n  exporter of pulp, 
paper and paperboard, even though at  the same time i t  also imported 
a large amount of these products. 
3.3 Exports of Sazunwood 
The total volume of exports of sawnwood from Czarist Russia and 
the U.S.S.R. has changed from time to time, as  can been seen from the 
graph in Figure 4 :  1. One can see that in 1960 the volume of sawnwood 
exports exceeded the 1913 level, which had bcen the highest until then. 
Since 1960 there has been a continuous increase. 
Table 4-6 shows a rather interesting course of development in  the 
amount of timber production which has gone for export in certain 
selected years. From this it can be seen that the relative share of 
exports has been drastically reduced since the last war, but that it 
has risen again in recent years. In 1962 and 1963 it amounted to 
about six per cent of the total volume of production, as  against more 
than 40 per cent before 1914, and 20 per cent at  the beginning of the 
Thirties. From the standpoint of the flexibility of trade, i t  should be 
particularly noted that only 2-6 per cent of the production of sawn- 
wood was exported during the last fifteen or so years. The fact is that 
a low percentage share makes exports more elastic in the sense that 
Tahle 4--6. Production and Exports of Sawnwood, selected years, 1913-1964 
Production, 
mil l ion cubic 
metres . . . . . 11.9: 
Exports, 
mil l ion cubic 
metres . . . . 4.9: 
Share of ex- 
port in pro- 
duction, per 
cent . . . . . . . / 41.2 
Production, 
mi l l ion  cubic 
metres . . . . . 75.6 
Exports, 
mil l ion cubic 
metres . . . . . 2.3 
Share of ex- 
port in pro- 
duction, per 
cent . . . . . . . 3.0 
a 1938 area of the U . S . S . R .  
Sources: (1) Lesnaya Promyshlennost S S S R ,  Statistichesky sbornik, BIoscow, 1957 
(2) Nichkov, V. M. Razvi t ie  souetskovo lesnovo eksporfa ,  Mosco~v, 1959 
(3) Vneshnaya  forgovlya S S S R  za  1918-1940 gg., Statistichesky obsor, Moscow, 1960 
(4) Narodnoye Khozyaistuo S S S R  u 1964 goclu, Xoscow, 1965 
(5) Vneshnaya  torgoulya S S S R ,  1955-1964, 3Ioscow, 1956-1965 
changes in volume are more easily made. For example, an increase in 
the share of exports from five per cent to ten per cent would double 
the volume of exports, while the effects of this on the home market 
would be less felt, and in any case would not give rise to complica" ~1011s 
in the supply of sawnwood for home consumption. On the other hand, 
should the volume of exports be doubled to the detriment of all export- 
ing countries, for  example from 30 per cent to 60 per cent of the total 
production ( the  latter percentage is that which is actually exported by 
the Scandinavian countries), then it would hardly be possible to 
maintain such exports without affecting home consun~ption. Should 
it be possible to realise such a percentage, then the increase in supply 
would almost cause chaos in the world market. 
The main part of the forest products exported by Russia before 1914 
came from that  part of Russia which is within the continent of Europe. 
Table 6 7 .  Exports of Coniferous Sawnwood, by Main Importing Countries, in thousands of cubic metres 
and as percentages of total, selected years, 1913-1964 
Belgium.. . . . . . . . . . .  1,000 m 3  
n i 
7; 
Czechoslovaliia. . . . . .  1,000 ln 
% 
Germany, Fed. R e p . .  1,000 m3 
% 
Germany, Eas t  
(D.D.R.). .  . . . . . .  1,000m3 
n l 3 France . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,000111 
% 
Hungary.  . . . . . . . . . .  1,000 in3 
0 / 
/ o  
Italy. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
0 / 
% 
United Kingdom. . . .  1,000 in3 
A ,  
7; 
Other countries . . . . .  1,000 m 
% 
Total .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,000 m 3  
% 
a Estimated on the basis of volume in tons. 
Sources: (1) Lesnaga promyshlennost SSSR, Statistichesky sbornik, Moscow, 1957 
(2) Narodnoye Iihozyaistuo SSSR u I 9 6 0  gody, RIoscow, 1961 
(3) Nichkov, V. N. Razuitie souetskouo lesnouo eksporta, RIoscow, 1959 
(4) Vneshnaya torgoulya SSSR, 1955-1964, Moscow, 1956-1965 
In  the inter-war period there was some change in  the geographical 
distribution of the origin of timber exports. Thus the centre of the 
exports of sawnwood shifted from the Baltic to the White Sea. Since 
the last war, the northern sea-lanes have begun to play a n  increasingly 
important role i n  exports from Siberia. It  seems likely that in  the future 
these sea-lanes will play an  even bigger part in Soviet exports of sawn- 
wood than previously, and that  the greatest centre for exports will be 
situated on the River Yenisey in Igarlta. 
Table 4-7 shows the distribution of Soviet sawnwood exports by 
importing countries, both in terms of volume and percentages in 
selected years. One can see from the table that  the United Kingdom 
tops the list as  the foremost importer of Soviet sawnwood. From 
1957 onwards, the German Democratic Republic has been second, and 
its imports of Soviet sawnwood have been increasing a t  a notable ratc 
since that year. In 1963, the German Democratic Republic alone 
- - - - - - - Fed. Rep. of Germany 
$1 France ! \ --,-.- Setherlands 
United IGngdom 
Sources: (1) S'neshnaya torgovlya SSSR za 1918-1940 gg., Statistichesky obzor, 1960 
(2) Vneshnaya torgovlya SSSK, 1956-1965 
Fig. 4:3. Indices for Soviet Export of Coniferous Sawnwood 
imported quanties of sawnwood which substantially exceeded those 
imported in 1913 by the considerably more extensive German Empire. 
Even then Germany was in second place after the United Kingdom, 
and the volume of sawnwood imported by Germany from Russia was 
hardly one-quarter of the amount imported by the United Kingdom. 
However, in recent years the combined imports of the two German 
republics amount to about three-quarters of the quantity imported by 
the United Kingdom. 
An interesting subject for sludy is the Soviet capture of sawnwood 
markets previously held by other countries. This has happened twice 
in  the past half-century - once in the inter-war period and again 
since the last war. Figure 4 :  3 shows the geographical distribution 
of the increase in exports to certain of the main importing countries 
of western Europe during the periods 1925-1934 (1925=100), and 
1955-1964 (1955=100). One can see that the Soviet capture of markets 
after the war has largely followed the same pattern as  that of the 
inter-war period, although certain differences occur in the case of 
individual countries. For instance, in their latest export drive the 
Soviets were unable to regain the Dutch market which they had gained 
during the inter-war period. The situation was just the reverse in the 







Finland - --- 
USSR  
Source: FAO, Yearbook of Forest Protlucts Statistics, 1949-1964 
Fig. 4:4. Exports of Coniferous Sawnwood from the U.S.S.R., compared with Exports 
from Sweden and Finland, to the United Kingdom, 1947-1963 
market was captured on the second attempt, as can be seen from the 
table. 
Figure 4:  4 gives a graphical representation of how Soviet exports 
of coniferous sawnwood have stood up against those of the most 
forceful competitors (Sweden and Finland) i n  the United Kingdom, 
which is the most important market for timber in western Europe. 
As can be seen from the diagram the increase in the amount of timber 
offered by the U.S.S.R. has brought about reductions in the shares of 
the English timber market previously held by Sweden and Finland. 
The competitive means used by Soviet sales agents in their sales 
drive to capture timber markets will be given in detail later in this 
work. Here it need only be mentioned that the total number of countries 
which are now importing sawnwood from the U.S.S.R. has increased 
over the number in earlier periods. 
3.4 Expor t s  of Roundwood 
Soviet timber exports to a large extent have been and still are in 
the form of unprocessed timber, i.e. roundwood, as  can be seen from 
Table 4-5. The share of ro~zndwood in the total exports of forest 
Table 4-8. Exports of Roundwood, by Main Assortments, in thousands of cubic metres and as  percentage distribu- 
tion, selected years, 1913-1964 
Assortments 
Sawlogs.. . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 m3 
(pilovochnik) % 
Pitprops.. . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 m3 
(s foika rudnichnaya) % 
P U ~ ~ W O O ~ .  . . . . . . . . . 1,000 m3 
(balansy) % 
Other roundwood.. . . . 1,000 m3 
products % 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 m3 
0 / 
Total timber exports in round- 
wood equivalent . . . 1,000 m3 
Share of roundwood O/, 
Sources: ( 1 )  Nichkov, V.  N. Razvitie sovefskovo lesnovo eksporta, Moscow, 1959 
(2) Vneshnaya torgovlya S S S R ,  1955-1964, Moscow, 1956-1965 
products in terms of roundwood equivalent is between 25 and 50 per 
cent. Table 4-8 shows the state of affairs for selected years. 
The most noticeable feature of the development is that although it 
has varied very much, the relative share of roundwood in the total 
exports of forest products has shown a rising trend in recent years. 
The largest purchasers of Soviet timber i n  unprocessed form are now 
Japan and Finland. The U.S.S.R. has long-term bilateral trade agree- 
ments with these two countries; i n  these agreements it is specifically 
stipulated the quantities of roundwood to be delivered annually and 
these quantities are increasing year by year. 
As can be seen from Table 4-9 and Figure 4: 5, Japan occupies 
first place, and is well ahead of all other importing countries for Soviet 
sawlogs (pilovochnik). About half of the Soviet export of sawlogs goes 
to Japan, while a long way behind in second place comes Finland. 
There has been a particularly marked upswing in imports of sawlogs 
by Finland since 1960. Even in  the 1930s, Finland was a large buyer 
of Soviet sawlogs, and at  times the imports by Finland have been 
greater than those by Japan. 
Soviet pulpwood has not had any individual export market which 
has been particularly greater than others, though for the last two or 
three years the German Democratic Republic has been the leading 
importing country in  terms of volume, as  can be seen from Table 4-10. 
The combined imports by the two German republics in 1963 hardly 
amounted to half the quantity of pulpwood which the U.S.S.R. exported 
Table 4--9. Exports of Sawlogs, by Main Importing Countries, in thousands of cubic metres 
and as percentages of total, selected years, 1930-1964 
Belgium.. . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
- 
0 i /o 
Czechoslovakia. . .  1,000 m3 
0' /o 
Germany, 
Fed. Rep. . . . . .  1,000 m3 
A ,  
/ 0 
Germany, East 
(D.D.R.) . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
o/ /o 
Finland. . . . . . . . .  1.000 m3 
% 
France. . . . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
% 
Hungary. . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
n ,  
70 
Japan..  . . . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
Oh 
Setherlands. . . . .  1,000 $ 
% 
Poland. . . . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
% 
United Kingdom. 1,000 m3 
70 
Other countries . . 1,000 m3 
% 
Total. . . . . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
% 
Sources: (1) Xichkov, V. N., Razvi f ie  souetskouo Iesnovo eksporta, Moscow, 1959 
,(2) Vneshnaya torgovlya S S S R ,  1953-1964, Moscow, 1956-1965 
to the Germany of 1930. An explanation of this - though it is by no 
means the only reason - is that several of the most important pulp- 
mills of the former German state were situated in East Prussia around 
Konigsberg (now Kaliningrad) ; this area is now part of the U.S.S.R. 
Large quantities of pulpwood from the northern parts of the U.S.S.R. 
still go to this area, but of course a re  no longer included in foreign 
trade statistics. 
In 1962, the second place on the Soviet export table for pulpwood 
mas occupied by France. In that  year, France imported a quantity 
almost as  large as  that  imported in 1937, but in the years between 
French imports from the U.S.S.R. had undergone marked fluctuations. 
Since 1960, the imports of pulpwood have been constantly rising, 
probably because of the long-term trade agreement between France 
and the U.S.S.R. It  might be mentioned that other quotas provided for 
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Table L l 0 .  Exports of Pulpwood, by Main Importing Countries, in thousands of cubic 
metres and as percentages of total, selected years, 1930-1964 
Belgium.. . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
% 
Germany, 
Fed. Rep. . . . . .  1,000 m3 
% 
Germany, East 
(D.D.R.) ...... 1,000 m3 
% 
Finland. . . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
% 
France. . . . . . . . . .  1.000 m3 
% 
. . . . . . .  Hungary. 1,000 m3 
o /  /O
Japan.. . . . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
% 
Netherlands. . . . .  1,000 m3 
% 
Norway. . . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
Y O  
Poland. . . . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
% 
United Kingdom. 1,000 ma 
Yo 
Other countries . . 1,000 m3 
% 
Total. . . . . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
% 
Sources: (1) Kichkov, V.  N. R a z v i f i e  souetskovo lesnouo e k s p o r f a ,  AIoscow, 1959 
( 2 )  V n e s h n a y a  forgoulya S S S R ,  1955-1964, Xoscow, 1956-1965 
under the trade agreement were not fully taken up in  1963 (Foltin, 
V.T., 196-1, 11, p. 20). The new long-term trade agreement between 
France and the U.S.S.R. for the period 1965-1969 p r o ~ i d e s  for an 
increase in Soviet exports of pulpn-ood from 600,000 cubic metres 
(stacked) in 1965, to 800,000 cubic metres in  1969. 
Soviet exports of pitprops to the main importing countries are given 
in  Table 4-11. It should be noted that the total volunle of exports of 
pitprops has been rising continuously since the latler half of the 
195O's, but has not reached inter-war level. In recent years Hungary 
has become the largest importer, while the United Kingdom, traditio- 
nally the greatest importer of Russian pitprops, is now second. 
Table 4-11. Exports of Pitprops, by Main Importing Countries, in thousands of cubic 
metres and as percentages of total, selected years, 1930-1964 
Belgium. . . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
% 
Germany, 
Fed. Rep. . . . . .  1,000 m3 
O L  ," 
Hungary.  . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
a ,  
Yo 
Netherlands. . . . .  1,000 m3 
% 
United Kingdom. 1,000 m3 
% 
Other countries . . 1,000 m3 
% 
Total .  . . . . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
O L  
Sources: ( 1 )  Nichkov, V .  N. Razvitie sovefskovo lesnovo eksporta, Moscow, 1959 
(2) Vneshnaya torgovlya S S S R ,  1355-1964, JIoscow, 1956-1965 
Table 6 1 2 .  Production and Exports of Paper and Paperboard, selected years, 1913-1964 
Total production, 
thousand tons . . . . . . .  
Exports, 
thousand tons . . . . . . .  
Export  as percentcrgc 
of production . . . . . . .  
Total production. 
thousand tons . . . . . . .  
Exports, 
fhouscrnd fons . . . . . . .  
Export as percentage 
of ~ roduc t ion  . . . . . . .  
Sources: (1) Narodnoye Iihozyaisfvo S S S R  v 1964 godu, JIoscom, 1965 
( 2 )  Nichliov, V. N. Rasuztze souetskovo lesnovo eksporta, IIosco~v, 1939 
(3) Vneshnaya torgovlya S S S R  ;a 1918-1940 gg., Statistzchesliy obsor, Aloscow, 1960 
( 4 )  T7neshmya toryoulya SSSR,  1925-1964, Illoscon, 1955-1963 
3.5 Trade in Pulp and Paper 
Pulp and paper are relatively new export items in S o ~ i e t  rade. The 
first export of these products took place after the last war. Earlier, 
both before 1914 and during the inter-war period, Russia had been an 





1945..  . . . . . . .  
1946.. . . . . . . .  
1947. . . . . . . . .  
1948. . . . . . . . .  
1949..  . . . . . . .  
1950..  . . . . . . .  
1951. .  . . . . . . .  
1952..  . . . . . . .  
1953. .  . . . . . . .  
1954..  . . . . . . .  
1955 . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  1956. 
1957..  . . . . . . .  
1958. .  . . . . . . .  
1959. . . . . . . . .  
1960..  . . . . . . .  
1961. .  . . . . . . .  
1962..  . . . . . . .  
1963. . . . . . . . .  























Export  Import 
Paperboard 
Sources: (1) Lurye, N .  A. "Vneshnaya torgovlya SSSR tsellg~~lozno-bumazhnymi tovarami", 
Bumazhnaya Promyshlennost, 1960, 3. 
(2) Iiichkov, V. N. Razu i f f e  sonetskouo lesnouo eksportu, Moscow, 1959 
(3) Vneshnaya torgoulya S S S R ,  1960-1964, hIoscow, 1961-1965 
importer of these items. Imports still take place, the quantities of 
which have been rising in recent years. 
Strangely enough, official statistics give no data on the production of 
pulp, but only details about its exports and imports. On the other hand, 
there are complete statistics for the production of paper and paper- 
board, as  well as  for the foreign trade in these products. 
As can be seen from Table 4-12, there has been a constant rise in the 
production of paper and paperboard over the last 50 years. The volume 
of production increased greatly as  a consequence of the total expansion 
after the last war, and since then the rate of increase has been steadily 
rising. However, the Sovict output of lhese products is rather limited 
'compared with that of the large production areas such as Scandi- 
navia and North America. Despite thc constant rise, the exports of 
these products represent a very modest contribution to world trade. 
One can hardly discern any great changes in terms of the relative 
share of exports in production. In recent years, exports in round 
figures have amounted to four per cent of production, which is quite 
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Table 4--14. Exports of Pulp, by Main Importing Countries, in thousands of metric tons and as percentages 
of total, 1955-1964 
Belgium.. . . . . . . . 1,000 tons 
o/ 
/ o  
Bulgaria. . . . . . . . 1,000 tons 
", 
70 
Czechoslovaliia.. . 1,000 tons 
", 
70 
;ermany, Fed. Rep.1,000 tons 
", 
70 
Germany, Eas t  . . 1,000 tons 
(D.D.R) % 
France . . . . . . . . . 1,000 tons 
% 
Hungary.  . . . . . . . 1,000 tons 
0 / 
/a 
I ta ly .  . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 tons 
o /  
/a 
Spain. . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 tons 
% 
United Kingdom. 1,000 tons 
0,' 
/o  
Other countries . . 1,000 tons 
% 
Total .  . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 tons 
0,' 
Source: Vneshnaya forgovlya S S S R ,  1955-1964, 3Ioscow, 1956-1965 
low when compared with thc corresponding figures for the large pro- 
ducing countries. 
Table 4-13 shows the exports and imports of pulp, paper and paper- 
board in the post-war period, from which it can be seen that the total 
volume of pulp and paper products has been largely in balance. How- 
ever, there is a rising trend in both exports and imports. 
The geographical distrib~ltion of pulp exports is seen in  Table 4-14. 
Here the United Kingdom, France and the German Democratic Republic 
are the foremost importers of Soviet pulp. Unbleached sulphite is the 
main type of pulp exported. Lesser quantities of bleached sulphite and 
unbleached sulphate have also been exported. 
Total paper exports by major consuming countries are shown in 
Table 4-15. The main type of paper exported is newsprint. The largest 
importer of Soviet paper is now Bulgaria, while no other country 
occupies a particularly noticeable position. The interesting point is 
that the major industrial countries play a relatively unimportant part 
as  importers of S o ~ i e t  paper. 
Table &15. Exports of Paper, by Main Importing Countries, in thousands of metric tons and as percentages 
of total, 1955-1964 
Bulgaria. . . . . . . .  1,000 tons 
0 ,  70 
Czechoslovakfa.. . 1,000 tons 
0 1  
/o 
Germany, East 
(D.D.R.). . . . . .  1,000 tons 
" I  70 
France . . . . . . . . . .  1,000tons 
% 
Hungary..  . . . . . .  1?000 tons 
0 / 
/o 
Netherlands. .... 1,000 tons 
o /  
/o 
Poland.. . . . . . . . .  1,000 tons 
% 
Jugoslavia.. . . . . .  1,000 tons 
o/ 
/o 
Other countries.. 1,000 tons 
% 
Total. . . . . . . . . . .  1,000 tons 
% 
Source: Vneshnaya iorgovlya SSSR,  1955-1964, M o s c o ~ ~ ,  1956-1965 
One can clearly see that the Soviets are making efforts to increase 
the number of countrics which buy Soviet paper, although the export 
quantities to most countries are relatively small. The list of so-called 
"developing countriesv receiving Soviet paper is very remarliable, 
although from the purely economic standpoint such a wide distribu- 
tion of exports in small quantities can hardly be a very l u c r a t i ~ e  pro- 
position. The main ports for the export of pulp and paper a re  Lenin- 
grad, Archangel, Tallinn, Iialiningrad and the ports of Southern Sak- 
halin. 
3.6 Trade  in Other Processed Forest Products 
Russia has long been an exporter of plywood. Since 1960, dctails of 
plywood production have not been published in the official statistics, 
but in  that year the output of plywood ( f a n e r a  k l e e n n a g a )  was 1.4 
million tons. As can be seen from Table 4-16, exports were almost 
10 per cenl of the production. This table also shows Lhe dislribution 
of the Soviet exports of plywood by main importing countries. One can 
note that once again the United Kingdom is still the largest buyer, as  
it was during the inter-war period. The combined quantities talien by 
all other importing countries came to less than England's purchases. 
Table 6 1 6 .  Exports of Plywood, by Main Importing Countries, in thousands of cubic metres 
and as percentages of total, selected years, 1930-1964 
Belgium.. . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
0 ,  l o  
Germany, 
Fed. Rep. . . . . .  1,000 m3 
9; , - 
Germany, Eas t  
(D.D.R.). . . . . .  1,000 m3 
r,/ 
70 
Greece. . . . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
O A  , - 
Hungary.  . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
% 
Netherlands . . . . .  1,000 m3 
'Yo 
United Kingdom. 1,000 m3 
0 '  
/O 
Other Countries. . 1,000 m3 
o/ /O 
Total .  . . . . . . . . . .  1,000 m3 
0 / 
/o 
Production. . . . . .  1,000 m3 
Share of Export  in 
Production. . . .  
Sonrces: (1) Nichlrov, V. N. Razuitie souetskouo lesnouo eksporta, RIoscow, 1959 
( 2 )  V r ~ e s h n a y a  torgoulya S S S R ,  1955-1964, Moscow, 1956-1965 
( 3 )  Nurodnoye  Khozyuis tuo S S S R  u 1960  god^^, MOSCOW, 1961 
Production of particle board has increased from 34,000 cubic metres 
in 1958 to 584,000 cubic metres in  1964 (Rebrin, D.P., 1965, 8) .  
Imports in 1962 were almost 0.6 million square metres, while the 
corresponding figure for 1963 was 1.1 million. In the main, these iin- 
ports came from Romania, and to a lesser exlent, from Bulgaria. 
The U.S.S.R. is at the same time an exporter of particle board, and 
in 1962 exported 18,900 cubic metres; in 1963 these exports totalled 
17,400 cubic metres. The importing countries mere the German Demo- 
cratic Republic and the Xetherlands. Although the quantities of particle 
board exported are rather insignificant, larger quantities of fibrcboard 
wcre exported. Here the development has been as follows: 
1959 - 260 cubic metres 
1960 - 273 cubic mctres 
1961 - 269 cubic metres 
1962 - 1,325,500 sq. mctres 
1963 - 4,482,100 sq. metres. 
Soviet fibreboard exports go mainly to the United Arab Republic, 
Pakistan and Ethiopia ( V.T. SSSR, 1959-1963). 
Soviet prefabricated houses have been exported in small quantities 
in recent years. In 1963, the prefabricated houses exported had a floor 
area totalling 32,000 sq. metres, and had a total export value of 1.2 
million roubles. 
The foreign trade in furniture has also developed in recent years, 
and by way of example i t  may be mentioned that in  1963 furniture 
imports totalled 134 million roubles, and furniture exports 1.6 million 
roubles. One can see that there has been a steeply rising trend in 
imports since 1955, while exports have declined. 
4. Prices and Price Policies of Soviet Timber Trade 
4.1 Price Formation in the Soviet Type 0-f Economy 
The pricing policy in the U.S.S.R. is carried out according to plans, 
and is not determined by market conditions. In other words, prices are 
used by the State authorities as  one of the instruments for goal attain- 
ment. Nevertheless, prices play an important role in the guidance of 
economic activity. As a rule, the production plans contain not only 
physical targets but also value targets; these enable the financial 
authorities to  evaluate and control the plans and their fulfilment 
(Stolyaror, 1963, p. 8 ;  Kondrashev, 1963, p. 5 ) .  Actually, in the U.S.S.R. 
there are several distinct price structures which serve many and often 
conflicting purposes. Firstly, there are "transfer prices" (optouye 
tseny), a t  which goods actually change hands within the State sector. 
These are identical with the enterprise wholesale prices received by 
producing firms. A variant of these is the "settlement price" (raschet- 
naya tsena) ; these are used in some induslries where the marketing 
organisation buys the goods for resale to the user at  the transfer price 
(Grossman, A.E.R. ,  1959, 2, pp. 53-54). Secondly, there are retail 
prices (roznichnie tseny) at  which goods are sold to households. There 
are two different types of retail prices, namely, state relail prices, 
charged by State retail stores, etc., and collective farm market prices 
(Bornstein, A.E.R., 1962, 1, p. 88). Moreover, in the forestry seclor 
there are also special kinds of fixed prices for standing timber. Our 
main concern here will be the transfer prices for processed forest 
products. 
In the Stalin era prices in the State sector had, in theory, no role 
to play in allocating resources or in determining incomes (Nove, E.P., 
1963, 3, p. 185). However, in actual planning work, prices affected 
choices between alternatives, and investment projects were compared 
in terms of roubles. 
In the Soviet economy, the price system determines in the first 
place the distribution of money income, which is achieved primarily 
by the sale of goods and services. In principle, the wholesale prices 
do not reflect need, relative scarcity or usefulness. Roughly they should 
corer average cost and allow producers to earn a limited profit. This 
planned profit has been intended to permit the producing enterprise 
to meet the financing of additional capital formation in accordance 
with the principle of "reproduction on enlarged scale" (Turetsliy, 
1959, p. 13) .  
Average cost pricing in calculating transfer prices has been the rule, 
but there exist important deviations from this standard. Average cost 
for an  entire industry means that different enterprises earn different 
profits, and some of them suffer losses, which h a ~ c  to be compensated 
by granting "subsidies" through the State budget. In some cases prices 
have been related to the costs of the advanced plants, sometimes to 
those of the l e s ~  advanced ones (Bergson, 1964, p. 165). Thus the 
pricing system seems to differ from industry to industry and in actual 
practice the Government has revised prices on several occasions. After 
the price reform of January 1949 when the wholesale price level was 
considerably raised with the intention of reducing budget subsidies, 
large-scale revisions were undertaken in January 1950, July 1950, 
January 1952, July 1955, April 1957 and in 1961 and 1963 (Kondrashe~ ,  
1963, pp. 217-245). 
Judging by the discussions in the Soriet literature on price formation 
thcre is much concern about the fact that average cost pricing in- 
evitably means higher profits for loner-than-average-cost producers 
and lower profits or losses for higher-than-aterage-cost producer\. 
Wide variations in production costs exist in Lhe forestry sector, parti- 
cularly in primary production (forest management) and the secondary 
production phase (logging). There is ample proof that forestry as an 
enterprise for the raising of the forest crop (prime production) was run 
during certain periods at  a loss to the Soviet economy (Motorilo\, 
T.I.L., V, 1950, p. 69). In order to eliminate these losses and generally 
to finance the increasing outlay for forest management (including 
silviculture), the Soviet Government decided in 1949 to re-introduce the 
fixed stumpage prices (see Part  11, p. 181) which had been eliminated 
when the First Five-Year Plan was la~mched.  This step was considered 
to constitute an  essential turning-point in financing the activilies in 
primary forest production. 
The logging operators, who had to pay lhcse charges for standing 
timber, however, u e r e  opposed to the stumpage price schedule of 19-29. 
On account o f  this opposition the price level was lowered on average by 
5 3  per cent in 1950 and raised again in 1961. Despite this rise the 1961 
s tun~page  prices were still not sufficiently large to cover all the 
n~onetary outlay needed for the financing of the primary forest produc- 
tion (Kondrashev, 1963,  p. 2 4 0 ) .  The fixed stumpage price schedule 
which has been applied since 1 January 1965, and according to which 
the prices were raised by SO per cent cornpared with Lhe schedule of 
1961,  is stated to secure now a sufficienl revenue in forestry to cover 
the total innnage~nent costs (Sh l i a to~ ,  Z,.Kh., 1964,  4 ,  11. 6 2 ) .  
Also the secondary forest production, i.e. procurement of industrial 
roundwood, involved large losses, which could only be made good either 
by "subsidies" from the State budge1 or  by increasing prices for 
industrial roundwood. The rnain purpose of the price revision in April 
1957, when the prices for  the forest products were raised by 30 per cenl, 
was to eliminate these losses in the timber industry (Turelsliy, 1959,  
pp. 184-185) . 
One can obtain an idea of the price level and the price formation for 
processed forest producls from the following statistical data (Zhelud- 
kov, V.E., 1966,  1 ,  p. 6 5 )  : 
Production cost Transfer price 
(sebestoymosf) (ofpusknaya fsenu) 
in roubles per unit 
Sawnwood, cu.m. 25.80 31.50 
Pulp, ton 145.00 220.00 
Yeneer, cu.111. 78.70 142.10 
Paperboard, ton 80.00 150.00 
Fibreboard, ton 75.00 120.00 
Particle board, cu.m. 42.08 70.30 
The source provides no details as  to the tirne and place of delivery 
for which these costs and prices apply. Probably the prices refer to 
average cost pricing for each production sector as a whole. However, 
it is not possible to determine which cost items are included in the 
total L'prod~lction cost". 
It  should be emphasised here that, as  a rule, the Soviet concept of 
production cost ( s e b e s f o y m o s t )  has no exact equivalent in cost account- 
ing used in western countries, as both rent and intere5t on capilal are 
generally omitted. However, the term "production costn is used for 
convenience in this paper as there does not exist a more appropriate 
conception in English. 
Ke~ertheless, the difference between production cost and transfer 
price is interesting. A c t ~ ~ a l l y  this difference should represent the 
"profit mark-up" intended to provide a "normal" profit for the 
particular production scclor as a whole. Homever, it is no1 clear how 
the transport costs arc accounted for in this connection. One should 
therefore not attempt to go into further detail in the profil aspecls 
connected with this difference. 
mihen studying thc competi t i~e potcntialitites of the Soliet timber 
trade it is probably of great importance to make a co~nparison of thc 
wholesale prices in the home market, i.e. transfer prices, and the 
export selling prices. The development of export prices for various 
foresl products mill be dealt with later in this chapter. Here it is 
sufficient to mention that transfer prices for sawnnood are r o m d  
about the average of the export prices (see Fig. 4: 6)  ; hone\er ,  export 
prices have fluctuated considerably. Transfer prices for wood pulp arc 
considerably higher than the export prices (see Fig. 4 :  1 0 ) .  Export 
prices to countries in western Europe (which are quoted f.0.b. Soviet 
border) are hardly half of the prices in the home rnarket. Thiq in 
itself is a confirmation that there is no correlation between these two 
price lcvels. 
4.2 Some Pricing Aspects  o f  Foreign Trade  
In the \Vest, production and tradc are in the hands of firms xvhich 
carry out their activity on the basis of economic considerations and 
on the calculations of the entrepreneur concerning the costs of produc- 
tion, transport and sales which determine pricing and the development 
of trade. In a given period, the actual course of foreign trade depends 
primarily on the calculations of costs, the pricing policy based on such 
calculations, and the ensuing competitive conditions with firms in the 
various countries. However, the pricing policy in Soviet foreign tradc 
is based on quite different assumptions and considerations, while the 
costs of production apparently play a lesser role. In addition, the prices 
of goods and the cost of living in the U.S.S.R. have hardly any in- 
fluence on Soviet foreign trade. This is made possible to some extent 
by the State monopoly of foreign trade, which protects the Soviet 
economy from the effects of price movements in the world market. 
Financial factors nevertheless have significance for the conduct of 
Soviet international transactions, as long as trade is not conducted on 
a strictly barter basis. Consequently, the international economic con- 
nections assume equilibrium in the balance of trade and some adjust- 
ment of prices and exchange rates for the respective countries. The 
important point here is that the Soviets say that the "world market 
pricesa serve as  the basis for the determination of the prices of goods 
exported, and this applies especially to trade with other communist 
countries (Bystrov, V.T., 1961, 4, p. 4 ) .  As free-market prices do not 
remain constant, the adjustment of them to a centrally directed 
economy must bc planned in some way or other, and must be deter- 
mined for a more or  less long period in advance. Here the desired end 
is that the prices should be "fair" and remain stable for a lengthy 
period. This means that  the prices in the "world market" are not auto- 
matically accepted in the delivery contracts. It  is asserted that  the 
problem of finding to-morrow's true market price can be solved by 
subjecting yesterday's actual market price to some corrective mani- 
pulation. By eliminating the "undesirable fluctuations" resulting 
from changes in business activities, "speculation" or "sharp competi- 
tion", it is claimed that the "fair pricev can then be determined 
objectively (hlendershausen, R.E.S., Nay 1959, p. 106) .  HOW this 
determining process for prices actually worlis is not further explained. 
In this connection, it may be pointed out that in fact there are 
several price systems in operation side by side in the Soviet bloc. The 
important points for the Soviets are:  (1) the modified prices in the 
world market which can be used in trading with countries of the Soviet 
bloc; and ( 2 )  world market prices in the ordinary economic sense in 
trade with the West. It  would seem that  these levels of prices exist 
independently of each other. One must first get an  idea of the Soviet 
means of payment and determine more exactly the rouble as an  inter- 
national currency, in order to be able to assess accurately the U.S.S.R. 
as a trading partner. 
An exchange rate is the price of one currency in terms of another 
currency. The common denominator of currencies has previously been 
gold in most countries, but since the great depression the gold standard 
has been abandoned by one country after another. In a free market 
in which prices and exchange rates are allowed to find their own levels, 
the relative prices of two currencies will indicate broadly the pur- 
chasing power of each currency in its internal market. However, it 
should be added that  the connection between the price levels of the 
various countries, on the one hand, and between the rates of exchange, 
on the other, will be far  less close in the conditions characterised by 
exchange control and clearing than those in a completely free foreign 
exchange market. In many countries it has been shown that foreign 
exchange restrictions involve an extensive State control of the economy, 
but nowhere in the \Vest has this control been as extensive as  that  in 
the U.S.S.R., where controls are an integral part of the planning system. 
These controls make it possible "to maintain a balance on current 
account with a disequilibrium exchange rate. The Soviet exchange rate 
has typically been so far out of line and controls have operated so 
successfully that i t  seems fair to describe the rate as  no more than an  
accounting device for converting foreign currency prices of Soviet 
exports and imports into roubles for the purpose of constructing 
foreign trade accounts in  local currency" (Holzman, 1959, p. 428). 
Despite the fact that the rouble exchange rate has no direct relation- 
ship to the prices of goods, the Soviet authorities have made certain 
adjustments of the exchange rates at different times. However, it should 
be emphasised that in the sphere of international payments prior to 
World War  I1 the rouble was hardly ever used, and payments made by 
the U.S.S.R. to other countries were at  that  time effected in foreign 
currencies only. A great part of the international payments is now 
made in roubles. Primarily this is the case for countries within the 
Soviet bloc, but the rouble as  a means of foreign payment is also used 
for transactions between the U.S.S.R. and certain other countries out- 
side the Soviet bloc, for example Finland. Consequently, a more detailed 
account of the value of the rouble at  different times would seem to be 
necessary. 
In 1917 after the October Revolution the rouble was maintained a l  
the same rate of exchange as before 1914. The nominal value of the 
rouble in terms of dollars was 0.5146 and its gold content was specified 
at  0.774234 grams. After the devaluation of the dollar on 1 January 
1934 the rouble was worth 0.8712 dollars, though after the dollar 
devaluation the rouble was actually quoted in terms of francs at  13.1 
francs to the rouble. When the franc was devalued and taken off thc 
gold basis, the Soviets redefined the value of the rouble on 19 July 1937 
in  terms of dollars at  5.3 roubles to the dollar, the rouble being the 
equivalent of 0.1887 dollars. The rouble maintained nominal stability 
at  that  level until 1950, when it was placed on a gold basis again. In 
actual fact, the rouble was revalued upwards in terrns of dollars by 
32.5 per cent. From 1 March 1950 the rouble was specified as having 
a gold content of 0.222168 grams of pure gold, or four roubles to the 
dollar. The Soviet authorities said that this change was made because 
Table 4--17. Exchange Rate of the Rouble in Foreign Currencies,  elected countries, for 
1 January 1961 
Currency 
I Exchange rate valid until Jan.  1,  1961 
Official 
Pound Sterling. . . . . . . 
Italian Lira, 1,000. . . . 
U.S. Dollar. . . . . . . . . . 
Finrnark (old), 1,000. .  
French Francs, 100.  . . 
Deutschmarli, W., 100 
Swiss Francs, 100 . . . . 
Jap.  Yen, 1,000.  . . . . . 
Hungarian Forint, 100 




































Exchage rate valid 
from Jan. 1, 1961 
(with reservation 







18 3 7 
22 6 7 
20 82 
2 5 1 
7 67 
40 50 
Source: Bystrov, F. "Rub1 v mezhdunarodnylth raschhetakh", Vneshnaya torgoulga, 1961 
4, p. 8 .  
of the decrease in the purchasing power of the dollar brought about 
by the inflation of the post-war period. 
On 1 January 1961 a further change was made in the value of the 
rouble. Its gold content was increased to 0.987412 grains of pure gold 
or, in other words, the new rouble was worth 4.444 times the value of 
the old rouble, which had been used up to then. 
This amounled to a reduction of 77.5 per cent in the exchange rates 
of foreign currencies to the rouble. The new exchange rates of certain 
foreign currencies to the rouble are set out in Tables 4-17. This re- 
.valuation of the rouble was carried out "due to the success of the 
Soviet economy" ( n u  osnoue uspekhou u razuitii nar.odnouo khozyaistucr 
S S S R ) ,  which '.guarantees the conditions for a further increase in the 
role of the rouble and the widening of its application in the sphere of 
international paymentsn (Bystrov, V.T., 1961, p. 3 ) .  
This is a very wide assertion and cannot be accepted without going 
into the matter in detail. However, in this connection it is not necessary 
to go further into the reasons why the rouble exchange rate has been 
set at that level, though it can be mentioned that the international 
payments of the U.S.S.R., both for commodity exchange and for non- 
commercial operations, are effected through the State Bank of the 
U.S.S.R. (Gosudars tuenny Bnnlc S S S R )  and the Foreign Trade Bank 
of the U.S.S.R. ( B a n k  dlya  uneshney torgovli S S S R ) .  The principal 
provisions in the payments agreements usually define whether or no1 
a convcrtiblc currency is to be employed and, if not, prolide for thc 
establislmlent of clearing accounts in the appropriate financial institu- 
tions of both trading partners. The agreements also provide for 
nlethods of clearing balances in the clearing account. The accounts are 
credited in favour of the exporting country by the \ d u e  of export 
shipnlents and debited by the value of imports and other transactions 
giving rise to payments to thc other trading partner. In all these trans- 
actions, official exchange rates are employed (Allen, 1950, p. 413).  
In the role of a currency for international payments, the rouble is 
primarily used for the payments in the current commodity exchange 
between the countries within the S o ~ i e t  bloc. The openly declared 
policy in the bloc is to go o ler  Lo multilateralisin with transferable 
r o ~ ~ b l e s  (per.evodnic mbl i )  replacing the old clearing roubles. Also the 
gold content of a transfcrable rouble is fixed at  0.987412 grains of pure 
gold (TT.T., 1964, 8, p. 47) .  This multilateral system is governed by 
the International Bank for Economic Co-opcration (Xezhduncrr.odny 
banlc ekonomicheskovo sotr.udnichasfva), mhich started to operate on 
1 January 1964. Until nolv, muitilateralisnl has been applied only to a 
limited extent. 
Western economists are of the opinion that the rouble has been, and 
still is, overvalued. As the Soviet export organisations are credited 
for export sales a t  the official exchangc rate, this means that receipts 
from sales will usually be below the average internal pricc levcl and 
will i n v o l ~ e  the export organisation in a loss (Holzman, 1959, p. 433) .  
Before starting to analyse Soviet export prices, i t  is necessary to 
introduce a further consideration, namely, that S o ~ i e t  foreign data are 
not always based on a consistent set of statistics. Such inconsistencies 
mainly result from the Soviet practice of revaluing the pre\jous 
statistical material regarding trade, every time the value of the rouble 
is changed in terms of foreign currencies. As a rule, the revaluing is 
accomplished by malting the full amount of changes in exchange rates 
-a procedure which must be regarded as unique in international 
practice. After the last revaluation of the rouble in 1961, thc official 
trade statistics (Tr.T. SSSR), which are published annually by the 
Soviet Ministry of Foreign Tradc, were revalued for previous years as 
well (published statistics for 1958 are available). This method of 
revaluing earlier trade returns is justified by the possibility of making 
comparisons between different years. As a further argument for the 
desirability of malting such a revaluation, it is maintained that the 
Sovict foreign trade prices are fixed in accordance with world prices, 
and by implication when the external exchange rate of the rouble 
386 
Table 4--18. Exoort Prices for Coniferous Sawnwood. Roubles oer cubic metre f.0.b.. from the U.S.S.R. 








































Source: Vneshnaya Torgovlya S S S R ,  1955-IDG4, &loscow, 393-1965 
changes, the world price remains the same but the value of the 
"domestic" rouble changes. 
Here it is not intended to go further into Soviet statistical methods 
and the theoretical justification of them. The only conclusion that can 
be drawn is that  it is essential to check very carefully the price basis 
underlying any series of trade data published by the Soviets. 
4.3 Expor t  Prices for Selected Forest Products 
As has been mentioned before, the Soviets state that in the main 
Soviet foreign trade is done at  world market prices. The logical con- 
clusion which can be drawn from this is that even in the international 
timber trade, efforts are made to sell at prices which largely coincide 
with the general level of prices for the goods concerned. On the other 
band, it has been said that price is one of the foremost means of corn- 
petition which the Soviets have used in the marketing of forest pro- 
ducts in most of the countries of western Europe, both in the inter-war 
period and since the last war. In addition, it has been alleged that the 
Soviets use different prices in different markets. As the Soviet trade 
statistics which are available contain not only data in terms of 
physical quantity but also in  terms of value, this makes possible a 
comparisosl between the average prices paid by the different importing 
countries during the post-war period. Table 4-18 gives the average 
prices for coniferous sawnwood in roubles per cubic metre, calculated 
f.0.b. Soviet port (or  border in the case of land transport) to different 
Source: Vneshnaya Torgovlya SSSR, 1956-1965 
Fig. 4:6. Export  Prices for Coniferous Sawnwood, Roubles per cubic metre f.o.b., from the 
U.S.S.R. t o  the Main Importing Countries, 1955-1964 
importing countries. Figure 4 :  6 shows graphically the course of export 
prices for  coniferous sawnwood to some of the main importing 
countries. 
As to the selling prices in different countries, the material presented 
shows an  interesting feature which might be considered a characteristic 
of the Soviet trade policy with the countries forming the Soviet bloc, 
such as Hungary and Poland. On average, these countries pay higher 
prices than such capitalist countries as the United Kingdom, the 
German Federal Republic and the Netherlands pay for sawnwood 
imported from the U.S.S.R. Details about the types and qualities of 
timber which make up the exports to the various countries are lacking, 
but there is no special reason to believe that exports to Hungary and 
Poland contain higher grades of timber than exports going to Lhe 
United Kingdom. Assuming that the average composition of dimensions 
of timber going Lo the importing countries in question is approximately 
Lhe same, and seeing that the prices are f.0.b. Soviet port or border, 
then it could be expected that the average price per unit of sawnwood 
n-ould be lower for the countries of the S o ~ i e t  bloc than for the more 
distant countries of western Europe. This assurnplion is justified by 
Table 4-19. Export Prices for Coniferous Sawlogs, Roubles per cubic metre f.o.l)., from the 






























































Source: Vneshnaya  Torgoulga S S S R ,  1 9 5 5 - 1 9 6 4 ,  hIoscow, 1956--1965 
Table 4-20. Export Prices for Pitprops, Roubles per cubic metre f.o.b., from the U.S.S.R. 
to the Main Importing Countries, annual average, 1955-1964 
Year Belgium United Kingdom 
Nether- 
lands Poland Hungary 
Germany 
Fed. Rep. 
Source: V n e s h n a y a  Torgovlya S S S R ,  1955-1964, ?Ioscow, 1956-1965 
the fact that  coniferous sawnwood, which goes by railway transporl 
across the \yestern borders of the U.S.S.R. comes, as a rule, from areas 
where the quality of the timber is inferior Lo thal  from those areas 
where sea transport is used for exports, i.e. the Archangel and Yenisey 
areas. One could therefore expect that Soviet timber sold to the United 
Kingdom would be of a higher averagc quality than the timber going 
to Hungary. However, as can be seen from the statistical data presented, 
thc average price per cubic metre for timber going to Hungary has been 
rather higher than that going to thc United Kingdom for the entire 
period under survey. 
Another interesting fact which should be noted is that the average 
price in sales to capitalist countries has been subject to considerable 
Table 4-21. Export Prices for Pulpwood, Roubles per cubic metre f.o.b., from the U.S.S.R. 














Source: Vneshnaya Torgovlyn S S S R ,  1955-1964, Moscow, 1956-1965 
fluctuations, whereas Lhe prices for the countries forming the Sosiet 
bloc show a more even course. In the case of Hungary this can be easily 
seen in Figure 4 :  6. This is evidence that the fluctuations in the 
economy have more or  less been eliminated from the price policy 
within the Soviet bloc, and in areas where the U.S.S.R holds such a 
position in the market that it can determine the prices for its exports 
to the markets in those areas. This also occurs in the exports of certain 
other forest products which can lse regarded as being more hoino- 
gcncous than samnwood. 
Table 4-19 shows the average prices for exports of coniferous saw- 
logs, while Table 4-20 gires the corresponding prices for pitprops and 
Table 4-21 for pulpwood. Furthermore, the price developn~ents can 
be followed in Figures 4: 7 ,  4:  8 and 4:  9. 
One cannot say that the assortment of roundwood is particularly 
homogeneous for sawlogs in the case where it is for internal use. 
However, where it is a matter of exporting the tiinber in unprocessed 
form, there is reason to assume that only large tiinber is exported, and 
that on ayerage the exported sawlogs can be regarded as being reason- 
ably homogeneous. S o  such doubts arise with coniferous pulpwood 
and pitprops, as these are products which are obviously honlogeneous 
within certain limits. 
As can be seen from the data presented, the price differences bc- 
lween the various importing countries arc rather large for roundwood. 
Particularly striking are the relatively low prices paid by Finland for 
Soviet deliveries of roundwood. The explanation of this may be that 
-- B a L ~ ~ u r n  
 Fin land  
6 8j  , , , * , , , , , , , H u n ~ a r y  Fad. Rap of Ga rmany  ---- 3 a p a n  
1955 56 58 60 62 6 4 
Source: Vneslmaya Torgovlya SSSR, 1956-1965 
Fig. 4:7. Export  Prices for Coniferous Sawlogs, Roubles per cubic metre f.o.b., from the  
U.S.S.R. to  the Main Importing Countries, 1955-1964 
Roubles/m3 
H u n ~ a r  y 
-- Poland  
---- G r a a t  Br i ta in  
-.-- Fad. Rap. of Garrnany 
Source: Tneshnaya Torgovlya SSSR, 1956-1963 
Fig. 4:8. Export  Prices for Pitprops, Roubles per cubic metre f.o.b., from the U.S.S.R. to  
the  Main Importing Countries, 1955-1964 
" , , , , , , , , , 
-- B e l g i u m  Eastern G a r m a n y  
Fad. Rap, of G e r m a n y  - Finland 
H u n ~ a r y ---- 3 span 
1955 56 58 60 62 6 4  
Source: Vneshnaya Torgovlya SSSR, 1956-1965 
Fig. 4:9. Export  Prices for Pulpwood, Roubles per cubic metre f.o.b., from the  U.S.S.R. to  
the Main Importing Countries, 1955-1964 
the roundwood comes directly from the border area, and that no costs 
of transport are involved in the prices. One can see in other cases the 
typical differences in the prices quoted by the Soviets for their exports 
to the countries of the Soviet bloc and the rest of the world. A parti- 
cularly interesting price development occurs in the export of Soviet 
pitprops to the United Kingdom and Poland. As can be seen froin 
Figure 4 :  8, both these countries paid approxin~ately the same price 
for pitprops in 1959; in the following years the prices for the United 
Kingdom have gone down, while the prices for Poland have showed 
a successive increase. Here, too, there is evidence that the Soviets neither 
follow world market prices ~ v h e n  pricing their exports to the countries 
of the Soviet bloc, nor maintain constant export prices, but on the 
contrary adopt a n  arbitrary price policy which seems to depend entirely 
on their position in the market. 
Table 4--22 sho~vs  the average selling prices per ton of woodpulp. 
Unfortunately, there are no details of the types of pulp exported, nor 
of the countries to which they were exported, but as  in this field the 
main product of the U.S.S.R. is unbleached sulphite pulp, i l  may be 
assumed that unbleached sulphite pulp forms part of Lhe Soviet exports 
both to countries in the Soviet bloc and in the rest of the world. 
Table L 2 2 .  Export Prices for Wood Pulp, Roubles per ton f.o.b., from the U.S.S.R. to the 















































Source: Vneshnaya Torgoulya S S S R ,  195; -1964 ,  JIoscow, 1956-1965 
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1955 56 58 60 62 6 4 
Source: Vneshnaya Torgovlya SSSR, 1966-1966 
Fig. 4:10. Export  Prices for Wood Pulp, Roubles per ton f.o.b., from the U.S.S.R. to the  
Main Importing Countries, 1955-1964 
Figure 4:  10 shows in graphical form the course of Ihe prices of pulp 
for the different importing countries. One can clearly sce that in the 
case of pulp exports also the Soviets quote different prices for different 
Table 4-23. Export Prices for Newsprint, Roubles per ton f.o.b., from the U.S.S.R. to the 
Main Importing Countries, annual average, 1955-1964 
Belgium France y e a r  1 i Hungary Bulgaria Greece Jugo- 
slavia 
Source: Vneshnaya l'orgoulya SSSR ,  19;;-1961, Mosco~v, 1956-1965 
100- \ \ 
'----0 02 / \ / \ 
-- B a l ~ i u m  
90- --- France \/ 
I ,  > 
1955 56 58 60 62 64 
Source: Vneshnaya Torgovlya SSSR, 1966-1965 
Fig. 4:11. Expor t  Prices for Newsprint, Roubles per ton f.o.b., from the  U.S.S.R. t o  the  
Main Importing Countries, 1955-1964 
groups of countries, and in this connection the dependence of the 
trading partner on the U.S.S.R. seems to be the decisive factor. 
Xcwsprint seems to be a relatively homogeneous item, and the course 
of its export prices can be seen in Table 4-23 and Figure 4 :  11. A 
noticeable feature is that in the case of certain countries in the Soviet 
bloc, e.g. Hungary, almost unchanged prices have been applied through- 
Table 4-24. Export Prices for Plywood, Roubles per cubic meter f.o.b., from the U.S.S.R. 




















u n g a r y  F e d  a t  Greece 
Rep. (D.D.R.) 
Source: Vneshnaya Torgovlya SSSR ,  195;-1961, lIosco~v, 1956-1965 
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Source: Vneshnaya Torgorlya SSSR, 1856-1963 
Fig. 4:12. Export  Prices for Plywood, Roubles per cubic metre f.o.b., from the C.S.S.R. 
to  the  Main Importing Countries, 1955-1964 
113.3 I - 120.0 93.3 
out the entire period ~ i n d e r  survey (1055-1964), while the purchasing 
prices outside the Soriel bloc have shown a declining trend for the 
period in question. The fluctuations here were usually very marltcd. 
Table 4-24 and the graph in Figure 4:  12 give the course of prices 
of plywood in roubles per cubic metre. -Use for this item there can be 
noted the typical development of selling prices betwcen the different 





































marked in the case of exports to countries outside the Soviet bloc, 
while there are hardly any fluctuations for thc countries forming the 
Soviet bloc. In the latter instance the prices show an  almost even risc 
which seems to be almost independent of price fluctuations in the 
capitalist countries. 
4.4 Terms of Trade in  Pulp and Paper Products 
In its trade relations with \vestern industrialiscd countries, the 
U.S.S.R. is primarily an  exporter of ram materials and an importer of 
capital goods. Consequently, this means that  when the prices of forest 
products decline, as they have in some recent years, the Soxict ability 
to import machinery and equipment falls in  real terms. 
The most direct expression for the conditions of excha~lge regarding 
the relationship between the average prices of imports and exports for  
the comnlodities exchanges, is "Lerms of trade". In non-monetary 
terms this concept can be formulated as Lhe physical quantity of good5 
and services a country  nus st give up in exports in order to obtain :i 
given quantity of imports. 
In the p r e ~ i o u s  section mcrc presented the statistical details con- 
cerning the pricing policy of the Soviet trade monopoly in the case of 
exports of forest products. In this section an attempt will be rnade to 
elucidate the question of thc terms of trade regarding exporls and 
imports of pulp and paper, as it is mainly in this field that the U.S.S.R. 
appears as  both a buyer and a seller in the world markct. Ob~ious ly  
the relationship between import and export prices, or the price index 
for the products concerned, cannot be a direct expression of thc terms 
of trade in  the usual sense, although such a comparison would proxide 
an interesting picture of the price conditions. The question can be put 
in this way: How do thc prices of S o ~ i e t  exports of pulp and newsprint 
compare wilh the prices of Soviet irnports of these products? 
Such a comparison i n l o l ~ e s  errors, despite Lhe fact that as items of 
trade both ~voodpulp and newsprint are usually relati1 ely homo- 
geneous. However, Soviet official statistics do not g i ~ c  full details of 
assortment and type, e.g. sulphite or sulphate pulp; consequently, on 
the basis of the total quantity in tons and the total ~ a l u c  in roubles, 
the unit prices can be worked out 011137 as rough a\erages. Tahle 4-23 
provides details of the exports and imports of woodpulp and newsprint 
for the period 1955-1964. This table has been cornpiled only for the 
purpose of g i ~ i n g  an  idea of the quantities and \a lum which are in- 
volved in this particular analysis. However, it is interesting to notc 
396 
Table 6 2 5 .  Exports and Imports of Wood Pulp and Newsprint by the U.S.S.W., 1955-1964 
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that earlier Lhe quantities of imports and exports almost balanced each 
other, while in recent years exports have predon~inated. 
.Is already mentioned in the previous section, the valuc of exports 
is given in f.0.h. prices at  the port of loading or at the Soviet border 
in the case of land transport. It needs only be added that the value of 
imports is given in f.0.b. prices foreign port or at the border of the 
country of origin in the case of land transport. On the basis of such 
data it is possible to compute the unit value of exports and the unit 
la lue  of imports and to determine how the figures compare in a tiine- 
series, which will give a picture on Soviet terms of trade in pulp and 
newsprint. The unit value of exports and imports and the unit value 
ratio of trade for pulp and newsprint, under the period 1955-1964, 
arc presented in Table 4-26. The instrument of measurement regard- 
ing changes of the terms of trade is the unit value ratio of exports to 
imports. These relationship figures arc constructed by dividing the 
unit value of exports by the unit w l u e  of imports, or the correspond- 
ing indices (1955 = 100) of these values. 
\Vhat conclusions can be drawn from the statistics presented? Onc 
can see that,  for example, in 1956 the unit value index of pulp exports 
increased, while the unit valuc index of similar imports fell. The con- 
sequence of these changes was, that the unit value ratio of exports to 
imports rose to 104. That  means in other words, that in 1956 one unit 
of exported pulp bought 1.04 units of imported pulp. 
Table 6 2 6 .  Unit Value Indices of Exports and Imports, and Unit Value Ratio, for Wood 
Pulp and Newsprint, 1955-1964' 
Year 
- 
\Toad pulp Sewsprin L 
Unit valne indices Unit value 
I I I I I 
Source: Vneshnaya Torgovlya SSSR ,  1955-1961,  &Iosco~v, 1956-1965 
In newsprint trade an  opposite de\.elopment of prices could he 
observed in thc same time. In 1056, the unit value index of newsprint 
exports remained unchanged, whilc the unit value index of imports 
increased to 104. As a result, the unit value ratio of exports to imporis 
decreased to 96. That  is, in 1956 one unit of newsprint exports bought 
only 0.96 units of imports compared with the single unit it had bought 
one year previously. 
However, by following these figures carefully, one can see that the 
unit raluc ratio for pulp during the period under survey is for Lhe most 
part below 100, while the corresponding figure for newsprint is mostly 
over 100. Consequently, this means that the terms of trade arc more 
favourable for the U.S.S.R. for its trade in newsprint and less favour- 
able for its trade in pulp. 
Disregarding the possible differences in quality, the explanation of 
this may lie in the direction of Soviet trade in pulp and newsprint. 
The great bulk of Soviet irnports of woodpulp as  well as  of newspri~i l  
comes from Finland. As the U.S.S.R. has a long-term bilateral trade 
agreement with that countsy, in which the quantities are fixed, but 
not the prices, which seem to be determined at  annual negotiations, 
it can bc assumed that the current world market prices are used as a 
basis for the negotiations on prices; the fixed unit price for exports 
of pulp and newsprint corresponds in the main with the price level in 
the world market. However, in these trade agreements also, the approxi- 
mate value of pulp and paper products is determined in advance; for 
example, in 1966-1970 the total value of these products will be 300 
million roubles (Pisliulov, V.T., 1965, 2, p. 16 ) ,  which means that the 
pricing cannot be considered to be complctely free during the price 
negotiations. 
For the greater part, the exports of pulp and nclvsprint were con- 
centrated to a few industrial countries in the western world i c . ~ .  
the United Kingdon1 and France) ,  and to countries in the Soviet bloc 
(e.g. Hungary, Bulgaria and the German Democratic Republic). In the 
first-mentioned countries Sox iet prices must be below the world marliet 
prices, otherwise the Soviets could hardly sell their pulp and paper 
products in these markets on account of the competition from other 
countries. On the other hand, as  can be seen from Tables 4-22 and 
4-23 as well as the Figures 4 :  10 and 4 :  11 in the previous section, 
it seems that the U.S.S.R. has the possibility of dictating its prices to 
the last-mentioned countries, and that these prices are considerably 
higher than the export prices to western countries. The total result is 
that the unit value ratio, or the terms of trade in pulp and paper 
products during the period under survey, has been evened out to a large 
extent, and no marlied trends can be detected here. Howevcr, the reason 
why there are price differences in the various groups of countries will 
he dealt with more thoroughly later. 
4.5 E x a m i n a t i o n  qf Price Differentiation between Impor t ing  Countries 
As can be seen from the material presented in the previous sections, 
there are noticeable differences in the pricing of Soviet exports to 
different countries. This material sho\vs quite clearly that for exporls 
of forest products the U.S.S.R. quotes higher prices to countries in the 
Soviet bloc than Lo western countries. Ifrestern obse r~e r s  h a w  been 
cognisant of this for a long time. It  has been maintained that the 
U.S.S.R. appears to discriminate against its partners in the Soviet bloc, 
and seems to increase prices to them to compensate partially for the 
price reductions afforded to western countries (Uowles, P.T.J., 1960, 
PP. 44-48). This can be seen not only in the exports of forest products, 
hut also for other goods which are supplied by the U.S.S.R. (hlenders- 
hausen, R.E.S., May 1959 and May 1960). However, there are certain 
tlifferenccs of opinion as to the actual hacliground of such price dis- 
crimination-if the term discrimination can be used at all in this 
connection. Let us examine the conditions in more detail. 
Soviet export prices are probably determined by some sort of ncgotia- 
lions and agreements; despite the fact that  there is bargaining among 
communist trading partners, its existence is usually denied (Rlenders- 
liausen, R.E.S., 1959, 11. 106). One cannot doubt that the bargaining 
power of the U.S.S.R. in price negotiations is much stronger than that 
of its satellites. The inonopolistic-n~onopsonistic position, which the 
U.S.S.R. holds in relation to its dependencies in many areas of trade, 
allows some dictation of prices in price negotiations. In addition, these 
countries are often unable to buy elsewhere, and must use their existing 
credit balances, etc. (Rlendershausen, R.E.S., 1962, p. 495). Rloreorer, 
in trade with its satellite countries, the U.S.S.R. enjoys priority over 
all others. 
In trading with frec countries, the bargaining position of thc U.S.S.R. 
is different. She cannot expect to have special favours from trade 
partners who have the freedorn to buy elsewhere. Where it is found 
desirable lo enhance her competitive position in the industrial countries 
of the free world, this can be done only by underselling or outbidding 
competitors. This is precisely what the U.S.S.R. has done in the 
marketing of forest products, both in the inter-war period and since 
the last war. 
The Soviets have said that  they do not practise price discrimination 
in exports to countries within or outside the Soviet bloc. 
Howcxer, criticism from the west has been met by arguments which 
can in no way set i l  asicle; the allegations are based directly on data 
provided by the U.S.S.R. itself. Consequently, these should be accepted 
by the S o ~ i e t  also. 
Abramov states in an article published under the title "The pseudo- 
scientific Research of Bourgeois Economists" (V.T.,  1963, 10, p. 14) 
that western critics totally ignore the proven differences in the delivery 
conditions and compare exclusively prices f.0.b. Soviet border. Here i t  
is appropriate to quote Abramov directly: "But it is a well-known fact 
that the majority of the Eastern European countries are receiving their 
cornmoditics delirered directly at  their border ~ ~ i t h  he U.S.S.R., 
whereas the Western European countries are paying in addition the 
costs for the delivery of these conmlodities to their borders. Western 
European importers, when importing purchased goods into their own 
countries, are also compelled to pay the import levies and other in- 
direct iniporL charges." This statement is correct in itself, insofar as  
the value of Soviet exports is published f.0.b. aL the Soviet border; 
the costs of the exports to the recipient countries do not include freight, 
insurance, etc. from the Soviet border onwards. These slalistics are not 
concerned with the costs of further transport to the final recipient 
country. The purpose has been to indicate differences between realised 
prices at  the Soviet border or  loading port, areraged over the trans- 
actions of one year, but not to make any comparisons of prices within 
the importing country itself. i.e. when the goods arrive at  their final 
destination. Thus the a r g ~ ~ m e n t  that tlie prices are not comparable can 
be set aside without further ado. 
Another argument advanced by Abramov (V.T.,  1963, 10 ,  p. 15)  is 
the following: "The basis of the difference is the contrast between the 
planned socialist cconoinic system (planovaya sotsialisticheskaga 
s i s f ema  khozyais tua)  and the anarchist one of the capitalist system 
(anarkhicheskaya kapi fa l is f icheskaya s is tema)  . . . The prices of the 
socialist world market (mirouog sotsialisticlzeslcy r y n o k )  are charac- 
terised by stability: they are fixed in agreement between the countries 
for prolonged periods. But the prices of tlie capitalist marliet are 
subject to spontaneous fluctuations". Continuing directly from that  
statement Abramov writes: "Thus it is entirely clear that the prices in 
the mutual trade between the socialist countries, even if they are fixed 
on the basis of world prices, cannot and should not exactly coincide 
with the prices of the capitalist market .  . . And this, of course, does not 
by any means represent a deficiency but, instead, a considerable 
advantage for the prices in  the mutual trade of the socialist countries." 
The content of this argument can be summarised thus:  that the 
Soviets regard it as  perfectly normal that  certain price differences 
occur, and accept that the cause is primarily to be found in the dif- 
ferences between the economic systems involved. In fact, the way in 
which prices are determined in trade between the U.S.S.R. and its 
trading partners of Eastern Europe seems to indicate that  there is a 
mechanism inherent in the system which exerts an influence on pricc 
developments. Where the world market price is used in trade between 
countries of the Soviet bloc, then there must be a systematic lag in 
price movements. If this were so, the tendency mould be for lower 
prices to be maintained in the Soviet bloc when world timber prices 
increased, and for higher prices to remain when world timber prices 
decreased. However, this cannot be dedrrced on the basis of the material 
which was presented in the earlier sections dealing with trade in forest 
products. The prices for forest products exported to satellite countries 
seem to follow their own independent course, which varies from 
country to country and from time to time. Undoubtedly, qualitative 
variations may also have played a role in price fluctuations. One can 
see that  the price level in trade with countries of the Soviet bloc is 
considerably more stable than that in trade with countries in the rest 
of the world, a fact which has certainly been brought about to some 
extent a t  least by the inherent internal conditions which regulate trade 
within the Soviet bloc. The countries which have imported forest 
products from the U.S.S.R. have paid higher prices in roubles than 
they would have done if the Soviets had strictly applied world ~na rke t  
prices for trade with these countries. 
5. Appraisal of Marketing Policies and Trends in Timber Exports 
5.1 General Remarks  o n  Underlying Policies 
Soviet exports of forest products have been subjecl to noticeable 
fluctuations over the years, as has been indicated in the previous 
sections. As the export of forcst products is an  integral part of the 
total export activities of the U.S.S.R and is determined by the central 
authorities, the fluctuation in the volume of exports has to be ex- 
plained primarily against the background of the general trade policy 
of the U.S.S.R. This in turn necessitates a clowr examination of the 
underlying general policies of foreign tradc and the objectives behind 
these policies. As has  been pointed out in Part  I1 (p. 163), the over-all 
objective of the Soviet Government and the Cominunist Party of thc 
U.S.S.R. can be considered to be economic and military power, and the 
most effective means of achieving this ultimate goal arc the industriz- 
lisation of the country and its economic growth. The latter, which Tve 
described as means for the achie~ement  of the "ultimate" ends, can be 
regarded as a goal on the lower level of econo~nic activities involving 
foreign trade (Simon, 1961, p. 63). Such a goal will constitute the 
norm in shaping trade policy and the realisation of the aims in this 
special field. Consequently, the industrialisation of the country and 
its econon~ic growth will be the factors which will determine the shape 
of foreign trade and trade policy. The adaptation of the timber tradc 
to the general foreign trade policies is a logical consequence of this 
approach. 
The divorce between internal and world prices and the unrealistic 
official exchange rates effectively hamper calculations of the com- 
parative advantage in foreign trade. Thus the latter does not affect 
the decision-making process in the timber trade. The corporation 
dealing with export and import of forest products-V/o Exportles- 
does not concern itself with the domestic price or domestic costs. It 
buys or sells as  required by the G o s p l a n ,  and the necessary financial 
adjustments are then made through the respective banks ( G o s b a n k  
and V n e s h t o r g b a n l c )  and the budget. Therefore trade decisions are 
very largely quantitative (Nove, 1961, p. 190), and this applies 
especially to the trade in forest products. I t  is evident that such 
"quantitative" trading, unrelated to domestic costs, can permit sales 
which are "unprofitable" according to calculations used in the compe- 
titive economy of the western countries. In the Soviet type of economy 
with rnonopolised trade, the principle of comparative cost obviously 
~nalies  little sense in tradc transactions, where financial factors seems 
to play a less important role in colnparison with those in the foreign 
trade of other nations. 
The explanation of this seems to be found, to some extent a t  least, in 
an o~eroalued  exchange rate. If the Soviets in order to compete in 
world markets are selling below actual production costs, this does not 
necessarily involve them in a real loss, because they would be com- 
pensated by being able to import needed goods at  a similar or  greater 
percentage below domestic prices (Holzman, 1959, p. 429).  This must 
be specially emphasised  hen one is looking for an explanation of the 
Soviet approach to the marketing for forest products. Soviet trade was 
predominantly carried out on a multilateral basis during the Twenties, 
and basically remained rnultilaleral during the Thirties, although some 
bilateral agreements mere signed during the great depression. Since 
FVorld War  11, Soviet tradc deals have often been bilateral in character. 
The reason for bilateralisin seems to be that the planning of quantita- 
tive exchange lends itself far  more easily to two-way arrangements. 
Soviet foreign trade has as its characteristic feature the maintenance 
of a direct balance h e t ~ ~ e e n  imports and exports with the trading 
partners. Bilateral agreements are therefore a common practice in 
trade with satellite countries and a number of countries outside the 
Soviet orbit. 
The individual transactions under bilateral trade agreements are 
carried out, as a rule, by ordinary coininercial contracts after negotia- 
tions on quantities and prices have occurred. The agreements regarding 
payments specify the financial arrangernents by which tradc is con- 
ducted. The principal provisions define whether or not a conTertiblc 
currency is to be employed. As a rule, official exchange rates are 
employed. 
In trade with western industrial countries, these bilateral trade 
agreements, for example, ~ i t h  the United Kingdom, which is in a 
strong bargaining position, are in fact not necessary from the stand- 
point of either trading partner. Countries in a weaker trading position 
are obliged to accept this form of Soviet trade, which through such 
an agreement usually specifies an  equal value of trade for both 
countries at a given level. Most-favoured-nation clauses, although used 
in those agreements, seem to ha l e  no meaning when trade is handled 
by the governments, as in countries under Soviet domination (Allen, 
1959, pp. 412-414). 
Bilateral trade agreements involving timber ha re  some significance 
for those countries which are dependent on the U.S.S.R. for their i ~ n -  
ports of unprocessed roundwood; here the prime examples are Finland 
and Japan. In the agreement on commodity t u r n o ~ e r  and payments 
between the U.S.S.R. and Japan for the period 1963-1965, it is stipu- 
lated that the U.S.S.R. shall export to Japan quantities of industrial 
roundwood totalling 1.8 million cubic metres in  1963, 1.9 million cubic 
metres in 1964, and 2.0 million cubic melrcs in 1965. In thc same period 
Japan is to supply the Soxiets mith the following equipment for paper 
and pulp mills: (1) for a pulpmill for the production of 300,000 tons 
of bleached sulphate pulp a year; (2 )  for a boardmill for the produc- 
tion of 140,000 tons of white paperboard for packing foodstuffs; and 
(3 )  papermaking machinery for the production of 100,000 tons of 
printing paper a year (V.T., 1963, 6 ) .  
In this case it is quite oblious that the bilateral trade agreement 
Favours the forest industries of both trading partners at  present. How- 
eler, when the deliveries of paper and pulpinill equipment hare  becn 
fulfilled, the situation will be different, as the new ~ui l l s  themselves 
will need the raw ~naterials  which are now being exported to pay for 
the equipment necessary for their installation. I t  is not intended to go 
into the consequences of the bilateral trading system in this connec- 
tion. The intention is only to give an cxamplc of how trade agreements 
are drawn up to the benefit of the forest industries of both trading 
partners. Howerer, it must he emphasised that the interests of both 
trading partners cannot always be met by bilateral agreements, and the 
cxainple ciled may be regarded more as an exception than as the rule. 
An important difference between countries having a prirale enter- 
prise economy and those mhich work with the Soviet type of economy 
is in the assessment of foreign trade and especially of exports by the 
flrms theinselx es. In the former countries, company manage~nent which 
is engaged in production generally regards exports more highly than it 
does imports; also, thc governments of such countries encourage 
exports for their effect on employment and in order to have a more 
favourable halance of payments. Soviet authorities take an opposite 
~ i e w ,  and employ an  import policy which will help them to develop 
import-competing industries or, in  other nards,  to relieve the U.S.S.R. 
of the need to import (Holzman, 1963, p. 302).  If this element in Soviet 
foreign trade policy proves to be relevant in the future, it will introduce 
the factor of uncertainty into the assessment of the future course of 
the exports of forest products. In a centrally directed economic system, 
substantial changes in foreign trade can always be brought about for 
political and economic reasons. For this reason, trade policy in the 
past deserves closer attention. 
5.2 The Inter-War Period 
The political and economic chaos which followed immediately after 
the outbreak of the October Revolution in 1917 almost put a stop to 
a ion Russian foreign trade. V'hen the Civil War  was over and the situ t ' 
more or less stabilised, the problern was how to pay for the imports 
needed for economic recovery. Owing to the general distrust and fear 
of the Bolshevilis by the rest of the world, the Soviet Government was 
unable to obtain credit from abroad (Katkoff, 1961, p. 431). The only 
way out was to export those goods ~ h i c h  could be produced most 
easily in the prevailing circumstances, and Lo send them abroad and 
sell them there despite a general reluctance on the part of buyers 
to take Soviet goods, and the fierce competition from other exporting 
countries. In this difficult situation, the rich forest resources of the 
country, and Russia's traditional position as a big timber exporter, 
became the centre of attention. 
However, the most important question remained to be solved, namely, 
how would it be possible to restore the logging and sawnilling industry 
so as  to make it a source of export income and thus of foreign 
currency to pay for essential imports and, a t  the same lime, for the 
re-establishment of the monetary system? It may be added that this 
was the time when Lenin contemplated his New Economic Policy 
(N.E.P.) within whose framework the Soviets were to resume Czarist 
Russia's old trade with foreign countries (Liberman, 1945, p. 9 6 ) .  
As Russia had lost the position it had held in the world timber 
market a t  the turn of the century, the re-establishment of former 
business contacts went very slowly. However, after the signing of the 
London-hfoscow trade agreement in  March 1921 there was a consider- 
able improvement in the prospects of selling Soviet forest products in 
England. The shrewd sales policy of the Soviets, primarily in their 
choice of marketing channels, helped to achieve success. 
Traditionally, several large firms in England acted as middlemen in 
the extensive business of buying and distributing imported timber. 
These were and still are large and financially sound concerns with 
considerable staff, and having great financial power and excellent 
credit connections. Almost all major operations involving the importing 
of timber must go through these coinmission agencies. Many of these 
firms owned sawmills in different parts of Czarist Russia, especially in 
Archangel, where the major part of the sawmills which were involved 
with the export trade had been in the hands of non-Russians. 
In London the Soviets succeeded in organising some mixcd-stock 
companies in which one-half of the shares belonged to the Sovict 
Government, while the other half was distributed among the former 
olmers and concessionaires, or broker firms. Similar sales organisa- 
tions were established in other countries also, for example in the 
Netherlands in 1924. It proved that by means of these new nmised-stock 
companies the Soviets were able to break the strong ring of hostility 
then prevailing against them in the West, and to break it to their own 
advantage. 
In the early stages of Soviet development the exporter of forest 
products from the U.S.S.R. was "Seueroles" or the Northern Timber 
Trust,  which operated the sawmills at  Archangel. Its former chief 
Liberman (1945, p. 141), whose statements in this respect should be 
of great importance and can be regarded as a reliable source of in- 
formation, writes as follows: "In this way did o u r . .  . Trust, a funda- 
mentally business-like organisation, play in a number of countries the 
role of a political vanguard, of a battering-ram breaking the very first 
holes in the wall of the blockade, of a trail-blazer preparing the ground 
for better, more normal relations between the Soviet Republic and the 
rest of Europe." 
In this study we shall not go into details of how the management of 
these organisations succeeded, by manipulations in the timber trade, 
in obtaining credits for the U.S.S.R. and eliininating the difficulties 
involved for the recognition of the new regime in Russia. However, it 
should bc ernphasised that primarily because of the above-mentioned 
marketing channels, the sales of Russian sawnwood in Great Britain 
and in other countries increased rapidly, and very soon the Soviet 
competition created the greatest difficulties for other exporting count- 
ries, particularly Sweden (Soderlund, 1952, p. 278). 
Price was the primary means of competition used by the new 
Russian timber exporters, whom Lenin called kmsnie kuptsy or Red 
hlcrchants (Liberman, 1943, p. 103). In practice it was a matter of 
selling at  any price, in other words to underbid all other competitors in 
order to "catch up arid overtake the capitalists" (Albrecht, 1939, p. 87). 
However, the real purpose of such a method of trading was to obtain 
foreign exchange in order to pay for imports. Lenin himself had 
formulated the goal of timber exports in the following way (according 
to Liberinan, 1945, p. 105) : "Timber is one of our natural resources 
which we will transform into money to carry out the electrification 
of Russia." As the Soviet economy progressed, the word electrification 
--which was Lenin's favourite term-became synonymous with the 
term industrialisation. 
The idea behind all this was definite enough, namely to obtain more 
foreign exchange from exports, and against this background the large 
price reductions which the Soviets madc when selling their timber 
abroad perhaps seem inexplicable. But the fact remains that as a result 
of the price reductions the Soviets succeeded in increasing their share 
of the English inarket as well as  in other importing countries; this can 
be seen from Figure 4:3. The expansion of timber cxports from the 
U.S.S.R. Tvas one of the major factors influencing the market condi- 
tions in all importing countries throughout the inter-war period. S o ~ i c t  
strategy in marketing was more or less successful in all importing 
countries with which Soviets considered that it was important to renew 
trading relationships. Soviet exports of forest products increased by 
260 per cent during the period 1923-1929, while Swedish exports 
increased by 26 per cent and Finnish by 34 per cent (Soderlund, 1952, 
11. 316). Especially large was the increase of Soviet exports during the 
period 1929-1931, that is, during the first s t a ~ e  of the world-wide 
economic depression when other countries suffered reductions in the 
quantities of their exports as  a consequence of the difficulties in selling. 
Russian cxports of sawnwood reached a peak in 1935 (Grottian, 1942, 
p. 83) .  However, from then until the outbreak of war, there was a 
decline in the quantities exported. 
Principally, the Soviets have pursued n price policy which seems to 
have no direct relation to costs. In consequence, the competition from 
Russian timber became a very disturbing factor in world markets. 
Soviet competition was sc~e re ly  felt in the United Kingdom, the Nether- 
lands, Belgium and Germany. According to German investigations 
(Kostler, 1934, p. 153), Russia reduced prices by 18 per cent from 1928 
to 1930, that is the time when their conquest of the marliet was great- 
est, while over the same period Sweden cut its prices by only 9 per 
cent, and Finland by 10 per cent. This inarlicting policy involving large 
price reductions, which was continued throughout the depression, was 
regarded by many in the west as dumping (Soderlund, 1952, p. 310). 
Actually the U.S.S.R. has offered forest products below marliet prices 
not only during thc great depression. The question which now arises 
is whether the term dumping has any meaning for State-trading 
countries. In this connection it can be interpreted as "unfair competi- 
t ionv, which is brought about by lowering the price far below the costs 
of production. However, if the price reductions have no significant role 
to play in foreign trade, as in the Soviet case here, then the dumping 
question rernains unanswered and the accusation of clumping is a mere 
empty phrase (cf. Buchholz, Z.f.W., 1938, p. 161). 
One may try to determine the reason 15-hy the Sovicts carried out 
such a marketing policy for foresl products - a policy which resulted 
in the costs of urgently needed imports being very high in terms of 
exports. The answer is that actual export prices had fallen much more 
than the import prices. In fact, Lhe index of export prices had fallen 
from 100 in 1929 to 49 in 1932, and the index of import prices from 
100 in 1929 to only 68 in 1932 (Holzman, 1963, p. 305). Thus the basic 
task of timber exports-to earn foreign exchange to finance expenditure 
on importing producer goods-turned out to be rather bad business. 
Soviet authorities, who at that time were in charge of marketing policy 
and reponsible for putting it into effect, rejected all approaches from 
other exporting countries to try to achieve jointly a stabilisation in 
the level of prices. Nor would the Soviets, in  their negotiations with 
delegates from other counlrics, accept the proposals for a quota scheme 
comprising the export volume of all kinds of sawnwood and round- 
wood. In this connection it is significant that a reduction in Russia's 
lotal export quantity was in no circumstances acceptable to Soviet re- 
presentatives; a cited case is that of the negotiations in Stockholm on 
13 January 1932 (Soderlund, 1952, pp. 330-331). This quantity was 
sacrosanct to them and nothing could malie them change it. The 
explanation of this attitude is that during the early five-year-plans, the 
quantities stipulated in the plans had to be fully met, and this applied 
to the export plans, too. Soviet officials had more freedom in pricing 
policy and export sales, and this provides an explanation as to why the 
Soviets consistently pursued a marketing policy for forest products 
during the inter-war period, in which their main concern was the 
quantitative increase. 
There is no doubt that during early years of industrialisation, accord- 
ing to the First Five Year Plan (1928-19321, foreign trade became a 
vital source for obtaining industrial equipment and machinery. But 
with the revival of domcstic industrial production lhe imports lvere 
gradually reduced. Beginning with the Second Five-Year Plan (1933- 
1937), a general reduction of international Lrading activities was 
quite remarkable, and this reduction is described as the period of 
withdrawal of the U.S.S.R. from the world nlarliets. In the main, the 
reason for this is thought to be that the Soviets had achieved self-suf- 
ficiency in most goods which were important for starting their in- 
dustrial drive in  1929 (Katkoff, 1961, p. 433), and that as  a result of 
this, autarchy had become to them a more feasible policy (Holzman, 
1963, p. 304). 
However, this does not apply to exports of forest products and, as 
has been mentioned above, the exports of sawnwood reached a peak 
in 1935, while a more marked decline in the volume of exports of forest 
products can be noted in 1938. This meant that the relative share of 
forest products in the total export volume was greater in the latter 
half of the 1930's than it was at  the beginning of this decade (cf .  
Table 4-1). It  is true, however, that timber exports of the U.S.S.R. 
show a declining trend after 1935, but this can hardly be connected 
with thc changes in the general trade policy and the efforts to a c h ~ e ~ e  
self-sufficiency through Soviet production. 
The real rcason why the export of forest products involved lesser 
amounts in the Third Five-Year Plan (1938-1942) than in the two 
previous plans, seems to be the difficulties connected with producing 
sufficient timber and particularly the increased domestic requirements. 
Neither can the possibility be ignored that the preparations for the war 
which TYas threatening compelled the Soviet Government to reduce the 
exports of forest products. The fact is that there was a steady reduc- 
tion in the volume of exports until the Nazi invasion of the U.S.S.R. 
in 1941. Most remarkable was the decline in roundwood exports. In 
retrospect we can now see that the deliberate throttling of timber ex- 
ports was only a temporary measure. As post-war developments have 
shown, all the speculations that the U.S.S.R. would relinquish its posi- 
tion as the world's leading exporter of forest products have proved 
to be ill-founded. 
5.3 The Post- W a r  Period 
The demands of the war forced the Soviets to change their foreign 
trade policy. They reduced their exports to a minimum but increased 
imports many times. During the mar most of the imports were made up 
of Lend-Lease goods. Timber exports totalled in the same time about 
0.2 million cubic metres. 
The transfer of Eastern Europe to the Communist orbit ~narliecl a 
completcly new situation for foreign trade. The U.S.S.R. with its 
salelliles had become a unified bloc, in which the dominating position 
was held by the U.S.S.R. Within this bloc, efforts were made to increase 
trade, and self-sufficiency was no longer regarded as an  ultimate ob- 
jcctive of these activities, as i t  was during thc inter-war period. HOT- 
ex er, autarchy was considered to refer to tradc policy vis-A-vis non-bloc 
nations (Holzman, 1963, 13. 306). 
After \Vorld \Var 11, ~ h i c h  ad involved so much terrible damage 
that it was uncertain hom~ long the reconstruction would take, it was 
not clear m-hether the U.S.S.R. had any intention of regaining its 
position as a leading country in timber exports. It  was thought Lhat 
the domestic requirements in the U.S.S.R. and its satellite countries 
would absorb the whole limber production in this area. 
Soviet export policy prior to the Nazi invasion had shown signs that 
men in more normal timcs Soviet cxports of forest products ~ o u l d  not 
be of the same magnitude as Russian exports before 1914, and during 
thc period 1930-1935. Table 4-5 and Figure 4:1 show that  lhesc signs 
were incorrectly interpreted. Frorn 1949 onwards, exports increased, 
and by 1964 the U.S.S.R. was exporting a considerably greater volume, 
in terms of roundwood equilalents, than in the peak year of 1935. It 
is true that this trade recovery took a period of 15 years, but it is 
clear that the annual ratc of increase for Limber cxports has been 
remarliable. 
This increase in the volume of exports has ob\iously been favoured 
by the rising demand for forest products in the world market, a situa- 
tion contrary to that at the beginning of the 1930's. According to F A 0  
statistics (Y.F.P.S.), the world consumption of sawnwood - both 
coniferous and deciduous-increased from 186 million cubic metres 
in 1946, to 348 million cubic metres in 1963; the corresponding figures 
for sa~vnwood involved i n  international trade were 13 million and 46 
rnillion cubic mctres respectively. The important thing here is that 
during this period other countries which export large a~noun t s  of samm- 
wood have not been able to increase their volume of exports appre- 
ciably, and that thcrc has even been a declining tendency for somc 
countries. 
There can be no doubt that the increase in Soviet exports in the 
norld marliet for forest products in general, and the expansion in 
certain markets in particular, has been done purposefully and accord- 
ing to plan. The aim has been the large-scale capture of the market, 
and also to obtain trade connections with as many countries as  pos- 
sible within the framework of thc general trade policy. Contrary to 
the trading method of the inter-war period, the post-war marketing 
strategy has been more prudent and long-term. 
Parallel with this increase in exports, the Soviets h a w  made great 
endeavours at  the same time to satisfy the dernand in the home market. 
The proclainled policy that  only goods which can he spared from the 
home market shall be exported does not seem to ha \ c  been fulfilled 
in all respects. A more elastic interpretation has been given to the trade 
policy theory, which has been so formulated that thc exports of 
forest products must primarily bc maintained for thc purpose of ob- 
taining foreign exchange for the import of coininodities which are 
more urgently needed by the economy than is timber. This means that 
in certain circumstances it may be necessary to cxport also forcst pro- 
ducts which are in short supply in the home market. On this point the 
following statement has been made by the head of V/o Exportles, 
Nichkov (1959, pp. 222-223) : "The proportion of export possibilities 
(razmer eksporfnykh uozrnozhnosfey) of one or another kind of pro- 
ducts of our national economy.. . must be decided not so much from 
the point of view of the indispensability of a full and urgent satis- 
faction of the internal market (neobkhodimosfi polnouo i preruo- 
ocherednouo udouletuorenia pofrebnosfi unzrirennouo rynka), as  also 
from the aspect of necessity to export these products (s obyazafelnym 
uchefom pofrebnosfi u eksporfe efoy prodz~kfsii) as  a source for the 
acquisition of foreign currencies (kalc istochnika poluchenia ualyufy) . 
It  is possible to determine, with fair accuracy, the extent of the Soviet 
cxports of timber and pulp products for the next few years, resulting 
almost entirely in  the first place not so much from their production 
~ o l u m e  (ob'em ikh proizuodsfua), but from the surmised national 
requirements of foreign currency for the payments of importcd goods 
(predpolagaernoy pofrebnosti sfrany u ualyufe dlya oplafy irnporfirue- 
lnykh fouarou), and also services, which are to bc paid in inter- 
national currencies (freight payments, ship repairs, etc.) as  ~vcll as 
for the n~aintenance of the administratiye apparatus abroad." 
I t  is evident that thc post-war Soviet export drive has not dcriatecl 
in practice from the timber export policy formulated by Lenin at  thc 
beginning of thc 1920's. In a speech reported in Pravda, 7 March 1964, 
to stress the necessity for a considerable increase in exports of forest 
products from the U.S.S.R., Khrushchev said: "One could ask 1%-hich 
is easier - the extraction of gold or thc conversion of timber and the 
sale of products of such conversion to obtain in exchange, from the 
currency thus gained, producer and consumer goods? Naturally, the 
second is rnorc advantageous. . . This permits the development of a 
wider international trade. W e  will also be able to buy equipment 
which interests us. Our country particularly has large possibilities of 
increasing exports of pulp and other forest products. \Ti'(: ha7.e the 
largest timber resources in  the world." 
One can assume from the above authoritative statement that in 
planning the volume of forest products to be exported, the balance of 
pnyn~enls  is rnore decisive than the satisfaction of the demand for  such 
products in Lhc home market. However, the entire matter seems to be 
a question of balancing one against the other, and one where several 
arguments are examined before a decision is made concerning the 
quantities for export in each particular case. One can see quite clearly 
by following the development of Soviet exports of forest products that, 
throughout the last 15 years, the sales volume, and not the revenue 
from sales, has played the decisive role in the export plan applied. 
5.4 Examination of Sawnzoood Marketing in the United Kingdom 
In assessing the Soviet export policy the first important question to 
be put is :  How has it been possible in practice for the U.S.S.R. to 
market forest products to such an extent and in conslantly increasing 
quantities, despite the intensified competition in the market in almost 
all countries? I t  should be particularly emphasised that the increasing 
development of Soviet timber exports is not so much due to the 
increasing demand for these products in the world market, as il 
originates primarily from deliberate Soviet policies for increasing 
cxports to the world timber markets. Price has been the most effective 
means of competition which the Soviets have had at  their disposal in 
the marketing of forcst products, both before and after the war. S o ~ i c l  
prices have always been below the prices demanded by competitors, but 
the differences have not always been very large. Ho~vever, the very rigid 
pricing system under which the prices have been determined cen- 
trally by V/o Exportles in hlosco~v has seemed to be a drawback in 
marketing matters. For instance, if an  upward trend appears in tlie 
market other exporters can malie price adjustments on a day-to-day 
basis. 
One can make a rnore detailed comparison of the means of compcti- 
tion, other than price, which are being used by the Soviets on the 
one hand and by the Scandina~ian  exporters on the other: this will 
show that the differences are insignificant. 
Limiting ourselves io sawnwood, and starting with the advantages 
and disadvantages for English importers, then: 
I. Terms of sale: All timber sales from the U.S.S.K. are 0 x 1  c.i.f. 
terms. This means that  a firm or rising markel is advantageous to 
importers because they are protected against any possible rise of 
freight rates, as the risk of such a rise is borne by the seller or shipper. 
Soviet endeavours to increase their inerchant fleet and especially their 
small vessels for timber exports (see p. 3 5 5 )  can be explained by the 
advantage of selling on a c.i.f. basis. It may be added that  sales on 
c.i.f. terms also mean that it is possible for an importer to buy a small 
quantity instead of a full cargo, which he must takc when buying 
from Scandinavian exporters on f.0.b. terms. 
With certain exceptions, the Soviet exporters are rcsponsiblc not 
only for demurrage at  the loading port, but also for demurrage at  ports 
of discharge. This can sometimes mean a considerable saving for 
sa\vnwood importers. 
2. Fall Clause: Because Solict timber is sold through one organisation 
at  fixed schccluScs of prices which do not fluctuate from day to day, 
i l  is possible for the Russian Wood Agency to offer a fall clause, i.e. 
a clause specifying that  sawnwood bought at  a certain price schedule 
will be invoiced at  the prices of a lower schedule if this latter schedule 
has been published before the goods are shipped. This provision is 
obviously a grcat protection for the importers. This also means that 
the advantages of f.0.b. terms are rernoved from a market where Lhe 
freight rates are not stable or are falling. 
However, the fall clause is not automatically included with every 
schedule, though i t  has  been a feature of Soviet sales in recent years. 
With more flexible prices which can fluctuate from day to day, the 
fall clause ceases to be of importance, and as a rule is not used by 
the exporters of other countries. 
3. Specification: The Russian offers of sawnwood, in the principal 
stocks, usually comprise a full range of thicknesses, and the indivi- 
dual specifications are  close in pattern to the comprehensive origi- 
nal specifications. The Russian specifications as a rule meet the 
buyers' general demands, but it is more difficult to agree a selective 
specification with the sellers of Soviet sawnwood. Scandinavian sellers 
have in this case a clear advantage. 
4. Quantity Discount: In recent years the Soviet sellers have offered 
a quantity discount to apply to all sawnwood assortments to an im- 
porter who has reached a certain target figure. The basis of the target 
figure has varied from year to year, but, as results show, it has always 
been a realistic one. In simple terms, the discount means that  an  
importer must make up his mind either to refrain from buying Soviet 
goods, or, in order to be in the best competitive position, to make sure 
of reaching his target. The quantity discount has, undoubtedly, been 
one of the principal means of achieving high sales for the Soviet sellers. 
5 .  Condition of goods: Kara Sea U/S Redwood is widely regarded as 
being of the very best quality joinery material available froin Eurasia. 
The sannwood shipped from Russian ports, especially a t  the end of 
the navigation season, very often appears to he insufficiently seasoned, 
and there have been instances of severe discolouration. It  is consi- 
dered a serious matter if expensive U/S sawnwood of pine is discolour- 
cd. This happens occasionally with shipments from Scandinavia. 
However, in recent years, the Soviets have made very great efforls 
to eliminate this fault and the danger of receiving discoloured sawn- 
wood is not now regarded as being great enough to he a decisive 
factor. 
In brief, these five points g i ~ e  an account of the means of competi- 
tion which have proved important in the lnarlieting of sawnwood in 
England (Mallinson-Leigh, 1965). However, the strong point of 
Soviet marketing seems to lie in  the fact that there is only organ- 
isation, V/o, Exportles, which directs centrally the entire selling of 
forest products, and which can malie substantial price reductions as 
the need arises. This puts the other exporting countries at a con- 
siderable disadvantage, because as  a rule their sales organisations 
are fragmented and are often in  competition with each other. 
5.5 Outlook for Increase in T i m b e r  Expor t s  
Soviet trade in forest products has shown a continuous increase over 
the past 15 years. Whether this trend in exports will continue, and 
how great the volume of exports will be in the future, arc inalters of 
great importance both for the countries importing forest products, 
and those competing with the Soviets for those markets. Once again 
it must be emphasised that  the basic factor in Soviet trade 1>0liCy is 
that imports are regarded as being more vital for the country than 
exports. The export of timber is primarily conducted to obtain essen- 
tial producer goods from abroad which are still needed as long as the 
industralisation of the country has not been completed. The Soviet 
position as one of the forenlost exporting countries of forest products 
will certainly increase rather than diminish in the future, because 
Soviet exports of forest products coimnand an  extremely strong com- 
petitive advantage in the world market; this can be attributed, firstly, 
to the products themselves and, secondly, to certain internal factors 
inherent Lo the system, connected with marketing. This conclusioii can 
be drawn not only from statements made in other connections by 
leading politicians and economists, but can also be drawn directly from 
the long-term bilateral trade agreements which have been signed recent- 
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1y and ~vhich  will apply well into the future. Sosiet exports of forest 
products went to over sixty countries in 1964, and the intenlion 
seems Lo he to increase this number and to gain a share of the inarliet 
i n  as  many countries as  possible. However, what is important is that 
each new trade agreement, or renewal of the old bilateral agreements, 
where they contain fixed quotas, slipulates an  increase in the ~ o l u m e  
of forest products. Some examples arc cited here to confirm this. 
Under the trade agreement with Japan, which runs for three years, 
Lhc exports of industrial roundwood from the U.S.S.R. to Japan shall 
he successively increased in the following manner: 1.8 million cubic 
metres in 1963, 1.9 million cubic metres in 1964 and 2.0 million cubic 
metres in 1965 (V .T . ,  1963, 6, 11. 52) .  
Under Lhc trade agreement with France (V.T., 1964, 12 ) ,  which 
covcrs Lhe period 1965-1969, the exports of forest products will be 
increased according to Lhc rolumes shown in Table 4-27. What is 
reinarkable here is that  the volume of exports will be increased succes- 
sirely for all the products in question, and that the largest increase 
will he for pulp. 
Under the trade agreement with Italy, which covers the period 
1966-1969, Soviet exports of roundwood will increase from 550 
million cubic ~ne t r e s  in 1966, Lo 600 rnillion cubic metres in 1969: 
for sawnwood there will be an  increase from 450 million cubic metres 
in 1966, to 600 million cubic metres in 1969; for pulp the amounts 
will increase from 60,000 tons in 1966, to 75,000 tons in 1969 (V.T., 
1964, 4, p. 71). For fibreboard and particle board the volume of exports 
has not been fixed; all that is given is the average value in Italian 
lire a year (150   nil lion lire for both these products). 
The new tradc pact with Finland, which is valid for the pcriod 
1966-1970, is supplemented by a special contract for Sovict deliveries 
of roundwood to Finland for a future period of 20 years (Pisltulov, 
TT.T., 1965, 2, p. 13) .  The exact quantities of timber h a ~ e  not been 
published, but considering Finland's shortage of raw materials in 
the wood-processing industries, it can be assumed that  the quantities 
of these deliveries will be constantly increased. 
Another kind of long-tcrm trade pact has bcen signed by the 
U.S.S.K. with a number of western industrial countries, including 
S~veden, for the period 1965-1970. These trade pacts are not in  the 
na t~rre  of skeleton agreements to which have been appended lists 
indicating the items which are expected to be exchanged by the 
respective countries during the validity of the agreements. Contrary 
to the trade agreements earlier mentioned, the list of items appended 
to the last-mentioned pacts does not fix any quantities. Such amounts 
can be continuously adjusted, and supplements, as agreed between the 
partics (or ,  in other words, thc quantities of the items to be exchanged) 
shall he deter~nincd annually. Thus the exact development of the future 
Soviet exports of forest products cannot be deduced on the basis of 
thcsc sltcleton agreements. 
Soviet interest in increasing exports of forest products to those 
countries which up to now have been the main importers of Soviet 
timber can be discerned from statements made by certain experts 
(Khvoinik, TT.T., 1964, 2; Vagonov, TT.T., 1965, 2 ) .  In its trade with 
n estern industrial countries, it seems that the U.S.S.R. is endeavouring 
to increase its exports along the lines established in its trade agreement 
with France (see Table 4-27). 
Assuming that the aims of the present trade policy will be followed 
in the future, and that no external or internal events will make the 
at tain~nent  of the goals impossible, then it can be expected that  the 
Sovict exports of forest product4 in the future will develop in the 
following manner: 
Exports of coniferous sasvnwood, which up to now has been the most 
important item of trade i n  the forestry sector, will retain their position 
in the future. To the extent that  sawn~illing output increases in  the 
timber-surplus regions, particularly in the basin of the River Yeni- 
sey, a constant increase in the total volume of exports can be expected. 
Soviet exports are determined for a long time ahead in accordance with 
economic plans, and thus it can hardly be expected that there will 
be l a r ~ e  fluctuations or sudden changes in the quantities and export 
pattern. 
One can expect that the export of roundwood will be maintained 
in the near future at  the same lerel as  at  present, or perhaps slightly 
higher. The export av sawlogs to Japan and pulpwood to Finland mill 
constantly increase for the reasons given above, but for other countries 
where relatively small quantities are involred, the total increase can- 
not be particularly great. Owing to the decline in demand from western 
industrial countries, the export of pitprops in the near future is un- 
likely to be subject to any changes. 
,4n increase in the export of plywood seems to be possible. No great 
expansion of the exports of pulp, paper, fibreboard and particle board 
can actualIy be expected. However, i t  is significant that  official circles 
reckon that  there will be an important increase in pulp production 
during the next few years, when a number of new installations go into 
operation (Baklanov, Pl.Kh., 1965, 8, p. 2 ) .  
On the basis of this increase in production, the Soviets have already 
extended their offers of pulp for export to world markets, and signi- 
ficantly enough these offers start in 1968, as is also provided for 
in  the trade agreement with France icf. Table 4-27). 'This indicates 
that the long-term plans for Soviet exports provide for n definite 
and systematic increase in the field of processed forest products; 
up to now this has been hindered by the lag in the expansion of in- 
dustrial capacity. Pulp and paper exports on a increased scale can 
be considered to be one of the foremost targets of Soviet foreign 
trade. 
6. Summary of Conclusions from Part IV 
Soviet exports of forest products are made primarily to obtain 
foreign currency in order to pay for irnports nhich  are needed for 
the industrialisation of the country and for econoinic growth. The 
high quality of Soviet timber, and especially coniferous sawnwood, has 
proved to be excellent in competition for the market of the traditional 
importing countries. Furthermore, marketing has been greally facilita- 
ted by the monopolistic status of the S o ~ i e t  timber trade, and by 
the existence of other institutional organisations nhich  are not to be 
found in the competitive economies of capitalist countries. Thi5 has 
resulted in the U.S.S.R.'s always being able to increase its share of 
the market when supply conditions have permitted, and when the 
economic plans have provided for an increase in exports. 
The actual operations in exporting and importing forest products are 
executed by the trading corporation V/o Exportles, 71-hich has the 
nloaopoly in trading with round\\-ood, sawnwood, pulp, paper and all 
other products based on wood as raw material. 
Principally, the marketing channels used by V/o Exportles in foreign 
countries are similar to those which are used by other tiinber exporting 
countries. The marketing of sa~vnwood is accomplished mainly by 
timber agents. In the United Kingdom, the Russian Wood Agency, 
a joint Soviet-English stock company, holds the key position. The 
Soviet tiinber sales to foreign countries are as  a rule on a c.i.f. contract 
basis. 
The chartering of tonnage for transport of timber is carried out also 
by a single corporation, V/o Soyuzvneshtrans, which has the monopoly 
status in external transport activities. There is a definite tendency in 
the U.S.S.R. to ship all goods in S o ~ i e t  ~ e s s e l s  as  far as possible, and as 
a consequence of this policy the Soviet merchanl fleet has greatly 
expanded in recent years. 
Soviet exports of forest products in thc past have fluctuated consider- 
ably in terms of volume. Primarily, the reduction in the exports of 
forest products has been caused by the two great wars and the 
following periods of rebuilding, which greatly increased the home 
consumption of timber. The increased amounts of tiinber nccded for 
the industrialisation of the country, and the difficulties in obtaining 
timber from the more remote areas of virgin forests, made it necessary 
to reduce the volume of exports of forest products during the latter 
half of the 1930's. However, this reduction was regarded only as a 
temporary measure. The general endeavour of Russian governments, 
both Czarisl and Soviet, has alnays been to increase timber exporls, 
despite the difference in  the purpose of exports under the two economic 
systems. One can clearly discern in the post-war trade policy the great 
endea\our to expand the export of foresl products. The result of these 
efforts has been that in recent years the Soviets have exported quanti- 
ties of timber which, expressed in terms of roundwood equivalents, are 
much higher than those in all pre\iouq peak years. Trade with the 
countries of castern Europe which are in the Soriet sphere of influence 
has greatly contribuled to this increase. 
Price has been one of thc forernosl means of coinpelilion used by the 
U.S.S.R. in the marketing of forest products, both in the inler-war 
period and sincc the last war. One can see from Soviet statistics thal 
the U.S.S.R. has applied different prices in differenl markets. In most 
cases the countries belonging to the Soviet bloc have paid higher prices 
than importing countries in the vest .  Furthermore, it can be seen that  
the average prices for sales to the western countries have been subject 
to considerable fluctuations, while the prices for eastern Europc havc 
taken a more even course. Here is evidence that fluctuations in busi- 
ness activities which affect the \Vest have more or less been eliminated 
from the price policy within the Soviet bloc. 
The divorce between Soviet internal prices and world market prices, 
as well as  the unrealistic exchange rates, malie i t  impossible to 
calculate the comparative advantage in foreign trade. This comparative 
advantage does not affect the decision-malting process i n  trade with 
forest products. In practice, tradc decisions are very largely quantita- 
tive and unrelated to domestic costs. Consequently, this "quantitative" 
trading can permit sales which would be "unprofitable" according 
to calculations used in the competitive economies of the western 
world. To some extent an  explanation of this lies in  overvalued ex- 
change rate. Soviet exports of forest products command an  extremely 
strong competitive advantage in the world market and thus it seems 
very probable that the Soviet position as one of the foremost exporting 
countries of forest products will increase rather than diminish in the 
future. This conclusion can he drawn not only from statements made 
by leading politicians and economists, but can also bc drawn from thc 
long-term bilateral trade agreements which hare  been recently signed 
and which will apply well into the future. 
General Conclusio~is 
SOVIET COMPETITIVE POTENTIALITIES 
IN THE FORESTRY SECTOR 
General Conclusions 
Soviet Competitive Potentialities in the Forestry Sector 
The main object of this study has been to provide a background for 
the appraisal of the competitive ability of the U.S.S.R. in  the inter- 
nalional trade in forest products. The material has been presented 
in four parts which can be regarded either as  independent theses, 
that can be studied separately or as  a successive series of studies treat- 
ing different aspects of the same question. These studies are integrated 
parts of a whole, and it is this consideration which has had a decisive 
infl~lencc on the presentation as the main object of the sludy n-ould 
not be coniplete if any of the four parts had been omitted. 
The basic idea has been to give as complete a picture as possible of 
the timber resources of the U.S.S.R., which provide lhe malerial for 
the development of the forest industries and thus the competitive abili- 
ty of the forestry sector of the economy. Geographical location and 
the accessibility of the forests play a particularly important part as  we 
are considering a country containing a quarter of the entire forest 
area of the world. In view of the natural and economic bacligrounds 
as   ell as the historical development of forest management it is 
appropriate to malie a distinction between timber-deficient and timbcr- 
surplus regions. The economic imporlance of these regions as supp- 
liers of timber for the home market and as potential suppliers of 
f o r o t  products for exports can be sulnmariscd as follows. 
1. Timber-Deficit Regions 
To u large extent the broad latitudinal belts of natural vegetation 
(see Fig. 1:2)  have influenced the distribution of population in the 
Eurasian plains (see Fig. 1 :11). The demand of the growing popula- 
tion for food in the past led to a continuous increase in the areas devo- 
ted to agriculture, and in the case of European Russia developmenl 
was mostly at the expense of forest land. Here gradually grew up  the 
large industrial centres which also became the country's largest con- 
sumers of forest products. One can state that in the south-western 
parts of the U.S.S.R. con~prising econornic regions Nos. 6-10 (see 
Fig. 1 : lo )  the local production of timber docs not cover requiren~cnts 
and thus it is necessary Lo bring in timber from other forest region\. 
Naturally, certain parts of the large arca are self-sufficienl in the 
sense that the local production of timber satisfies thc local dealand. 
However, mhat is important is that most of the wood-processing in- 
cluslrial eslablishlnents within this arca are dependent on \upplies 
of raw material from other regions. 
This l a s t  area, which for purpose of this study has been classjficd 
as  a timber-deficient region, has almost SO per cent of the Lola1 So1 iel 
pop~ilation, about 15 per cent of the total forest area and 10 per 
cent of the total volume of growing slocli. Present rcmov:il~ of 
industrial roundwood con~prise some 29 per cent of the So\ict total. 
The main objective of forest policy in Czarist Russia was to p r e ~ e n t  
the forest area being reduced and to see to it that forest land in  the 
densely populated areas was kept in  productive condition. One has to 
admit that the Czarist Government was not particularly successful 
in this respect. However, the fact is that  when the capitalist syslcm 
in Russia was brought to a n  end half a century ago, the standard of 
forest management (measured in terms of volume and composition of 
the growing stock) in  forests "jn use" was considerably better tlian it 
is now. Firsl and foremost, there is evidence of this in the enormous 
increase in the amount of cut-over areas and the extent to which more 
valuable coniferous stands ha\ e been replaced by less I aluable 
deciduous species. 
The reforestation norl i  which has been started aflcr 15'orlcl \Var 
I1 in the old timber-producing areas of European Russia is :I long- 
term project. One must therefore expect a "permanent" shortage of 
timber, especially of industrial r o u n d ~ ~ o o d ,  in the heavily populated 
western and south-western p a r k  of the U.S.S.R. throughoul Lhc 
foreseeable fuLure. This is the reason why it is not planned lo esta- 
blish in this area any new large mood-processing factorie\ which 
use high-grade coniferous roundwood as raw material. The new pro- 
jected forest industries, e.g. for the production of particle board and 
other panel products, are based primarily on roundwood from deci- 
duous species and low-grade coniferous Limber. 
To-clay the important problem which must be solved in this area i\ 
the industrial utilisation of Limber raw material of the kind nhich  is 
now available in enormous quantities as a result of previous mis- 
management of the forests. This is the reason why this particular 
forest production region is and will be for a long time to come of little 
significance in international trade. However, the timber output of the 
area is of importance for the domestic supply of timber. 
2. Timber- Surplus Regions 
The ever-growing need for forest products in the S o ~ i e t  economy 
and the shrinking timber recources in the old settled areas have made 
it necessary Lo transfer the forest industry Lo the more remote virgin 
forests in  northern parts of European Russia and Siberia. These forests, 
which are to be found i n  economic regions Nos. 1-5 (see Fig. 1 : lo) ,  
comprise approx. 55 per cent of the total foresl area and 90 per cent of 
the existing timber stock. Removals from these forests account for 75 
per cent of the total industrial roundwood of the U.S.S.R. However, 
only 20 per cent of the Soviet population lives in these five regions. 
Our main concern has been to investigate whether the timber 
resources in the virgin forests are physically accessible and economic- 
ally workable and to determine to which extent they could provide 
raw material for the wood-processing industries. According to official 
Soviet statistics, there are at  present about 278 million hectares of 
unexploited forests constituting 45 per cent of the total forest area in 
these regions. Soviet planning authorities propose to leave these virgin 
forests untouched for the next 20 years, because they are considered 
to be physically and economically inaccessible for the time being. 
Moreover, there are practically no transport facilities lo bring the 
olons, products from these remote forests to consumers outside these re,' 
and there is insufficient demand within the regions themselves. Also 
the majority of the forests not "in use" are of poor growth and belong 
to the site-quality classes which cannot be regarded as commercial 
forests (see Fig. 1:4 and l : 7 ) .  The establishment of wood-processing 
industries based on raw materials from these low-productive forests 
can hardly be justified under present conditions - even if the question 
of profitableness is ignored. 
The remaining forest area, which is already in use or which will 
be opened up  for exploitation in  forthcoming decades, is neverthe- 
less of a considerable size co~e r ing  roughly 340 million hectares and 
having a growing stock of 40,000 million cubic metres. Thcrc are 
reasons to assume that about half of this volume is merchantable 
timber stock comprising in the main mature coniferous species, such 
as pine and spruce, which could be used as industrial roundwood. 
The total usable timber volume in  the timber-surplus re,' *ions can 
thus be estimated at  20,000 million cubic metres. 
Even though such a figure has been a r r i ~ e d  at, this does not mean 
that the entire growing stock is immediately exploitable. Enormous 
stretches of access roads nlust be built, thousands of new workers' 
dwellings must  be put up, and a whole number of teclmical problems 
of a ~videly different nature must be solved before these reserves of 
timber can be utiliscd. One can take it for granted that the Soviet 
authorities can solve these problems, especially with their experience 
of logging operations in virgin forests. 
However, the exploitalion of the forests is not an end in itself. 
Roundwood must be processed into forest products, and this in its 
turn brings the qucstion of the localisation of the wood-processing 
induslries inlo the picture. Up to now, the major part of the round- 
wood produced in  the new logging areas in  the northern and eastern 
parts of the U.S.S.R. has been sent over long distances to wood-using 
industries in other economic regions. This is quite an  abnormal situa- 
tion, and the Soviet authorities regard it only a temporary condition 
brought about by necessity and one which will change a s  soon as 
circumstances permit. The normal solution would be to establish wood- 
processing industries in the immediate vicinity of the supplies of ran. 
material. This solution means that it would be only the finished 
products which have to be sent over long distances to consuming 
areas. This is the goal of the Soviet policy of industrialisation in  the 
forestry sector of the economy; the achievement of such an  end has 
been one of the most important post-war matters for the Soviet 
authorities. 
UP to now the establishment of new wood-processing industries has 
not been i n  accordance with the plan, and big discrepancies have arisen 
between the targets and the fulfilments of the plans. Particularly 
this is so in the case of the new pulpmills in the virgin forest areas. 
However, this does no1 mean that the difficulties cannot be overcome. 
It is only a question of time before several large industrial installations 
will go into operation and these will increase considerably the pro- 
duclion of pulp and paper within the next few years. 
One should not think of this expansion of capacity as a once-and- 
for-all phenomenon. On the contrary, the activity will be permanent as  
the raw material sources and the other prerequisites for industrial 
expansion are no1 lacking in these areas. Up to now it has been 
to some extent also a question of priority as other sectors of the 
economy seem to have had priority in  the distribution of supplies. 
There is reason to assume that the new Five-Year Plan for industrial 
expansion in the forestry sector of the economy is more realistic 
than the previous ambitious plans, the realisation of which took more 
time than the planners had thought originally. 
3. Structural Changes in Home Consumption of Wood 
Soviet consumption of wood in absolute terms has been steadily 
increasing, a i  the economy has required increasing amounts of forest 
producti. H o n e ~ c r ,  consumption in the Sovict type of economy i i  
riot regulated by the polential demand hut hy mcans of the general 
cconomic plans mhich arc  made periodically hy the State authoritiei. 
Actually, the State Planning Commisiion ( G o s p l n n )  determines the 
quantities of processed forest product\ which can bc consumccl in the 
rountry each year :md the slructural chmges  which a rc  to  bc made 
in wood consumption in gcncral. Also the Cornmiision decides which 
foreil producl4 arc to he replaced hy mater;als other than those based 
on wood. 
The Sewn-Year Plan ( I  959 -1 $165) and the latest Five-Year Plan 
(1966 1 9 7 0 )  provide for a reduction in the consumption of wood 
for different purposes, partly hy n more thorough processing of 
inciustrial roundwood and partly by the suhstitulion of other pro- 
ducts where wood had hccn used previously. As a consequence, the 
use of limhcr in housing and non-residential huilding is being succei- 
sively decreased compared with thc use of other huilding malerials 
such as  stccl, bricks and concrctc. Here Ihc intention is to replace iawn- 
mood with ~ ~ o o d - b a s e d  pancl products lo thc greatest possible extent. 
Such a s t r u c t ~ ~ r a l  change n:is not  possihle previously because the 
produclion of fibrehoard and particle hoard had not yet got properly 
undernay.  I-Iowc\er, this deficiency should be eliminated within the 
corning f ivc-year period. 
Also the consumption of sawnwood used for packaging purposes will 
be considerably reduced in the future, proxided that thc production of 
paper and paperhoard increases according to plan. 
'I'hc tulfilment of the planned \tructural changes in mood con- 
su~npt ion  thu5 depends on the  progress made in increasing the in- 
dustrial capacity of the forestry sector of the  economy. I t  is therefore 
quite clear why the rnain ernphasii has  been put on a n  accelerated rate 
of expaniion of the nood-procesiing induslry, and it can ht. assumed 
th:it this policy will he continued tor a long time to come. 
4. Prospective Exports of Forest Products 
Timber exporti  have played a n  important role both in Czarist 
Russia as  well as  in the U.S.S.R. Honever, the volume of exports has 
fluctuated considerably over the  years. Exports were largely non- 
existent during the two war periods hut r e ~ i v e d  after the cessation 
of hostilities. The volume of exports has steadily increased since the 
mid-fifties. One can thus state that the U.S.S.R. is now the world's 
largest exporter of coniferous sawnwood and has far surpassed Czarist 
Russia in the quanlities of timber exported. 
Soviet exports are made primarily to obtain foreign currency in 
order to pay for imports which are needed for the country's industrial 
expansion. The high quality of Russian sawnwood has proved to be 
excellent in competition for the markets in Western Europe. The 
objectives in timber export have always been to increase the physical 
volume. The reason for this has been that timber is something which 
the Soviets can produce in quantity, and which is competitive in the 
markets of the most important consumer countries. However, in 
actual practice it has not always been possible to adhere to this 
expansive export policy. Decreases in the volume of exports and the 
contraction of the Soviet share of the market-that is, if one dis- 
regards the direct consequences of war-have been due mainly to 
domestic causes, such as production difficulties or  increased demand 
in the home market. Such decreases have not been brought about by 
external conditions, such as sales difficulties resulting from increased 
competition in  certain markets abroad. This is borne out by the fact 
that the U.S.S.R. has so far been able to sell all the forest products it 
has planned to sell in international markets, whereas competitors 
have frequently been forced to reduce the volume of forest products 
offered by them in the face of effective Soviet con~petition. Price has 
been one of the foremost means of competition used by the U.S.S.R. 
in the marketing of forest products. The divorce between Soviet inter- 
nal prices and world market prices, besides the arbitrary exchange 
rates, makes possible a freer use of prices as  a means of competition. 
Moreover, the export prices are unrelated to the costs of production; 
this means that even "unprofitable" sales are permissible. 
The upper limit for timber exports is largely determined by domestic 
requirements. The whole policy is obviously a matter of the correct 
balancing of home consumption against the necessity to export and 
to acquire foreign currency. 
Assuming that the present trade policy will be followed, one can 
expect that  Soviet timber exports will continue at  approximately the 
same rate as  hitherto, but with certain changes in the product range. 
Exports of coniferous samnmood, which up to now has been the 
most important item of trade in forest products, have accounted for 
in  recent years an  average of six per cent of the total output of the 
sawmilling industry; this is quite a modest figure in comparison with 
the exports of other important countries. However, this percentage 
represents an increasing trend. One can therefore assume that  timber 
exports will retain their position in the future even if the total output 
of the sawmilling industry would decline. Within a few years the 
centre of the sawmilling industry will undoubtedly be Siberia. How- 
ever, it would be unrealistic to expect a manifold increase in the 
volume of sawnwood exports from Siberia owing to the limited period 
of navigation in the Tiara Sea. 
Exports of roundnood will probably be maintained in the near 
future at  the same level as  at  present, or perhaps slightly higher, but, 
in the long run, when the Soviet wood-processing industries expand 
still further, such exports may gradually disappear. 
An increase in the export of moodpulp and its products, as  well 
as  wood-based panel products, can be expected within the very near 
future. Up to now the lag in the expansion of industrial capacity 
has been the main obstacle to the planned increase in output and, 
consequently, also for increased exports of these products. One can 
expect that the Soviets will overcome thc obstacles to production and 
will be able to demonstrate their competitive potentialities also in 
the markets for pulp, paper, plywood and a number of other cnd-uses 
of wood-based products. 
5. Central Planning System as a Means of Competition in International 
Timber Trade 
As may be seen in Part  11, the Central Planning System applied 
in the U.S.S.R. has not been able to bridge the gap between the 
conflicting interests of the timber industry and wood consumers, on 
the one hand, and the need for forest conservation, on the other. This 
conflict between the production function and the protection function of 
the forests existed under capitalism in Czarist Russia and under 
socialism in the U.S.S.R. The fact that the State owns the means of 
production, vhich  include the forests, does not eliminate the conflict 
between the forest management and the logging industry. The systems 
of forest management practised in Czarist Russia and in the U.S.S.R. 
resemble each other more than Soviet circles are willing to admit. 
The principle of sustained yield played a leading role in forestry 
science and practice in Czarist Russia. The same principle is to some 
extent the Leitmotif in forestry activities in the U.S.S.R., too, despite 
the fact that during certain periods this principle has been completely 
abandoned, and later attempts have been made to justify this 
ahandonmen1 on thc grounds of ideologj . 11 one disregards ~~iot lernised 
techniques and  the  mechanisation of tlie norking operatioas which 
these ha \ e  broughl about, one can then detect many common features 
in the administrali\e ~naclhinery ancl lhe practire of' forestry in gcner:rl, 
which indicate that  1 1 1 ~  new system is only :I co ly  of tlic old. I Ione\er ,  
the way of carrying out these measures in  tlie S o ~ i e t  ype of econolny 
is different from that used under capitalism, though it cannol be 
proved that  Lhc S o ~ i c t  syslcm itself in forestry 1)racticc is superior 
to lhc private-enterprise syslcm. In the case of pritnary forcst produc- 
tion there a re  past sign:, \ ~ h i c h  indicate lhat it may 1)c inferior, nh ich  
in the long run  nil1 haye fatal con\equcnccs on the co~npctiti \  e polcn- 
tialilies of the whole forestry vx lor .  
Solie1 trade dcri\es great a d ~ m l a g e s  from i t \  nlouopoly stulu\ 
o w r  the un-coordinated offers of the capitalist counlries in the marltct- 
ing of forest products. The existence of such a p ~ , \ ~ e r f u l  economic 
weapon, 1%-liich is denicd Lo nc.slcrn countric\ :r\ a consequence 
of their compel i l i~  e economies, pro] ides lhc So\ i c l s  I? ill1 the possibility 
of elimirlaling most of' their co~npctitors in the intemalion:d timber 
market. Actually, the U.S.S.R. acls :IS a discriminating ~nonopoli\t ,  
charging lower prices in mnrlicts where thc demand is elastic and 
under conditions of ltccn competition, as lower price\ result in 
substantially increased sales. This policy is systematically pursued 
\\lien selling l o  the Lradilional iruportiug coun!~ics of Lhe nei!crn 
uorld.  In  contrast lo this, higher prices will be charged u h c n  \clling 
Lo the countries of the Soviet bloc, nh ich  c:m he considerctl as  marltels 
nhc rc  the demand is inela\tic when buyers arc pract:cally iiitliffcrcnl 
to price changes. 
Su~nnl ing  up, llle co~npet i t i \c  l)otcnliulitic\ of tile U.S.S.H. in Ll~e 
interilalioilnl timber nlarkclb depend not only on So\ict tinibcr 
resources and facililics to process wood into end-use products but 
also lo a high dcgrcc on Lhc Soviets' nionopoly \ ta tu\  ancl policy of 
tiinher trade. This may be a matter of concern for the many nation\ 
and corporatioils invol\ed with long-term planning; affcc:ect by intcr- 
national trade in forest products. 
Skogselconomi i Sovjetunionen med en analys av landets potentiella 
konkurrenskraft 
t luvudsyftet 111ed tlctta arbete  liar varjt att cr1i;illa en I);iligrund till vik- 
der ingen a v  Sovjetunionens konliurrenakraft ph den internationella skogs- 
l ~ r o d u k t n ~ a r k ~ i a d e n ,  Alaterialet har  franilngts i fyra  dclar,  \-illia antingel1 
lian scs  son^ oheroencle arllandliiigar,  S ~ I I I  l i a l ~  16sas scparat,  cller sol11 en 
ser ic  av s tudier  I)chandlande salllnla frBga Srdn olika utg5ngspmkter .  Dcl- 
s tudierna iir integreratle dclar  a\, Ilelheten, oc11 delta hetralitelsesiitt h a r  
haf t  ett  avgorande inflytandc ph 111-escntationen, eftersoni arbetcts l ~ u v u d -  
syfte inte  skulle vara l ion~plet t  on1 nbgon del uteslutits. 
Arsikten h a r  varit  a t t  ge en s$i koniplett hild sol11 miijligt av Sovjetunio- 
nens virkesresurs,cr,  vilka utgiir grunden fiir utvccklingen av skogsindustrier- 
n a  or11 den  potcnticlla lionkurrensfijrl11Ptg;111 110s den skogliga sektorn av 
ekonoinin. Skogarnas gcografiska heliigcnhet och  tillglngligllct spelar en 
mycket s tor  roll, dti lanelet inneliar en f,jii;.dedel a v  viirldens totala skogs- 
areal.  JIed utgangspunlit f r6n de  geografiska ocli eliononliska forutsattning- 
a r n a  saint den Ilistoriska utreclili~lgell av akogsbrukets skiitsel, 5r  clet l a ~ i ~ p -  
ligt a t t  sliilja rnellan virkesunclerskotts- ocll virliesoverskottsregioner. Dessa 
rcgioners elionomiska betydelse son1 levcrantorer  av virke for  hei~imarilark- 
n a d  och  fiir potentiell  export  lian san~manfa t tas  p i  foljande siitt. 
1. Regioner rned ~ t rkesundersko t t  
I s to r  utatr i ick~~ir ig hur  de breda na twl iga  vegetationsbiiltfrna p8verkat 
befol l ini i~gslok:~l iser i~igei~ i lantlet. Den viisande bcfolkningells ef terfr igan 
pcf fodoiin~neil ledde i cict fiirg6ngna till en oavbruten okning a v  jordhrulis- 
arealen, vilket i (let europeiska Ryssland skeclde pS hekostnacl av skogsbru- 
ket. H3ir v l s t e  s i  s m i n i n g o n ~  stora industr iccntra  Tram, vilka l v e n  blev lan- 
J e t s  storsta konsuinenter av skogsproduliter.. Alan kan fastsl; a t t  den lokala 
produktioncn av virke i S o v j e t ~ ~ n i o n e n s  sydviistra tlclar inte  tacker  hehoven, 
och  at t  c11 tillfijrsel f r i l l  a n d r a  regioncr iir niidviindig. I\jaturligtvis forekom- 
m e r  det  snliirrc lokaler in0111 detta oiilr5tle soin iir sjiilvforsorjande, men 
tlet viktiga iir att  s torre  dele11 av den fiiriidlancle skogsindustrin i det ta  0111- 
rcide Lr heroelide av  r h a t e r i a l  fr5n anclra regioner. 
Denna vidstriickta i~~lt lerskot tsregion 11j.ser niistan SO procent  av landcts 
befolkning, o ~ ~ l l i r i n g  15 proc,cnt av den totala skogsarealen ocli 1 0  procent  av 
(let totala virkesfiirr5clct. I legionc~is  avverkning av inclustricllt runclvirlie 
utgor 25 procent  av landets  totala avverkiiing. 
Huvudmhlet i Tsar-Rysslands sliogspolitili var  a t t  fo rh indra  reduktion 
av skogsarealen ocll a t t  viclliiaktl18lla ett  gott sliogstillstand inom de  tathc- 
folkade delarna av landet. RIan in5ste erkanna att denna politik inte var 
sarskilt framgingsrik. Det iir emellertid ett faktum att skogstillst5ndet i de 
i bruk varande skogarna (matt i virkesvolym ocll virkesforrHdets samman- 
sattning) vid tiden for regimskiftet var avsevart battre, an det a r  nu. Forst 
och framst ser inan detta p B  den enorma okningen av kalavverkningsarealen, 
och den utstrackning i vilken viirdefulla barrtradsbest5nd ha r  ersatts av 
rnindre vardefulla Iovtradsbestind. 
Det skogliga gterbyggnadsarbetet i de gamla virkesproducerande omr5- 
dena i europeiska Ryssland a r  en uppgift p& 1Hng sikt. Man kan darfor rak- 
na  ined ett permanent virkesunderskott, speciellt av industrivirke, i de 
tzitbefolkade vastra ocll syduastra delarna av landet under overskidlig fram- 
tid. Detta a r  skalet till att inga nga stora skogsindustrier, baserade pH hog- 
kvalitativt barrvirke, a r  planerade inom detta oinr5de. De projekterade 
industrierna bygger i stallet p5  15gkvalitativt lovvirke for produktion av 
sp5nplattor och andra liknande produkter. 
Det viktiga och aktuella problem for denna region, son1 miste losas, 
Br hur  man skall anvanda det r5material av d5lig kvalitet, so111 nu finns 
i oerhorda rnangder pH grund av tidigare vanskotsel av skogen. Detta a r  
orsaken till att denna region har  och under l i ng  t id kominer att f5 mycket 
liten betydelse i den internationella handeln. Regionens utbud ha r  dock 
stor betydelse for den lokala efterfr5gan. 
2. Regioner med virkesoverskott 
Den hela tiden vaxande efterfrigan pS skogsprodukter i Sovjetunionens 
ekonomi och de krympande virkesresurserna i de gainla bosattningsomr5- 
dena h a r  nodvandiggjort en orerflyttning a r  skogsindustrin till de mer av- 
lagsna urskogarna i de novdliga delarna a r  Ryssland och Sibirien. Dessa 
skogar omfattar approximativt 85 procent av den totala skogsarealen och 
90 procent av nuvarande virkesforr5d. Avverkningen inom detta ornr5de ut- 
gor 75 procent av Sovjetunionens totala industrivirke. Endast 20 procent 
av Sovjetunionens befolkning bor emellertid i detta omrHde. 
VHrt huvudsyfte h a r  varit att utreda huruvida virkesresurserna i ur- 
skogsomr5dena a r  fysiskt och ekonomiskt tillgangliga, och att bestamma 
i vilken utstrackning de kan tillhandah&lla r5material till skogsindustrin. 
Enligt officiell sovjetisk statistili finns det for narvarande omkring 278 
millioner hektar av oexploaterad skog, vilket utgor 45 procent av den totala 
skogsmarksarealen i dessa regioner. Sovjetiska planeringsmyndigheter am- 
nar  lamna dessa urskogar ororda under kommande tjugo&rsperiod, formod- 
ligen p 5  grund av att de betraktas som fgsislrt otillgiingliga. Den geografiska 
belagenheten hindrar ocksH exploateringen ur  ekonomisk synvinkel under 
oversk5dlig tid, eftersoin nara tva tredjedelar iir otillglngligt belagna i ostra 
Sibirien. 
Dessutom esisterar praktiskt taget inga transportrnojligheter for  frakt 
av dessa skogsprodukter till konsumenter utanfor dessa regioner, och efter- 
fragan inom omr&det a r  otillracklig. Majoriteten av de skogar, som for nar- 
varande inte brukas, ha r  iiven dil ig tillvaxt och tillhor de kvaliteter, som 
ej kan betraktas son1 kornmersiella. Etablerandet av skogsindustrier base- 
rade p3 rimaterial  frBn dessa 1Bgproduktiva skogar kan knappast forsvaras 
under nuvarande fo r ld l anden  -- Bven om lonsamheten ignoreras. 
Den Bterstiende rkogsarealen, som antingen redan brukas eller som kom- 
iner att oppnas for exploatering under kornmande Artionden, ar  icke dess 
mindre av anrenlig storlek. Den utgor omkring 340 millioner hektar och ha r  
ett virkesforrBd av 40 miljarder knbikmeter. Det finns skal att antaga, 
att omkring halften av denna volym a r  ekonorniskt lampligt virke bestiencle 
av barrtradsarter, sorn tall ocli gran, vilka kan anvandas som industriellt 
rundvirke. Den totala Atkomliga virkesvolymen i overskottsregionerna kan 
si lunda uppskattas till 20 miljarder kubikmeter. 
Denna kubik~netersiffra innebar dock inte, att hela forrsdet Br omedel- 
bart exploaterbart. Enorma vagstriickor miste byggas, tusentals arhetar- 
bostader miste sattas upp, oc11 en he1 mangd teliniska problem av varierande 
slag miste losas, innan dessa virkesreserver kan anviindas. Man kan utg5 
f r h  att den Sovjetiska staten 5r  i stsnd att losa dessa problem, speciellt 
med tanke p i  berorda myndigheters stora erfarenhet av urskogsexploate- 
ringar. 
Exploateringen Br dock inte ett sjiilvBndarnB1. Rundvirket m3ste forad- 
las och detta staller i sin tur fragan, om var industrien skall lokaliseras. 
Hittills ha r  huruddelen av virket, som kommer ifrBn de nya skogsomriidena 
i norr  och oster transporterats langa vagar till industrier i andra ekono- 
miska regioner. Detta ar  emellertid en abnorm situation och sovjetrnyndighe- 
terna betraktar den son1 en nodlosning, vilken kommer att andras sa m a r t  
ornstandigheterna tilliiter detta. Den normala losningen vore att etablera 
industrier i de virkesproducerande omriidenas omedelbara narhet. 
Detta a r  Sovjetunionens nii l  och politik for skogssektorns industrialise- 
ring, och verkstallandet av detta 11131 h a r  varit en av sovjetstatens viktigaste 
uppgifter efter andra varldskriget. 
Hitills ha r  nyetableringen av skogindustrier inte foljt planen, och stora 
skillnader ha r  uppstBtt mellan planens m i l  och verkstallande. Detta gal- 
ler sarskilt for de nya massaindustrierna i urskogsomrBdena. Detta innebar 
emellertid inte, att svBrigheterna inte kan overvinnas. Det a r  endast en tids- 
friiga innan stora industrianlaggningar kommer i produktion, och dessa 
ko&er att avsevart 6ka produktionen av massa ocli papper inom de n8r- 
maste Bren. Intill nu ha r  de t  i viss utstrackning varit en fr@a om prio- 
ritet, eftersom andra sektorer inom ekonomien tycks h a  haft fortursratt 
vid ford,elningen av tillgiingarna. Det finns skal att anta, att den nya fem- 
Brsplanen for industriell expansion inom den skogliga sektorn av ekonomien 
iir jner realistisk an fBregBende arnbitilosa planer, vilkas genomforande tog 
langre tid, an planerarna ursprungligen tankt sig. 
3. Virkeskonsumtionens strukturella foriindringar 1: Sovjetunionen 
Sovjetunionens konsumtion av t r a  ha r  i absoluta tal raknat stadigt varit 
stigande eftersoin ekonornien h a r  kravt en okande mangd av skogsproduk- 
ter. Konsumtionen regleras emellertid inte i den sovjetiska typen av ekonomi 
av den potentiella efterfragan, utan av de allmanna ekonomiska planerna, 
som uppgors periodvis av de statliga myndigheterna. For  narvarande avgor 
den Statliga Planeringskoinrnissionen (Gosplan), vilka kvantiteter av skogs- 
produkter  son1 k a n  konsumeras inoin landet  varje Br, oc11 de  s t rukturel la  for- 
iindringar son1 skall goras fiir triiltonsunitionen i allinHnlxt. Koinmissionen 
beslutar vidarc oclcsS om, vilka ~ k o g s p ~ ~ d ~ l i t c r  son1 skall ersiittas av a n d r a  
material,  son1 inte  baseras  p 5  tr2. 
SjuArsplanen (1959-I!?(%) ocli den  senaste fe111,:lrsplanen (19GG-1970) 
foreskriver en recluktion av l ions~mlt ionen av trii f o ~  olika iinclam51. Delvis 
p 3  grund av e n  nier  15ngtg8ende foriidling a\, (let industriella rundr i rke t ,  och  
delvis genom at t  anviinda su11stitut~)rodukter inom o n d i d e n  d8r  trli hittills 
anviints. Son1 en konsekvens konmier fiirbrukningen av trii till bostiicler ocli 
a n n a n  byggnadsverksamllet att  ~ n i n s k a  jiimfort med a n d r a  hyggnadsinaterial 
soin st51, tegel o c h  betong. AI8lsiittningen iir at t  i s& stor  utstriickning son1 
rnojligt erslitta sggade triivaror riled 1)yggnadsplaltor haserade 11% trii. E n  
sadan  s trukturel l  fiir5ndring var  f i i ~ x t  onliijlig, cftersom produktionen av 
fiber- oc11 sp8nplattor ej vnr- t i l l~~iicltlig. Dcnna hris t  komnler emellertid 
at t  v a r a  avhjiilpt u n d e r  kommande fein5rsperiod. 
Konsumtionen av sagat trii fiir elnhallageiindanl31 Icommer ocltsb att  redu-  
ce ras  i framtilden, fiirutsatt att proclalitione~i av pappcr  och  p a p p  konllner 
at t  i5ka enligt planen. 
Genoinforandet av den planeratie strnktnl-fiiriindringeli av triikons~imtio- 
nen  beror  allts;~ pR i l m r  hog grad  man lyckas med  utbyggnaden av den 
skogsindustriella sel i tor~is  kapncitct.  Det iir diirfiir natnrligt,  a t t  tonvikten 
la@ p a  den accelererandc rxpansionstakten inoin den triifiiriidlande in- 
dustrien och man kan  utg8 f r i n  att tlenna politik lio111111er at t  I ~ e s t 5  under  
lhng tid. 
4 .  Framt ida  export av skogsprodukter 
TrHvaruesporlen h a r  spelat en s tor  roll  fiir b5de Tsar-Ryssland o c h  
Sovjetunionen. Esportvolymen llar dock varierat  Atskilligt u n d e r  Brens lopp. 
Exporten 1Bg i s tor t  sett helt nere under  tie tv5 \.iirltlskrigen, inen lconl Btcr 
i ghng efter fientligheternas upphiirantlc. l?qjortvolynlen h a r  sedan stadigt 
iikat alltsetlan mitten av fen~tiotalet .  Man kan sfiltlntla fasts13 att  Sovjetunio- 
nen  nurnera Hr v5rltlens stiirste esport i i r  av harrtriivaror, ocli a t t  espomr- 
ten Hr n ~ y c k e t  stiirre i n  under  tsz~rtiden. 
Sovjetunionens e s p o r t  l iar  som primiirt  mlil an.dtaffning aav dcn utliindska 
valuta, m a n  behiiver fiir landets industriella expansion. De ryslia s3gade 
t ravarornas  liijga kvalitet h a r  visat sig vara ett  utiniirkt l t o i l l t u r r e ~ i s ~ ~ ~ e d d  
pA d e n  viisteuropeiska marknaden .  TrHexportcns mGl h a r  alltid vari t  a t t  olia 
avsattningsvolymen. Skiilet t i l l  detta Br at t  trii Ar n Q o t  som Sovjeunionen 
kan producers i s tora  kvantiteter,  villta Hr konkurrensltraftiga p i  d e  vik- 
tigaste k o n s u m e n t l i i n d e r ~ ~ a s  marknader .  1 prakt iken 11ar man  emellertid inte  
alltid kunn'at utfiira denna  espansiva esportpol i t ik .  Ninskningar  av espor t -  
volymen ocll landets marknadsandel  bar, om man nndanta r  k r i g c ~ l s  Itonse- 
kvenser, huvudsakligen haft  inl le~nsl ta  orsaker, som produktio~~ssv:ir igl~eter  
elier okad  efterfragan p?1 liemrna~ilarknaclen. hiinskningarna luar inte  heroti 
115 externa forllRllanden, so111 exempelvis fiirsiiljningssvirigl~eter 121 grund 
a v  okad  konkurrens.  Detta fraing5r k la r t  a v  det  faktum at t  Sovjetunionen 
hittil ls alltid h a r  kunna t  siilja alla skogsprodukter,  nlan planerat  att  avsiitta 
pB den  internationella nlarknaden.  K o n k ~ r r ~ n t e r n a  11ar :"I sin s ida f o r  det  
nlesta fgtt minska sin marlinadsandel pB grund av Sovjetunionens effelitira 
inarlinadsforing. Priset ha r  varit ett av Sovjetunionens mest anviinda lion- 
kurrensmedel. Sliillnaden mellan Sovjetunionens internationella priser oc11 
~5rldsmarknaclspriscrna, vid sidan av de godtyclrliga viixelkurserna, gor en 
friare prislionliurrens mojlig. Dessutorn iir priserna inte liorrelerade med pro- 
dulitioi~sliostnaderna, vilket innebiir att iivcn oliinsanlrna forsaljningar kan 
genonlforas. 
Den iivre griinscn fior triivaruexporten bestiiins till stor del av den in- 
hemska efterfrsgan. Politiken 81- tydligen atl balansera den egna lionsuni- 
tionen mot den niiclriindiga ansliaffningen av utliindsk -\.aIuta genom esport. 
Om man forutsiitter att den nnrarande handelspolitiken koinn~er att hibe- 
lC~llas, lian man fijrviinta sig att den ryslia t r i i~aruespor ten  kommer att 
fortsiitta i samma utstr5clining sorn hittills, men mccl vissa fiiriindringar 
av produktsainmansiltninge~~. 
Exportell av s@de barrtr8varor, som hittills ha r  r a r i t  den viktigasie 
fikogsesj~ortproc1111itc11, l1ar under scnare Br utgjoit omliring G C/o av sag- 
verlisindustriens totala produktion, villiei iir en mycliet blygsam siffra jam- 
fort med a11dr.a storre exportliinders. Denna siffra ingBr emellerticl i en 
Gliande trend. Rlan lian cliirldr utg5 ifrdn alt denna export lio~niner att be- 
l d l a  sin position i fraintiden, iiven om sc~gvei-ksindustriens produktion skul- 
le gB ner. Inom n5gra fS 51- kornmer sBgverksindustriens centruin att vara i 
Sibirien. Dct yore emellerticl orealistislit att tRnka sig nBgon storre okning 
uv exportvolymen fr5n Sibirien, beroende p5 den lrorla seglationspcrioden 
i Iiarahavet. 
Esport8en av rundvirke liomlller formodligen att fortsiitta p5 nuwrantle 
niv5 under den niirmaste framtiden, eller eventuellt konlmer den att stiga 
nagot. Men p i  15ng sikt lrorniner den gradris  att sjunka, nar sliogsind~~stricn 
undan for undan byggs ut. 
En  esportolining av triimassa och p i  sdd,an baseradc prociukter s!iviil 
som byggnadsplaitor av olilia slag kan dorviintas inom den narmaste framti- 
den. Intill nu ha r  den fiirsenade expansionen av industriliapaciteten fiirhind- 
rat  den planerade produktionsokningen och foljaktligen dveii en okacl ex- 
portrolym. Man lian u tg i  i f r h  att landet lronlmer att undanroja dessa pro- 
dulitionsl~incler och att inan s5ledes koininer att liunna utnyttja sin poten- 
iiclla lionkurrenskraft iiren pB massa-, pappers- nch playmooclinarlinacler~la 
saiut p5 marknaden for Btskilliga andra trshaserade produliter. 
5. D e n  centrala p lanekonomin  s o m  konkurrensrnedel p d  den  interizationella 
truzjarumurknaden 
Det So~jetir l ia  centrala planeringssystemet har  inte varit kapabelt att 
o v e r h r ~  gga hlyftan inellan de divergerandc intressen, soin finns mellan 
s1iog:industrin cch  tralionsumenterna 5 ena sidan och behoret av slrogsvBrc1 
B den andra. Denna lionflilit inellan proc!uktionsfunktionen ocll skyddf~n l i -  
tionen existerade s8val i Tsar-Ryssland son1 under nuvarande regim. Det 
for11r"rllandet att staten ager produktionsmedlen, inliluderande sliogen, eli- 
n ~ i n e r a r  inte denna konfiikt. De tv3 politislia periodernas slrogsbrukssystein 
lilinar rarandra  mer  dn \ a d  sovjetmyndigheterna pill tillst& 
Principcn om ett uthalligt skogsbruk spelade den ledande rollen i Tsar- 
Rysslands skogs~retenskap och pralitislra handlande. Sanima princip Br i 
viss utstrackning ledmotiret inoin sliogsbruket aven i Sovjetunionen, trots 
att principen helt h a r  overgivits under vissa periocler och forsok ha r  gjorts 
for att riittfardiga detta pB ideologislra grunder. Om man bortser f r h  den 
moderna teliniken och den nlekanisering av arbetsoperationerna, som foljt 
i dess sp3r, lran man i det adininistrativa niaskineriet och i skogsbrukets 
organisation i ovrigt finna ett nlonster, som direlit visar att det nya sjste- 
met a r  en direkt lropia av clet gamla. Sattet att fora ut  dessa principer till 
verkligheten B r  dock i den sovjetiska planekonoinin helt skild frBn de satt, 
soin brukas i en kapitalistisk ekonoini, och det lian inte bevisas, att det 
sovjetislia systemet for sliogsbruliets del a r  battre. Fo r  den pr imlra  sliogs- 
produktionens del finns det teclien i det fo rghgna ,  soln tyder 113 att det 
sovjetiska systeinet 8r  underlagset, vilket p2 l3ng sikt kan f i  svirartade kon- 
selrvenser for hela skogsselitorns potentiella konkurrenskraft. 
Den sovjetiska handeln rned skogsprodulrter erh3ller stora fordelar ge- 
nom sin monopolstallning over de olioordinerade utbuden f r i n  de Irapitalis- 
tiska liinderna. Existensen av ett sBdant kraflfullt ekonorniskt vapen, vil- 
ket de lrapitalistiska staterna ej kan anvanda sig av i konselivens med deras 
iliarlinadsekollollli, gor det inojligt for Sovjetunionen att eliniinera de flesta 
av konliurrenterna pB den internationella marknaden. Fo r  tillfallet agerar 
Sovjetunionen som en diskriminerande monopolist och satter lagre priser 
p$ nlarknader med elastisk efterfrggan och dar  konliurrensen Br stark, efter- 
soin lagre priser leder till okad forsaljningsvolyiii. Denna politik anvands 
systematislit, na r  forsaljningen sber till de traditionella importlanderna 
i vaster. I nlotsats till detta satts hogre priser, nar  fijrsaljningen sker till lan- 
der inom sovjetblocket, da r  inarlinaden erbjuder en oelastisk efterfragan. 
Som sammanfattning kan sagas att Sovjetunionens potentiella konkurrens- 
kraft p i  den internationella travaruinarknaden inte bara beror pB landets 
virkesresurser och industrikapacitet, utan i hog grad ocks i  pB landets mo- 
nopolstatus och handelspolitjk. Detta bor vara en viktig angelagenhet for 
de mBnga lander och sammanslutningar, soin a r  sysselsatta med l5ngsiktsut- 
redningar, dar  utvecklingen av den internationella handeln med skogspro- 
dukter i ng i r  som en viktig faktor. 
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